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To the Reading Pu

IT
appears to us that the postal rider to the War Revenue Bi

the last Congress as a war measure, as applicable to second-class

not only iniquitous and unfair, hut also that it was passed as a

measure leveled primarily at independent periodical publications.

We believe that if it is carried out it will result in disaster to a very la

number of periodicals, and inasmuch as the majority of American authors at

dependent upon American periodicals for their livelihood, anything which

threatens them, also threatens the great body of American writers. It is because

of this fact, and the great menace to other lines of industry, that the Authors'

League of America, representing the literary workers of this country, is vitally

interested in the fight for a repeal of this postal regulation, which is scheduled

to go into effect July 1, 1918.

As it is true that the zone rate, as recently adopted, will result in the de-

struction of many periodicals, and in a vast increase in the subscription prices

of others, it seems to us that it constitutes a threat directed not only at the

publishers and authors themselves, but also at the vast reading public of the

country, and we feel that it is to this public that our appeal , should be made.

This new law threatens the destruction of American literature and the home

reading circle, with all that such a catastrophe would mean ; this in itself should

excite sufficient general interest to prompt an overwhelming demand for the

repeal of the measure. But further than that it appears to us that this vindictive

attempt to throttle the independent press of the United States is a matter of

such sinister significance that the people of the country will refuse to tolerate

it, once they are acquainted with its true character.

Inasmuch as the Constitution of the United States was drafted with the idea

of fostering arts and sciences, and inasmuch as this ill-considered increase in postal

rates was jammed through Congress not primarily as a method of raising war

revenue, but so far as we can learn, as the result of personal animosity on the part

of certain public men, the genesis of which can be traced back to the first

"muckraking" magazine articles it is plain to us that we should demand its

immediate repeal.

Now, above all times, the public must be assured of a national, not a sectional

press, and one that is removed from all political influence.

The Authors' League of America, Inc.

REX BEACH, President

Executive Committee

GERTRUDE ATHERTON GELETT BURGESS GEORGB BARR MeCUTCHEON
ALICE DUER MILLER HARVEY O'HIGGINS CHANNING POLLOCK LEROY SCOTT

JULIAN STREET LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE HELEN S. WOODRUFF
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DOES the stage need to be Hoover-

ized?

Is the theatre a necessity or a lux-

ury? Interesting questions these!

Professor Robert H. Hatch, instructor

for over twenty years in the College of the

City of New York an-

swers them in our Feb- ,

ruary issue.

Prof. Hatch declares

the playhouse is a neces-

sity and a very impor-
tant one something we
can't afford to neglect.

If it were a luxury, he

argues, it "would have

been banished long ago
in England or in France

along with the other lux-

uries of life.

The theatre has its

faults. It is in danger
of deterioration unless

its shortcomings are cor-

rected. It needs con-

serving. It must be

Hooverized.

Read in the next num-
ber what Professor

Hatch has to say on this

very vital and interest-

ing subject.

JANUARY, 1918

The truth is, no one is there to greet

him. His name and fame have been her-

alded and billboarded from coast to coast.

But back in his old home he is unsung.

What he runs up against when he gets

home, the comments on him, what the local

THERE
is the auto-

mobile face, the

Wall Street face, the

debutante face, but what

about the theatre face?

Have you ever turned

around in your orches-

tra chair and glanced at

the sea of faces sur-

rounding you? Some at-

tract you and some do

not mostly not.

Theatre audiences all

wear different faces

likeable or hateful,

stupid or vulgar, vacu-

ous or openly hostile,

critical or gaily respon-

sive.

Which is yours?
Read Mildred Cram's Aj^

clever article on "Xew
York Audiences" in the February num-
ber.

WHERE'S
the band?"

That's what the successful and

highly courted leading man asks when he

reaches his old home town after many
years' absence.

VOL. XXVII.

IN THIS ISSUE

THERE
are vampires of the screen,

but they'll have to take their hats off

to Florence Reed, the most enticing

charmer of the stage.

Do you remember her as the seductive

siren in "The Wanderer"? She is at

present one of the rea-

. sons for the success of

"Chu Chin Chow."

Miss Reed's article,

"The Sex Appeal," in

the next number, is a

well-written and illumi-

native article on this in-

teresting subject.

Having had experience

in scarlet roles, Miss

Reed knows.
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M R. HORNBLOW
goes to the play ! =

That's nothing new.

What he sees there be-

tween the acts, what he

reads between the line*

what he learns \\.ili

conversing with Mr.

Manager, he will let you
know in his piquant ar-

-
ticle, "Theatrical Camou-

flage," in the February
number.

Yes, there's camouflage
in the theatre as there

is in everything else. If

you want to learn the

tricks of the trade read

our next issue.

A!

paper says about him, and his failure to

make the home folks understand what it

means to have one's name in electric lights

on Broadway, makes an article that has a

chuckle in every line. In the February issue !

RE you accompanying Mirilo to the

. movies? If not, why not?

. of that sugary final

clutch between the hero

and heroine that brings

down the curtain on

most of our plays?

Edwin Carty Ranck i?,

and he tells you why in

his article "That Over-

worked 'Happy Ending'
"

in the next number.

'Tis true some fairly

good plays, such as

"Hamlet," for instance,

have achieved success without happy end-

ings.

For further information on the subject

we refer you to Mr. Ranck's article.

ARE
you following the adventures of

Angelina, the adorable debutante, in

our Fashion Department?

COPYRIGHT 1918 V THE THEATRE MAGAZINE CO. TRADE MARK BEG. U. S. PAT. OFF. ENTERED AT POST OFFICE, NEW YORK, AS SECOND CLASS MAIL MATTE!



From a portrait by Pack

LEO DITRICHSTEIN IN "THE KING" AT THE COHAN THEATRE
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AMERICAN CHICLE COMPANY

f GOOD FOR COUGHS & COLDS I

ANNETTTE KELLERMAN, says:

"I certainly do like the flavor of your

Adams Black Jack Chewing Gum. It

is highly beneficial to the throat."
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THE CALENDAR : A hand proof of this month's cover

Miss Corinne Barker depicting "ON TO VICTORY"
-without printing of any sort, mounted on melton board

and tied with red white and blue ribbon, ready to hang up.

HOW YOU CAN GET IT: If you have not renewed

your subscription- -If you have never subscribed to the

Theatre Magazine If you would like to subscribe for a

friend send in your renewal or a new subscription, and the

Theatre Calendar will be sent you without charge.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE CO.
6 East 39th Street, New York

Gentlemen: I enclose herewith $3.50 for which please send me one yrar's

subscription to the Theatre Magazine, and the Theatre Calendar.

Name . .

Address

N. B. : The subscription and the Calendar may be sent to different

addresses if you so designate.

You must act quickly ifyou want to secure

one ofthese calendars. The supply is limited,

and it will be "first come, first served,"

!

I

[2]
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One of the Five Year-'Round

19 Distinctive

Bodies

THE
Mitchell factory has its own new body

plant. Famous designers there work for

Mitchells only. And able craftsmen bring
these bodies up to Mitchell standards.

One result is wide variety. No other car in this

class is built in so many styles.

Every MitchellAnother is exclusive models,

design shows distinction.
'

Another is great economy. We now build the

whole car chassis and body under modern
efficiency methods. And all we save a large sum
per car goes into extra values.

So Mitchell models combine all the known attractions. Before

designing these new styles our artists examined over two hundred

late models.

They excel in luxury in many ways as compared with other

cars in this class.

They have wanted features which many cars omit. Things like a

power tire pump, shock-absorbing springs, reversible headlights, etc.

They are built to a rigid

important parts. That af-

fords more than the usual

margin of safety.

standard of over-strength in all

We are showing 19 new
creations. They include

pen and closed cars, sport

ars, convertible types and

demountable tops. So any

njanted type, in its highest

development, can be found

k'l Mitchells now.

All are superb cars the

handsomest cars you'll see.

All are distinctive. And all

undersell cars of like size

and power and class.

See the new designs.

They will give you vast re-

spcrt for Mitchell efficiency.

Mitchell Motors Company

'IIIIIIIIIIIIHI

Incorporated

Racine, Wisconsin

TWO SIZES

4? A roomy 7-pas-,-1 sender Six, with
127-inch wheelbase and a highly de-

veloped 48-horsepower motor.

#7525
3-Passenger Roadster . $1490
Club Roadster. . . . 1560
Sedan 2275
Cabriolet 1960
Coupe 2135
Club Sedan 2185

Alsr> Town Car and Limousine

Mitrhpll D-dfl A 2- or
ITlIlCneil U-'W Senger Six on
similar lines, with 120-inch wheelbase
and a 40-horeepower motor.

$1250
Club Roadster .... $1280
Sedan 7950
Coupe 1850

All Prices f. o. b. Racine

ROYAL POINCIANA
GROUNDS (fiipfc

S'.=AVE *M6T-- ST
PARIS \ NEWVOKK

9'lie Wans Slwp
AJ.'America.'

WASHINGTOM
CINCINNATI
DULOTh

introduces

NEW FASHIONS

Southern
California Resorts

SPORTS CLOTHES xt/D SOCIAL APPAKI.I.

UNDEPTHETPOPICMOON
Spaniards, English, Buccaneers all have shared in

creating the romantic atmosphere which surrounds lovely Porto Rico, fairest

island of the Caribbean. Moss-grown fortresses, quaint old cathedrals and

graceful Moorish architecture are their legacy to this luxuriant tropical land,

already perfect in its inspiring scenery and balmy climate.

16-DAY CRUISE
EXPENSES

AND
UP

A luxurious steamer is your hotel for the entire cruise, from New York to and

around Porto Rico, stopping at principal ports and return. Big staunch vessels of

over 10,000 tons, especially
fitted (or the tropics, supply every comfort and con-

venience. All necessary expenses of the voyage included in the fare. A sailing

every Saturday at noon. Write for illustrated booklet "Through Tropic Seas."

Address:

M. SECKENDORF, General Passenger Agent

PORTO RICO LINE,

rai



The world's greatest
catalog of music

VICTOR RED SEAL RECORDS
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beta a tonlinuoui ovation, the great auoWr

peUbound by ihe eiqulMr leWnwat, be*ti

ot U vo.ce.

C*ru. ii a native of N.ple, and wa. born in I87J.
When he wa. a mere boy he ung in the chuicho ol

N.ple.. and the beauty of hi* Toie arreMcd ihe atlcntion

o( .11 who heard it Hi. Itlher did not encourage the boy
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"
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A book that every
music-lover will want

It has required 20 years of constant research, of steady application,
of tireless effort, and the expenditure of more than Eleven Million

Dollars to place this Victor Record catalog in your hands.

This great book of 542 pages is the recognized authoritative index to

the world's best music; to the greatest musical achievements of all time.

Its pages are living tributes to the years of unceasing vigil spent in

gathering the best music from every portion of the globe. They reflect

the hours upon hours which the greatest artists have devoted to record-

ing their superb art for the delight of all generations. They attest to the

enormous amount of time and millions of dollars spent in developing
the art of recording to its present state of perfection. And through each

and every page runs the story and proof of Victor supremacy.
Every music-lover will want a copy of this great Victor catalog of music. Everybody

should have this book, whether or not they have a Victrola. All will appreciate it because

of the information about artists, operas and composers, and the numerous portraits and

illustrations it contains.

Any Victor dealer will gladly give you a copy of this great catalog of music, or we will

mail you a copy free, postage paid.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically coordi-

nated and synchronized by our special processes of manufacture, and their use,

one with the other, is absolutely essential to a perfect Victor reproduction.

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 1st of each month

Victor Supremacy
"Victrola" is the Registered Trade-mark of the Victor Talkine Machine Company designating

the products oi this Company only. Warning: The use of the word Victrola upon or in the pro-

motion or sale of any other Talking Machine or Phonograph products is misleading and illegal.

.
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THEATRE

TED -AT
CHARLES HENRY MELTZER

CAN
I have changed from an optimist

to a pessimist? Or has the New York

stage changed for the worse of late?

As I look back (I seldom do, thank heaven)

I find it rather hard to convince myself that our

theatres are much better than they used to be

when Henry Irving aptly starred at the old Star,

while Augustin Daly reigned at Twenty-ninth
Street.

I loved' to slam Augustin in those days. If

he came back to life, unchastened, as of yore,

I should do so now. To those of us who

thought we knew our drama (I of course knew

mine) it seemed insulting to be told that Augus-
tin's "productions" were creations of his own

Olympian brain. He could not really have con-

ceived "Camille," though he put his name to it.

He could not have invented all the French com-

edies and German farces which he dished up,

with local sauce, for us on Broadway.
There was another thing that annoyed some

of us. Augustin would insist on calling his play-

house "the American Theatre Franc,ais."

At last, in one of my most scandalous feuil-

letons. published by the Herald, I assured Augus-
tin that his theatre was neither an equivalent

of the world-famous "Maison de Moliere," nor

worthy of comparison with even the less ex-

alted, though more amusing, Palais-Royal. This

led to a marked coolness between the All-High-
est of these parts and poor, plain me. Our re-

lations, which had never been too cordial, soon

strained. And then, unable to condone my
crime. Augustin ceased sending me press tickets.

YET,
looking back, through long and

checquered years, I see that, despite his

iiuAaijfs and tricks, Mr. Daly was a vastly

greater manager than most of his successors.

The public of his time may have been simpler

than the one you know. But it was nicer, more

exacting and less crude. By his method, which

was largely built on nerve, Mr. Daly at least

lypnotized it somehow into accepting him as an

authority on drama. If we except Mr. Belasco,

vhat manager could say as much to-day?

Thanks to his attitude, which combined dig-

nity with arrogance, Mr. Daly drew around him

a constituency. It clung to him with admirable

oyalty. applauded him on all first nights, and

poke kindly of his failures. It was made up,

not of young persons with narrow outlooks, but

it" grown men and women of good breeding. To
>e present at a Daly premiere was a mark of cul-

ure. Not to attend one was to miss a privilege.

We knew beforehand in those vanished times

what some of the critics would record of his

ew play next morning. To attack it was a

n>' if of heresy. To persist in disliking it was

antamount to Use majeste. This sort of thing
i turn worked well and ill. It established

tandarrls, though not lofty ones.

It fretted one, of course, to get Dumas bowd-

'.erized, and happy endings where in the original

there had been sad denouements. But, on the

whole, the Daly plan did help. It spared us

coarseness and respected taste. Being what he

was, a dogmatic autocrat, Mr. Daly did not al-

low sufficient license in the interpretation of "his"

plays to the members of his stock company. He
moulded all of them to suit his plan. The re-

sults were often rather comical. He took parlous

liberties with more than Dumas ; he adapted

Sheridan and Wycherley and improved on

Shakespeare. But never did he countenance

obscenity, like some of our living managers, and

rarely, if ever, did he produce inanities. Of the

modern plays which he presented some were con-

ventional. Ibsen and Antoine had not influenced

Broadway when he ruled supreme. On the other

hand I feel sure he would have scoffed if he had

been asked to put on such pap as "Daddy Long

Legs" or "The Cinderella Man." For, in his

own way, which I did not love, he respected

art. He held that drama should be based on

life, on humanity as it is, not on improbabilities.

SIDE
by side with the All-Highest reigned A.

M. Palmer and Daniel Frohman. Each had

a rare stock company and a large following. And

each produced the plays* he thought the best,

not only for the sake of coining money or mak-

ing a sensation, but to promote good art. Mr.

Frohman's views as to good art may have been

somewhat strange. He did not shrink then

and he might not now from hailing "The Wife"

and "The Charity Ball" as all but masterpieces.

Mr. Palmer was undoubtedly much bolder and

more up-to-date. Although no doubt he wasted

too much time on "Enery Arthur and on lesser

lights, he did a little and indeed more than a

little to uplift the stage.

He gave Augustus Thomas his first start. He
surrounded himself with some of the best actors

of his day and kept them together through long,

busy years.

A SIMILAR tribute may be paid to Mr. Froh-

man. But, in the long run, he fell in with

the new scheme of what was then the only the-

atrical syndicate, broke up his company and ap-

proved (or perhaps I should say winked at), the

bad plan of turning good members of well-or-

ganized stock companies into mock "stars."

With the introduction of the vamped-up
"stars" on Broadway, there came what I believe

to have been a slump in drama. We have not

recovered from it after all these years, though

I still hope we shall. The rounded performances

to which we had been accustomed at Daly's,

Palmer's, the little Madison Square and the old

Lyceum, gave place to more ragged exhibitions.

The theatres multiplied. So did the headliners.

But dramatic art was maimed. In all New
York to-day I see no companies which could

for a moment hold a candle to those organized
and managed, long, long since, by Augustin Daly,
A. M. Palmer and Daniel Frohman. We still have

many good and gifted actors. We have still

a few managers who appear to have ambition.

But such fine things as they achieve are too

sporadic. They are casual and haphazard, not

deliberate. I have sometimes been impressed by
plays and acting under the managements now
of Mr. Belasco, now of Miss George and now
of Mr. Tyler, Messrs. Klaw and Erlanger, the

Shuberts or Mr. Arthur Hopkins to name only

those, and without the slightest wish to offend

some others. But of a systematic, serious, steady
effort to improve the stage, such as we usf:

see, I find few traces.

The current plays of Broadway, as a rule,

greatly inferior to their interpretation. As I

have hinted, many dramas of the hour have lij-'

relation to real life. Some are ingenious. N<jw
and then they may be exciting. But human r ..-

ture is the last thing you will find in the*- .

Nor are they always, as they claim to be, orig
1

il.

Fifty years ago some of our lurid and abst.-u

crook plays had amused Paris. New trim-

mings had been tacked on to old plots. Amer-
ican types, or, rather, types who speak our lan-

guage, have been substituted for Frenchmen.
But in effect they are the characters which Belot

and D'Ennery had made popular at the Ambigu.
The sham-sentimental plays for which we are in-

debted to Mr. Morosco are distressing to one's

intelligence. Have we one farce which could

be named in the same breath as the "Divorqons !"

of Sardou and de Najac?

AS for Barrie, about whom so many rave

here, his plays setting aside "Peter Pan"
are merely trifles ; while one. to wit, "The Ad-
mirable Crichton," attributed to him on the bill-

boards, was not much more than a bare tran-

scription of "Robinson's Eiland," a Fulda com-

edy. Who are responsible for the present lack

of artistic honesty if not the men who buy and

control our plays?

Let u? be frank when we are talking of our

managers. They are frank themselves. We
have heard, from their own lips, that most of

them are not in business for their health, but

to make money. They do not care for drama

in itself. Their first great object is to

grow rich by producing plays which, as they

suppose, the public wants. I have named ex-

ceptions and I might name more, among them

the directors of the so-called little theatres, the

Greenwich Village, the excellent Neighborhood
Theatre and the Washington Square Players'

House, which is now the Comedy. Mr. Ames
has had his flashes of ambition. Mrs. Fiske,

and those behind her, have done wonders in a

disconnected fashion. The fact, the salient fact,

remains quite plain. To most managers who
hold the reins on Broadway management is a

business, like (Concluded on page 51)
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SEATS FOR
NONE AT THE BOX OFFICE

fB MORRIS PAUL

NKW
YORK clings to its luxuries like a

clii'.il refusing to part with a forbidden

stick of candy. Broadway does submit

to meatless lunches, and wheatless dinners, on oc-

casion. Perhaps, some day, it will bow before

burlesque-less afternoons, musical comedy-less

evenings, cabaret-less midnights, and dance-less

dawns. Who can tell where economy will lead?

There is even a possibility that in time there will

be ticket-speculator-less days. But there is a

limit to the atnount cf deprivation which the pub-

lic will countenance.

Ticket speculators stand for luxury, opulence,

a desire for ease and comfort at any cost also

for an opportunity to get on short notice a close

view of the "second girl on the left with the

blue eyes and a marvelous figure." As long as

luxuries are in vogue as long as money is plen-

tiful, there is a place for the ticket speculator

at least from the standpoint of the traveling

salesman who insists on seeing "the best show

ji town," on the night of his arrival, or in the

case of the "tired business man" who, upon

returning from the office at six in the evening

..finds unexpected guests who must be entertained.

Of course, the guests might be pacified by a

bridge party or a free lecture on feminism at

Columbia University, but if you want to show

your friends from the country that you belong

to trie special privilege class, just get six tickets

in the third row for a Broadway success on

two hours' notice. That will settle your position

as a "man about town" for good and all.

Of course the first thing to do is to call up

the box office, and, when the receiver is at your

ear, repeat after the polite but positive clerk,

so that your guests can get some inkling of

the difficulties under which you are laboring:

NOTHING
but one seat in the last row of

the gallery? Sold out downstairs for

eight weeks in advance? Oh, I see. Thank you.

Good-bye."

Then you call up a small speculator, just for

form's sake, and receive the tidings that no

seats are to be had.

Next you call up a well-known ticket agency

and say with dignity and importance :

"This is Mr. Jones of Jones and Smith. Got

a party to-night. Got to have some tickets to

the Forty-sixth Street Theatre. Don't care

what it costs. Get 'em."

In a minute you turn casually toward your

guests, still holding the telephone receiver to

your ear.

"Say's he's sold all his tickets, but will 'phone

around and see what he can do."

Then into the transmitter:

"Hello Yes yes good. I'll send a messenger
around for them at seven."

Then you turn to your guests.

"Well, I got 'em. We're lucky all right."

There are times when a ticket speculator is

mighty convenient almost a necessity. But there

are others when a man who is not a swearing
man finds it difficult to pick out words strong

enough to exnress what he reallv thinks. Here
is the case of a business man who wanted tick-

et* and got them :

"A week or ten days previous to Election

Day" he writes, "I personally made application

at the theatre ticket agency located at the Man-

hattan Hotel, for four seats for election mghl

for either the Globe Theatre or the Manhattan

Opera House. I was told by the young woman in

attendance that they had not yet received their

allotment of the tickets, but that they would have

them in a day or two, and that she would book

my order. To this I consented, they promising

either to send me the tickets or to notify me

that they had them.

A FEW days thereafter I called at the hotel

and inquired whether they had the prom-

ised tickets. After a telephone message, pre-

sumably to the box office of the theatre, I was

assured that the tickets would be forthcoming

and that they would be sent to my office ad-

dress.

"On the day previous to election day four

orchestra seats for the Manhattan Opera House

were delivered at my office by the Manhattan

Hotel ticket agency people and $22 ($5.50 each)

collected for the same. I was informed several

days later by letter that 'as we are sold out

of our own allotment of tickets secured for

this house, we secured these seats from an out-

side agency for you. This agency charged us

a premium for them, the cost to us being $5

each, the war tax twenty-five cents and our

commission of twenty-five cents, making them

$5.50 each.'

"Again on November 8, I applied at the box

office of the Globe Theatre for four seats for

the night of November 14th, and was informed

that the only seats to be had for that night were

in the fourth row of the balcony.

"From the Globe Theatre I went to the agency

located in the Waldorf-Astoria and applied for

four seats for the night of November 14th. The

young woman in charge, after going through

the mysterious telephoning similar to that per-

formed by the attendant at the Manhattan Hotel

agency, informed me that they had not yet re-

ceived their tickets, but that they would surely

be secured for me, and without change of

countenance she told me that 'seats near the

front would cost $7.50 each, those farther back

$5.50 each, and in the back row, $3.50 each, plus

the war tax.'

"When applying at the Manhattan Hotel

agency for seats for election night, I also ex-

pressed a desire for seats for the Globe The-

atre for November 14th. On the afternoon of

that day I was informed by telephone that

the seats could be had at $7.50 plus the war tax.

IT
is interesting to note that all of the theatre

agencies announce to the inquirer that they

either have not yet received their allotment or

are sold out, and adopt the same telephoning

tactics, and are compelled to make exorbitant

charges because of having to buy of an outside

agency."

According to the head of a well-known and

reputable agency which sells about two thousand

theatre tickets a day during the season, the num-

ber of seats sold by agencies at exorbitant prices

is extremely small-about two per c

total business.

"The reputable ticket agency does not favor

high prices for tickets," he states. "We get a

allotment of tickets from each theatre, as do

the other agencies. These we sell at an ad-

vance of fifty cents above the box office price.

When they are gone-and often we have ;

vance orders covering all of them before they

are delivered to us if our customers insist upon

seeing a particular play we telephone around I

the small agencies. Some of these only get

four, six or at the mast ten tickets

for any performance. We have even caught

their agents trying to buy our own tickets at

fifty cents above the regular price, hoping to

resell them at a profit. They hold these tick-

ets till a day or two before the performance

and then demand a high figure for them.

we get them we have to pay their price and

then add our commission of fifty cents a ticket

"We advise our customers not a pay these

exorbitant prices, and suggest other attractions-

for which we can get tickets at a reasonable

rate. But if they insist, we accommodate them

as best we can. A ticket agency should be at

the service of its customers. We favor our

regular patrons, the people who go to the the-

atre frequently, rather than the traveling pub-

lic or the occasional buyer.

"I believe that the theatre ticket agency is all

legitimate business. Our thousands of customerJI

testify to the need of it. We are in close
touch|l

with the people who support the theatre. Wj
are a luxurious necessity. But there are good!

and bad agencies. The 'hold-up' speculator who

acts as middleman between the theatre and the

agency and boosts the price whenever he can,

should be eliminated."

THERE
are, of course, managers who wil$.

not accept more than the box office price

from speculators. In fact, as a usual thing,

speculators pay very little more than the adver-

tised cost of the tickets. Following is a letter

written by Manager Charles B. Dillingham de-

fending his firm against accusations of persons

who were forced to pay high for admission to

"Jack O' Lantern" at the Globe Theatre:

"I feel that those who try to cast reflection

on the box office of the Globe Theatre should be

answered. One man writes that on Saturday,

October 27th, he tried to buy at the Globe two .

seats in the front row of the gallery for the
J

following Saturday night. He should know that
|

seats for successes are sold eight weeks in ad-

vance.

"It certainly was not strange that there were
'

no front seats for sale for the following Satur-

day night. He says that the public should de-

mand that the manager sell the seat> at box

office prices. Not a single seat for "Jack Oil

Lantern at the Globe has been sold over the box I

office prices. If speculators buy seats for the

Globe and get fancy prices from the public it :|

is not the fault of the theatre. The Globe box

office is open for the sale of seats, not to evade

selling them and a ticket seller is valued by his
|

employer for his ability to sell seats."

[8]
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These are the explanations given to us, but

they are inconsistent with the real facts.

The theatregoer wants to know why he is not

able to go to the theatre and buy his seats. The

answer is very simple. A neiv play is produced it

looks like a success and immediately the agencies

and ticket speculators go to the manager and buy,

lay 300 seats in the orchestra, each evening, for

a period of so many weeks. Of course, the man-

ager, who has invested a large sum of money

in the production, is very glad to get a lump

sum of money in advance for tickets. The

ticket speculator, therefore, is in the position

of the merchant, who buys merchandise and then

places his own price upon it.

This is what is proving such a burden to the

theatregoer, who wants to be able to go to the

box office of the theatre, and buy seats, if not

in the first three rows, at least within hearing

distance.

Here is a concrete example: A gentleman

living at the Plaza Motel, applied for four seats

for a successful play at the ticket agency in the

hotel. He was told there was nothing in front

of the twelfth row. He called up the theatre,

although he knew in advance that he was wast-

ing his time, only to be told they had nothing

better than the last row. The agency, however,

promised that there might be something later

on, and during the day he was told that four

seats could be had in the fourth row at $4.50

.iece! Being a member of the Lotus Club, it

Birred to him that he might do better through

.e club, and they telephoned for seats for the

ame play and secured them for him at $2.50

.amece!

TTie question is, who makes the extra money?

Is it the box office ? Is it the speculator, or

sorle middleman between the two?

<T)f course, the ticket agencies have their use.

Th'c.- can build up a show if it is good. Here,

for example, is how the agency and the man-

IK-. sometimes do business :

A musical show came to town. The manager
was approached by the ticket agency who of-

fered to buy 400 seats a night, at 25 cents less

than box office prices. Buying wholesale, the

agency was entitled to wholesale prices and in-

asmuch as the agency takes the risk, and en-

ables the prospective theatregoer to buy good

seats, it is entitled to the 50 cents additional

charge on each seat.

The manager, however, did not see it in the

same light; he insisted on the full price and

told the ticket agency to charge 75 cents extra

for each seat. They did not come to terms.

Result: the show did not prove as popular as

expected, and the manager went back to the

ticket agency willing to meet its terms, but too

late. So, with his tickets on his hands, he went to

a cut-rate ticket office and to save his skin, made

a deal with the cut-rate man to sell his $2.00

tickets for which he could have obtained $1.75

from the agency, at $1.25.

That is how the theatregoing public comes to

see-saw between the fancy prices demanded by

the speculator and the low prices of the scalper.

Whether because of the war tax, or because of

the high cost of seats, or because money is get-

ting scarcer and the cost of living higher, it is a

certainty that theatres are not bringing in the

dollars that they did before the second Liberty

Loan was subscribed for.

The price of theatre tickets has nearly doubled

in the last half a dozen years, there now being

occasional three-dollar productions whereas the

average orchestra seat then cost about a dol-

lar and a half. What is to be done, no one can

determine just yet. The public might be en-

ticed to go to the theatre oftener if tickets

were cheaper, and this is leading managers to

consider the advisability of lowering the prices

of admission. Arthur Hopkins has already shown

the way with his production the "Gypsy Trail."

Then there are the cut-rate ticket agencies. At

first only second rate productions turned tickets

over to these agencies, but it is getting so that

many good plays and musical comedies are rep-

resented on the list of cut-rate productions.

It was about election time that the falling off

of attendance at theatres was most pronounced.

During election week, though there was an ex-

tra matinee on election day, box office receipts

fell off. At the Hippodrome, to be sure, "Cheer

Up" drew $51,000 for the week, and "Chu Chin

Chow," at the Manhattan Opera House, $34,000,

and "Jack O' Lantern," $25,000. But most of the

dramatic entertainments suffered decided slumps.

A few of the well-established plays like "Busi-

ness Before Pleasure," "A Tailor-Made Man,"

"Polly With a Past,' and "Tiger Rose" made

well over $10,000, although there were few ca-

pacity audiences.

Among the productions in the cut-rate class,

now can be found some Klaw and Erlanger and

Cohan and Harris plays. These firms at first re-

fused to be enticed into letting the public see

even at the fag end of a run, any of their produc-

tions for less than box office figures. But bad

business now and then catches all of the man-

agers in its wake.

On the first of December the following plays

were advertised in cut-rate ticket offices where

orchestra seats could be bought for half price,

plus ten cents and the war tax: "The Very

Idea" at the Astor, "Her Regiment" at the

Broadhurst, the first bill of the Washing-

ton Square Players at the Comedy, "The Three

Bears" at the Empire, "The Gay Lord Quex" at

the Forty-eighth Street Theatre, "Hitchy-Koo"

at the Forty-fourth Street Theatre, "The Coun-

try Cousin'' at the Gaiety, "The Naughty Wife"

at the Harris, "The Pipes of Pan" at the Hud-

son, "Leave it to Jane'' at the Longacre, "Eyes

of Youth" at Maxine Elliott's, "Lombard!, Ltd."

at the Morosco, "The Riviera Girl" at the New

Amsterdam, "L'Elevation" at the Playhouse,

"Maytime" at the Shubert, "What's Your Hus-

band Doing?" at the Thirty-ninth Street The-

atre and "Doing Our Bit'
1

at the Winter Garden.

Not only is the cost of seats to the public

seriously in danger of being lowered, but the

price of actors' salaries to managers, is also

dangerously near the clipping shears. At a re-

cent dinner of the United Managers' Protective

Association, Alf Hayman, head of the Charles

Frohman, Inc. productions, said:

"With an impossible war tax, with salaries

higher than ever before, with the cost of produc-

tion high, things have become very serious."

Things are rather serious with the public, too,

when the cost of theatre tickets is almost as high

as sugar. The public cannot get along conve-

niently without either sugar or theatres, but it can

spend only a certain amount for each in these

days of fighting, and it is doing Its best to keep

supplied with both.

'NEW YEAR'S RESOLUT1
HUBERT SAVILE

E. H. SOTHERN : To return to the stage.

JULIA MARLOWE: To return with him.

ELSIE FERGUSON : To return from the movies.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN : To remain in the movies.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS: To climb up higher

trees and to jump off higher bridges.

"FATTY" ARBUCKI.E: To throw larger pies and

more of them.

VALESKA SURATT : To wreck a thousand more

homes as a movie villainess.

MARY PICKFORO: To win a million more

hearts as a movie heroine.

ANNA HELD: To stop singing songs about

eyes.

EVA TANGUAY : To stop singing songs about

Eva.

NORA BAYES : To continue doing the very best.

EDDIE FOY : To continue doing the very worst.

SARAH BERNHARDT: To come back next year
and the next and the next.

IRENE CASTLE: To try to put on twenty pounds.

ETHEL BARRYMORE : To try to take off twenty

pounds.
LILLIAN RUSSELL: Never to have another hus-

band.

NAT GOODWIN: Never to have another wife.

BILLIE BURKE: To go on being cute and cun-

ning for the next twenty years.

JULIA SANDERSON : To go on being cute and

cunning for the next thirty years.

MARIE TEMPEST : To try to find a play as suit-

able as "The Marriage of Kitty."

DAVID BELASCO: To discover more Frances

Starrs. Lenore Ulrics and Ina Claires.

ELSIE JANIS: To emulate the example of

Edith Kingdon, Agnes Huntington, Edna May,
Mabelle Gillman, Ethel Kelly and Eleanor Rob-
son and marry a millionaire.

MRS. FISKE: To be more like my niece, Emily
Stevens.

EMILY STEVENS: To be more like my aunt,

Mrs. Fiske.

FRED STONE : To go into the movies.

SAM BuKx.'kn: To continue with German dia-

lect.

GEORGE M. COHAN : To continue with Amer-
ican dialect.

THEDA BARA : To ruin more lives as a movir

villainess.

JULIAN ELTINGE: To keep folks wondering
am I a man or a woman.
RUTH ST. DENIS: To keep folks wondering

am I a woman or a snake.

GRACE GEORGE: To maintain the high standard

I have already set.

MAUDE ADAMS: To be like Peter Pan, and
"never grow up."

ANNETTE KEI.LERMANN: To wear more clothes.

JOHN DREW: To continue to be the best-

dressed man on the stage.
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Mishkin

HETTY CALLISH

Helping Leo Ditrichstein to make "The King"

one of the biggest successes of the season

Fairchild
FANIA MARINOFF

Who has forsaken Broadway to become lead-

ing woman at the new Greenwich Village Theatre

Goldberg

CHARLOTTE IVES

An American beauty playing the role of Gwendolyn in

"What's Your Husband Doing?" at the 39th Street Theatre

Ira L. Hill

PAULETTE NOIZEUX

An important member of M. Copeau's French

company who scored recently in the title rdle

of De Musset's comedy "Barberine"

ON THE DRAMATIC HORIZON



PLAYS WORTH WHILE
ELEVATION HENRI BERNSTEIN

IN
a school of finished craftsmen Henri Bern-

stein made from his start as playwright a

remarkable impression as a technician. Crit-

ics found fault with him, for that was their

business, they called him brutal in his "At-

taque" but they admitted that he seemed born

with a knowledge of dramatic art.

The brutality, which is better named straight-

forwardness stands out in the same dominating

way in his latest piece for the theatre "L'Eleva-

tion" as it did in "Le Voleur," but here, in a

greater theme, it is more apt to be called by the

more polite term. All the very desirable quali-

ties of concentration, straightforwardness and

strict attention to the business in hand are more

than ever marked in this play.

It was hailed when produced for the first time

on June 8th on the stage of the Comedie-

Franc.aise as the real war play, the noblest ex-

pression of the French genius surviving flood and

holocaust of war. A good many people who read

these big-sounding words were disappointed when

they finally saw the piece. The old Bernstein!

The same Bernstein with the heavy hand, the

Bernstein who knew what he wanted and went

-fte- -it in the manner of the Hun! Their dis-

appointment found vent in words that were too

strong and far too unjust. "Even war," they

cavilled, "cannot turn the Frenchman from his

wonted ground, the triangular plot of adultery."

The;, did not at first see the same stirring of

noble germs in the author which he had de-

picted .s at work in his hero.

NOT six months had elapsed from the date

of its production when Miss Grace George
and her company gave us the opportunity to see

the new piece by bringing it out as the second

offering of her new season. She brought it out

with the title untranslated and with the piece un-

garbled as to text For some inexplicable reason

she turned the name of Bernstein's heroine from
Edith to Suzanne and gave to a minor character
or two a different patronymic but that is all and
here we have a play undiluted from the French,
one which asks for no indulgence because of
its English dress.

The professional critics of New York with
here and there an exception followed the lead
of their Parisian brethren. They went perhaps
a little further for the most of them seemed
a trifle confused because this particular war-
play resembled neither "Held by the Enemy" nor
"Shenandoah," each after its kind mirroring the
national idea of such a play. Audiences, too,
for a time, followed their lead and showed dis-
content at the entire absence of trappings and
alarums and confusions. Almost the only uni-
form shown was hanging on a hook in a hospital
room, but later spectators were content to view

: for what it is, a moving drama in which a

worthy attempt is made to show the growth of
souls, a play, in a word, worth while.
This French author has not been often tempted

to follow the transitions of his characters. He
has rather accepted them at a resting place when
character had been formed by habit and the con-
sequences resulting from conditions served him
exceedingly well for the purposes of drama. In
the character of Suzanne we see her ready made
and she does not alter under his hand. She is

simple, sweet, a truth-telling person. She has
tried for six years to love her middle-aged, re-

spectable and admirable husband. She has failed

and a young bounder has entered her life and

to him she gives all her devotion.

When this quite commonplace and ignoble lover

takes leave of her to join his regiment after

the general mobilization of 1914, the agitation

she shows is so uncontrolable that her husband

asks if this man is her lover and the wife at

once admits it. That a heroine is able to hold

one's sympathy when she has no better right to

it is a triumph of the author won by the simple

process of letting the girl's innate honesty pre-
vent her from telling a lie. From her husband
she has absorbed the scepticism of the age, she

believes in neither God nor immortality, yet she

suffers from the feeling that she is a cheat and

only a genuine passion can help her to keep alive.

Should this fail her she is provided with a

poison with which to end a life worth-
less to her.

A YEAR passes and the horrible events of
the war are not sufficient to keep Andre the

husband from prosecuting the discovery to which
his eyes and her mute confession have awakened
him. A discarded mistress of his wife's hero
sells him irrefutable proof the letters Suzanne
has written to her lover and with this terrible

weapon he means to combat her when on receipt
of a telegram from her lover, wounded in hos-

pital, Suzanne prepares to join him. The hus-
band knows how easily he can kill her soul by
unmasking the dastardly duplicity of the man
she loves.

SUZANNE: Andre, I shall go this evening. I must go!
ANDRE: Once more, I forbid you.
SUZANNE: You have no right to forbid me. Remember

the conditions under which we are living together.
ANDRE: I proposed that you should remain here, in

your home. I did this to protect you, to save you from
your own weakness. I regret exceedingly that you make
this issue, but what do you expect of me that I share
your intrigue?

SUZANNE: .He is in a hospital.
ANDRE: Permit my wife to install herself by the bed-

side of her lover and when he is recovered to return
home? Tell me.
SUZANNE: I don't know! I must go!
ANDRE: I won't retain you by force. But I advise

you to think it over. If you have any decency left, you
will recognize that by accepting my offer, you were, on
your side, also bound.

SUZANNE: To what? To remain in Paris when
ANDRE: To respect me to respect, at least, our past.

One hour after your arrival there you will have soiled
our seven years of married life, given over my name,
my person to ridicule. What right have you to do that?
SUZANNE: I am heartbroken at offending you, but

there is someone who needs me. He is suffering
horribly. I must go.

ANDRE: Very well, go. But, understand, there is no
return. Cross this threshold and you become an ad-
venturess. I know you no longer

the apparent ease with which we ac-

cept sympathetically the character of
Suzanne we also accept that of her middle-aged
husband. His is, however, more complex and
the author, by keeping from us the true reason
for his distrust of the lover in the "great" scene
where in real life it would come out may justly
be accused of a trick to prolong the agony, yet
the dialogue in this scene is its own excuse' and
a word or two, hastily uttered by Andre, plants
in our minds the impression which grows into
fact later on.
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ANDRE: One word more! What is going to become
of you?
SUZANNE: Of me?
ANDRE: After the divorce? You will marry Genois?
SUZANNE: Yes!

ANDRE: He wants it as much as you?
SUZANNE: Yes!

ANDRE: Are you sure?

He continues to urge her not to go, using
powerful arguments by keeping back the prin-

cipal one. "I no longer see you as my wife, I

see you again as the nineteen-year-old girl that

your father, my dying master, entrusted to my
care. Yes, I regard you as a sacred trust. Do
not go! I can't let you go to the future that

awaits you !"

SUZANNE: The only thing that keeps me alive is the

hope of my new life!

ANDRE: New life! that msn will lead you straight to
ruin. He will make you despise yourself!
SUZANNE: I forbid you to call him "tht man," do you

hear? I forbid you! Call him "that hero I"
ANDRE: I do not question his courage
SUZANNE: (after telling of some of her lover's valorous

deeds) Oh, he does not possess your surgical skill! He
does not operate every morning before a group of
enthusiastic students! But all winter he has stood in the
trenches, in water up to his waist! Once. up North, ne
never left his post for fourteen days. He slept on dead
bodies, ate bread soaked with blood, while you, in Paris,
lived in safety and at ease. While you were looking
after me so generously who was protecting you?
That man! That soldier you now insult! He protected
you not with words but with his breast confronting
the enemy with his body, his poor worn out body
which is now (she breaks off, tabbing).
ANDRE: How sorry I am for you, Suzanne!
SUZANNE: That's not true! You lie! You are a liar

Do you think I do not know? You thought he would
be killed!

ANDRE: What?
SUZANNE: Yes, you thought it just as I did! And now

you are trying to keep me here until tomorrow. To-
morrow it will be too late that is how much pity you

ANDRE: Oh!
SUZANNE: I see how you calculated frou the begin-

ning! From the day of mobilization you counted on his
death !

ANDRE: What infamy!

OADED by her despairing taunts it would
seem natural for the husband to expose

his hand. He withholds it and the opportunity
is later offered him to refuse to make use of the
letters, thus proving that he, too, by suffering
has passed higher, has ascended in an elevation
of his soul. This scene is broken by the
entrance of Andre's mother to whom, at
Suzanne's departure, he confides the secret of
the letters and asserts his intention to use this
weapon to keep Suzanne. She returns from the
station and Andre starts to carry out his in-
tention but her first words disarm him. By in-
stinct the girl has read her lover through and
through. She feels without knowing why, that
there has been working in him an unnamed
power and it is this which has made him a hero
SUZANNE: It is dreadful, Andre, that you should

believe that I could wreck a life like yours and degrade
myself. It ,s not true. I swear to you that you are
mistaken about Monsieur de Genois. You judge him
falsely. The whole world misjudges him. He did not
understand himself. And the war has awakened his
soul. I told you the truth. From the first he wished
to suffer and has risked everything. Not for ambition

t for recompense. No, nol Why then? He has fol-
lowed only one idea-one only, that of absolute sacrifice

hT An m ,

y '

I
in

1 the Army up to the da' whe"
s fell. What he has done was to devote his life to

the cause-he has the soul of a hero! Andre, you
say he w.ll ruin me? Why? (.Continued on page 51)
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Grace George Lionel Atwill

Suzanne says goodbye to her lover, Genois

Holbrook Blinn Grace George

Suzanne confesses her infidelity to her husband

Lionel Atwill Grace George

Genois, mortally wounded, admits that real love for Suzanne

only came to him amid the horrors of the trenches

SCENES IN BERNSTEIN'S SPIRITUAL WAR PLAYJ "L'ELEVATION"



A RAY OF HOPE FOR DRAMATIC CRITICISM
.FRANK TUTTLE

T T is ;m indisputable fact that soda water clerks

hate soda water; nor is this condition an

A
.,lV idei.t of late. It is the direct result of a

carefully laid plot on the part of the soda water

proprietors,
who make it a rule that the soda

water clerk may drink all the soda he want*. If

there is a single case where a human being sur-

vived the possession of this unholy liberty and

continued to drink soda after the first week of

Dionysic enjoyment, history has a sense of

decency and is silent on the point.

Something similar to the fate of the soda

water clerk is the lot of the dramatic critic.

Despite the fact that a number of unscrupulous

persons have been forcibly feeding the theatre

of late with art, there are still a few people in

New York about a million, to put the thing in

nice round numbers who go to the theatre to

-be entertained. In all this legion, however, it

is safe to say that there is not a single dramatic

critic. A few of these gentlemen may have had

em.-rtaimncnt in mind when they were new at

the Business, but, as was the case with the soda

water clerk, that idea lasted only about

^ \v ^k.

\Vith the dramatic critic the tragedy is in-

finjfely more poignant than in the case

of\the dispenser of soda. When that first

lurid week is up, and his appetite for double nut

sundaes has been satiated, the soda water clerk

doe$i't have to keep on drinking sodas. But

the dramatic critic is in duty bound obliged to

see.J&u-Tellegen whenever he acts. The results

a^eUunentable but natural. When the soda water

clerk is moody he takes it out by smashing a

bottle of prune extract. The critic reacts to

mental indigestion by annihilating a play. And

there you have it. This situation this indiges-

tionhas become acute of late. It demands a

cure, perhaps several of them.

Why wouldn't it be a splendid idea to give the

critic a rest, and send someone else to see the

play. Taking a current

play at random ("Jack O'

Lantern" with Fred

Stone) we have shown

below what a splendid

variety criticism would

take on if the following

well-known writers were

given the pair of seats

that usually goes to the

critic.

The thing one always wants to know about an

actor is, "What is he going to do next season?

He may be a good actor;

Or he may not.

But if each year, he uses the same tricks that

he used the year before, he is not giving ot his

best.

He may even be giving of his worst.

Which brings us to our point that we once

heard that Ty Cobb hadn't any new tricks. But

we knew better and we said so at the time. And

the result of that was that when the dust had

cleared away from the end of that season, we

could point to what we had said with the self-

satisfying comment, "I told you so !"

No one has ever said that Fred Stone uses his

old tricks, but

Some one may!

And if they do we are prepared. We have

seen "Jack O' Lantern," and we know. So that

if anyone ever does say that Stone repeats him-

self, it will be one grand little chance for us.

We' have the line all ready to spring and we shall

spring it, never fear. We shall say it, and we

shall mean it.

"I told you so!"

mante of plays are the old-fashioned English cut

jokes with flat points. The lounge-juvenile*

with soft-rolled eyes, and unfinished chintz, a

also persona non grata. Nap is unknown to the

chorus, which is frequently suede, and made up

of unattached, rough kids, particularly adaptec

to winter motoring and cold weather sports.

WHAT PLAYS WILL WEAR

Not by BEAU NASH

Just as the war has made the military chap

enjoy I'lwmme qui fit, so has it induced the

"civvy" to turn, willy-nilly, to the theatre gal

Of the musical plays now in New York, perhaps

the one enjoying the most popularitc is "Jack O'

Lantern." If this play is not top-hole, may I

never see another hand-sewn button-hole! It is

more than top-hole, it is positively swish-o! Why
Fred Stone's nightmare dance with Violet Zell

simply sets the crease in one's panties all a-jelly-

wobble!

Notable for their absence in this most char-

THE SPOUT LIGHT

Not by GRANTLAND RICE

When the Sammies hit

their stride,

'.Midst the roar of the

roaring guns,

When Eli fights side by

side

With the Tiger to quell

the Huns,

When we are covered

with loam,

And have quenched the

stirrup-cup,

Oh! Save Fred Stone

for the folks at home

To keep their spirits up!

IF JUS!

TEU.S You THAI
AND YOU FIND
TttEY

AND O>IVC OP

AND VOO 1-OOv- THROUGH

\OUR. flAII. IN HOPE
HAS

lOt-1

VttEN YOU SIT

TB.WJOT.O

A*t> WAT YOU CAN FoRfaBT

AN EDITORIAL

Not by ARTHUR BRISBANE

In "Jack O' Lantern" the chorus wig-wags the

message Y-O-U-R C-O-U-N-T-R-Y N-E-E-D-S

Y-O-U. That is patriotism! And yet there E

those who are sorry that women have the vote !

This paper has always been in favor of votes for

women. We have repeatedly said so in SIGNED

STATEMENTS.
However, in case you are an anti and still want

buy this paper, we have also said that we are not in

favor of votes for women.

What could be fairer than that? And yet

some people still say that this paper IS NOT

BROADMINDED. This paper has also said,

"Your country needs you!" And like the won-

derful hard-working little American women in

"Jack O' Lantern." we mean what we say. Your

country does need you, MR. ORDINARY MAN
It needs you right here in New York, at your

regular job of making one-piece collar buttons in

two pieces, or whatever it may be. That is

SERVING YOUR COUNTRY. Mr. Wilson may

say that your country needs you in France, but

he is only the President, while this paper is THE
WOBJKINGMAN'S FRIEND. We have made

this paper and all our papers FOR THE WORK-
INGMAN and, anyway, our income is three

times as big as the. President's.

YOUR COUNTRY NEEDS YOU! What a

wonderful message for America's young man-

hood.

Did you ever stop to think what it will mean

if they keep on sending

American money and

troops abroad? It will

mean that American

troops and money will

keep on being sent

abroad. Think of it!

What will we do if Mex-
ico attacks us? Or Can-

ada? Or Thibet? There

can be no doubt about it

that it would be a much
more far-sighted policy

to let Germany win the

war. and much easier

for Germany.
YOUR "COUNTRY

NEEDS YOU!
STAND BY THE

PRESIDENT!
BUY A BOND!

CROWD GATHERS
AT THEATRE
Not by a "TiMES

REPORTER

At 8.15 last night, a

large crowd gathered at

the Globe Theatre. A
(Concluded on page ,

r>l)
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Photos ll'liite

Helen Westley and Florence Enright in "The Critic's Comedy," by Samuel Kaplan

Kate Morgan, Marjorie Vonnegut, Marjorie McClintock, Robert Strange and Jay Strong in "The Girl in the Coffin," by Theodore Dreiser

"The Critic's Comedy" N
a satire on would-be lady
critics of forty who

marry worthless young
husbands

"The Girl in the Coffin"

an intense study of

labor problems, rather

gruesome, but the best

piece on the bill

"Yum Chapab," a panto-
mime founded on a Maya
legend, decorative and

grotesque in treatment

Katherine Cornell Marjorie McClintock Marjorie Vonnegut Helen Westley

SCENE IN THE GROTESQUE PANTOMIME "YUM CHAPAB" By Beatrice de Holthoir and J. Garcia Pimentel

THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS IN NATIVE PLAYS



KEEPING THE SOLDIER AMUSED
<By MONTROSE J. MOSES

THE
problem of amusing the soldier looms

up big in the plans of the Allies to win

this war. Long before the question be-

came imminent to the United States, we had

Associated Press dispatches describing the mid-

night express running between the London Music

Halls and the battlefields of France, and English

theatrical managers were trying to measure the

influence of trench life on theatrical amusement.

Now that the United States is actually in-

volved in conflict with Germany, the problem is

driven home, and we find myriad organizations

trying to solve "amusing the soldier" according

<o their own lights. Two of the most inspiring

descriptions of the influence of art on the fight-

ing man which have been brought to our notice,

have been Madame Bernhardt's impression of the

tffect of her acting on the soldiers of France,

d Wythe Williams' description of the im-

pression made upon a Parisian audience by

<."- -jial's singing the "Marseillaise." If we can,

in UK 't of war, produce upon the soldier,

by the presentation of a play, such effect as

that described by Madame Bernhardt then the-

atrical, .--.musement has its definite place in the

serio'* issues of the day. She wrote:

"No audience in Paris ever flattered me so much.

Becafse no audience ever felt so truly, so sincerely

the art of my life and its meaning to the soul. They

did rot suffer in the tragedy of the play; they rose

to it. They did not cry with watery tears that

streamed down their faces; the tears just filled

their e^es so that thy could see better the great

destiny of their own lives."

IF
that is the effect the acting of Sarah Bern-

hardt had upon the soldier of France, what a

field it must suggest to Marc Klaw, who has

been given the privilege of organizing and man-

aging the Liberty Theatres for the different

cantonments now in operation. One cannot lose

sight of the phrasing used by Wythe Will-

iams in his description of the rendering of the

"Marseillaise," by Mile. Chenal at the Opera

Comique :

"Ai I came out of the theatre with a silent audi-

ence," he wrote, "I said to myself that a nation

with a song and a patriotism such as I had just wit-

nessed, could not vanish from the earth nor can-

not be vanquished."

One is tempted to emphasize these two supreme

art moments in the records of embattled France

because they deal with the two elements, drama

and music, which are to play the most important

parts in this question of the soldier and amuse-

ment.

The United States Government, as soon as

the large draft army was in full swing, organ-

ized a Commission of Training Camp Activities.

While it was not definitely stated in so many
words that the object of this Commission would

be to direct in proper channels the emotional

feelings of over a million men; while in their

plans for what they called "over-seas recreation,"

the Commission did not definitely state that their

activity was backed by the slogan, "Away from

Paris"; still there is no doubt that the chief ob-

ject of this Commission is more or less an edu-

cational and corrective one. The soldier is to

be subjected to a Chautauqua course of instruc-

tion, lectures, theatrical performances and con-

certs. Wherever he goes, he is to find himself

besieged on all hands by 'this zealous spirit of

guidance and amusement.

Much good will come out of it. Each can-

tonment will have its special theatre, erected at

the expense of the Government, and drawing its

artistic life from the life of the theatre under

the control of the legitimate theatrical manager.

Singers of note, like Harry Lauder, David Bis-

pham and Madame Schumann-Heink have vol-

unteered their services, and already they have

faced groups of ten, fifteen, twenty and twenty-

five thousand men. The Y. M. C. A., always to

the fore in matters of entertainment for the

social betterment of the people, has organized a

course of lectures, dealing with the history of

our Allies, making clear what we are fighting

for, discussing subjects undoubtedly related to

the soldiers' work; and in addition, the Amer-
ican Library Association, knowing that, in his

spare time, the soldier often longs for proper

reading, has organized camp libraries which will

be directed with the co-operation of the Y. M.

C. A.

* LTOGETHER, this is a busy time for the

Xi. Commission, for the Y. M. C. A., and for

the Knights of Columbus who are taking care

of their Catholic soldiers. The question in my
mind is not so much whether there will be

enough entertainment for the soldier, as whether

that entertainment, first of all, is going to be of

the proper standard, and whether, on the other

hand, the soldier is going to be left alone with

himself long enough to satisfy the sense of quiet

which should come to all of us at some time or

other under every circumstance. With the very

kindest intentions in the world, well-meaning or-

ganizations are going to intrude upon the privacy

of the soldier, are going to overdo this well-

intentioned maternal feeling for the boy who is

drafted a feeling which is overflowing in most

sentimental literature and most maudlin songs.

Already, a complete circuit of moving pictures

for the different camps, large and small, has

been organized. Already the Keith vaudeville

circuit has been put into effect; and Mr. Klaw,

among his other plans, is calculating to have

the best theatrical companies give special per-
formances in the Liberty Theatres at the lowest

cost, twenty-five cents being the highest price

paid for a seat. Among those dramatists who
have given their plays without royalty is

Winchell Smith. Among those artists who have

asked for a Sunday evening is Miss Maude
Adams. It will be interesting, as soon as the

theatres are in operation, to see what standards

of taste will succeed in drawing the greatest
numbers. Because a theatre, so dependent on
the problem of sex in its plays, is not going to

be the theatre which will have its healthiest ef-

fect on the soldiers, unless that sex strain is

coupled with a certain spiritual value which rises

far above the senses.

T T must be remembered that the audiences
1 which will confront these players are no
longer mixed audiences; they are composed of
men who are training for battle, who are cut

aloof from all home ties. The consequence is.

there will have to be a careful censorship no
"Follies," no "Revues", of the Broadway type.
In other words, if there are musical comedies,

they must be decent musical comedies. In fact,

decency is the cry, from the soldiers in the

trenches. These soldiers have already uttered

their protest against the salacious entertainment

which has been sent to them from Paris, the

Paris which, when the theatres opened after the

threatened "fall," gave Corneille's "Horace," and

then gradually sank to the level where revues

and plays were filled with innuendoes and vul-

garity. The critics in the French newspapers

began to cry aloud that it was wrong to identify

pornography with gaiety. "Of course," writes

one, "we must not expect this change (to the

higher drama) to come from a certain set of

Parisians who seem not to know that we are

living in war times, and who for these years

have tried to live as though the war did not

exist. The change will come from those who
have felt, through the war, the deepest emo-

tion. It will come through our soldiers."

We hope Marc Klaw and his very dis-

tinguished committee, comprising such names as

Mr. Belasco, Mr. Harris, Mr. Cohan, Mr. Hop-
kins, Mr. Selwyn and Mr. Shubert, have looked

into this matter from the standpoint of the sol-

dier already in the field.

In the meantime, the Liberty Theatres are

being built. They will seat large numbers. They
will consist of one floor. Each theatre, in ac-

cordance with the old stock days, will have its

set of scenery, and in order to raise an amount
of money which the Government has failed to

appropriate for the actual running of these the-

atres, Mr. Klaw is issuing what he calls "Smile-

age" tickets in books of one hundred, and twenty-
five. These tickets, through the Stage Women's
War Relief, and through other agencies, will be

sold to the public with the idea that they may
be sent to the soldiers in the camps as presents.

What the programmes will be, Mr. Klaw has

not yet announced.

AS far as the soldier's participation in these

theatres is concerned, acting on the meth-

ods already in effect with the Y. M. C. A -''a-

matic talent will likewise be drawn from the

different regiments. Sam Harris, Irving

Berlin and George Cohan are already on

the lookout for those soldiers who are able to

do their "Stunts" in entertainments of their own.

This indicates that the dramatic instinct, as a

means of self-expression and as practiced in our

schools during the past few years, is to be called

into service in the camps.
This same' effort to enlist the soldiers' artistic

talents is being exercised in the case of music.

Each camp or cantonment has its song leader

a man who must not only have the singing voice,

but must also have many of the pugilistic quali-

ties of Billy Sunday, in order to have far-reach-

ing effects before a crowd, sometimes without

sounding board to carry his voice, sometimes
without cornet to carry the tune, but always
with his own power of musical persuasiveness.
For the drafted men there is an edition of

"Songs of the Soldiers and Sailors" over a

million copies have been issued, containing the

words of all their favorite pieces, as well as

the sentimental songs of a past day familiar to

the camps of the soldiers of the Civil War. The
first thing done by these song leaders, who are

very much like the cheer leaders of a football

game, is to mobilize the officers, and to train

them in turn to be leaders a kind of officers'

song reserve corps.

[16]
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Drucker & Co. The boys at Fort Slocum enjoying a vaudeville

entertainment furnished by the B. F. Keith circuit

Schumann Heink singing to the Soldiers at Presidio,

San Francisco, under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A.

British Pictorial Service

Harry Lauder giving a war talk at the Y. M.

C. A. camp at Crowboro, Sussex, England

MUSIC AND DRAMA KEEPS THE SOLDIER HAPPY



THE :

<By NELLIE REVELL

AS
HUT depart* into history and I'-M" i>

,1 or. a theatrical world already

athrob with anxiety. Urn-en Variety con-

templates the task ..f rearing the new born

to maturity with mingled feelings of appre-

hension and confidence. She is naturally appre-

hensi\e less the offspring has inherited fickle

ancestral traits, but still confident of her ability

to exercise espionage and administer corrective

methods as in the past.

Ki-i re I'.'IT shuffles off this mortal coil leav-

ing I'.'l- to struggle for life under the malig-

nant influence of Mars, the result of the efforts

lo conform to his erratic preferences became

manifest in many ways. American vaudeville

was placed squarely on its mettle. Karly in the

world-wide conflict the cosmopolitan character

of variety began to chanue because of the de-

mands made by the l.elligerents for their sub-

military age in this country and the

restriction* and hardships imposed upon ocean

traveler-. i;> the time the United States entered

the fray t%c gradual tightening up of the regu-

lations erYrcti;.., alien enemies removed from pub-
lic view most of the foreign entertainers. The

depleted ranks had to be filled from native

sour-es, and the home product, thank you, has

proved quite equal to the emergency. There are

even inose and the writer is not unnumbered

among them who are happy in the belief that

artists bearing the stamp "Made in America"
are superior to any importations.

BUT
as war conditions are as vacillating as

the shifting sands it was not to be expected
t'.at the only effect would be the Americanizing
of vaudeville. Just about the time we were be.-

ginning to be glad that native born actors were
forced to forego their annual pilgrimages to

Europe and the four corners of the earth America
was absorbed into the vortex of the war whirl-

pool and we had to observe that a number of
familiar masculine faces were missing. The
dailies conveyed tidings of their presence "over

there" or their preparations for that momentous
journey.

Before conscription and consecration to a cause

began to pluck vaudevillians from our fascinated

gaze, the trend of the times became evident in

the increase in the number of "single" women
ntertainers, . and the teaming of women with
m Actresses who were wont to be paired

with male partners acquired associates of their

>wn se.x. Headliners who enjoyed the luxury of
male piano players substituted accompanists with

ty there are more women working
individually and in partnership than ever before
in the history of American vaudeville.

While it is true that not all of these combina-
tions have been formed because the former male

partners have responded to the call to the colors,
this necessity is responsible for many and in most
of the remaining instances the war demands and
the resultant new conditions are indirectly liable.

The reason for the rest may be attributed to

woman's propensity to prepare for the future, as

evidenced by canning the winter's fruit in the

summer and planning and furnishing summer cot-

tages in the winter, for just as surely as the

world is going to be made safe for democracy
so are women entertainers going to fill any
vacancies occurring in vaudeville, the possibility

of a dearth of male performers through the dura-

tion of the war having been long anticipated

either by intuition or foresight. However, it so

happens that vaudeville is the only branch of the

amusement business that the war cannot possibly

(.r'pple. Male actors are necessary to play mas-

culine roles in the drama but a complete vaude-

ville bill can be played by women without any

effort and with no diminution of interest to the

audience unless the caramel cohorts lament the

absence of the handsome matinee idol.

THE year 1917 not only saw vaudeville give

up to the dubious mercies of grim-visaged

war hosts of its favorite sons and millions of its

subjects' dollars to help equip them, but it also

countenanced the commercialization of patriotism,

which conversely is not so much to its credit.

Particular reference is made to the despicable

practice of permitting husky young men of re-

cruiting age to sing patriotic songs while camou-

flaging in soldier uniforms. As the theme of

most of these is the urging of everyone to do

his bit, the suspicion has been created in many
minds that if the lusty-lunged youths in the ultra-

tailored khaki suits were doing their bits for

their country instead of their bits for the music

publishers, they wouldn't be there.

Of course it may have been they couldn't pass

the physical examination of the Army it is most

discouraging in tumultuous times like these to

learn how many organic imperfections may be

concealed in the person of an apparently robust

patriotic vaudeville singer but for that matter

I know a whole lot of them who couldn't pass
a vocal examination either, yet they manage to

make a mockery of patriotism. Rigid regula-
tions confining the wearing of Uncle Sam's uni-

forms on the stage to real, red-blooded warriors

would speedily remedy this evil, and such pro-
vision will no doubt be made in due course of

time.

ALTHOUGH
with war taxes, Liberty Loans

and the always ascending high cost of liv-

ing, the spirit of the day is markedly towards
the curtailment of expenditures, the last gasps of

1917 did not note any tendency in this direction

so far as vaudeville productions are concerned.

When it comes to sheer pretentiousness, I don't

remember when there were so many extravagantly
produced acts in vaudeville. They flash across

the vision in such bewildering profusion, the last

more gorgeous in lavishness than the one im-

mediately preceding, that one begins to wonder
if the two-a-day producers haven't located the

mine where the movie millions come from. By
the same token, 1918 may be expected to wit-

ness a continuance of this policy of elaborate

scenic and costumic embellishments unless the

exigencies of the occasion will require the ap-

pointing of a governmental stage director to ex-
ercise control over such matters.

As already observed women are very much to

the fore in vaudeville these days. Scan the list

of players who achieved distinction with new
vehicles in the metropolitan theatres the past
month and such names greet the eye as Evelyn
Nesbit, Florence Tempest, Bessie Clayton, Bea-
trice Herford, Maud Earl, Blossom Seeley and
Lois Josephine, not to overlook Florence Walton,
of Maurice and Walton, Blanche Dayne of

Cressy and Dayne, Mrs. Jimmie Barry, of Mr.

and Mrs. Jimmie Barry, Ernestine Myers, of

Randall and Myers and Leila Mclntyre of Hyams
and Mclntyre.

Miss Xesbit, for instance, gave further evi-

dence that her popularity is founded on ability

and not notoriety by appearing in a new offer-

ing coming under the classification of elaborate

productions and with a new partner, Bobbie

O'Neill, replacing Jack Clifford, heretofore re-

garded in some quarters as a very essential prop

to her performance. Singing and dancing

blended with a story and adorned with the title

"A Roseland Fantasy," constitute their divertis-

sement.

Singing songs written by her sister, Marion

Sunshine, long associated with her in pro-

fessional life but at present concentrating her

energies upon the creation of popular me'.iilies,

Florence Tempest is disclosed among other

things as quite the cunningest soldier on the

stage. However, after hearing her rendition of

the ditty, "Doing His Bit for the Girls" while

so clothed, one questions how effective Miss

Tempest would be in routing a male enemy or

repelling boarders. It is easier to conceive of

her vanquishing an entire army corps by humani-

tarian methods unknown in modern warfare.

WHEN
reference was made earlier in this

article to pretentious productions in

vaudeville recollection was not faint about the

character of the present vehicle of Bessie Clay-

ton. "The Intimate Dance Revue of 1917" is

the rather ambitious title Miss Clayton has be-

stowed upon a most ambitious entertainment.

Assisting her is a company of dancers, singers

and musicians. These, with scenic and costumic

accessories to lend atmosphere and proper back-

ground to Miss Clayton's terpsichorean skill

combine to make an offering which renders hope-

lessly inadequate the term class.

The dominant note of novelty is struck and

played by Maud Earl in her latest contribution

called "The Vocal Verdict." This entertain-

ment is participated in as well as enjoyed by the

audience, who at last is given stage recognition

as the jury which passes on theatrical efforts

instead of the manager or booking agent with

whom artists negotiate all engagements.

As explained in the prologue of "The Vocal

Verdict," there is a dearth of novelties in vaude-

ville. This is admitted by Vaudeville imperson-

ated by Langdon Gillet. But along comes Miss

Earl in the role of Novelty only to be mistaken

by Vaudeville as Conventionality. Her claims to

distinction make little impress upon him but

he promises to be fair with her and invites her to

the Court of Public Approval in which Vaude-

ville proceeds to prove that she is Novelty to

the complete satisfaction of the judge and the

jury. Presented with special settings, the fan-

tasy gives promise of a long life in the vaude-

villes as well as adding to Miss Earl's laurels.

A subdued Blossom Seeley appears in her latest

offering labelled "Seeley's Syncopated Studio"

and calling for the aid of five assistants, one of

whom manipulates a jazz cornet from the or-

chestra pit with telling results. Ragtime num-
bers are Mrs. Rube Marquard's main stock in

trade as since the days of the "Todalo girl," but

she is not the coon shouter of that period when
boisterousness was the principal asset.

I
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Roland Young Phoebe Foster

Act I. Ned asks for a hint to gain
Frances' love

Ernest Glendinning Phoebe Foster

Act II. Frances meets the adventurer
who Ned has hired to kidnap her

Mr. Glendinning Miss Foster

Act II. The abduction

Ned, finding that Frances would like him better if he were more romantic, decides to kidnap her, but he is careful to

gain her father's consent and to have a chaperone on the spot. Michael, a young adventurer, accompanies them as

chauffeur. His delightful account of the gypsy trail, of high adventure and romance gain for him Frances' affections

Mr. Glendinning Frank Longacre

Ait III. The "gypsy" and Frances'
little brother become better acquainted

Robert Cummings Miss Foster Mr. Young Mr. Glendinning

Act III. Frances chooses in favor of romance and selects her gypsy lover

SCENES IX ROBERT HOUSUM'S ROMANCE "THE GYPSY TRAIL" AT THE PLYMOUTH



Jose Ruben as Alfred de Musset, Mrs. Fiske as George

Sand in Philip Moeller's comedy "Madame Sand"

Marie Chambers and Lou Tellegen in "Blind

Youth," a new play at the Republic Theatre

Photos ll'hite

McDougallJerome Patrick Percy Marmont Ann Murdnck

The three bears find Goldylocks asleep in their house

SCENK IN EDWARD CHILDS CARPENTER'S COMEDY "THE THREE BEARS"

CJtai. Frofiman, Tnc.

FAIRY TALES AND HISTORY AMONG RECENT PLAYS
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MR. HORNBLOW GOES TO THE PLAY

THEATRE DU VIEUX CO-
LOMBIER. "LES FOURBERIES DE

SCAPIN." Farce in three acts by
Moliere. Produced on December

3rd, with the following cast:

Argante
Geronte

Octave

Leandre

Zerbinette

Hyacinte

Scapin

Sylvestre

Nerine

Francois Gournac

Louis Jouvet
Marcel Millet

Jean Sarment

Jane Lory
Madeleine Geoffrey

Jacques Copeau
Marcel Vallee

Eugenie Nau

IT
is always pleasant to be able

to extend a hand of welcome to

foreign artistes whose sincerity in

standing up for the highest stage

ideals cannot be questioned. "To

provide beautiful works with inter-

preters worthy of them, to choose

these works without any thought

given to school, prejudice and fash-

ion, to give first place to the work

itself by the sobriety of staging, a

truthfulness of acting, and the mod-

esty of the actor" such is the am-

bitious programme which Jacques

Copeau and his French colleagues

have set themselves at the Theatre

du Vieux Colombier on West 35th

Street.

"Don't judge us by what people

say of us, judge us by what we

do," says M. Copeau. If compelled
to judge the French players only

by their opening bill I should have

to admit that they did very little.

The piece selected, a farce 200 years

old, is tiresome in the extreme,

viewed by modern standards, and the

acting, with the exception of the

chief performer, was quite negligible.

"Les Fourberies de Scapin" is one

of Moliere's later pieces and was

plainly suggested by the Italian

"Comedia dell' arte" of the 16th

century Scapin, the sly, resourceful

valet, is none other than our old

friend Scaramouche, or Harlequin,
as the English-speaking stage knows
him better. The plot has to do with

the dexterity with which the shrewd
rascal bamboozles two querulous old

men, and assists two brace of lov-

ers, not forgetting to profit him-

self.

A piece crude in its humor, quite

devoid of beauty of language, with

situations that are only mildly di-

verting, and without the external

aids of beauty in costuming and

scenery, cannot fail to prove tedious,

and I confess 1 grew weary long be-

fore the end of the second act. Such

a dramatic menu may have satisfied

the gallants and ladies of the grand
monarch's court, but prosaic old New
York wants more substantial fare

even on meatless days.

As Scapin, M. Copeau reveals ac-

ting ability of a high order. He is

graceful, intelligent, forceful above

all he is extraordinarily agile and

lithe. The other members of the

company were not so satisfactory.

M. Gournac is not the querulous,

grouchy old Argante which Moliere

drew. Can't you see Stoddart in

that role? The Frenchman did not

convey the illusion of age which is

fatal to verisimilitude. The Geronte,
acted by M. Jouvet, was better, but

again the actor was too young for

the part. It was imitating age, not

acting it. M. Jouvet's" make-up," too,

was not good. He looked as ghastly
as a walking corpse, for which, per-

haps, the lighting was responsible.

The costumes lacked the richness

and variety that we are accustomed
to see in American theatres. I wonder
if Moliere himself would have dared

to display such shabby habiliments to

the quality 'at Versailles. The action

takes place on a raised dais or tre-

teau after the 16th century manner.

Frankly, I don't see the sense of the

trctcaii. It distracts from the scene,

and lias no raison d'etre. The stage,

without the customary wings, and
with a cold, unnatural light, looked

bare and unattractive as a barn.

I'd like to see what Granville

Barker would do with this piece. He,

too, knows how to preserve the spirit

of the Moliere period, but he does

not insist on rendering it bare and

ugly. On the contrary, he gives it

all the embellishments that the re-

sources of modern art can provide.
In his second bill, M. Copeau

shows such a decided improvement
that one marvels he did not make
it the opening program. Costumes
and accessory play their wonted part

and M. Copeau, shows that he is but

mortal, after all.

The bill is made up of three one-

act plays, a modern piece by the re-

cently deceased Henri Becque and as

dull as his better-known long plays, a

farce of the youthful Moliere which

few persons stopped to see, and a

piece by Prosper Merimee, called

"Le Carosse du Saint Sacrement."

Merimee, a product of the second

Empire, who touched nothing that

he did not adorn, published this play
under the pseudonym of Clara Gazul,
an imaginary Spanish actress. It has

never been translated, far less played
in English, but it pre-eminently de-

serves both, for the piece is a dra-

matic jewel of the first water. At-

mosphere and period were present
and Gournac, who acted the role of

the gouty and jealous Don Andres,

gave a performance which deserves

no less a word than magnificent.

Lucienne Bogaert, as his mistress

and protagonist, was acceptable and
would hav.e seemed more so had na-

ture given her a Spanish face. Her
costume was a Velasquez, cut from
the canvas and it made women gasp.
The play won a triumph.

In the third bill, Alfred de Mus-
sel's "Barberine,'' more opportunity
was given to the women of the com-

pany. Mile. Noizeux, a pretty and
talented actress, played the title role

with much charm and authority.

PLAYHOUSE, "L'EutvATTON."

Play in three acts by Henri Bern-
stein. Produced November 14. Cast:

Professor Andre Cartier Holbrook Blinn

Professor Courtin Howard Kyle
Louis De Genois Lionel Atwill

Jules John Cromwell

Jacques Courtin Vinton Freedley
Richard E. John Kennedy
Suzanne Cartier Grace George
Madame Cartier Kate Blaaeke
Germaine Ledru Esther Howard
Sabine Boutard Norah Lamison
Madame Gilquin Alison Skipworth
Odette Hamon Florence Flynn
Mme. De Sauvaige Florence Wollerson

Blanche Mabel Knowles

IT
hardly seems to me, from the

technical standpoint, that "L'Ele-

vation" is a very well made drama,

but I can well understand that of the

many war plays Bernstein's was the

one calculated to appeal to the

Parisian public.

This particular Gallic playwright may
always be depended upon for at least

one scene of high power pressure,

"L'EIevation" has several of them.

Bernstein lias taken the eternal tri-
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angulation for his basis, given it sev-

eral original twists and leavened it

with the spirit of France and the

elevating spiritual renascence that

must come from this long, drawn-

out, bloody and hideous struggle for

the democratization of the world.

The story of the play will be found

on another page. Grace George as

Suzanne showed how wide-reaching,

fluent and polished is her art. Her

emotional moments were expressed

with a simplicity powerful indeed in

their compelling conviction. Hoi-

brook Dlinn as the husband gave an

admirably contrasted picture and the

lover was acted with notable distinc-

tion and feeling by Lionel Atwill.

Kate Blancke, Howard Kyle, Alison

Skipworth and Florence Wollerson

lent capable expression to some of

the less important roles.

COHAN. 'THE KING." Comedy
in three acts by G. A. de Caillavet,

Robert de Flers and Emmanuel

Arene. Produced on November 20th,

with this cast:

Serge IV Leo Ditrichstein

Lelorain Ben Johnson

Langlois Walter Howe
Corneau John Bedouin

Marquis de Chamarande A. G. Andrews

Vicomte de Chamarande Phillips Tead

Blond Fritz Williams

Bourdier Robert McWade
Rivolet Wm. H. Powell

Pierre Harry Manners

Edouard Almiro Leone

Raoul Gaston Pollari

Francois Henry Richel

Rudini Wm. Ricciardi

Gen. Castel-Trepeau Arthur Vincent

Mme. Castel-Trepeau Jennie Fuld

Bishop of Evreaux Louis Mountjoy

Mayor of Vigny J. M. Handley
The Mayoress Josie Stella

The Prefect Patzi Ragone
Madame La Prefect Dixie Buford

Mons. Pringat Gustav Bowlian

Madame Pringat Marion Cake

Zdenko Alexis Pilianov

Therese Manix Betty Callish

Marthe Bourdier Dorothy Mortimer

Susette Bourdier Miriam Doyle

Angele Ruth Kuerth

Mile. Georgette Cora Witherspoon
Mile. FrancLne L'Egard . , Pauline Smith

ANY playgoer v^o pays hi c $2

plus the ws .<-x for admis-

sion these days to o<e ,'ohan The-
tre will get a real : ar tor his money,
which is more than c?.n bf '"' f

he goes to many of th

one other theatre? .ic. , , ..upeting
for the limited public patronage.

Ditrichstein, in the title role of

"The King." is a sheer artistic joy.

The comedy is a witty, ingenious
and diverting effort, replete with tell-

ing political and social satire, and
translated and adapted too with a

devotion to the original which re-

tains all the Attic flavor and Gallic

salt of the piece as acted in Paris.

The King of Moldavia makes a

visit to the French capital. His ex-

periences there, amatory and politic-

al, form the basis of the plot which

incidentally and satirically throw

highly diverting sidelights on the

snobbish appreciation all Republics

have for royalty and how the most

intense radicals may be tamed by per-

sonal association with blood royal.

It is all very cynical but beneath

the fable is a strong undercurrent

of convincing truth and realism.

Ditrichstein as Serge IV, King

of Moldavia, emphasizes distinction

itself. In bearing, manner and speech

he is royalty soi-mcme, while the

artist further stands forth in that

he does not disturb the general bal-

ance by a too personal projection of

the player's self.

And generous too is he as a star

for Bourdier, the Socialist membar

of the Chamber is an equally impor-

tant role with the titular part. That

sterling actor, Robert McWade, per-

sonates it with an aggressive humor

that brings out its every value. His

little bourgeois wife is played with

simple graciousness and personal

charm by Dorothy Mortimer. Ben

Johnson brings convincing praise to

the role of the Prime Minister and

A. G. Andrews denotes the Marquis
de Chamarande with sure touches of

aristocratic distinction. While hardly

true to type Betty Callish is

neatly expert as the intriguing ac-

tress.

GREENWICH VILLAGE. "BE-

HIND A WATTEAU PICTURE." Fantasy
in two scenes by Robert E. Rogers,
with incidental music by W. Franke

Harling. "EFFICIENCY." Play in one

act by Robert H. Davis and Perley
Poore Sheehan. "THE FESTIVAL OF

BACCHUS." Comedy in one act by
Arthur Schnitzler, translated by
Charles Henry Meilzer. Produced on
November 15th, with the following

players :

Eugene Ward, Margaret Fareleigh,
Harold Meltzer, Everett Glass, Ed-

.win Strawbridge, Joseph Macaulay,
Remo Bufano, Frank W. McDonald,
David Pennington, Leonard Brooke,

^
Ha' | ha". f;..nrKp Wcston. Fania

Marinoff, Sydney Carlyle, Frank Conroy.

"JVTR.
FRANK CONROY'S new

*** Greenwich Village Theatre on
Sheridan Square sets a high stand-
ard with its opening bill. Mr. Con-

roy has only two tfc
" *<. -ret in

order to win cr : ;
< nese

two things are equi.<>., b _od plays
and playgoers enough who are will-

ing to venture into the Village. An

excellent little playhouse he already

has.

The actor-manager begins with

"The Festival of Bacchus," a desul-

tory skit in which the Schnitzler

schnitzels to no great effect. Any-

way, a husband checks his runaway

wife and her inane lover by explain-

ing how the couples who passed

through the trial marriage of the

Greek Bacchanalia rarely wanted to

live together permanently. If the

playlet is bright in the original, it

has lost most of its scintillance in

the translation.

"Efficiency" is a grim little satire

that should delight those amiable

humanitarians who believe the Ger-

mans to be a race of innocents who
will one day wake up and destroy the

rulers who alone are responsible for

the great assault on civilization. In

the play a scientist exhibits to the

emperor a wounded man who has

been reconstructed with steel legs

and brass hands and tin ears and

telescopic eyes and is now a super-

soldier. Left alone with Majesty,

this triumph of efficiency curses his

kaiser and throttles him.

Mr. Conroy 's piece de resistance is

a fantasy in rhyme called "Behind

a Watteau Picture." The bored mar-

quise and her two faithful gallants

resolve to explore the garden behind

them. Their experience is discon-

certing. The garden belongs to a

melancholy Pierrot who is about to

slay his Columbine because she is a

butterfly in love and flits from flower

to flower. The two strange gallants in-

terfere, are bewitched by Columbine

and kill each other in a duel. The

marquise departs heartbroken, leav-

ing a still more melancholy Pierrot

sitting in the light of the moon. The
little play is pictorially exquisite. It

is worth going to Sheridan Square,

or even to Grand Street, to see.

The acting in all three plays is

praiseworthy. Mr. Conroy plays the

Schnitzler husband deftly and also

makes an interesting kaiser. Mr.

Joseph Macaulay scores as the re-

constructed soldier and as the a^ile

Harlequin of the Watteau piece. Mr.

Sydney Carlyle is an effective Pierrot

despite a Frances White lisp, and
Miss Fania Marinoff makes a charm-

ing and convincing Columbine.

PLYMOUTH. "THE GYPSY
TRAIL." Romance in three acts by
Robert Housum. Produced on De-
cember 4th, with this cast:

Frank Raymond
Janet Raymond
John Raymond

Robert Cummings
.Katharine Emmet
Frank Longacre
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Stiles Charles Hanna
Frances Raymond Phoebe Foster

Edward Andrews .Roland Young
Michael .Ernest Glendinning
Mrs. Widdimore Effie Ellsler

Ellen Margaret Sayres

IF
any "stickit"' playwright present

at the opening performance of

this charming play did not wish that

he had written it he must have drunk

so deep of the poppy of his own fail-

ures as to be oblivious of its charm.

Here, at length, late in the season,

is a clean, interesting, novel and

amusing piece that answers all the

demands that the persons who ad-

dress letters to the editor about the

drama have been calling for since

last August. And to judge by the

rapt attention of audiences through

speeches as long as Shaw it seems

safe to say that they find in this play

what they want. It is true that the

long speeches are brightly written,

and brightly spoken by Mr. Glendin-

ning, whose inconsequent part gives

the title force, and one can picture

oneself yawning if they had fallen

to the wrong man.

Michael, in this play, is a young
man who has never grown up, who
has led a most adventurous adoles-

cence, who can cook chicken d la

King and play the ukulele. The

story, slight enough, recounts most

pleasantly how he suddenly saw the

"one girl" and, though he ran away,

had to come back to her, and deserting

the gypsy trail, settle down in a

house ! There is no more to it than

this, but the charm wrought by the

author is potent all the same. He
has a most valuable gift and can turn

the obvious into the unexpected by
the simplest means.

Mr. Hopkins has staged the little

play correctly and engaged a fine

cast. Phoebe Foster is satisfactorily

sweet and girl-like.

PARK. "THE LAND OF JOY." Re-

view in prologue and two acts.

Music by Quinito Valverde. Book by

J. F. Elizondo and E. Velasco. Adap-
tation and lyrics by Ruth Boyd Ober.

Produced on November 1st, with this

cast :

Dolores

Valencienne

Mercedes

Zobeida

Ruth Boyd
Maria Marco

Nannette Flack

Luisita Puchol

Schuyler Wrightwell Geo. Lydecker
Almanzor Manuel Villa

Toreador Antonio Bilbao

Marchositc Amparo Saus

Gypsy Dancers Doloretes. Mazantinita

Pepe Hillo Jesus Navarro

Jerczano Carmen Lopez
L'Argentina

AT last something in the theatre

to r^ve about! Almost un-

heralded the Quinito Valverde re-

view, "The Land of Joy," slipped into

the capacious but remote Park The-

atre, and since then everybody who

has any taste for music, dancing,

color and animation has been going

there.

First, there was L'Argentina now
no longer in the cast. She

was the most artistic, skilled

and graceful of Spanish dancers,

whose personality simply radiated

fascination. Next to her in both

skill and personal charm though in

all respects utterly different is

Doloretes. If some great magician

were to endow with life a bottle of

tabasco, it would undoubtedly dance

as Doloretes does. She is fire, agil-

ity, grace, mystery, supreme skill.

and a lot of other interesting things

concentrated and quintessential.

Then there is a trio of soubrettes

who really ought to be subsidized by

the State so that they could found a

school to teach native musical com-

edy "artistes" how to "put over"

their songs. More especially there is

Maria Marco, whose soprano voice is

lovely and whose technique is ex-

quisite. Her singing of "Holy Week"
is one of the musical events of the

year.

Antonio Bilbao is a most amaz-

ingly expert dancer. He is also a

gifted comedian when he has an op-

portunity. There are others who de-

serve individual commendation, but

I must pass them over. I haven't

said a word yet about the chorus

which can both sing and dance amaz-

ingly and which wears what strikes

me as being the most gorgeous cos-

tumes the New York stage has seen

laces and embroideries and fringed

shawls an attempt to describe which

would baffle even a dry goods trade

journal's expert.

Valverde's music is always charm-

ing, rich and colorful; so there is a

feast for the ear always as for the

eye. A stupid threat of American

"plot" and "comedy" that runs

through the review is quite negligible.

It serves merely as a foil for the

Spanish part of the entertainment.

At the moment I can think of no

more pleasant way of passing an

evening than to watch and listen to

Doloretes, Maria Marco and all the

rest.

COM*':n
'S7 "WASHINGTON SQUARE

PLAYED icV Comedy," a

play by bhMiuet ;r Kaplan. "Neigh-

bors," a play fey. Zona Gale. "The

Girl in the Coffin," a play by Theo-

dore Dreiser. "Yum Chapab," a

pantomime founded on Maya Le-

.yrtuU, liy I'eatrice de I lohhoir and J.

(iarcia Pimental. Produced on De-

cember 3, with these players :

.V.irjorie McClintock, Kate Morgan,

Marjorie Vonnegut, Jay Strong, Kob-

ert Strange, Frederick Roland, Ar-

thur Hohl, Florence Enright. Rather-

ine Cornell, Helen Westley, Harry

Ehlers, Vincent loncclli. Edward Bal-

zerit, Arthur Balsamo, Frances Ross,

Bobbie Edwards.

THE Washington Square Play-

ers are so venturesome in their

excursions in search of the new,

sometimes failing and perhaps just

as often succeeding, that one is, by

habit, inclined to say about each

new bill: "This is the worst ever,"

or, "This is altogether the best they

have ever done.''

This time they are not carrying

a heavy load, or any load at all,

of foreign deadweight, heavy with

that kind of sodden immorality that

some foolish minds think is new,

but which is as old as original 3:n.

The new bill is pan-American, with

the exception of a pantomime which

concerns a legend of the Mayas,
three thousand years old, the Mayas
having "transmigrated" from Africa

to Yucatan. It is full of color, and

a bird egg, a childless woman and

a beggar who comes thirsting,

and a hunter who comes on

horseback, the egg growing big-

ger all the time, from which issues

and is born, My Lord, the Dwarf,

Yum Chapab who goes forth and

finally marries the Princess. "And
the Bird of Fecundity flies over the

mountains and across the plains to

bear more eggs to the women who

yearn." It is undeniable that the

Players do these nothings incom-

parably well.

A really strong play is "The Girl

in the Coffin," a drama by Theo-

dore Dreiser. Here is something

that does not strain after novelty,

and yet is new and true and vital.

That the girJ ues in her coffin on

the stage is ..dental and "be-

longs." She-, 'xa,: met death in one

of those ena)nntej:.s ,
of youth that

brirt? dpajh. The father sits and

"sly.. .There is a strike

in pro,, . He, being of the

Union, is of it, -but he refuses to

help the Leader at the crisis of it.

He suspects the author of the girl's

ruin. A Striker persuades him that

it is his duty to forget personal

grievance and to save the cause.

This Striker has suffered a like sor-

row. The final touch is that he

loved the girl in the cqffin, but he

II
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did not ruin her. The little big

play would be more impressive with

the cutting of a speech or two in

which the culminating power of the

moment is passed.

The best play, in its subtle but

dramatic bearing on the follies we
cherish in the pursuit of happiness,

is "The Critic's Comedy," by Sam-
uel Kaplan. A famous (or notori-

ous newspaper woman critic) lies

propped up in bed dictating her criti-

cism to her stenographer. She

praises the leading man. She re-

plies to her husband, a youth of

twenty or o, she being forty-five,

that she is tired of his importuni-
ties for money. The leading man
calls and is admitted. The husband

appears and makes a scene. She
discovers later that it was a pre-

arranged iaffair between the two men.
She burie-s her fare in her hands
and soh;s in bed. Curtain.

A >:omedy by Zona Gale, entitled

"Neighbors," is rural in every detail

o f
. '.'nought, manner and circum-

stance. Ezra wags his tufted chin

and shifts his wad, Grandma drools,
Mis' Diantha irons and dominates,
Peter makes bashful love and the

rosy-cheeked Inez successfully invites

him to confession, and so on. The
story is about helping a neighbor.

It is all very clever of its kind.

Of course plays of this kind are of
and for the amateur; but in idea,

story and circumstance, and acting,

"Neighbors" does its part in making
the present bill of the Players the

"best they Have ever done.."

CRITERION. "MADAME SAND."

Comedy iristhree acts by Philip Moel-
ler. Pro.dViced on, tjoyember 19,

with this

i-Je.

Muriel Hope
Walter Schellin

Ben. *

Rosalie

Madame De Musset
Paul De Musset
Casimir Dudevant
Buloz

Heinrich Heine ,_. ..amand LIUCU..

Alfred De Musset Jose Rubn,
George Sand ;- vVJ.' Mrs. Fiske
Dr. Guiseppr I'agello John Davidson
Lucretia Violent . Olin Field'

Mile. De Bl'etiry' . :. -Marjorie Hollis

Mile. Rolan3fc :

Mile. De Lat.mr

Frani Lisztfc'

Frederic Cliofljs.

Lackey - > !

*4

M'jifcL^ii.lvas declared

"'Madame
Sand., -15 Tgaltv^a:>stibl imated bur-

lesque. It iSJjjpt'should be. How-
ever great iKe^t^eubtable George

as .1 literary" artist, :hgr
liber-

ality iii tbve* affairs lost "its sublimity

VH^Mfces?:ve, mutability. Anti-

eliniHK^was", her besetting sin. No
one as an" Author admired her nmn

than Swinburne, yet it was b~

the flaming aureole, who
of her amour with De thirst. the

opening episode of the Moelier com-

edy, that he, Alfred, "did not be-

have like a lady but certainlv ,;e

did not behave like a gentleman."
It is in this spirit that Mr. Moeller

has written and from his pen has

diipped as scintillant engaging and

amusing an entertainment as New
York has heard in a dog's age. With
its background, the Paris and Rome
of 1830, it takes on a picturesque-

ness that adds still more to an ef-

fect delicious to both eye and ear.

Of course, the whole affair is en-

tirely episodic. It is all incidental

to the career of an author who never

failed to make copy of her most in-

timate feelings and associations. It

is life sketched in a cynical vein, but

it is a piquant revelation of one of

the most complex figures in all lit-

erature, a woman who was ever eager
to argue that her love affairs were
the result of overpowering maternal
instinct not the outcome of material

passion.

Naturally in such a role Mrs. Fiske
finds superlative outlet for the domi-
nating brilliancy of her theatrical

technic. She is sure, sharp and suc-
cessful in the means she employs,
she is bright, buoyant and breezy in
the delineation of Mme. Sand's
lighter words while beneath all the
outward sophistry of the woman of
the world beats the true note of a
heart surcharged with deep abiding
faith- and love. De Mussel's indol-
ent selfishness is sketched with ro-
mantic finesse by Jgse Ruben an
actor possessed of real temperament;

'

.y'tk- cynicism of Heine
has a

S'-.^ ^and Amusing exponent
in Ferdirtaria

1

Gottschalk and there
is a Liszt so4Wrnagination and truth-
ful vracitvv. .contributed by Owen

', the publisher, is well

Kingsford.

OF PAN." Com-

b^E'dwaid Childs

ced on November

Fairchild

.Caroline Kohl

,'jOw.e'ri Meech

'> AHrrrt Cross

Peyton

edy in t.

Carpenter.

-6th, with th

"^"y" Hrnrjr T ravers
Max Benson K, R1 ,,aId Mason
Ann Redio Kita Sianwood
J. Higbee r

Burton Churchill
Tohn Re<l Norman Trevor

;firoe Florence Pendleton
.
^iwoe Rosalie Mathieu

Edith King
Valentine Ferris Janet Beecher
Alexander Ferris John .Stokes
Donald Ferris Burfo'd Hampden

if
I saw this plr.y T felt

like throwing up my hat in

:-
sheer joy. I was actually witness-
ing a delightful comedy. If you have

regularly attended the offerings of

.the season you will realize what this

nieans. Its only commercial danger
tH that it deals with the romance of

middle age. But to offset this "The

Pipes of Pan" possesses wit, charm,

grace, fancy, atmosphere and withal

it is a well-made play with just suf-

ficient touch of the dramatic.

The single set, the studio of a

fashionable portrait painter, is in ad-

mirable taste. Then, too, the com-

pany for appropriate selection and

general balance could hardly be bet-

tered. Mr. Carpenter's motif is Em-
erson's lines :

Oh what are heroes, prophets, men,
But pipes through which the breath of

Pan
Doth blow a momentary music.

A middle-aged artist, disgusted
with the routine of painting the

stupid faces of fashionable women,
seeks to revive his interest in true

art by painting a picture of Pan and
a Dryad. Something is wrong. His

model says he needs an affair perfer-

ably with a red-haired woman. Sud-

denly appears an old flame of twenty
years ago Titianly thatched. Pan

plays his pipes and the old romance
is rekindled. A jealous husband
sounds the dramatic note but my
lady's seventeen-year-old son restores

the balance and all that remains is

the recollection of an idyllic revival.

And what a pleasure it was to hear

polite, pertinent witty dialogue ex-

pressed with true literary and poetic

finish, for Mr. Carpenter has writ-

ten his script with rare polish and
tact.

Norman Trevor has done some ex-
cellent work of late but he has cer-

tainly surpassed himself in the vivid-

ly human, appealing and romantic

rendering he gives the temperamen-
tai and emotional artist. His daugh-
ter is archly, personated by Rita

Stanwood and a nice bit of light

comedy work is presented by Reginald
Mason. The husband and his sus-

picious brother are well done by
Burton Churchill and John Stokes
while the son is most dextrously
presented by Burford Hampden.
Janet Beecher is the old flame.

REPUBLIC. "BLIND YOUTH."
Play in three acts by Willard Mack
and Lou Tellegen. Produced on De-
cember 3rd.

A melodramatic, movieish play,
with Lou Tellegen as the hero. But
the acting in it is beyond dispute ex-
cellent. Jennie Eustace, as the be-
sotted parent, was no finer in her
way than Hazel Turney in hers, as
the French grisette. The Nora of
Mabel Carruthers was delightful.

(.Continued on page 51)
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Photos White
Reginald Mason Rita Stanwood Norman Trevor Janet Beecher

An artist, going stale, suddenly meets the love of his Parisian memories, goes to an

all-night frolic with her, and returns to his studio the next morning to paint her portrait

Norman Trevor Burford Hampden Nortncn Trevor
T
'inet Beecher

The young son comes to the artist's

studio to fetch his mother home

Mrs. Ferris says goodbye to the artist,

and goes back to her Puritan husband

SCENES IN "THE PIPES OF PAN" A DELIGHTFUL C' THE HUDSON



TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
<B HAROLD SETON
y

T \\ENiY-HVi: years ago! A quarter

of a century! Those of us who can look

back to that time, and can recall events

associated with it, are certainly "not as young

as we used to be!" And yet, many actors and

actresses who were playing heroes and heroines

in the season of 1892-1893 are still playing

heroes and heroines in the season of 1917-1918!

Those who made us laugh then make us laugh

now, and those who made up weep then make

us weep now ! But let us inspect the playbills

of that bygone period, in order to discover the

names of present-day favorites!

The New York theatrical season started with

the presentation of "Settled Out of Court,"

adapted by William Gillette from the French.

The company included William Faversham, Jos-

eph Humphreys, Joseph Holland and Georgie

r>'-<v Barrymore. Henry E. Dixey, who had

ade his big hit in "Adonis," now appeared

in "The Mascot," "Patience" and "lolanthe,"

-^H by William Pruette, Camille D'Arville,

and Tr
'

->nza. Miss Friganza recently

played a .eaJTj^-part in "Canary Cottage." Mr.

TV 'he cast of "Chu Chin Chow."

* v_ 'The White Squadron" were Rob-

ert Hilliard, William Harcourt and Alice Fischer.

Mr. Hilliard is still being featured in Broadway

'ons. DeWolf Hopper, supported by

Dell.. -x and Jefferson De Angelis, revived

"Wa id then put on "The Lady or the

Tige., u> Sydney Rosenfeld, who is still writ-

plays. Mr. Hopper has recently appeared

a., the Winter Garden and in moving pictures.

E. H. Sothern produced "Captain Lettablair,"

by Marguerite Merrington. His company in-

cluded Morton Selten, Rowland Buckstone, Tully

Marshall, Frank Leiden and Virginia Harned.

Julia Marlowe was at that time the wife of

Robert Tabor, her leading man.

UCKY COLONEL," by Opie
- Read, was --ted by McKee Rankin, Sidney
Drew and Mrs. Sidney Drew. This was the

first Mrs. Sidney Drew. McKee Rankin's daugh-

ter, and not the second Mrs. Sidney Drew, who
has helped her husband get rich in t' ;ii vies.

"Lend Me Your Wifo"_r.: 1

.'- j,,esenu<l by Roland

Reed,
jvhose Daughter." Florence Reed, is now

ippSaring in "Chu Chin Chow." Robert Man-
tell presented "The Face in the Moonlight."

Richard Mansfield put on "The Scarlet Let-

ter," by Joseph Hatton. During this engagement
Mr. Mansfield married Beatrice Cameron, who
had been his leading lady since 1887. Mrs.

Mansfield has recently decided t.q return to the

stage. "Puritania" was a imisical'tomedy by the

late C. M. S. McLellan, who was yet to achieve

fame and fortune with "The Belle of New
York." In the company were Pauline Hall, who
has gone into retirement, and Louise Beaiulet,

who has gone into the movies.

Edward Harrigan revived "The Mulligan
Guards Ball," with Annie Yeamans, Dan Coll-

yer, Joseph Sparks, Harry Fisher, Annie Buck-

ley and Ada Lewis. Miss Lewis is still playing
character parts. John Drew, after many years
as leading man at Daly's Theatre, now became
a star in "The Masked Ball," adapted by Clyde
Fitch from the French. Maude Adams w?

, A'-~- Hy, and '

nv_; -

>nnie
'

.

.
= -

Allen, iathe r
.

Madame Modjeska appeared in "King Henry

VIII," "As You Like It," and "Much Ado About

Xoth'ing." She was supported by Otis Skinner,

George Hazelton and Frank Kemble. Joseph

Jefferson reappeared in "Rip Van Winkle."

George F. Nash was in the cast. In "Ye Earhe

Trouble," by Henry Guy Carlton, were Joseph

Haworth, Theodore Roberts, John E. Ince, Mary

Shaw and Olive Oliver. Mr. Ince's son, Thomas,

has amassed a fortune as a moving picture pro-

ducer, and Mr. Roberts has grown affluent as a

moving picture performer. Miss Shaw still plays

leading parts, and Miss Oliver still gets good

engagements.

AUGUSTIN
DALY'S season included presen-

tations of "Dollars and Sense" and "A Test

Case," both adapted from the German, and "As

You Like It," J'Twelfth Night," "The Taming

of the Shrew" and "The Foresters," by Alfred

Tennyson. The truly marvelous company in-

cluded Ada Rehan, James Lewis, George Clarke,

Arthur Bouchier, Herbert Gresham, Hobart Bos-

worth, Wilfred Buckland, Isabel Irving, Adelaide

Prince, Percy Haswell, Kitty Cheatham and Mrs.

Gilbert. Mr. Bouchier was destined to become

one of the leading actor-managers in London.

Mr. Gresham was to prove invaluable to Klaw

and Erlanger as stage manager. Mr. Boswortn

was to prosper exceedingly as a moving picture

producer and performer. And Mr. Buckland was

to attain a foremost place in the cinema world.

Miss Irving still plays leading parts. Miss Prince,

now a white-haired woman, interprets middle-

aged roles, but Miss Cheatham has reversed the

usual order of things, and now sings nursery

rhymes at children's matinees !

Rose Coghlan appeared in "Diplomacy," sup-

ported by her brother Charles Coghlan, Grant

Stewart and Sadie Martinot. Miss Coghlan's re-

cent appearance in "Our Betters" was a future

,f the performance. In "The Family Circle," by

Sydney Rosenfeld, appeared Frank Burbeck and

Xanette Comstock and May Robson, who still

plays character parts. Mr. P.urlieck js appearing

in 'The 'I aiior-Made Man."

Nat Goodvvin produced "A Gilded Fool," by

Henry Guy Carlton. Minnie Dupree was in

the cast. In "The Councillor's Wife," by Jerome
K. Jerome, were William Morris. Orrin Johnson,

Cyril Scott and Odette Tyler. Mr. Johnson and

Mr. Scott are still popular performers on Broad-

way.

MRS.
BERNARD BEERE. who had been

over advertised, had a disastrous engage-
ment in "As In a Looking Glass." In her support
were Maurice Barrymore, J. M. Holland, Guy
Standing, and Beverly Sitgreaves. Mr. Standing
is now an officer in the British Army. His father,

Herbert Standing, is in the movies. "The Fenc-

ing Master," by Reginald de Koven and Harry
B. Smith, featured Marie Tempest, who appeared
in tights.

"Aristocracy," by Bronson Howard, was pro-
duced with great success. The remarkable cast

included Wilton Lackaye, Viola Allen, Blanche

Walsh, Paul Arthur, W. J. Thompson, Josephine
Hall. S. Miller Kent, Bruce McRae and Will-

.1 Faversham. Such an aggregation of stars

vould now cost the spectator five dollars a seat
" f '-ast! S. Miller Kent is now in vaudeville.

Another wonderful collection of players, the

members of the Lyceum Stock Company, ap-

peared in "The Gray Mare" and "Americans

\broad." They included Herbert Kelcey, E. J.

Ratcliffe, Fritz Williams,
- William J. Le Moyne,

Charles Walcot, Eugene Ormonde, Augustus

Cook and Madge Carr (father and mother of

Eleanor Robson, now Mrs. August Belmont),

Georgia Cayvan, Effie Shannon, her sister Wi-

nona Shannon and Bessie Tyree, now the wife of

James Metcalfe, the dramatic critic of Life.

E. S. Willard appeared in "The Middleman,"

by Henry Arthur Jones, "John Needham's

Double," by Joseph Hatton, "A Fool's Paradise,"

by Sydney Grundy, and "The Professor's Love

Story," by James M. Barrie. Marie Burroughs

was his leading lady, but Maxine Elliott was also

in the company. Gertrude Elliott had not yet

gone on the stage, though she was destined to

become leading lady and wife of Johnston

Forbes-Robertson, one of
the_

foremost actor-

managers in England.

"A Society Fad" was intended primarily to

feature Amelia Glover, a popular danger, the

Mrs. Castle of the period, but the supporting

company included Lydia Yeamans Titus, Dan

Daly, Julius Witmark, who has since made a lot

of money as a music publisher, and Tyrone

Power, who has since specialized in "heavy"

parts, and is now appearing in "Chu Chin Chow."

Mrs. James Brown Potter and Kyrle Bellew pro-

duced "Therese Raquin" and "The Marriage

Spectre." Mrs. Potter retired from the stage

some years ago, and now lives in England.

LILLIAN
RUSSELL was the star in "La

Cigale," "The Mountebanks" and "Girofle-

Girofla." "The Prodigal Father," by Glen Mac-

Donough, served to introduce Irene Franklin, a

little girl who made a big hit. "The New South,"

by Clay M. Greene, was acted by Joseph R.

Grismer, Harry Davenport, Holbrook Blinn,

James A. Herne and Katharine Grey. Miss Grey

is still a leading lady and Mr. Blinn is still

leading man. Mr. Herne appeared later in th

same season in "Shore Acres," which proved on

of the great successes of the American stage

Robert Edeson was in the cast. Mr. Herne's

daughters, Julie and Chrystal, were both des

tined for stage triumphs.

"Captain Herne, U. S. A." featured E. J. Her

ley. Arthur Byron was in the cast. John Mason

and his wife, Marion Manola, produced "Frien

Fritz." In "A Nutmeg Match," a rural con

edy, David Warfield played a small part. "Th

Music Master" was not even dreamed of

those days, and the cry "// you don't want he

I want her!" was yet to be heard reverberatir

from Maine to California!

An event of the season was the presentatic

of "Lady Windermere's Fan," by Oscar Wild

The company included Julia Arthur, Mauric

Barrymore, E. M. Holland and Edward
Abeles. William H. Crane appeared in

'

Probation." William Collier was featured

"Hoss and Hoss." A farce called "Joseph

adapted from the French, provided a fair salar

for Elsie de Wolfe, who was still to amass

large fortune as an interior decorator.

Perhaps the biggest hit of the year

achieved by the production of "The Girl I

Fiehind Me." Twenty-five years ago ! We
well, well ! God bless my soul !
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(.Below)

WILLIAM FAVERSHAM
This well-known star made his

first Broadway hit us the German
villain in "Aristocracy." Here he

is seen as Romeo to Maude Adams'

Juliet (1899)

Hall

ADA LEWIS

As the "tough girl" in Harrigan's
humorous Irish-American plays

(1890-95), she had a crowd of

enthusiastic admirers

BESSIE TYREE

This saucy ingenue romped h r

way through the sentimental c?

edies at the old Lyceum Theatre

(1891-1902)
'*"

Kocknvod

AMELIA GLOVER
A popular dancer of twenty-five

years ago the Mrs. Vernon Castle

of the period NED HARRIGAN
The rollicking Irish comedian,

whose theatre at 35th Street and

Sixth Avenue is to-day occupied

'by M. Copeau

<S Morrison

MARIE BURROUGHS
Who made audiences weep in the

English melodramas presented by
E. S. Willard (1891-1894)

THEY CHARMED BROADWAY A QUAR' CENTURY AGO



LITTLE KNOWN SHAKESPEAREAN
<Sy EDWARD FALES COWARD

PLAYERS

PART II

THE
art of "make-up" has so advanced these

days that almost any face with the aid of

wigs, grease paint and putty, can be turned

into the living counterfeit presentment of another,

so it wa* not entirely wonderful that two such

personalities as William H. Crane and Stuart

Robson the latter's lisp and squeak Crane could

imitate to the letter-could so adroitly mix them-

selves as to confuse the wisest in his effort to

separate the Dromio of Ephcsus from his brother,

Dromio of Syracuse, in "The Comedy of Errors."

Here was imitative art at its best and for years

Robson and Crane delighted thousands in

Shakespeare's merry fares.

In the early days the Webb brothers had been

. .ost as successful, while the two brothers

Placide, Thomas and Henry, they were as alike

as the two proverbial peas in the pod made audi-

ences fc-*2
w 'tn wonder and astonishment in try-

ing to ft out tother from which.

Despm he fact that "Hamlet" has been acted

*, .iily than any another of the Bard's

plays ana that probably close to two hundred

distinct players have dallied with the title role

:" its first production in the United States,

v,. thirteen originals were mere colonies,

few s'.

' '

npersonations among the lesser roles

The memorable all-star cast that

presen .amlet" for Lester Wallack's benefit

<;t the Metropolitan Opera House on May 21,

lov.o, gave a by no means perfect performance.

Marvelously interesting from the fact that every

player of note from Edwin Booth down figured

in it, it lacked that balance that comes from the

homogeneity of constant associated effort. It was

dazzling in spots, not brilliantly sustained. Law-
11 rence Barrett's Ghost and the King of Frank

Mayo were finely representative of the true spirit

of tragedy. Jefferson and Florence pleased all

as the grave-diggers, but the real vital and grip-

ping sensation was evoked by Joseph Wheelock

as the First Actor.

THE
famous declamation of Pyrrhus' mighty

encounter was delivered by him with mag-
nificent sonority, finely modulated nuances of ex-

pression, intense sustained feeling concluding

with a dramatic enthusiasm fairly electrifying

in its effect.

Most representations of Polonius only succeed

in making the chamberlain of the House of Den-

mark a tedious old fool, but one exponent, Ed-

win Varrey and a fine, sound and able actor,

he always was brought to it a humanity so

gentle, so innately noble in its senile docility that

it took on the note of veritable and sympathetic

response. His apostrophe of advice to Laertes

was fashioned with an elocutionary nicety of

detail most convincing in its variety and devo-

tion to reality. Thomas Meade of Irving's forces

and C. P. Flocton, in themselves strikingly pic-

turesque, always conducted Ophelia's obsequies

with fine sacerdotal dignity and impressiveness.

In his prime Eben Plv ,n scored he- 'ly as

Laertes.

Eliminate the protagonist* *'
'

r*!es ri..iaii. n wh' .. the i-

use above the others in * :

itroying the final balance. E.

serene, the drunken porter with his very material

philosophy and Macduff, a quite obsequient figure

till Macbeth's brutal malevolence awakes him to

the surge of triumphant vengeance. As Mac-

duff, Joseph Wheelock was superb in his cry of

stricken agony as he learned that swept away

were all his chicks and their sweet dam at one

fell swoop. It is one of those outbursts that

in stage vernacular are known as "striking

twelve," and the midnight hour veritably boomed

as Wheelock let loose the flood gates of his

anguish.

He's a poor actor who, draped in the flowing

lines of a Roman toga, a dignity in itself, cannot

make some impression in one of the numerous

roles and each one is a good one of "Julius

Caesar." Brutus, Cassius, Marc Antony and

Caesar himself, must attract most of the lime-

light, but even with Thespian giants in these parts

and what noble exponents have spent their art

upon them there is fine opportunity for lesser

but still triumphant illusion.

Henry and Thomas Placide

as the two Dromios

WHEN that mighty triumvirate, Davenport,

Bangs and Barrett held forth at Booth's

in 1875-6, Harry Langdon, by the richness of

his feeling declamation as Trebonious and H.

A. Weaver, Sr., as the blunt-spoken Casca con-

tributed elements of success as solidly beautiful

and significant as those furnished by the three

stars, while Portia, as portrayed by Mary Wells,

represented absolutely that perfectly-drawn

woman, daughter of Cato and wife of Brutus,

the noblest Roman of them all. Grace, dignity,

feminine trust and devotion were limned by
her with the strength and clearness of an etch-

er's needle.

The splendid disdain Canio Marcius enter-

tained for the hoi-polloi, may have had some-

thing to do with it, but "Coriolanus" has never

been a popular offering. John McCullough ap-
r>

' as the haughty patrician at the Grand
House in 1878. His assumption of the

-ie was marked by all that dignity and

cion that attached to his rendering of

such parts. Salvini acted the play at the Metro-

politan Opera House in 1885, with McCullough.

that fine actress of the heavier Shakespearean

roles, Kaf Meek was a noble Volumnia and

with Salvini, May Brookyn won favor by her

rendering of the mother of the hero of Corioli.

"Antony and Cleopatra" has also had but

two revivals within a period of twenty-

five years. The production at Wallack's in

which the title roles were assumed by Mrs.

James Brown Potter and Kyrle Bellew brought

one interpretation to the front that struck home

by the sheer force of its perfect realism, Ian

Robertson's assumption of Julius Caesar. It

was the emperor in the flesh, an epitome of

the times and man revealed with pictorial fidel-

ity of detail such as is found in one of the

Roman studies of the late Alma Tadema. Of
the production of this superb love tragedy at

the erstwhile New Theatre little stands out in

memory save the clearly defined thumb-nail

sketch of the clown, who brought the asp to

Egypt's Queen, contributed by Ferdinand Gott-

schalk.

Save when a Mantell revives it in repertoire,

or a Faversham yearns to display a worthy am-

bition as lago, "Othello" for the sheer want of a

breed of actors capable of playing these two con-

trasting and tremendous roles is but seldom re-

vived and for the just interpretation of its lesser

parts one must hark back for those who truly

filled and breathed them.

BEN
G. ROGERS, long since dead and one

of Lawrence Barrett's most valuable

aids, was a notable Brabantio, sounding
the depths of a father's disappointment,

chagrin and opposition with sterling dignity and

distinguished disdain. Louis James, an actor of

sound accomplishment, brilliant intellect and

skilled experience in the stellar Shakespearean

roles, was a Cassio of superb romantic and

chivalric bearing, nor can one ever forget Emilia's

stinging rebuke of her despicable lord and master

as voiced by Mrs. D. P. Bowers. Each objura-

tion was a cutting lash rising to a crescendo of

such unbridled scorn that lago seemed veritably

to crumble under the vigor of her contempt and

execration.

Of that ill-fated experiment at the New The-

atre no feature in accomplishment stands forth

in bolder artistic relief than the rendering given
of "A Winter's Tale," and in that presentation

one character stood forth, the living, breathing

incarnation of the champion of oppressed and

wronged womanhood, Paulina, Hermione's de-

voted lady in waiting. Its exemplar was Rose

Coghlan, heroine of a thousand histrionic bouts.

Who can forget that glorious voice? Even the

engulfing vastnesses and acoustic shortcom-

ings of that big auditorium could not dwarf the

splendor of its ringing tones keyed to the pitch

of exalted indignation as she gave expression
of her loyalty to . her devoted queen and the -

loathing and contempt she felt for those who
had so wrongly accused her. It was the real

thing, the climax of righteous indignation.

Nor should the joyous youth and masculine

grace and beauty of E. J. Ratcliffe's ren-

dering of Florizel in this piece be forgotten.
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From camera studies by Maurice Goldberg

TORTOLA VALENCIA

This dancer, seen at the Century, comes as a refreshing reaction after the insipid modern dances, recalling

the grace and fire of Carmencita, who captured all New York a couple of decades ago. Senorita Valencia

has not only charm and temperament, but bodily vigor and gift of expression. In her Maja dance she is full

of deliberate grace, in the Hindu dance she is sinuous and writhing, in her Gypsy dance she trembles with

hag-like passion in short an unusual exhibition of terpsichorean art

nbtt
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Way back in the seventies there was a the-

atre in the upper part of the street car barns

at Ihird Avenue and the Harlem River. I

think it was called the Olympic. There as a

boy I journeyed one matinee to get my first

hearing of "A Winter's Tale." Rose Kytinge

was the Hermione, McKee Rankin the Posthu-

mous and Sydney Drew the Antolycus. Only a

few are now alive to remember what Burton

accomplished in this part, but I know my youth-

ful enthusiasm was intensely stirred by the

graceful, ingenuous, simple, frank, jolly render-

ing young Drew gave of this merry rogue, this

antic snapper-up of unconsidered trifles. A fine

comedian. Sydney Drew, one whose art should

have had greater opportunities for its display in

the old comedies and legitimate drama. His

Goldfinch in "The Road to Ruin" was a gem
his Bob Acres simply overshadowed by the

towering popularity of Jefferson.

Anyone who studies the history of the drama
for the last half of the previous century can-

not be other than impressed with the positive

place, as actor, manager and man that E. L.

Davenport took in its development. Whoever

equalled him as Sir Giles Overreach, whoever

topped him as Brutus, whoever surpassed his Will-

iam in "Black Eyed Susan"? And when Law-
rence Barrett assumed the title role of King
Lear at Booth's who was it swept all away in

popular and critical acclaim but Davenport as

Edgar? It was a triumph which he achieved, the

Kilnar of the Shakespearean imagination, that

splendid study of honest masculine integrity, that

noble embodiment of true worth flashed for all

its graphic revelation upon the stage's screen.

Oh, for the glory of the drama that such lights

to-day might once more shine in all their ef-

fulgent radiance !

It was in the vastnesses of the old Metropolitan

Opera House that Salvini revealed to New York-

ers his noble presentment of Britain's abused

King, regally dominant in all the grandeur of

his senile decay. The supporting company spoke

English. Of it one member was not only heard

but registered impressively. That one was Frank
Little as the Fool. That impishly witty philo-

sophic wearer of the motley, that slavish devotee

of a madman's fantasies, that touching epitome
of untiring love and unselfish devotion was beau-

tifully conceived, sustained and acted by Mr.

Little.

Except when he appeared in a burlesque of

"Hamlet," in which he incorporated a large part

of the original text, delivering it with an au-

thority, feeling and meaning that bespoke the

actor of wonderful and hitherto undisclosed

possibilities, E. J. Henley in that brief but

meteoric career of his during which he revealed

evidences of something little short of genius,

acted in New York, only one other Shake-

spearean role, lachimo, in Margaret Mather's re-

vival of ''Cymbeline" at Wallack's. In this too

infrequently acted play, Adelaide Neilson, Mod-
jeska and Viola Allen have been the other actresses

to enact what many authorities- regard as the

inn-it perfect representatives of womankind that

Shakespeare ever drew, the lovely, devoted Imo-

gen. Henley, as the wily, dashing, graceless
Machiavel of the piece was the absolute incar-

nation of all those devilish graces. He was the

personification of the Prince of Darkness. A
terrible malignant figure of implacable and de-

moniacal purpose. Relentless, insistent, he swept

through the piece.

THE THEATRE- WORKS]
<By ADA PATTERSON

T K

^tk idea!

. ^.. ... more good actors than

1*35 any other factor in the making of plays and
the .-J. .... ;i of players.

Comes nr>- *ii Theatre Workshop to fill its

, ..ideavor to improve upon its re-

sults.

Young, a mere infant in arms, but a lusty one,
is the Theatre Workshop. Its
}

' (". is measured by one year, but

a most busy year. In twelve

months it has found the shelter of

a workshop downtown and an

office uptown. It has presented

successfully seventeen one-act I

plays. It has contributed actors I

for seven productions. It has

created a clientele among persons
who are friends of the best in

the drama.

Bryn Mawr College has wel-

comed its performances and per-
formers. The Philmont Country
Club in Pennsylvania and the

Country Playhouse at Harmon-on-
the-Hudson in New York, Mrs.

John Henry Hammond in her

drawing room, The Casino, the

Old Farm Manor and the Build-

ing of Arts at Bar Harbor, The _
Havemeyer Auditorium of Green- Pa,,! Thompson
wich, Conn., the Navy Yard of

Brooklyn, Fort Hamilton of Bay
Ridge, The Finch School of New
York City, Miss Bennett's School of Millbrooke,
N. Y., and Mrs. Dow's School at Briarcliffe,
have received its players and applauded their

performances.

Too Hen and humble the i neatre vVorV--'-

has borne its message tha. gooi
'

played is possible in war time .t!T

tnercial age. Free performances h?--
'"

frequently at the Neighborho^'
1

Christadora House, Ricl.n*.,,.,

ennedy House and the Vacation Club.
s second year has been inaugurated by a

group of plays given on the third Tuesday and

Thursday of each month at its workshop, at 7

East Fifteenth Street. John Synge's "The
Shadow of the Glen," Alfred Sutro's "The Open
Door," and Ruel Crompton Tuttle's "Young
Leonardo," were competently played. Its repertory
will be repeated from time to time by invitation

George Arliss conducting a workshop rehearsal
on the stage of the Knickerbocker Theatre

at other playhouses, colleges and spacious homes.
The most active of the spirits furthering the

movement is Miss Grace Griswold, an actress of
ideals and experience OflKo^Hy she ;s ;ts

,,1.:.
; s its spokes-

.. its Advisory

low, speak as
"0)>e nf - -' -> to help the

. ,
. .m tne tendency

to brand a player with one immovable type, the

manager's prudence dictating that the actor be

alloweth-.to play only the kind of parts in which

he has been tested, utterly fail to do.

It affords him the opportunity for. that which

keeps his art alive, much practice in widely dif-

ferent parts. It tries to help the producer by
giving to him the benefits of its experiments in

staging and lighting. It desires to help the play-

wright by letting him try out his

plays with competent casts. The
scenic and costume designer may
exhibit his work there to an

advisory committee and to audi-

ences anxious to select the best

of the new. It offers the hand of

friendship to the manager by en-

abling him to select from all its

departments with what it modestly
asserts is a "minimum risk of

disappointment."

With little theatres, clubs, col-

leges and schools, it lias estab-

lished an interchange, it offering

capable directors and coaches and
information in all departments,
and affording an outlet for the

talents of their representatives of

dramatic gift. Its plan is to take

good plays well acted to many
communities. Star., play for the

Theatre Workshop, as visiting
stars once played with local stock

companies. Players more than

any other class are helped.
The Theatre Workshop has the function of a

sieve through which talent is sifted.

Of the Advisory Committee are Julia Arthur,
Minna Gale Haynes, Margaret Wycherly, Mary
Shaw, Edith Wynne Mathison. Olive Oliver.
Edith Ellis, Otis Skinner, Mr. and Mrs. Coburn,
Holbrook Blinn, Daniel Frohman, Arthur Hop-
v;"~ w^--rd Eisner. Bayard Veiller. W. H. Gil-

more, Mrs. George Gould, Mrs. J. H. Hammond,
Mrs. Metcalfe and Stuart Walker.
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YOUNG LEONARDO," A PRIZE PLAY OF THE DRAMA LEAGUE OF HARTFORD

Richard Silvester, Harry Neville, Joseph Macauley, Harmon Cheshire, Malcolm Morley and Adelaide Byrd

THEATRE WORKSHOP PLAYERS IN DUNSANY'S "THE TENTS OF THE ARABS"

Adelaide i,,m. i^Richard Silvester, Miriam Dole, -

Dorotn/ ^

SCENE IN "THE INFANTA," bl Ao

PICTURESQUE SCENES IN HOP PRODUCTIONS



VERSATILITY
LAURETTE TAYLOR

ONE
of New York's best known dramatic

critics caused a mild sensation in the

theatrical world last season by suggesting

that four actresses then playing star parts in

successful Broadway productions change roles,

for a single performance, in an effort to prove

to the public their real ability. The reviewer

in question suggested that they might thus dem-

onstrate their versatility by appearing in widely

contrasting parts, and so escape a stigma which

is all too frequently placed against a talented

player because the management supplies them

with roles that are not widely different season

after season.

I was fortunate enough to have been one of

the actresses mentioned, and I was tremendously

interested in the plan, because versatility to my
mind is the essential quality which must be pos-

sessed by the real actor or actress. Personality

I v its charm to a certain extent as the years

advance and one has to educate the public to

see or in character roles if one wishes to con-

tinue one' -areer with dignity beyond a certain

age. The >lic will weary of a personality, but

a changii e has ever a fresh charm, and the

actr .o old gracefully. The public is not

surprised to see one play the part of an older

woman, if one has played such a part when one

still young.
In tn last few years among my roles there

have be' irish "Peg," the little Hawaiian"

girl j< 'iird of Paradise," the Hungarian"

girl in "Seven Sisters," a mother role in "The
i.. ) of Life," the Cockney girl "Annie" in "Out

There" and the American girl in "The Wooing
of Eve." Each of these parts was widely differ-

ent, and failure in any one of them might have

- ? tii? compensation, but to fail, for instance,

in all eternal "Peg o' My Heart" because age

has incapacitated one is inexcusable.

ONE of the roles that I played in stock just

before my Broadway chance came was

"Carmen." Now "Carmen" as a play can be

very wonderful. The dramatic possibilities are

unlimited and when we were told that it was

to be our bill for the following week I immedi-

ately began to learn two little characteristics

which would impress on my audiences the fact

that I was a Spanish girl. One was to roll a

cigarette in one hand and the other was to really

play the castanettes in double time. These two

accomplishments may sound easy, but rolling a

cigarette in one hand, is a matter of great skill,

while playing the castanettes not just clicking

them is of like importance. I persisted, and

when Monday night came, before my first line

(which I was not sure of, by the way) I walked

on to the stage, and by rolling my cigarette with

one hand, as I sneeringly looked at the assembled

crowd, I was able to place in the minds of the

audience just the type of character "Carmen"
was supposed to be.

It is an actual fa--* I have played
"CsinilL" -- * ,isy in "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" H-xt.

'

glad I did, for

as we have no nation.. -re where young
actors can be trained, a '. T great
American institution the "stock .'any" is

the surest way of teaching the

to act and how to portray ? <..!

dm.
Of course, about sixty per cent, of stocK

ing depends upon the actor. Tt was not i

manded of me that I roll a cigarette with one

hand or that I learn to play the double casta-

nettes, but when a director sees a young player

doing such things he is naturally pleased and

is willing to spend more and more time in help-

ing him or her to give finished performances.

The small details of the picture count a great

deal, and are always worth studying.

THE first really striking role that came to

me in New York was the little Hula dancer

in "The Bird of Paradise." When the play

was in rehearsal the director saw me working

before a mirror trying to assume some of the

movements of the dance. At that time the Hula

dance was more or less of a myth on Broadway,

and very few American women had ever tried it.

"Never mind working over that," the director

told me, "we'll get a native woman to do the

dance for you."

I made no reply, but I had already spent sev-

eral weeks studying my character with the aid

of a native Hawaiian woman, and was deter-

mined that no native would dance in my place.

It was fiendish work to perfect that role, hours

and hours at a stretch were spent in learning

characteristic movements, but the result was

worth the efforts.

When I played "Peg" in London I spent every
bit of my spare time in studying the Cockneys. Mr.

Manners had often talked of writing a play in

which the heroine was a Cockney girl, but "Out
There" was not even thought of till a year ago.

When the time came and my husband told me
of the play, I wondered if it were possible for

me to portray the role with what little study
of the Cockney dialect and character had been

possible in London. However, rehearsals started,

and Miss Lynn Fontanne and Lewis Edgard, both

masters of the Cockney dialect and character,

were members of the cast. Their perfect knowl-

edge of the dialect helped me, and by constant

practice I was able, after four or five weeks,
to do it creditably.

When it came time for the dressing of "Out
There" I was given a costume which is the ex-

act duplicate of what Annie would wear in a

hospital in France. When the dress was worn
at rehearsals everyone remarked on the fact that

it was so ill-fitting that it made me look round-
shouldered. They suggested a new and prop-

erly fitting dress.

BUT
Annie would look round-shouldered,"

was my argument, and I know that the
woman responsible for the clothes of the per-
formance thought that I was madly insane to

appear on the stage in a costume that brought
out the only really bad physical point I possess.
The girl in "The Wooing of Eve" is really an

easy character to depict. She is truly American.
New York is filled with girls of her character.

Then, too, I like her for she gave me the first

opportunity in several years to appear in some
charmingly modern dresses, a longing I have

strictly denied myself- the gratification of for

nany seasons, except in "The Harp of Life."
"J ;ness" I am back to a waif-like char-

'it be termed a first cousin of "Peg"
V' r " first cousin, however,

-an, filled with the

simplicity of youth, yet having all the sophistica-

tion of a New York milliner's assistant. The
heroine of "Happiness" is a character that must

be shaded correctly. She is like her Irish and

Cockney cousins, yet she is different in every

essential point.

Mr. Tyler, who has always liked a new play,

wanted me to put it into rehearsal and show it

to the public immediately after "Out There." I

objected to this, however, as it seemed only right

to portray in between these plays a character from

another sphere of life.

Incidentally a play which will be included in a

future repertoire is one in which I play an Ital-

ian lady of high social standing, and so that

I may present the character properly, I am study-

ing Italian. There are not more than three or

four Italian phrases in the whole play, yet in

order to think as an Italian lady, one must know
her language.

Perhaps those of the theatrical profession who
read this will say that I am lucky in being able

to plan ahead and work for months on charac-

ters, and their argument will be that they are

often engaged for a play and open in a part three

weeks later. True, but let me tell a family secret

I do not always know what part I'm to play
next. "Out There" was conceived, written and

rehearsed in four weeks.

SEVERAL
members of the profession who are

"arriving" play a short stock engagement

every summer after their regular season or

even take a year and affiliate themselves with

a company playing- frequent changes of bills. In

this way they are cast for various characters

and add to their knowledge of the portrayal
of various roles depicting widely different types.

Another class of young player, however, feels

that such work is of no great value, and that

they become hackneyed in their performance,
a sameness creeping in that is injurious. This
is the fault of the individual. The player who
has a weekly change of bill has a great deal of

work to do, playing each night and occasional

matinees, constantly learning and rehearsing a

new part, as well as preparing the costumes

necessary for the coming week, but in spite of

all this there is still time if one makes the neces-

sary effort to learn at least one important char-

acteristic of the type to be portrayed. When a

stock director sees a young player trying to

master a gesture that will be the keynote to a

character, or trying to affect some physical at-

tribute peculiar to the type, he will never be too

busy to stop and give his advice. The finished

performance reflects the director's efforts, and
when he sees a player striving for excellence he
is always willing to do what he can. to aid as

he naturally gets credit for the production.
These bits of character work may seem

trivial at the moment, but they grow easier to

work up as time goes on, and finally become a

habit. Then when the chance for real charac-
terization comes the player is able to give a

vital performance, not once, but season after sea-

son. No actress can play 'youthful parts season
after season and then expect at forty-five to

suddenly make her public "see" her in char-
acter roles. The young player must remember
that versatility counts. Beauty and personality
fade, but in character roles one can be as stri-

king at sixty as at twenty-six.
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This exotic dancer, successful in her interpretation of East Indian, Egyptian,

Hindu and Javanese dances, is presenting a dancing pageant in vaudeville

which places her among the most talented of our terpsichorean artists

Ira L. Hill

PAUL SWAN
This male exponent of Greek

dancing was seen recently as the

War God at the Rosemary Red

Cross Pageant and again at the

Metropolitan performance

EVE LAVALLIERE

The actress who became a nun.

For years a familiar figure of

Parisian life and a favorite at the

Theatre des Variet6s, Mile. Laval-

liere recently forsook the stage to

take the veil. The actress sold all

the luxurious furnishings of her

apartment, divided her dresses

and jewels among her friends, and

entered the Order of Carmelites

PEOPLE TALKED A

Hixon-Connelly

EDWAR, '".CIl.i-.X

Thf origin;)
1

i for the well-

kn< ; .ig^on Indian pic-

f., p i ->-<! is now playing the role

"Experience" on tour

J A G EL AND
[s.



PRODUCING PLAYWRIGHT
RACHEL CROTHEUS

Al THOR OF "OLD LADY 31," "ONCE UPON A TIME," ETC. i

,-K \.MATIC agent walked int.. the

/V otiiccs of a manager where she had placed

** a play.

"The author wants to know it you have any

objections to his being present at the rehears-

als"-" the agent asked rather timidly.

Tresent at tin- rehearsals?" the manager

growled. "What in thunder do we want the au-

thor at rehearsals for?"

The agent looked nonplussed.

"Why he thinks that perhaps he might be able

to give some suggestions."

"And I think he'd only be in the way. Tell

him to come around Tuesday night we'll be

having a dress rehearsal, and he can get a

glimpse at the show before the first perform-

ance."

And that settled it!

This incident, however, goes back some years.

JGP-by contrast to-day we have the producing

playwright, the playwright who not only writes

the plays, and attends the rehearsals, but actu-

ally engages th- ^"^ny, directs all rehearsals.

supervises j^j^iiitw
^ the scenery, selection

of the costumes, .? ine lighting effects. In-

stead "-s "-e playwright in the way,

the manager welcomes the playwright whose

craftsmanship if of^j^jyjmLee
that it can

be !-- "ssful.

A. .1 ....; own work is concerned, my
success is due solely to a great love for

the uiamatic which is inborn and showed itself

as a child, plus work, work and f-
'n"ri work.

My first experience as a playwright producer

<x:curred when I was twelve. I wrote with a chum

a piaj" called "The Ruined Merchant," or "Every

Goud Has a Silver Lining." Looking back now
t .,_!;,

j]at my cc,-author and 1 must have been

tilled with a triple extract of the spirit of youth,

for it was more than an ordinary task to coach

those children ,and carry the production through

to a finished performance.

My first real stage experience came only a

few years later. I entered the Wheatcroft School

of Acting and I stayed there after my term was

over, as teacher and coach, four of the most

valuable years of my life.

The practice that I had in every line'of stage-

craft gave me the opportunity to not only write

plays, but to select the cast, rehearse them, and

carry the performance through to the ringing

down of the final curtain.

Of course, there was my tremendous ambition

back of all this work, ambition which made me

willing to summon all the obstacles that would

have caused a climber who was not filled with

similar hopes, to falter, and perhaps give up the

task. I was fortunate enough to be endowed
with sufficient physical strength to carry the

work through, and there are mental records that

my brain still stores, of hours

.. simple details '-*

loot""
1

wt. ...ly mtei.ued t

pupils, but I worktu as

portant "first nights."

The direct result of these tour year;

ting and producing one-act plays w *'

drama "The Three of Us." The
of that play had been hovering in my .

some time, and when I left the school of acting

I wrote it.

After the first big success the way is never

difficult if one has learned his craft, and goes

soberly to work to make it better and better.

The producing playwright is in reality the logic-

al producer of plays provided the playwright

makes it his or her business to learn stagecraft.

It is a subject with many angles, for the pro-

ducer is responsible for every detail of the fin-

ished performance.

THE
first duty of the producing playwright is

the assembling of people to play the various

characters. This was an extremely difficult task

in "Old Lady 31," for though physical type counts

for much, acting ability is still important and

the combination of the two is rare and precious.

Actors used to resent the fact that they were

called types, but have come to realize that type

does not end their distinction type plus ability

is what counts.

Surely the producing playwright is better able

than anyone else to engage the people who will

make live in flesh and blood the characters of

their creation. Sometimes it is necessary to give

up the physical type to get the dramatic ability.

In "Once Upon a Time," Mr. Olcott's new play,

I wrote in my script, "a little old grim dried-up

Irish woman." I set to work to find such a

woman and hunted high and low. Finally, after

an extended search, I found an actress who was

exactly the physical type required, and she was

given the script with instructions to read it care-

fully and come back to prove whether she was

capable of handling the dramatic value of the

part.

She failed.

The search went on, and the woman finally

engaged for the part, is actually fat. She pos-

sesses, however, the thing more precious than

type ability.

In a hundred small ways, the playwright, al-

ways remembering the fact that there must be

stage craftsmanship combined with writing abil-

ity, will be able to help the finished perform-
ance in a way not possible for the producer who
is not a writer. The author working on a play,

always has the finished living thing in his vision,

while the producer who has only the printed

work to guide him, must experiment.

One is constantly asked if women are not

better equipped than men for directing plays,

because of their feminine insight intuition

taste in dress and decoration, etc.

THE
woman in the producing field is sure to

be able to plan the stage, and set the cos-

tumes worn in a boudoir, but she must be just

as capable in planning the color effects of the

smoking room of a man's club. She has drawn
her characters from life, and the same accuracy

st follow when she is planning the staging
icr play. Improper clothing and appointments
; 1 the general effect, and are sometimes so

-""ious as to detract from the dramatic
'J* a scene. So far men have been

ful in the producing field because
N n able to look at the details of

"ith a broader eye for gen-

* t-crt, "".ist be an author-

wrights who have a knowledge of color values,

who will be' able to daringly put one color

against another and yet never cause a clash that

will be offending to the eye. This and the knowl-

edge of how to obtain the best effects in the

way of scenery from the most simple settings is

largely a matter of careful study and not at

all a question of sex. It is a question of who

can produce the most charming illusion, who

knows best the little effects that make a storm,

or a summer's day. And in a matter of clothes

a man may be able to design a becoming dress

for his leading lady better than a woman, for,

as a matter of fact, a number of the famous

costumers are men.

The answer of course is that work has no sex.

It is a matter of absolutely individual ability.

If a woman has the same equipment of ex-

perience as a man she has an equal chance with

him in the theatre but there are certainly no

signs as yet that she has greater gifts than a man
in the direction of producing.

She has been very slow coming into this part

of the theatrical work, and as yet, I believe I am
the only woman playwright producing her own

plays.

There are very few men authors who are do-

ing all this work themselves, however, and as

to directing and staging of plays, I believe wom-
en will slowly come into it and be extremely

successful.

THEY
will develop in this as in all other

work through training and through a

large grasp of the entire machinery, coping

with it and controlling it, as a man does, losing

the average feminine love of detail and inclina-

tion to let it overbalance the main structure.

The directing and staging of a play is a very

large and comprehensive undertaking and de-

mands technical knowledge from the ground up

and the ability to -gather the multiplicity of de-

tail jnto the balanced whole with all elements

from the big mechanical matters of scenery to

the delicate intricacies of the actor's work and

personal temperament, all brought together in

harmony to produce the living whole.

The theatre needs the producing playwright be-

cause it needs the care which he gives to his

play. It needs the emphasis which he puts upon
the play itself his belief in it and protection of

it. But the theatre needs most of all great

producers whether they be the producing play-

wright or not. It needs them because of the

tremendous element the producer plays in the

finished result. His touch whether good or bad,

bears so strong an imprint upon both the acting

and the play that his own personal attitude to-

wards the theatre, his belief, and his hopes,

his capacity and his limitations are as plainly

seen as the characters in the play are seen.

The theatre needs great producers because

it needs their belief that the theatre is

worth putting the best of life into their belief

that the theatre is a combination of all the arts

because it needs their ideals and courage and

faith that delicacy and taste and truth, both in

the play and its production, are worth fighting

for, and can be made to live and win their recog-

nition and gather their audience. In other words,

great producers can do more for the good of

*he theatre than any other force which goes
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FRANK CONROY
(Left)

The actor-manager of the

Greenwich Village Theatre

I
HAROLD MELTZER

(Right)

Assistant director of the theatre

and appearing in the current bill

White
Fania Marinoff Everett Glass Harold Meltzer

THE DUEL SCENE IN THE FANTASY PLAY "BEHIND A WATTEAU PICTURE"

In "Behind a Watteau Picture," a charming fantasy in rhyme, the bored marquise and her two faithful gallants resolve to

explore the garden behind them. The place belongs to a melancholy Pierrot who is about to slay his Columbine because

she is a butterfly in love and flits from flower to flower. The two strange gallants interfere, are bewitched by Columbine

and kill each other in a duel. The marquise departs heartbroken, leaving a still more melancholy Pierrot sitting in the

light of the moon

Joseph Macaulay Eugene Ward

SCENE IN THE WAR PLAY "E^FICIENC"

"Efficiency" is a grim
little satire. A scien-

tist exhibits to his

emperor a wounded

man who has been re-

constructed with

steel legs and brass

hands and tin ears

and telescopic eyes,

and is now a super-
soldier. Left alone

with Majesty, this

triumph of effi<

curses his kaise

throttles hi)'

THE REVOLT IN THE IN GREENWICH VILLAGE



Hand-carved door from an old convent in Switzerland

an imposing feature of the main reception hall

TASTE, ARTISTRY AND OF

.oftly lighted by rich stained glass windows

AN AMERICAN COMPOSER
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Ballroom hung with rare tapestries and furnished with fine antiques

Stair landing giving a glimpse of the library

THE NEW YORK RESIBEI ~ rfG'INALD DE KOVEN



PITFALLS THE SUCCESSFUL
#K WILLIS STEELL

ST

HJS
mail next morning after the successful

production of his first play is thick with

letters from friends, acquaintances, actors

who are out of a job, the tenor of which is al-

ways the same: "Your career is fixed, you are

a made man, you have no need to worry." His

ear listens for the bass note of the manager,

"Write me a play as good as your first and I

will put it on at once." It does not sound ; man-

agers are a canny lot, doubly from Missouri ;

he will have to show them not once hut twice

and thrice that he can hit the bull's eye.

But the new playwright, with applause still

ringing in his ears, with press clippings al-

ready coming in to strengthen his natural pride

in his first-born is not daunted by the dumb-

ness of managers; indeed, he long ago classed

them, as an unimaginative lot and the paeans

of praise, raised mostly by persons who know

nothing about the theatre, are loud enough to

turn his head. Already he is spending his royal-

ties, a Pactolian flood, and already he is at work

mentally on his second play. It is to be a mas-

terpiece, sure for what..h<> has learned while

recasting, ,_,,,u. ., el-
''

<
nterpolating, trans-

posing, etc. ""manuscript ever put in re-

hearsal he ..in use like a sensible fellow in the

construct^
'

lery of his second piece.

We '

'. he is too wise to try to

work > .dnuscript written while he

smelt only oi tne novice. The old "stuff" may
come in handy later when his brain is tired,

now h<-
: - ;W '

iiother play, one? why,
**'- -tin is teeming with them!

^ :\D so the playwright goes to work, this time
so differently from before when every step

was taken tremblingly with the constant fear of

disaster. He needed a little encouragement, he
-io.v, to say, but that is past, what he needs now
is ballast. This the new author realizes and he
makes up his mind to be wise. He will take

plenty of time, he will test every situation in

the light of his present knowledge, he will do
the work at first which he had to do in the last

in the case of that debuting play. What a long-
headed boy!
Conditions have changed, at least sufficiently

to encourage him. He now has a kind of entrc
to the managers; at least they do not keep him
cooling .while they admit, out of their turn, every
little draggle-tail actress. They admit him to
that smoke-smelling room with a desk heaped
high with dusty manuscripts, they let him draw
a chair close up to this desk and they draw him
out quite paternally. He is apt to say things
that are "young" and even banal but they con-
tain their smiles until after they have bowed
n out oh,, yes, they are polite to him, for
-:v do not know but that he is after to be reck-
n-d >!,. And when t!-~v refuse his second

play they no ,, in dt. .,. words, they have
taken gre;u .merest in reading-*f*onH no doubt
he will find no difficulty in / '

or
themselves it does not fall wit..,.. me scV >f

their plans, etc.

Surprised but not disheartened (he w^
forget the immense difficulty of getting tryj^
play read) he perseveres and at last

*

sensible producer who knows a "mon
when it is offered and the new pi.

His second play! The play that is to" confirm
to the profession the depth of his vein. It fa;ts,'
it fails ignominiously. Why?
A very great caricaturist once told the story

of his beginnings, told it without glamor. He

had the wonderful fortune to have his first sketch

a full-page drawing, taken by a rich publication

and to receive for it a big price in real money.

The income that Major Pendennis immediately

drew up for Arthur after the launching of his

first book is a drop in the water that this cari-

caturist figured out for himself. He sat down

and drew six pictures "off the reel" and hurried

them in to the kindly and generous journal.

In a brief time he got them all back again.

I
HAD succeeded so easily that I thought any-

thing would bear the mark of genius that left

my pencil. I drew at random. I had no ideas,

and I was punished as well as sobered by this

reverse. It taught me a lesson I needed to

learn : nothing succeeds and nothing follows suc-

cess but real ideas faithfully worked out. An-

other effortless triumph would have ruined me."

If the reason for the failure of a second play

were what this eminent artist candidly admitted,

that is, "swelled head," an article under this

title could be condensed into a paragraph, but

it is not so. The young playwrights even more
than the novelists know what pitfalls open be-

fore their second venture and few among them

are so puffed up by a first "hit" that they leave

nothing undone to be able to follow it up with

others. Indeed in the theatrical game so many
elements, including the fickleness of the many-
headed public, enter into it that a playwright
with fifty successful plays behind him fears the

fiftyTfirst. When Dion Boucicault at the end of

his career produced "The Jilt," which failed,

he remarked, "I took even more pains with it

than I and Charles Mathews did with "London

Assurance," (his first success) but no dramatic

author can command success."

Since it may be set down as almost a uni-

versal experience that a playwright's second play
fails and since our young writers for the stage
find themselves (much against their will) in such

distinguished company, it should not seem un-

kind to refer in passing to the utter failure of

-Mr. Reizenstein's second play, of Miss Crother's

"Myself Bettina," or of the play which followed,
Miss Eleanor Gates' "Poor Little Rich Girl."

Eugene Walter wrote "The Wolf," not a suc-

cess after he put out "Paid in Full," the pieces
which followed Bayard Veiller's "Within the

Law," were soon shelved and only the triumphant
run of "The Easiest Way" and "The Thirteenth
Chair" settled forever in the minds of the man-
agers the financial importance of the last-named
writers.

that he always yielded when he had the money
to indulge his ambition to write above and be-

yond his time. There we have the reason why
this author's second play was unsuccessful.

How many inveterate playgoers have heard of

"Betty's Finish," Clyde Fitch's second piece,

which had a production on the heels of "Beau

Brummel?" It is only one of the old pieces

which this author wrote up again or utilized in

some later piece. Its fate in 1890 retarded

Fitch's financial success for ten years. It runs

pretty close to 1900 when the "Moth and the

Flame" had an obscure start which carried the

author to notoriety and fortune. And that

trembled in the balance. If Daniel l-'rohman

had not sent a clever man to Philadelphia to

see it the piece might not have reached New
York as soon as it did. This "spy" saw its

value and exceeded his orders by arranging
forthwith for time. Fitch's career, although in

the same mass a successful one, was punctured
with failures. In his case it is fair to say that

a singular lack of virility caused the failure of

his second play and of his other pieces which

failed to score. One instance of this lack, as in

"Major Andre," should suffice. This piece fol-

lowed a success, "Nathan Hale," and the rea-

son why it failed is that his hero did things,

like whistling the air which was to betray his

rival, perfectly certain to rouse the contempt of

an audience.

IS
it to go too far back to recall the hopeless

second play of Edward Harrigan? His first,

"Mulcaney's Twins," outlined a long line of fun-

makers, his second, "Why We Went West," dis-

appointed an audience by its lack of wit and
commonness. The numerous failures endured

by Charles Klein between some libretto money-
makers and "The Lion and the Mouse," or "The
Music Master," are not to be waived thus

cursorily. But Klein was learning how to sand-
wich in serious motives and a sort of society

comedy. When he had learned the proper pro-

portions, his work, which always merited re-

spect, won favor.

The beginnings of Augustus Thomas and Wil-
liam Gillette are similar in this, they collabo-

rated with Mrs. Burnett. In the former's cata-

logue success follows failure in a persistent way.
"Alabama" by "In Mizzoura," "The Earl of
Pawtucket" by "The Embassy Ball," "The Witch-

ing Hour" by "The Harvest Moon," the first of
each couplet a popular success and more the
second a failure. Why? Critics searching for

the reason have advanced the theory that when
I homas follows his own genius he wins out

i^f
but too often he is thinking how he can make a

t
Play as technically correct as some of the French

I> L .let us take some playwrights whom long masterpieces of construction From foreignA- experience seasoned against adversity. sources Gillette admittedly learned his technic.
James A. Herne was one of these. After he It broke down badly in "A Legal Wreck" which
had made a comfortable fortune by "Hearts of the author produced on "his own" in 1888 two
Oak, he proceeded to write a few plays to years after the sweeping success of his "Held

himself, like "Margaret Fleming," and by the Enemy."
"The Reverend Griffith Davenport." They did Chas. Rann Kennedy's "Winterfeast" did not

Vie him and Mrs. Herne and W. D. Ho well* increase the favor he had won- by his "Servant
;dly anybody besides. So he went back' in the House," and it is easy to put the failure
\mile of acquiescence to melodrama, of of this second play on the author

.J, which only he could produce,
^ Acr<>s

" wh^h the people came to

Mr. Her; e's

..^. k i-

second"

of them lost 10 memory, !

[38]

ny
all

What would have happened if William Vaughn
Moody had lived to write a successor to "The
Great Divjde"? It is idle to guess but all the
same we will guess that he would have pro-
duced his "Masque of Judgment" and his "Death
of Eve," the very titles of both spelling failure.
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Giacomo Rimini, one of the younger
Italian baritones, made an impres-
sion last year in "II Barbiere," "Fal-
staff" and "Francesca da Rimini"

Giulio Crimi, the young Italian

tenor, has made for himself a
place of honor in the Italian reper-
toire equal to that of Muratore in
the French operas. His repertoire
this season includes the tenor roles
in "The Jewels of the Madonna,"
"Les Huguenots," "L'Africaine,"
"Cavalleria," "Ernani" and "Aida"

Lucien Muratore, the Frnch tenor,
made his way as ;. ... with
Mme. Rejane while *~-

the grand opera si
t

became the most pop'uk or
the Paris Opera. Anrng his many
notable achievements are the tenor
roles in "Ron - et

"Faust," "Lakme" a..~ Barmen"

Matsene

Hector Dufranne, bari-
tone of the French con-

tingent, is a well-remem-
bered favorite of the
former Manhattan Opera.
His career has included
several seasons in Brus-
sels, many more at the
Paris Grand Opera House,
several years in New
York and three seasons

in Chicago

Georges Baklanoff, the Russian baritone,
is considered one of the most versatile of
artists, his successful interpretations nmjr-
ing from Mephistopheles in "Faust" to

Scarpia in "Tosca

SONGSTERS OF

jiracciari was recently pro-
nounced uj Chicago critics the greatest of
ieolettos. He will also be heard with this

...,.a. y in "Ernani," "Pagliacci" and other

operas

... CHICAGO OPERA COMPANY



MUSIC FOR EVERYONE
CONDUCTED <By CHARLES D. ISAACSON

SOUNDS
of singing or whistling in the next

room "Somebody's mighty happy," you

say. That's it sign of joy, mark of an over-

flowing abundance of good nature.

"I'm so happy," the impromptu musician is

saying to you, and unconsciously you acknowl-

edge it with a smile to yourself.

Something splendid has happened you feel like

kicking your feet in the air, and dancing along
like a two-year-old; you get out into the coun-

try, and the smell of the pines or the flowers

gets into the blood, and you want to sing. Words
are weaklings you can't make yourself felt in

phrases you turn to music. Watch the school-

boy, as he hurries away on his holiday he
whistles. See the young girls out for a gay
day skipping and humming. Enter the lovers

the maiden sits at the piano and sings and lets

mty fingers play melodies that make no
secret of her longing and her love. Observe
the savage!.; > only way of expressing success

and victory is in a wild, intoned, yelling song.

WheqjjP
'

-^p;

1"

3-pu
resort to music. When

you reso?,, uusir
'

invariably become happy.
It's as**" ie. If you put your hand
into hot \, "ims; if you immerse your
whole soul in joy, you can't be sad.

Isn't music j^y? I'll show you what it is, and
after thia, ..you'll understand what to do in

case of the- blu.3 or the dumps or whatever you
call 'he nnposite <->f happiness in your part of
the - You .r ue able to pick your own kind
' '

sntjfjote for tears !

Mus -nade how? By a human being, just
like yc ., with slight variations. You start to
hum or whistle, or dance, when you're glad; so
v!?*s he. But with him, the impulse takes on
a more definite form. He crystallizes the emo-

tion^jntp-
a melody or a harmonic phrase; it

growT~and spreads and develops into a song, or
a symphony or a sonata.

Now here is the difference between the real

composer and the writer. The latter says: "I
am happy," the composer smiles, expands, does
things because he is happy. The writer de-
scribes the causes of happiness, the composer
makes you feel the results of the mood. The
word-painter gives a story of drama the com-
poser depicts the emotions aroused by the drama.
Thus, Shakespeare writes the episode of "Romeo
and Juliet" Romeo does this, Juliet that there
is the feud, the impossible marriage, the bal-

cony scene, the suicide, the discovery of the body
by Romeo, and the fatal, tragic end. But wit-
ness the way that Berlioz, the composer, treats
"Romeo and Juliet." His music virtually says
The feud is a terrible thing, it is a sad thing

Romeo cannot marry Juliet, oh, I am hurt
deeply because of it all."

? started out to prove to you that music is

appmess, and I havef-mpletely given myself
away. I wanted to show^vou that if you want
> make yourself forget the '^dness of exist-

ence, just find the music which ^a* wily-n by
a happy man. Well, I won't "deny that but I
will have to confess this: There are inst ^ many
unhappy composers as there are oti..Tw :

when you feel moody, despondent 'and disc
solate, you turn to a minor, croonin "\.ciody

f you're angry, you can be.,.,iost angrym music, and if you're a trickster, It will all
come out in the music; and if you're a dude ar-'
a snob, the music will show it.

But, you remark, this all started out with say-

ing : "When you're happy you resort to music."

Well, you have backed me into a corner and

I am at your mercy, and it looks as though I'm

bewildered. I am, and who wouldn't be, trying

to put the story of music on paper? Go ahead,

some of you, and attempt to put the story of

life into a paragraph, or to describe the universe

in a phrase.

Now, I have you where I want you. Now,
you are going to know music, for what it is and

what it can do for you, and what you can do for

it.

Music is life. It is the highest voice of the

universal existence. I will not talk in high-

sounding phrases. I will make it so you can-

not possibly misunderstand. Music in the truest

sense is the sublime expression of a sincere heart,

speaking to other hearts.

Chopin, the sad, sweet Polish pianist, was dis-

mayed by the fall of Warsaw and the end of his

patriotic hopes you feel his anguish in the music
he wrote. He was a retiring, almost feminine

type and he looked with dismay on the brazen
materialism of his day listen to his soliloquies
for the piano. He fell heir to the love of

George Sand, and when she left him, he suf-

fered all the tortures of a disappointed, sick-

ened creature. In his music, the witty conver-
sations of the salons and the passionate scenes

with George Sand, are recreated for sure.

Let us pick to pieces the reputation which

Chopin's music has acquired, and try to discover

why it is, that there is scarcely a piano recital

which is without its Chopin group. Every pas-
sion and desire known to mortal men are painted
in Chopin's literature for the piano. The life

of a poet is written into the music which he
left. When Paderewski or Edwin Hughes (a
real appreciator of Chopin not known enough)
play his Nocturnes or sonatas, they materialize
the composer back into our midst. No spiritual-
istic medium ever claimed to hring the past and
the dead back to us, with nearly the fidelity
with which the great pianists fan the composers'
breath into the instrument.

THE NEW MOVEMENT IN MUSIC

MUSIC
is life, my friends. I want you to

know that it is wondrous life offered you
in capsule form. There has been too must cant
and theory about music, too much superstition
and snobbishness. No art has suffered as much
as music, through the airs and manners assumed
by a class of usurpers. Do you suppose that
the concert halls and the opera are the all-in-all
of music? No, no, no I cry out to you. These
are but small voices in a great chorus.
The real music is with the people, in their

homes, and around their fireplaces, just as the
real life is right there. Nor is it my thought
to belittle the opera and the concert, for the

greater the home music becomes, the more im-
portant the public representations will become. If

were to eliminate the opera house by a na-
1 law, it -' ly as can

* Har "
he Com-

munit- ,. "The
ist being

>-day is

.er: "It
isn't

Barnhart is an extremist, as truly as is the

stiff chronicler of the season's music, to whom
the Metropolitan Opera House, Carnegie Hall,

and Aeolian Hall are all there are to the music

of the metropolis.

Something is happening in music
; it's difficult

to describe it letter-perfect, but there's no ques-
tion about its great import.

It's this : The people are coming into the

control, and they are insisting on having what

they want, and not what it has been the custom
to choke down their throats.

A sign of the times is the Community Chorus.
A vast crowd gets together and moved by the

mob-idea, sing. All together, without rehearsals,
without professional and individual training, they

sing. The simple airs, the deeply passionate,

patriotic and tender melodies. It is a democratic

gathering. There are all kinds in the assem-

blage. They seem rather timid at first, but as

the novelty wears off, -they get so jolly and

youthful and friendly, that there's a glow of

good fellowship on all the faces. You can see

it and here's where I prove again that music

mostly always makes you happy.
And again in the training camps see how

the singing idea is helping keep the men in

spirits. Down at Yaphank, General Bell told me
that it's the greatest idea that ever came into

military circles that a singing army has to win
that a singing camp has little or no bad habits.

At night, when duties are through and Satan
is lurking, they bring the boys together and let

them sing. I suppose it's too hot then for that

gentleman to stay, but anyway by the time the

"sing" is over, the boys are glad to pile into

bed.

Barnhart thinks that this is all there is to the

music of tlie future. But of course not. Look
at it in this way: Take the Community Chorus.
Some folks sing better than others; some play;'
some entertain the others. For the genius will

always exist and the people will always want
to hear the experts. Which means that concerts
and operas will always be wanted.
And yet there's something going to happen in

the formal music-houses. Opera isn't going to

remain the rich man's luxury. One opera house
in New York for over four million people ! Can't

you see what the movement is going to do,
in building places to hear opera at simple men's

prices? Can't you see that there's going to be
a demand for singers and operatic composers?
To-day it's the most difficult thing in the world

to get an opera produced even to have it heard.
Amter is an American who has several operas
ready and never heard. I do not know enough
about his work to say whether it deserves pro-
duction, but I do know that if it's good or bad,
it ought to be given its chance.

FOR ARTISTS ONLY
\ ND at this point I should like a private** conference with the artists. I know most
of you by sight and to talk with you, and I

am fighting for you all of the time, because I

think you are doing more for the world than
the statesmen are. But I have a bone to pick,
with you, too, as Sam Weller might have said.

Why do you put on your concerts as you do?
Why it's enough to give an audience the cold
shivers. Is it that you want only the trained
musicians to attend your recitals or are you
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Amelita Gulli-Curci, coloratura soprano,
began lier career in Italy and found
favor in South America before coming
to the United States. Her first appear-
ance in Chicago a year ago created a

furore. She will be heard in New York
for the first time in January

Matsene

Cyrena van Gordon, contralto, is

a native of Ohio and a vocal

product of Cincinnati studios. She
made her debut with the Chicago
Company three years ago, and
has remained one of its popular
members ever since. She has been
heard in contralto and mezzo-

soprano roles in "Aida" and
"Andrea Chenier"

Genevieve Vix, soprano, has long
been a favorite at the Paris Grand
Opera and Royal Opera of Ma-
drid. Her fame has been made in

"Manon," "Le Jongleur de Notre
Dame" and "Thais"

j Mishkim

Mary Garden, although born in

Scotland, is known as an Amer-
ican, having been brought here by
her parents when sb^, was six

years old. The bas,'s -of her re-,

markable grand o; I ^..eer v..

laid in Paris. She will rt.ivt IH.I

memorable interpretations in "P/-
leas et Melisande," "C.-,

"Tosca" and other operas

Matzen

Rosa Raisa is a young Polish dra-
matic soprano who has won ap-
nroval in Italy in "Francesca da

Rimini," "Les "Huguenots," n"L'Af-

ricaine," "A'Ha" and "Cava;Wia"
and othe

Ann
sen

for s

opera ho...

v iiris

dau-
the terp-

and danced
fhe grand

'

OJfUtMi
Anna Fitziu, soprano, made her
lebut in New York last season in

"Goyescas." She is to appear in
;he title rdle of Hadley's new
opera, "Azora" and as Nedda in

"Pagliacci"

A REMARKABLE RivA^'OF OPERATIC ARTISTS
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MABEL C.-.>IISON

anxious to entertain the world at large?

I'll tell you a little joke of mine I love to

go to recitals with folks such as you might

term "lowbrows" I mean the sort who say

"What, spend two dollars for a woman at the

piano?" the sort who love ragtime and think

Brahms is some sort of a drug. They fidget

about, seem eager to get out, Idok bewildered

at the program, and shiver at the atmosphere. If

I can only hold them until the music starts, I'm

safe so I do it by saying that the artist had

a terrible romance "So," says my companion,

"is she beautiful ?" with a mysterious beauty, I

respond. This first number on the program is

by Mozart. He was buried one stormy night all

alone despite the fact

that he was the most

noted musician in his

day; Mozart was a lov-

able character, a prodigy

at seven, a prolific au-

thor. Now this "Pas-

torale Variee" is a

scene in the country. I

recommend to you the

feeling of summer, the

sheep on the hill, the

browsing cows in the

green silence. Tina Ler-

ner comes upon the plat-

form, sits at the piano

and plajs. M) ^. <
^\vr friend is enchanted

"It's very pretty aror, entertaining," he assures

me, A. on down the program.

"I'd like to > ".gain," he informs me. Next

time, he's quite alert, wants to know the facts

about th the artists, the compositions

and a. i of course begins to find the

meanings hin. .if.

V" '' ""' fn "' i alone with the artists in

this way, may .. _ Ogest that it will help a great
'

;f you will understand the layman's view-

poi. -ad make an effort to help him. Make
the hall cheerful and welcome the audience

uever mind the fear of doing the unconventional.

Come out sharply on time smile, smile, talk

if you can, hawithe stage decorated, have your

program illuminated with information back it

up with your -own or an assistant's discussion.

Make the audience laugh once in a while. Make
it "homey," make friends with the public. It

will make you popular and increase your fol-

lowing.

Now that we are done with 'that discussion

which of course the lay reader passed over, I

assure the public that despite whatever shortcom-

ings the recitals may have, the artists should be

made part of your lives.

;How many of you have heard the Kneisel

Quartette? Franz'Kneisel the man who founded

it, and was its Jeading violinist for a quarter
of a century is an example of the broad-minded
musician. He has watched the growth of inter-

est in quartette playing in this country; he has

sent forth many .

-olendid pupils to

shine as stars; he

if"* aided .ieedv ar-

^. . he has ex-

plained and inter-

preted both sides of

the many musical

arguments. To know
this splendid man
and artist has been

an honor for, the

surprising fact is to

be told, that he has

often championed
the new spirit in

music ! He is a quiet

-

I Underwood & L -vrwood

HARRY BARHHAP

man, unassuming to a surprising degree and

ready to go out of his way to aid such work

as this.

Bryceson Treharne, the composer, of whom I

spoke a few words last month, has seen much

of life. He was taken prisoner in the out-

break of hostilities and held as a British hostage

in a stable near Berlin. It was here that his

inspiration was livest, and here that the germs of

many of his lovely songs developed. His con-

stitution was not strong enough ; he broke down

completely and was changed with other sick

Englishmen. Treharne's songs are making more

of an impression than any which have appeared

in a long time watch how his name makes its

appearance on concert programs from now on.

Henri La Bonte, an American tenor, is a

chap whose voice is no bigger or truer than his

personal experiences and traveling. The son of

a Union soldier, La Bonte has spread his fame

all over the world. Many wondered why the

portrait of Olive Klein appeared last month,

without comment. She is a soprano of great

gifts, the successor of Anna Case and Florence

H inkle in important church singing engage-

ments.

OUR OWN WORK FOR READERS

HOW many of my readers of last month have

taken to heart the suggestion, that THE-

ATRE MAGAZINE, through this department is

ready to show you how to make your home a

musical centre? It is your opportunity to ask

as many questions as you like, and they will

be answered by me. If you have a phonograph,

or a player piano, there is a direct way to hear

the most interesting music, coupled with a read-

ing course on the sig-

nificance of that music.

If you want to know
how to have your chil-

dren trained, let me
hear your problem ;

if

you once upon a time

played, and gave it up,

tell me about it.

If you would like to

start a real music move-

ment in your neighbor-

hood, gettiog up a club

and a^series of concerts,

I will ,"show you how to
MME " MAGUHETTE NAMARA

do it, based on my experience^vin the past.

Bring forth the new artists and composers let

Ti'EATRE MAGAZINE foster your genius and in-

troduce you to the world. Raymond Ellis is a

.baritone who has sung for me and -made a deep

impression he is young and full of the cright

spirit, he is a possibility for managers.
* Take

him.

Constance Amber, a soprano of beauty . and

personality, fine voice and musical understand-

ing, here is another find. Maurine Willbanks.
another soprano, intelligent, sympathetic, and

capable of doing splendid concert work, and do-

ing it in her own way, is worth watching. Beth

Tischler is a violinist, a young girl, who will

carve her name in fame before many years have

elapsed.

WHAT'S GOOD OR BAD

SOME day in the far future the little synco-

pated melody of the dance-hall may be the

theme of a symphony of classic construction

written by an American composer rising out of

the chaos of to-day.

will admit frankly that I could not spend an

>g devoted to the ragtime and songs of the

My Pal" school of writing. Neither would

"./hole lot of the school of writing.

w- -
-vhole lot of the school

Ira L. Hill

But the school reader has its place; and the

popular music has its place, and I say that any

music which is liked is good. The wrong is done

when a man refuses to admit the virtue of popu-

lar or classic music. Let the high-brow come

down a peg; let the popular fan take an excur-

sion into the master compositions, and he'll prob-

ably remain there for all time.

Music has three attributes : rhythm, melody, and

harmony. There is probably more rhythm in a

ragtime knock-down than a grand opera. Rhythm

is the first necessity of music your East Indian

and the Chinaman have a swing and a motion

to their music. Melody as we know it is, however,

the first sign of civilized music. Sometimes it is

sweet and showy; that is what distinguishes the

momentary from the lasting music. The lack of

harmony is the great outstanding defect of the

momentary class, and the grand beauty of the

classics. It is the temple, the soul, the living repre-

sentation which ornaments the trifling theme. It

is the spirit of the living world, which decorates

and makes important the triviality of the phrases.

iH

MR. ISAACSON GOES TO
THE CONCERT

FOR
Louis GRAVEUR to have sung a pro-

gram of the new songs of Bryceson Tre-

harne was a fine thing all around, and this

splendid baritone won new laurels as a scout, in

addition to his reputation for delightful interpre-

tative powers. HAROLD BAUER'S recital is an

event always ; he is one of the few artists who
does not hesitate to

let his face, his body
and his whole man-

ner have their way
the result is, that

you feel the human-

ity of the man as

well as the greatness

of his music. His

most effective work
was in the high de-

scriptive "Forest
Scenes" of Schu-

mann. In the com-

poser's "Childhood

Scenes," MOSES
BOGU SLAWSKI, a

Western pianist,
was very inspiring.

The gentleman has

a style all his own.

Quite the most fascinating concert I attended

was that given by the SOCIETY OF ANCIENT IN-

STRUMENTS, a cooling shadow creeps over the

hall, and ladies and courtiers of an ancient day

come pirouetting before me. A laudable and

serious venture which should be heard without

fail. Their work is with the music of the middle

seventeenth century ; the NEW YORK CHAMBER
Music SOCIETY include the past and the present,

using wood wind instruments as well as the

strings. They played works of d'Indy, Dubois

and Wolf-Ferrari.

TINA LERNER Russian pianist, returns and

makes one realize that the loveliest manner of

playing isn't always the most memorable her

interpretations are dainty and sentimental, never

deeply stirring, but a pianist of considerable in-

terest and well-earned reputation. In her school

of playing is the youthful PAQUITA MADRIGUERA,

Spanish girl, and sentimental sprite.

FRANCES ALDA in a concert for the War Fund,

made her soprano voice tell all over the huge

space of Carnegie Hall, and included many songs

heard for the first time, thus offering valuable

encouragement to Buzzi-Peccia, May Hartmann,
Mischa Elman, and others.

MARGARETE MATZENAUER
and her daughter
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"FROM WHENCE"
{Left)

The interpretation of

a romantic tale from
"The Idylls of the

King"

"CHIQUITA"

The smart afternoon

suit with an obvious

Spanish note

often

INSPIRATIONS

a

perturbing. They are quite apt

to burst the delicate mesh of their

chrysalis with such suddenness as

to ruin the tranquility of an other-

wise pleasant hour. The most vapid

phrase from a frivolous debutante

may be the very spark that ignites,

the tip of a brilliant thought and no

term of imprisonment is quite su. irk-

some as that period following With

its forced upkeep of idle tn!k which

prevents development of the idea into

something tangible and valuable. In-

spirations are like the fragrant flow-

ers of the woodland, worthy to be

gathered in their fresh and spark-

ling moments, but robbed of spon-

taneity and youthful exuberance if

left to dry upon the stem. They are

the opportunities that offer but once

the key of Freedom to captive

Genius. The watched pot never

boils, and coaxing or pleading is of

little avail in luring these oppor-
tunities from their hidden depths.

An inoffensive cup of midnight coffee

may be responsible for much restless

slumber in the night's blackest

hours, when the braincells overdo

themselves with energy and conjure

up the wildest and weirdest thoughts.

Subtle combinations, poetic verses,

incredible inventions pour forth in

mad disorder. One feels certain

that such a vivid thread of reasoning

"SUNRISE"
(Below)

A morning sunset at

Camp Upton,
snatched from that

locale to supply Ma-
demoiselle with a

creation full of mean-

ing for her soldier

boy

I

will remain unbroken through *he

few hours of sleep certain to fol-

low, but the morning sun strips the

tree of its tinsel and makes the idea

quite impossible withal.

It is comparatively easy to delve

into historic episodes of Romance
and Conquest and to choose one

item as the nucleus of an idea to be

modernized, or to combine it with

features of unrelated periods into

something grotesque enough to be-

come "le" dernier cri." The furbe-

lows of Marie Antoinette, the frip-

peries of Napoleon, the caprices of

* the earlier Louises, are rich with

many gems that need but resetting

for a display of super-brilliance. The

Elizabethan ruff of several seasons

past created a furore because it was

so absurd when removed from the

tapering steel-boned corsets and

heavy-draped materials that once

went hand in hand with it.

But the time miKi, when

such ...,ures lack the F <upci

"snaf r "go." In desperation one

turn Jie prosaic objects of every-

;, apparently most poverty-

-..., .vkcn of material. It is astnund-

ing,' the results that are frequently

obtained. Quite exhausted with my
pjpecious but meager collection of

the ancient prints and engravings,

recently I glanced about me at the

un nteresting but highly essential



-WATERLOO"

Suggested by an old

t>ri-' of Napoleon

"CAMOUFLAGE"
The camouflage jrock

suggested by recent

military activities

ously purple.

man poilu!" the mediaeval

bodice and clinging skirt of

gold cloth is draped with
clouds of airy rose-colored

tulle, caught in place by waxen
blue petals and frail green
satin leaves, while the listless

streamers of magenta and
silver shot net falling from the

headdress have been snatched
from the ridge of night-rid-
den shadows upon which the

day is born.

Suggested by military activi-

ties at Yaphank, is the black

velvet camouflage dress, "You
Never Can Tell," so-called,
because to a detachment
in the rear, M'a'mselle
is supposedly clad in full-

length coat, but a "right about
face" reveals an indoor frock,
with colorful girdle of Chinese
brocade in emerald green, pea-
cock and pervaunche blues and

lacquer-bright vermillion. The
cuffs of skunk and the collar

of folded blue silk that runs
under the girdle and is caught
up by a realistic bunch of

enameled wood flowers, com-
pletes this innocently deceiving
dress.

The tales of King Arthur
'MI to mind the narrative of
the youth who several times in

^cession ? and coveted

articles that tended toward my physical comfort. Previously they had

claimed but little attention, but given a chance, they were instantly

eager and alert to suggest a new line or color. The pert French

clock with its crazy scrolls and flirtatious highlights, the languid

draped portieres of velvet, the tinkling crystals of the chandelier, alt

struck up a symphony of fairy orchestrations in faintly clamorous

appeal.

First of all, the chair in which I sat. Imperative to the room's com-

pletion, yet unappreciated as a unit, I drew from its unassuming pose

a trim and modest frock for the "The Dansant." The severe lines,

glossy under their coat of grey enamel, were relieved by the comfortable

upholstering of brocade, in blues, greys and tarnished silvers. To a

plain foundation of shimmering grey satin was added a smug sleeve-

less jacket of brocade much like that in the chair, while hand smother-

ing cuffs and a huge square collar of blue fox fur gave added insur-

ance of warmth. Next, a glance across the narrow court outside

the confines of my studio revealed a warped and antique stained

glass window, only remaining relic of a once imposing New York

residence. It abounded in charming colors and graceful curves. The

figure of an eighth century nun inspired a morning dress of deep
blue satin broadcloth with clerical collar and a narrow apron of white

chiffon cloth.

The sizzle of the gossiping radiator drew my attention from the

leaded glass and in its stern New Englandish way, seemed to be

pleading with its inanimate companions for honorable recognition.

The accompanying sketch, entitled "The Straight and Narrow Way,"
is the radiator dress of slendering lines. Over the under dress of

battleship grey are hung panels of pearl grey broadcloth. The deco-

rative scrolls found at the bottom of each radiator pipe are repeated
in motifs of silk braid upon the lower edge of the front and rear panels.

For the sake of diversity the strips at the sides have broken their

length in half and looped themselves through the slight belt to emerge
as tiny flares, thus "doing their bit" in this age of efficiency by ac-

commodating Milady with pockets for her perfumed accessories. The
sleeres have been jointed together from irregular cuffs of broadcloth.

Sunsets and sunrises undoubtedly inspire beautiful emotions in every
creative mind. Certain locales boast of superlative effects but a new
and mure wonderful one has been discovered upon the horizon of un-

broken stunted-pine tracts surrounding Camp Upton, our latest can-

tonment. Surely nowhere are the enveloping mists so roseate, the sun
so copper-hued and burnished, the strip of horizon quite so mysteri-

In "Bonjour

jeweled Hilt f a

tor'
ord,

,ous har.

n :

<?ht-'

:;, an inter

pretatkK of the story.
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"THE STRAIGHT AND
NARROW WAY"

The grey broadcloth

and satin morning
dress inspired by the

prim and proper radi-

ation
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ANNUAL
JANUARY SALE

OfferingExceptionalValues

Philippine Underwear

1. Envelope Chemise exquisitely hand-
embroidered and hand-made of fine

Nainsook; soft finish. . . 1.95

2. Gown made of fine sheer Lawn-fin-
ished Nainsook ; square neck model ;

elaborately hand-embroidered ; sleeve

daintily embroidered 2.35

3. Envelope Chemise to match Gown No. 2

2.35

4. Envelope Chemise of fine sheer Nain-

sook elaborately hand-embroidered and
hand-drawn ;

ribbon trimmed 2.85

S. Gown to match Chemise No. 1. . . .1.95

6. Gown to match Chemise No. 4.

5th Avenue

James *fcp.,

*

34th Street



AN INVITATION FOR ANGELINA TO GO MOTORING
By ANNE ARCHBALD

MUTI
IKK ami Father and Angelina sat

lingering over coffee. Angelina and

Mother were already due at the

Opera, but they "just had" to stop on to

tell Father about the wonderful French

jeweler whose place, in a tall building on

upper Fifth Avenue, they had been visiting

that afternoon. Far be it from me to sug-

gest that there was any ulterior motive back

jf their enthusiasm. Nevertheless Father was

known to be a generous old thing if properly

approached.

"He's the Frenchman," Angelina, perched

on the arm of Father's chair, was burbling,

who designed the wreath of enameled oak

leaves that the citizens of New York pre-

sented to Joffre when he was here. And his

work is simply marvelous, quite, quite, dif-

f-re-
'

Ti anything you've ever seen.

it is. 'other? For instance, the cuts of

his stone, '-istead of taking the stones and

cutting them i usual regulation way

,nd tit;:-, 'hem in, a design he makes

the designs and theti cuts, the stones to fit.

And SO he gets urn,,, am! beautiful re-

sults. He has -what calls a 'mirror' cut

and a 'Gre<-'
'

.md a 'Gothic' cut.

Really, Fatlu ''<! be tremendously in-

terested to f em. Wouldn't he, Mother?

* *

"TVi vou re -ml---- that pair of diamond ear-

,;. .,.,im- cut diamond drops?

And '

blfef' bar-pin made for a well-known

sin., the colors of all the Allies in the

said it reminded us of a bit of

, f ...intiful old cathedral window. And that

dou. coMfoir on the narrow black moire rib-

bon ? i he diamonds were cut and arranged in

such a wa" that you had the effect of white

al.c-.vir.j, Against white, if you can imagine it.

Something entirely new ! Mother should have

that, it looked so stunning on her. Or else the

Gothic-shaped watch of black onyx on the neck-

lace of small black pearls, that it took Monsieur

a year to match. It's too complicated to think

out to-night which piece 1 should have, though

I think* the sapphire ring set with the 'baguette'

cut diamonds, little slivers of diamonds guard-

ing the sapphire on either side."

Angelina ended her burst and yawned .sud-

denly, a most unusual procedure for her.

"Nothing adds more distinction to

your appearance when traveling," sc-

Angelina, "than smart luggage." .'-or

this tmartness sht bought tht reason-

ably-priced eightefn-rnch bag and

fourteen-inch bug, both of shiny p-n-

teal, and the motor pillow of bt aided

strips of leather, that comes in black,

broum and blue

An adorable dressing-jacket for Angelina to slip

in her bag, of pale blue crlpe de chine (it may

be had in pink and yellow as viell) and cream-

colored lace and for the bargain price of sev-

eral pennies this side of five dollars

"It's so nice here by the fire," she said, "let's

not go to the Opera, Mother. Let's stay here

with Father. I'm terribly sleepy. I haven't

had a real night's rest in weeks and I know

you're tired too."
* * *

"Excellent suggestion," assented Father. "The

trouble with both of you girls is that you do

too much and you need a rest. I never see any-

thing of you. How about running South with

me after New Year's on a short motor trip?

We can take the limousine and the open car

and you can ask anybody else you wish to go

along. But mind, no splurging in 'Palm Beach'

clothes, Angelina," he put in quickly as he saw

a look with which he was only too familiar

cross Angelina's face. "We're not going to stay

South. You can go later for that. This trip

is for air and health and no dissipation. You
must travel light."

* * *

"But I shall have to get a few things to do

that." protested Angelina.

"Trust Angelina !" exclaimed Mother, smiling

across at Father.

So the trip was decided on and next morn-

ing Angelina and Mother recapitulated their

wardrobes and decided what would "travel light"

and where deficiencies must be supplemented.
This seemed an auspicious occasion to An-

gelina to buy a fur motor coat which she had

been wanting for some time. She would take

some of her Christmas money and add it to

sorne of her allowance and make the purchase.
'

rrived at the big fur shop it was a great prob-
HcH<ip v. I.cther to have the coat of

'i opossum, which is

^*" of raccoon with

"n .ter - The
glass .,:ially cast i<3 uec'->-

latter combin- l^i most youth ....

ing. (If you will turn over two page. y

see the opossum model posed on Miss Lillian

Spencer the actress.) Mother and Angelina were

to share a hat-box and be allowed one hat

apiece extra, so the tarn could be stowed away

as they wtnt farther South and brought out

again on the return trip. It certainly was

original and becoming and could be used be-

sides for skating.
* * *

Under the coat Angelina would wear a

light-weight summer suit, jacket and skirt,

with a dark blouse, and in case she didn't

want to change at any of the quick stops into

the extra frock she was to be allowed trunk

space for, she would carry a fresh Georgette

waist in her bag.

"Bag?" thought Angelina at that. "I have

no decent bag. That's something I must get.

One must look smart traveling and nothing

adds to your appearance more than smart lug-

gage."
* * *

A big shop with an unusual leather depart-

ment furnished forth the bag, a new model of

shiny black pin seal eighteen inches long, with

brass catch and fastenings and a bit of odd

stitching in white. Mother already had a

proper large bag, but she had commissioned

Angelina to purchase for her a smaller "four-

teen-inch size," and Angelina, finding the price

so reasonable for that decided on her own ac-

count to throw in for Mother "her back got

tired on long runs" a leather motor-pillow.

Angelina loved all the "scenery" she could get

and the pillow would certainly be an addition

to their outfit, with its strips of leather woven

mat-like through each other making a checker-

board effect.

From the bag counter she went to stock her-

self afresh with talcum and soap and her eye

being caught on the way by the glint of the

new toilet articles made of shiny brass that looks

like gold she picked up a brass-bound comb
a small brass brush, and a lovely pair of bras;

toilet scissors.

Thence to another shop for Italian silk bloom -i

ers, with Father's admonishment to "travel light'

always in mind. "Just the thing for motoring,

the clerk assured her, "were the long Italiai

silk bloomers that come to the tops of the shoes

warm and unobtrusive under a skirt, just tha

much less than a petticoat to sit on and crumpl

up."

' The newt long bloomers of
Italian silk, reaching to the tops

- of the shoes, that Angelina saw
when she went to purchase her

fair for motoring. They come
in almost all colors
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1865 1917

Established Over Half Century

DISCOUNT SALE

FINE FURS
Beginning Immediately After the

Holidays Discounts Ranging from

15 to 33 i

OFF SEASON PRICES

An excellent opportunity is offered in this

sale to secure really extraordinary values in

COATS
SCARFS

WRAPS
MUFFS

Also

Cloth Coats Fur Lined or Trimmed

Special Reductions In

Evening Wraps Fur Trimmed

FURS FOR MEN
The above discounts also apply on

Men's Fur and Fur-Lined Coats

Cloth Coats, silk lined, with Fur Collar

Caps, Gloves Rugs and Robes

L. L. Q)naiiti2 & La.
o

Silks de Luxe

'"/y
r

asonou^docr.ug
fabric is apermaTv^'

^' r
>tfitk designs tkatgroWmc^
beautiful eack season.

IJkis year in addition to plain

Juiaki~Ji>ol andan interest-'

present JU^aKi-Jiool facpnne'

-a revelation of textile beauty
i i r^

in superb seli^patterns.

"Jke neV Batik art/inds perfect

expression in ourJussy (iMlow,

tfnaeskructiDie Uoile and
J^nah-Jwol. =Cbok lor tkese

inspiring new silks adapt-"
able b eVery sort ofcostume

On sale
1

at all Class Stores.

~lhe Russian motif for out-doorin<j

Slendora Crfrpe
J{. new slenderixma sheep 5ilJ^

"77 7 f

Jtmphora.1- - -

/notker innoVa' .jtinctly
different

low and

tpart new charm.

^ lu.

"

-ame on the seJvage
or on th packcge

:i.R MALLjjxISON 8 COMFA1,"Y
NEW YORK JheJYewSilks Ifirit' P/U>.:3

x
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II

-T~HE makeup that goes on
*

just before the artist steps

to the footlights does not

make beauty, nor does the

use of any preparation which

happens to strike your fancy.

When a producer of a
play

picks his stars r> selects them

according to the way they

fit into his play and the way
they harmonize witn every'

thing he wishes 't& affect.

Mme. Rubinstein never per-

mits her patron to pick a

cream or powder or lotion

haphazard^' No woman
ohouldeve. &- .-...'-

~a 'n

counter and select a

without knowing *

whether it is meant

particular type of be." --

the constitution of n- skin.

Mme. Rubinstein discovers

into what classification you

may be placed, and then she

tells you what to u* ,.

know when she ?'

given preparation trn. .ust

bring quick results K,~~use it

has been used uccessfully

for just the purpose you seek

and for just trv kind of skin

you possess.

Write to
"-

-. Rubinstein.

She will bring out by cor-

respondence (if you cannot

call) the facts she needs to

know. For general use she

recommends the following

Standard preparations:

VALAZE $1.25, $2.25 and $6.00.

Restores, stimulates, youthifies

and beaetifies complexion. Clears

skin of tan, freckles and sallow-

ness; wards off wrinkles and

flabbiness.

VALAZE Skin-toning Lotion, Corn'

panion preparation to Valaze For

a greasy or normal skin. Price,

$1 25, $2.25 and $5.00. For a dry

skin the "Special" should be used.

Price. $2.00 and $4.00.

VALAZE Blackhead and Open Pore

Paste, $1.00 and $2.00.

Refines coarse skin texture; re-

moves greasiness,
blackheads,

and reduces enlarged pores.

A ew "1 Mdme RiUnteu'i kooklrt,

"Brauty U tk Mku>l," will be fnt on

rctipt 1 3c itmp to tow po.Ust .

MME.HELENA RUBINSTEIN

-Now when I've added a small

ressing-jacket
to slip in my

Idmono takes up too much
^

room-

think I'm through," Angelina told

erself, "and unless I'm ch

"^
taken I know where to pick that up

or a song."
* *

She was not mistaken, and found

ust what she wanted, an adorable

fluff of pale blue crepe de chine and

ace, with such an air, and all for

a p ice several pennies this side of

five dollars. As mother had said,

'Trust Angelina 1"

That finished Angelina's prepared-

ness program, but before 8** home

she telephoned Mother to *&*_*
there was anything she could do ft

her
. * *

"A Shetland wool veil, please/'

responded Mother, "I've lost the one

I had and I can't motor without a

Shetland veil. There's only one place

to get the kind I want and that s

in the sweater department at Blank:*

They import them from Scotand

and yet they're cheaper there than

anywhere else."

So Angelina drove down

Avenue and rounded up and

trieved the Shetland veil, white with

a strip of faint brown and a soli

Kreen woven in the border. Also a

-otor cap that wouldn't take up

a y room in the bag and that was

so ingenious and alluring you V

3 own it, whether you really could

get along without it or not -of woe

jersey (Angelina chose a sunflower

yellow color) which fitted tight over

the head fastening with a snapper

under the chin and with ends taper-

ing to an attached tassel that wound

round the neck and tied back or

front, as you pleased.
There you

were snug-as-a-bug-in-a-rug,
all stray

breezes kept out and all stray lock

kept in.

* * *

With such clever purchasing to

her credit Angelina at peace with the

world leisurely sauntered her way

out through the store, stopping t

PARIS
255RueSl.Hooorf

2417 Bordwlk. AllwHic City. N. J

Clncag..: .

3 i Michigan Avenue.

Sin Francisco : Ml" 1<1 Martin.
177 Poll St. and Grant Avenue.

New Orleans: Mr*. C. V. Butler.

8"17 Zimple Street.

ii ;

LONDON.W.
24 Graftoo Stit

motor cap ., uic

to kef iray'.h "**

a-.,, stray locks in place.

Also e, -Vent for skat-

ing ^ any outdoor

sports It comes in 'jtl-

'w, emerald green, old

rose, blue, black

VAN RAALTE

Grace Valentine of -~

is wearing just the dress for out-

aooring in the Sunny
South^

Ma-

dame Haverstick has taken for the

skirt the Burbura mixture < the W
of the roses and has topped M "**

klaki-kool as fleecy as the clouds and

then to dra, it all together has added

ribbon as blue as the skies

cast her trained eye over this or that

counter. On the main aisle that (

was at once arrested by a long coun-

ter of silks of an unusual and

eign air. .

The silks included such difl

types as heavy colorful brocades rich

with gold and silver, and fine lighter

weight silks, done in stencilling, m

tye-dyes, in Batik work. Angelina

made inquiry. What was all this

varied silken splendor?

It was a very particular
haul from

Japan, she was told. Some of

brocades had been made original y

for the Japanese Imperial household

thos e for instance, priced at one

hundred and fifty dollars a yard. At

the other end of the scale were four-

tecn-inch wide Japanese Batiks a

dollar and fifty cents a yard,

came only in combinations of red

and browns and yellows and blacks,

such wonderful flaming vermilhons

and brilliant oranges as we are

familiar with from the Japanese pot-

tery They were to be used for

sashes, for scarfs, for hags, to in-

troduce a bit of color on hats (

large consignment had just gone to a

big Fifth Avenue milliner) or on

frocks. In between the brocades and

the Batiks were plaided and hand-

stencilled Japanese silks of regula-

tion width.

i.

-re in communication -with

xtrrlia. .
(lllo w ,-j/ fr e glad to teV

anythin

PACKAGE
Made i* U.S. A. At all Good Shops

FOR
convenience ar.d economy

buy the individual veil in us

own envelope-* 25c., 35c and

50c according to mesh and quality.

If your dealer doesn't sell them

send us your order and we will

see that you are supplied.
Wnte

Dept. O. for Style Book.

E. & Z. VAN RAALTE
Sth Ave. at i6th St.

N. Y. C

Hair on the Underarm
Removed with El-Rad

Women fairly revel in the comfc

and cleanliness of hairfree undera

El-Rado removes hair Irom the face, 1

neck or underarms in the same simple w

?ht water removes dirt. The samtary lot,

firs dissolves the hair-then ,t whed
ore aereeable and womanly t!

aazor^E.-Rado is absolutely ham*
and does not increase or coarsen

growth.
Users of powdered depilatories will. f

that an occasional change to El-Rado J

.s sood for the skin.

Ask for
" El-Rado" hair m ver

nf.,
to.let goods counter. Two sizes, SOc. and!

Money-back guarantee.

.J.r com

PILGRIM MFG. CO., Dept. F. 112 E. 19th St.,Nw

If you prefer, we will fill your order I

mail, if you write cnclosinE stamps or C'

Clear^burThro

p M, Tlcklinfl ThfomH
.pie for Iwo-cenI stamp

j
80

." npny, Detroit. LJ. S. A.
Fredcru.,. ; ... .....

, cnasc

er
'

care o

MAGAZINE.

kMPJRE STATE
CAVING COMPANY
165 WILLIAM STREET,

NEW YORK

LEPHONE 3880 BEEKMAN
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EGYPTIAN

DEITIES
9fo Upmost tw Cigarettes

TlainEndorCorkTifJ
<

Bofo</aJtuw,r$nmjent
and education invariably

PREFER Deities to

anu otherdqarvtte.U 17

23*-

Makers ofthe Highest Grade Turkish

and Egyptian Cioarettes in the World

Town Topics
Contains much that should appeal to

the readers of THE THEATRE.
Its Dramatic criticisms are authori-

tative.

Its Musical Critic is one of the mosl

competent and accomplished in this

Metropolis.

Its Banter is bright, very INTIME
and full of personal interesT: to the

Profession.

Its Social News and Gossip should be

read by every Actor and Actress and

everyone else who cares to know what

Society is doing.

Its Short Story every week is famed

for cleverness and a unique character

found in no other publication, and is

alone worth the price of the paper.

Subscribe for it, and the address will

be changed as often as you desire.

$6.00 per year.

Sold on ev- u ind. 1 5c.
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Backers
Liquid

TarSoap
IF

you are frankly fastidious

about the appearance of

your hair, shampoo with this

dependable product an

effective cleanser that leaves

the hair soft and attractive.

Very delicately perfumed.

Dancing
.1

Decollete with shoir er straps or

without, or wiui gauzy sleeve: in gen-
erous arm holes modish evening

gown empk"^ico trie Jiarm of a

smoot! 1 "--^ra' For this purpose,
use occasionally .--*

*s Depilatory

I

It removes superfluous hair temporarily there's no safe way
to remove hair permanently.

for Evans's complete and convenient outfit.

At your own drug- or department-store, or

send 50c to us with dealer's name and address.

B Evans ! 103 Chestnut St Philadelphia

Makers of "Mum"

AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF DRAMATIC ARTS

Franklin H. Sargent, President

TThe standard institution ofdramaticT
([education for thirty 'three years J|

Detailed catalog from the Secretary

ROOM 172, CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Connected with Charles Freshman's F.mpire Theatre and Companies

"III llllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

VICTOR RECORDS
'T'WO records of Brahms Hun-

garian Dances, as rendered by
the famous Philadelphia Orchestra
of 94 musicians, appear in the list

of Victor Records for January!*"
They are delightful records, rich lip
the tone quality for which this or-
chestra is noteworthy. A new field

of musical enjoyment has thus been
brought within the compass of the
home the instrumental music of the
world's largest orchestras. The two
dances selected for this occasion,
"No. 5" and "No. 6," are interesting
Tor their wide variety of melody,
rhythm and harmony. Advt.

.COLUMBIA RECORDS
A *"

..he noted Columbia ar-
. w 1^ ..ppear in the Janu-

ar^
r
-zaro, Barrientos,

Stracciari, K. d Grainger.
Lazaro's i*^Jfc"nes are heard

in the fier Ye Tyrants !"

from "II i'rov
'

fme. Barri-
entos sings wf' 1

. -.notional in-

tensity the C?,o Nome"
"Rigo

1 '
..->. Sfacuaris

rendition of "Oh, Bright .

ing ^Shader',," from Verciis
nani" CORES' close on the
the Italian baritone's- highly sr
cessful debut with the Chicago" Cv
organization. Advt.

THE NEW FUR MOTOR COAT

Miss Lillian Spencer, recently seen with the Coburn

Players, in a Balch Price motor coat of Australian

opossum. Very particular opossum skins in this

coat, thick and soft as plumage, making it marvel-

ously warm and light

WE have already exclaimed our

admiration in these columns

for the remarkable work that the

fur people are do'ng this year in

their manipulation of skins. But the

fact bears repetition all true ex-

clamations repeat themselves any-

way especially with regard to the

new motor coats that that progres-

sive fur house, Balch Price, is turn-

ing out.

* * *

You may now have a motor coat

of furs as supposedly bulk-producing

as Australian opossum, or as bunchy

as raccoon skin, so kneaded and cut

and fitted together as to give slender

lines. The Balch Price designers and

cutters seem to have mastered the

problems and possibilities of their

medium and hesitate no more in

creating a fur model than if they

had to deal with pieces of cloth or

velvet.

* * *

Hence you get such an unusual

lovely motor coat as the one of Aus-

tralian opossum shown here, a coat

which, though its fur is thick and

wind-resisting and as warm as toast,

is withal marvelously light. Every-

thing has been thought of in its com-

fft*sition, the "automobile sweep" to
'

., which gives plenty of room
in the car, '':e gay

ning, with * 'nside

how v
You .. surv .accoon

skin one of beautifully blended dark

brown and white skins the darker

the fur the finer the quality of the

skin, you know which even a plump
person may wear, it is claimed.

* * *

If neither of these make an entire

appeal to you there is a coat of

natural rat, one of th season's favor-

ites, whose skins are so dark and
so matched as to look at a slight

distance almost like sable; of taupe-

dyed nutria also a very warm and

light fur with a stunning lining of

red and blue plaid ; of leopard skin

with border of raccoon on the bot-

tom, big collar and cuffs, a yellow

lining with green squares, and rec-

tangular tortoise-shell buttons; and
a little lower down the scale in

beauty, to my mind, though the fur

is a novelty of the season and some
women like it very much, coats of

natural seal. This is the fur of the

common or zoo seal of our acquaint-
ance who doesn't travel far enough
north to develop the soft, under-fur
from which we get the Hudson seal.

* * *

As an interesting footnote to all

this artistry and after you have ac-

cepted the universal fact that furs

on sale everywhere are high in price,
raccoon almost double what it was
last year, you will find that Balch
Drice will give yo-.i more than in-

' ting values on all the wares in

.,tlie' store.
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A RAY OF HOPE FOR
DRAMATIC CRITICISM

(Continued from page 14)

man giving his name as Fred Stone

of HO East 46th Street, was the

main cause of the gathering, it was

alleged. His speeches and actions

were followed by applause and laugh-
ter on the part of the people. Ac-

cording to several eye witnesses, the

crowd seemed to have found its way
into the theatre by buying small

cardboard tickets from a man in the

box-office who afterward gave his

name as John Lewis of 64 West
129th Street. After remaining in

the theatre for two hours and forty-

eight minutes, the crowd broke up
and dispersed. There was no rioting.

It was later brought out at police

headquarters, that the man called

Stone was an actor, and that he was
appearing in a play called "Jack O'
Lantern."

WANTEDA THE-
ATRE MANAGER
(Continued from page 7)

peddling shoes or selling of sugar.

They have given us Shaw, you say?
Yes, they have given us Shaw. But

George Bernard seems to me another

camouflage. He has never yet
turned out one vital play. The near-

est approach to one he has made per-

haps is "Candida." And that will

hardly go down through the ages. I

hope I can admire George Bernard's

epigrams. I feel sure that I enjoy
some of his paradoxes. But wh'en

people talk of Shaw, I hark back
to Gilbert. Compared with works so

brilliant as "The Wicked World"
and "The Palace of Truth" (Miss
George, I hope will yet restore the pn
to us) the most glittering skits and

"plays" of G. B. S. are as brass to

gold.
It might be the privilege of our

managers to promote taste, to in-

spire faith, to whip hypocrisy. They
could do this by putting on, not

disguised fairy tales and flaunting

leg shows, but plays, real plays,
which reflect life and truth. As it is,

I fear that most not all of them
have lowered taste and art by selling
their heritage for a mess of pottage.

"L'ELEVATION"
(Continued from page 12)

I believe he loves me as I love him.
He does not lie; he could not lie to me
the day before his death. He has done
foolish things what man does not? Do
not judge him by that and do not fear

about me. He is as incapable of doing
me a wrong as he is of abandoning his

loldier's post!

Moved by this great devotion,
Andre sends Suzanne back to her

wounded hero.

In the hospital scene which car-

ries the last act, the elevat
:on which

has brought about a change in the

lover is related by him simply and
like a man facing death.

Louis Suzanne, do you know that our
love began at Oudecapelle?
SUZAHKE Began?
Louis Before then it was not beauti-

ful. When you gave yourself to me, I

despised your passionate confidence, your
tender heart, all the treasures of your
silence. I was another man then. Ah,
how poor I was! Promise never to re-

call that time. Promise never to mingle
it with the glorious days that followed.
SUZANNE What do you mean?
Louis The real love was to come....

it began at Oudecapelle! One night, a

night in Lorraine in our trench. I had
been listening to two of my comrades ^who
were exchanging confidences. Oh, little,

trivial things. But each of their phrases
commenced with my wife. I went out-

side. It was a foggy night. I passed
the barriers. .. .nothing stirred. And in

that silence, in that strange solitude I

law you! You were in your bed with

your limbs drawn up, you were writing
to me on your knees. Sometimes you
lifted your face, full of thoutrh

.
if

anxiety for me! I iw y.r -,\f.

-x>r palp'^'inf faithful
,',

And
... iy *

It fir-it til.

MR. HORNBLOW GOES
TO THE PLAY
(Continued from page 84)

BROADHURST. "HER REGI-
MENT." Operetta in three acts.

Book and lyrics by William Le
Baron ; music by Victor Herbert.
Produced on November 12th.

"Her Regiment" is a little oper-
etta, something entirely different

from the usual Broadway musical

production. The music is melodious,

yet lacks the charm and distinction

of some of Victor Herbert's earlier

works.
Donald Brian made a dashing

French soldier.

!'

KNICKERBOCKER. "ART ANU
OPPORTUNITY." Comedy in three
acts by Harold Chapin. Produced
on November 26th.

I have frequently maintained that

many a good comedy idea has been
sacrificed by trying to string it out
to a full evening's entertainment.
This is one of the troubles with "Art
and Opportunity," the piece by Har-
old Chapin, the promising Brooklyn
youth who lost his life at the front.

Produced originally in London by
Marie Tempest. Eleanor Painter
played the leading role when pre-
sented at the Knickerbocker.
An American widow first becomes

engaged to a young man, subsequent-
ly to his titled father and in the encl

winds up by marrying the secretary
of a duke, who, in the meantime
has trembled lest he too should fall

into her snare; a scheme of theatrical

life which calls for dextrous han-

dling lest the monotony of progres-
sion make simply for tiresome repe-
tition. It is carefully written and con-
tains many bright lines.

The second act is capital but the
whole piece is immature in treat-

ment and needs for the widow a

more experienced comedienne than
Miss Painter, who, nevertheless,
looks pretty, sings admirably and
does what she has been told to do
with a neatness wholly Inckins; in in-

spiration. The fussy little Duke is

acted with fine comic distinction by
Cecil Yapp.

HARRIS. "THE NAUGHTY WIFE."
Farce in three acts by Fred

Jackson. Produced on November 17th.

A husband intercepts his wife as

she is about to flee with her lover

with whom her relations have been

proper enough and suggests that she,

accompanied by her maid, and the

man in the case, should spend their

"honeymoon" at his bungalow on

Long Island. He forces them to

agree. The man in the case has

been attentive to a widow. The hus-

band turns up immediately at the

bungalow, and presently comes the

widow. The happenings bring about

reconciliations. Lucile Watson as the

widow contributed largely to the suc-

cess of the little play. Charles Cherry
played the husband with persuasive

lightness of touch. A preponderance
of well-written scenes and the good
acting in them make the play pos-
sible.

-e 1 my ov

EMPIRE. "THE THREE BEARS."

Comedy in three acts by Edward
Childs Carpenter. Produced on No-
vember 13th.

Romanticism and child's play run

together. So it is that a certain

naivete attaches to all plays even re-

motely suggested by nursery lore.

In a play of the kind, everybody,

including the audience, has
to^prc-

tend to believe or to be son i''.'-"

Mr. Carpenter's latest
'

>>

fication of a child's -

e Bears," ir ... itirce .

^. I

reas<

\ mile .

the actors a..

.

..to -.-^e won,, -..

flay in which

ible.

m

.V "-.-.'. -;

L

. -IA .- . -IA .

COFT watei ^_ . nses
much better than hard.

Ncthir r.f*- r> v^ter as

well a Jix. That's

why you bL: *M sprinkle
a little 2^ Mule Team
Borax in the watv. c before

you take your
'

: th. But

20 MULL
TEAM BG*YAA
is more than a water sof-

tener. It is an antiseptic,
it keeps the pores fice

and clean, is an excellent

deodorant, refreshes the

skin and keeps the.com- ,

plexion clear.

Always use this Borax In

baby's bath it is very soothing
to tender skin.

You will find many uses for

20 Mule Team Borax in the

kitchen and 1...... .iry.
^

".lire

to see the nirt-ure of the famous
20 Nu '

on every package.

All Dealers sell

MULE TEAM BORAX

mill [Illl
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WHO IS HOOVER AND WHAT IS HE DOING?

ty C. HOUSTON GOUD1SS

THIS
new-born year which may rank as the

most momentous in history, comes into

existence with the world's greatest war

on its hands and a wolf snarling nearby.

The wolf is famine.

For decades in a land of unprecedented plenty

-we have been feeding this wolf. Waste is its

favorite food. Which being the case, we Amer-

icans may be said to have made a pet of this

most fearful pest.

"But surely there is no real danger of famine,

is there?" asks the average American.

Yes, there is. Already its fangs are deep sunk

in certain far places. Already in France, Eng-

land, Belgium and Italy normal food allowance

in many lines has been halved or quartered

and even neutral Europeans must submit to

severe diet discipline. By now these nations

and our own would be much nearer the verge

of possible starvation but for one boyish man.

That was my first thought when Herbert

Hoover's smile illuminated a full round face

as he extended to me the hand that to-day is

holding this wolf at bay his boyishness. He

has the youth of enthusiasm, but it is intel-

lectual enthusiasm rather than emotional.

"Who is he, anyhow?" has come in chorus

from a hundred million people. His classmates

of Leland-Stanford remembered him, of course,

and men of varied palm textures and assorted

financial ratings in a dozen different parts of

the world knew him as a successful exemplar of

ability and daring a Quaker product who made

his mundan^dejjut
in West Branch, Iowa, two

years before our Government held its hundredth

birthday party in Philadelphia.

At nine he w- . a-^rphan, bound *.. *

to live with kin. At thirteen TO was self-sup-

porting and at seventeen entered the Stanford

University, whence he was graduated in 1895 as

a mining engineer. To list his movements from

that time until he was selected to defend Bel-

gium against famine, would look like a page

from a railroad time-table.

On his way up commonsense plus hard work

kept him ascending we find him in New Mexico,

Colorado, California, Australia, China, Alaska,

India and Russia.

In 1914, at his fortieth milestone, he had

offices in San Francisco, New York and London,

and was managing the affairs of world-scattered

enterprises employing 125,000 men.

This is the skeleton of a career of super-ac-

tivity, replete with romapre and adventure.

Then came the rape of Belgium, and suddenly

Herbert Hoover found himself feeding the vic-

tims of a system wWcJi. calls sacred treaties

scraps of paper.

Almost over night he became a wogP^JMNJ
The Commission for Relief in Belgium, which

he organized, distributed daily rat|H to

10,000,000 people for three years. In this e~or-

mous task it has imported into Belgium food to

the value of nearly $400,000 at a total .^ver-.

head expense of three-eighths of one per cent.

As an economic achievement, this probably is

without parallel. It wasn't surprising, therefore,

that when we entered the war, Hoover should

be called back home to captain the forces fight-

ing waste. He came and went to work. TI

Vnew what was before him the squaring of de-

creased supplies with increased needs.

He knew beans were the best bullets in this

war; that corn could do more than cannon.

IF and this comes near to being tue biggest ''if"

ever encountered the people of America could

suddenly be made to understand that plenty had

passed away! To make a thrift paragon of the

prodigal, and to do this without cost of health,

strength or satisfaction was the rock of Gibral-

tar that rose in front of this modest, approach-

able, unfrilled individual.

In his own words, the monumental task of

the Food Administration is twofold "(a) to

provide our Allies and our own soldiers at the

front with a supply of food ample enough to

enable them to win the war. And at the same

time (b) to provide enough food for the people

M,*.;HERBERT HOOVER
A .-"ynamic doer of deeds

of this country at prices which shall be as mod-

erate as the extraordinary war-time conditions

permit; to accomplish this by the co-operation of

producer, distributor, and retailer with the Gov-

ernment, for the greatest good of the greatest

number; and to use such compulsory measures

as have been conferred upon the Food Adminis-

tration by law to safeguard the public against

individual greed or concerted extortion."

He admits the first part of this task, however

large, is less difficult than the second.

"The first {rt," he says, "can be accomplished

only by increased production aad conservation.

".ns to waste less of all foods

"icient quantity of necessary
I lily be shipped overseas. The

Jo"'lr
,.ed are wheat, beef, pork,

igar. To gain the amount

.
it abroad, it is essential that

ery person young and old
'* ninate waste and to substi-

*' hose i/eeded.

s more complex. Shortage
* high wages on the farm

ar --tage of food crops in

Euiopt, ,u33 shipping because of de-

structior
l

,s these and other fac-

tors r rices.

"C.. uie Oi._ suming pub-
lic to satisfy a public | lly thinks

more of what it has to \-

modities than of the <-ausc which le<^.

prices. On the other ;.and the Food ' "

must see to it that the production of food is not

curtailed and that producers and distributors are

not deprived of fair profits or unjustly inter-

fered with in the conduct of their business. Fur-

thermore, the Food Administration has no legal

power to fix retail prices or to regulate directly

the retail trade."

Despite these difficulties, this dynamic doer of

deeds believes that with the co-operation of pa-

triotic citizens of all classes producers, dealers

and consumers the aims already outlined may
be attained. In fact, his plan for food control

has already been effective in the case of two

most important food products wheat and sugar.

When a famine in these foods loomed large, he

invited to Washington every manufacturer of

these products for a conference, the object of

which was to work out the best and most eco-

nomical method for the equal distribution of re-

stricted available supplies.

In straight simple terms Mr. Hoover explained

the situation. He made plain that his first con-

cern was the American people, his next concern

was the welfare of our Allies and that the sole

object of food control was to lighten the burden

which must now be borne. These manufacturers

were organized and then through them the co-

operation of the brokers of the country was se-

cured. Everyone who knows trade conditions

recognizes that Mr. Hoover by this method averted

a sugar panic and stabilized the wheat market.

His entire scheme of food control is to ac-

complish conservation without subjecting this

nation to such food privation as circumstances

have forced on the nations of Europe.
He is trying to make the American people see

that foodless larders can defeat a cause as quickly

as powderless guns and even more effectively.

For foodless larders prepare the way for disease,

the deadliest of all foes.

For many years we have wasted through our

kitchens alone $700,000,000 worth of food an-

nually. Our garbage pails have been a disgrace

to civilization a reflection on our boasted prog-
ress. The average person seldom stops to think

how such waste accumulates, yet the daily waste

of one slice of bread in each of this country's

homes means a daily loss of one million loaves,

which represents 7,000,000 bushels of wheat

yearly. The saving of one ounce of meat a day
for each person would equal 4,440,000 beeves in

twelve months.

These are mere signs of what can be accom-

plished through elimination of food waste. And
such a reduction not only would win the war,

but insure to our people physical benefits wholly
in keeping with the ideals for which we have

pledged our all. One of the best moves we could

make would be a larger cutting down in our daily

allowance of food than any yet suggested by the

Food Administration.

For such a course would mean the winning of

health a conquest of perhaps seventy-five per
cent, of the disease which now costs so heavily
in death and depletion of efficiency. So Her-
bert Hoover, led to this great work by a ghastly

god, is teaching us more than how to win this

war with food. He is helping us to health.

The final measure of success, however, rests

with the people. It is ours to decide whether
or not waste shall be conquered. If we so will,

two- rs may ">e won. The perfidious doctrine
* W ^iff riirhr r- -'

'.
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A screen child won$'
.World Film Picture, "The

*
'olunteer," dir

'

Kii.-les, is said to be the best

iu at * -JK Madge ^Evans has appeared in up to date
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ANNE
MBK _ +r6Seaf~'.

member of th* fortunate resident

or thereabouts company playing

Polly with a Past " at th Belasco,
rather fancied In her childhood <Jya
that rclrcua career would be about the

proper thing for her. At the age of 11

Miss Meredith., attending, ecn.ool In To-

ronto, raiytway to join a traveflng saw-

elephant organization. Two
parent!), however,

^-
[
small xatajuiPe if the charm ano author-!

ny of her portrayal-

A prominent rOle In A. Iff. Thomas's
comedy.

" What the Doctor Ordered."

next engaged Mlsa Meredith's attention,

and She followed this up by appearing

'With Margaret Illington in
"
Kindling."

In which her work as a young societ

girl interested In settl

called forth .considerablffTraise, Fol-

lowing this. she was seen in "The In

Th eeeKer fter Sunday- vfs\
raent will have more thin \_ _,
number if attractions from which tS

make "hisT choice tonight. A benefit per-

formance at the Hippodrome will enlist

the services of Jack Norworth. Louis

Mann. Flsle Janis. Joan Sawyer, and
and there

ager tw

successful _
v

Heves that tl

to write and
drama. The
Selwyn. who

to cb

HOW ARE THE PICTURES DOING?

A~T

Interesting analysis of cbndl

tlone at present attending the

manufacture and marketing of

motion pictures is made by Sanf-

uel Goldfish, one of the first of the film

pioneers, and now head of the Goldwyn
Corapary. While Mr Goldfish's ser-

mon is in part a technical one, It deals

with a matter which vitally affects the

public which goes to the movies, and Is

particularly Interesting In view of cer-

tain recent developments in pictures.

The warning be sounds is that the films,

_if they are to continue to flourish, must
retain their greatest safeguard econ-

omy In price, based on economy in

manufacture.

The motion-picture industry is In

a dangerous condition," Mr. Goldfish

leclarea,
" DU-aster is very close in-

deed. The war has not hit attendance

it motion-picture houses as hard as It

as at the Broadway theatres, but that

s only because the scale of prices is so

much lower, and the great democratic

udiences of the screen are drawn large-

y from those who are getting more em-

iloyment and more profitable employ-
ment through the war. The success

and the health of the motion picture Is

based on the modest price of admission

,t which good films can be seen. The
dangerous, even disastrous conditions

n the Industry of which I have spoken
are aue. to the fact tnat all manher of

ompctitlvc extravagance is threatening

to destroy that one safeguard and,

fith it, the industry itself

"
I am not a calamity howler by tem-

>erament. And I'm not disgruntled for

Goldwyn is getting its share and more
nan Its share, through the most care-

al attention to organization. But In

he plain face of the criminal waste of

he producer's money, the exhibitor's

loney. and in the last analysis the

ublic's money, somebody should speak
ut plainly.
"

If you ask me what Is wrong with
his topheavy industry of ours, I should

ay organization. Fundamentally all

ur producing organization^ are wronsj

fundamentally all our distributing or-

ganizations are wrong.

Take distribution There are about
wenty-five different distributing or-

anizations in \merica all of them
isintalning some two dozen branch
ff'.ces throughout the country. These
weoly-flve exchanges serving the State
f Maine, to take a singU* flagrant
xampl*. have only twenty-eight
Itles and towns ~ small ones at
hat In which to sl' films. Think

the absurdity of tv c-nty-ftve sales-
men trying to sell the same prod-
ct motion-picture entertainraen* to

nly twenty-eight customers! It Is

worse than absurd It is ruinous Th
ost to a producer of maintaining his
core of excnanges, with managers,
alesmen. cl'.Tks, stenographers, film in-

pectors, and traveling men. is easily
10,000 a week. And no exchange Is

working at anything approac.'ilij iaU

its capacity.- TWO big distributing or-

ganizations could handle all the films

In America and save the Industry

$200.000 a week. That $10,000.000 a year
would mean something to producers, to

exhibitors, and" to the public". To get

another angle on it, suppose every mag-
azine In America maintained Its own ex-

clusive distributing channels. W^uld
The Cosmopolitan still sell for 20 cents

or Harper's Magazine for 35 ""Is?
" We are facing just the same prob-

lem in production lack of organization
and topheavy financing Everybody In

ihe industry is being oveipaid except the

pocketbooks tha^ furnish the capital.

All in a mad, unscientific scramble for

a very few illusory big profits which
have been made here and U.:r3.

"The cost of riductt ban gone up
at a terrific ^rate that the public
'ias no concept. 'J

1

.! 01. ,

"
n we made

the first Geraldlne Farrar picture ,' Car-
men,' during my oonn<-on ;<(] th

L,asky Company, it

Today the same pro''

duplicator!
'--

:

"
Rentals, the pri<-<-

for the films, liavt

ingly. To pay the-'

the exhibitors h-

prices to stri*

larity on which f-

new -it _: pfa

$35,000.

not be

Oltors

ord-
. cnlals

'ncrease
' popu-
r- this

y^was >8 vpl.'i

CT.Je that, at the u

by 3,000,0fl&.

more nr.d more inch.

in order to give "

ity pictures whi''
lie to pay LI;

vlously. the r
mi ?i the exh"
and the i.uiillc lh>x

j^gance is paying ten, ..

vicious circle that onjy ; ,i_auc,. . j>
break.

"
It Isn't easy trying to put matters

right. See *aai * -\ppen~ under this

pondition of abnorma; 4
man who has picket i;p enough capital
in Wall Sire- single picture
can Jump in. u. i big star a
fabulous salary about all the money
he has and then. v. '> the contract safe
in his pocket dr- 'th enough fur-
ther capital to start making picture*
Meanwhile his big -alary to the staj
has done Its great harm ?nd sent othei
salaries skyrocketing
'The exhibitors themselves are nuw

"7~ ''"' 'his game Some of tho
"ive organized a cir-thc

cult

bidding a

Up go s.

rental."
"

11

star v.-ai'

she

are-

into a new form of

ition and Is now
"ere for stars

uid up go

her*. If ft

nice day

dra-

balan.

-w the

the industry ^

>t hun-

> aren't

.t really

For f>--!

-n*

money in extravagant competition for

a doubtful product personal fame For
no matter how big a star may t.
unless there Is a big story, too. business

will begin to wane after the first .night.

Broadway has found that the star is

very nearly played out as a lone draw-

ing card Some of its biggest stage

figures have had ignominious failures

UUs season because their plays were no

better than the so-called
'
vehicles

'

which had done service for them in the

past. The screen is as '

star-crazy
' as

the stage was five and ten years ago,

but evolution is at work in tho studios

quite as much as on Broadway
" Another tremendous evil of the In-

dustry's disorganization Is the over-

production of pictures. We are making
too man? for either profit or art. More
than twenty long feature films are being
turned out every week. We could get

along with ten. We could give them
to the exhibitors for less, and they
would earn more money for us. The
public would like them better and talk

about them more. Word of mouth ad-

vertising would take the place of ex-

ploiting star names. It is simply im-

possible to find good stories at the rate

they are demanded by our present
system
"
Spending money for famous plays

to make Into films is no cure-all. Gold-
- encountered a very Interesting djf-

with Margaret Mayo's
' Baby

A year or so ago film version**
'

plays were supposed to kill theatrical

rsions. The all-star
'

Trilby
' had to

uit because it found the film '

Trilby
'

king all Its business and utilizing the

dvertislng it had created . Right now,
j

rfithin my own knowledge, the condition
j

has been reversed When ' Baby Mine '
I

was announced in a large up-State
j

city, a stock company promptly put the
j

play Into rehearsal and got the benefit
of ail our publicity.

What's to be done about all this?
Well, first of all. box-office prices must
be kept within reason or this great,
popular, democratic industry will bfr

killed. The strength of the motion pic-
ture lies not In its novelty which would
have been exhausted long ago but in

its ability to satisfy a great broad de-
sire for entertainment at a price within
the reach of ail the people The two-
dollar spectacle is done for As a mat-
ter of fact, there was only one that
ever made money And Tor every d"l-
lar made by

' The Birth of a Nation '

twice as much has been lost by produc-
ers who tried to follow that lead
" The big factor in keeping down mov-

ing-picture prices. I feel. U the pro-
ducer. He must organize The great
steel Industry was in just such a chaotic
condition before the coming of ttb
Heated States Steel Corporation If the
producing factors in moving pictures
do not shortly come to their senses. I

predict failure spectacular failure fop'
a treat many of the leading plungers
fllmdom today."
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CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
One of the ablest, most competent as well as the most beautiful of

screen artists, now busily engaged producing what will probably be the

most important screen production of the season, "The House of Glass"
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CAMOUFLAGE, MR. GOLDFISH, CAMOUFLAGE

ON the opposite page is reprinted from the New York Times of Sunday, November 25th, an analysis of

motion pictures by Samuel Goldfish, the head of the Goldwyn Company.

Your analysis is an interesting and remarkable one, Mr. Goldfish, interesting in view of the times, and re-

markable for the optimism you display. So the motion picture industry is in a dangerous condition and disaster

is very close indeed. Well, well, as they say in the classics, "who would have thought it"? This is 1918, Mr.

Goldfish, and according to you everything is going to the dogs. The industry is top-heavy, organization is all

wrong, distribution has never been right, stars are getting too much money, picture producers should merge,

rentals are too high, too much big capital can be picked up in Wall Street and too many long features are being

made. And you say you are not a calamity howler by temperament, and yet the very facts you so piteously

bewail, Mr. Goldfish, you and yot v .pany have done and are doing.

You would do away with competition by merging, Mr. Goldfish, and think that by so doing you could

save the industry $200.000 a week, not stopping to realize that the petty jealousies of the very producers you

would unite make your plan impossible. You say that before the coming of the U. S. Steel Corporation that

industry was in just such a chaotic condition. You should read up a bit on U. S. Steel, Mr. Goldfish, and

you will realize that U. S. Steel is not the trust you suppose it to be, and that its very success is enhanced by

the competition it has.

Had a statement of motion picture conditions, Mr. Goldfish, come from such a concern as Paramount,

Fox, Universal, Pathe, or Metro Pictures, that statement might have carried some weight, but coming as it does

from a baby concern like the Goldwyn, it is almost ludicrous were it not for its impertinence.

You lament the fact that Wall Street capital may at any time enter into the industry thereby increasing

the cost of production, but, Mr. Goldfish, it would be interesting to know how many stockholders in your cor-

poration are Wall Street men. Perhaps there are none, yet I have heard di.'ferently.

You say that you are not disgruntled and that Goldwyn is getting its share and more than its share.

Share of what, Mr. Goldfish, Cancellations ? Letters of disappointment from exhibitors who have booked your

pictures ?

How if you object to the enormous salaries paid to stars and directors, did you wean Geraldine Farrar

away from Artcraft? How did you succeed in making R. A. Walsh, the able Fox Director, see the advantage
of joining your forces ? Perhaps you used some other argument other than the American dollar, but I doubt it.

No, Mr. Goldfish, your little speech coming in these times and lacking as it does in logic can only be con-

strued one way. Are you preparing something new against the time when Goldwyn pictures will be a thing of the

past?

As this issue of the THEATRE .MAGAZINE goes to press I learn that Adolph Klauber, formerly Dramatic
Critic of the Times, has resigned from his position as. Casting Director for Goldwyn Pictures. There is a rumor

along the Great White Way thattthe stars and directors- of the Goldwyn Company have connected themselves

with a big successful producing orgaribation, and while this sounds plausible, we cannot vouch for its accuracy.

MIRILO.

BRADY TELLS WHY WORLD'lFILM CO. IS PROSPERING
v*

(N. Y. REVIEW, Dec.' 9)

'T'HE World Film Corporation," said William A. Brady, Director Gen-
* eral, "approaches the end of the year in a most enviable state of

prosperity. At a time when the doctors are vehemently disagreeing as

to what ails the motion picture industry and how the malady shall be

banished, we find ourselves at a higher point of earnings and in pos-
' !on of S .greater quantity of perfectly sound, tangible, negotiable
ssets than at any moment in our career.

"This is not said in any spirit of boastfulness, nor is it in the nature
of crowing over those who are unable at this time to render a similar

leport. Conditions such as those which occasion
the^general complaints

flaunted before the public recently are indeed regrettabi-, whatever their

cause, and are to be viewed with the deepest concern.

"Thus, without uttering any reflection-
'

.prevailing situation
and the matters which h., . ir.M^ht ; ]t , v revert at this time
to the policies and principles which ha. rr

'

,-the existing happy
condition of World-Pictures policies and ..s which I have de-
scribed on various occasions only to call out ^urous criticism.

"In the first place, we have observed sanity in our productions. We
never have yielded to the temptation to compete for the services of stars
ready immensely over-paid. On the other hand, when our own stars

tcquiring great popularity under World development, have approached

with largely increased offers from other companies, we have not made the

slightest effort to meet those offers.

"We insist only upon keeping our outlay within limitations which per-
mit us to sell a completed picture to the exhibitor at a price he can afford
to pay.

"This has been accomplished to the complete satisfaction of the public
and the exhibitors. We have produced pictures, while adhering strictly
to these lines, which have not been charged with falling short in any par-
ticular. On the other hand, our photoplays, mostly in five reels, have
been frequently and favorably compared with the special price pictures
produced upon a scale of prodigality amounting simply 10 waste.

"Dependability was what we sought for World-Pictui-es dependability
in the dealings by which they reached the public through the exhibitors.

"Upon several occasions an instance of which was supplied by 'Ras-

putin, the Black Monk' we assumed a very much increased outlay upon
a production of greater length than usual, and sold it to our customers
without adding to the regular price. This also was a part of our policy
to give the public and the exhibitors, where possible, more than had been
contemplated in the original bargain.
"We believe the present highly desirable position of World-Pictures is

an eloquent object lesson, demonstrating the value of sanity in production
and good faith in delivery."

[55;
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GOES TO THE MOVIES

STRAND. "BLOOD-STAINED RUS-
SIA." Presented by Donald C. Thomp-
son.

A close-up of the latest Russian

loyal soldier, revolutionist, anarchist

and pro-german propagandists are all

vividly portrayed in Donald C.

Thompson's sensational war picture
of "Blood-Stained Russia." These

pictures show an intimate glimpse of

the crowded streets of Petrograd,
and the death-ridden battle-fronts of

Russia.

In the sub-titles of the picture,
wherever the word german or hun
appears, these words are spelled with
small letters. This I consider the

subtlest insulting slur conceivable
and one which should be adopted by
all American publications. It was a

remarkably clever thought, and the
added plea for the expulsion of pro-
germans in this country make this

picture gruesome but enlightening
entertainment.-

RIALTO. "THE ETERNAL TEMPT-
RESS," with Lina Cavalieri.

Adolph Zukor presents Lina Cav-
alieri in "The Eternal Temptress,"
by Madame Fred de Gresac, directed

by Emile Chautard. "The Eternal

Temptress" is a misnamed picture

with a star who may be able to

sing, but as a screen actress will

never shine. As the temptress there

is nothing eternal about Lina Cav-

alieri. But in the story she man-

ages to nearly ruin Elliott Dexter

in the person of Harry Althrop who,

by the way, walks away with the

picture. Harry Althrop is some sales-

man. He sells his own honor, his

country's honor, and almost spills

the beans for the Italian Army, but

is saved by Princess Cordelia, other-

wise Lina Cavalieri, who brings back

the papers, invites Harry to redeem

himself by becoming an officer in the

Italian Army and finishes "the pic-

ture and most of the audience by

swallowing something in a sm.iil

glass tube. Curtain.

LYRIC. "LES MISERABLES," with

William Farnum.

The 1917 American picturizatiqn.

of "Les Miserables" has been adapted
and was directed for the screen b;-

f '

Frank Lloyd with William Farn^'-i

as Jean Valjean. As an Ame*

representation of a famous .

the picture version of "Les
"

ables," as presented by Williar

is a worthy effort, particular!,

dered so by the inspired perfor

of William Farnum. Aside from

Farnum's acting, which is a big fea-

ture of the picture, there is a de-

cided tendency to drag. The big

scenes seemed a bit too far apart

which tends to make an otherwise

excellent picture a trifle monotonous.

RIALTO. L'NTII, THEY GET ME,"

with Pauline Starke.

"Until They Get Me" is a story

of the Canadian Northwest mounted

police produced by the Triangle Film

Corporation from the pen of Ken-

neth B. Clark, and directed by Frank

Borzage. "Until They Get Me" has

accomplished just one point which

entitles it to presentation on the

Rialto screen. A possible new star

in the person of Pauline Starke is

introduced. Miss Starke's perfor-

mance is the only redeeming fea-

ture of an otherwise usual picture.

Miss Clarke seems to be. a mixture

of t^f
1: sisters with a bit of

Mae Marsh added an entirely de-

lightful combination and a:"" which,

properly .handled; should produce
^ "*s

TRAND. "ToM SAWYER," with

'^ickford.

IiE REEL

"Tom Sawyer,'' a Famous Players-

Paramount production by Mark

Twain, presents Jack Pickford in

the title role. To tell the story of

Tom Sawyer would be almost in

insult. Therefore, I'll skip that

part and come to Jack Pickford as

Tom. No better performance has

ever been registered by this mem-

ber of an already famous family,

and the part of Tom Sawyer comes

as natural to Jack Pickford as the

clothes he wears. In fact, the en-

tire cast, settings, photography and

lighting all help to make this film

delightful entertainment.

ADELPHI. "THE SCUARE D-
CEIVER," with Harold Lockwood.

"The Square Deceiver" is adapted

from the novel "Love Me for My-
self Alone," by Francis Perry El-

liott and produced by Metro Pic-

tures Corporation. Rarely has Har-

old Lockwood been so well cast and

rarely has he portrayed a character

so ably as that of Billy Van Dyke,

a wealthy youth, but withal a human

one. The picture was well directed

and Pauline Curley as Beau'''" For-

sythe deserves mention. "The Square

Deceiver'' ranks with "Mr. 44" and

one or two other Lockwood picture*.

The first annual motion picture

edition of the THEATRE MAGAZINE
will be issued in conjunction with

the June issue. The Eastern and

Western studio sections will be

conducted by Miss Mabel Condon.

Catherine Calvert will make a

series of pictures for Frank A.

Keeney of vaudeville fame.

Elsie Ferguson's next Artcraft pic-

ture is entitled "Rose of the World,"
and is in course of production at the

Fort Lee studios under the direction

of Maurice Tourneur.

It is said that William Fox paid

for the screen rights to "Les

Miserables."

Herbert Brenon has commenced
work on his newest special film,

"The Woman Thou Gavest Me."

Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson

"ind having rr .,-

"

Paramount Picture?

announces that a serie.

features with Benjamin Lnnpin in

the chief role, under the title, "The

Son of Democracy," will be released

shortly.

The New Rivoli Theatre, under

the direction of Samuel Rothapfel,

will be opened with a new Douglas
Fairbanks picture, entitled "A Mod-
ern Musketeer," released by Art-

craft.

Ernest C. Warde, son of the English

actor, Frederick Warde, has been

engaged by Pathe to direct Frank

Keenan.

T!vt tfvird Petrova picture wil

entitled "The Life Mask," w,

Frank Crane will direct.

The forthcoming Edison SL

part picture based on the story. "1 ..

Three Things," by Mary Shipina

Andrews will be released as
"

I uc

Unbeliever." This picture \v
:

States >' ' >ffii-ers

.c hrsi i/.cture that J. Stuart

biackton will make for Paramount

m the West will be "Wild Youth,'

written by Sir Gilbert Parker. In

the East he has produced "The

Mfrment House," which has been
' - d "The World for Sale,"

paramount will release for

January.
* * *

Jackie Saunders, well-known Bal-

boa star, and the heroine of many
thousand feet of film, is sojourning

in New York.

is now directing Alice

ner Vitagraph and has

.ed the Robert W.
"A Woman Be-

., picture to be

own company,
^ u er of Destiny,"

od: a week .. run at the Rialto.

* * * .

'

ii is wi "-i-
pleasure that we

.ole to . . you that Fred

^,iun._, scarecrow of "The Wizard of

Oz." star of a doze- musical cchrr-

s, ai. iresent appearing in

O' Lantern,'' is becoming a

comedy star of the moving pictures

under the auspices of the Paramount

Corporation and Jesse L. Lasky.

"Jack Spurlock Prodigal," writ-

ten by George Horace Lorimer,

editor of the Saturday Evening Post

is to be filmed by William Fox.

"Jack Spurlock Prodigal" appeared

in the Saturday Evening Post in

serial form.

* *

Doraldina, who will be paired with

Antonio Moreno in the Pathe de

luxe production, "The Naulahka," is

credited with being one of the most

accomplished Oriental dancers who
ever appeared in New York City.

Lavish stage settings and cast are

a feature of the Mutual production

"Her Sister," starring Miss Olive

Tell.

The Metro's last release this year

features Harold Lockwood in "The

Avenging Trail," adapted by Fred

J. Balshofer and Mary Murillo from

Henry Oven's novel, "Gaston Olof,"

and staged under the direction of

Francis Ford.
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THREE WISE MEN OF THE' MOVIES

when .He
stories that are yet to be filmed, the

history of the world yet to be told in

ipossible, that pictures for future centuries. And all

crnT he d.dn't amount to shucks. what manager would you expect a future as you may imagine.

The movie-goer labored under
.

the performance that would contam an

peasant impression that the picture ""
CECIL B. DE MILLE

One of the synonyms that Peter

Mark Roget, he of the thumbed

Thesaurus gives to "director" is

"master-paramount." Here then, is

has 'got them across.' Perhaps the a lead for a few words about a mo-

production was not always perfect, tion picture director. The "master-

or wonderfully artistic, but the big paramount" gives connotation; for

disagree. I think the stage was in-

juring itself, that the sore was deep

in its own vitals, and that it came

from an insistent catering to the

New York public, to the exclusion

of the great American public out-

side New York.

"Well, the motion picture has

taken all of these works, has deemed

none of them too 'highbrowed' and

idea was still there, still intact, and

it readied the hearts of the spec-

tators. The motion picture is do-

ing daily more than the stage of

to-day can think of doing.

"Directing for motion pictures,

undoubtedly, is harder than directing

for the stage. The stage director

who knows absolutely nothing of

the master of Paramount is none

other than Director Cecil B. De

Mille.

True it is that Mr. Roget fills

out his description of "director" with

such ilk .ma f
'

, synonyms as

"caesar, kaisi-., czar, sultan, caliph,

khan, lama, tycoon, landaman, sey-

yid" and a few other unhappy mor-

DAVID W. ORIF

^
actors merely wandered on to set camera's

scenes or jnto the sunlight stage and

went \Tirough the motions that ap-

pealed to them in telling their story.

There was no sign of the man be-

hind the camera-crank.

Then David Wark Griffith came

along and invented the close-up, and

the ever-growing public began to

recognize that there was somebody

with a brain at work behind the

film's delights.

DAVID W. GRIFFITH

A big man is David W. Griffith, on

a big job, and with a big viewpoint.

This is a discovery that you make

after only a few minutes' conver-

sation with him. If you speak to

David Griffith about the ever-waging

conflict, the "stage versus the mo-

pictures will throw up his hands in
tals whose popularity has been on

dismay when he begins to learn the the wane, lo ! these many years; but

many difficulties that surround pic- Cecil De Mille is none of these.

Hire work. For one thing, the film
\-[\ s ; s a diree^Ofdom

of democracy,

director's work is, in a sense, never "Both -fny .Jypther William and I

went into the moving pictures," he

said, "because we saw a chance, not

only to create through a new and

appears to be going finely when '.!., untried art medium, but also to

camera's crank turns. There are a" -

the largest audience in the

done. After long rehearsals, and

diligent study of the sccr.e, he can-

not congratulate himself because it

multitude of pitfalls "u^-
will be shown on ".th'e screen.'

haps your film stock was poor,

is danger in the developing .">"
the

negative, or ma 1
''"."; ...o<Jf

prints. Then when the. pii-mri-

seen on the screen you find that a

stray ray of light has spoiled a

much desired effect, or any one of

a dozen little details that the stage

director is entirely free from.

"1 do not 'teach' the players with

whom my name has been linked.

We developed together, we founfc

ourselves in a new art and we dis-

covered the possibilities -of that art

we learned together.

"It is this learni-ig, step by
t
step,

that brought about the 'clos

were striving for real acting, vn.-

tion picture," and speak of the at- you saw only the small full-leagi

titude that many adherents to the

Old Testament held towards the mo-

tion picture, you will find you have

struck the mark.

"That is all wrong," he says.

"When the present-day stage can

show one-half to its credit that the

motion picture can, then will be the

time for criticism
; assuredly to-day

is not the time. The shoe is on

the other foot. It is the stage that

should be defended when in com-

parison with the motion picture.

"Suppose, for instance, that you
were Milton, or Browning, or any
of the poets whose work has lived

for generations after them. Say
that you had just written "Paradise

Lost" and wished to have it pro-

duced on the stage. To whom would

you go? In your natural enthusi-

asm after the completion of a great

work, to whom would you go and

even expect a production? Can you

imagine your reception in the aver-

A larger audience than had

'"""'
j^ii^any known

ftrfrg thought.

1 , y'ive you figures.

"'HI'S most successful stage

'Strongheart,' and I esti-

r jutside, it has been

, ot. n > persons. One of

our most successful pictures here

was 'The Cheat,' in
- vhich Sessue

Hayakawa was starred. That pic-

ture has already been seen by more

than 200,000,000 persons.

'.-tim''T<l million, count 'em !

Twice the Dopuia..^

States. IVn
"'

-".a. in Africa. And

in the

great many
said that the moving

were injuring the stage. Ifigures it was necessary to have

aggerated acting what might be

called 'physical' acting, the waving

of hands and so on. The .close-up

enables us to reach real acting, re-

straint, acting that is -a duplicate of

real life. But the close-up was not

accepted at once. It was called

many names by men who now make

use of it as a matter of course.

'Why,' said one man well known in

the film world, 'that man Griffith is

crazy, the characters come swim-

ming in on the scene."

"The future of the picture is a

topic that usually makes me go into

ecstasies. The big things it is pos-

sible for the picture to do make one

feel at a loss for words. Just thir'-

of what it would mean
as^Hffialjfi

<

tional force. Think what i mil-'
.. ^ngue

done with the picture if it cal*, about art .novin" pictures, Mr.

the hands of a great poli
fr I Ford said that he hau had to move

with a big issue like "'
. v before. TV -">-'" -

before the voters. Think of the bi' HV >n i JRD

k \
CECIL B. DE MILLE

"The very fact that we are reach-

ing so many people makes it neces-

sary for us to go slowly in our ex-

periments toward more artistic pic-

tures. We realize that the time is

not yet ripe for creating some of

the things we have in mind. "1 he

people aren't yet ready for them.

The stage can do things that we

haven't yet attempted because the

stage can appeal to a small, se-

lected audience. We hold that i

is just as important to help 20,000,000

persons to move forward one foo

as it is to help 20,000 persons to move

aiai pictures divide

themselves into three classes, the

epic, the dramatic, and the lyric

'The Cheat' is an example of th

dramatic picture, 'Joan the Woman
is an example of the epic, and 'Re

becca of Sunnybrook Farm' an

'Seventeen' are examples of the lyri

type. Of course this division is no

hard and fast, and some pictures con

tain all three elements. But 'Rebecca

of Sunnybrook Farm' and 'Seven-

teen' have little of the dra

niatic in them, yet they have bee

most successful, because they hot

possess something of life that

lyric.

"When I first entered picture \vnr

T thought that the time would siir

a gradual elimination of the use

sub-titles. I now think in just tl

opposite way. Developments
shown that the sub-title, proper

handled, does not halt the action

* f
it ran improve a picture

course there are

jctures which can
-

..:..,,..

fs ?..-. . ne ,

airbanks has-been appear-

[58]
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This is a scene from Marguerite Clark's annual fairy-tale picture play produced
for Paramount entitled "The Seven Swans." Some people are lucky, aren't they?

Photo Whitt

Bessie Love, who appears in Pathe

plays, playing peek-a-boo with herself

Geraldine Farrar in a scene from "The

Devil-Stone," her latest Artcraft picture

I N
T
o, Sessuc Hayakawa has not been vaccinated, but the secret of this

wounded arm is disclosed in "Hidden Pearls," a Paramount picture

Left to right Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation, Mary Pickford nnd her mother, Mrs. Charlotte Pickford

A hit of Jewel Carmen, Fox Film star, getting

acquainted with a new brand of talcum powder



Louise Glaum, Triangle vam-

pire, feeling her way along
the path of least resistance

Mary Garden passing the cocktails in her first

Goldwrn picture, "Thais," by Anatole France

Frances Marion, scehn,,o writer for Mary Pickford.

Miss Marion is the author of scenarios for "Rebecca

of Sunnybrook Farm" and other Artcraft Pictures
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Marguerita Fischer, American Film Co.

star, helping the boys in France
Edna Goodrich is looking for someone to take the place of

the bundle. In "American Maids" that someone is found

An intimate glimpse of Julian Eltinge in

Might." Note "the world is mip'"
Widow's
'

f-.ce

This is Ethel Teare, who has the unique
distinction of having never appeared in

a bathing suit in Paramount comedies

Our old j.al Hill Hart in a reflective

mood after wounding; his protege in "The

Man," an Incc-Artcraft production

Arbuckle and Alice Lake getting well acquainted with

poultry iu "A Country Hero," Fatty's newest Paramount comedy
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Douglas Fairbanks

YE makes the whole

world smile." You
marvel at his athletic

prowess and chuckle at the

sheer good natured audacity

of his genius. He has made a

religion of Optimism the sun

is always out when Douglas
Fairbanks smiles his smile,

* *. *

And no matter what
Artcraft motion picture you
see this master of screencraft

in whether it is "in Again
Out Again," or "'Wild and

Woolly, "or ''Down to Earth,
'

01 "The Man from Painted

Post," or ''Reaching for the

Moon," you have the answer

ready why hundreds of

thousands acclaim Douglas
Fairbanks as their very own.

Ap pears
Exclusively
In Artcraft

Pictures

This year there
will be seven new

Douglas Fairbanks

Artcraft Pictures

f. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASRY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR /W. JKSSE L LASKT iW Pnn CECIL B DE MULL torrOarGeaent

THREE WISE MEN -OF THE MOVIES
(Continued from page 68)

ing, where clever sub-titles are a

great help. Anita Loos, who writes

the Fairbanks scenarios, has devel-

oped the satirical note very strongly

in her work by the use of cleverly-

worded sub-titles.

"In the matter of producing, a

number of changes are taking place.

For instance, the close-up. I hard-

ly use it nowadays. I prefer to

work on a small stage when the situ-

ation demands it, and make the

whole scene intimate. In fact I

often make pictures nowadays in

which most of the action takes place

on a stage four feet wide and about

nine feet in front of the camera.

It is possible to use as many as

seven persons on a stage four feet

wide.

"I am trying out another directing

method that I believe is going to

be very useful. I let the extra girl

or the girl in the small part go

through the star's big scene with

the star looking on. This is done

in three or four or more rehearsals

and it has three very decided ad-

vantages. It does not make neces-

sary the star tiring herself out

walking through a scene just to get

the mechanical details; it gives the

girl playing the small part a chance

to learn and to show what she can

do; and it gives the star a chance

to see how the scene looks and what

method to pursue to make it most

effective."

HUGH FORD

Back in the days when the films

were struggling along valiantly and

most successfully in their battle with

the stage, they acquired a convert in

the person of a, man who knew all

about the stage and a little about

the films. To-day he knows an as-

lOnishing amount a

name is Hugh Fo

Hugh Ford a t,

is one ofc's the
*>

olace the I"

prest.it

ma"?"ement,

both. His

director. He
*> helped to

p

s on their

ert in stage

airected "The Eter-

np' City," "Zaza,
- "Mrs. Dane's De-

fense" and many Others and he is

now director-general of the Famous

Players-Lasky's Eastern productions.

Mr. Ford has done some of the most

remarkable work that has been done

in motion pictures. And yet prac-

tically nothing has been said about

Hugh Ford. The reason is that he

does a tremendous amount of work,
and has a horror of press agents.

If an interview is suggested to

Mr. Ford, Mr. Ford is just leaving
for Florida to take some scenes in

"The Seven Swans" or off in a boat

to catch a scene for "Jealousy." But
one day Mr. Ford Wv

v
'~Hin his

office a few minutes. There e a

reporter and sat down besid-

He ',vas

report
ti-

the da. ..e new a^ai iment

is a few blocks further down on

Riverside Drive, because Miss Jean,

boss of the Ford family, willed it

so. Mr. Ford, it might as well be

said once and for all, is a "family

man" in the best sense and when

he has to talk the only subject is

what Jean likes. Once he forgot

himself and talked about the films.

"I'm more and more pleased with

the spirit of the Famous Players,"

he said. "They don't make any pose

about doing pictures merely for art's

sake, but within the limits of com-

mercialism I think they do jus; as

fine work as they can. Of course

every now and then we run into a

'bad one" and sometimes very

rarely we have two productions in

succession that are disappointing

you might call them from our stand-

point 'heart-breakers' but those

can't be avoided in motion pictures

any more than in the regular the-

atre. They are simply inevitable.

What we aim at is to avoid as many
of the 'bad ones' as possible, and

improve our standards. The men
in the Famous Players are sincere

in this. That's what makes it so

pleasant working with them."

Mr. Ford's viewpoint is more read-

ily understandable when it is ex-

plained that he himself is genu-
ine and sincere, a gentleman. In

spite of the fact that he has been

in theatres most of his life, he has

never been touched by the "the-

atrical atmosphere." He is quiet

in his speech as in his dress, which

is always informal. A soft collar

is his favorite neckwear.

"One thing we try for is variety.

We had the wonderful outdoor

setting for 'The Hungry Heart.' We
went to Rome with all its historic

spots for 'The Eternal Temptress.'
In 'Sapho' we had Bohemian life;

we had the fanciful in 'Jealousy';

the romantic in 'The Seven Swans';
exotic passion in 'Bella Donna' ; up-

to-the-minute New York scenes in

the 'Bab' stories; England in 'Mrs.

Dane's Defense,' Belgium in 'Arms

and the Girl,' fairyland in 'The Little

Princess,' and so on and so on. But

it is the underlying human interest

in each of these stories that counts.

That sounds like old stuff, but really

it's what I think of first of all in a

picture. We've heard a great deal

about spectacles and so much at-

tention has been paid to that phase
of picture making, about the last

word has been said in mobs. The

thing I work for is the good old

human interest that has been in

every book or music or painting that

. ever meant anything to us. I spend
a good deal of my time looking for

those little touches in a character

that will bring it home. Audiences

in picture houses are just the same

as in a theatre, when it comes to

the human things. Laughter verg-

a lump in the throat.

,-d use''

' > are

-sh and

,vho pro-

to

Perlmuttei A it was
duced that comedy, and he still

draws part of the royalties from it.
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Clara Kimball Young, Frank Otto, Dan Mason
and Mrs. Wellesiey in a scene painful to Frank

Otto, but evidently pleasing to Miss Young

giving George i'an.,..i .ha-ha But right over here friend George is certainly getting back at Clara

THREE DIFFERENT SCENES FROM MISS CLARA KIMBALL

YOUNG'S LATEST SCREEN PRODUCTION "SHIRLEY KAYE *



"CINEMA SILAS" VISITS THE CITY

SILAS

HENRY FUIR, than

whom there never lived a more

ardent admirer of brilliant

luminaries in the dazzling cinema

firmament, was back at the General

Store at Clinton Corners, N. Y.,

after his initial visit to New York's

erstwhile "White Way" and New

Jersey's motion picturesque Fort

Lee. Silas Henry was on the paid

subscription list of every motion

picture periodical in the land and

could give, offhand, the biography

of each and every screen star since

the days of Maurice Costello.

Little wonder, therefore, that the

village bloods were down at the gen-

eral store in force the first night

following Silas' return.

"I tell yew fellers, 'twas a crackin'

good experience," exclaimed Silas as

the lanky sons of the soil comfort-

ably settled themselves around the

old stove for the much anticipated

narrative. "O" course, I jes" natch-

erly cut loose when I arrived on thet

aire Broadway street and say, if

there be any film play actresses thet

I didn't meet 'twas b'cause they were

out in Californy.

"My cousin Pete, y'know, hez got

a fine job in the moshun pitcher

business at the Artcraft orfice. He
knows all them aire pitcher-play

people like Mary Pickford, Doug-
las Fairbanks, Elsie Ferguson and

William Hart by their handle names

an' he sure did show me some in-

terestin' times in thet film commu-

nity. My cousin was tickled tew see

me -he must a been, for soon as

he set eyes on me he bust out alaf-

fin' till tears ran clown his cheeks.

I felt kinda skeery-like in thet aire

swell orfice with plate glass walls,

telephones by the dozens and fine

fernitchure.

"As I sed, my cousin was glad

tew see me. He sed somethin' about

my wonderful make-up which I

didn't quite understand b'cause I

didn't have no play acting paint on

my face, nor nothin. All of a sud-

den like he stopped laffin and pulled

me into a corner. 'S-h-h-h,' sez he

keerful like, 'don't yew know yew
aire breakin' the fire laws of this

building by wearing thet collar?

You kin be jugged for thet.' 1 al-

lowed as how 1 didn't know just

what he was talkin' about b'cause my
collar was clean an' besides it was

my best Sunday-go-tew-meetin' col-

lar. Howsomever, he explained the

hull thing. Yew see the fire laws in

them aire film buildings aire very

strict and all celluloid must be car-

ried in tin cans. My cousin told

me thet celluloid collars were strictl

against the fire laws. He wanted

me tew carry my collar outa the

place in a round tin can but I al-

lowed as how I would take a chance

and beat it outa the back way. We
snuk down the freight elevator and

got outa the building safe as you

please but my cousin sed it would

not do to take any more chances so

we bought a dozen linnen collars.

"Then Pete sed I'd better get

a different suit and shirt b'cause one

of them aire moshun pitcher direc-

tors would think I was one of them

play actors waiting to go into a

scene for a comedy pitcher. I told

him thet would be fine and mebbe
I could get in pitchers thetaway.

Howsomever, he allowed as how it

would not be nice tew fool them

thetaway, so I agreed tew go with

him an' git a new suit. Thet's how
I got this here swell suit did yew
see the belt in the back? an" this

fine shirt, feel it, it's real silk; an'

this tie an' this hat with the bow
in the hack? Them city clothes sar-

tinly make a fellow feel kinda metro-

politan-like.

"Next we went into a barber shop
to git slicked up a bit. Fellers, yew
oughts hev seen thet place. Them
barbers are always busy night an'

day b'cause there be six million pee-

pul in New York and nobuddy wears
a beard. Afta one of them fancy
Noo Yawk hair cuts, I didn't know

myself. Then I set down tew a little

glass top table an" one of the pret-

tiest girls in the world started fussin'

around my finger nails. Fellers, she

was beautiful and when she took my
hand in hern an started a-slickin' up

my nails my Adam's apple got caught

in my new linnen collar somehow
and my head got hot like the time

down tew Meranda's birthday party

when that city gal sat plumb in my
lap right afore them village folks.

"1 had been apesterin' Pete to

take me to a stewdio an' told him as

how I'd like to meet Mary Pick-

ford an' Douglas Fairbanks an' sech

like. He said they were in Cali-

forny but we started for the stewdio

where George M. Cohan was work-

in'. I allowed as how George would

not be in b'cause I had read in one

of them aire film papers where he

had stopped work in pitchers so as

to cross a fire-bug with a bumble-

bee so as the bumble-bee could work
at night. When I read thet story

I thought I'd kinda experyment my-
self b'cause Pa has a lot of fine

bumb'.e-bees and fire-bugs are all

over the place. I got stung several

times so I allowed as how I'd let

George do the experymentin' and

b'sides it wouldn'ta been fair fer

me to steal his idea. I asked

Pete how George was coming
alone; with his experymentin' and he

sez that George had given it up fer

a while b'cause he was spendin'
most of his time making dolls' eyes
these days. Since the war we don't

get any more dolls' eyes from Ger-

many, so George hez started to make

up a supply to make up fer the

shortage.

"We got intew the stewdio and

ies' ez I expected, George was out.

They was a lot of other stars about

though like little Marguerite Clark,

1'auline Fredericks and sech. Pete

introduced me tew all them famous

people an' to show them all 'I ap-

preciated knowing 'em personally, I

invited 'em up to the house fer

dinner any time they come to Clin-

ton Corners. Tole Ma about it this

mawnhf and she got hoppir

saying as how I hadn't oughta hev

invited so many peeple. She allows

as how she will be busy all next

Summer makin' pies and doing
chores fer the visitors, but I reckon

we oughta feel proud to have 'em.

I'm going to paint the house this

Spring so thet it will look all >!:cked

up when they come.

"One of the purtiest gals in the

place was Elsie Ferguson. She is

thet aire big stage star thet has just

become a film actress. Mi^
son was very nice an' I invited her

up to dinner, too. She allowed as

how she would surely call if she

was in this part of the country. Jes'

when I wanted to ask her fer her

address, so as I could send her a

New Year's pitcher card, her direc-

tor, a feller named Jack Kaufman,
took her to be filmed. Them pitcher

stewdios aire great places fellers.

But they aire a fake. We fellers

see a film and think we see rooms

but they ain't rooms at all. They
jes' put tip some walls thet aire held

up with sticks from the back.

aire only two walls of a room an'

they ain't no ceiling. The next

pitcher yew see showing a

you jes' take it from me, it ain't

no room at all but jes' a couplea
walls. My cousin allowed as hnw
'tain't necessary fer to have a hull

room in moshun pitchers but I don't

think it is right tew fool the public

thetaway.
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The THEATRE MAGAZINE
CALENDAR FOR 1918

THE CALENDAR: A hand proof of last month's cover

Miss Corinne Barker depicting "ON TO VICTORY"
-without printing of any sort, mounted on melton board

and tied with red white and blue ribbon, ready to hang up.

HOW YOU CAN GET IT: If you have not renewed

your subscription If you have never subscribed to the

Theatre Magazine If you would like to subscribe for a

friend send in your renewal or a new subscription, and the

Theatre Calendar will be sent you without charge.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE CO.
6 East 39th Street, New York

Gentlemen: I enclose herewith $3. 50 for which please send me one year's

subscription to the Theatre Magazine, and the Theatre Calendar.

Name .

Address

N. B. : The subscription and the Calendar may be sent to different

addresses if you so designate.

You must act quickly ifyou 'want to secure

one of these calendars. The supply is limited\

and it will be "first come, first served."
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What Car Style
Suits You Best? ,

Choice of 19 in the Mitchell

SOME
folks today want year-'round cars.

That is, Sedans and Coupes fit for any
weather. So we show them in six styles.

Some want Limousines or Town Cars. Those who
do want master models. We make luxurious cars to

please them.

Some want sport cars. These include Club Road-

sters, Club Sedans, and a special touring model. We
make four types of these.

Some want demountable tops. Some want Touring
Cars, some Roadsters, and in various sizes.

We Please Them All
We make the Mitchell Six in two sizes, at two

basic prices, and in 19 body styles.

All are designed by famous designers, who know
every attraction any car brings out. And the best are

combined in the Mitchell.

Most of them are built in our own body plant
under modern efficiency methods. And all our saving
goes into extra luxury and beauty.

No other line offers you the range of choice which
you can find in Mitchells.

Here you find all styles, and in a car which holds
the top place in its class.

In a hundred ways you get the results of up-to-
date factory methods. The Mitchell is built in a mam-
moth, model plant. In a plant built and equipped under
famous efficiency experts to produce this one type
economically.

Thus you get prices below other cars of like size and class.
You get unusual standards, oversize parts, costly materials,
big margins of safety.

You get many features which most fine cars omit.

You get finish and beauty, luxury and comfort which
have given the Mitchell a unique distinction.

You get all this in 19 styles of bodies.

You will be amazed at the wealth of attractions which
the latest Mitchells offer.

$1525
Mitchell

C-42

Two Sizes
$1250
Mitchell

Sixes
a roomy 7-passenger Six,

with 127-inch wheelbase and a
highly developed 48-horsepower
motor.

Tlirr<--l'asi.nBiT Roadster,
$1490

Club Koadhti-r, (1560
Sedan, $2275 Cabriolet, $1960
Coupe, $2135 Club Sedan, $2185
I our I'aiwenitiT Surrey, $1625
Also Town Car and Limousine

a 2 or 5-passenger Six on
similar lines, with 120-inch
wheelbase and a 40-horsepower
motor.

Club Roadster, $1280
Sedan, $1950 Coupe, $1850

All prices f. o. b. Racine.

All prices subject to change
without notice.

MITCHELL MOTORS COMPANY, Inc.
Racine, Wis., U. S. A.

When Jack London Came
To Our Home

N ANCE and I were tired of ordinary fiction. The war had awakened us to realities.

No namby-pamby fiction could satisfy us. We wanted life.

I read Metropolitan's announcement that they would give THE GREATEST WORKS OF

JACK LONDON free to the man or woman who sent in their subscriptions under certain

easy conditions.
It seemed worth taking a chance so I cut out the coupon and mailed it.

came promptly. Nance wanted a good love story to read that evening, so she took

"Martin Eden." I wanted a real man story, so I took "The Sea-Wolf.

We both got overflowing measure. It was just as if Jack London was sitting befoi

us, telling us of his adventures on the long trail.

My book was full of the buccaneer spirit ; the salt air of the sea blew through
I saw Wolf Larsen shoot four of his crew; lure husbands and wives aboard his ship and

then maroon the men while he sailed off with the women. I saw a beautiful girl rescue

from the Sea-Wolf's clutches by the young American who through long months of con

tact with the brute had become his match.
Nance had the same experience. The story of the uncouth young sailor with tt

spark of genius in his breast, who by sheer force of will achieved literary success and

won the love of a spoiled darling of society, held Xance fascinated. When \v<.

the hooks it was midnight.

1-iam.i. oaja ai.u * o*.^..u it tnat or an ine uargan i iiavc sc

one that was less a drain on my purse or that brought such rich returns. We
by Jack London, and by the magazines that brought him to our home.

WHAT YOU GET
Four handsome volumes bound in decorated red cloth, gold stamped. They are

illustrated by Charles Livingston Bull, Phillip R. Gooiiu-in. II'. J. Aylu'ard and The

Kinneys. They come to you free and postpaid in this handsome cloth-bound uniform
edition if you accept the offer we make below.

"The Call of the Wild"
"A big story in sober English, and
with thorough art in the construction;

a wonderfully perfect bit of work ; a

book that will be heard of long. The

dog's adventures are as exciting as

any man's exploits could be and Mr.
London's workmanship is wholly satis-

fying.
" The Neu1 York Sun.

"Love of Life"
"Jack London at his best with. . . .

clear-cut, sharp, incisive with the tang
of the frost in it." Record-Herald,

Chicago.

"The Sea-Wolf"
"Jack London's 'The Sea-Wolf* is mar-

velously truthful. . . . Reading it through
at a sitting, we have found it poign-

antly interesting, . . .a superb piece of

cra ftsm a n sh i p .

"

The New York Tribune.

"Martin Eden"
"The story possesses substance, form,

vigor, and vitality as does everything
that Mr. London writes. It is filled

with the wine of life, with a life that

Mr. London has himself lived, and to

which he never wearies of giving every
part of himself."

Boston Evening Transcript.

JACK LONDON FREE!!
Here is Our Offer

We will send you, if you mail us 10 cents with tlie attached coupon containing

your subscription for Metropolitan and McCIure's, The Greatest Works of Jack London
in 4 volumes bound in Handsome red cloth and gold stamped. You will receive

the first copies of Metropolitan and McCIure's. You send them $1.00 a month for fii

months for the magazines; which is less than the magazines would cost you on the

newsstands, and that's all. Remember, while you pay on this easy monthly plan, you

get the magazines considerably below their single copy price, and the four great books

come without cost. If you prefer to pay cash send only $4.75 with order. For the

hooks in beautiful red half leather binding, send $0.75.
(Canadian and Foreign Postage extra. Magazines may be sent to different addresses

if desired. If you are at present a subscriber to either magazine your subscription wi

be extended.)

SEND A SOLDIER OR SAILOR JACK LONDON
A Plattsburg student-officer writes us: "Jack London lias much the same point o'

view as we soldiers have. When a chap gets out in the rough country and matches hi;

wits and his strength against other men he wants to read of red-blooded men doing

men's work and fighting in the open against men who fight hard."

You who want to "keep up" with what your soldier or sailor boy is reading get Jacl

London. You who want to send good, clean, virile literature to some boy in the Army o

Navy, here is your chance. The nearest public library will gladly forward the books to th

Army or Navy after you have read
them. The books and magazines can be SEND A DIME WITH THIS COUPON
sent to separate addresses if you like.
Just send instruction with coupon. METROPOLITAN. 432 Fourth Avenue. New York

Gentlemen: I enclose 10 cents. Send me, free and postpaid,
the 4-volume set'of The Greatest Works of Jack I .oinimi.

At the same time enter my subscription to Metropolitan ami

McCIure's eacli tor 15 months. I agree to send you $L a month*
until I have paid $5.10 in all for the magazines. If I prefer to

pay cash the total will be $4.75.

Name

Street

City and State

Change terms ofpayment to seven months if you prtfer

hatfUathtr binding.
If you wish credit and are not known to us send your letter-

head, business card or references with coupon.
Postage extra if you live outside of U. S. A.

Magazines may go to separate addresses.
If you are a subscriber already, indicate this and your ct

scriptiou will be extended.
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An Important Announcement
Concerning

FOOTLIGHT FASHIONS

D EGINNING with the March issue inter-
*-*

esting changes and additions will be in-

augurated in the department of Foot light
Fashions.

The lure of the Stage for men and women,
young and old, is undisputed but the ever-

increasing fascination of stage clothes the

gowns, hats, negligees, and all the accessories

dear to the heart of woman that are worn
by the actress, and the demand of the average
woman, for more and more of photographs
and articles concerning them, seems to be in-

satiable. And so it has been decided to give

ADDED SPACE

to Footlight Fashions. More specially posed
photographs of the actress and her gowns,
both in private life and on the stage, will be

shown, with full descriptions in all their fas-

cinating details.

The clever little frock, worn by Olive Tell

in "General Post" for instance, need no

longer excite your envy and despair. The
camera will bring it to you, in all its truthful

details. Anne Archbald who has seen Miss

Tell's frocks, will tell you all about them, and
if you care to write her, she will let you know
where you may purchase exact duplicates!

TYPES-HOW THEY CHOOSE
THEIK CLOTHES, AND WHY

IN
a series of articles, Anne Archbald will

record for you her chats with various types
of actresses, the dark and statuesque, the fair

and small, the siren, the ingenue, the "sports"

girl, a different type every month, and tell

how each one dresses hers. Follow the in-

terviews closely and learn from those whose

profession it is to charm, how to make the

very most of yours. These interviews will be

liberally illustrated.

"ANGELINA"

The clever young person who has so firmly
entrenched herself in Footlight Fashions, will

write for you in forthcoming issues, of,

The Intimate Things in the Boudoir
of the actress. The Appointments in

Her Dressing Room.

* * *

When She Goes A- Motoring Her
Car Interior, Exterior. Accessories,
and Motor Clothes.

* * *

Her Sport Clothes.

* * *

How She Dresses Her Hair and
Why.

* * *

The Personal -Jewelry of the Ac-
tress, and Her Fads and Fancies in

Wearing It.

IN THE MARCH ISSUE

TYPES Olive Tell, the Ingenue
By Anne ArcfibalJ

Pearls, the Favorite of the Actress

By "Angelina"
'

Footlight Fashions An interesting collec'

tion of photographs of the newest
frocks worn by stage favorites.

And there will be the usual review, each
month of what is being shown in the smart
shops of Fifth Avenue.

The Editor invites your suggestions for future
articles for Footlight Fashions.
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all time.
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gladly play for you any Victrola Records by the world' s greatest artists,

and give you a copy of the Victor Record catalog the most complete

catalog of music in all the world. Ask to hear the Saenger Voic.
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Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically

cZiinated and synchronized by our special processes of^^-^*
use, one with the other, ia absolutely essential to a perfect V

New Victor Record, demonstrated at all dealers on the 1st of each month

Victor
Supremacy
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YOU'VE
had to blush recently at some

of the shameless exhibitions of near-

nudity on the New York stage. Of course

you've laughed at it, not realizing the in-

sidious danger of such spectacles how

they undermine the morals of your sons

and daughters. A wave

of salaciousness has
j

swept over the stage this

season. A commercial-

ized theatre has resulted

in the exploitation on

the stage of commercial-

ized vice. Managers
greedy for the nimble

dollar ,have proclaimed

openly their intention of

"going the limit." The
worst passions are ap-

pealed to.

Tired of being respect-

able, Mr. Manager says

he'll give the public

what it wants, impudent-

ly setting himself up as a

competent judge of what

the public wants. Instead

of producing plays with

a spiritual uplift, he

caters only to the de-

praved.

"I am not in business

for my health," cries

the manager. Neither is

he in business to corrupt
his neighbors.

The District Attorney
is reported to have taken

measures to lay the mat-

ter before the Grand

Jury.

Read in our next issue

the full story of this deg-
radation of the drama,

brought about by man-

agerial greed !

1 K B K U A R Y , 1918

the globe Sarah Bernhardt, the world's

most famous tragedienne.

Everyone will be interested in what this

celebrated actress has to say about "Moral

Safeguards of the American Soldiers in

France" in our March issue.

chase them, the youth who can't decide

what night is best to take his girl, and

the young woman who must be certain

that this is really the best show in town.

-Now Many" in the March THEATRE
MAGAZINE is a screamingly funny skit

on everyday experiences

at the box office.
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ONLY
one thought is

uppermost nowa-

days in American minds

the boy in khaki. He
is three thousand miles

from home, amid for-

eign surroundings and ^^^^^_____
temptations never en- Ay/-
countered before.

Many a mother has a heavy heart worry-

ing not only about the enemy's bullets,

but the sirens that may be lying in wait

for her son.

But there is a word of cheer and com-

fort from one of France's greatest women,
one who has carried the glory of the

French language and all that is best in

the French character to every corner of
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YOU'VE
all laughed

with Irvin Cobb.

There's no funnier

writer in America.

Why has he never

written a play? Surely

he is just the man to

write a rollicking com-

edy!

Mr. Cobb answers our

query in the next num-

ber. He says he doesn't

write plays for three

good reasons: "I don't

like to, I don't want to,

and I can't."

Mr. Cobb's article

"Why Write Plays ?"will

interest all the Cobb

fans which, of course,

means everybody.

T 1'HE shortcomings of

the theatre have

been discussed by all

managers, critics and

actors.

It's about time that

the theatregoer had a

voice in the matter. His

money supports the the-

atre, so his voice can

criticise it. After all,

the audience is the final

critic.

"Criticising the Crit-

ics," by Celeste McVoy
in the March number is

an illuminative article

by a clever writer on

plays and playgoing from

the standpoint of a play-

goer.

PITY
the poor ticket seller. He is the most

maligned creature in all theatredom,

yet his patience equals that f Job. Read

in the next issue of his troubles with the

lady who counts her change for ten min-

utes in front of the window, while a line

of three dozen is waiting for tickets, the

man who must be assured that the seats

are in the exact center or he won't pur-

CHARLES
BURN-

HAM, the veteran

manager, always writes

entertainingly of old-time theatres.

"The Romance of New York's Historic

Theatres," in the next number, contains

interesting reminiscences of the old Bow-

ery Theatre, the old Lyceum, and is il-

lustrated with unique and rare pictures.

If you are a lover of the theatre, its

traditions and its art, Mr. Burnham's ar-

ticle will have a message for you.

COPYRIGHT 1918 BY THE THEATRE MAGAZINE CO. TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. ENTERED AT POST OFFICE, NEW YORK, AS SECOND CLASS MAIL MATTER
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THEATRICAL CAMOUFLAGE
By ARTHUR HORNBLOW

ARE
you ambitious to become a New York

theatre manager with your name MR.
COHNSKY PRESENTS on every ash

can? Nothing easier. Try this camouflage:
1. Take an insignificant, Huffy-headed little

chorus girl the third from the left will do. She

must be pretty, but no brains or experience are

necessary. Dress her in expensive furs, short

skirts and buy her an automobile or two. Then

get her name measured for the biggest electric

sign procurable.

2. Introduce some well-known millionaire.

Get him to pack the house with Johnnies on the

opening night, sit conspicuously in the lower box

and throw flowers on the stage at the psycho-

logical moment. Engage only ushers with big

palms. Make them applaud vociferously and

raise each curtain at least half a dozen times.

Miss Nobody is now a full-fledged star.

3. Don't worry about not having a play. Kid-

nap one of the popular playwrights of the hour.

You'll usually find one hanging round at the

Lambs' Club. Pay no attention if he protests

that he hasn't an idea in his head. Lock him

in a room with a typewriter and feed him with

checks until he delivers the goods. Then ad-

vertise in big, block type : "The latest thriller

by Mr. Getthedo, author of "The Shop Girl's

Revenge."
4. Don't be afraid of the critics. Poor, down-

trodden hirelings, they tremble at the mere frown

of the Advertising Manager. Buy an entire page
in the Mf>rnini Hnostcr. It costs $1.000. but

it's worth it. Besides, they throw in a laudatory

editorial for good measure, and in addition an

illustrated interview with your star, written by
one of the staff's sob-sisters.

5. Advertise your costumes as the latest cre-

ations of Paquin and Worth of Paris. This

camouflage makes the womenfolk flock to the

theatre. But be careful first to remove the Sixth

Avenue labels.

0. Buy scenery by the mile. Splash as much
color on it as you can. Get a bunch of females

blondes and brunettes. Ransack the dry goods

shops for transparent lingerie and make "em wear

it. You'll find they'll take off as much as the

police allow. Go the limit in feminine nudity.

Dress your show girls up in corsets. That's

the latest novelty. It's good camouflage for

what brain matter is lacking in your play. In

the lexicon of the average chorus girl there is

no such word as modesty.

"VT'W can fool some of the people all the

time, all of the people some of the time,
but you can't fool all the people all of the time.

This sage dictum, by a famous, big-hearted
statesman, may well be applied to the theatrical

nisines-. to-day.

Was there ever a more flagrant case of camou-

lage than the recent fiasco at the Century The-
"Miss 1917" was trumpeted far and wide

s the big, stupendous success of the year. Her

promoters, no doubt, thought she would run mer-

rily along until 1919, but, alas, she barely lived

to see 1918. The ostensible producers were man-

agers whose names were supposed to be a guar-
antee that the show was the best of its kind

that brains and money could devise and buy.

The daily newspapers, liberally subsidized, grew
hysterical in its praise. To listen to the re-

viewers it was the cleverest, most splendid spec-

tacle ever seen in New York. "Colossal and

Gorgeous," said the Morning Screamer. "Amaz-

ing and Delightful," said the Evening Liar. The
truth was it was as deadly dull an entertainment

as was ever inflicted on the New York play-

goer. Of beauty or wit it had none. It was

without form and void. It was merely cheap

vaudeville and bad vaudeville at that, with a

few high-priced stars such as Lew Eields, Mrs.

Castle and Adolf Bolm, thrown in as camouflage

These high-priced people did nothing and their

exalted names could not conceal the asininity.

the emptiness and tawdriness of the show.

The public is weary of pieces the flimsiness of

which is qnly poorly concealed by the camouflage
nf elaborate production. Half of the attrac-

tions on Broadway are the merest piffle, cleverly

sugar-coated by tricks of mise-en-sccnc.

Sometimes, as a novelty, they rehash the clas-

sics. They even take dear old "Camille" from

the dusty shelf and serve it with improvements
on Dumas by Mr. Sheldon. Dryden and Cib-

ber took the same liberties with Shakespeare,

but Dryden is Dryden and Mr. Sheldon is Mr.

Sheldon. Besides, Miss Barrymore, charming

though she be, is hardly of the calibre to make

us forget Bernhardt, Duse, or Nethersole.

THE
trouble with the theatre to-day is that

it is managed by business men purely for

money profit, instead of men of artistic apprecia-

tion who love the theatre for itself alone. Wai-

lack liked to make money, but he put the actor's

art above dollars. Daly was always trying to

stem financial difficulties, but he doggedly re-

fused to lower his high standard.

What manager to-day has the fashionable and

choice following that Daly enjoyed?

Nowadays people go to the theatre in quite

a different mood. They are lured there by sen-

sational methods of advertising. They don't ex-

pect to see good acting or fine plays. Mr. Cort

says he is tired of doing nice things. Exhibi-

tions of lingerie intime and soubrettes' legs, he

contends, pay better than serious plays. Wait

and see. Mr. Cort may have reason to reverse

his opinion later.

William Winter told the bare, ugly truth

when he said, "the theatre has passed from the

hands that ought to control it, the hands either

of actors who love and honor their art, or of

men endowed with the temperament of the actor,

and acquainted with his art and its needs, and

almost entirely it has fallen into the clutches of

sordid tradesmen who have degraded it into an

Amusement Business."

Theatregoers know they are being fooled, they

are weary of being charged exorbitant prices for

indifferent shows, and a good many of them

show their resentment by staying away from

the playhouse altogether.

"Back to the box office!" cry the Shuberts,

as if it were a new magnanimous policy insti-

tuted by them to accommodate the unfortunate

New York playgoer who until now has never

been able to buy anything at the box office

nearer than the thirteenth row. The credit of

this movement if it is a sincere attempt to

break up the preposterous super-charges imposed

by agencies and speculators must go to Arthur

Hopkins who inaugurated a "Hack to the box

office" movement at the Plymouth Theatre some

time ago.

THE truth is, the public has less money to

spend on theatre tickets than it had, and

the Shuberts and other managers, quick to see

the trend, are ready to co-operate in making

theatregoing a less expensive operation than it

has been.

Speaking of the Shuberts, a new theatrical

war is on. The pot is calling the kettle black.

Those theatrical potentates, Klaw and Er-

langer, have fallen out 'with the Czars of the

Great White Way, yclept the Shuberts, and for

once the theatregoing public, patient and :

long

suffering as Balaam's ass, may actually 'derive

benefit from the row, for it means competition

once more and competition is the soul of the

theatre (if it still has a soul).

The Shuberts are charged with breaking a

booking agreement. In other words when peace

was signed at the close of the last theatrical

war the former enemies agreed not to oppose

each other with their strongest attractions.

This, of course, means nothing in New York

where there are so many theatres, but it means

a great deal in other cities where there are only

a few first-class houses. It explains why out-

of-town theatregoers have come to distrust the

label "300 nights on Broadway, Original New
York Cast." They have learned by experience

that such announcements are usually camouflage.

They have often been so disgusted by the poor

quality of the attraction offered that they have

preferred to patronize their locaJ stock company.
The theatre manager replies to this that it is

not his fault if the cast in other cities is not

quite the same as in the metropolis. He claims

that the popular matinee idol is to-day making
so much money in the movies that he cannot

be induced to leave New York. This may be

true, but it does not excuse advertising a show
as the "original New York cast" when it isn't.

Mr. Manager, cut out the camouflage. The

public won't be humbugged. Produce worth-

while plays with good casts and you won't

complain of poor business at the box office.
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IS THE THEATRE A NECESSITY OR A LUXURY?
By ROBERT H. HATCH

Professor at the College of the City of New York

THOUGH
in no direct way connected with

the theatre I have always been drawn to

it by the ties that bind so many of us to

its artistic pleasure. Those of us who are old

enough to enjoy the theatre of to-day, with a

flavor of its early traditions, of those times when

there were great actors and great playwrights,

are sometimes perplexed by the lack of that ar-

tistic quality in them that lingers in our memory.

The thrills of that past in the theatre still temper

the chill wind of the present performances, and

the chief charm we obtain from them is in the

character of remembrance they sometimes give

us of past performances.

The theatre is a necessity, a very important

one, if we consider its uses rather than its

abuses. It is one of the important elements in

our education, which is something we cannot

afford to neglect. One remembers with definite

value such performances as Fanny Davenport's

"Fedora," and one wonders why Robert Man-

tell has never duplicated his superb performance

of Loris Ipanoff in that play. The extraordinary

emotional power of Clara Morris over us, when

we could not hold back the tears she made us

shed, is not forgotten. Neither can we forget

the exquisite performance of William Thomp-

son, with Annie Russell in "The Royal Fam-

ily." Is it that those were the hours of youth

for actor and audience, or is there a deeper rea-

son for the depreciation of acting that has come

upon us? Why do these names, and many others

one could remember, still super-impose their

splendor upon us even though some of these

actors are still at work but unheard of in the

same relation to their art?

IT
will not suffice to say that the theatre has

deteriorated, for that is not wholly true. It will

not solve the question to declare that one re-

grets the absent. The real necessity of the the-

atre is still demanding its rights, still demon-

strating its position in the affairs of the world.

In spite of the war, the theatres in London are all

open. In spite of the horror and misery of war, the

wounded come back from the trenches eager to

restore their spirits in the theatre. If it were

a luxury, it would have been banished long ago

in England or in France with all the other lux-

uries of life. Nothing could confirm my faith

in the necessity of the theatre to the world,

more than these facts.

But, we have lost some of the necessary re-

quirements of the theatre, perhaps, and ac-

quired some undesirable luxuries in it.

The public that appreciated it, and demanded

such performances as Augustin Daly gave at

Daly's Theatre, has not changed. We are not

more sophisticated now than we were then. We
are a trifle more commercial, and a great deal

more careless about our theatre. Plays that

would have been forbidden in the past, when it

seems to me the theatre had more real tradition

of art and of good taste, are the ordinary fare

of the theatre to-day. There are certain per-

formances to be seen now that reek with ex-

travagance, extravagance of stage costs, and ex-

travagance of salacious thought. I am not at

all willing to excuse this wasted output of the-

atrical luxury on the ground that the fashion of

the times demands it. The theatre is as valu-

able to the nourishment of the heart and the

mind as bread is necessary to our lives. People

do not require change of fashion in staple ar-

ticles of nourishment. No, it is not the fash-

ion that has changed in the theatre, there is an

over-production of material that is responsible

for such plays and shows which I should class

as luxuries. A luxury is something you
are bet-

ter without, and there are luxuries in theatrical

form that we will be much better without. Nor

do I share the impression one might gather from

explanations given that there is a vogue for cer-

tain plays in the theatre. I am convinced that

the greedy eyes of the box-office have defeated

its best purposes. Managers have seen the op-

portunity to pander to a specialized public, a

public they have created for certain theatres,

with certain forms of entertainment. It is not

quantity that makes the good show, nor elab-

orate scenery, nor risque situation it is respect

for the traditions of the past in the theatre that

we need to conserve.

THERE
have been epidemics of "crook"

plays. Because one or two distinguished

playwrights conceived the heroic possibilities for

the theatre of the villain in the play, and wrote

entertaining plays of such good standard as "Jim

the Penman," or "The Money Spinner," or con-

sidering moral turpitude. "The second Mrs.

Tanqueray," industrious playwrights of lesser

talent seized upon the theme and wrote plays

that were harmful, crude and inartistic. The

chief fault with the "crook" plays, is that they

are false to nature, that is, to the aspirations of

nature, not to the human experiences in nature.

If we are to pursue the argument that the the-

atre should be a necessity, any play that fails to

measure the necessary values we are all seeking

for in life, namely the values of improvement

in ourselves, of aspiration, should be forbidden.

Personally, I have learned too much of criminal

facts from Thomas Mott Osborne at Sing Sing,

to favor the maudlin theme of some of these

"crook" plays which attempt to show the re-

form of the criminal. Plays like "Within the

Law," on the other hand, are inclined to make

crime too alluring and easy, to idealize the

criminals themselves. The "crook" plays are

very harmful for their false values.

our impression that all a tine actor needs is a

good part. It is some years since Mr. Norris

made a distinguished reputation for himself as

an artist in the part of the jester in "The Palace

of the King." I think that was in 1901. Since

then, either for lack of opportunity, or because

the theatre had depreciated in the character of

its plays, this actor had not been heard from in

any important performance. His interpretation

of Matthew Van Zant is like a portrait by Meis-

sonier. My interests in acting are so entirely

apart from any personal connection with the

theatre, that these opinions are purely those of

a spectator. It is pleasant to find, however, that

it is possible for an actor of genius to find him-

self again as an artist.

There are two other exceptional performances

which I wish to refer to, because they bear upon

the qualities that make the theatre a necessity.

I refer to the performance of Guy Bates Post in

"The Masquerader," whose acting displays such re-

markable reserve and such simplicity, that it is as if

he were interpreting the story of the play in

my own studio. In the same cast appears that

splendid actor Mr. Calvert. whose chief illusion

in acting gives one the impression that he is not

acting at all. I regard it as a necessity for

people who should be inspired by the theatre to

see such performances. Then, there is the acting

of Lenore Ulric in "Tiger Rose" at the

Lyceum Theatre, which is remarkable -for its

individual achievement in magnetism, in tempera-

ment, in that mysterious quality which put* the

audience under her spell, the very moment she

appears on the stage. The play itself is unim-

portant, it has hinges that one can see, but Miss

Ulric is not on the stage two minutes before

she has made us forget the faults of the play,

in the power she exerts over us. Such perform-

ances as these, I have just mentioned, bring us

to the conclusion that the greatest necessity of

the theatre is in acting.

HOWEVER,
it is not entirely a reasonable

assumption to say that only the plays that

are in themselves disti literary and

artistic performances, should be encouraged in

the theatre. One of the most brilliant impres-

sions of the present season that it has been my
pleasure to witness, for instance, is in musical

comedy. I refer to the performance of William

Norris in "Maytime." The entertainment itself,

based upon one of the best plays of our period,

"Milestones," is exceptional in musical comedy.

But the performance of Mr. Norris accomplishes
two very wonderful things to a man in the audi-

ence who respects the traditions of the theatre.

First, it shows us that the great necessity of

the theatre is fine acting, and secondly it confirms

THERE
is another class of play, in which the

story may be taken from the Bible and

somewhat libel the sacred traditions of that great

book. I witnessed a performance of such a play,

"The Wanderer," and when it was all over, the

chief incident of the evening that I remember,

was the fact that I had to dodge a kick from

one of the chorus girls. Unfortunately. I was

seated in the front row, and I felt when I went

out that I had seen nothing at all. Of course.

there was a flash of fine acting in the superb per-

formance of Nance O'Xeil, but the play seemed

over-loaded with a crudeness of spectacle, and

too much effort with crowds, scenery and sheep.

It is a great question whether the spectacular

play should have any place of value in the the-

atre. With the exception of the Hippodrome

performance, which is so uniquely associated

with the traditions of the circus, I do not think

the spectacular plays contribute anything to the

necessary values of the theatre. The circus is

neutral ground, associated entirely with a mood

apart from the theatre.

As to the entertainments that sparkle with

limbs and dancing, often of a questionable char-

acter, these belong to the box-office intentions.

[72]
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is to be billeted at her house, as her long lost husband

SCENE IN "BILLETED," A WAR-TIME COMEDY RECENTLY AT THE PLAYHOUSE

MARGARET ANGLIN AND LAURETTE TAYLOR IN NEW PLAYS



and arc strictly commercial values with no im-

portance to people who regard the theatre as an

inspiring opportunity.

\Ve still have with us certain distinguished

representative- of acting, who perhaps give us

the best values in the theatre, not always the

best plays, but make the best efforts. Mrs.

Fiske, for instance, in her performance of "Erst-

while Susan," upheld the very best traditions

of the theatre in acting. Can anyone ever for-

get her great moment in the confession scene of

"Tess of the DTrhervilles"? To have been a

witness of that great moment, to those who love

the stage was to my mind a liberal edu-

cation.

I venture to think that the greatest loss the

stage has sustained in my time is the retirement

of Julia Marlowe. I can recall, as though it were

yesterday, her performance in a play which prob-

ably the majority of the people have forgotten,

and yet it stands out in my mind as clear and

exquisite as a piece of crystal. I am referring

to her role of Mary the Beggar maid in the play

of "For Bonnie Prince Charlie." Not for a mo-

nient could 1 personally concede that, in that

-
.. and outside of her Shakespearean work, she

d not touch the highest pinnacle of her great

art. No, I do not forget "Barbara Frietchie" or

"Colinette" or "\Vhen Knighthood was in

Flower." I only know that Miss Marlowe, in

that role, in her utterance of the words, "For

Scotland and Bonnie Prince Charlie." which she

was good enough to write on a portrait she gave

me, and "For Scotland and My Right," it was

as near music in her delivery of the lines as a

speaker, not a singer is capable of. It was

not acting, it was a living embodiment of a girl

who had but one object in life, to see Charles

Stuart returned to the throne of Scotland. The

modulations of her exquisite voice, her perfect

diction, and her marvelous emotional power, have

left the memory which upholds the highest and

best traditions of our stage.

To my mind dramatic criticism, therefore, be-

comes a very important contribution to our edu-

cation. The critic who, at the expense of the

actor, injects a witty line, which tends to hold

the actor up to ridicule, is doing the theatre a

great deal of harm. The critic of the theatre

should be in exceptional sympathy with it, with

its people, with its aim, with its successes. Even

its failures should be approached by the critic with

an effort to find something hopeful in them. The

public receiving most of its information about the

theatre from the dramatic critic should be edu-

cated through him, not to the flippancies of his

writing, but to the essential values of the efforts

of the actors.

Of course, the highest regard that the public

can .have for theatrical performances belongs to

grand opera. The language of music is so

much swifter than words can ever be, so much

more direct in its educational value to our emo-

tion, that the price of grand opera can never

be too high. Technically, from the standpoint

Of acting, grand opera performances bear no

relation to the theatre, nor should they do so,

because the music drama stages itself in our souls

as we hear it.

The "star'' system has brought about some re-

grettable results. Our expectations have been

raised to the seventh heaven In skillful adver-

tising, and electric signs, and we have been dis-

appointed. The traditions of the theatre do not

make stars overnight. A pair of large oriental

dark eyes do not make a great actress. The ex-

traordinary thing is that actresses who have

demonstrated great acting ability are ml the

real stars of the theatre. There are names that

will occur to everyone, of women who ought t<

be stars but who are still giving great perform-

ances in small parts. This is a feature of the

commercialized theatre which is to be much

regretted.

TOO SOLID FLESH
A portly player suggests comedy ; a cadaverous one tragedy.

When didfat emotion melt an audience
1

s tears ?

By HAROLD SETON

OH,
that this too too solid flesh would

melt!" cried Hamlet. This remark was

uttered merely to ~prove that the gentle-

man in question desired to be known as "The

melancholy Dane." Had he wished to be hailed

as "The jovial Dane," he would have rejoiced

in additional avoirdupois. In real life men
have come to expect jolly good-nature of their

more rotund brethren, and they are seldom dis-

appointed. So, naturally, on the stage, where

the mirror is supposed to be held up to nature,

flesh suggests comedy, and bones suggest tragedy,

or, at any rate, emotion. Fat emotion, in the

form of love-making, could never bring tears to

the eyes of an audience, unless the tears were

called forth by too much laughter.

As soon as the name of Tom Wise is beheld

on a theatre programme, the audience is pre-

pared to laugh. The same way with May Irwin.

And with Roscoe Arbuckle. Were Tom Wise
to attempt a Conway Tearle part, were May
Irwin to attempt a Jane Cowl part, or were

Roscoe Arbuckle to attempt a Francis X. Bush-

man part, instead of thereby establishing them-

selves in tragedy, they would only increase their

prestige in comedy. Let them try it and see !

Amelia Summerville is now known as a com-

petent performer in stage-productions, but she

achieved her fame and established her reputation
as "The Merry Mountain Maid," with Henry E.

Dixey in "Adonis," when she weighed some
hundred or more pounds than she does to-day.

Amelia Summerville is probably unique in having
reversed the usual order of things, starting in

by being fat and ending up by being thin ! The
.ustomary procedure causes much distress to

both play-actors and play-goers. Amelia Bingham
must now be a great deal heavier than when she

made her big hit in "The Climbers."

It has been said that Fanny Davenport, in her

day a celebrated tragedienne, died of a broken

heart because of the cruel criticisms that were

made during her latter days. No one suggested

that her acting had deteriorated, but many re-

ferred to her enlarged outlines. A fat "Fedora,"

a fat "Gismonda," a fat "Cleopatra," could not

be taken seriously ! Eva Davenport, however,
turned her enormous girth to good account, and

was in high favor as a mirth provoker. Her

comedy scenes with Charles Bigelow, in Anna
Held's early productions, were extremely amus-

ing.

An actor always likes "a fat part," but a fat

part does not always like a fat actor. When
Wilton Lackaye created the role of Svengali in

"Trilby," he was sinuous and spider-like. Nowa-
days he could not properly be described by either

of these terms. Dustin Farnum, of the spoken

drama, was all angles. Dustin Farnum, of the

moving-pictures, is all curves. Julian Eltinge,
in "Mr. Wicks of Wickham," suggested a girl of

twenty. Julian Eltinge, in "The Countess Charm-

ing," suggests a woman of forty. When Mar-

garet Anglin played "Mrs. Dane's Defense," she

was like a pale cala-lily, but in her most recent

productions she seems more like a fullblown

chrysanthemum.

Possessing a figure means bread and butter to

the majority of stage performers. Can you
imagine a fat Maude Adams? A fat "Lady
Babbie"? A fat "Peter Pan"? A fat "Cinder-
ella"? Or could you imagine a fat Billie Burke?
For many years past Billie Burke has tossed her

ringlets, fluttered her eyelids, and displayed her

dimples. But she has done more than this. Much
more! She has caused us to smile in admira-
tion, and not to snicker in derision, as 'we would

certainly have done had she weighed say sixty or

seventy pounds more than at present ! John

Drew could only remain John Drew while he

retained a figure, and if William Faversham

chose to revive "Under the Red Robe,'

or any of his other successes of twenty-five years

ago, he could undoubtedly wear the original cos-

tumes, if they are still in existence.

Marie Dressier is popular because she is

stout. Marie Doro is popular because she is

slim. Marie Cahill, who has always been plump,
has always been a comedienne. Nazimova, who
has always been bony, has always been a trage-

dienne. Mrs. Vernon Castle, one of the most

popular performers before the public, is almost

emaciated, and Ruth St. Denis, another far-famed

dancer, is also extremely thin. Mrs. Castle and

Miss St. Denis simply dare not take on weight!
What if Mrs. Castle's fox-trot became a rhi-

noceros-waddle, and what if Miss St. Denis's

snake - squirming became crocodile - training?

And what could be more calamitous than for

Paul Swan, who appeared in vaudeville as "The

most beautiful man in the world," to reappear as

"The fattest man in the world"? Oh, horrors!

Theatre people are as interested in the Bible

as are any other people, and they may be some-

what startled by certain passages of Holy Writ.

For instance, we read in Proverbs 11 :25, "the

liberal soul shall be made fat," and in Proverbs

13:4, "the soul of the diligent shall be made

fat."

Perhaps the most disconcerting statement

of all appears in Proverbs 28 :25, "he that trust-

eth in the Lord shall be made fat." But be" riot

discouraged, neither be dismayed!
Read further, and rejoice exceedingly ! For

in Isaiah 10:15, we find these comforting words,

"The Lord shall send among His fat ones lean-

ness!"
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(Left)

ARTHUR GOODRICH

The author of "Yes or

No," has written up-

wards of a down

novels, but he began his

career as a magazine

man, having been asso-

ciated in an editorial

capacity with Outing and

World's Work and as a

contributor to other mag-
a/.inrs. He is mi the

sunny side of forty,

came from Connecticut

and is a graduate of

Wesleyan University

PHILIP MOELLER
A child of fortune, Mr. Moeller began to

dabble in plays in very dilettante fashion.

He joined the insurgent theatre movement,

and was one of the pioneers of the Wash-

ington Square Players. The production by
Mrs. Fiske of his "Madame Sand" has

made this promising young writer a full-

fledged Broadway dramatist. His forte is

keenness of satire and elegant burlesque

iLeft) WILLIAM LE BARON"

The author of "The Very Idea" began to

write for the stage while a student at New
York University. He was the author of

four of their annual varsity plays, the

last of which, "The Echo," was produced

by Charles Dillingham. Beside "The Very
Idea" he also contributed to this season's

output the libretto of "Her Regiment"

THEODORE DREISER (Right)

Who contributed "The Girl in the

Coffin" to the last bill of the Wash-

ington Square Players is best known

to American readers as a novelist.

Like all good romancers he was born

in Indiana, and began life as a news-

paper man. After graduating from

the Chicago Daily Globe he became a

magazine editor, and later organized

the National Child Rescue Campaign.
His best known novel is "The

Genius." We don't know what Mr.

Dreiser is examining with his micro-

scope; possibly he's looking for a

new idea

Photos Press III.

THEIR PEN IS MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD ON BROADAVAY



THE SPIRIT OF YOUTH BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS
The producer of "Seventeen" and the creator of the Port-

manteau Theatre tells how he recruits and trains his players

By STUART WALKER

THE
noon-day beating sun had softened

the asphalt of the streets, and even after

its slanting rays had dropped behind the

houses, the stones of the pavement were warm.

Everywhere men and women walked listlessly.

Children just let out from a long day indoors,

huddled about the doorways, too wearied with

the heat to play as children should, running nois-

ily across the pavements, shouting the rules of

their games, bickering over some contested

point. It was as if the spirit of youth was

crushed.

And then round the corner from the Avenue

came an organ-grinder. He stopped, turned a

button of his magic machine, and twisting the

handle, began to play. At the first few bars

the children came to attention, a moment later

they were young again, before the chorus of

the latest popular song was reached, they had

gathered into groups and were dancing, or play-

ing their favorite game under the spell of the

music. The tinkling notes of the organ had

called forth the spirit of play.

Vary the picture slightly, make instead of a

group of children a group of young player folk,

and for your barrel organ substitute the script

of a drama. If the drama they are giving to

the public stirs them into action, if the spirit

of play enters into their work, then there will

surely come with it the spirit of youth that means

so much to an audience and even more to the

player.

WHEN I first seriously studied the drama

and mentally catalogued what seemed to

me to be assets and defects, I came to realize

that to me there was one great discordant note,

and that was the fact that youth on the stage

was not truly young; that the true individuality

of the players called on to create the younger

parts did not stand prominently before their

audiences. I remember going to see three plays

in succession that contained boyish characters of

about nineteen or twenty. All three might have

been wax dolls cast from the same model. They
all wore a certain ultra type of clothing, they

all put their hands in their pockets in a set way,

and they all acted in the same key.

Xw grant the fact that most boys and girls

are alike in the general characteristics, did you
ever see two who expressed their emotions in

the identically same way? At from sixteen to

twenty the world is a constantly growing place,

livery experience is a novelty. Love comes for

the first time, so does the need for a shave, high

heels, or an evening dress with no sleeves. It

is the most important time of one's life and

yet there are many theatrical managers who be-

lieve that youth is a type when in reality youth
and individuality are synonymous.
The player of young parts needs to get away

from type, to play with the spirit, to regain the

vision of youth that one must have held for so

many years. The illusion of youth on the stage

is the spiri* of the play. The child that plays

Jennie Jones imagines she is Jennie Jones. She

sees herself washing, or ironing, or even dying,

and so do the other children. If not, the game
would be trivial, and contain no amusement.

1 wonder if you who read this remember Joe

Bullitt in "Seventeen"? Joe was the quiet, de-

termined boy of the group. He was hard-headed,

practical, in sharp contrast with the love-sick

Willie Baxter. Morgan Farley, who plays this

part, is only eighteen, and he has made it stand

out sharply because he stepped into the part

witli the most earnest demeanor. He was not

engaged mechanically, trained mechanically, nor

does he play mechanically. He has thought out

carefully what he was going to do, and in the

spirit of enjoyment of work he is doing it.

It is my impression that a young player can

be just as polished in his acting as one of more

Matsene

STUART WALKER
Reading "Seventeen" to Lillian

Ross who plays the part of Jane

mature years, and that because plays call for

young people there must be young people trained

to take these roles. Following this idea I have
tried to compose my company to a certain ex-

tent of people who have come to me seeking ad-

vice or engagements, and have shown their ab-

solute sincerity in their desire for the stage.
There are four members of my company (all

young) who have never played under any other
direction.

GOING
back to Morgan Farley and his por-

trayal of Joe Bullitt. Farley wrote to me
when he was still in High School, and showed
such knowledge of the theatre that I sent for

him to come and see me. At the conference
he convinced me that he not only had the de-

sire to act. but that he wanted to work and ac-

complish that end. Then he got permission from
his mother, and reported for work. At the be-

ginning he was given no parts to learn, no
definite work to do. Instead, he assisted the

stage crew, walked on in one or two scenes

without a line to speak, and learned the parts

he felt he could play, rehearsing them carefully,

and serving as understudy.

When I established a summer stock company
in Indianapolis last summer, Morgan Farley was-

present at all rehearsals and played very minor

parts. One night the assistant stage manager
failed me miserably and while I was talking
about hiring a new stage manager young Farley
was doing the work of the man who had failed.

He handled the stage work perfectly for several

weeks, and as a reward he was allotted the part
of Joe Bullitt. His conception of the part was
remarkable. He was pleased to act, it was a

game to him, and the result was perfection.

Another type of stage training is typified by
two young people in my company, Gregory Kelly
who plays the leading role in "Seventeen" and
has gained considerable distinction in the plays
of the Portmanteau repertoire, and Lillian Ross
whose portrayal of Jane, the sister of Willie

Baxter, is about as perfect an illusion of a

little girl as one would imagine.
Both these players started their theatrical

careers as children. They played when engage-
ments offered, but were not in any sense child

prodigies. I believe that the children of the

theatre can be successful in later life if they
do not attain too much applause when young.

'
I MIE children of ten or twelve who taste of
*- great success, do not really know why

they are successful, but the child who goes stead-

ily on with the mechanics of the stage and learns

over a period of years just exactly why they do
certain things, is almost sure to become recog-
nized later in life. After all there are set rules

for success on the stage, and one of them is

the fact that the work must be enjoyed by the

player if it is to be enjoyed by the audience.

It is all in the creating of the illusion. Ruth
Gordon's Lola Pratt, the vampire of the youth-
ful Seventeen, is out of all physical type with

the character of the book inasmuch as she is

not a fluffy blond (Miss Gordon has dark hair

and eyes) yet no critic has called attention to

that fact. In trying to find an actress to play
Miss Pratt I interviewed fifty before deciding
on Miss Gordon who was not the physical type,

but who had impressed me with her ability. When
she was given the part it amused her ; she caught
the spirit of Lola Pratt, and she plays it so

realistically that the perfect picture is present
in spite of the physical differences.

The rehearsals for "Seventeen" were short,

and easy. We gave it the usual week's work
before the stock production in Indianapolis, and

then ten days before it was shown in CTiicago.

To have given that play weeks of work would

have spoiled the pleasure that fills every com-

pany when they enjoy the parts they are play-

ing. Monotonous rehearsals always kill spon-

taneity, which is the great essential in portray-

ing youth.

The stage needs youth, the audiences demand
the spirit of play. Night after night wherever

"Seventeen" has played there have been men of

sixty in the audience, and for a few hours they

forgot the care of life they were young.
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From a portrait, copyright, Strauss-Peyton

DOROTHY MORTIMER
Leo Ditrichstein's chief business in "The King" is to make love to

pretty women. As Marthe Bourdier, Miss Mortimer is a worthy

object of his royal admiration. This young actress is a newcomer on

Broadway, but has gained experience and reputation out of town



SPANISH PLAYERS STi NEW NOTE OF JOY
"/ believe Xen York, to play its full part in this war for the country, for the

cause of the country, must be an intensely vital Xeu< York. It must be a big,

brave, rich, generous AVji 1 York, the splendid metropolis of a splendid nation.

It must shake the clouds off." From a message by A!AYOR HYLAN

By EILEEN O'CONNOR

THE
Land of Joy lias sent a new ambassador

to the Land nf the l-'ree. He is Enlogio

Vc!a-C", inn- "f the stage-famed brothers

Velaseo, of Valencia in Spain. From that artis-

tic center of Spain came with him sixty other

ambassadors and ambassadresses, chiefly ambas-

sadresses. They bring the international greetings

and the message: "You are free. lie also

joyous."

On the November night when the Spanish re-

view. -The Land of Joy." ..pened in New York,

the usual contingent of freshly coififed, glittering,

velvet cloaked, more than slightly bored femi-

nine first-nighters, attended by escorts who have

been coerced into the black and white uniform

of after six. ami who were still more or less

sullenly protesting against ."going out tonight,"

poured out of limousines, made their languid way

to seats and adjusted themselves with an "I-sup-

pose-we'11-have-to-see-it-through"
air. But as vivid

threads in this first night fabric appeared

shorter, darker men and women, whose hair was

black as ink. whose cheeks were olive tinted,

whose eyes were large and dark and as full of

enthusiasm, as the others were empty of them.

They represented the Spanish colonists and visit-

ors in Xew York.

When the gaily painted curtain fell upon the

first part, one of the black-haired contingent

flung his hat upon the stage. But a cool-eyed

blonde beside him tore her gloves in a frenzy

of clapping.

THE men who had sulked about getting into

their evening clothes shouted, "Bravo !" in

chorus with the Latin visitors who had left theirs

in Madrid, or Havana, or Rio Janeiro. The wide

foyer at the Park Theatre was crowded by a

moving, smiling throng exclaiming: "At last

we have something new !" and "Isn't it a delight-

ful surprise?" The air was charged with the

electric quickening which is the unfailing sign

of success.

Doloretes, the fiery premiere danscusc, with

eyes like black flames; Maria Marco, the plump
and glowing-eyed prima donna, Amparo Saus

(whose name seems to be irreverently spoken

by the person who pronounces it as it should be,

"Souse"), the soprano; Luisita Puchol, the

soubrette, and Antonio Bilbao, the heel dancer,

and their Hashing, sparkling chorus, had "done

their bit,'" and the audience had agreed that it

was a delicious morsel.

Quinito Valverde, who wrote the gay, melo-

dious music, pulsing as the light heart of Spain,

Eulogio Vclasco and J. F. Elizondo, the authors

of the book, had arranged the review in the form
of a theatrical company's tour of the land of the

Pyrenees. What they hear and see and do pro-
vide the entertainment. We have seen Spain on
the stage, but here was a different country, what
the Velaseo Brothers, the producers, affirm, and
what travelers in that country declare, is the

real Spain.

"Where is the gloomy Spaniard' I miss his

frown and his knife." I asked the slender, smiling,

long-eyed Eulogio Velaseo, the impresario.

"You will find him, where only he lives,"

Senor Velaseo bowed. "His residence is the

pages of the novels you have been reading. Do

not read novels, my dear Senorita." Another

bow.

"Is not Spain the land of towering mountains

and dark valleys and sombre inhabitants?"

"Europa does not think so. Europa calls our

country the Land of Joy !"

Europa may have its way when that way is a

good one. Perhaps that lowering Spaniard of

DOLORETES
Premiere danseuse in "The Land of Joy" and

also at the Cocoanut Grove, this young Spanish
dancer is all fire, agility, grace and mystery

our memory did reside between book covers and
in newspaper accounts of uprisings in Mexico.

Any Spaniard will hasten to assure you indig-

nantly that Mexico is a mere step-child of Spain,
a cast-off, forgotten and unworthy. He will pant
in his indignation and he will pronounce it, impa-

tiently, "Mehico."

Came the cachet of success. Charles Dilling-
ham and Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., came often to the

Land of Joy. The first visit determined their

course. They would import the Land of Joy to

the Cocoanut Grove atop the Century Theatre,
for the edification of those who dropped in after

the theatre or a directors' meeting or a late

dinner for midnight entertainment. It remained
but to decide how much of it they might adapt
to their midnight cabaret. They concluded by
importing practically all of it and making Ray-
mond Hitchcock, the comedian, the wide-hatted,
red-sashed guide through Spain. Wherefore the

New Yorker may enjoy Spanish flavored amuse-
ment fourteen times a week if he likes, six even-

ings and two matinees weekly at the Park Thea-

tre, and six midnight reviews at the Century.

Spanish vogue or Spanish fad? Which? There

are advocates for each. Time is the court of

appeals.

"1 had traveled much in Europe and in South

America," said Senor Velaseo to me, "and I

had wished to come to North America. It was
because I had liked the persons from the United

States, whom I had met. Then I did not under-

stand their oral language. But we all know the

universal language. It is in the flash of the

smile, the light in the eye, the clasp of the hand,
the throb of the heart. They are what everyone
understands. Because we all understand that

language, we go again and again to see Bern-

hardt. Two and a half years ago I came. I saw

plays and musical comedies. The first night in

New York I went to a theatre. I saw what was

alleged to be a Spanish dance. It was coldly

received. That encouraged me. The alleged

dance was .Mexican. The audience vaguely felt

it, even if it did not know. I was confident that

it would have liked the real Spanish dance. Th
dance was done alone. It had no company to

strengthen it. no bright Spanish scenery, no

genuine Spanish music. My dancers were invited

to dance in vaudeville since they arrived in New
York. Some tried it, but did not like it. They
said they could not, as you say, 'make good'

without the ensemble.
"
'Todos Espanol' is the motto of our enter-

tainments. My brother and I believe that effects

to be telling must be cumulative. 'The Land of

Joy" might be called 'Two Hours in Spain,' for

it is, constantly, always Spanish !

OUR players are all strangers in the Estados

Unidos. 'Are' I should not have said, but

'were.' They are enchanted by it. They are in-

toxicated by their freedom. The girls of the

company have come to me and said : 'Here we

can go out without our madres !' Their mothers

have accompanied many of them here, but to

walk down town, without maternal shadowin

is a thrilling adventure to them. They are

little insane about your expensive shops,

clasp their hands and say. '.Uy tinieliii Injiir

I fear they keep none of their salaries."

As paternally solicitous for his players'

fare as his artist brother of Portuguese desc

David Belasco, Eulogio Velaseo adopted no

means to prevent the homesickness of his

pany. In Havana, a comely, black-eyed won

kept a boarding-house on so large a scale

it might have been termed a "family

With her lived part of the Spanish

while it played in Cuba's capital.

"Do you want to go to New York and lo

after us while we are'there?" asked the paterr

young Velaseo.

"Si, scnor." The face framed in the dusk

the mantilla brightened. "Immcdiiimcnte. ca

Scnor Velaseo." She came and established

Spanish home on West Fifty-eighth Street whe

most of the company, save the prima donu

sojourns.

The device was successful. One only of the

company has manifested homesickness.
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Tin- first act of "General Post"

takes place in 1911. Betty, the

(laughter of a snobbish baronet,

falls in love with Edward Smith,

her father's tailor. She propose-,

to him but he cannot accept for

fear of losing the patronage of her

father. In the second act, which

happens in 191.5, Edward Smith,

the tailor, has won promotion to

Colonel while Sir Denny s becomes

a private in the Home Guard. In

the last act, Smith, the tailor, re-

turns home after the war, a Briga-

dier-General, proposes to Betty
and wins her hand

William Courtenay Olive Tell Tom Wise Mr. Courtenay

Act I. Betty: "If

there's any risk,

I'll take it, for I

love von"

Act I. Sir Dennys:
"Is it any worse?"

Smith: "I'm afraid

Mr. Wise Miss Tell Cecil Fletcher Cynthia Brooke

Photos White

Act I. Sir Dennys: "Have you the audacity to declare that you see nothing to be

ashamed of in being seen walking about the country arm in arm with my tailor?"

Mr. Fletrrur Miss Tell Mr. Courtenay

Act II. Smith: "It is very nice

to see you after all these years"

Mr. Wise Mr. Courtenay Miss Tell James Kearney

Act III. Watson: "Oh, miss,

I'm glad you are engaged
"

(i EN ERA I, POST" A COMEDY OF THE WAR, TOLD IN PICTURES



A PLAYER WHO CAN ACT ANYTHING
The star of

" The Masquerade?" to prove that

the Shakespearean actor is not an extinct species

By ADA PATTERSON

IF
versatility be the measure of an actor, Guy

Bates Post is of the greatest. This season he

is playing in "The Masquerader," a modern

psychological drama, in which he is first a Mem-

ber of Parliament and a drug addict, last a clear-

eyed, clear-headed young journalist who imper-

sonates the distinguished derelict. Last season

he embodied Omar Khayyam in "Omar the Tent-

Maker." Who knows aught that is authentic

about the Persian philosopher? No deaf-

ening chorus answers. Mr. Post probed him

to the depths and found a paucity of fact. What

a typesetter would term "two sticks," a matter

of a little more than four inches of type, repre-

sents all it is believed to be known of him.

That belief is as tenuous as most faith.

Even his existence is doubted. His poems

and philosophy may have flowed from Anglo-

Saxon brain or Celtic pen. "All that's worth

knowing, nothing is known," was the actor's

conclusion when he set about constructing the

rhyming, sometimes drunken, sage. A man of

youth, else not the ardent lover; a man of dig-

nity, else not the scholar; a man with the sense

of beauty pulsing in his soul, else not the author

if such verse as is ascribed to him, so Post saw

and built him of the two hundred words of pos-

sibly unauthentic matter. Which yielded him, at

ist, the pleasures of imagination.

If you saw his Omar, you saw the not merely

love, but reverence, for beauty that is the domi-

nant note in the actor and the man. A scene

that by a baser instrument might have been made

repellent, he transformed into a thing of beauty,

by the reverent manner of his leading forth the

object of his love, with high-raised finger tips,

and at marked distance, as he might conduct a

queen, into the perfumed night.

His treatment of incidents that have a heart of

ugliness is touched with his love of beauty.

There might be ugliness in the madness of the

drug addict in "The Masquerader,'' but the man
who plays him screens the unwelcome sight,

even as the old-time Greeks in their drama

never show a dead body upon the stage.

He smiled and flicked the ash of his cigar

before he answered a playwright's, "But,

my dear Guy, you are behind the times in this

theory of yours," with "Better a theory that has

endured through the centuries than the fad of

the year." The playwright has written two

dramas of realism. Monetarily, they have been

successful. Therefore, reasoning as the ostrich,

he believes the world's taste lias veered to

ugliness.

"It is not the province of the theatre to em-

phasize ugliness," he says with quiet emphasis.

His dictum is like Ellen Terry's. "Put some-

thing of beauty into everything you do.''

Yet I have told you this man whose preference
is for the beautiful things of the stage has that

corner-stone for stage greatness which is versa-

tility. He has played, he knows not how many
parts, from some of which it has strained his

ingenuity to extract beauty. Steve, for instance,

in "The Virginian," but to counter this there

was the American officer in "Major Andre."

Xew York knows him as an actor who has played
a few parts, but has played all of them well. It

knows not, as does the South and West, the

number and variety of his achievements.

When he came out of Seattle, the only actor

of importance that city has given us, he made
his first stage appearance, in an amateur

capacity, as Cassius, in "Julius Caesar," at a

performance given by St. John's Episcopal
Church in San Francisco. But his professional

debut occurred as The Printer in the production
of "Charlotte Corday," by Mrs. James Brown
Potter and Kyrle Bellew. His first metropolitan
success was as Robert Rockett, the young clergy-

man, with Effie Shannon and Herbert Kelcey, in

"My Lady Dainty." Followed his creation of

Captain Stuart in "Soldiers of Fortune," and

appearances in three of Clyde Fitch's plays,

"Major Andre," "The Bird in the Cage," and
"The Marriage Game."

Upon the variety of his impersonations in these

fundamentally different roles, the playwright
made the comment: "I want to put you in my
next play, Post. I was trying to think of a

character in your line. I suddenly realized that

you have no line. You are one of those needed

actors who can play anything."

Thereafter Mr. Post played Joe Lacy in

"The Heir to the Hoorah." He was chosen

for the New Theatre's company and presented
there "The Nigger." He created a sturdy role

in "The Bridge." Out of his severe training

as second man in summer stock companies, he

derived technical facility that is invaluable.

In private life, he is the aesthete. His con-

versation falls easily into musical terms because

he has a passion for music. He is a pianist of

skill. Circumstances permitting, he would turn

his home into an aviary, for he considers every

song-bird a friend. He collects beautiful pic-

tures. In private and in public, he is more than

all else the aesthete.

Yet an aesthete with a taste for and aptitude in

athletics. He has a swimming record. He swims,
from end to end, the lake on his Connecticut

country home each morning by way of a bath

and he likes to regard the Atlantic Ocean as

his tub into which certain others of rude habit

occasionally intrude. He is a gymnast. He has

a walking record that equals his swimming one.

For many years he disdained elevators, but eyrie

residences on the twelfth floors of apartment
houses in New York, have deleted that habit

from the sum of his characteristics.

He is a student. His painstaking study of

every scrap and fragment of theory and con-

jecture about Omar Khayyam, caused him to be

known to hundreds of authors and readers and

librarians who know not the theatre.

One day he is going to do Hamlet, perhaps
soon. His will be the reward of the student

who has delved into the 'depths with joy and

pain. The pain of doubt, the joy of completion.
No careless Hamlet he. He will be true to his

conception as a singer to his key.

DO YOU KNOW=
That Grace George has a grown-up son?

That Lou Tellegen acted in French before he

acted in English?

That Alia Nazimova acted in Russian before

she acted in English?

That Leo Ditrichstein acted in German before

he acted in English?

That Bertha Kalich acted in Yiddish before
she acted in English?

That Ethel Barrymore once declined to marry
the Duke of Manchester?

That William Faversham, Jr., made his debut
as an actor in the St. Bernard's School Christ-
mas performance of "As You Like It"?

That Arthur Byron is a nephew of Ada
Rehan?

That H. Cooper Cliffe, who created the part

of "Nobody" in "Everywoman," is directly de-

scended from Sarah Siddons, the famous Eng-
lish tragedienne?

That George M. Cohan, Wilton Lackaye and
Fritz Williams are Roman Catholics?

That Julie Opp, the wife of William Faver-

sham, was a newspaper reporter before becom-
ing an actress?

That the new Vanderbilt Theatre, in 48th

Street, will open with "Honor Bright" the sec-

ond Saturday in February? "Honor Bright" is

a musical comedy, with Grace La Rue and
Felix Adler in the cast.

That Henry Dixey made his first appearance
on the stage as the hind legs of a heifer, later

becoming known for his own perfectly propor-
tioned extremities, then as a singer and dancer,
next as a sleight-of-hand artist, and finally as
a character-actor?
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That Nora Bayes, Henrietta Crosman and

Emma Dunn are Christian Scientists?

That articles of incorporation have been filed

in Albany by the Paris-American Theatre Com-
pany, which plans to take a company to Paris

to present plays for American soldiers?

That Julian Eltinge first appeared as a female

impersonator in an amateur production in Bos-

ton, and made his professional debut in a piece
called "Mr. Wix of Wickham"?

That Louise Beaudet, who appears this season

in "Flo-Flo," played the paft of Lady Macbeth

thirty years ago, under the management of Band-

mann, a noted producer of that time?

That Elsie Janis' real name is Bierbower, and

twenty years ago she was known in vaudeville
as "Little Elsie" and imitated Dan Daly and

Fougere ?
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GUY BATES POST
A gymnast, a student, a musician, Mr. Post is first of all a ver-

satile and virile actor. His work in "The Masquerader" has

won him great praise. He promises to give us Hamlet if only

lo prove that the Shakespearean actor is not an extinct species



THE ROLL OF HONOR
Actors have been accused of indifference to public questions. But when we consider that over two thousand

Knglish players arc to-day fighting on the bloody bittlefields of Flanders, we must acknowledge that such

.nap judgment is not based on the true facts. When it comes to standing up for his country, the actor is

is patriotic as any othi-r member of society. There are no slackers among the American players. Many of

them are now doing their bit at the front. We shall miss them in their accustomed place behind the foot-

lights, but the theatregoer must be consoled knowing that his favorite is "over there" doing his damnedest.

HITC follow the names of prominent men in the theatrical profession now taking their cues from Uncle Sam:

ISoVli Ac IN

RiillERT I. A IT KEN

EARL ASK AM

WILLIAM AUGUSTIN

BEN AXELROD

MAJOR REGINALD BARLOW

JAMES BARNES

\\~n.r.iAM M. BEMUS, JR.

CAPT. M. F. BKNTHAM

LIEUT. EARLE BOOTH

RAYMOND BRA M LEV

LIEUT. BASIL BROADHURST

SERGT. THOMPSON BUCHANAN

DANNY BURNS

EVERETT BUTTEREIELD

DONALD CAMERON

MAURICE CAMPBELL

EARL CARROLL

I,i.o G. CARROLL

L. ANDREW CASTLE

HARMON CHESHIRE

GEORGE CLARK

\V. F. CLARKE

ROBERT L. COLEMAN

( )\VEN COLL

GARDNER CRAM:

JEFFERSON P. CRANE

ARTHUR DAVENPORT

REGINALD DENNY

JACK DEVEREAUX

HARRY DEWEY

CAPT. C. B. DILLINGIIAM

I'.H.I.V DIXON

JOHN DOWNER

S. RANKIN DREW

JOE EDMUNDS

THOMAS JEFFERSON EVANS

ARTHUR FINK

FREDERICK FORRESTER

CAPT. ROBERT STOWE GILL

PAUL GORDON

BERNARD GRANVILLE

CHARLES B. HANFORD

CAPT. WILLIAM D. HARRIGAN

WELLS HAWKES

PERCY HELTON

RAYMOND HOUSE

HAROLD HOWARD

CHARLES HOWSON
(Killed in action)

CAPT. RUPERT HUGHES

CLYDE HUNNEWELLE

FRANK G. JOWERS

AL KAUFMAN

LIEUT. JOHN C. KING

EDWARD E. KIRBY

LIEUT. WRIGHT KRAMER

SCHUYLER LADD

EDWARD LANGFORD

GEORGE NOLAN LEARY

ROLAND LEE

PIERRE LE A I AY

JOHN LITEL

FRANCIS LITTLETON

CECIL MAGNUS

J. CLANCY MATTHEWS

CAPT. PAUL MCALLISTER

MAJOR W. M. McCuTciiEox, JR.

EARLE METCALFE

FRANK GRANT MILLS

BAKER MOORE

LOWELL MOORE

J. MORRILL MORRISON

HARRY MOSELEY

WARREN MUNSELL

ROBERT NEWMAXX

W. F. NUGENT

FRANK OTTO

JEROME PATRICK

ARVID PAULSON

F. BRANDON PETERS

HORACE PORTER

HARRY C. POWER

TOM POWERS

DAVID GOULD PROCTOR

LIEUT. WILLIAM R. RANDALL

CAPT. BERNARD W. REINOLD

JAMES RENNIE

JOHN RICE

RALPH M. RIMLEY

BERT ROBINSON

STUART ROBSON

CLARENCE ROCKEFELLER

HAROLD S. RUEE

EDMUND SHALET

JOHN SHANKS

GEORGE SHELTON

CLARK SILVERNAIL

LIEUT. JOHN PHILIP SOUSA

GORDON STANDING

FRANK STEMBLER

GEORGE SWEET

FRAZER TARBUTT

WILLIAM B. TAYLOR

GEORGE H. TILTON, JR.

RICHARD TUCKER

HECTOR TURNBULL

HAROLD VERMILYEA

THEODORE VON ELTZ

WALTER WANGER

GEORGE NOLLE WASHBURNE

GEORGE WELLINGTON

GEORGE WETHERALD

LIEUT. WATSON WHITE

JOHN WILLARD

LIEUT. PAUL WILSTACH

FRANK WRIGHT

A second list iMl be published. Players joining the U. S. Forces are invited to send in their names.
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J'!rnlnt White

Margaret Fareleigh, Mary Pyne, Grace Henderson, Edwin Straw-

bridge, Helen Robbins, Fania Marinoff and Frank Conroy
Act I. Morning prayers in the home of Professor Borneman

SCENE IN "KAREN," A DRAMA FROM THE DANISH, AT THE GREENWICH VILLAGE THEATRE

WMHM^MMWWMV*M^^^^^^^^HI^Ei- .jn^^.

^ I

F.inilie Polini and Robert Kelly in

"Yes Or No" at the Longacre

Frances White and William Rock in

the new "Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic"

FROM GREENWICH VILLAGE TO THE "MIDNIGHT FROLIC"



IN THE SPOTLIGHT

HAZEL TURNEY

ON the first night of Lou Tellegen's

play, "Blind Youth," the actor-author

drew from the wings a blushing, reluctant,

fair-haired young person. Standing with

his arm about her shoulder, he took three

curtain calls with her. Which was quite

to the audience's taste, for it had admired

her sprightly Bobo, the little model of the

Paris studios. Hazel Ttirney first appeared

on the stage in a play given by stage chil-

dren. Broadway has had a slight acquaint

ance with her in "The Cinderella Man"

JANE COOPER

A VETERAN in the audience of

"What's Your Husband Doing?"

descried in Jane Cooper a Maude Adams'

quality. "She's like the Maude Adams who

played the tipsy scene in 'The Masked

Ball.'
" Miss Cooper is of San Francisco

by way of London. She secured the ap-

proval of Sir Herbert Tree, who arranged

for an engagement with Cyril Maude at

his Playhouse and charmed London critics

in "The Night Hawk." She has been with

David Warfield for three years

Moffett

White
CALVIN THOMAS

T IKE Satan. Calvin Thomas, the juve-
*-* nile leading man in "Tiger Rose"
has roamed up and down the earth. He
traveled in the United States with Richard
Mansfield in "Peer Gynt." He registered
himself in our consciousness by a juvenile

role in "The Song of Snn-;s"

BURFORD HAMPDEN
/GEORGE TYLER discovered Burford
^-* Hampden of "The Pipes of Pan" in

London. He is the only boy Puck who ever

essayed that part in "A Midsummer
Xight's Dream" in London. Mr. Tyler
brought him to "The States" to play T'yl-

tyl in "The Bluebird"

Hall

GLADYS GILBERT

ABOUT
the Cohan and Harris Theatre

they are dubbing her "Mary Ander-

son." The resemblance to the classic

artiste is still a featural one, for Gladys
Gilbert made her professional d?but as the

stenographer in "The Tailor-Made Man."

Managers and audiences of long memories

detected a likeness in her somewhat classic

features, the brooding breadth between

the eyes, and the exceptionally firm chin,

of the mimic typewriter of Broadway, New
York, and those attributes of the now
Mrs. Navarro of Broadway, England.
While this is Miss Gilbert's first appear-

ance upon the stage, she had prepared
for a Thespian career by an assiduous

study of Shakespeare, representing the im-

mortal William's creations, Juliet, Ophelia
and Beatrice at war benefits
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MR. HORNBLOW GOES TO THE PLAY

Bailiffs

EMPIRE. "THE LADY WITH THE

CAMELLIAS." Play in three acts with

prologue and epilogue, by Alexander

Dumas, fils. Revived on December

24th, with this cast:

Baron de Giray Alltn Ramsey
The Auctioneer Douglas Paterson

The Concierge John M. Troughton
Mme. Prudence Rose Coghlan

Olympe Granier Edith Campbell Walker

Nichette Duprat Mary Worth
Nanine Mary Hampton
Mme. La Comtesse D'Alencourt

Noel Haddon
Armand Duval Conway Tearle

Georges Duval Holbrook Blinn
Prince D'Aurec Charles Wallace

Rene de Varville Percy Marmont
Gaston Rieux Leonard Mudie
Gustave Roger Charles F. Coghlan
St. Gaudens Maxwell Ryder
Doctor Guerin Wallace Erskine

Charles Webster

Frederick Raymond

Marguerite Gautier Etrel Barrymore
Clemende Shirley Aubert

The Old Year Herbert Ayling
The New Year Cuscaden Blackwood

A YOUTHFUL and joyous, but

not very subtle Camilla is the

dominant note of Ethel Barrymore's

production of the Sheldonized version

of Dumas' classic, "The Lady with

the Camellias," at the Empire The-

atre.

Volumes have been written about

the morality and immorality of this

life of a courtesan, but the indisputa-

ble fact remains that its story is of

such universal comprehension in its

direct appeal to the sympathetic and

dramatic sensations of audiences that

time can never wither nor constant

repetiton cloud its universal appeal.

The story takes care of itself and

its two protagonists for more than

half a century have been "stalking

horses" for the big exponents of the

emotional drama. Fechter was the

ideal Armand
; Doche, Laura Keene,

Clara Morris, Bernhardt, Modjeska,

Nethersole and Duse are a few of

the more prominent feminine lights

who have shed the rays of their

genius in illuminating the joys and

sufferings of the ill-fated Lady with

the Camellias.

Now conies Miss Barrymore to

portray her whose "sins were for-

given for she loved much." First

be it said, she is the youngest look-

ing Marguerite I have ever seen and

in her sorrows, the tribute of tears

is lavishly paid by those in front.

There is no necessity for comparison

with her predecessors. At the pres-

ent time she has the field to herself.

While not an inspired performance
her rendition will make her many
new friends by its youthful charm,
its plastic grace and its emotional

concern. Those who have felt her

capable of doing better work than

the ephemeral qualities called for by

a long line of Mrs. Dots, Lady Fred-

ericks, etc., will rejoice to see that

their confidence was not misplaced.

There is underneath it the fine

spirit of youthful passion in Conway
Tearle's assumption of Armand.

Dignified and repressed, it tingles

witli the lure of adolescence ;
and so

the scenes between the twain glow
with a spiritual glamour that robs the

story of its more sordid side.

The wicked old Mme. Prudence is

acted with that fine authority so con-

spicuous in Rose Coghlan's art. Hol-

brook Blinn is impressive but hard

as Duval fere- There was fine ex-

uberance and kind suggestion in the

way Leonard Mudie played Gaston,

while Mary Hampton delicately con-

veyed the thought of Nanine's sin-

cere devotion.

Charles Wallace's vignette of the

Prince D'Aurec was neatly etched,

while the numerous minor roles were

all intelligently handled.

Rollo Peters' stage settings were

altogether charming and artistic.

I den Payne, who staged the produc-

tion, showed his imaginative gifts by

the freshness and spirit of the en-

tire presentation.

ASTOR. "WHY MARRY?" Com-

edy in three acts by Jesse Lynch
Williams. Produced on December

25th, with this cast:

Jean
Rex

Lucy
Cousin Theodore

John
Uncle Everett

Helen

Ernest

The Butler

Tlie Footman

Lotus Robb

Harold West
Beatrice Beckley

Ernest Lawford

Edmund Breese

Nat C. Goodwin
Estelle Winwood

Shelley Hull

Richar** Pitman

Walter Goodson

WHY MARRY?" This is the

piquant title of a brilliant

comedy by Mr. Jesse Lynch Will-

iams.

The real story of the play has

to do with Helen, "whom everyone

wants to marry, but who doesn't

want to marry" in the conventional

way. A young scientist loves her

and she loves him. After much par-

ley it is agreed between them that

she is to accompany him to Paris,

where he is to study, live with him

and defy ceremonies and fool opinion

until they liked one another no longer.

They are intercepted by a genial

old uncle and, on their return, while

the house is in a turmoil over the

situation, the uncle asks in a casual

way, the one and then the other, the

usual two questions that tie the knot.

They answer affirmatively, and indig-

nantly discover that they have been

legally married. So ends that story.

Two couples are married, two are

reunited. That is all.

The play is handled well. Nat

Goodwin, as the Uncle, contributes

a saving quality of humor, and with

Edmund Breese as the "Host," Shel-

ley Hull as the Scientist perhaps

unscientific in love Beatrice Beckley
as the wife without spending money,
Estelle Winwood as the girl who
wants to make the experiment of

the married relation without mar-

riage, and Ernest Lawford as a

Clergyman, and "yet a human be-

ing,'.' with other capable human be-

ings in the acting contingent, the

performance was brilliant.

A comparison of Williams with

Shaw is natural, if not inevitable,

both using the same subject. Mr.

Williams has the higher literary qual-

ity. The actual brilliance of either

dramatist is not diminished by the

observation that it would not seem

to be difficult to be brilliant with a

theme of such magnitude, such uni-

versal scope as matrimony.

"Why Marry?" is a brilliant play.

So is "Getting Married." And
neither gets anywhere.

LYRIC. "HAPPINESS." Play in

three acts and an epilogue, by J.

Hartley Manners. Produced on De-

cember 31st, with this cast:

Phillip Chandos

Formoy MacDonagh
John Scowcroft

Waiter

A Boy
Mrs. Ohrystal-Pole

Miss Perkins

Mrs. Wreay
A Girl

An Assistant

An Applicant

Jenny

O. P. Heggie

J. M. Kerrigan
Hubert Druce

Andrew Stilea

Warner Anderson
Violet Cooper

Lynn Fontannc
Catherine Proctor

Dorothea Camden
Edna Jane Hill

Dorothy Dunn
Laurette Taylor
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SOME years ago to relieve the

tedium of presenting uninter-

ruptedly "Peg O' My Heart," Lau-

rette Taylor appeared in a matinee

of short plays by her husband, J.

Hartley Manners. One was called

"Happiness.'
1 Such was her success

in the role of an optimistically phil-

osophic little milliner's assistant that

Mr. Manners used it with some ad-

denda as a preliminary act, tacked on

two further "phases" and an epi-

logue and set it forth as a full eve-

ning's entertainment at the Lyric.

The perliminary canter, as on its

original production, is an admirable

little playlet, the padding processes

which follow are not so happy. It is

mechanical at best, the palpable ex-

pression of a need to fill time, ac-

complished, too, with an iteration of

mood that makes for a plethora of

saccharine.

But the central figure is an engag-

ing one. Jenny's strong disposition

to get on in the world, her devoted

care of a deserted mother and the

fine effect of her cheerful philosophy
on the lives of the decadently selfish

rich, result in a number of scenes

that possess truth, charm and some
dramatic value. But the epilogue is

a clumsy bit by anti-climacteric

bathos.

Miss Taylor's personality is a mat-

ter now of theatrical history. Her
undeniable pathos, her rich quaint
humor and her 'artless witchery are

all evidenced at their best in the role

of Jenny. J. M. Kerrigan, as an art-

less Irish electrician, is a valuable

help, especially in the second phase,

and Violet Kemble Cooper repeats
her excellent rendition of the society

woman awakened by Jenny's exam-

ple to a full sense of her human

responsibility.

An admirable bit is contributed by

Lynn Fontanne as a voluble member
of high society. Quietly pathetic is

Catherine Proctor as the mother. O.

P. Heggie, fine actor as he is, serves

only as an expert feeder.

PLAYHOUSE. "BILLETED." Com-
edy in three acts by F. Tennison.

Jesse and H. M. Harwood. Pro-

duced on December 25th, with this

cast:

Rose Margaret Hoffman
Emmaline Liptrott Sally Williams
Reverend Ambrose Liptrott

Roland Rushton

Penelope Moon Phyllis Birkett

Betty Taradine Margaret Anglin
Colonel Preedy Langdon Bruce
C ptain Rymill Edward Emery
Cook Myra Burrington
Mr. MacFarlane Howard Lindsay

avoid scandal, she announces the

death of her spouse. But the sec-

ond officer, when he turns up, turns

out to be the man she has arbitrarily

killed off. A reconciliation is finally

effected but not before a number of

amusing complications have been

humorously settled.

Some of the housekeeping difficul-

ties are presented with rich, homely

humor, and the character drawing,

if slightly conventional, is clean cut

and theatrically satisfying. But the

dialogue is of a really superior

quality. It is nicely polite, distinctly

appropriate to character and situa-

tion and steadily replete with those

observations that make for continu-

ous chuckle and laughter.

It is nice to see so accomplished
a comedienne as Miss Anglin so hap-

pily fitted.

BROADHURST. "LORD AND LADY
ALGY." Comedy in three acts by R.

C. Carton. Revived on December

22d, with this cast:

Duke of Droneborough Geo. Fitzgerald

Marquis of Quarmby Lumsden Hare
Lord Algernon William Faversham
Hon. Crosby Jethro Frederick Lloyd
Captain Standidge George W. Howard
Brabazon Tudway Maclyn Arbuckle
Richard Annesley Franklin Fox

Montague Denton C. Haviland-Chappell
Mr. Jeal William Vaughan
Kinch Harvey Hays
Swepson Herbert Belmore
Mawley Jemmett Philip Leigh
Wyke Julian Vauxhall

Lady Algernon Chetland Maxine Elliott

Lady Pamela Mrs. Edmund Gurney
Ottiline Mallinson Eva Le Gallienne

Emily Cardew Grace Ade
Mrs. Brabazon Tudway Irene Fenwick
Mrs. Vokins Florine Arnold

T ORD AND LADY ALGY" is a
-* ' feeble 19th century echo of the

restoration comedy. It even goes so

far as to transfer itself a century
or so backward in atmosphere by
means of its costume ball. For the

most part, Mr. Faversham and Miss
Elliott sit "R" for ten lines, cross

and sit "L" for ten lines, go "C"
for ten lines and then repeat. This

procedure gives everybody a chance
to inspect Miss Elliott from all

angles at varying distances and

that, I take it, is the main reason
for the production.

The inspection well repays the ef-

fort it costs. For my part, I quite

forgot the play in my admiration
for the lady, gowns that would put
the volatile Lombardi in Bellevue

(with envy), and a few dozen carats
of first-water brilliants, round and

pear-shaped.

Mr. Faversham is, of course, a de-

light as the self-sacrificing profligate
who loses all his money, saves Mi^s

Fenwick when she is about to desert

Mr. Arbuckle in favor of Mr. Lums-
den Hare, and persuades Lady Max-
ine to return to the conjugal roof-

tree and learn to like Egyptian ciga-

rettes.

Mr. Arbuckle's characterization of

the explosive and abused soap-mak-

ing husband is highly amusing; and

Miss Fenwick is charming and

youthful-looking as the romantic

wife. The remainder of the cast

does wonders in a way of galvan-

izing the hopelessly unreal puppets

they are called upon to play.

So, you see, this revival is just

a show of acting and personality. It

ought to serve the players admir-

ably for a little while here in New
York and prove a gold mine in the

"provinces."

THEATRE DU VIEUX COLOM-
BIER. "LA NUIT DBS Rois."

(Twelfth Night.) Produced on De-

cember 31st, with this cast:

Orsino

Sebastian

Antonio

Valentin

Curio

Sir Tobie Belch

Henri Dhurthal

Madeleine Geoffroy
Emile Chifoliau

Andre Chotin

Jean Sarment
Marcel Valle-

T N the country home of a Mrs
* Taradine two officers are billeted.

Separated from her husband, to

Sir Andrew Aguecheek Louis Jouvet
Malvolio Francois Gournac
Fabian Marcel Millet

A Clown Lucian Weber
Olivia Valentine

'

Tessier

Viola Suzanne Bing
Maria Jane Lory
A Captain Robert Bogaert
A Captain Paul Jacob-Hians

A Sailor Jacques Vildrac

( Lucienne Bogaert

Ladies-in-waiting . Paulette Noizeux

( Cicette Jacob-Hians

'THOROUGHLY Illyrian is the
--

representation which the French

players gave of "La Nuit Des Rois"

at the Vieux Colombier. The dis-

tinct British undercurrent which

Shakespeare gives his immortal com-

edy, "Twelfth Night," especially in

the low comedy roles, is quite lack-

ing and the piece takes on by the

now treatment a more fantastic and

whimsical spirit of romance. It is

none the less most entertaining and

diverting and by the fixed central

scene and constant use of depending

draperies and alternating levels it is

possible to give the text in its en-

tirety, with practically no intermis-

sions to interrupt the sequence or

interest.

Personally I was delighted with

the show. The costumes, if bizarre,

were artistically sustained in their

treatment, the actor of a high level

of intelligence and accomplishment
and the effect such that I wish -some
of our English-speaking players
v.-ould make a similar Shakespearean
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experiment. It had a nicer simplic-

ity than the Granville Barker revo-

lutionary venture and thereby gained
indistinct effect.

Louis Jouvet as Sir Andrew was
as good an Aguecheek as I ever saw.

Very Gallic was Marcel Vallet as

his bibulous associate Sir Toby.
Francois Gournac was uneven as

Malvolio. If over mercurial at

times he had moments of real comic

pathos.

A spirited Feste, with a nice sing-

ing voice and much physical grace

was contributed by Marcel Millet

while there was a buxom and rol-

licking Maria in the person of Jane

Lory. Olivia had an impressive ex-

ponent in Valentine Tessier and

there was impressive dignity in

Emile Chifoliau's rendering of An-
tonio. Henry Dhurthal was rather

wooden, I thought, as Orsino. Viola

and her brother Sebastian looked

alike as two peas. Suzanne Bing
lacked a little of the sympathetic

and romantic wistfulness we attach

to the maid who "never told her

love." Madeleine Geoffroy was a

spirited foil.

CORT. "FLO-FLO." Musical

entertainment in two acts by Fred

de Gresac. Lyrics by E. Paulton.

Music by Silvio Hein. Produced on

December 20th, with this cast:

Flo-Flo

Isador Moser

Robert Simpson

Billy Cope
Angelina Stokes

Mrs. R. G. Stokes

Count Pedro

Carmen Carassa

Pink
Mud
Officer Catey
Maid
Bella

Cora

Rosa

Mona

Vera Michelena

James B. Carson

Oscar Figman
Leon Leonard

Wanda Lyon
Louise Beaudet

George Renavent

Fenita de Soria

Thos. Handers

Arthur Millis

W. H. Mack
Marie Hollywell

Blanche Bellaire

Esther Ingham
Anna Sands

Kate Stout

MR. CORT, frank, genial and

complaisant, having made, it

must be conceded, an honest but

more or less futile endeavor to in-

duce the public to consider serious

and salubrious plays produced at his

theatre, has determined, at least

with "Flo-Flo." to "give 'em what

they want."

From all indications "Flo-Flo" is

vhat they want. It is possible that

one entertainment of the sort is

enough at one time. It is not so

much the trading on the feminine

form draped with daring economy at

times (for that is common enough)

as it is the riotous music and the

same kind of abandonment to pleas-

ure that preceded the Flood and

which Noah warned against. For in-

stance, "Sara from Sahara" (music

by Hugo Fry) is barbaric in frenzied

animalism. But it is within the law.

It is doubtful if as much could be

said of some of Isidor Moser's

smirks.

Isador Moser and Robert Simp-
son are partners in a "bride shop."

There is a slight story resultant

from their business. The dash and

the swing of the music are allur-

ing and so are the Bacchanalians

who prance to it.

Arthur Millis and Thomas Hand-

ers are comical and diverting gen-

erally with eccentric dancing and

their way of twirling hats in saluta-

tion and otherwise. They are a

novelty.

Half a dozen songs and choruses

put "Flo-Flo" on the standardized

level of the customary comic opera.

Capable people are in the cast,

Vera Michelena, Wanda Lyon,

Louise Beaudet, George Renavent

and others.

NEW AMSTERDAM. "T H E

COHAN REVUE 1918." Revue in two

acts by George M. Cohan. Some of

the songs by Irving Berlin. Produced

on December 31st, with this cast:

Belasco Charles Dow Clark

Belasco's Office Boy Al Stedman

Jazbo Irving Fisher

Polly of the Follies Nora Bayes

Miss Maytime Lila Rhodes

Mr. Maytime Lou Luckett

Miss 1918 Lucille Remain

Jack O'Lantern Hans Wilson

Bessie McCoy Jessica Brown

Tiger Rose Eleanor Henry
Bill McDevlin Sydney Jarvis

Zeigfeld Paul Nicholson

Potash Phil White

Perlmutter Paul E. Burns

Rosie Potash Fanny Stedman

A Regular Tiger Arthur Hill

A Newsboy m
Neil Kelly

John Paul Bart Frederic Santley

Frank Tinney Bert Dunlop

Bluch Harold Tuppin

Frank Craven Murry Evans

Chu Chin Chow John B. Dyllyn

IT
must have been a tired Mr.

Cohan, urged on by a strong

sense of duty, who wrote this latest

of his revues. Not that it isn't a

good show ;
it's all of that and more.

But I got the impression somehow

that a great deal of time and money
had been spent on some mediocre

material lacking in novelty and in-

spiration.

The fact is, it is better as a spec-

tacle with music than it is as a

travesty or series of travesties a

state of affairs which in my opin-

ion ought not to ?xist where the

versatile G. M. C. is concerned.

The burden of entertainment falls

on Nora Bayes, who is not especially

adapted to this field. She is bet-

ter singing her coon songs as in

vaudeville than in any other capac-

ity, although her burlesque of Mrs.

Fiske as Madame Sand is amus-

ing.

The imitations are for the most

part only fair. The notable excep-

tion is, of course, Charles Winning-
er's miraculous reproduction of Leo

Ditrichstein. But this bit is by no

means novel, and it is overworked.

The next best thing in the revue

is the ragtime scene from "A Tailor-

Made Man," which merely dupli-

cates one of the most entertaining

portions of the 1916 show.

Irving Berlin's contribution is un-

important. An elaborate black-and-

white finale to Act I shows the

American composer still distressed

over Mendelssohn's claim to the

"Spring Song." In fact, none of the

music either by Mr. Berlin or Mr.

Cohan is as bright or fetching as one

could wish.

As explained above, despite these

defects, the revue is a good show.

The scenery is passable, and the cos-

tuming often gorgeous. The danc-

ing, too, is unusual. Charles Dow
Clark is seen much as Belasco;

Frederic Santley gets a great deal

of fun out of his take-off of Grant

Mitchell; Bert Dunlop does well as

Frank Tinney, and Hans Wilson is

a sufficiently acrobatic Fred Stone.

The Potash and Perlmutter, Hitch-

cock and Corbett imitations are

largely disappointing.

Naturally enough, and as of yore,

Mr. Cohan is fondest of burlesquing
the productions of Messrs. Cdhan
and Harris. "The King" and "A
Tailor-Made Man" get a lion's

share of attention, and even "Going
Up" is not too recent to find a

niche. One missed "Lombard!" and
"The Masquerader,'' "Leave It to

Jane" and "Oh, Boy!"

GAIETY. "GENERAL POST." Com-
edy in three acts, by J. E. Harold

Terry. Produced on December 24th,

with this cast:

Sir Dennys Broughton Thomas A. Wise

Lady Broughton Cynthia Brooke
Alec. Cecil Fletcher

Betty Olive Tell

Watson James Kearney
Edward Smith William Courtenay
Albert Smith Wigney Percyval

IT
is pleasant to record a very

genuine success with a thor-

oughly wholesome play. It is en-

couraging for it shows that the

taste of New York theatregoers is

not as depraved as some recent

shameless exhibitions in bare legs

and lingerie would lead us to be-

lieve.
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"General Post" is an English im-

portation. The play had a long run

in London and its success will no

doubt be duplicated here. The title

is suggest6^ by the old English

drawing room game "Stage Coach"

which always leaves one person

standing. The story is told else-

where in this issue.

The piece is full of hugely di-

verting situations to which Thomas

A. Wise as the baronet contributes

no small share. William Courtenay

made a sympathetic and manly

tailor and Olive Tell was delight-

ful as Betty.

48TH STREET. "YES OR No."

Play in three acts by Arthur Good-

rich. Produced on December 21st,

with this cast:

Auntie Phipps Wilette Kershaw

Nell Eva Francis

Mrs. Berry Emilie Polini

Gerald Kent Kalman Matus

Phil Walter Regan

Paul Derrick Byron Beasley

Dr. Malloy Halbert Brown

j^ Robert Kelly

Emma Marjorie Wood

Tom John Adair, Jr.

Ruth Lois Bartlett

Dan William Read

Ellen Margaret Lytle

Leach Malcolm Duncan

Hooker John A. Butler

Kittle Adrienne Morrison

Daniel Berry Frank Aberwald

Ruth Berry Sally Tyscher

Nicholas Rankin Irving Dillon

THE
brood of "On Trial" is still

with us after these several

years. The latest specimen is "Yes

or No," in which, after a prologue,

the
'

stage is divided in two, and

scenes of life among the industrious

lowly alternate with incidents in the

affairs of the idle rich. We have

first a glimpse of East Side tene-

ment existence, and then the other

half of the stage is lighted up to

show us uptown conditions as fa-

miliarized by a faithful reading of

Laura Jean Libbey.

Thus two-fourths of the platform

are nearly always dark. Whoever

happens to get caught when the

lights shift has to stay there in the

glooming until the other group of

players have performed the next

episode. All this is absurdly child-

ish in its claim to novelty. As for

the two alternately unfolded stories,

they are almost identical in outline.

In each case, as in the prologue,

there is a wife without a smile be-

cause her husband is so immersed

in business so bent on making her

future financially secure that he can-

not find time to take her to the

movies or the Metropolitan, as the

case may be.

They are two white slaves, one

of them having been sentenced at

hard labor. She turns out to be the

luckier. The bird from the gilded

cage flies away with a cock spar-

row; her husband dies of an over-

worked heart, and she, deserted, is

on the verge of suicide when her

faithful maid carries her off to the

poor wife's home. Thereupon every-

body goes into the washing-machine

business, and we jump to the epi-

logue wherein the third neglected

wife is saved from a fatal misstep

by the confessions of the other two.

Miss Emilie Polini contributes

much to the play by her accom-

plished acting of the poor wife's

role. She is aided by the deft and

lifelike comic characterizations con-

tributed by Marjorie Wood as the

slangy maid, John Adair, Jr., as her

cocky young brother, and John A.

Butler as her salesman Romeo.

LIBERTY. "GOING UP." Musical

farce in three acts, founded on

James Montgomery's comedy "The

Aviator." Book and lyrics by Otto

Harbach. Music by Louis A. Hirsch.

Produced on December 25th, with

this cast:

Miss Zonne Ruth Donnelly

John Gordon John Park

F. H. Douglas Donald Meek

Mrs. Douglas Grace Peters

Jules Gaillard Joseph Lertora

Grace Douglas Edith Day
Madeline Manners Marion Sunshine

Hopkinson Brown Frank Otto

Robert Street Frank Craven

James Brooks Arthur Stuart Hull

Sam Robinson Edward Begley

Louis Francois Vaulry

IT
is always a relief to see

Frank Craven in a play not writ-

ten by himself. Unlike George

M. Cohan, Mr. Craven can act bet-

ter than he .can sing, dance, or

write; and this fact he demonstrates

amply in the revamped "Aviator" of

James Montgomery, which is now a

most entertaining musical comedy
known as "Going Up."

A gaunt and ominous birdman of

yore is this comedian who, having

learned to fly while perched on a

table, clambers into a borrowed

Bleriot and rashly skims forth into

the unknown.

The music by Louis A. Hirsch in-

cludes three airs which we are all

going to be very sick of before long.

And that, of course, proves that the

music is a decided success.

Edith Day, said to be a recruit

from the screen, knows not only how
to look pretty but to sing passably and

to dance with something of the eltin

charm associated with the trippings

of Miss Maud Fulton. The audi-

ence would apparently be satisfied to

have Miss Day dance the "Tickle-

Toe" indefinitely. Perhaps that is

why the management sends on the

chorus to do it, instead.

Altogether, "Going Up" is full

value in entertainment music, danc-

ing, color, and much honest and

legitimate mirth.

FULTON. "WORDS AND Music."

Revue in two acts. Produced on

December 24th, with this cast:

A Yogi Wellington Cross

A Distinguished Playwright,
Frank Mayne

A Famous Composer Ben Hendricks

Yogi's Assistant Harry Seymour
A Commuter Gladys Logan

A Stenographer Anna May Seymour
A Gambler Jay Wilson

A Theatrical Manager Richard Carle

Gaby Delys Marion Davics

A Plain-Clothes Man Harry Tanner

Mrs. Cooings Elizabeth Brice

Katie Dorothy Hermann

Gazzoleen Ray Dooley

Al Radish Wm. Dooley

Inbad Gordon Dooley

UTTERLY
without inspiration or

distinction, this revue's at-

tempts at satire fall flat. The lure

it sets for the eye some pretty

girls excepted fails to register. Its

music is mechanically thrown to-

gether and imitative. Its scenery is

either commonplace or absurd. Its

color combinations to borrow a line

used in the piece are not a riot;

they're a panic. Its comedy well,

when the female impersonator in the

"Camouflage Cafe" orders artichoke

salad, the witty Mr. Earle promptly

translates it into "hope-you-choke."

And there you are.

REPUBLIC. "PARLOR, BEDROOM

AND BATH." Farce in three acts by

C. W. Bell and Mark Swan. Pro-

duced on December 24th, with this

cast:

Nita Leslie Francine Larrimore

Mary 'Mary Vallen

Virginia Embry Helen Menken
Leila Crofton Carolyn Lilja

Angelica Irving Sydney Shields

Reginald Irving John Cumberland

Geoffrey Haywood Will Deming
Frederick Leslie Richard Gordon

Samuel Barkis C. W. Butler

Polly Hathaway Florence Moore

Wilfred Rogers Tommy Meade

Carroll Nick Judels

JOHN
CUMBERLAND, through

long experience in this class of

play, has become an expert farceur.

Hitherto, dainty Madge Kennedy
has played opposite him and lent

invaluable aid. In "Parlor, Bed-

room and Bath," however, he is ably

assisted in his marital complications

by Florence Moore, as a writer on a

social scandal sheet, and a former

chorus girl. A good farce of its kind.
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JUSTINE JOHNSTONE, THE PRINCIPAL BEAUTY IN "OVER THE TOP"

Winsome Justine sings and dances a little, but it is her good looks and

ability to wear magnificent costumes that make her a valued feature

of "Over the Top," the sprightly revue at the 44th Street .Roof Theatre

Mile. Rolanda and her troupe of Russian dancers in a

classical dance that is one of the hits of the revue

"OA'ER THE TOP" OPENS NEW YORK'S FIRST NINE O'CLOCK THEATRE



THE THEATRE FACE
There is the automobile face, the Wall

Streetface. What about the theatre face ?

By MILDRED CRAM

AUDIENCES
have individualities. One

audience differs from another as one man

differs from another. It is a matter of

subtle shades, nuances of the spirit, the imper-

ceptible lights and shadows of personality. The-

atre audiences, concert audiences, opera and

vaudeville audiences, all wear different faces, .

they all have their own flavor, their peculiar tem-

peramental and Ix'dily odor. They are likeable

or hateful, stupid or vulgar, vacuous or openly

hostile, critical or gaily responsive. And there

is no accounting for their vagaries.

You and I. who are theatregoers, don't care

particularly whether audiences have souls or not.

But it is an honest fact that we give our precious

egos to the usher together with our tickets, and

that while we are settling ourselves in E14 the

gods of the theatre distil from us, and from

hundreds like us. the mob essence. We cease to

be ourselves before the orchestra has completed

the overture we are the audience, a wilful, mys-

terious, terrifying and powerful entity, an in-

dividuality, a satiated monster demanding pleas-

ure or a simpleton accepting anything. In the

mere surrendering of ourselves to the shadows,

the silence and the detachment of a theatre, we

become an inseparable part of that vast personal-

ity. And our resentment is negative simply be-

cause theatregoing has been accepted as a form

of pleasure ever since the remote beginnings of

history. Xo one fears this absorption and ob-

literation of egos except those who have to face

the audience from the stage. To them, the com-

posite individuality which stares at them from

the darkened auditorium is a thing to be feared,

to be placated, to love or to cordially despise.

as elusive as acoustics may be built into the-

atres to confound managers and ruin profes-

sional reputations. There are theatres that de-

press us and theatres where every note of music

and every word spoken is as rare and delicious

as a perfect plum. It is possibly a gradual ab-

sorption of laughter and applause into the very

plush of the curtains, the gilt on the ceilings, the

lengths of carpet in the aisles, which endears

such theatres to us. We never enter the Globe,

the Little Theatre or the Belasco without ex-

pecting to be amused, since the pleasure of count-

less audiences has become part of the atmosphere,

not tangible but communicative. If we tinge our

homes with our own auras, why shouldn't hun-

AUDIEXCES
are like goldfish gazing at a fan-

tastic world that is irrevocably removed from

them. They sit in a pool of shadows and focus

upon a square of light. It is not impossible that

they become self-hypnotized, given to mysterious

hallucinations and waverings. The mob essence

leaps like quicksilver from fever heat to freezing.

but it is most dangerous when it attains, and

holds, a medium temperature. Then the puppets
in the square of light suffer untold agonies, for

there is nothing more damnable than a temperate

audience. To face one is like quizzing the

Sphinx, to amuse one is like teasing smiles from

the Jabberwock. to stir one is like straining to

stir the Woolworth building single-handed.

Musicians and actors say that it is easier to con-

front a storm of catcalls and boos than to come
face to face with an indifferent house. It is as

if the entire audience were attacked by a sort of

spiritual lockjaw, tetanus of the enthusiasms!

And heaven help the player or the musician who
does not know the antidote!

What accnunts for tliis blowing hot and cold

of hundreds >if people? It is not always the

actor's fault. What pleases to-night's audience

may leave t "-morrow night's audience cold. If

it is not an emotional contagion, if it is not a

mysterious serin of pleasure or ennui that at-

tacks the audience with all the swiftness of a
Florentine plague, then it is perhaps something
to do with the theatres themselves. A property

Drawing by A. G. Cram

The tired business man and his wife

dreds of us gathered together under one roof

splash our joy or our depression like paint

against the walls? A successful theatre takes

on a successful patina ; when we enter an unsuc-

cessful theatre we instinctively cross our fingers.

This is not supernatural but natural. Theatres

are never aired, the sun never penetrates them,

and if dust cannot fly out of the windows how
can the concentrated moods of innumerable audi-

ences escape?

Polyglot New York has an audience for every
one of her theatres and halls. At night the

pleasure-seeking crowds pour into the streets;

Broadway and the Forties are black with people
intent upon being amused or thrilled or moved
to tears. And one by one the theatres gulp their

audiences ; the crowd is sifted, assorted, miracu-

lously divided into musical audiences, comic

opera audiences, vaudeville audiences, highbrow
and lowbrow audiences. By nine o'clock the

thousands of pleasure-seekers have been reduced
to sixty or seventy individualities and the pup-

pets in the squares of lights are again confronted

by the enigma of the mob essence.
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A man goeth where he listeth when he goes

to the theatre in the metropolis ;
he is not forced

to buy tickets for the "Follies" because there is

nothing else in town he goes to the "Follies"

because his fancy inclines to the Jazz band, and

high kick, the black-faced comedian and Urban's

scenery. If he cares for the intellectual drama

he can find it in any one of a half a dozen the-

atres. He is not limited to one symphony or-

chestra nor to one recital, and there are times

when he can take his choice between two opera

houses. Thanks to this catholicity of choice,

New York audiences are amazingly characteristic.

In the more exclusive theatres one encounters

an air of restraint, an atmosphere of the draw-

ing room, a well-bred acceptance of what is of-

fered in the way of amusement. At the Little

Theatre, the Belasco, the Empire, the Hudson

or the Playhouse, there is, first of all, a luxury

that is already traditional dim lights, thick car-

pets, gongs, velvet curtains and decorous at-

tendants. Evening dress is not compulsory but

it is usual, and the stalls are always brilliant

with beautiful gowns and the incandescent glow

of many shirt bosoms. Theatregoing is becom-

ing a picturesque formality a vast improvement

upon the carelessness of ten years ago, when

only the first rows of the stalls and the boxes

were considered conspicuous enough to warrant

formal adornment. The European custom has

added something of the star-dust of true the-

atregoing to our playhouses : we no longer look

upon the drama as a digestive, but as a festivity.

Our mood, then, is not intestinal but jovial, and

the players who face the fashionable New York

audience are certain of encountering sympathy
and intelligence.

DO you remember the audience at the Little

Theatre during the run of "A Pair of Silk

Stockings"? Every line in the piece was a hit

at the foibles of society. And society, amused

beyond words, filled the theatre for months to

laugh at itself. Do you remember the audiences

that packed Ames' theatre again last year when

"Pierrot the Prodigal" was being given there'

"Pierrot" appealed to the intellectually fastidi-

ous, to the cosmopolitan, to the dreamer, tlie

poet, the dilettante and the critic. It was strange,

poignant, tragically beautiful. But there wa*

nothing in it of the Broadway punch, the "pep."

the so-called American drama. Tt was univer-

sal. And again the theatre was filled night after

night, and again there were ripples of applause

from distinguished and aquiline audiences.

There is rarely any enthusiasm about such

audiences. They go to the theatre for the the-

atre's sake; they are capable of humor, they are

often witty and mellow observers of life, they

are occasionally ironical and invariably cosmo-

politan.

Americans are mild critics
;

it is a national

peculiarity. We are a polite people, and because

we believe in giving the devil his due we are not

at all formidable. When a play fails in New
York it dies of stagnation. We have not yet

tasted of the satisfaction which comes from a

hearty boo or a long-drawn hiss whistled through
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PHOEBE FOSTER

Who is pretty and twenty-one, captured
many hearts in "The Cinderella Man." She
is now gaining more admirers by her girlish
charm in "The Gypsy Trail" at the Plymouth

Fairchild

SYDNEY SHIELDS
Although "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" is

merely a mirth provoker, depending for its

humor on pajamas and negligees, Miss Shields

brings real acting ability to the role of Angelica

Geiithe

MARION" COAKLEY
An appealing ingenue whose work in

"The Country Cousin" has earned for

her another metropolitan engagement
one of the leads in "Four Queens"

Ira L Hill

RITA STANWOOD
Who lends Norman Trevor excel-

lent support as his unsentimental,
level-headed daughter in "The

Pipes of Pan" at the Hudson

YOUTH AND BEAUTY UP AND DOWN BROADWAY



the teeth at some offensive fool on the stage.

So it is natural that, as audiences, we seldom

indulge in riots.

Our half-crazy idealists and intellectual demi-

monde, our professional and semi-professional

lotus-eaters, our poets, pedants, socialists, dog-

matists and reformers are seldom unruly in the

theatre. They appear in our audiences as iso-

lated exclamation points, dark supermen and

superwomen of the intellectual world.

Concert hall audiences are always passive,

drugged, hypnotized by music and by their own

overwhelming struggle not to cough or to sneeze

during a pianissimo passage! The brightness of

the lights is irritating; the bareness of the stage

creates a vast ennui, and not until the concert

is over and the restive audience is able to rush

toward the platform to implore encores is there

ever any enthusiasm. Occasionally a musical

personality of the theatrical type a Bauer, a

Kreisler, a McCormack or a Paderewski is

able to shake a concert audience out of its stupor.

But for the most part music lovers gather to-

gether with an air of martyrdom and infect

each other with restlessness, melancholy and in-

fluenza. They are pathetically eager for some

diversion they would shout with glee if the

pianist or the director should happen to fall over

a potted palm and go headlong. And when the

concert is over they rush out into the fresh air

again, like prisoners released.

Here is another phenomenon, if you are in-

terested in the psychology of audiences. Night

after night you may watch the gathering together

of hundreds of people who really like the music

of the big bass drum, who really believe that

the "G'wan, kid" school is the salvation of the

American drama, who really think, that a man is.

a hero who can "put over" a commercial deal,,

by fair means or foul, who are really convinced

that good manners and manliness are incompat-

ible. Night after night you may see audiences,

who shriek with laughter every time an English

nobleman (on the stage) is outwitted by a straw-

chewing Americano. These audiences are per-

fumed with Djer-Kiss and Spearmint. They are

given to gusts of laughter; they resent any-

thing serious; they feed on heart-throbs; they

enjoy the reformation of successful criminals,

the rescue of lost women, the homely philosophy

of "sainted mothers." They are "the people."

M'AS TU VU?
In France they call an actor a M'as-tu-vu, which, anglicised, means

Have -you -seen -me? We, too, have the I-I-I variety over here

By HUBERT SAVILE

PERSONS :

THE TRAGEDIAN

THE COMEDIAN

THE LEADING MAN
THE HEAD BELL BOY

PLACE: The Lounge at the Sham's Club,

New York City.

The Tragedian, the Comedian and the Lead-

ing Man are seated in armchairs. The Head

Bell Boy stands in the doorway. The Tragedian

rubs his blue-black chin, and smooths his greasy

ringlets. The Comedian twirls the large diamond

ring on his left hand, and straightens the large

diamond fin in his red necktie. The Leading

Man glances over a batch of press notices just

received from a clipping bureau. The Head Bell

Boy looks on contemptuously.

THE TRAGEDIAN (to no one in particular, but

to everyone in general) : Brady called me up

on the telephone this morning, before I was even

out of bed ! He said he was anxious to see me,

as he was putting on a new production ! I went

around to his office, and he received me most

cordially! For a time we talked in a desultory

fashion, although Brady took the opportunity to

express his admiratiori for my work, of which,

it appears, he has kept pretty close track ! He spoke

of my characterization in "The Tiger's Mate,"

and also in "The Eye of Buddha !" He said I

occupied a unique position in the American the-

atre, and that when it came to stage presence,

clear enunciation, and understanding of the

actor's art, I was in a class all by myself! It

was because of these things that he desired me
to be a member of the all-star cast he was en-

gaging for a revival of a well-known melo-

drama! He offered me the part of the heavy

villain, a part that would afford me great op-

portunities for

THE COMEDIAN (interrupting) : But did you

get the job?

THE TRAGEDIAN: Well, you see, the salary

Brady offered me
THE COMEDIAN: Oh, you didn't get the job?
THE TRAGEDIAN : No, I declined with thanks,

but I

THE COMEDIAN (interrupting) : Well, while

you were interviewing Brady, I was interview-

ing Al Woods ! He is putting on a new piece.

It is a farce by Flossie Flannagan, who write

"Bedroom Slippers!" Al said it is the absolute

limit, and, after he explained the plot and some

of the situations, I quite agreed with him. He of-

fered me a part. A blame good part, at that! The

salary was agreed upon, and there was nothing

left but the signing of the contract to clinch the

bargain, when who should walk in but Flossie

Flannagan, the authoress ! And what should she

say but that Mark Downer must play the part!

"But why Mark Downer?" I gasped. "S-sh !

He's her uncle!" said Al. So there was noth-

ing more to be said or done ! At first I was kind

of sore, but, when I thought it over, I realized

that in view of the work I have done, and the

reputation I have attained, as a high-class com-

edian in clean-cut shows, I could not afford to

be associated with one of those cheap and nasty

THE TRAGEDIAN (interrupting) : So you didn't

get the job?

THE COMEDIAN: I wouldn't take the job!

THE TRAGEDIAN : Ahem ! But, as I was say-

ing,

THE LEADING MAN (interrupting, as he looks

up from his press clippings) : Say, boys, here's

a good one ! Listen to this ! From the Perth

Amboy Gazette ! "The Committee for Contribu-

tions, in charge of the Red Cross Bazaar, to be

held at the Town Hall next week, has received

an autograph photograph from Mr. Lionel Les-

terbrooke, the celebrated actor. The picture,

which will be raffled, is a striking one, but, even

so, does not do Mr. Lesterbrooke justice, for he is

universally recognized as the handsomest man on

the stage." And, say, here's another ! From the

Moving Picture Argus! "It is reported that the

Fabulous Film Company, of New York and Los

Angeles, is negotiating with Lionel Lesterbrooke,

the famous leading man of many Broadway pro-

ductions, for his services, at a salary said to be

between fifty and sixty thousand dollars a year!"
And that's not all ! Listen to this ! From the

Cos Cob Courier! "The body of Mary Jane

Brown, only daughter of Postman John Henry
Brown, was found yesterday afternoon in the

creek. This is evidently a case of suicide. Post-

man Brown admits that he and his daughter had

many disagreements because of her infatuation

for an actor and her desire to go upon the stage.

Last Summer Mary Jane became acquainted wi'h
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one Lionel Lesterbrooke, a play-actor from New

York City who was boarding at the Higgins

Cottage, on Elm Street." Really, boys, this comes

to me as a genuine shock! The poor little girl

was as pretty as a picture, and as simple as a

child ! She turned to me as naturally as a flower

turns to the sun, but of course I

THE TRAGEDIAN (rising) : Well, I must be

off ! I have an appointment with Belasco ! He

wants me for the heavy lead in a new piece for

Frances Starr!

THE COMEDIAN (rising) : And that reminds

me! I have an appointment with Klaw and Kr-

langer! They want me for the title role in

new comedy by Lotta Pepp !

(The Tragedian and the Comedian go off to-

gether. The Leading Man re-reads his press

notices. The Head Bell Boy turns to another

Bell Boy.)
THE HEAD BELL BOY : Gee, them actors hate

theirselves, don't they? Sure they do! Like kids

hates candy, and ladies hates di'mins ! Morning,

noon and night they sits here, and chews the

rag, letting off hot air like they was steam radia-

tors ! "I I I I !" Aw, they makes me sick !

"I'm the greatest tragedian in the woild!" Sure

he is not. "I'm the greatest comedian in the

woild!" Sure he is not! "I'm the handsomest

leading man in the woild!" Sure he is not. If

they's such great fellers, why ain't they woiking?

They're out of jobs, every blame one of 'em!

But they keeps right on talking just the same!

Maybe they fool theirselves, but they soitenly

don't fool this here guy! Nothing like it!

ain't no boob ! When I comes here from

Hotel Kickerbocker, I brings along the sw

est little reference you ever seen ! The man

said I was honest and reliable! Them was his

very woids ! Honest and reliable! And he told

me hisself, in poisson, that I was the best bell

boy he had, and he was awful sorry to lose me!

But I got flat feet, and couldn't hustle around

no more! And now I'm head bell boy in a i

actors' club! The other night Mr. Voinon Syl-

vester told me I was the best head bell boy on

the face of the oith! He was drunk when he

said it, but it's the truth just the same! Some-

body has got to be the best bell boy, and it just

happens to be me !"

(CURTAIN.)

itenly

:|
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Photos White
Kate Stout, Anna Sands and Esther Ingham in

"Flo-Flo," the musical entertainment at the Cort

Violet Fleming, Charles Cherry and Ethel

Intropidi in "The Naughty Wife" at the Harris

Florence Moore, Sydney Shields and John Cumber-
land in "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" at the Republic

Edith Day and Frank Craven in "Going
Up," a musical play at the Liberty

FARCE AND MUSIC MAKE BROADWAY APPEAL



THE SEX APPEAL
far should an activss go in portraying a frenzy of passion ?

By FLORENCE REED

MY
chief task will be to overcome the

title of this article. Even, with a cer-

tain definite knowledge that many stupid

mistakes are made in the name of sex appeal, 1

still feel the danger of discussing a matter that

is at best a delicate one to talk or write about.

A man I know tells me that Sex Appeal

is the basic element in all arts. I do not agree

with him, 1 do not find in the historical facts

within our reach that genius in art has found

its origin in the potential forces of sex. Be-

sides, the stage is so essentially a technical

study, so dependent upon self control, that the

sex appeal in the theatre is really something en-

tirely remote from what it appears to be.

It so happens that drama is drawn from the

primitive elements of human nature, and there-

fore we find that the sex appeal on the stage

is a very constant requirement for the actor.

Perhaps it is quite natural that the public should

associate the actress with certain qualities which

she represents in the theatre. They do not

know that this convincing pretense of feeling

is only effective because it is entirely alien to

herself. In all art there are tricks, and the chief

trick that an actress learns is to hide herself

from her public. The sex appeal in the art of

acting has emphatically no relation to the actress.

Perhaps feeling as I do, I cannot quite agree

with the arrogant man who insists that Sex is

the basis of all great art.

Since we must reckon with the power of it,

I believe that in final analysis it may be re-

garded as a human element with a divine pur-

pose. If we follow this thought we find it con-

firmed in exceptional cases. For instance there

are many people who do not like Rubens' marvel-

ous women, claiming that they are too revealing

of the great artist's intention for Sex Appeal.

T HI-IRK are also those who have seen that

marvelous work of art by Rodin, "The
Hand of God," and found in the extraordinary

modeling of this masterpiece an offensiveness

of sex.

There are others who find those exquisite and
tender landscapes of Corot, flat and uninterest-

ing, because they cannot feel the spiritual mys-
tery, cannot see through the Divine light that

has heightened the quality of Corot's picture.

In music, there are many who do not care for

Beethoven's "Moonlight Sonata." It is too sex-

less, too gentle, too inaccessible in feeling. Yet
if we consider for a moment that Beethoven was
blind, that he could not see the exquisite mys-
teries of a moonlight night, how wonderful it was
that fie could feel so keenly and so tenderly the

soft white lights and tender shadows of moon-
light.

Then there was Mozart with his special grace,
his tuneful politeness, his conservative discretion

in feeling, being sure always to entertain with

delicacy, to charm with sweetness of tone and
tune. There was no brutality in the artistic

feeling of such men, no violation of good taste,

on the contrary a very fine spiritual instinct.

I do not wish to infer that the greatest success
i? obtained by delicacy of feeling in artistic en-
deavor. The world is full of human beings who
are emerging from the slavery of their senses

<

to the freedom of their spirit, and during tran-

sition they are under the influence chiefly, of

sex appeal. Writing, which is perhaps the most

difficult of all arts because it appeals directly

to hidden imagination is the most ordinary form

of sex appeal, and the least valuable, or should

1 say harmful. Novelists and playwrights with

that end in view to success, have paid their re-

spects to the sex appeal liberally. Yet it is a

question whether such stories or such plays sur-

vive the progress of the world. It is only in

the books that hold philosophy, poetry, romance

unspoiled by the brutality of sex, that lap over

the centuries. It is not necessary to deny, to

censor the sex appeal, but it is necessary to make

it subservient to the higher purposes of life.

Goldberg
FLORENCE REED

As Zahrat-al-Kulub, the slave in

"Chu Chin Chow"

As an actress I have often found myself cast
in a play where my character was disreputable.
I have been given a task of enticing men
away from the straight and narrow path, and
some critics have been good enough to say that
I did it very well. In such parts the actress
is expected to exercise sex appeal. Naturally,
she follows the direction of the play, she does
her best as an artist to fulfill the demand of
the playwright. But to say that such an actress

approves, or even admits that the issue of sex
can have any relation to her success in her art.
s entirely false. All the arts require a meas-
ure of intellectual perception, of sympathy with
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human emotion of all sorts, especially so on the

stage where we must, with the skill of our art,

pretend a line feeling or a frenzy of passion.

The modern play has been especially effective

in its sex appeal, but, as acting is a business

and plays of that sort make money, actresses

must accept the situation as a business matter.

Plays are made up of the plots and the pas-

sions of human nature but because I may find

myself expressing sex appeal in some plays, is

no basis of argument that I believe all art is

based on the force of sex.

Briefly, this sketches the outline of what cre-

ates sex appeal. It is something in its essential

elemental character that never should have been

transplanted from the primitive fact to the im-

aginative appeal. Here it is, however, and novel-

ists, painters, sculptors and playwrights have

seized upon it as a universal medium, because

it is an elemental law.

In the theatre we must cater to the theatre-

goer, which means all that the theatregoer has

inherited from imaginative minds. The play is

a public house of dollars in which the people

in front see themselves, very often, as they

should be. Nearly always, when an effort has

been made in the modern theatre to interpret

poetic thought, or to drive home a philosophy to

check temperament, it has failed. Until some

remarkable actress with a special genius of un-

derstanding for Ibsen has appeared, people have

not understood Ibsen's plays, or enjoyed them.

The success of an intellectual play is rare.

That is why managers are afraid to produce one.

When it is produced there appears a strangely

assorted audience, those who really like a good

play, and those who are trying to. When we
talk of a good play we mean preferably a play

that has no sex appeal in it. Or, sometimes we

mean just such a play. In the long run it is not

this quality that makes a play great, though it

will usually make' it notorious.

T ADMIT there is such a thing as sex appeal
A in the theatre but not as the fundamen-
tal principle of theatrical art. It is a very active

by-product, without any relation to artistic values

in the play. No playwright has dared to deal

with it as the dominating theme of a play. Shaw
did write "Mrs. Warren's Profession," but he

added to the theme a tonic of philosophy. Mr.

Pinero has used it for dramatic color, but the

sex appeal is always relegated to the care of a

vigilant hero or a determined heroine. The poor

long-suffering adventuress uses the sex appeal by

prearranged plans with the villain. The tempt-

ress, however, we know js never tempted, and

we feel confident that the heroine will resist

temptation, just as she would in real life. I

would be too cynical to believe otherwise.

No we must not be cynical towards the the-

atre, and that's what we are when we persist in

pleading for the sex appeal in plays.

After all, is there any reason for cynicism
towards the subject that we are discussing with

exceptional frankness ?

The Greek drama was right in the fact that

sex appeal should be adorned with the raiment

of imagination, as it frequently is not in modern

plays.
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The first actress to play
Dumas' heroine 1852

Sarony
CLARA MORRIS

The most famous American impersonator

ELEAXORA DUSE
An interesting but rather bourgeoise Camilla

ETHEL BARRYMORE
The latest Camille, now giving a creditable

but not inspired performance at the Empire

Moffett
OLGA NETHERSOLE

X distinguished English Lady with the Camellias

SARAH BERXHARDT
The greatest of all Camilles

THE N E W E S T C A M I L L E AND S O M E F A M O U S O N E S



WHEN THE MATINEE IDOL GOES HOME
His name and fame have been heralded and billboarded

from coast to coast, but back in his own town he is unsung

By LEWIS ALLEN

PS-S-ST

!" hisses a Pullman Passenger to

his iriend.

"Hull?" queries the friend. .

"Sir that man down there no. down on the

other side, one with the lapful of magazines?

Well, that'* William dc Lange!''

The Pullman Passenger's friend takes a good

long hard look at William de Lange. "Never

saw him off the stage before. He looks younger
off than mi. Gee whiz, man. I'd like his salary."

"L'h-luih. thousand a week if it's a cent. But

he'- worth it. Did you see him in 'A He Hero'?"

"Sure. That was nearly two years ago. I was

reading this morning that he had just ended a

run of eighty consecutive weeks at the Thespis,

leading man in 'Hearts A-Sizzle.'
"

And so they discuss William de Lange as the

train whizzes them Westward. Now and then

they flash past a billboard that contains a

chronio likeness of Mr. de Lange, his name and

the title of his show.

William de Lange is going back home for the

first time in fifteen years. When he was get-

ting $25 a week for small parts, he couldn't

afford the money to go back home and when
he made good and was getting $500 and up to

twice that a week, he couldn't afford the time

*o go back. But now he has the summer for a

rest. He needs it, and so he is homeward bound.

HE has written to his folks that he is coming.

His folks are glad. Mother hopes that he will

be sensible and quit play-actin' and settle down

in his father's butcher shop, because father is

getting old. Elder brother hopes he isn't coming
home to sponge on them all Summer. He has

also written to a few others about his home-

coming, such as Major Bumpus, president of the

Board of Trade, and Eph Swain, an old school

chum, now a prosperous house painter and leader

of the local Silver Cornet Band; Joe Griggs.
editor and publisher of the local weekly news-

paper, and perhaps a dozen or so others, giving
them greetings and mentioning the exact hour
that his train would arrive. To the leader of

the Hardscrabble Silver Cornet Band William

Lange's letter was most affectionate, and the

hour of his arrival was underscored. To the

editor of the Hardscrabble Weekly Herald, he
enclosed some magazine clippings and photo-

graphs of himself.

At a certain Junction, William de Lange has
to change to the local. No Pullman-bearing
train ever stops at Hardscrabble. But he safely
transfers his two suitcases, bundle of canes and
umbrellas, hat box and leather case for press
clippings. And as the local rattles along up
and down grade, the scenery becomes more
familiar.

"I wonder," he muses, "whether Eph's band
boys will play 'Home Again' or 'Hail to the

And then he begins to go over in his
mind what he will say in reply to Major Bum-
pus' Address of Welcome. After that he tries

to make a guess as to whether they will have a

carriage or an automobile waiting for him, and
about how many people will be at the station.
Of course the news of his coming has spread

rapidly. Everyone in town, he knows, has been

talking about the return of William de Lange,

a home town boy, who had added bright laurels

to the fair name of Hardscrabble.

THE li'cekly Herald has, of course, printed a

column or so about him, and perhaps with

his picture. All these thoughts are keeping the

mind of William de Lange active as the local

wheezes and rattles nearer and nearer to Hard-

scrabble. Finally they round the curve by the

river, pass the saw mill, Kelly's Tannery, the

Sash and Blind Factory, and come to a stop

alongside the dingy old building bearing the

sign : "HARDSCRABBLE."
Jim Trask, station agent, baggage agent and

telegrapher, seeing that no baggage truck was

needed, promptly sits down on it and proceeds

to light his pipe~

William de Lange arrays his baggage about

him in an impossible line, then assumes his best

stage smile, strikes a good pose and waits.

"The rascals," he muses, "always up to some

pranks. Hiding behind the station, every one

of them." But William de Lange is mistaken.

No one is behind the station except Gyp, Jim's

dog.

"Hello Jim," exclaims William de Lange in

his warmest and most condescending manner.

Years before he had been the most disappointed

youth in' Hardscrabble because Jim, instead of

himself, got that swell job as station agent.

*T O," replies Jim.

William de Lange advances a little. Jim
merely removes his pipe to expectorate, replaces
it and stares down the track.

"By Jove," exclaims de Lange, keeping a wary
eye at the ends of the station to be ready when
the big bunch, the band boys and others, dash
around. "You haven't changed a bit, Jim."

"Neither have you," comments Jim.
Ouch! Jim will never know what a jab he

gave William de Lange at that moment.
"Er er ." William de Lange pauses and

cranes his neck to catch a glimpse of the big
bunch behind the station, "er a little late aren't

they?"

"Who?" asks Jim.

"Why the er the band and the Board of
Trade members and er other delegates. They
must be late."-

"Late for what?" demands Jim.
William de Lange is silent.

"Gosh!" continues Jim. "Our County Fair
won't be for three months yet, and our band
boys and Board of Trade never turns out for

anything except that. Want me to have one of
my rigs tote that junk up to your Pa's?" Jim
indicates the baggage with his toe.

William de Lange does. He selects his yel-
lowest gloves, his nobbiest cane, exchanges "hi.

traveling cap for his silk tile and starts jauntily
up street, albeit rather abashed.
Jim Trask yawns, gets up and telephones to

h.s livery stable for Mike to hitch up the demo-
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crat and come down for some baggage.
"
'Xother drummer?" queries Mike.

"Naw," says Jim, yawning, "Bill Lang has

come back !"

In the East the dramatic editors of the news-

papers all mention the fact that "William de

Lange, leading man in "Hearts A-Sizzle' which

has just closed a run of eighty weeks, has gone
to his native town, Hardscrabble, for a well-

earned rest. Many of these publications add

that Mr. de Lange has signed contracts for an-

other season with certain big producers, at an

enormous figure.

In the West, in Hardscrabble, several people

mention the fact that Bill Lang is back.

WILLIAM
DE LANGE in the back of the

family Bible under "Births," he is down
as William D. Lang is greeted affectionately by
his mother as "Willie," by his father as "Will-

iam," by his elder brother as "Kid."

"How long you aimin' to stay, William?'' asks

practical father.

"Oh, I hardly know. May take a little run up
through the Canadian Rockies with my friends,

Belasco, Cohan, Brady, Ziegfeld and a few other

of those chaps," yawns William de Lange, "you
see I don't open up until the last week in

August."

"Open up!" snorts elder brother, "you talk

like you was an umbrella. Besides, you got your
nerve, comin' home here and livin' off of Paw
;ill summer."

"Hush !" exclaims Mother.
"
'Spose you come home broke

'

William de Lange has every right to be a trifle

peeved. Hadn't he been sending on clippings
and magazines and photographs for years ?

"Not quite broke, Sid," he remarks and flashes

his bank balance and a few steel-blue gems and

other material and desirable things. Then he
makes one mighty and desperate effort to ac-

quaint his good people with the fact that he's a

very Audible Noise along the White Way, that

while no more than a couple score have their

John Hancocks in incandescents nightly, about
four hundred thousand others would give their

right arms to see their cognomens scintillate about
300 kilowatts per hour, nightly.
"You read what I was sending home?"
"Oh, yes, but you can read anything" Elder

Brother starts to get rough again. Dear old

Mother explains.

"You see, Willie, we didn't say much to the

town folks about jest what you was doin'. We
wan't overly proud of tellin' 'em you was jest

play actin'. Besides, I have been hoping all

along that you'd sorter settle down."
And at the end of the Summer when Will-

iam de Lange returns, all the dramatic editors '

herald his coming, give him interviews, print
pictures taken of him with the cows back on
the farm and quote him regarding his new
"vehicle" as he designates the next play in which
he is to star.

But the Hardscrabble Weekly Herald publishes
the following :

"Bill Lang has gone back to New York where
he has a steady job with a theatre."
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"THE KING" TOLD IN PICTURES

The King of Moldavia pays u visit to the French capital, and his amorous ad-

ventures become so tangled up with affairs of State that the Ministry totters.

Incidentally the play throws satirical and highly diverting side-lights on the

snobbish appreciation all Republics have for royalty and how the most intense

radicals may be tamed by personal association with blood royal

Leo Ditrichstein in the role of the

very naughty, but very human King

Dorothy Mortimer, Miriam Doyle, Betty Callish, Pauline Smith, Cora Witherspoon
and Mr. Ditrichstein

Act II. The ladies pay homage to the King of Moldavia

Photos Burke Alwell Miss Callish Mr. Ditrichstein

Act I. The King comes under the charms of the intriguing actress

Miss Mortimer Mr. Ditrichstein

Act III. The bourgeoise wife of the

Socialist member of the Chamber re-

news her acquaintance with the King

LEO DITRICHSTEIN A HIT IN A CO M E D Y OF S A T I RE



From a portrait by White Studio

IRENE FENWICK AS MRS. TUDWAY IN "LORD AND LADY ALGY"

In the case of the revival of R. C. Carton's comedy, the play is decidedly
not the thing the players are altogether it. Miss Fenwick was never more

charming or youthful looking than in her role of the romantic, novel-reading wife
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From a portrait by White Studio

MAX1NE ELLIOTT AS "LADY ALGY " AT THE BROAUHURST

The part of Lady Algernon Chetland receives the radiance of the beau-

tified Maxine. "Beautified" is, in this connection, decidedly pertinent. Miss

Elliott in all ways illustrates the triumphant combination of art and nature



TWINKLE, TWINKLE, LITTLE STAR!
The child player today is the successful actor tomorrow

By VERA BLOOM

WHKX
Kmerson gave his advice about

hitching one's wagon to a star, he

could hardly have forseen the surpris-

ing number of baby carriages and prams that

would be dashing through the theatrical heavens

in this year of grace!

Small acm->si-s. ballet-dancers, moving picture-

stars and infant prodigies can claim as much

importance as the recognized "stars" of their

calling. There is many a wee tot of four or five

who is quite accustomed to having the world

at her feet! Interviewers have no terror for

her, in fact, she has usually studied what she

is to say beforehand, and recites her past, pres-

ent and future with glib promptness. She

scans the new magazines for her pictures, and

flies into quite a temperamental tantrum if she

has been neglected.

It seems rather sad. Here these babies for

they are nothing more who should have no

other care in life but to make mud-pies and play

with rag-dolls, have all the tribulations and adu-

lations of a leading lady or a premiere danseuse.

'Ihey are always conscious, either of their poses

and gestures or of the sensation they are caus-

ing, and all they have to hear is "the lady is

from a magazine, darling!" to rattle off the most

astounding profundities!

But this is from the outside, from the view-

point of a casual acquaintance. This is their

"audience manner," be the audience one or a

thousand. When they are off guard, they are the

most loving and lovable children in the world.

They charter brightly instead of profoundly, and

are quite like the little boy across the street or

the little girl next door.

FORTUNATELY,
1 know them in that light,

and it was only on going forth to interview

a half dozen of the smallest and brightest stars

that I realized what an impossible thing such an

interview may be! So, begging your pardon for

the absence of a "when-I-grow-up-I-am-going-

to-devote-myself-to-serious-drama" speech from

an infant who isn't old enough for the Montes-

sori system, may I introduce them to you as

they really are?

Doris Booth, who in a lifetime of six years

has gained the highest place as an interpretive

dancer, is the most elfish little creature in the

world. Rose O'Neill told me that she is one

of her Kewpies come to life. And there is more

animation in her vital little face, and more charm

in her personality than in that of any child

I have ever met. It is impossible to forget that

Doris is in a room. No matter who is there, she

makes herself the center of attraction, and re-

mains the center of attraction. She is tireless,

and after two hours of dancing, during which

time she has poured out her ardent little soul

with music, for she never does the same dance

twice, she begins to look around for someone
who can play a good game of tag!

She is very strict with her audiences. At a

persistent rustle or murmur, she calmly stops the

music and demands silence! And she is extraor-

dinarily sensitive to color. One day she had
been dancing an Hungarian Rhapsody in a black

chiffon costume, when the musicians started the

"Spring Song." She began to dance, and then

stopped. A whispered consultation with her

mother resulted in the reappearance of a radi-

ant Doris in a wonderful shade of orange. "1

couldn't do it," she explained soberly, "the black

went against the music!'" And she had never

heard the "Spring Song" before.

Many people have claimed to be her teacher,

but until last year her dancing had been en-

tirely spontaneous. Since then, however, she

has been in the hands of a Madame Jeanette.

and tli is season she goes to school for the first

time as a scholarship pupil at Ethical Culture.

She has the "star feeling" to such a high de-

gree that she is utterly miserable when she is

not being noticed. Where other children would

be proud as Punch just to be sitting in a box

at a theatre, Doris nutters around until the audi-

ence discovers who is in that box. With such

a temperament as hers, it is not surprising that

she is a distinct brunette type, with flashing eyes

and coal black hair.

SHE
can dramatize anything. A fan, a scarf,

or a string of beads means a story to her,

and for that reason many people think that when

she is older she will be an actress and not a

dancer. But even now her genius is so marked

that Daniel Frohman, Helen Moller, Roshanara,

Rose O'Neill and Maud Allan, who intended tak-

ing her to England to be educated and to dance

for the Queen, have taken active interest in her

career.

So with all the good fairies and a half dozen

fairy godparents at her beck and call, there is

every reason to expect Doris Booth to become

great and famous as time goes on.

Little Virginia Gitchell. who works as hard

as any prima ballerina at the stupendous tech-

nique of the Italian ballet, though just Doris'

age, is her exact opposite in every way. Blond

and blue-eyed, you will find her at the Metro-

politan Opera Ballet School, in stiff tarlatan

ballet skirts and satin slippers that were surely

made for a doll. There, for hours every day,

never once taking those bright little e"yes from

Madame Pauline Verhoeven's, her teacher's, face,

she goes through the same arduous steps and

exercises as the professional dancers swaying and

bending like huge butterflies all about her, and

in some cases it must be confessed, with far

more ease and vim.

TO her it is incomprehensible that Doris can

dance without knowing the difference be-

tween an arabesque and a rondejambe. In fact,

I have seen her turn a haughty little shoulder

while Doris was dancing ! She sees no flashes

of inspiration while the music plays ; dancing to

her means a lifetime of daily toil, incessant

practice, and established rules with reward in

that far future when she will be premiere.
But she has had her full share of glory. Every

year, when the ballet school gives its annual per-

formance at the Metropolitan, Virginia, a mere
speck in the vast auditorium, captivates the audi-

ence with the most difficult dances. The first

time she appeared the house was in an uproar,
and Madame Verhoeven, waiting in the wings,
told her to go out and repeat the dance. "Why
should I?" asked the young star. "I did it right
the first time!''

[ioo]

The adorable Belgian baby with Maude Adams
in "A Kiss for Cinderella," was Miriam Bat-

tista, who, as one can tell from her name and

melting brown eyes, is but once removed from

Italy. If you were at the Actors' Fund Fair,

you will remember her as the Red Cross baby-

saleslady. Small as she is, not quite five, to be

sure, she had considerable experience in the films

with the Fox and Pathe companies before ap-

pearing with Miss Adams, and recently with

Wilton Lackaye.

That she is fully alive to all that is happening

was shown one night at the Empire. Miss Adams
had made a "cut." that, because it only con-

cerned herself and Norman Trevor, she had not

mentioned to the company. When the time

came, Mr. Trevor made a change, but a horri-

fied voice came from a wooden box containing

the Belgian baby : "Ooh ! Dat bad mans fordot

his lines !"

Ethelmary Oakland, who, with the dignity of

eight years, becomes the dowager of this so-

ciety, lays her chief claim to fame as a star of

the screen. Besides being Jack Pickford's lead-

ing lady in "The Dummy,'' she has supported

Marguerite Clark, Mary Miles Minter and many
others. In fact she is Miss Minter's protegee,

and the proudest moment in her young life was

the first time she heard that she was a "little

Mary Miles Minter." She is following her foot-

steps from the day she took part in "The Littlest

Rebel," under her direction, word for word. She

also played the child in one of the "On Trial"

companies.

ETHELMARY
has no doubts as to her course

in life. She intends to prepare for both

the stage and screen, and perhaps, if her voice

should warrant it, the opera! Singing, dancing,

acting and languages are a few subjects on her

future schedule. She says that if she studies

there is nothing she will be unable to do, and

being such a beauty as she is, her course is all

the more to her credit !

Recently this busy child appeared with

Marjorie Rambeau in "Eyes of Youth" and with

Marie Doro in "Barbara," and with her stage

appearances, picture work, school and numberless

private lessons, she is without a doubt one of

the most occupied young ladies in town.

And now we come to young Frank Longacre

who, if he continues the excellent work he is

doing as brother Johnny in "The Gypsy Trail,"

bids fair to become an Arthur Hopkins star

some fine day ! For, rarest of all qualities in

stage children, his blond head seems crammed

full of a delightful and natural sense of humor,

and he has a flair for turning the most com-
ij

inonplace line into a laugh. In fact, he is rather

like a pocket-size edition of Roland Young, who i

lends so much atmosphere and dry comedy to

Mr. Hopkins' plays. But above all off stage and
,

on, Frank is a "regular boy."

There is a popular belief that clever stage chil-

dren often grow up to be mediocre players; that

their talent is forced out of them too early in life.

But many have in their possession that same

counter-charm of success that made such stars

as Maude Adams, Elsie Janis, George M. Cohan.

Fay Bainter, Wallace Eddinger, Mary Miles

Minter and Mrs. Fiske all children of the stage.
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VIRGINIA GITCHELL
Blond and blue-eyed, this tiny

dancer has captivated audiences at

the Metropolitan Opera House

MIRIAM BATTISTA
Who was seen as the adorable

Belgian baby, aged five, with Maude
Adams in "A Kiss for Cinderella"

Moody
ETHELMARY OAKLAND

With the dignity of eight years
this diminutive star of the screen

was seen recently in "Eyes of Youth"

White
DORIS BOOTH

In a lifetime of six years this little artist has

gained a high place as an interpretive dancer

Van der. Weyde
LILLIAN EMERSON

Who scored at the recent children's matinee at the Cohan and
Harris Theatre by her portrayal of the immortal Goldilocks

BABY PLAYERS OF TODAY WHO WILL BE THE STARS OF TOMORROW



WHAT THE THEATRE MEANS TO THE AUTHOR
One of America s foremost novelists admits she has no desire to write

plays because the playwright's is a dog s life. Rehig an interview with

GERTRUDE ATHERTON

SINCE

there has rarely been any real sym-

pathy for the theatre, among those authors

whose names have qualified their fame as

novelists no American writer of real American

novels (there are so

many unreal novels

published that this dif-

ference should be

marked) can talk

with more searching

criticism on this mat-

ter than Gertrude Ath-

erton. She has an

iconoclastic vision.
Those who know the

literary and dramatic

quality of her novels,

\ will agree on this point,

^U including a vast num-

ber of people who
never look at the title

-.

:>.r_:i- t' -tr who write-

the novels they read.

On one or two points

that have been vigorously discussed since that

far-away day when the dramatized novel was

pitched into the bonfire of theatricalism, to the

delight of the public and the despair of the

novelist. Mrs. Atherton is uncompromisingly op-

posed to the theatre.

First: Because a playwright leads the life of

a dog.

Secondly: Because a novel is (in Mrs. Ather-

ton's case) an intimate revelation of real char-

acter which she thinks the theatre is not.

Thirdly : Because it is scarcely ever possible

to find an actor or an actress able to reproduce

any deeply thought out and vividly realized char-

acter in historical or current novels, on the stage.

By no means entirely out of sympathy with the

theatre, but temperamentally out of patience with

the theatricalism of many plays, with the neces-

sity of limitations put upon the playwright's ser-

vice to the novelist, Mrs. Atherton's reasons for

not having written a play herself will be a suf-

ficient answer to this question-so often put to her.

O PittoUt

GERTRUDE ATHERTON

D PEOPLE are constantly asking me why 1

* don't write a play," she said, in the grimly
staccato tone of mental attack.

"If I had that particular group of brain cells,

that turns out plays, I suppose I "should have been

writing plays instead of novels all these years
Tjut I have not, and I admit it without regret.

Writing novels and stories is as necessary to me
as any lesser function of my being. I should
write them if I were as rich as Croesus or as

poor as the afflicted Job who by the way was
not nearly so deserving of compassion as the

playwright. Hi- were the afflictions of boils, the

playwright's misery is the affliction of producers
The former are curable, the latter incurable.

From all that I hear, and from what I have seen,

the playwright leads a dog's life, the kind of a

dog that has a master who doesn't know a well-

Tired dog from an ordinary one. He writes a

play, knowing that if it should ever be produced,
it must be rewritten, and after that, stretched, or

cut, or otherwise altered to fit the shoulders of

some slim attenuated "star" when it was origi-

nally intended to adorn a substantial one. The

playwright may set his scenes in New York City.

But Heaven only knows in what city of the

world his play will finally be cast. He may have

to travel a long way, to take his characters into

the wilds of Alaska, or to the everglades of

Florida before it is produced. The scene of one

of my novels in going through the fitting process

of an expert playwright started in Butte, Mon-

tana, and the last act is still hovering over the

earth waiting for the producer to instruct the

playwright in what part of the world it will light.

The last place I heard of it was in Belgium. I

believe it is still over there, because we must win

the war.

"It is an incident that illustrates a playwright's

servile task to please the producer. He looks up
at him with a pleading dog-like faithfulness of

canine intelligence reduced to a minimum, for a

signal to tell him if he should run to heel or leap

fretfully ahead.

PRODUCERS
are not usually loquacious.

They whistle to the playwrights and prop-

erly or improperly feel that as they are putting

up the money, they ought to write the play. I

believe there are many actor-playwrights, one

producer-playwright that we know of, and a

great many that we don't know of. The reason

that the playwright leads such a dog's life, is

because producers are thinking about what the

public wants or. the stage. What the playwright
thinks about that matter is of no consequence.

Of course, it should be, but custom and the

traditions of the theatre have forbidden it. Play-

wrights are consequently a very humble class of

people who are sometimes permitted to see their

plays in rehearsal, so that they can hear the abuse

of the actors, and be on hand to rewrite any ideas

that the producer may inject into a play. This

is the deplorable situation of a playwright. For
the author, whose novel is perhaps the cause of

the playwright's humiliation, it is discouraging.
It may be true, that there is a vast, ignorant pub-
lic that goes to the theatre expecting a certain

kind of bill of fare in their amusement, but a

novelist is not entirely trained to the humility of

a playwright, and is entirely opposed to the

autocracy of the producer.

"The producer, if he desired to encourage the

novelist to- be inspired by the theatre, should

glance at the relations of the novelist with the

publisher. The publisher is entirely at our mercy.
He may suggest but it never occurs to him to

alter our manuscript. He either takes it or re-

jects it. He is usually a gentleman and a diplo-
mat ; no matter how arbitrary we writers may be
(and I am very arbitrary) he strokes down or
makes such concessions as are necessary authors
at a pinch could get along without publishers,
hut never publishers without authors.

book on the market, can afford to wait for a

slowly rising interest. If any publisher dared

say to an author of standing, 'You go home and

rewrite this book,' the author would simply walk

out with the manuscript and take it to another

publisher.

"There should be a point of contact between

the person who has written a novel and the pro-

ducer of that novel for the theatre, but it is usu-

ally a very perfunctory relationship. The author

and the playwright assigned to the task, do en-

gage in friendly conversation, that is, as friendly

as any playwright can be, towards a novelist.

No doubt it is quite natural that the playwright

with his superior knowledge of stagecraft should

feel quite independent of any suggestions made

by the author. All that the author has is the

printed novel, and being told by the playwright

how difficult, how impossible, how entirely un-

suited to the stage in novel form the book is,

the author is placed in a very helpless position.

What the author privately thinks of the play-

wright is rarely uttered. Only the author's pub-

lisher knows that, and he is usually a man of

more discretion than valor.

"Perhaps there is no real point of contact be-

tween the producer and author. The play is

quite a different thing in writing from that of

the novel. The playwright and the novelist are

not allies in any sense of the word, and the

playwright never fails to impress upon the novel-

ist the strangeness, the improbability, and the

theatrical uselessness of the novel without his

skill, and his spotlight. The novel and the play

are as different in their relation to the artistic

inspiration which they both claim, as a bit of

hand carving, and a bit of mechanical carving.

The source of the novel is a much more intimate

adventure in art than the play. The novelist lives

with the characters of a novel in daily life, the

playwright jeopardizes life-like likenesses by

putting colored lights on them, by making them

stand up and sit down according to the tech-

nique of the theatre. The novelist has no such

narrow bondage to put upon a character.

CR some reason the playwright is far more
obsequious to the producer possibly because

he has no other medium, and he must have imme-
diate success or none at all. The novelist, his

THE people in the novel do not act, they live

in the mind, the eye, and the heart of a

novelist. When they get into the playwright's

shop, they are first killed by a process of stage

deductions, and then they are prepared for the

theatre on the principle that a taxidermist tries

to make the glass eye of a tiger look as fierce

and cunning cs the tiger looks in life. It simply

can't be done. All the flavor of a novel loses its

cunning in the playwright's job. I am not dis-

claiming that there is quite as much talent re-

quired in the playwright of a theatrical kind, as

there is in a novelist, but novels are not written

for the box office. A novelist who writes a novel

with an idea of the amount of money it will

bring is not likely to turn out a very distinguished

piece of work. To think of the money while in

the imaginative throes of creating a character is

to destroy one's work.

"The one threat which hangs like a lash over

the playwright, however, the test by which

he is given an enviable reputation in the the-
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Lotus Robb Edmund Breese Harold West

Act I. When the older brother hears of the

engagement, he hastens to congratulate the happy
couple only it's a question if they are happy

Ernest Lawford Nat C. Goodwin Edmund Breese Estelle Winwood

Act I. Then there's the other sister,

Helen, who calmly announces she doesn't

believe in marriage as an institution at all

Photos Burke Atvcll Miss Winwood Edmund Breese

Act II. Helen is a "new woman" but she has

many a feminine trick to handle a mere man

Mr. Breese Miss Robb Mr. Lawford Mr. Goodwin

Act III. So obedient Jean serves

tea while Helen's case is discussed

IN
a given family are shown

four aspects of marriage.

The younger sister has been

brought up to be married and

nothing else. She finally ac-

cepts one of two lovers. Uncle

Everett is a genial Judge whose

wife has left him to sue for

divorce. At the last moment
she telegraphs that she is re-

turning. Helen, the other

sister, does not want to marry

anyone in the conventional

way. A young scientist and

she are in love. But through
a ruse of the Judge, they too

arc finally united. "Why
Marry?" is a brilliant play.

Mr. Lawford Miss Rolib Mr. Goodwin Mr. Breese

Act III. The good old Judge forgets all the troubles of the family when

he hears that his wife of a quarter of a century is coming back to him

" \V H Y M A II R Y {'
' A T T H E A S T O 11 , TOLD IN PIC T U R E S



atre, is the amount of money his play will

earn. And just there is where the novelist and

the producer can never agree.

"Since a novel is an intimate revelation of

real character, 1 am afraid that the theatre can

never do entire justice to the author. I am very

fond of the theatre, but I always wish there was

better taste, nicer selection of language and a

closer attention to untheatrical atmosphere than

we usually find in plays on the American stage

There is a great difference between theatrical

realism and literary realism. The former is al-

ways obvious, and the latter steals its way into

the imagination of the reader more modestly. I

am inclined to think that real interpretations of

THAT

real characters in novels are not possible in the

theatre. I am often vastly entertained by plays

but I rarely want to see one a second time-

as for instance one buys a satisfying book for

one's library. I cannot recall offhand any pre-

destined to immortality. I regret to say, at this

time, that the best realism in acting I have seen

in the theatre before the war, was in Germany.

There was an educational intent, because an

actor who played a leading role one night, would

be cast for a very small part in the next play.

Such a system is very realistic because it hap-

pens to us all in life, that we play a big part

for a day or two, and then settle back into

smaller roles that make up the average of life.

"The novelist usually builds a novel upon the

realistic foundation of some character. Occa-

sionally it is an historical character, and noth-

ing seems to tempt the playwright so much as-

that kind of a novel, and no kind of a novel

betrays the playwright so much at his worst as

the historical novel. If the novelist has not

gone into history for a character, then it is

written around the soul, the mind, and the tem-

perament of a portrait from life as nearly as a

novelist can make one. These portraits are usu-

ally conceived by the novelist in very intimate

association with them. They grow up around

the novelist as realistically as if they were peo-

ple far too real to be mummerfied in the theatre.

tf,HAPPY ENDING r>

No factor has done more harm to drama than the idiotic conclusions

tacked on to plays by managers aiming to "please" the -public

By EDWIN CARTY RANCK

THE
time has come for playgoers through-

out the country to take a firm but de-

cisive stand against the "happy ending."

Xo single factor in the history of the Amer-

ican theatre has been a greater curse than the

asinine assumption on the part of managers

that ''the public won't stand for an unhappy

ending." It is this belief, which is most as-

suredly not upheld by the best traditions of

the stage, that has ruined many a good play

that could not, by all the laws of logic, have

had anything except an unhappy ending.

The sentimental, sugary and altogether idiotic

"unhappy ending" that is tacked to plays at

the behest of some of our intelligent managers
vi mr -couldn't tell the difference between Ibsen

and insomnia, is probably the most potent rea-

son why we have never developed a worth-

while drama in this country. What incentive

is there to a real dramatist, a man who takes his

art soberly and seriously, to write a big play

when he knows there is no earthly chance for a

production unless he throws overboard all logic

and sacrifices his self-respect as a writer?

"My dear young friend," says our theatrical

Mr. Chadband, chewing benevolently upon his all-

Havana and smiling greasily upon the latest ap-

plicant for Broadway theatrical honors. "My
dear young friend, this play of your's (business

of tapping manuscript with impressive fore-

finger) is a most excellent piece of work
most excellent but I could not possibly

produce it in its present form. Oh, dear no!
Your heroine is half across the room at the end
of the play when she should be in the hero's

arms declaring her undying love. Your play is

too logical. It indicates too much intelligence.

Now, my dear fellow, go back to your hall bed-
room and rewrite this play. Inject more love

into it the public eats it up and HAVE THAT
GIRL IX THE MAX'S ARMS IN THE LAST
ACT !"

For instance, Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin

gave a logical ending to "Lilac Time." "The
public won't stand for it," said the producer and
so a sentimental ending was tacked on an end-

ing that was infinitely more tragic to the man
and woman of brains than the original artistic

denouement.

Then Mrs. Murfin and Miss Cowl wrote another

play, entitled "Daybreak." The authors, having

the courage of their artistic convictions, gave

this a logical ending the only possible ending

for that particular sort of play.

"The public won't stand for it" was the parrot-

like repetition of the same manager. So the

ending was changed changed in such a way
that it was an insult to the intelligence of any
one possessing a thimbleful of brains.

Let us analyze "Daybreak" just for a moment.

In this play a splendid and highly sensitive

woman is married to a drunken beast. She has

a child and is so afraid of the possible influence

of the father upon the baby that she keeps from

him the fact of his parentage. The secrecy that

is maintained about the child's existence by the

family physician excites the husband's suspicions

and he accuses his wife of wrongdoing. Of

course, this is all rather preposterous. But it

was worked out with a semblance of reality at

least. And in the first version this beast of a

husband is justly killed by the infuriated husband

of a young woman whose life he has ruined. It

was the only way out of the dilemma
; it was

as inevitable as fate itself.

But mark what happened ! The producer
found that the play was not bringing enough
money to the box-office. It never seemed to occur

to him that this might have been due to any
number of half a dozen reasons. He saw only
one: the play didn't have a happy ending! What
a chump he was not' to have seen this earlier!

So presto ! When "Daybreak'' started out upon
its perilous journey along the road, those who
had seen it in New York were amazed to find

that, despite the fact that the husband was still

a drunken beast, his life had been saved by the

merciful producer. Now the play closes with the

wife in her drunken husband's arms, and the

credulous audience is expected to go away in

the pleasant belief that "they lived happily ever

afterward," although the playwrights had made
it obviously plain by motivation that the husband
had tried repeatedly to reform and failed.

Because the producer fatuously believed that

an American audience would not accept a logical

ending to a play, a preposterous substitute was
foisted upon the public that was just as con-

vincing as one of Senator La Follette's pacifistic

arguments.

How long, O Catiline, wilt thou abuse our
patience! What steps must be taken by the

American theatregoer to safeguard himself from

the mushy happy ending? What punishment is-

adequate for the tyrant that inflicts upon us this

unendurable suffering?

Some fine morning we may expect to pick up
the paper and read this announcement:

"Mr. So-and-so thinks that there is still a de-

mand in this country for Shakespeare's plays, so

he expects to produce 'Macbeth' and 'King Lear'

in the near future. He has engaged Mr. Hack

to rewrite these two plays and give them

HAPPY ENDINGS."
Can you imagine Macbeth defeating Macduff

and clasping Lady Macbeth in his arms as the

curtain falls? Can you picture Cordelia rushing

to the center of the stage, throwing her arms

around King Lear and exclaiming in Pollyanna

tones of joy: "Father, I have come back to you?
THE ROPE BROKE!"

Or, conjure up a picture of Paula Tanqueray
tearfully embracing her husband while she

explains to the spotlight that the pistol missed
1

fire! Or the heroine of "Mid-Channel" returning

with the announcement that an awning broke her

fall when she threw herself from the window !

Or, the cough-racked Camille arising from her

lied and babbling with rapturous joy that it wasn't

tuberculosis after all but merely the croup!

Imagine what a gorgeously happy ending it

would be if Horatio explained to Hamlet that

the "potent poison" was merely a sleeping

draught and that he would yet live to realize

that "God's in His heaven ; all's right with the

world." What a chance it would be for the

Broadway dramatist! He could doctor up
Horatio's famous line and make it read :

"Good night, sweet prince!

And flights of theatrical 'angels' sing thee to thy
rest!"

No, Mr. Manager, we think you are wrong.
You can't get away from the fact that so:

fairly good plays have been produced that didn't

have happy endings. May we timidly call your
attention to a few of them : "Hamlet," "Lear,"

"Othello," "Romeo and Juliet," "Julius Caesar,''

"Rosmersholm," "Hedda Gabler," "A Doll's

House," "Ghosts," "Magda," "Monna Vanna,"
"Pelleas and Melisande," "Mid-Channel," "Michael

and His Lost Angel," "Mrs. Warren's Profes-

sion," "Justice," "Rutherford and Son" and "The
Easiest Way." There are still a few others, but

we don't want to rub it in.
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MUSIC FOR EVERYONE
CONDUCTED % CHARLES D. ISAACSON

WILL
you permit me to come into your

family circle? I should like to meet

you and become good friends with you
all. Here is Father, Mother, Sister and Brother.

To help the poor writer fellow, let us assume
that each of you represents a distinct type.
Father is a business man who simply can't get

away from his desk long enough to become very
much of a music-man. Mother used to play

piano a little, before she was married. She
practised an hour or so a day, when she was a

young girl, but the duties of the household soon
made it impossible to continue and she hasn't

played a note for years. Brother hasn't the

patience to listen to music he is for sports and
entertainment with the punch. While Sister she
has a voice; she can do the simple songs of the

day, and can play piano a little just enough to

entertain the company for a bit.

Over there is the piano yes, of course, it

needs tuning, and it's going to be done next
week. And there is the phonograph, with some
records, let us see, dance, musical comedy, and
Caruso in "Pagliacci" and Alma Gluck in "Carry
Me Back to Old Virginny."

Here's a good time to choose for my visit.

Father is down at the office, brother is at high
school and sister is out on a visit. Mother's
home alone, I'll talk with her it's easier with
one at a time.

Mother's in the sewing room, just mending a

batch of things; supper is cooking, the house is

all dusted and Mary the maid is properly coached
for the next hour's duties. Mother's tired. Who-
ever said that the woman at home has it all so

easy?

"Can you spare ten minutes?"

"Oh, absolutely not, there's so much to be
done before the family gets home."

"Well, just five minutes come on into the

parlor. Your mind is fagged take a vacation
for a while, it's going to help. Play me some-
thing at the piano."

"Oh, no, I'm all out of practice, haven't played
for years."

"Well, don't mind me, please, I hear all kinds
of pianists and this won't matter.

"If you insist, let me see, here's a little melody
I played when I was a girl."

"Fine! That's not half bad. Now do it again."
-"But my sewing?"
"Let it wait. I want to tell you, madanie, that

you have real talent, and you can bring back
your ability very easily. You are happy to know
it? Of course, and now go back to your needle,
and work. Of course the brain-fag is gone; you
took your mind off the work, your whole mental
and spiritual system has been cleared up with
those few minutes of music. Do it every day
for a month just ten minutes of it, and I'll guar-
antee you'll not only become proficient as a

player again, but the little recreation will abso-
lutely tone you up. If only women would do
this not let their girlhood music training go to

waste, but keep it up.'
1

"And if they can't play, like my sister-in-law?"
"There's the player-piano and the phonograph.

Let me tell you a little story about one woman
I know. She worked hard, too had a big family
and many responsibilities, and she was fast losing
all the idealistic impulses of her early days. She
wuldn't play, couldn't sing, and yet I was sure
she had music in her. There are more people
with music in them than not. Just because it

hasn't come out, is no proof it isn't there. I'll

show you how you can "11 if you have music in

your heart. That's what
'

' *~ Jhis woman.

Get a player-piano in your home. Now pick a

roll of Chaminade's "Flatterer," that's as good
as any other. Listen to it. Pretty? Not only
pretty but quite whimsical and picturesque.

Imagine a ball room, brilliantly lighted, exquisite,

dreamy waltz orchestra. An alcove, a beautiful

woman; a handsome, suave gentleman. 'Come
dance with me, my lovely queen of the ball'

his words are sweet and tipped with poisonous
temptation. Now listen to the music again isn't

it true, that picture? You try it. The notes

are all there you can't make a mistake, just use

your feet on the pedals. Not very poetical are

feet, you say? No, but you wait, those very

Mlslikin
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feet will make the notes take on meanings vastly
different as you will. Don't let the music play

mechanically here, interpret as you wish. Make
the flatterer more suave, make him more satanic,
draw grace in the lady's arm, make the waltz a

narcotic ah, you are getting it. Let other pianists

play their notes and interpret. You, the non-

musician, can interpret along with him, your
music all made perfect for you.
"That is the story of the woman who couldn't

play or sing, and yet each day when housework
and other cares and duties tire her, she brings
music into her life, growing herself more musical

with each attempt, learning the great composi-
tions and understanding their veiled significance.

That, Mother, is what you may tell your sister-

in-law, you with your piano, she with her player-

piano.

"Tonight, will you try another experiment?
The children are going out you'll be all alone

with Father. Take him into the parlor, and

the plot is laid, we are eager to watch it de-

velop.
"
'Come, Father, I want you to leave your

nasty old papers, and come into the front room.
You and I are to be left quite alone, just like

two young sweethearts. Remember, dear, when
we were youngsters?'

"'Oh, there you go, getting sentimental again'

Father growls.

"'Can't you, my husband?"

"
'Say, what place in our matter-of-fact exist-

ence is there for such silly sentiment ?'
"

Never mind him just lead him into the par-
lor, put the lights down low, seat him in the

big arm-chair near the hearth, put a nice, fat

cigar in his mouth, and you steal to the piano.
Play that music you tried this afternoon.

Say, that's mighty pretty never thought you
could do as well. Play some more.

Yes, play some more, some terribly sentimental

music, of Chopin or Mendelssohn. Fill in with
that record of Caruso in "Pagliacci," where he

laughs though his heart is breaking. And bring
out again the "Carry Me Back to Old Virginny"
with Alma Gluck. What's happened to Father,
has he lost his tongue? No, he's finding there's

something left down there in him. That's music,
and it's being fanned into life again.

Oh, that little spark of beauty, down in the

heart of men and women, which I call love of

music, but which you might call love of love

don't let it go out, men and women. Fan it

back into life with a gust of fine moving music,
at home or the concert. What makes this living
worth while, if not such moments as these, with

Father and Mother again in the parlor, lingering
over early days, through the power of music to

conjure the scenes back to life?

I went into the saddest place in the world the

other day Blackwell's Island into the Home of

the Paupers, men and women who are down,
some of them one-time millionaires, doctors, mu-

sicians, business men, and some who were never

anything. Tragic-faced, desolate creatures and
I brought them music, asked them to listen with

a complete abandon, forgetting the things that

are, for the things that once were. Watching
their faces transformed, was the surest evidence

of the potency of music, to bring joy no matter

where or by whom it is sought. To me, music

must be considered for all that it is not merely
a pleasant series of sounds to tickle the ear and

while away a little time in idle entertainment,

but a real cultural influence, able to nourish and

beautify life as no other force is able to accom-

plish. Not only for you Father, but for that

boy and girl have music, and plenty of it in

your lives.

Let me talk to that son of yours he who
doesn't want to pamper himself with music, he

who considers music something quite unmascu-

line. He will be surprised when he learns the

splendid treasures he is missing.

And what do you think, my boy, of a musician

who was a wild man of the woods? Just

imagine a hulk of a man writing music ! He went

barefoot when he was a youngster, did Gluck.

He hunted and killed with his bare hands, and

then played violin for the travelers. His out-

door existence had made him eager to translate

the emotions of the woods and nature in music.

Surely, my son, the sounds of the birds and beasts

and the trees and breezes, coupled with Gluck's

great gladness to be alive and part of the

natural existence were written in his music.

That's what music is, anyway.
Then life changed people were anxious to

hear his music; he traveled to Paris; but do you
think he was able to bow and scrape before the

nobles and flunkies ?

Ah, no, you would have delighted to see his

great independence, to see him amazing the

courtiers with his brazenness. He was a terrible

specimen he ate like a boar! He talked in a

thunderous voice. Now, his music is the sort of

thing for those who love bigness and dramatic

action.
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You admire Lincoln, my son? Ah, you will

love this fellow Cluck. But you will idolize

the great Beethoven. Think of a little fellow

seven years old, dragged out of his bed by a

drunken father, and forced, yes, cuffed into play-

ing for tipplers at the inn. Brought into manhood

hungry and eternally disappointed, your sym-

pathies are certain to go with him. See his pic-

ture short, heavy, his tremendous head.

But the tragic part, boy, is this Beethoven

went stone deaf, couldn't hear a note of his

music the greatest ever written. Oh, the surging

tides and rolling powers of action and emotion

heard in Beethoven's heart. Here is his "Heroic

Symphony," conceived as a tribute to Napoleon.
You marvel at Napoleon's career here you listen

to a musical interpretation of his character. You
see the little Corsican leading his armies to vic-

tories, feel inwardly all the ambitions, desires,

schemes, of his gigantic brain. The hero is

painted in flaming colors.

What do you mean that music is unmasculine?

In music are men. Behind every note is the

career of a man. You like to know doers of

deeds? These are musicians. Here is a man
who learned how to fashion out of a few bits of

wood, the instrument known as a violin ; to make
that wood speak in tones of deepest tragedy or

wildest passion. I could show you violins of

the old Cremonese, Stradivarius, made in 1630,

mind you, worth to-day thousands of dollars,

and to-day the noblest of all violins. Would
you like to know why old violins are better than

new 1 Your physics teacher shows you that every-

thing is made of tiny molecules. This wood is but

the composite of trillions of little living organisms.
Some wood is stiff and lethargic; Stradivarius
used responsive "liquid" wood. With the action
of time and constant playing, these atoms rubbed

against each other, smoothing away angles and

making the parts infinitely more responsive. If

a violin isn't played for a long time, it needs to

be "brought back" by playing. In cold

weather, it is stiff; in damp weather, it is groggy
just like human beings.

Now, let's look into the piano bet you never

thought of doing that before, did you? Just
let it stand there as if you didn't realize that it

was a really true member of the family, with a
voice and heart and a pretty loving feeling-
toward you. You touch this key, watch what
happens. Place you foot on the pedal, see how
those dampers lift from the strings. Done by
great men, you'll admit. And say, that piano has
a history once upon a time the strings weren't
hit like that. They were plucked as you would
do with a harp, and it wasn't called piano at all,

but just plain harpsichord. We haven't time to

go into all that now we'll discuss it in place, but
I want you to agree with me about music's mani-
fold interests, and to see that if you don't know
something about it, you'll not pass it up, as the
black man I met down South who said : "No,
I doan know nothing about anything and I doan
care who knows it." I'd think a fellow who
didn't like some sort of sport, a pretty poor
sort of chap; and the one who didn't enjoy eat-

ing, a poor little dyspeptic; and the woman who
couldn't laugh at a good play, an old grouch !

Music is necessary to an all-around culture, and
the man who gave you the impression that in
order to be a music-lover you must get a spe-
cial kind of baptism, ought to be doomed ! You.
my boy, laughing and alive, are just the sort of
music lover I'm looking for because you're going
to help me to cast out all this superstition and
tomfoolery which has been exorcised into being
by cads, crabs, snobs and ignoramuses.
And Sister who plays to-day and sings a bit

let us set her aside for a while. We'll return to

herein
our next visit. But in the meantime, why

can't we all go down to the opera? Before we
go, let's ask Artur Bodanzky, Conductor of the

Metropolitan, to have a little chat with us (these

artists are really good fellows, very human as

you'll see, and the kind of souls you enjoy

having for everyday company).

This is Mr. Bodanzky, this tall, thin, bespecta-

cled gentleman. As he talks, you imagine he is

leading he moves his hand as though he were

drawing out whole nuances with every thought

he expresses.

"America is the most truly music-loving public

in the world," he tells us. "You need education,

that's all. You sing my, how you sing and you

instinctively understand everything."

"Why, everyone has a piano, it seems to me"

it is Yolanda Mero, celebrated pianiste, speak-

ing. A charming, laughing, happy, beautiful

woman is Mme. Mero, a true friend of Ameri-

can audiences, known from Painted Post to New
York City.

Bodanzky: "If you folks, Father, Mother, Sis-

ter and Brother, will come over the footlights at

the opera it will help you to understand. When I

IDELLE PATTERSON

direct an opera it seems to me as though I were

recreating each note. That is the only way a con-

ductor or a singer can do well. I go through
every emotion and heartache of the composer. I

forget myself; sometimes I grow so violent

that I bang my hand on the stand. During 'Boris

Godunoff,' the other night, I had to bandage my
finger, I struck it so violently during the dance
scene. A member of the orchestra had played
too well ! That sounds peculiar ! But the or-

chestra in a symphony or opera must be just a

great mechanism, each man playing his part in

the ensemble. Soloists would never do, you
know.

"When I want an effect, I must be able to

put my finger on any section of the orchestra,
and get it instantaneously. The people at the

Opera are such lovable creatures, so amenable
to reason they put themselves into the con-
ductor's hands like little children Caruso,
Amato, Homer, and all of them. It is a joy to

work with them, you may be sure."

Mero : "Through your phonographs, all Amer-
ica, in the smallest towns, know these operatic

celebrities, and not only have gained a love of

music, but are able to criticize intelligently. You
would be surprised to know what great piano
music the little townsfolk actually have come to

recognize and love not only Liszt's Hungarian
Rhapsodies, but the Nocturnes of Chopin and the

Arabesques of Debussy. I have a laundress out in

my country home she doesn't earn as much as I

wish she did but she whispered to me one day:

'.Madame, I should very much like to have you
hear my little girl play a Butterfly song of Lavalee,
I think you call it. It would give me much pleas-

ure to know what you think of her.' She played

well think of it, and that mother had spent a

surprising percentage of her income on her little

girl's musical education. That's a fine spirit."

Bodanzky : "With a concerted effort to en-

courage American talent, that very sort of learn-

ing will bring forth new American music and

musicians. I will tell you my idea of what is needed

an American Conservatory of Music, under the

jurisdiction of the Government. It should be

connected with the Metropolitan Opera House
and each artist should be used to help the pupils.

The orchestra could be utilized, to give actual

demonstrations to the pupils the theories would
be actualized. At the head of such department,
could be imported the foremost teachers in the

world. American money can buy anything and,
first thing you know, instead of America sending
her young students to Europe, America would
be receiving European students."

Of course, folks, when you get musicians to-

gether, they are sure to come around sooner or

later to something directly connected with musical

progress so we better not get into any discus-

sion on National Conservatories, for here is the

great pianist, Leopold Godowsky with his opin-

ion, and here is Arthur Hartmann. the violinist,

with his, and Oh, my ! But get on a footing with

these children of the world, the musicians, and

you find them the most engaging, unsophisti-

cated, ingenuous creatures you have ever met.

What does the lion of the hour in music, Jascha

Heifetz, worry about? Not how to speak Eng-
lish, but how to speak slang! What does Artur

Bodanzky want to hear all the ragtime he can

find ! And Leopold Godowsky but to learn the

real Bohemianism of America.

"What do you suppose that atmosphere of

European musical centres really is?" Godowsky
asks you. "Do you think it was given by any ex-

clusive God-endowed privilege to the European
cities alone; part of the soil or buildings? No,

indeed, it is in the individuals who frequent the

places. To-day, in parts of the great American

cities, there are more famous musicians than

formerly any European town could boast. And
hence the musical atmosphere is settling upon us

here."

YOUR PART IN THIS
MUSIC WORK

WHEN I started this department in THEATRE

MAGAZINE, I said to my friends, the pub-
lishers : "I don't want to write something which

may seem entertaining for the moment and then

be forgotten. I'd far rather do something that

fits one reader than amuse ten ;
I'd far rather

start something definite in ten homes, than merely
be read in a hundred." I am anxious for an inti-

mate relation with the readers so that they will

feel a kinship with me. I'll feel best, when every

man and woman who reads what I say, writes to

me and tells me so. Or better, that whenever a

question relating to music arises, that there won't

be any hesitancy in moving it right along to me
and giving me an opportunity to help.

Are you thinking about the children's

musical education what age to start them,

and how to make the practice hour not

a tedious matter? Are you wondering what

sort of music is the best to keep the chil-

dren entertained? Are you trying to learn how
best to gain an understanding of the great operas

and symphonic music? Are you endeavoring to

pick an instrument piano, player-piano, phono-

graph, violin? Are you eager to make up pro-

grams for home, ''.'.included on />agr 114)
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Cjhe 'Pleasant "Business ofJ ^Buying a Grafonola
Go to the store where Columbia Grafonolas are sold Walk
in. Columbia sales people know how to treat the man or his

wife who would like to do a lot of looking and listening be-

fore beginning to buy. Look over the catalog of records.

Pick out what you want. The records will be brought and

played. Then play some yourself. Take this sensible way
of getting acquainted with the Grufonola. Compare it with
other instruments. In direct comparison the Columbia Grafo-

nola always appears at its best.

Columbia Grafonolas are priced at $18 to $250
Period Designs up to $2100

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
rood will win the war.

"Don 't waste it.
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BEHIND THE SCENES WITH MISS MARJORIE RAMBEAU
bJie gazes in the crystalfor Angelina andforecasts the new Spring Clothes

By ANNE ARCHBALD

IT
was a cold evening in February. Angelina,

standing waiting in the lobby of the Maxine

Elliott Theatre, shivered every time the big

door swung open to let in the crowds. The

shiver, however, was not entirely due to the

cold. There was a two-thirds element of excite-

ment in it. For Angelina was about to enjoy

an experience absolutely new to her young ex-

istence. Clenched tightly in her hand were two

seats for "The Eyes of Youth," which she was

to witness presently, as soon as a mysterious

personage designated as "the sketcher" arrived

to go in with her.

* * *

But. though this constituted a preliminary bit

of the new experience, it didn't condition the

excitement. That was to come afterwards,

magic afterwards, thrilling and a bit terrifying.

Angelina was to go behind the scenes, meet the

star of the play, Miss Marjorie Rambean, and

hear her talk about the coming season's clothes.

Not only meet a real live actress, but actually

sit and talk with her, in her dressing-room !

("I do hope it's chintz-lined," thought Angelina,
"such as I've read about in the magazines.")
No wonder she was excited.

"Oh, Mary, I never could do it," she had pro-
tested earlier in the day. "I should be so over-

come with awe and embarrassment I couldn't

say a word."

"Nonsense," she was snubbed. "Miss Rambeau
will take care of all that. Actresses are the

most delightful strangers in the world to meet,

absolutely sans gene and charming. Just do as

I tell you. You'll be put at your ease and talk-

ing like old friends in no time. And who should
be better able to talk or listen about clothes

than you ?"

* * *

By what, combination of circumstances An-
gelina happens to be in this particular galcre I

won't by-path to disclose, save to say that it

was a last-hour substitution. It doesn't matter
in the least, anyway. Here she is. and he-e is

"the sketcher" corning through the door whom
Angelina recognizes by certain prearranged sig-
nals. And they are quickly in their seats and
the curtain is going up on the play which, if

you wish to know about, you must go to see.

We are concerned here only with clothes.

* * *

"Miss Rambeau, do you ever bring the crystal
that you use on the stage in here and have a

go at it by yourself?" Angelina was asking
eagerly, two hours later in Miss Rambeau's
dressing-room.

Everything had happened even better than she
had been told. A radiant smile, a cordial and wel-

coming two-handed grasp from Miss Rambeau,
and Angelina was at home in a minute and
quite Miss Rambeau's slave for life. The dress-

ing-room U'as chintz-hung, pink and white-flow-
ered chintz, and Angelina was sunk in a chintz-

covered chair. On the dressing-table at her
elbow was a large box of bonbons which she
was being urged to dip into and beside that an
almost larger bunch of violets. Opposite sat

the beautiful star still in her stage frock, a

lovely grey georgette embroidered with an all-

over pattern of fine soutache braid in pale grey-

blue. Seen close at hand, Miss Rambeau was

just as lovely, Angelina found, as she was on

the stage, with a dazzling fair skin and won-

derful eyes set in her head with that delicious

AFiss Mcrjorile Raiulican, the beautiful star

of "The Eyes of Youth," in one of her

latest frocks, a flame-colored will o' the

wisp over pale yellow pussy-willow with a

girdle and sash drapery of ribbon, back-

grounded in black, bordered with flame and

blue and splashed with gold

breadth across the brow that is always the dis-

tinguishing mark of un-ordinary intelligence.

"Do you ever, Miss Rambeau?" Angelina re-

peated.

Miss Rambeau smiled and nodded. "Some-

times," she said, and anticipated Angelina's fur-

ther question by giving an order to her maid,
who returned in a minute carrying the large

crystal disc whose future-revealing properties
for "The Eyes of Youth'' are now so cele-

brated. She placed it on the dressing-table and
looked into it, just as she does in the play.

"What does it tell you about the spring

clothes?" cried Angelina impatiently. "What

does it say we shall wear?"

This is what the crystal foresaw, Miss Ram-

beau says. And a crystal, you know, never lies,

"First of all, it is to be a season de luxe for

silks. Not only because we must eat cake to

save bread, that is, conserve wool and cotton,

but because never in the history of frocks were

there lovelier silks to wear; new khaki-kools and

Roshanara crepes and indestructible voiles and

will o' the wisps, slenderizing silks for dresses,

lustrous satins with a body for suits, new shades,

new figure combinations, new weaves; foulards,

the latter to be especially popular in striking black

and white effects.

* * *

"We are to be allowed, above and beyond

the silks, enough cotton for the pretty plaided

and checked ginghams that became so justly

popular during the middle of the summer; and

for printed cotton voiles. Printed voiles are al-

ready being made up by one Fifth Avenue house

in sets of dress, parasol, and fiat, and are the

quaintest and most becoming things imaginable,

savoring of a Victorian picturesqueness. This

same house offers more of this Victorian effect

in dimity and organdie dresses, with fullish

skirts, tucked all around (see the sketch) or

ruffled all around, short-waisted bodices crossed

with surplice fichus, crisp sashes tied in back.

To go with these will be hats large and curving,

many covered with georgette, many bavins a

mid-Victorian streamer or two trailing down the

back."
* * *

("Nothing is lacking to the picture except the

pantalettes," Angelina interrupted Miss Ram-

beau's revelations of the crystal. "Isn't it rather

surprising, Miss Rambeau, don't you think, to

have a Victorian tendency cropping out just

now?" "No, I don't," answered Miss Rambeau.

"I think it's a reaction from the Red Cross uni-

forms and the service clothes so many women

are wearing. When we relax we shall want to

do it in the most feminine of clothes.")

"Running side by side with this fluffy Vic-

torian spurt are to be the gowns and suits made

on the slenderest and straightest lines. Skirts,

with only a slight puffing-out of drapery at the

back or sides, skirts with narrow underskirts

and over-panels swinging free, ("I'll show you

in a minute," Miss Rambeau interrupted the

crystal-gazing this time, "examples of both of

those in my two latest frocks") surplice bodice?

with no other adornment save muslin collars and

cuffs. A distinct feature of this season's gowns

is the difference made in the lines of either side

of the frock. For example, if the frock owns a
j

belt and the right side of it jigs down the fasten-

ing will end upper left, or vice versa. The same \

with most of the drapery. Much, much ribbon

is going to be used, narrow, picot-edged. or
,

wide in the most brilliant and vivid colors one

can find
"

* .* *

"The crystal is fading," said Miss Rambeau.

"It is trying to flash something that I can't

get. I seem to see an English schoolboy. What

would an English schoolboy have to do with. ...

Oh. to he sure, how stupid of me ! That's what

|
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ks de Luxe

Gaze into the Globe of Fashion

with Marjorie Rambeau

FIRST
a mist, a confusion of hurrying forms, then

a picture, clear and beautiful that is the vision

of the crystal-gazer. Out of the conflicting fancies

of the hour there rise in the Globe of Fashion before

Miss Rambeau three creations.

Roshanara Crepe, splendidly luxurious, Khaki-Kool the exclusive

silk for outdooring, and Will-o'-the-Wisp, in all its sheer love-

liness, fashion themselves into gowns of surpassing beauty.

Wonderful fabrics carry style inspiration in every variant

of weave and color; the true genius of fashion finds

in them a spirit akin to his own ever changing in

form, always beautiful in concept.

H. R. MALLINSON & COMPANY
"The New Si/h First"

N^w York Paris

Shooting buds, flowers nodding

their welcome, blue, blue skies,

all nature in her happiest mood

and this outdoor dress of Hero-

colored Roshanara crepe in the

simple, youth-giving peasant style,

harmonious even to the wooden

beads this is the picture the crys-

tal reveals.

..

Frocks, hats, parasols, jewels, a

medley of the stuffs that make

prima donnas. These Marjorie
Rambeau sees in (he crystal, but

one stands alone pre-eminent a

frock of Khaki-Kool with bodice

of printed Indestructible Voile.

As every woman delights in

picturing herself in a becom-

ing evening gown, soft, clinging,

flattering, inspirational, thus
Marjorie Rambeau sees herself in

a filmy frock of name-tinted, scintil-

lating, iridescent Will-o'-the-Wisp

veiling,golden-hued Pussy Willow.
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it means Eton, and Eton jackets. Eton

jackets are going to be revived for suits this

Spring, the crystal says. I'm glad they're com-

ing in again, aren't you? They always were

charming and youthful looking. More con-

servation of wool materials, I suppose."

"But how funny ! What a contradiction to

that! Right after I see wool embroideries used

in all sorts of ways. Ribbons embroidered in

wool, laces even, a fillet lace embroidered in a

white wool that stands up with a thick and

soft pile and makes the lace look as if snow

had fallen on it. It's lovely! I wish you could

see it. Along with the woolen things there's a

flowered black and white chiffon dress, the

bodice made up with black chiffon embroidered

with the little white beads we all know. Curi-

ous! There's nothing particularly new in bead

embroidery. I wonder Now the picture's

growing larger and larger, swelling into a

"close-up" like the "movies." So that's it. Those

aren't beads at all, my dear. The pattern is

worked out in a white wool stitch, something

like French knots, to resemble beads. I don't

under.-tand, though, why we're asked to have on

wool elsewhere and then it's offered to us on

lace and ribbon ,and such things. It must be a

kind of wool they can't employ for cloth, or

odds and ends that have to be used up, or per-

haps it's even a camouflage, a near-wool. What-

ever the stuff is the idea is new and at-

tractive, so let's give the originators credit for

knowing what they're about and accept it with

pleasure."

"The crystal has jumped suddenly to hats,

hats by themselves. What adorable ones I see;

most of them covered, crown and brim, with

georgette or indestructible crepe or silk. There

are several that are covered with satin, quilted,

quaint and great-grandmotherly and delightful.

Your Victorian period once more ! And there's

one how unusual all of colored patent leather.

Too sweet! Lemon yellow patent leather is

outside and underneath the brim is faced with

pale blue patent leather and there's a wreath of

little blue patent leather flowers around the

crown. I wish I could stretch out my hand'and

seize it for you. Quite a new shape appears

on the larger hats that makes them look as if

they would be more becoming than any of that

type we've ever had before. You might call it

a hat with three dimensions to the brim. The

sides are the same in depth, sloping to a slight-

ly narrower front brim and then the back is

narrowest of all, giving such a good line around

the nape of the neck. Haven't you been irri-

tated with that ugly obliterating line scooping

down behind, we've been saddled in hats so

long? My congratulations and thanks to who-

ever decided it could and should be done away

with."

There was a pause of several seconds. Then,

"The crystal is fading again," said Miss Ram-

beau, "this time for good, I'm afraid. It's quite-

run down, or I am. I can see nothing more."

"Oh, poor Miss Rambeau," said Angelina.

"How we must have tired you. If we may just

see the new frocks you spoke of and sketch them,

we'll go directly. We are so grateful to you

(and Angelina's gratitude, I am sure, is shared

by many other women) and thank you so much."

The frocks that were shown Angelina on the

way out you may see in the photograph of Miss

Rambeau and in the three sketches below. With

their captions they speak for themselves, and

need no further elucidation, though you might

like to know a new trick that was used on the-

yellow under-petticoat of the flame-colored will

o' the wisp frock. There are three puffings of

fine white wash net inserted around the bottom

of the petticoat, and each is set in with a hem-

stitching top and bottom done with a bright

metallic gold thread. As the wearer moves these-

bright lines glint pleasingly through the flame-

colored will o' the wisp, as if reflections

from the gold splashes which are on the ribbon

sash.

"A silk season de line" fashes the crystal
and adds "with ribbon trimming." And
Miss Rainbcan, who had prerionsl\ con-

sulted it, had a frock already tnade up to

show Angelina. Tan ruffanuft with inde-

structible roile cream sleeves stamped with
blue and brown birds, a girdle and collar

of gorgeously colored ribbon in blues and
U',ci\s anil rctts

Miss Rambeau's crystal forecasts a mid-

Victorian tendency as a feminine reaction

from our uniforms and service clothes, and
J. M. Cidding makes up a dress of
that type in green dimity with the tucks
hemstitched in and a big dimity sash tied
in back. The hat is covered with scalloped
midnight blue crepe and has a green and

blue ornament on the side

Another of Miss Rambeau's personal'

frocks in black Roshanara crepe trimmed
with narrow picot-edged black r,bbon ami
black and white ribbon. It shows the new
tendency of skirts to hare free-swinging.

panels over a narrower underskirt and of
lines to show an irregularity on one sidff

of the bodice
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To Please the Eye
A sweet smile

A clear complexion

but most of all a graceful carriage and
stylish figure.

The first two are nature's gift to every woman,
the last, yours for the asking.

That air of distinction and charming personality
comes from the knowledge that you are correctly
and comfortably dressed. And from the tip of your
toes to the crown of your hat the corset is the first

consideration. Upon it are based the lines and fit

of your suit or gown and your own comfort and
carriage as well.

Whether you pay one dollar or ten, the C/B a la

Spirite Corset, designed by master craftsmen, is the
last word in correct corseting.

a la Spirite
CORSETS

For the Woman of Fashion

A Model for Every Figure *,*

at Every Price fi^

-fatal Trnportotiotu

INTRODUCING

ADVANCE SPRING

FASHIONS

SIMULTANEOUSLY

mJ>ARIS

SalJci

Qcujuui
et?,nat-^

Hair under the arms is a

needless annoyance. You can

remove it in the most agreeable,

"womanly" way by using El

Rado, a sanitary, colorlesslotion.

El Rado ii easily applied to the

face, neck or armi, with a piece

of absorbent cotton. Entirely

harmless, and does not stimulate

or coarsen later hair growth.

Ask for gJflsH at any toilet goods

counter. Two sizes, 50c and

$1.00. Money-back guarantee.

If you prefer, we will fill your order by

mail. If you write enclosing sumps or coin.

PILGRIM MFG. CO.. Dept. F, 112 E. 19lb St.. Newark

NAIL POLISH
Brilliant, lasting and
waterproof. I

25c. Cake 25c and 50c.

Send for free sample.
GRAF BROS., Inc.

THE EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING COMPANY

165 WILLIAM STREET,

NEW YORK

TKLF.PHONE 3880 BEEKMAN

FflTREWGfl

"Everybody asks what we use

that has such an exquisite scent.

Of course it is Page Perfumes.'

ROSE VIOLET WISTARIA CORYLOPSIS

Perfumer

Talc

Toilet Water

Face Powder

Extract
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Ice skating rink atop the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York Tea Room looking out on the Ice Gardens, Biltmore Hotel, New York

'T'HE one and only Charlotte

started it two years ago at the

Hippodrome. And such was the im-

petus her art gave to indoor ice-

skating we've been doing it ever

since. In spite of the fact that

"though the ice may be artificial,"

as Marie Cahill puts it, "the falls

are real.''

The Biltmore Hotel was the first

to lead off with a special place

where the devotees of skating might

foregather, where tea and other bev-

erages might be had for fortifying

between rounds, the now celebrated

Ice Gardens, with their adjoining

Elsie and Paulsen in their thrill-

ing Apache dance on skates at

Thomas Healy's new Crystal Car-

nival Ice Rink

(Left)

Elsie Janis is a devotee of skat-

ing. Whether it be at a rink in

town or on her own lake at

"Philipse Manor," near Tarry-
town, she uses every available

moment in this pleasurable form
of exercise

(Right)

Bror Meyer, professional figure

skating champion of the world,
now giving exhibitions at the St.

Nicholas Ice Rink, New York
City. This picture shows Mr.
Meyer executing a "Forward Out-

side Toe-spin"

chintz-clad Tea Room. And the Wal-
dorf followed suit this Winter, open-

ing up for its patrons a skating rink

on that roof, whose garden has for

so long been a Summer habit.

Charlotte has gone from us, but

other skaters have come to take her

place, some, perhaps, even more

thrilling than she.

Witness Elsie and Paulsen in

their sensational Apache dance at

Thomas Healy's and Bror Meyer
and Miss Emmy Bergfeldt at the

St. Nicholas Rink. Your education

is incomplete until you have seen

these four marvels of a skating age.

Ira L. Hill
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FOR SKATING
Things ingratiating to the eye
and yet of utmost practicality

THE
clever head of the

Woman's Department of a

big "Sports" house says she

divides her feminine patrons into

two classes : those who throw their

whole soul into a sport for the

sheer love of it, and don't care how
they look, provided they get ef-

ifTT
One of the new natural-color
chamois leather vests, a supplemen-
tary bit of warmth for skating, but

chic enough to appear anywhere.
With it you may u'ear a woolly cap,
which comes in many colors and at

an alluring price.

ficiency and practicality out of their

garments, and those who take up a

sport because they like to appear in

its accompanying costume. These
are the two extremes, of course. In
between are the different degrees of
a mixture of the two, and the

sports department has to be prepared
to meet all comers, to have things
for the eye and things that are prac-
tical as well.

They showed a very special pre-
paredness when we visited them the
other day with respect to skating
clothes.

First of all for the real skating
girl there was a cotton moleskin
jacket just such a one in appear-
ance, might almost be a twin, that
her men friends wear lamb's wool
lined with a wombat-skin collar.

There would be nothing warmer
than this and its length, the bottom
comes just below the hips, is cut to

give freedom of movement To
wear with it is suggested such skat-

ing caps as the Dolly Sisters adorn
on the cover, little woolen caps in

all colorings and at an alluring
price. Alluring also the price of
the long white woolly gloves, those
too shown on the outside cover and
advocated by the same chic ladies.

For a skating skirt or suit noth-
ing could surpass a certain im-
ported material special to this house
and known as "Engladine." It is a

Swiss fabric in wonderful shades,

straight from the original haunts of

skating and skiing. Absolutely snow
and rain and wind proof, you can

get it soaking wet, it is asserted, sit

in it for hours and never know the

difference. You can wash the .stuff.

And it wears like iron for years.

Lastly it comes in white, and in love-

ly bright colors, such as reseda

green, orange and pink.

Sleeveless leather vests are among
the new ideas in garments for

skating, vests in brown dressed

leather, or in natural-color chamois

skin, and are tremendously smart.

The heavier leather vests, buttoned

up the front and patched with pock-
ets, are worn over a sweater, a

smart trick being to wind the

sweater sash around the waist in

lieu of a belt. With this combina-
tion no outside jacket is necessary.
A hat in matching leather, built

on most becoming lines, cunningly
stitched, and banded with a brown
grosgrain ribbon, is shown to wear
with the vest.

The chamois vests are either

made up along the pattern of their

heavier leather sisters or end at the

waistline, as shown in the sketch,
with a double-breasted panel, but are

hardly heavy enough to go without
an accompanying coat. They are

more in the nature of a supplemen-
tary aid to warmth. And all the

vests are so chic that I am trust-

ing they will enlarge their original

sports sphere and get incorporated
in our everyday clothes.

We should be very glad to answer

inquiries with regard to any of the

articles mentioned in the Fashion

Department of the

THEATRE MAGAZINE.

A brown leather skating vest and
hat, and a pair of skating shoes
whose side lacings give extra

strength. The vest is worn over a

Ithaki colored sweater -with the

sweater girdle outside and the com-
bination is warm and smart enough
to need no accompanying locket.

>iltmore Ice Gardens
MORNING SESSION

9:30 to 12:30

AFTERNOON SESSION
2:30 to 6

MUSIC BY

Natzy's Incomparable Orchestra

Competent instructors in attendance. Exhibition
and Fancy Skating by Alfred and Sigrid Naess.
Refreshments and Dancing in the Glass-enclosed
Tea Room, open daily except Sunday.

PERFECT ICE REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
CHILDREN SESSION SATURDAY MORNING

Admission One Dollar

The ICE GARDENS and Glass-enclosed Tea
Rooms may be engaged for Private Parties, Car-
nivals, etc., any evening except Sunday.

AffUcalloni should be made to the

MAITRE d'HOTEL. ROOM 100

TELEPHONE. MURRAY HILL 7920

THE BILTMORE HOTEL
MADISON AND VANDERBILT AVENUES

43d AND 44th STREETS

JOHN McE. BOWMAN. President
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9or
COFT water cleanses
much better than hard.

Nothing softens water as

well as Borax. That's

why you should sprinkle
a little 20 Mule Team
Borax in the water before

you take your bath. But

20 MULE
TEAMBORAX
is more than a water sof-

tener. It is an antiseptic,
it keeps the pores free

and clean, is an excellent

deodorant, refreshes the
skin and keeps the com-
plexion clear.

Always use this Borax in

baby's bath it is very soothing
to tender skin.

^ ou will find many uses for
20 Mule Team Borax in the
kitchen and laundry. Be sure
to see the picture of the famous
20 Mules on every package.

All Dealers sell

20 MULE TEAM BORAX

(Continued from page 106)

school, clubs, or what? Have you

a young artist, composer, singer,

who deserves recognition?
Make this department yours really.

Ask questions; send your opinion on

current musical matters; if there is

information which might be aired

in these columns, send it to me.

Write me your favorite music and

why; the names of your best-loved

singers, pianists, violinists, and why

your preferences are such. Tell me
about your own musical experiences,

as listeners or performers. What
effect certain music had on you. Let

us make "Music for Everyone" as

its name implies. It is yours, and

I am at your command.

HERE is what Merle Armitage,
of Carlisle, Pa., writes :

have a habit of telling people about

it, when anything pleases me, and 1

like your musical page. It is to me
the most human criticism I have

chanced to see I purchase Vogue
to read Moderwell's page, and I

shall await THEATRE MAGAZINE with

interest, to read your page. I man-

age concerts in the West, principally

and I want to tell you, America is

alive musically." Harriet Ayer Sey-

mour, the noted teacher says:

"The Music for Everyone depart-

ment is so good I want all my
friends to read it." Merle E.

Hatch, of Bradford, Pa., says: "I

am looking forward with great ex-

pectation to your future articles in

the THEATRE MAGAZINE in regard
to the various composers and celeb-

rities." Madeline K. Ciller, young
pianist, says: "Just a note to tell

you how fine your article in the

THEATRE MAGAZINE is. I bought my
first copy from a stand and enjoyed
it immensely." Claude Warford, the

composer, wrote : "I read your
Music for Everyone at midnight I

couldn't put it down. And then the

encouraging things you say about my
music are sure to make me do better

songs." Here is the comment of R.

W. Gresser, of Bay City, Mich.:

"Your decision to add a music de-

partment to THEATRE MAGAZINE is

very very good indeed. Also your
decision to make it non-technical ap-

peals to me very strongly. It is my
personal opinion that heretofore the

music of the country has been

handled in such a fashion 'to place
it beyond ken' of the ordinary music
lover. We all love music but we like to

read about it in the same way we think

about it. It has been too much the

custom heretofore to handle such a

department in a way it would ap-

peal only to the musically educated.

For this reason I consider your plan
a step in the right direction. It is

bound to make THEATRE MAGAZINE
more popular than ever, especially

since it now contains something
which has been a long time

^desired
by such as I have described."

MR. ISAACSON GOES
TO THE CONCERT
p ABRIELLE GILLS, the French
^~*

soprano, made a distinct im-

pression on America with her rich,

resonant delivery and her unusual

interpretations. She appeared in a

Grecian gown, sang some old and
new French and English songs, and
never once gave the critics an op-

portunity to say, "Well, that wasn't

quite as it might have been done !"

ORATORIO SOCIETY OF NEW YORK,
in the "Messiah" of Handel, made
the glorious old oratorio sound as

fresh as if it had just been born,
and "Unto us a Son is given," was
done lustily; "/ know my Redeemer
liveth" had the power of conviction

behind it. "Why do the nations

rage?" seemed to be asking its ques-
tion of to-day. Admirably inter-

preted and sung by chorus and
soloists.

AURELIO GIORNI, young pianist,

playing with a fine estheticism and

delicacy rare among men. A bril-

liant entrant on a crowded firma-

ment of pianistic stars. A certain

ascendencv is to be his.

VICTOR
TASCHA HEIFETZ has taken the
" New York musical world by
storm. His first four Victor Rec-
ords have been received with the

same enthusiastic welcome. In

Schubert's "Ave Maria" he plays
one of the loveliest of all melodies

in the realm of music. In Wieni-
awski's Scherzo-Tarantelle he gives

you exquisite music in headlong
flight. In the glittering pyrotech-

RECORDS
nics of Drigo's "Valse Bluette" his

art dazzles the imagination. His
wonderful interpretation of Bee-

thoven's "Chorus of Dervishes" pic-

tures the gyrating whirl of the

dance, developing among weird

shouts to the delirious frenzy of

complete exhaustion. Such extraor-

dinary tone pictures have sel-

dom been presented for the deliffht

of the musical public. Advt.

COLUMBIA RECORDS
A NOTEWORTHY group of sing-
*"* ers and instrumentalists offer

their first records, in Columbia's

February group.
Tamaki Miura, soprano of the

Boston Opera Company, and the

only Japanese prima donna, sings
"One Fine Day," from "Madama
Butterfly."

Gatty Stellars, foremost among
descriptive organists, has made the

first Columbia cathedral organ re-

cordings. The touch and technique
of a master are unmistakable in

both the Handel "Largo" and "The
Lost Chord."

Father Wm. Joseph Finn's Paulist

Choristers, of Chicago, sing Che-

rubini's "Veni Jesu" and Father

Finn's "Alleluia Haec Dies."

The Garde Republicaine Band is

supported by the French Govern-
ment. It comprises eighty musicians,

and the two marches they have

played for Columbia. "Le Tout

Paris and "Le Reve Passe." are

marvelous in their vigorous attack

and brilliant execution. Adi't.
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AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF DRAMATIC ARTS

Franklin H. Sargent, President

YThe standard institution of dramatic If

{[education for thirty 'three yearsJ
Detailed catalog from the Secretary

ROOM 172, CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

Connected with Charles Frohman's Empire Theatre and Companies
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EGYPTIAN

DEITIES
>? Cigarettes

TlainEndorCorkTip

leopeofculture, refinement
ond education

invariable/
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, . Turkish

and Egyptian Cigarettes in theWorJd
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sheen

softness \

Shampooing regularly I

with PACKER'S TAR SOAP
j

protects the health of
j

the scalp and brings out |

the beauty of the hair,
j

PACKER'S TAR SOAP
Cake and Liquid
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DON'T BE IMPATIENT
If your copy of the THEATRE MAGAZINE fails to

reach you promptly. Uncle Sam's postal clerks

are many of them, new recruits, filling the

places of those who have gone "over there,"

and the mails are not as prompt as usual.

GOOD FRIENDS

GOOD CIGARS

CGDD STORIES
AND

OF COURSE
KING OF TABLE WATERS
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LIFE'S FIRST PROBLEM FOOD
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

Author of "Foods Ti.-t Will (I'm the liar.

[In thi, second of a serie, of valuable articles on the is the dinner table. The reason is that most of protein poisoning, due to an excess of this food

importance of food, C. Houston Goudiss deals with the us eat more of certain energy-producing foods and which has a very i

than can be used by the body, which, therefore, arteries, heart and kidneys,

must waste the strength it has gained in trying

so much disease that if people generally would

vital need for giving more serious attention to a matter

which many persons neglect. Upon the selection of food,

bone of fate." as someone has called it. The author has

devoted many years to a careful study of food values and
g jve sane eating a trial, there would be no doubt

a nation-wide investigation of food-sources, so he is ad

mirably qualified to deal with a subject of such vital

importance.] EDITOR'S NOTE.

THIS
greatest war has proved that Byron's

praise ol the dinner-bell as "the tocsin of

the soul" is far more than a figment of

poetic fancy. For above all else, it has revealed

the kinship between food and freedom.

"It is not too much to say that diet rightly

understood is the foundation of all national and

individual welfare," says one eminent physician,

"that the rise and fall of nations is determined

by the circulation in the body and the brain."

We must fight with food to save democracy.

And just as victory for this great ideal is de-

pendent primarily on food so achievement in any

line of work is largely a matter of the kind and

about our future food course.

Still, we neglect this most important human

consideration. Nobody has ever heard protein

preached from the pulpit or carbohydrates dis-

cussed at political conventions. Yet suddenly

these terms loom before us like leaders of

destiny.

"What is protein, anyhow?" asks the average

individual.

Protein is one of the three basic food elements

without which the physical frame would wither

like a morning-glory under a Sahara sun. The

other members of this vital trinity, which under-

lies all work, are fats and carbohydrates.

For protein, apply to meat, cereal grains and

milk. For fats, seek cream, butter, oils and

bacon. For carbohydrates, send for sugar in

variety of food we employ in stoking the stomach. any of its several forms.

Eating is the first and biggest business in life.

It is the only thing that everyone does three

times a day and there can be no physical effi-

And all the time remember that muscle-

strength, intellectual keenness, sound judgment,

thought-power, and every attribute of a loving

ciency without proper attention to daily diet. and sympathic nature, depend for proper ex-

pression upon normal nerve equipment, which in

turn depends on a right combination of these

three elements.

Also, sane minds can flourish' only in sane

bodies, and these are the only possible parents

of moral virtue. Yet for centuries diet has been

handled in a haphazard way by the average per-

son. Few have given it serious thought beyond

the point of palate pleasing. And this in spite they lose perspective and become fanatics. But grouchiness, gloom and general inability to do

There is also no doubt that overeating is

history, since there are not only more people who
have the means to do it, but more things to

tempt the appetite. The digestive organs are

injured by over-nutrition an excess of food of

any kind distends the walls of the stomach,

finally weakening it beyond recovery, and fills

the intestines with a mass of undigested food

which decomposes there. Thus the intestines are

filled with poisons which are carried to all parts

of the body, producing as their immediate re-

sults, the headache and heaviness from which

overeaters suffer, and, in the end, incurable

disease. Fortunately however, wealth brings not

only opportunities for physical indulgence, but

for mental culture, and, as the mind develops,

eating, like dressing, and other necessary busi-

nesses of life, tends to become a fine art.

People who have reached this stage of devel-

opment, understand that the real pleasures of

the table are reserved for those who eat only

what the body requires, and who, even if this

were not the case, would not want to sacrifice

their capacity for mental pleasures to mere

physical satisfaction. There is now a growing

feeling, therefore, that simple and properly bal-

anced meals are not only in much better taste

than the groaning board, but much more enjoy-

Of course, there are persons whose thoughts able. For the groaning board means the groan-

are so ingrown in the direction of food, that ing stomach and the groaning stomach means

of the fact that it is as important in times of

peace as when war rocks the world.

We are what we eat. Only a fool would plant

corn to grow potatoes. Yet we sow our stomach

with food seeds of indigestion and wonder why
we cannot harvest comfort and efficiency.

Human experience, corroborated by science,

reveals the astonishing fact that diet determines

deeds. Astonishing at first only, for food pro-

vides heat, heat energy, and energy labor ! The

great fact yet to be appreciated by a majority of

persons is this that our outflow of accomplish-
ment is in direct ratio to our intake of nutri-

ment.

And not so much the quantity as the kind.

Pork never made a poet any more than angel's

food could maintain a section hand. And diet

has often served to twist the tail of destiny.

No other life factor means so much to the

upbuilding and maintenance of man-power and

the average individual gives too little attention

to the subject, and pays for this lack with

sleepless nights, lagging spirit, stupefying pain
and the hundred other costs of deranged
digestion.

A little care, constantly exercised, would re-

lease us from a large share of our present dis-

anything well".

So eat less.

Minimize meat not so much for the sake of

democracy's fate in this war as for the sake of

your own fate. Get friendly with fruit, salads,

and fresh vegetables. Drink plenty of water,

never iced, but agreeably cool. Drink it with

ease bondage and lay for us a broad, strong your meals, but not to wash down food. And
foundation for personal fitness, and, therefore,

national efficiency.

Carbohydrates kill more comfort than can be

computed. Our misuse of sweets comes from
a natural craving for this most easily utilized

form of food-fuel. Sedentary living has lessened

the need for such energy-producing material, yet
we consume more than ever before.

Many a person, already well fed, will eat a

half pound of candy at one sitting without a

thought that this quantity of concentrated food

between meals.

"Poor food, poor work, low wages," completes

Rowntree's vicious circle of poverty. Wrong
food and wrong amounts of food breed failure

in any pursuit or undertaking.

They do this by incapacitating one physically.

There can be no clear thinking without good

digestion, and the first thought needed is thought

in this direction.

We have many large institutions, some heav-

ily endowed, whose sole purpose is considera-

contains enough force and heat to provide a tion of what goes into the mind. The very rock

woman-power Underfed, overfed, or wrongly day's strength and body-warmth for an active upon which our form of government rests, is a

fed workers become drones through disease. In worker. Then, too, because of an utterly false public school system, devised and maintained for

spite of this and every day multiplies evidence notion regarding acids, we commonly use sugar such a purpose.
of its truth we often leave this matter of first with those fruits which, because they taste sour. Since the mental state and all of its possibili-

strike us as demanding sweetening in order to ties are dependent first upon what goes into theimportance for last consideration.

eat what I like, and give it no thought" neutralize the acid. This in spite of the fact
is the boast of youth.

"What on earth can I eat?" is the universal

quest of later years.

Between these extremes is a safe and sane
mean some such consideration of the sources

mouth, why would it not be a common-sense

move to establish institutions where food would

be studied in exactly the same way that mathe-

matics, history and geography now are studied?

Carrying out this same thought, why is it not

equally necessary for each individual to consider

that the juice of the lemon, orange or grape-
fruit becomes alkaline in the stomach, if not

accompanied by sugar, which when taken in

excess, is usually the cause of acid stomach.
Our second crime is abuse of protein foods. ^H c..v ^^.^.^.j *. ,..~ .-

Ik commonly give to the buy- We do this chiefly through eating too much the great subject of food even before much time
i or the building of houses. This meat. And there is some excuse for us here. or thought is given to romance and poetry?

,e which is so productive of happiness because youth, with its growing demands, needs All of our ability to appreciate or express the
1Ched by substituting knowledge meat. It is hard for us, after our bodies are finer things in life is based upon our physical

tnorance and indiscretion. matured, to realize that the growing needs no fitness. So it seems to me an imperative duty
i a fact, attested by thousands longer exist and that meat must be consumed that we should think more, talk more, and be

:ommonest cause of death in much smaller quantities in order to avoid taught more about what and when and how to eat.

/;; the next article of this series called, "How the Actor Keeps Fit." the writer z7/ tell how William Faversham keeps physically fit.

Mr. Foversham is deeply interested in diet and is firm in his belief that an actor's work is greatly influenced by the food he cats.
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Quiet

I
F ANY type of car requires a quiet,
flexible motor, it is a closed car.

No type of motor excels the Willys-

Knight in these respects.

In addition it is the only type of motor
that improves with use.

This means higher efficiency, longer
life, freedom from troubles, and
economy!

In no other car are these five essentials

for complete satisfaction provided as in

the Willys-Knight appearance, per-
formance, comfort, service, price.

With its exclusive features, combined
\vith the finest of body styles, it is self

evident why the Willys-Knight leads in

high class closed car efficiency.

Willys-Overland Inc.

Toledo, Ohio
Willys-Knight and Overland Motor Cars

and Light Commercial Cars

Canadian Factory, West fonnito, Canada.

/. o. b. Toledo Tax Free
All prices subject to change

without notice



CARLE E. CARLTON
PRESENTS

UIXIANWAL1
By ARBANGEMENT WITH LESTER PARK

SUPPORTED BY
EDITH DAY, BAMEY WALLACE, CORENNE UZZELL RALPH DELMORE

TBBg N OTBUST
DAVID GRAHAM PHILLIPS GREATEST STORY

DIRECTED BY HARRY REVIER,

Lillian Walker, of winsome, unpretentious charm ha*
won world-wide popularity through the force of her be-
witching personality.
'THE GRAIN OF DUST," by David Graham Phillips, is
a picturization of the greatest story that the most gifted
analyst of human emotion has contributed to American
literature.

In its direction Harry Revier even surpassed his achieve-
ment in "The Lust of the Ages."
Millions have read and re-read the story; as a play it
cored an instant success; picturized, it will triple its
fiction audiences.
Ask the manager of your favorite theatre to play it.

CREST PICTURES
TIMES BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

UNWINDING THE REEL
(.Continued from page 124)

on the earth. The Cathedral of

Happiness houses the various joys,

and the children find their own
mother symbolizing the Peerless Joy

of Maternal Love.

From time to time the children

catch glimpses of the elusive Blue

Birds, but when captured they either

quickly die or change their color.

The real Blue Bird is discovered in

their own home, and is found

through the happiness resulting from

making others happy.

Maurice Tourneur, a producer of

international reputation, staged the

production, which is said to estab-

lish a new record for the largest

number of real actors appearing in

one subject, as well as for the most

colossal settings erected inside a

studio.

The cast is too lengthy to enumer-

ate, but beauty has been the key-

note of the production, and beautiful

girls typify many of the characters,

attired in wondrous costumes.

Eleanor Masters, formerly a model

for James Montgomery Flagg, is

Milk and Gertrude McCoy, a well-

known picture star, is Light. The

Fairy Berylune is played by Lillian

Cook and Night by Lyn Donelson.

Rose Rolanda, the noted dancer,

personifies Fire and also leads a

number of symbolical dances by a

ballet of girls selected for their tal-

ent and pulchritude.

When presented on the speaking

stage, "The Blue Bird" required

four hours. In the film, through

multiple exposures, a complete ver-

sion is shown with twice as much
action in half the time. Lines that

were merely spoken have been vis-

ualized in an elaborate manner, en'

tailing the construction of massivt

settings. The mammoth studios of

the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion at Ft. Lee, ordinarily accom-

modating three or four producing

companies, were occupied exclusively

by "The Blue Bird" for several

months.
* * *

While the five slant-eyed individ-

uals who make up the "atmosphere"
looked on in uncomprehending won-

der, Mary Pickford jeopardized her

$10,000-a-week self by leaping very

realistically from a rheumatic cable

car of the Powell and Mason line

at Mason Street and Broadway in

San Francisco.

She wasn't hurt, of course, a fact

which caused the "atmosphere" to

question mutely with bland faces

just what these insane Americans
were about anyway. Then the

Chinese turned their attention to

the business in hand that of earn-

ing the money which Director

Marshall Neilan had just paid them

to be effective "atmosphere."

"Atmosphere" in this case, is the

business of lending a Chinatown

tinge to the "Amarilly of Clothes-

Line Alley," the San Francisco story

which Mary Pickford and forty-two

others of the Lasky Company are

enacting in San Francisco. Mary's

indiscreet leap from the car is all a

part of the "business" of being a

successful "Amarilly" as pictured by
Miss Frances Marion, the San Fran-
cisco girl, who is Miss Pickford's

scenario writer.
* * *

"It sometimes seems hard for me
to realize that I have been acting,"

says Elsie Ferguson, who has just

completed "The Song of Songs" for

Artcraft, and in which she inter-

prets an exceedingly emotional part
as Lily Kardos.

"When I was a beginner in emo-
tional roles I used to be perfectly

exhausted after a performance. It

seemed as if in the effort to make

my points that I simply threw all

my emotional and physical strength.

Now that I have mastered the me-
chanics of my profession mastered

them, that is, so far as one can ever

be said to master an art it takes

much less exertion and I find that

I am not in the least bit exhausted

physically.

"The effect, however, is much

greater on the audience, with the

slighter expenditure of effort on my
part. It seems to me that it is the

first understanding of the mechanics

of the actor's art to know when to

give a little with effect rather than

a great deal without the knowledge
of the correct way in which to cre-

ate effects."

* * *

An example of the efforts that

some producers are making to pro-

vide the best literary material ob-

tainable for the screen is supplied

in a list of authors now contributing

to the Vitagraph program, a copy of

which is given out by Albert E.

Smith, president of the company.
The list shows more than a score

of the most popular fiction writers

of this generation represented in

Vitagraph pictures now booking in

process of production or in prepa-

ration. They are :

Robert W. Chambers, Hamlin

Garland, George Randolph Chester

and Lillian Chester, Alfred Henry
Lewis, O. Henry, James Oliver Cur-

wood, Frederick Upham Adams,

George Barr McCutcheon, Harold

McGrath, Cyrus Townsend Brady,

Edward Peple, Earle Derr Biggers,

E. Phillips Oppenheim, Will Harben,
Lowell Otis Reese, Mary E. Wilkins

Freeman, Mollie Elliott Seawell,

Bayard Veiller, Florence Morse

Kingsley, Frederick Arnold Kum-

mer, Edith Ellis.

"To show how Mr. Smith's policy

is working out," the statement con-

tinues, "it is only necessary to cite

a few of the Vitagraph productions

that have been made or are in the

making from stories of famous cre-

ators of fiction works.

"'The Girl Philippa,' from the

story of the same name by Rob-

ert W. Chambers, has proved one

of the most beautiful and success-

ful screen productions made in re-

cent years. Other successful plays

are 'The Fettered Woman' and

'Who Goes There?"'

[126]
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CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG DISCUSSES REELISM VERSUS REALISM

RIGHT
at the beginning let

me say that I have been a

motion picture actress for

many years and that my interests

and affections are bound up with the

motion picture industry. You must

realize, therefore, that in criticizing

any phase of that industry I am

actuated not by any feeling of false

superiority, but because I hold the

interests of the industry so closely

at heart. In a way I feel like the

father who exclaims, "This hurts me

more than it does you, Son," while

he whole-heartedly applies the back

of a brush to the Son's dorsal ex-

tremity.

The motion picture was originally

a "cheap" amusement for "cheap"

people and it was done in a "cheap"

way. Blood and thunder melodramas

and impossibly pathetic stories were

the order of the day. and the audi-

ences, so long as they were amused,

made no demands in the matter of

logic, photography or continuity.

But the motion picture is no longer

a "cheap'' amusement. Motion Pic-

ture theatres have sprung up like

mushrooms in nearly all of the bet-

ter residential districts and photo-

plays are now shown to well-edu-

cated, thinking people at twenty-five-

cent, fifty-cent, one dollar and some-

times even two dollar admission

fees.

When one considers that despite

this change the motion picture in-

dustry has just reached its twenty-

first birthday and that in those

twenty-one years it has become the

fifth largest industry in the United

States, one realizes with what leaps

and bounds it must have grown. In

the motion picture world two years

is a long time, during which all

sorts of changes and improvements

amounting in effect almost to revolu-

tions, take place. Stars are made
over night. Others who have held

the center of the screen for years

disappear in a day. Everything is

constantly shifting and changing.

It is not remarkable, therefore,

that several flaws in the mechanics

of motion picture projection must
still be overcome. In fact I lose all

patience with persons of my ac-

quaintance who dislike the cinema

drama and there are many of them
for that reason.

"Movies aren't worth spending

money on," a man said to me once.

"The camera still flickers, the light-

ing effects are poor, and I never

saw color photography that was per-

fect yet."

"Give us a chance," I answered.

"Look at the wonders we have al-

ready accomplished. We are only

twenty-one years old still in the

stage of experimentation. Wait just

a little while longer and see what
we'll do."

But there is another side to ft.

One very intelligent woman whom
I know said to me, "I have seen such

impossible, illogical things done in

motion pictures that I am almost dis-

gusted with the whole lot of them."

Now I spend a great deal of my

spare time in motion picture theatres,

for I think that we learn not only

by doing things ourselves, but by

watching what the other fellow is

doing. And I find that I am in-

clined to agree with that woman.

I cannot help feeling that there is

no excuse for those flaws in photo-

plays that are traceable directly to

lack of intelligent direction and pro-

duction.

Let me illustrate what I mean.

Most of you have seen photoplays

in which a letter played some part

important or otherwise, in propor-

tion as it influenced the plot. The

I once saw a motion picture in

which a girl wrote to her lover that

she could never see him again. The

lover, upon receiving this note reg-

istered the emotions fitting to the

occasion, crumbled the letter into a

tight ball, and thrust it into his

pocket. Later this note was found

by someone or other, I forget whom,

being simultaneously shown to the

audience. Through some miraculous

means the paper was absolutely free

of crease or wrinkle, as smooth and

white as when it had first been writ-

ten upon !

Now what probably happened in

the majority of these cases was this.

Many times the scenes of a photo-

play are not filmed one after the

other in the order in which they

Clara Kimball Young and Corliss Giles in a scene

from "The Marionettes," Miss Young's current release

girl writes a letter to her lover,

a son at college writes home for

money, or some such thing as that.

Many of the most startling bits of

illogic I have seen centered about

these letters. In any number of

photoplays I and you too have

seen a character sit down, hastily

scrawl what is evidently only a line

or two, judging from the length of

time it consumes and the fact that

the writer neither turns the paper
nor takes a second sheet. Later,

when for some reason or other what

is supposedly this same letter is

flashed on the screen, it covers two
or three sides of closely written

paper.

Xot long ago I saw a picture in

which one of the players wrote a

note, folded it once across, slipped

it into an envelope, and sent it to

another of the players. After a

lapse of time during which a few

scenes were shown, the latter re-

ceived this letter, which was im-

mediately flashed on the screen.

There, unmistakably across the

sheet of paper were two creases

one across and the other length-
wise!

appear in the completed picture.

Often all of the scenes whose action

transpires in one "set" are filmed at

the same time, others in another

"set" the day or perhaps the week

following. Then they are all cut

and assembled. Therefore, even

though those scenes in which the

letters were supposedly written had

already been taken, there was no

demand for any actual writing until

the camera was ready to make a

close-up of that. The notes were

probably prepared beforehand as

"props" for the plays and photo-

graphed without first checking up on

what had been done by the player

with the original piece of paper.

Once or twice I have seen several

notes flashed on the screen during
the action of one picture, each note

supposedly written by a different

character, yet the writing of one

identical with that of the others.

This, however, is not so common as

formerly.

Mistakes of the kind I have men-

tioned may be oversights but some-

times things occur which are abso-

lutely without reason and the bounds

of possibility. I saw one of these quite

recently. A man and a girl each

spending the summer with their re-

latives in a tiny mountain town
eloped in a small car to the home
of a clergyman, hidden away in the

woods, where they were married.

They then jumped into the car and
started off in the direction of the

girl's home. The scene flashed back
to this latter place, and one saw a tele-

gram received there, "We are married
and on our way home," great ex-
citement on the part of the girl's

parents, and in the midst of it in

came the runaways for the blessing.
A sweet and touching little plot
until one considers first, that their

route homeward led them only
through woods and that they could

conceivably have passed no place
from which a telegram could have been
sent and second that the entire trip
could have consumed no more than
half an hour, during which space of
time the telegram would surely not

yet have been delivered even if it

could have been sent.

Just the other evening I saw in

a photoplay evidence of still ano*'

kind of thoughtlessness. In .is

picture a young man was calling on
a girl. The latter took her calk*
into another room to show him a

painting. The scene shifted to si

them looking at the painting and
walk toward the door to r> mm to

the room from which they brH just

come. It then flashed back to this

room and one saw some of the other

characters in the story talking, and
then the man and the girl entering.
In the length of time it had taken

the former presumably to walk from
. one room to the other he had ac-

quired an entirely different kind of

collar, lower than the one in which
he had left the room !

One of the most laughable incon-

gruities I have ever seen was in a

feature-photoplay. The cast was ex-

cellent, the settings fine, the direction

good, until the final reel. The hero,

convicted of a crime he did not com-

mit, was about to be electrocuted.

He was shown seated in the electric

chair, the top of his hair already
shaved for the electric cup. Then
the woman who loved him secured

a last-minute reprieve and the man
was liberated. The final scene

showed him and the woman clasped
in each other's arms at no given

time later but surely not more than

a day or two, the man's hair entirely

grown with not even a trace of the

place to show that it had ever been

shaved !

In fairness to the motion picture

industry as an Art and that is what

it has become such things as these

should be avoided. That is one of!

the reasons 'why I was so anxious-

to have my own producing com- 1

pany not that I am infallible, byl

any means, but because I feel thata

one is apt to be most careful \vithi

what is reallv one's own.
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Julian

Eltinge
wishes to announce the suc-

cessful consummation of his

contract with the Lasky-Par-

amount Corporation and

will shortly announce his

future plans in this pub-
lication.
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UNWINDING THE

Herbert Brenon established a

record for the year of 1917, but his

plans for 1918 will, it is expected,

eclipse even these accomplishments.

First he secured complete control

of the corporation bearing his name,

acquiring all other interests. Next.

he purchased the splendidly equipped

s.udios and laboratories at Hudson

Heights, N. J., which he had been

occupying since their construction.

He also established his own distribu-

tion organization.

This perfected his "director to ex-

hibitor" plan. It gave him absolute

control of a production, from the

selection of the script and player

to the moment the finished product

reached the exhibitor. It permits

him to make a production and send

it to the public exactly as he be-

lieves it should go.

Immediately following his declara-

tion of independence, Mr. Brenon

announced his plans for the coming
creen year. At the moment of his

announcement, he was completing

Rupert Hughes' melodrama of New
York life, "Empty Pockets." Mr.

Brenon stated that he would first do

Jerome K. Jerome's "The Passing
of the Third Floor Back," with Sir

Johnston Forbes-Robertson in his

beloved role of the Stranger; also

Hall Caine's famous and much dis-

cussed novel, "The Woman Thou

Gavest Me," and Edward Knoblauch's

fanciful romance of old Bagdad,
"Kismet." In the latter, Otis Skin-

ner will make his first appearance

on the screen.

Another forthcoming production

will be "The False Faces," Louis

Joseph Vance's continuation of

the adventures of "The Lone

Wolf," which has been run-

ning in the Saturday Evening
Post. Bert Lytell, who scored in

"The Lone Wolf," will reappear in

the role which made him so popu-

lar. All these plans are being faith-

fully carried out.

The distribution of "Empty Pock-

ets" is being handled by the First

National Exhibitors' Circuit. This

is a fast moving and appealing

human melodrama which Mr. Brenon

believes will eclipse his "The Lone

Wolf." The production has a

notable cast, including Bert Lytell,

Malcolm Williams, Barbara Castle-

ton, Mile. Kitty Galanta, Peggy Belts

and Susan Willa.

"The Passing of the Third Floor

Back" is practically completed. S'r

Johnston is supported by a striking

cast, which numbers George Le

Guere, Molly Pearson, Mile. Ga-

lanta, Alfred Hickman, Ricca Allen,

Ben Graham, Sydney Golden and

others. This production will be

presented to the public very shortly.

A vital point in Mr. Brenon's

plans is the fact that he will per-

sonally direct every production,

making four of five photoplays in

the course of a year. This alone

should make Brenon Productions

distinctive, since it has become a

custom for the big directors to give

their name to photoplays filmed in

their studios, but of which they

have only general or possibly re-

mote supervision.

The Brenon plant is one of the

most thoroughly equipped studios in

the East. There are two large and

model studio buildings, laboratories,

administration building and garage.

Both the studios and- laboratories

have every modern and up-to-date

appliance.

* * *

"The Blue Bird" (see page 119 for

illustrations) is an allegorical fan-

tasy, and Maeterlinck adopted a

unique method of establishing a

close understanding of the things

coming into the lives of the ordinary
human being. The central figures

are two small children, representing
the average person, who are discon-

tented with their lot as they witness

the seeming happiness and luxury

enjoyed by wealthy neighbors. A
fairy appears in their present home
and takes them on a journey in

quest of tht Blue Bird of Happi-

ness, and the veil of life is drawn

aside and a magic world appears be-

fore their eyes.

The water in the faucet turns into

a symbolical being; the fire on the

hearth becomes a symbolical, human

figure, as does Sugar, Bread, Milk,

etc. Even the hours in the clock

are dissolved into twelve beautiful

dancing girls, representing the fleet-

ing time.

The journey of the children takes

in scene after scene, symbolical and

allegorical. The Palace of Night is

a great hall of metallic and sepul-

chral magnificence, of black marble,

gold and ebony, in the care of

Mother Night, where dwell the Sick-

nesses, the terrible Wars and the

Terrors of Humanity, as well as the

Stars, the Dew, etc. In the cemetery
the dead come to life and tomb-

stones are replaced by flowery
bowers. This scene is obliterated by
the Fog of Forgetfulness, and the

children find themselves in the Hall

of Luxuries, where grotesque Lux-
uries gorge themselves at a banquet.

The radiance of light causes the

gluttons to flee in dismay and take

refuge in the Cavern of Miseries.

In the Azure Palace are the

things ethereal. Here are fonr-d the

multitudes of Unborn Children, im-

patiently awaiting their advent up-

(Concluded on page 126)
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On the left Maud Rue. In the center

Beulah Sunshine. On the right

Louise Fazenda, and right below, the

whole kit and crew, who all appear in

a Paramount-Mack Sennett stew.

_
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BROADWAY
AT 24th STREET

Emery-Beers Company, inc.

SOLE OWNERS OF "ONYX"
AND

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
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This trademark
. ... 'les'Onyx'at'ffood

shops everywhere
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Their Genius
made them great-

The Victrola
makes them immortal
In France, genius is crowned by election to the French

Academy. Members of this brotherhood of the great are known
as the French Immortals. In the world of recorded music, there

is a similar distinction in becoming a famous Victor artist. None
but the chosen few can win this laurel.

The poet and the composer endure on the printed page, the

painter on his eloquent canvas. The achievements of the states-

man and the scientist remain as lasting monuments of their skill.

But what of the famous singer, the actor who has endeared him-
self to thousands, the beloved artist whose magic bow, like the
lute of Orpheus, has swayed and charmed the multitude? Is

their divine fire to be forever quenched? Is their voice of gold
to be forever silenced?

Before the Victrola, this was the tragic fact. Now great voices
need never die, great music need never perish.

Mankind loves to crown a Genius. The artists whose portraits
appear on this page have won the applause and affection of the

public for the beauty, the comfort, the entertainment, and the

uplift of their matchless art, as expressed upon the stage and
to that far vaster, world-wide audience who knows them by
tl.eir Victor Records. As long as there are ears to hear, their
Victor Records will preserve their living, breathing emotions,
their infectious laughter, the exqufsite, tremulous notes of their

inspired instruments. Their art cannot die.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U.S.A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distrbutors

Victor
Supremacy

wp

FARRAP

JASGtWHEIHETZ
:

'HIS MASTER'S VOICE'
REC. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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WAR has brought the nation face to

face with certain tremendous facts.

\Ve are going through the ordeal by fire.

Not only has the national character been
stirred to its depths, but all the nation's

industries have received greater stimulus.

.
The weak spots have

been strengthened, the

defects laid hare.

The theatre like every-

thing else must do its

bit. The voice of frivol-

ity must be silenced.

The theatre must not

be a moral slacker in

these times of public

anxiety and stress.

In our next issue,
Percy MacKaye urges a

national policy in the

theatre that the mana-

gers and playwrights get

together to insure the

production of only

worthy and wholesome

plays.

The Allies have the

Supreme Council at

Versailles. Why not the

Supreme Council of the

theatre ?
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is one of the most versatile of contem-

porary authors.

In the April issue, in a characteristic

interview, he expresses certain conclusions
lie has arrived at as the result of more
than a decade's persistent struggle with

A

VERY
few of our

actors know how
to speak that is, cor-

rectly. Often they are

unintelligible.

Not so in European
countries. There the

stage serves as a model
for correct speech and

manners.

But in our country, too

many of our actors don't

know how to dress or

act on the stage.

Charles Henry Melt-

zer deplores this condi-

tion, as should everyone
else.

In the April issue, his

article, "Bad Manners
on the Stage," will bring
our actors face to face

with some of their most

glaring faults.

IN THIS ISSUE.
OLIVE TELL

GREAT singer has once more been

given to the world.

Not since the palmy days of Adelina
Patti have such notes issued from a human
throat.

Galli-Curci came, saw and conquered!
In an interview she

accorded to the THEATRE
MAGAZINE which will ap-

pear in the next issue,

you will learn some inti-

mate details about the

new song-bird her art,

her personality and her

career !
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H ARRY JAMES
SMITH has writ-

ten two Broadway suc-

cesses "A Tailor-Made
Man" and "The Little

Teacher," which is quite
an accomplishment, you
will admit.

Mr. Smith is not a

Workshop 47 man you
know what that means,
don't you? You don't

well, it's the Harvard
School of Playwriting
and Mr. Smith is not

one of its graduates.

Read his article in

the April issue on

"Playwriting After Har-
vard" in which he shows
that the dramatist to be

successful has to unlearn

all that theory teaches

him.

THE theatrical season

is in full swing.

New productions are

being presented inter-

esting, inane, frivolous,

serious, and worth while.

If you wish to keep
abreast of the theatrical

times, just accompany
Mr. Hornblow to the

Play in each issue.

T~\ ID you ever cast a play?
1 ' Foolish question, of course, because

you've never had one produced. But did

you know that finding proper interpreters
for your characters is even more difficult

than writing the play itself and that every-
one knows is a hard job.

Rupert Hughes, of "Excuse Me" fame,

the author's and producer's greatest

problems. E^S

EVERYONE
laments "the good old days

of the drama. But not Harold Seton.
In an amusing skit, "Players Past and

Present," he retorts to the persistent claim
that "the good old days" were any better

than now.

41.

A'ND,
of course, if you're a movie fan,

don't fail to go with Mirilo to the

Movies.

T~\ ON'T miss any of these splendid fea-
**J tures. Even in these days of Hoover-
izing, the mind must be kept alert. Sub-
scribe now. $3.50 a year.
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From a portrait by Charlotte Fairchild

MARGARET ANGLIN AS ELECTRA
In the great scene apostrophizing the funeral urn containing the supposed ashes of her brother, Orestes
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LET THE PLAYWRIGHT DO HIS
By ARTHUR HORNBLOW

I
OFTEN wonder, when at the theatre, why
the play does not afford me the same amount

of pleasure that it appears to give the other

spectators. My neighbors are tense with atten-

tion, they are ready to laugh almost before the

line is spoken, they are thrilled or amused by

dialogue, situations and "acting" which leave

me absolutely cold.

I admit that the chief thing I seek in the thea-

tre is the thrill. Why do I so seldom get it?

I can't get a thrill watching Miss Laurette Tay-
lor scrubbing floors in "Out There," nor does

the acting of Miss Maude Adams in Barrie's

airy trifles, charming lady though she be, furnish

me with the substantial fare my dramatic appe-

tite craves. Nor do our up-to-the-minute play-

wrights fill the bill. The pathological experi-

ments in "The Knife," which made the audi-

ence gasp, left me unmoved. One sees too much
of that sort of thing in the hospitals. The sor-

did pictures of underworld life in "The Man
Who Came Back" were likewise no novelty. The
movies have done that to death. Nor do I con-

sider procreation and child-bearing, as discussed

in "The Very Idea" and "The Madonna of the

Future," fit subjects for the stage. Crook plays

are positively childish only a slight advance on

our Nick Carter days. As to the near-nude fe-

male who takes up so much room on the boards

these days her proper place is home or the

Turkish bath, not in the glare of the spotlight,

the focus of a thousand lascivious eyes. I, for

one, refuse to approve or encourage the degrada-
tion of a sex to which my mother belonged. In

a word, I don't like the nastiness of the sensa-

tional newspaper press transplanted to the stage

in the guise of delectable entertainment. As a

grown person still in possession of all my facul-

ties, I demand more than pap fit only for babes.

WHAT I ask in the theatre is the appeal to

my deeper emotions, my better self, some-

thing in the nature of a spiritual uplift, something
that will take me out of my everyday, humdrum
existence, fire my imagination, stimulate my men-

tal faculties and make me ponder. Certainly none

of the pieces of our up-to-the-minute dramatists

succeed in doing that.

Don't accuse me of being a high-brow. I

deny the slanderous insinuation. I know little

Latin and less Greek. I also wear my hair short.

I claim to be an ordinary, average human being,

who, if he consents to be enticed from his coal-

less fireside on a winter's night to go to the

theatre, is justified in expecting to see something
worth while.

How often do we get anything worth while?

Isn't it true that most of the plays written to-day
are the merest piffle, flimsy dramatic carpentry,

with shallow, artificial situations, suggestive dia-

logue, unredeemed by a single original or virile

thought? These pieces are, for the most part, the

cheapest claptrap, hastily thrown together by
industrious wights intent only on catching the

nimble dollar. They are not the matured work

of big minds, of men who burn the midnight oil

penning a message to humanity. Can great plays

be rattled off on a typewriter while the mana-

ger's messenger waits at the door, snatching one

page at a time? Hardly. Yet if the theatre

has any raison d'etre, if it deserves to live and

prosper, it cannot be regarded only as a place of

amusement for the idle and the thoughtless. It

must do its share in trying to solve the prob-
lems of to-morrow by improving, not degrading,
the taste of to-day. Now more than at any other

time, when the whole world lies agonizing, the

dramatist has tremendous responsibilities. By
putting spiritual quality into his plays, he can

encourage the despondent, give cheer to those

who have almost lost hope, whereas now with his

inept, frivolous, salacious pieces, he is leading the

way to degradation and despair.

YET
there are oases in the desert of the

commonplace, the tawdry and the frivolous.

The charm of Housman's delightful fantasy,

"Prunella," has not yet faded from memory.
The recollection of Louis Parker's "Rosemary"
is still fragrant in the nostrils. Galsworthy's

vivid pictures of London c bohemia in "The

Pigeon" and that stirring, powerful denuncia-

tion of the English prison system, "Justice," by

the same author, satisfied my lust for the theatre

at its best. Moffett's charming Scotch comedy,

"Bunty Pulls the Strings," gave added joy to

life
;
and Pinero's drama, "The Thunderbolt,"

likewise held me. "Pierrot the Prodigal" was

still another gem in the theatrical diadem.

While it is only a coincidence that all these

plays are by foreign authors, it smacks of sacri-

lege to find them in the same theatres as such

stuff as "Within the Law," "Turn to the Right,"

''On Trial," "Tiger Rose,'' and similar products
of our home-raised dramatists? Yet I have in

mind one American play which for sheer beauty
and dramatic interest towers above all these

English pieces. I refer to George Henry Boker's

"Francesca Da Rimini," the finest play of the

poetical classical style produced by an American.

Is there anything in the whole range of drama

more beautiful than that scene where Paolo woos

Francesca in the sunlit rose garden, or scene

more tense than that where the wronged Mala-

testa suddenly returns and confronts his

brother? Why is this fine American play never

revived so that the new generation of theatre-

goers may learn that American playwrights can

write things which are worth while?

FOR my own part I confess a sneaking fond-

ness for something I seldom get Shake-

speare. I i love the pomp and circumstance of the

mighty plays, I love the wisdom, the philosophy,

the majesty and beauty of the lines. Strange

that the greatest of all dramatists, living or

dead, the only one who never fails to satisfy

both eye and ear, the~"bne who costs the mana-

ger nothing in royalties is entirely neglected!

This season there has not been a single Shake-

spearean production, if we except the special

matinees given by Miss Edith Wynne Matthison.

Why are we never given Shakespeare? Why
haven't we seen a revival of "Francesca Da
Rimini" in twenty years? Because, to our

humiliation, we have no players capable of inter-

preting the poetic drama. That is the plain truth.

All the actors able to play the heroic roles are

dead
; acting itself is rapidly becoming a lost art.

We have excellent actors of the second rank.

Louis Calvert, for example is so fine an actor

that he gives the impression that he is not

acting at all. Lyn Harding is another Admira-

ble player I'd like to see more often. His Henry
VIII. was a remarkable bit of character-acting

and in its attention to detail stood out like a

cameo portrait, quite eclipsing the Wolsey of

Beerbohm Tree. And Russ Whytal ! Has any
sweeter character been seen on any stage than

that of the old judge in "The Witching Hour"?

For that more artificial school of acting

represented by Leo Ditrichstein, George Arliss,

Arnold Daly, I care less. They entertain

the crowd, but they overact. They allow the

audience to see the mummer under his "make-up."

They have all the faults of Mansfield without his

genius. Warfield, an actor of great promise at

the beginning of his career, is too much in one

ky. Prosperity seems to have arrested his

artistic growth.

AND.
our actresses! To my mind, many of our

stage favorites are not actresses at all, but

merely attractive, amiable young women whose

pleasing personalities, seen in innocuous, childish

plays, have caught the public fancy.

Has our stage to-day a Mrs. Sidclons, that

actress of whom a contemporary wrote: "On

her second appearance as the heroine of South-

erne's 'Isabella,' her beautiful face and form, the

exquisite tones of her voice, her deep tenderness

seized upon every heart and her overwhelming

agony thrilled every soul as it had never been

thrilled before. Men wept, women fell into hys-

terics, transports of applause shook the house,

the excitement and enthusiasm were almost

terrible in their intensity and the curtain fell

amid such acclamations as perhaps even Gar-

rick never roused." Can you imagine this being

written of any one of our present day actresses?

To-day men don't weep in the theatre. They
chortle. Your modern woman only goes into

hysterics when she loses her maid or has to wear

last season's hat.

Mrs. Fiske ranks as the leading actress on

the American siage, yet her personality suits

only a certain type of play. Her art is ex-

tremely limited. Shakespeare is wholly beyond
her because of her faulty diction if for no other

reason. I find her cold and unsympathetic. Can

you imagine her depicting mother love? Yet with-

out mother love there is no life, and without

life what becomes of the stage?
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IS THE STAGE CORRUPTING NEW
An expose ofsome deplorablefeatures of theatricals to-day

By WILLIAM A. HOLDEN

W1IILI-:

the nuirality of the war camps is

being discussed in a most open man-

ner, it illicit be well to look into the

morality of the theatre.

A wave of indecency has recently swept the

New York stage. A perverted idea of life, a

sort of commercialized vice propaganda, is be-

ing carried on in the open, with the unblush-

ing connivance of certain theatrical producing

firms. The morals of the younger generation are

being endangered by unclean plays that twist

right and wrong in queer directions, and try

to cover vice with a honeyed coating of soft

words.

From its earliest history the stage has had

to suffer from the ill repute undeservedly given

it by the ignorant and the bigoted. Those who

tove the drama at its best have tried to fight

this absurd prejudice, and by the production

of good plays had almost succeeded in giving

the theatre a high place among our worthiest

social institutions. But now comes the greedy

manager who, solely to fill his pockets with

ill-gotten shekels, undoes all that has been done,

and prostitutes the stage for love of the dollar.

Bare legs, insinuating lines, suggestive scenes

are being nightly presented in our best theatres

to young and old alike. Innocent sounding titles

lure unsuspecting women and children to see

plays that are frankly indecent and grossly im-

moral.

Of course, there are clean plays on the boards

and we still have managers with scruples, thank

Heaven ! The truth is the most successful box

office attractions to-day are for the most part

productions that have a healthy atmosphere about

them.

BUT
some producers do not hesitate to pre-

sent pieces that would bring scarlet to the

rouged cheeks of a harlot. If they set a

limit at all, it is only from fear of the police,

and the police these days are not over-critical.

Barroom talk and dressing-room scandal are

unhesitatingly handed out to the public over the

footlights. The ear of the theatregoer, no mat-
ter of what tender age is polluted by a volley
of degenerate, suggestive lines. The crudest

vulgarity has taken the place of refinement.

The worst of it all is that the public is com-
ing to take all the indecency quite as a matter
of course. You, yourself, have laughed at these

semi-nude women, these exhibitions of lingerie

intimc, the indelicate, coarsely suggestive lines,

not realizing the insidious danger of such spec-
tacleshow they undermine the morals of

your sons and daughters.
Tired of being respectable, Mr. Manager says

he'll give the public what it wants, impudently
setting himself up as a competent judge of what
the public wants.

"I am not in business for my health," cries

the manager. Neither is he in business to cor-

rupt his neighbors.

Not long ago a theatre manager, well known
throughout the United States, came out with

"a statement in the public press to the effect

that the public is tired of clean plays and re-

fined musical comedies. He announced that he
was through with producing goody-goody things.

Hi.- said that the public wanted something spicy

and salacious, few clothes on the women, jokes

that would cause a small riot if repeated in re-

fined company and scenes that pictured high life

at its summit. Then he produced such a play

and advertised it as one of the most racy things

New York had ever seen, as if taking a certain

pride in catering only to the depraved.

There is always a letting up of conventions

and a letting down of public morals during war

time. Some theatrical managers are taking ad-

vantage of this. They are tempting men, women
and children with the most immoral, corrupting

spectacles that can be imagined. Who knows

how far they will dare go? Who is there that

can stop them?

AS everyone knows, there is a certain part

of the public that enjoys being corrupted.

But even this part usually leaves its wives and

daughters at home while it goes out to get its

fill of suggestiveness. Sometimes, however, the

wives and daughters, by chance, go to the same

objectionable performances. It is only reason-

able to suppose that the average individual goes

to the theatre now and then without inquiring

too deeply into the character of the performance
beforehand.

The situation is getting so bad that it is neces-

sary to attend a performance to ascertain its

fitness, before inviting anyone about whom yon
are particular.

A friend asks you for advice about the cur-

rent plays.

"What is good?" he queries.

If you are diplomatic you must answer:

"Well, that depends upon whom you are tak-

ing. If it is for your family or your wife's

mother or your daughter's girl friends or any
one about whose morals you are particular, it

is a rather difficult job. But if it is one of your
old pals, in from Saginaw, Michigan, to see

the sights, or one of your best customers from

Houston, Texas, who must be entertained, dined,

wined and filled with all of the most spicy jokes
of the season well you can go most anywhere.

Just look at the pictures outside the theatres

and you'll see enough."

O far as the costumes in most of the sea-

son's musical comedies are concerned little

is left to be desired in the way of display of un-

derclothing. In fact, one might almost suspect
that the "For Men Only" burlesque had been

superseded by a "For Women Only" fashion

show, to which the general public had by mis-

take been admitted. If there is anything in the

way of lingerie that cannot be seen on Broad-

way in the theatres these days it is because the

costumers have not had time to inspect all of

the latest styles.

A good many plays that are not downright
immoral, have a way of suggesting to the audi-

ence that something wrong is about to happen.
The idea is, that it is all right to give the audi-

ence a scene that seems improper if in the end
it turns out to be an innocent but bewildering
situation. The playmakers go just as far as

they dare. As long as they are sure that the

police will not interfere, they are satisfied.

A well-known playwright was asked recently

as to how his latest drama was progressing.

"It'll be a scream, if the police don't pinch

it," was his answer.

There seems to be a tendency in the theatre

to make light of marriage. Eugenics and all sorts

of delicate subjects are put under the glare of

the footlights with vulgar insinuations.

About Christmas time there appeared at the

Republic Theatre a farce called, "Parlor, Bed-

room and Bath." As its name suggests, it was

not meant for boarding-school misses, or any
brand of refined clientele. It got its title from

the same source as "Twin Beds."

Just by way of attracting the "refined" ele-

ment in New -York's mass of theatregoers, ad-

vertising bills were distributed in other theatres

and elsewhere suggesting that "Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath" was about as improper as the law-

would allow. There were pictures of men and

women half-dressed, and the title on the cover

read, "Walk right into 'Parlor, Bedroom and

Bath' and See the Girl in the Turkish Trousers.''

At the end came the startling news : "Every room

has a purpose in 'Parlor, Bedroom and Bath.'
"

Here are a few of the statements which ap-

peared within the circular :

She thought he was a veritable Don Juan, a

Byron, a Lothario of Lotharios.

She loved him because she thought other wom-
en loved him.

She was proud of his amours.

She wept with happiness over his love letters

from other women.
Rut he

~

THE poor fellow feared the swish of a skirt

as much as he did the sound of a rattlesnake.

The sight of a pretty ankle filled him with

terror.

The thought of a kiss made him gurgle like a

new-born babe.

Then he found himself in a private suite in a

comfortable wayside inn with another man's wife.

Another woman in beautifully fitting Turkish

trousers appeared and commenced to show him

how to make love.

The bellboy saw him kissing a third.

The wife's husband was after him. His own
wife was after him. His best friend was after

him.

What happened then ?

Walk right into "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath."

This is a good example of what some theatrical

managers are passing out to the public. It is a

well-known fact that as soon as it becomes

known that a play is objectionable a certain class

of patrons will immediately flock to see it. But

this class is limited, and it is by no means a

sign of lasting popularity. But still some mana-

gers try to capitalize crime. Whatever appeals to

the passions is considered salable.

As in "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," a man was

pictured being shown how to hasten up his life a

little, in "Lombard!, Ltd." a girl was shown

trying her hardest to "go to the devil'
1

and get a

limousine.

She fails to accomplish her purpose, somehow,

[134]
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but the audience is kept in suspense for a good

part of the drama. This sort of thing has the

flavor of a French farce, and just because French

farces have been known to be risque, full of jibes

at moral persons and the conventions of life, the

French character has been more or less misin-

terpreted in this country.

Aside from the risque farce New York has

been getting an undue amount of nakedness on

the stage this season. Chorus girls nowadays
must be ready to display at least three-fourths of

their anatomy without a blush. "Chu Chin Chow,"
at the Century Theatre, and "Doing Our Bit,"

Miss Justine Johnstone's review, which was on

the roof of the 44th Street Theatre, are good

examples.

The irregularities of the stage to-day are not

so surprising in the light of the fact that many

a musical comedy is financed through capital

raised by chorus girls.

If a girl of the chorus has a "rich friend"

and wants to get a principal role in a

new production, all that is necessary is to

get him to put up enough money to back her,

and she will have little difficulty in getting a

producer to put her out. There are producers

who use this method for many of their offer-

ings, which accounts not only for the low moral

tone, but for low artistic standard of their dra-

matic productions.

So far have things gone in their sensual ap-

peal that many complaints have been filed with

District Attorney Swann. He has said that he

would ask the Grand Jury to investigate cer-

tain productions as a preliminary move to a sys-

tematic fight on commercialized vice. Speaking

of the situation, he said recently:

"A good many so-called artistic entertain-

ments in which the costumes are small and the

lines spicy, should be investigated. It is for dol-

lars and not for the sake of art that they have

been put before the public.

"A play which I saw and some others which

I have had described to me, resemble the per-

formance of Nero's daughter. You may recall

that when the Senators of Rome passed a law

requiring more clothes for actresses, the daughter

of Nero obeyed the law by adding only a ribbon

to her scanty dress. Soldiers flocked from the

camps to these shameful entertainments, and you

remember, Rome fell."

THE THEATRE OF A THOUSAND MYSTERIES

HARRY HOUDINI
The King of Mystifiers

LIFE
is becoming too prosaic, according

to the American Society of Magicians,

which has six hundred expert mystifiers

among its members. They have decided to

show New York that everything is not as real

as it looks, also that

if anything does hap-

pen to look unreal, it

is actually real. They
think that the public is

too sophisticated. It

should be shown a few

new tricks.

So Harry Houdini,

often called the "king
of mystifiers" who, at

present is appearing at

the Hippodrome where

he does a disappearing

act with an elephant as

handily as if he were

maneuvering with a

grain of sand, has de-

cided to open a theatre of magic, as a sort of

permanent national institution for the develop-
ment and exhibition of all that is magical and

mvsterious.

A SMALL theatre sea'.ing three hundred per-
**- sons has been selected for the new enter-

tainment venture. It will be entirely remodeled
to look like an Egyptian temple with massive pil-

lars, reproductions of the Sphinx and ancient

Egyptian bas-relief stone work. In its char-

acteristics it will resemble the famous home
of mystery in London, "Egyptian Hall." so long
operated by Maskelyne and Cook. It will be

called the Temple of Mysteries and Mr. Houdini
will be known as the High Priest. Associated
with him will be Arnold De Biere, known as

"the French illusionist."

When a patron approaches the door before a

performance it will open as if by magic by
some unseen force. He will go to the box-

office, but he will find no box-office man. A
strange voice from within will say, "Tickets one
dollar and two dollars." And when he gives
his preference, a mysterious Oriental hand will

pass out a round check bearing a seat number.
To get inside it will be necessary to de-

posit the check in a slot. Immediately the

door of admittance will open noiselessly and in

some mysterious way the seat bearing the num-
ber will be opened by some invisible force.

When the patron enters no ushers will con-

front him to show him his place. Instead he

will hear voices coming apparently from no-

where. One will say : "Two-dollar seats on

the right and one-dollar seats on the left." An-
other will say, "This way for even numbers."

These voices will come from talking machines

which will be set in motion by the weight of

the patron as he steps upon certain spots on

the floor. The directions will follow him if he

keeps on in the manner designated by the first

voice. Clear to his seat will the enlighten-

ing voices lead him.

WHEN he reaches his place, if it does not

suit him he can get in communication with

the box-office without difficulty. On the back of the

seat in front of him will be a wireless transmitter

which will connect him with the box-office.

If the man back of him smells of garlic, if

the woman on his left is so fat that she takes

up most of his room as well as her own, if the

children on the right talk too much, if a woman
three seats to the left tries to flirt with him,
or if he has slipped out of his office to enjoy
a little stolen time and discovers his boss sitting

close, he can have his seat changed.
All through the performance invisible chimes

will play enchanting music. Melodies will be

wafted back and forth at each other now with

humorous effect and now with an uncanny, weird
sound.

It is the intention of Mr. Houdini to present
a three-hour performance tracing the history
of the black arts from their earliest beginnings.
This will give to the Temple of Mysteries an

archaeological value not to be found elsewhere.

Pre-Christian tricks will be demonstrated as

well as the latest up-to-date disappearing acts.

A part of each programme will be devoted to

the work of ancient magicians. The art of the

Egyptians will appear together with latest Amer-
ican tricks.

The mysteries expounded by the ancient high
priests of India will be shown and the develop-
ment of magic in modern India will not be neg-

lected. Foreign tricks of all sorts will be fea-

tured. Many of them are at present entirely

unknown here. One act is to be devoted to

automatons. Mr. Houdini has an elaborate col-

lection of them.

These little mechanical figures will hold the

center of the stage for fifteen minutes. In Mr.

Houdini's collection can be found a vaulting fig-

ure made for Signer Pinetti, a trapeze per-

former which belonged to the great Robert

Houdini and a rope-walker of Opre, a Dutch

mechanic, who made many intricate automatons

for European magicians of the past.

Among the other mysteries to be displayed are

the blossoming orange tree of Fawkes, the mys-
terious moving scenery of Pinchbeck, the crys-

tal casket used by Mr. Houdini, the vanishing

chair and a dozen other things which have kept

the public guessing for years.

The .rope-climbing act described by Chaucer,

in which a figure drops, first one leg, then the

other, and so on until at last the head falls

alone, after which all come together again, will

be one of the old tricks.

AND
to top the whole performance Mr.

Houdini will offer a dozen brand new attrac-

tions. One of his most striking feats will be

to have himself frozen into the center of a

large cake of ice and then to come out of it

unharmed and even unfrozen. Speaking of

the venture, Mr. Houdini said a few days ago :

"We will try out all of the new tricks we can

lay our hands on. No invention can be too

freakish for us. We want the latest things in

science. With a theatre devoted exclusively to

magic we can do many things that would be

absolutely impossible in another place of amuse-

ment."

This is not the first theatre of magic to be

established in New York but in recent years

there has been no such venture. Robert Heller

opened a Broadway house in 1876. Hermann
also had one and Kellar had a similar institu-

tion in Philadelphia.

Interest in the magician's art has not waned.

It is as old as the hills and as new as the latest

gas bomb. The Temple of Mysteries ought to

be mysterious enough to satisfy anyone who
craves for puzzling mysteries.
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From a camera study by Maurice Goldberg

ARNOLD DALY AS NAPOLEON
It was as Napoleon in Shaw's "A Man of Destiny" that Arnold Daly made one of his first hits. Since he per-
sists in acting the Little Corporal, Mr. Daly perhaps believes in pushing his luck. A phase of dementia is

to think oneself a big figure of history. That couldn't apply to Mr. Daly whose mind is as clear as his energy is

undoubted, but it would not be surprising if he had his eye on becoming the Napoleon of the Drama. Well,

Arnold, here's to you! May you have plenty of Jenas and Austerlitzs and never a Waterloo



WHY WRITE PLAYS?
Amenats most successful /king humo^t has written for the theatre, chiefly for vaudeyi/le,

but he has never

his sketches on the stop. H* has good reasons and tells you what they are. Bemg an interview with
seen

IRVIN S. COBB

ONE
of the chief reasons why 1 do not

write plays, is a passionate belief, amount-

ing to a conviction, a state of mind in

which I have laboriously induced others to share,

that I cannot. Consequently, I feel I can talk

about playwriting without prejudice. And in

the use of the term I have just employed, is

embodied the experience and thought that leads

to my judgment. I don't write plays because 1

can't, and because some few others of superior

discernment agree with me. And I have sev-

eral theories that militate against my undertak-

ing playwriting.

"In the first place, many years of newspaper

and magazine work have given me a certain habit

of mind. I write a story, work over it, slave

over it, make it the best I possibly can. Then it

is finished. When I have made that story the

best story I can write at the time, I am through

with it. I cannot rewrite it, recast it, make

it over time after time. I do not want to know

anything more about it until I see it in type.

Must men who are writing men, I suppose, feel

that way about their work, although my long

years of newspaper writing may have made me

particularly set in that regard.

FURTHERMORE,
I see my work, I do not

hear it. It would be beyond the fact to

take this statement too literally. Of course, I

am familiar with Judge Priest's voice, his man-

nerisms, his appearance, his habits of mind. 1

see and hear him in a very personal way which

I set down in my descriptions of him ;
but it is

very intimate knowledge, like one's knowledge

of one's own face. Every man, nearly, has a

shock when he sees a photograph of himself ;

there is something familiar about that face, some

elusive something, but William Jones' photo-

graph is not Bill Jones. I cannot accomplish

the feat of projecting Judge Priest 'so that if

his reincarnation should unexpectedly enter this

room, I would feel easy with him. Into literary

creation goes something of the writer. His

characters are better known, more intimately

known, more clearly defined to him than are

real people. And they are free from the oc-

casionally unexpected disagreeable qualities that

intimate acquaintances in the flesh sometimes

display. They act pretty much as he directs

them to act. Real people surprise us. The

surprises in created fiction characters occur be-

cause the author wills them to occur. The au-

thor knows his characters. He directs them,

and they are his slaves of the lamp, with a life

of their own but one of which every detail is

known to him.

"Finally, the story writer who has established

himself knows when he writes a story whether

he can sell it, pretty well where he can sell it,

j,nd approximately how much he can sell it for.

All practical considerations but practical con-

siderations buy Liberty Bonds. As an occupation,

that of playwrights does not appeal to me. The

diligent and established writer can, for instance,

gauge pretty accurately his earnings. The writer

for the stage achieves a success ; his income

this year is very satisfactory. He lives accord-

ing to his means. Next year, he does not

achieve a success, nor the following year. He has

got into the habit of living according to a

certain scale and his income has vanished. It

is too uncertain like basing one's expenditures

on a lottery chance. And once he has the fever,

I am inclined to think the writer's habits are

apt to be altogether unsettled by writing for

the stage. He gets into another atmosphere,

another custom of mind, another attitude to-

wards life. He finds it difficult to readjust him-

self to his former habits when the play fails.

He may have one fat year and three or four

lean ones. And he has to live during the lean

ones just the same as if not as well as during

the fat ones. It's too much of a gamble for me,

a life for hardier and sturdier souls than mine.

THE novelist, the short story writer, after

he has won a footing, gets a certain fol-

lowing, has a regular clientele. His third or

fourth book may not be as good as his second,

but some people will buy it, enough to pay him

for the time he has put in on it. And if the

fifth is up to his usual mark, the fourth does

not count against him. But the playwright may
write six successes and if number seven is a

failure, the six successes will do nothing for

him. The seventh fails and when a play fails

it fails thoroughly and completely. There o>;iM

not be a more thorough, scientific, hopeless fail-

ure than a failed play. It's done, absolutely,

finally, for all time. And the author's eighth

play is regarded with cold suspicion. There is

something merciless about this aspect of play-

writing. Old Testament Justice reigns in the

theatre of nowhere else. One slip and Gehenna

for the playwright. In the writing occupation,

the public shows tolerance, amity, a spirit of

camaraderie. But in playwriting, never. 'I he

good you may have done dies with the first

failure and the lives of that failure in its in-

fluence on your career, surpass in number and

vitality, the proverbial cat's.

AND stage writing is more than mere hard

work. Your work is never done. You
have to think in terms of dialogue and action,

dialogue and action that take place within three

canvas walls and behind a wall of light.

Heaven is marked by a sharply defined pro-
scenium arch, and a trap door is a practical

exit below. The stage is, within its limits and

under its fixed conditions, a very practical place.

Time was when an actor could describe a gor-

geous scene gorgeously and get away with it.

The most that can be done to-day is to have

the country cousin remark in awed tones : 'This

is sure a fine room.' And even then, on the

road, the audience may laugh. The modern stage
is decidedly cribbed, cabined and defined. For
the stage the lines you write must be written

to be spoken, and they must be written and

spoken so that they will sound natural and fit.

Stage lines must have some of the technique

of a caption they have got to fit the picture

that is presented on the stage before the audi-

ence at the moment. I found that out in my
first stage effort.

"That occurred ten years ago, and in this

way : A gentleman in the production business

with an idealist's contempt for consequences,

asked me to prepare a musical comedy book for

him. I wrote it in exactly five days. I started

Monday morning, I ended it Friday night. Tim

had fallen heir to some scenery and came to me
one bright Fall Monday morning to get a musical

comedy. Incidentally scenery was the only

tiling he had fallen heir to ; not money, by any

means. Another man had been grabbed oft by

the resourceful producer to write the music, and

so then set sail to upper New York City to see

the scenery we were to fit. After three weeks

of rehearsal the result was produced in New
Haven. I wrote the book and some of the

lyrics; Wallace Irwin wrote some, so did Caro-

lyn Wells, so did Paul West, so did Safford

Waters, and so did others. Waters also fur-

nished the music and the producer furnished

the company and the optimism.

WITH
OUT hesitation or fear of contradic-

tion, 1 assert that this was unquestion-

ably the very worst musical comedy ever proJ

duced on any stage. Perhaps it was too orig-

inal. The scenery, for instance, was quite

unique it was Japanese with a picture of Fuji-

yama on every back drop. Most of the female

characters wore kimonos and other Japanese

things. Nearly all the male characters wore the

uniforms of United States naval officers. This

had never been done before, you see. We also

had a song to the moon sung by the naval lieu-

tenant, who was a tenor, to a coy Japanese

charmer, who was a soprano. This had never

been done before, either. The ensigns or mid-

dies or whatever they were on the cruise, sang

several songs, with groups of geisha girls. I

do not remember whether we had a rickshaw or

not, but I know there were quantities of Jap-

anese lanterns, Japanese parasols, Japanese

fans, and many, many cherry blossoms. In every

respect but one this musical comedy was unique,

as you can see. The one exception was that

we had no comedian. We had an excellent

dancer, instead. I eliminated many choice lines

to give him room for his feet, so to speak. Main-

other lines he gradually spurned, substituting

his own tap-tap-tap for my verbal felicities. As

I have just remarked, the piece was produced in

New Haven. I remained through the entire,

consecutive first act. I sat with the composer,

the first night in seven that he had not spent

with his head packed in ice bags. That night

the play was wearing them.

"As the curtain fell on the desolate scene,

I shook hands with the composer and bade him

good-bye. It is the consensus of the best opin-

ion of civilized men and women, I believe, to

leave certain last intimacies to robust and insen-

sitive people, especially called to act as under-

takers. I am not fitted to that occupation, so I

left the theatre, returned to my hotel, had

[las;
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(Right)

MADALINE TRAVERSE

A study head of a young
actress who has been

successful in "Yes or No"

at the Longacre

(Center)

MONA KINGSLEY
Who can blame Grant Mitchell

though if he be only a tailor if

he falls in love with the charming
Corinne of "A Tailor-Made Man"?

(C Hi.ron Connelly

IRENE PAVLOSKA
A former prima donna of the Chi-

cago Opera Company now warbling
in "Have a Heart" on tour Abbe

VIVIENXE SEGAL
A bright spot in the Wodehouse-

Bolton-Kern new musical comedy
"Oh, Lady! Lady!!" at the Princess

Stratiss-Pevton

DOROTHY DICKSON
Another Mrs. Castle who dances

with agile grace and is always inter-

esting. Appearing in "Girl O' Mine"

PRETTY GIRLS I N POPULAR PLAYS



a Welsh rarebit, and toc'.c a late train

to New York. The remains, accompanied

by the pall-bearers, followed a few hours

later. Extra rehearsals were needed, I

was told. I could see no reasons for

that. Funerals are spontaneous. This corpse

did not require full military honors. But they

offered the poor thing in New York. I was in-

vittd to the obsequies, but had to attend to some

important hunting engagement and hid my grief

as best I could, as I tramped over the hills of

North Carolina after the wily wild turkey. Our

play proved to be as lively a corpse as is the

prospective one of a wild turkey. It took six

full weeks to get it thoroughly buried. The

last sad rites took place at Providence and the

members of the company paid their own way
back to Broadway.

BEFORE
I tried to unite a musical show, I

did not know this fact about stage lines

that they had to fit the moment I wrote what I

thought were some very clever lines for that

piece. When they were spoken, they were ab-

solutely meaningless. They did not fit, did not

fit the characters, the scene, the particular ar-

rangement of persons on the stage at the mo-

ment. Those lines were the flattest lines I ever

heard. By themselves they might have passed.

On the stage they simply did not. And the work

required to make lines fit! And the hearing of

them at rehearsals again and again and again!

But the mere repeating of a line makes it dull,

tasteless stuff to me. It may be the wittiest

line ever written, but if I heard it in rehearsal

twenty times, I would shudder in sheer disgust

the twenty-first time I heard it.

"The worst of it is that the moment your

play gets in rehearsal it must be all written over,

written over according to the suggestions and

directions and advice and orders and guesses

and whims of every one on the premises. Every-

one has ideas but the author. He may or may
not have used himself up in the production of

the original script; but after three days' re-

hearsals he has been, at least I am, badgered
into insanity. There is a cheerful air of agree-

ing with him in his self-deprecation. Everyone
is in accord with him that the original script

was a poor thing but his own, with the accent

heavily scored on the 'poor' and a contentious

dubiousness in regard to 'his own.' As the days

go by, he is made to feel that the original was

undoubtedly his own, that no one else could

have been so witless, so guilelessly stupid, as

to have written it

"After this first attempt, I remained away

from the theatre for a span of years, the writing

end of it. Then Roi Cooper Megrue lured me

back. Some years before I had written a short

story entitled 'The Escape of Mr. Trimm." Roi

asked me confidentially if I did not think it

was better play material than 'Within the Law.'

What I said in reply I shall not repeat, but

shortly thereafter we began writing 'Under Sen-

tence.' As we wrought, strange psychic things

happened. Mr. Trimm made good his escape,

leaving nothing but his name. An entirely new

story grew up and was produced. On the first

night, Mrs. Cobb and I sat in the gallery. In

the entire act between the second and third,

quantities of people came up to Megrue and me
and congratulated us heartily. Such classic and

expert opinion as 'a hit, boys, sure!' 'You gotta

show there !' 'Always knew you had it in you,

fellas,' and so on, greeted us. But we knew

better. We knew about the third act. We knew

that our story had been used up by the second

act and that in the third we were starting a

new story. After the fall of the last curtain,

as I passed through the lobby with Mrs. Cobb,

who is a rapid walker, I noticed that many eyes

that had beamed at me brightly after the second

act, looked the other way.

EARLY
the next morning Megrue and I gath-

ered in a room in the Selwyn offices which we
named 'The Brain Room.' And there we gath-

ered every morning for a number of weeks.

Our purpose was simple; we wrote a new third

act every morning and turned it over to the

actors. And every night we went to see the

new third act. Arch Selwyn and others became

interested. Certainly a new third act was on
view every night, but the public could not know
the eclectic, not to say esoteric interest, the ac-

tors, managers and authors took in that third

act. Let me explain. The actors were over-

whelmed by the power in the 'brain room.' As a

result, Thursday's third act contained some of

Monday's, some of Tuesday's, some of Wednes-

day's and a little of Friday's and the following

Saturday's. It was intensely interesting, that

third act, like a picture puzzle. And there was
evident a sporting instinct to help the occasion-

ally bewildered actor, lost in the week, by spon-

taneous suggestion. It was a hectic and absorb-

ing period in my life. Strange to say, we did

finally produce a third act but Mr. Selwyn had

lost interest by that time, the 'brain room' was

dismantled. 'Under Sentence' was condemned

and consigned to the theatrical Potter's Field,

that bourne from which few travelers ever re-

turn.

"I have written several vaudeville sketches

which have played successfully, I am told; I

have never seen them. Neither have I ever

happened to see any of my movie plays. Some

day I intend to see one of them. But I have

learned one thing. It takes a lot of courage to

go to one's own play. I am not greedy for the

hero's bays.

BACK
in Paducah, Kentucky, when I was a boy,

I spent hours with one of those ancient-of-

days black tubes with bits of colored glass in

one end ; you applied your eye to a little hole

in the other end and turned the tube round and

round, the bits of colored glass running to-

gether with a clashing mysterious sound and with

results of geometric patterns always fascinating,

new and different. What effect generally these

domestic kaleidoscopes had on youthful ambi-

tions toward higher mathematics, I do not know;
on me they produced a sense of limitless pos-

sibilities of angles and lines and curves. But

what happens to the bits of glass in the magic
tube is nothing, literally nothing, to what hap-

pens to the script of the play. If I could write

a play, and could stand a first night, I should

want not to see the play until the first night. I

should be extremely interested in it; it would

be almost brand new to me, and I could prob-

ably, if it were a success, learn much to bring

me to that proper state of humbleness of spirit

and meekness of mind that I heard so much of

back home. If it were a failure, I should feel

for days an inward glow of superiority. Be-

cause that play would not be mine, not by a long

shot. It would be the joint product of manager-

director, leading lady, leading man, prompter,

electrician, scene painter, stage decorator, 'grip,'

curtain man, stage doorkeeper, box-office ogre

and, last but by no means least, ticket specu-

lator.

"So far as I am concerned it would be a

case of the
,
funeral meats setting forth the

marriage table, or vice versa. But most em-

phatically, it would not be mine."

THEATRE THOUGHTS
By HUBERT SAVILE

Most of the plays produced in America are

the work of "Lucile" Lady Duff-Gordon.

When Isadora Duncan dies it will be impos-
sible for anyone to step into her shoes, because

she doesn't wear any.

I suppose Sarah Bernhardt would wear spec-
tacles in private life if she had a private life.

Whenever Mrs. Fiske sits in a draught Emily
Stevens catches cold.

An enemy of David Belasco threatened to

kidnap the property-man, but the famous man-
ager retaliated by threatening to sue because
of being deprived of his sole means of support.

Harry B. Smith springs eternal in the musical-

comedy producer's breast.

In the beginning Gaby Deslys was throne upon
the stage.

Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.

Therefore Elsie Janis is the greatest flatterer in

the world.

Mr. Erlanger believes in Santa Klaws.

It is believed that James M. Barrie uses mo-
lasses instead of ink.

It is hard to realize that George Bernard Shaw
was once considered up-to-date. He is so ex-

tremely old-fashioned.

Nat Goodwin is the proprietor of a combina-
tion dramatic school and matrimonial bureau.

Annette Kellermann gets along swimmingly.

Many people in England believe that it is

possible to receive messages from departed

spirits, because Pinero has been apparently
dead for twenty years, but letters signed with

his name sometimes appear in the daily papers.

A stage-struck matinee-girl told me the other

day that she loved to read old playbills mention-

ing the names of Charlotte Cushman, Helena

Modjeska and Adele Ritchie.

Shakespeare never repeats. In that respect
he differs from John Drew.

Whether she is in or out of the cinema, Billie

Burke presents a series of moving pictures.

A chemical analysis of the blood of Alia Nazi-

mova shows it to contain a large deposit of

greasepaint.

[140]
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Mr. Tynan as Barry Carlton, the successful young actor

Photos Charlotte Fairchild

As the old actor recalling his past glory

As King Lear

Mr. Tynan starts as a young actor. He is very

talented, but inclined to celebrate his suceess over

the flowing bowl. His best part is King Lear and

he marries his leading woman. The second act takes

place twenty years later. The former stage hero,

now a drunkard who has deserted his wife and

child, applies for small parts under an assumed

name. Only one of his old friends recognizes him. A
revival of "King Lear" is being prepared. An

"angel" who really has designs on the beautiful

young leading woman, backs the piece. But the

heroine who turns out to be the old actor's daughter
loves her handsome leading man. The young Lear

becomes intoxicated and the one-time favorite steps
in and plays the role. The situation is saved and

the old actor retires into the background

BH.\\DOX TYNAN GIVES A REALISTIC AND INTERESTING STUDY IN "SUCCESS' 1



Act I. Emily West is loved by all her pupils
.Vary Ryan

Mary Kyan as "the little teacher"

The play shows the adventures of the little teacher in a small Vermont village, adjacent
to a lumber camp. Adored by her pupils, she takes the law in her own hands and rescues
two of them from their brutal parents. She is misunderstood and criticized but a

Photos H'liitc
Nina Morris Mary Ryan

Act II. The teacher defends the children from their brutal pseudo-mother who has really kidnapped them
is her champion, critics and enemies are routed, her sweet nature revolutionizes the hard, selfish

rro^ '^f ^ ^Tf t
v f

t 'leir "lother and !lt *'" Conclusion we see the lumberjack in khaki andCross uniform, booked for life and "over there" to assist in the reformation of the world for democracy

Curtis Cooksey Harold Hartzell
II. The lumberjack protects Emily and the children she has rescued Act IV. The teacher leaves for "over there"

THE LITTLE TEACHER." A CHARMING "B'GOSH" COMEDY DRAMA



Muyiicinc. Mcr.-h, tyili
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Photos ll'hilc Carl Randall Vivienne Segal

Act I. Singing "Do Look at Him"

Carroll McComas

Act II. May, the abandoned fiancee, and

chorus singing "Waiting Around the Corner"

Mr Randall Miss Segal

The wedding ceremony the finale of Act I

ward Abeles Florence Shirley

Act II. The valet, an ex-convict,

and Fanny, who are also to wed

Reginald Mason Florence Shirley

Act II. The detective discovers Fanny who

is running away with the stolen necklace

OH, LADY! LADY!!" .A NEW MUSICAL COMEDY WITH A PLOT



THE DRAMA AS A SPECIAL EXTRA"
With rare exceptions the play of today is

hastily published and vociferously hawked

By CHARLTON ANDREWS

AIDED
and abetted more or less by both

the learned academicians who make a

living by lecturing on the Drama and by

the periodical critics who write solemn and

oracular treatises thereon, we playgoers of the

twentieth century have contracted the somewhat

absurd habit of spoofing ourselves about the thea-

tre. It is a Temple of Art. It is a Shrine of

Genius. It is the main office of Thalia, Mel-

pomene & Co., Ltd. And so on.

Doubtless the devotees of Thespis have done

their share to foster this melancholy delusion.

There is scarce a playwright of the day who

will not admit that he is a Genius. In evidence

of this fact he will write you endless disquisi-

tions on "How I Do My Creative Work." That

he scribbles you in five days a play that runs

five months is to him proof conclusive of the

divine afflatus. Do actors take themselves seri-

ously? Foolish question Number 7,986,543. The

chap that jumps barefoot into a barrelful of

broken glass and doubles in woodwind speaks

of himself 'always as an "Artist" without ever

the ghost of a smile.

And as for the managers do they not combine

with their amazing business acumen a complete

knowledge of all that is best in the theatre, in-

fallible taste, and universal talent? The plunger

who makes his pile out of "Lucy, the Lovely

Laundress," proceeds to establish himself as an

arbiter elegantiarum of the Great White Way.

He is not only a Napoleon of Finance; he is

but I really haven't time to do justice to his self-

estimate.

THE
drama is an art, a noble art, the noblest

of the arts, a combination of all arts"

by dint of much repetition we actually begin to

believe it. But usually there comes a day when,

having been many times bored to tears by plays,

their authors, their producers, their actors, and

their critics, we awake with a start, pinch our-

selves, rub our eyes, and find ourselves staring

Fact in the face. Said Fact is that, although

Euripides, Aristophanes, Shakespeare, and

Moliere were probably Great Artists, we are

not living in their day ; that, instead, ours is

the highly advanced, original and discriminating

period of Pinero, Shaw, Walter, Belasco, et dl.;

that, no longer in the hands of great literati,

the drama of to-day is confided to the tender

mercies of theatrical journalism.

In other words, plays of to-day for the most

part are little more than elaborated press cut-

tings. Our theatre gives us for $2.50 (plus war

tax) a small portion of what our newspaper fur-

nishes for two cents until the next raise in

price. There is really very little reason why
the average playwright would not make a fairly

good reporter except that he takes himself with

such abnormal seriousness.

Newspapers, as is rather widely known, con-

sist of a miscellaneous assortment of ingredi-

ents. First of all, there is the Real News a

very small quantity of it usually, infinitely diluted

in a sea of journalese to a point where it makes

Gratiano's reasons look like two Woolworth

Buildings placed side by side in the midst of

Central Park. Next in order and vastly more

extensive comes the Imitation News predic-

tions, rumors, canards, what Premier Clemen-

ceau confided to Rasper Jitney but apparently

kept as a dark secret from President Wilson,

and all that sort of thing.

Then, of course, come the Human Interest

stories yarns about women, children, and the

great throbbing Heart of Man; editorials-

windy suspirations of forced breath, wherein a

tired journalist tritely revamps what is always

said about whatever type of news happens to be

uppermost; feature articles half-baked or

warmed-over stuff, always padded to whatever

limit the copy-reader will concede; sports oh,

fearful, wonderful, inexhaustible, and everlast-

ing goulash ! ;
markets ;

advertisements ; court

calendars; sassiety; press agentry; and fillers.

UNDER
fillers are listed funny-page stuff in-

evitably founded on the joke about mar-

riage being the same as war; sermonettes; ad-

vice to the lovelorn; astronomy, eugenics, sani-

tation, and insurance, in words of one syllable;

and stories short or indefinitely continued.

Look on this picture and then on that other

presented by the theatre, and you will see that

the stage offers us little more than newspaper

extracts set in dialogue form and acted out. As

Shakespeare dramatized the chronicles of the

past, so the modern playhouse concerns itself

with current history and its journalistic trim-

mings. With rare exceptions the play of to-day

is a "special extra" hastily published and vocif-

erously hawked.

The late Charles Klein was one of our pioneers

in theatrical journalism. One day his subject

was police brutality; the next he was writing up

the trust evil. Bayard Veiller sold out a

huge edition devoted to the downtrodden woik-

ing goil. Roi Cooper Megrue has devoted

himself to such departments as the advertising

columns, the early war news, and prison reform.

Eugene Walker has extensively exploited the

rather widely known high cost of living.

Charles Kenyon, in "Kindling," dramatized a

single brief newspaper clipping.

METAPHYSICAL
topics of the day, much

in the manner of their treatment on edi-

torial pages and in Sunday supplements, have

likewise been handled by Messrs. Belasco and

Thomas, to whom telepathy, mental healing,

spiritism, and multiple personality have seemed

as worthy material as they are to H. Ad-

dington Bruce. William Vaughn Moody and

George M. Cohan have also contributed their

mites.

Social problems dealt with in the press by
such feuilletonists as Dr. Frank Crane and Miss

Zoe Beckley have been grist to the mills of a

herd of dramatists including Shaw, Jones, Gals-

worthy, MacKaye, Broadhurst, Brieux, Fitch and

Barker. The favorite topics are, of course, so-

cial injustice, the white slavery called matri-

mony, unwholesome heredity, and horrendous

environment.

Political news has found its way to the stage

through a score of channels. "The Boss,'' "The

District Attorney," "The Man of the Hour,"

"The County Chairman" all reflected the City

Hall gossip of the moment. And whenever the

theatrical journalists have found that they have

depressed us to a dangerous degree, they have

considerately revived our spirits with heroic

doses of optimism, as in "The Dawn of a To-

morrow," "Pollyanna," and all the other glad-

glad stuff, or they have diverted our minds with

their dramatized funny-pages.

It is useless to prolong the list to point out

the plays that have at least thought they were

transferring to the boards the society items of

the day, the market quotations, or the news of

the theatre itself. The conclusion is inevitable

that the producer and the publisher are at bot-

tom dealers in the same commodity.

It is manifest also that news hath its fashions

no less renowned than hats. Just now the fad

is necessarily for the martial. No matter what

the managers predict we are going to have war

plays and war plays and war plays. Time was,

within the memory of adolescents, when crime-

crooks and sleuths made all our joy. At an-

other period we took up (in a serious way)

psychics and all that sort of thing, don't you

know. Naturally, we are at our best when we

go in for Social Problems. Now and again we

even turn our theatrical attention to religion.

But always we are going to the playhouse in

the evening to see an elaborated bit of what we

cast our sleepy eyes over at the breakfast table

in the morning when we should have been speak-

ing words of kindly encouragement and domestic

affection to our wives or husbands, as the case

may be.

AS
I write, the dramatico-journalistic table

of contents for "The New York Daily

(except Tuesday) Press-Stage" includes War
Stuff (three plays) ; Society, Eugenics, Woman's

Home Page, Business Reverses, Fashions, Hotel

Lobby Gossip, Financial, Aviation, The Stage,

three columns, and a miscellany of comics, ser-

monettes, To-day's Short Stories, caricatures,

and illustrated supplements.

I pause to inquire, Is the stage a branch of

journalism, or is the newspaper a subdivision of

the drama? At all events, in our day, with in-

frequent exceptions, the product of both is ex-

traordinarily similar as to quality and as to

evanescence. The function of each is important

and much the same. But neither is an art,

neither is more than a craft and not a first-

class craft at that. The drama of permanence-
no longer with us was doubtless a different

matter. Ours is the Drama of Current Events.

Nevertheless, playwrights, be of good cheer.

There are more than a few of these current

events eventing these days, and some of them

seem almost new. Nobody has written about

the choirboy burglar or where Trotzky got his

money or Henry Ford's submarine chasers or

the spy caught on the Dutch liner or the

$500,000 "lost"' in the post office or Bolo and

Bernstorff or whale luncheons or the Chamber-

lain outburst or the high price of crude oil

and any one of them would undoubtedly pro-

vide material for a BIG VITAL DRAMA.
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From a photograph by Charlotte Fairchild

E T H R L B A II R Y M O R E AS C A M I L L E

Who has not wept with the unfortunate Lady of the Camellias, as she lies

in bed on the eve of her dissolution? In every country under the sun

theatre lovers have been held spellbound by this tragic end of a classic

love affair. But Miss Barrymore, at least, makes it less harrowing by a

charming mie tn scene. The exquisite coverlet, the soft rays of the sus-

pended lamp, all combine to make hers a Camille de luxe



MUSIC FOR EVERYONE
Bv CHARLES I). ISAACSON

O-i
AR HAMMKKSTKIX. lying in a bed,

hist recovering from a serious operation,

sat up. smiled and asked for his cigar.

For Dscar was very happy. That musical in-

stitution which he had set in motion some years

ago; had installed at the Manhattan Opera

House ; had put sailing on the operatic seas, with

flying of great colors and the singing of rare

voices; had watched fight its gallant war with

the Metropolitan Opera Company and then with-

drawit had returned to life. It had come

back to the scenes of those earlier struggles. It

had once more declared for a competitive opera

and a "Two Opera House Season."

The Chicago Opera Company, whose season

in New York City has given impetus to music,

such as has not been felt for many years past,

is the evolution of the Hammerstein idea. Cleo-

fonte Campanmi, now General Director, was

Oscar's right-hand man ; many of the foremost

singers were originally of Oscar's company. So

Oscar smiled, and New York has once more the

locale of a right royal musical warfare. Those

who like to talk bygones remember the first of

these battles when the Metropolitan Opera Com-

pany, then the newcomer gave challenge to the

old Academy of Music. Col. Mapleson was the

general at the Academy, Abbey headed the Met-

ropolitan. Patti was the big driving wedge of

the Colonel, while Abbey held the boards with

Christine Nilsson that was in 1883.

AND
now another Patti enters to make glad

the hearts of operagoers. Amelita Galli-

Curci is her name, and many there were at her

debut in the Meyerbeer "Dinorah," a favorite

Patti role, who scorned to bring Patti up to

the level of this young aspirant. "Patti had no

better voice, and she hadn't the soul of this

new coloratura," said one old critic. But what-

ever tradition may have it, in the memory of

the present generation of music-lovers, there

has been nothing to compare with the recep-

tion accorded to our dear 'Lita.

The City" which had literally refused her ad-

mittance through its experts, even to the su-

preme blow
'

of declaring her unworthy to sing
in the interlude between moving pictures, now
rose to do Galli-Curci homage. "Dinorah" is

at best but a pool- entertainment as far as

action or story have it. but it is full to the

brim with opportunity for the coloratura. In

the lirsf'act, the new diva came forth, and the

tremble
'

in her limbs was discernible to her

anxious friends, her voice came with but a bit

of its accustomed power; yet the audience lis-

tened amazed and gave vent to its feelings. But
it was not until the end of the second act

the "Shadow Dance" that Galli-Curci came into

her nun.. All fear had left her, that superb
voice danced and warbled and carolled all over
the staff and way above it; like a soft summer
breeze it rose limpid and free, with never an

effort, graceful and liquid, as though it had no

beginning and could come to no end. It wasn't

singing it was creating music it wasn't to be

characterized, for here was music almost dis-

embodied. At the very start of the aria, one
could feel an electric shock run through the

house, and at its end, dignity was completely for-

gotten, in the hand-clapping, handkerchief-waving,
yells, stamping in which the staid box-holders

indulged, like the most abandoned of standees!

Here was the spectacle of people paying as

much as $25.00 for a seat, well dressed indi-

viduals waiting on line from early in the morn-

j iu,_j us t to stand. -What a victory for true

genius this has been. Eight years ago Galli-

Curci decided she wanted to go on the operatic

stage, so she packed her little book under her

arm. went forth, and was engaged, so here is but

the beginning of a new epoch in her career.

THE only thing ever to have been known

to equal the enthusiasm, was at the debut

of Enrico Caruso, who was enjoying a taste of

his accustomed applause on the very night of

Galli-Curci's appearance. Now, the splendid

news is to be told that never at any time dur-

ing the Chicago Opera season, was there a fall-

ing off in attendance at the Metropolitan. Why
should there be? Can a city of six million

send only enough to fill one house?

To offset Galli-Curci, the Metropolitan offered a

tenor new to these shores, one Hipolito Lazaro,

a short, stodgy, bullish sort of an individual

with a tremendous voice and little sense of

delicacy or art. It is said that Lazaro once took

a wager with a friend that he would run all

around the Opera House in Havana, singing his

high C, and that he did it. If we are to judge

tenor voices by what we know, then we must say

that Caruso's is like velvet; Lazaro's like bur-

lap, and Muratore's like silk. Truthfully must

it be said that of far more importance was

Muratore's appearance in the Chicago aggrega-

tion. On the opening night of the Chicago sea-

son did Lucien Muratore hold the boards as

Prinzivalle in "Monna Vanna," and all the beau-

teous wiles of Mary Garden could not draw

the public mind from his tenor voice. Well

might Mrs. Muratore, one time Lina Cavalieri,

bathe her features with unpardonable joy, for

next to Galli-Curci's reception, in point of en-

thusiasm and sincerity, was his public commen-

dation.

OR did the second honors go to Rosa Raisa,

imported to these States from Russian

Poland, via Chicago ! More passion and emo-

tion could not be drawn into the singing of a

role than this dramatic soprano pours into her

representations. She is yet the untrained coun-

try girl, but for that very rustic touch, her voice

is colored with rare sympathy. Witness her

"Aida," a girl of Ethiopia, fresh from the wild-

lands. I sighed that Verdi never heard her

for she was in his mind when he wrote the

opera at the command of that visiting Sukan.

Along with Lazaro, Maria Barrientos returned

to the Metropolitan stage, and gave her lovely

voice as part of the grand assemblage of

musicians in the metropolis. At the Metropoli-
tan Frieda Hempel's Maria sets all hearts

thumping like her own little drum in Donizetti's

"Daughter of the Regiment" she is by far the

most magnetic personality among the singing

actresses, and I don't care who knows it. If

Hempel and that perfect actor, Mr. Scotti, were
to talk in English, the whole production could

be transferred to any Broadway house and it

could run an entire summer.

In discussing the performances of the past

what is one to say of Nellie Melba who sang

Marguerite in "Faust" better than she did it over

a quarter of a century before? Better in dig-

nity and passion and almost with the same

freshness of voice. In the performance I speak

of, Charles Dalmores did a "two.-a-da\
"

act

he had sung in the afternoon in ''Louise'' and

saved the night when Muratore was indisposed.

Of this season's countless surprises, none has

been more fraught with promises than Florence

Easton's success. When the adorable Geraldine

Farrar became indisposed, Mrs. Easton jumped

into the "Lodoletta" cast, and moved right up

to Caruso, without dismay. She did well

Caruso was not dismayed. Though "Lodoletta"

is scarcely a top-notch opera, another Mas-

cagni mediocrity, and many wondered why it

should have been chosen as one of the few new

presentations of the Metropolitan season, it has

its value for the leading singers. The story

is taken from Ouida's "Two Wooden Shoes,"

which curiously has been considered by several

composers, chief among them being Puccini.

OVER
at the Chicago, Harry Hadley's

"Azora" was sung. Being by an Amer-

ican it was naturally put under the microscope

and attributed to everybody from Mozart to

Strauss. It seems peculiar that an American

opera is condemned almost without hearing,

while the European, like the criminal at the

court of justice, is innocent until proven other-

wise. "Marouf" and "St. Elizabeth," heard for

the first times, were passed as being worth

while, but "Azora'' had very little praise, though

unquestionably it is of far superior construction

to "Lodoletta." Anna Fitziu and Arthur Middle-

ton were the bright lights in the Hadley opera,

with the composer himself at the conductor's

stand. I tremble for Charles Wakefield Cad-

man and Arthur Nevin, whose' American operas

will shortly be heard. But I know that "Coq

d'or," to be staged soon under the direction of

Adolph Bolm, will be the one spectacular sen-

sation of the 1917-1918 musical epoch. To

put an operatic month into a paragraph is harder

than bringing the proverbial camel through the

needle's eye. Suffice it to say that the Western

musical invasion was a fine thing, and outside

of the leaders mentioned before, that much should

develop in Mme. Genevieve Vix and Caroline

Lazzari; in Cecil Arden and Madame Manny.

In the concert halls, violinists have been wag-

ing a war all of their own. Closely following

the Heifetz furore, came Max Rosen, an Amer-

ican boy, returning from the tutelage of Leo-

pold Auer. Unfortunately for Rosen was the

time chosen ; too fresh on the ears of critics

and audiences were the Heifetz tones. Rosen

is not the matured artist, his technique is un-

equal to the task his program set him, though

in him is a hungry soul, eager to express in

music the ideas and ideals of a fresh young

idealist. A small tone of honeyed sweetness is

his present most apparent asset the rest will

come. Heifetz meantime continues to justify the

highest praise given him at his debut; now it

transpires that he is not quite seventeen! Kreis-

ler came out of his enforced retirement to take

the first violin desk in the Kneisel Quartette;

Elman remains the (Concluded oil page 184)
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MAX ROSEN"

Fifteen years ago Max was fiddling in a

barber shop. Neighbors talked of his

genius, and he was sent abroad to study
with the great Auer. His return to America

is marked by a triumph
) Moffett

FLORENCE EASTON
Born in Yorkshire, England, this popular new

singer of the Metropolitan forces married an
American tenor, McLennan. She is a Wag-
nerian scholar, but this season the War is

keeping her to Italian music. She is both

beautiful and beautifully voiced

HENRY HADLF.Y

Though an American, Mr. Hadley is a com-

poser who is rapidly gaining recognition.

He shows an aptitude in writing music of

the mystic Orient and old Carthage.
"Azora" is his latest contribution to opera

MARIA HARRIENTOS
A Spanish product. Miss Barrientos is old-

fashioned in her musical tastes but she's

young and attractive. She is violinist,

pianist and composer, and the darling of

Buenos Avres

Miihkin
HIPOLITO LAZARO

After a career in his native land, Spain,
this tenor repeated his success in Italy and

South America. He is now being heard at

the Metropolitan

Victor Georg
ROSA RAISA

This fine artiste was nearly killed in Kief

during a massacre. It was fortunate that

the young girl was saved for she is de-

clared the finest soprano of this decade.

She works 25 roles mastered in two years

SOME HIGH NOTES IN MUSIC



White

Goldberg

FRANK LONGACRE

A REFRESHING youngster is

Frank. He is the boy with the

welcoming grin in "The Gypsy Trail."

To use his own phrase he is "ten goin'

on eleven." Frank just happened to go

on the stage. He came by way of the

screen. A motion picture prospector

for juvenile talent discovered a group

of lads. "Come on over and make a

trial picture at the studio," he in-

vited. Lives there a boy who would

decline such an invitation? Not Frank

Longacre. He posed in a screen com-

edy "School Bells." The cleverness he

displayed in inventing business bent

his future stageward

MINNA GOMBEL
VIT HEN the actress who plays the

title role in the comedy, "The

Indestructible Wife," made her stage

debut she laughed but her mother sat

in the audience and wept through the

performance. Miss Gombel had run

away from home, or she would have,

had not her mother accompanied her, to

go on the stage. Her father wouldn't

permit her to use the family name.

That is the reason she was known for

several years as Winifred Lee. Her

father permitted the restoration of the

family name, after she had proven her

mettle. The bedewed debut was made
in "Excuse Me." Much stock ensued.

An interruption occurred when she

played the ingenue with Fannie Ward
in "Mme. President." Then a three

nights' engagement in "Six Months

Option." But W. A. Brady saw her

and recognized her qualitv

White

CURTIS COOKSEY
'^ HAT an actor can live down bad

-

repertoire companies is demon-

strated by Curtis Cooksey, the leading

man of "The Little Teacher." His

career opened inauspiciously with

"Dora." Afterwards were stock and

pictures, and pictures and stock. May-
be David Belasco introduced him to

New York in "The Heart of Wetona."

Maybe Mr. Cooksey's vigorous physique,

one of his chief assets, is due in part

to the fact that lie was born on a Ken-

tucky farm and descended in straight

line from progenitors who settled in

the State in 1653. Breeding counts

on the stage, as elsewhere

Mishkin

MARJORIE VONNEGUT
VONNEGUT, who comes

* from Indianapolis, is one of the most
decorative and otherwise pleasing members
of the organization of Washington Square
Players. She wins audiences by her youth,
good looks, poise and sincerity. She lit-

erally sobbed her way to success in New
York. It was in Alice Brown's one-act

play "Sugar House." She feared that she
would he permanently a sob-sister, but
that fates that perch upon theatre roofs

gave her an opportunity in comedy. Her
emotional gifts are displayed in "Habit"
and her sense of humor in "Suppressed
Desires" in the recent bill at the Comedy

LILLIAN ROSS

TTOW OLD IS JANE?" is an inquiry
** that has succeeded "How Old is

Ann ?" Everyone who sees "Seventeen"

asks it. The small, dark-eyed, pig-tailed

tormentor of her brother, loo' s ten years

old. She is, in fact, eighteen and a half,

and has played grown-ups and even been

made love to on the stage. She can't re-

member her first part. But the first part
she remembers playing was Cobweb in a

"Midsummer Night's Dream." Being a girl

was a handicap. She was expected to do a

handspring down a hill. One of the su-

perior sex was engaged to do the feat. It

was Lillian Ross' only stage failure
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MR. HORNBLOW GOES TO THE PLAY

HUDSON. "THE INDESTRUCTIBLE

WIFE." Comedy in three acts by
Frederic and Fanny Hatton. Pro-

duced on January 30th, with the fol-

lowing cast :

Charlotte Ordway
James Ordway
Benjamin Field

Amelia Field

Schuyler Hqrne
Paul Brooks

Brandy McBride

Julia Keith

Mary
Ellen

Patmore

Clapper

Minna Gombel
Lionel Atwill

Frederick Esmelton

Mrs. Jacques Martin

Roland Byram
John Cromwell

Clay Clement

Jane Houston

Irene Timmons
Esther Howard
Howard Kyle

Edward Le Due

AT times I have berated the Hat-

tons for want of taste, but in

the matter of "The Indestructible

Wife" I confess I enjoyed it very
much. A little judicious editing

would make it a far better play
for there is altogether too much

repetition of the obvious.

The restless woman of indomi-

table energy, who in her frantic at-

tempts to be always doing some-

thing, bores and exhausts her friends,

relatives and servants and who fi-

nally lands herself in a sanitarium

for neurasthenics, is a legitimate and

admirable subject for contempo-
raneous comedy.
The title role is played with re-

markable fidelity and magnetic allure

by a newcomer, Minna Gombel.

Hers was a metropolitan debut that

neared a virtual triumph. Delight-

ful youth and beauty, combined with

perfect assurance, swept all before

it. The interpretation was absolute-

ly devoid of sexual appeal. It was

the realization of the unconscious

but overpowering confidence of

youth.

The tired-out husband and his

two friends were all neatly ex-

ploited by Lionel Atwill, Roland

Byram and John Cromwell. A baby-

talking vampire, who played her part

in the reconciliation, was a new and

amusing variant of the jealousy mo-

tif. As acted by Jane Houston she

was most amusing. The bride's par-

ents were acted by Frederick Esmel-

ton and Mrs. Jacques Martin. The

latter was quaintly old-fashioned,

sweetly sympathetic and artistically

amusing. Howard Kyle headed a

well-acted array of family servants

while as the physical culture expert

Clay Clement contributed a creation

of irresistible comic value.

KNICKERBOCKER. "J o s E -

PHINE." Satirical comedy in three

acts, prologue and epilogue, by Her-

man Bahr. Adapted by Dr. Wash-
burn Freund. Produced on Janu-

ary 28th, with this cast:

Clio, Muse of History Grace Harrigan
The Author's Muse Ann Andrews

"Boney" George Frederichs

Josephine Virginia Harned
Barras Hubert Wilkie

Louise Aimee Dalmores

Napoleon Arnold Daly
The Colonel Joseph McManus
Moustache . Harry Mestayer
The Austrian Ambassador Paul Irving
Larose Marion Ballou

The Abbe Coulton White
Talma Arthur Foirest

WASN'T
Ferrero the Italian,

the first of the historians to

strip the sentimental veil and reveal

the heroes of the past as they really

were, presenting them as human

beings with the usual assortment of

foibles and frailties? This is the

spirit which influenced Herman Bahr,
the Hungarian, in the composition
of "Josephine."

The phases in the kaleidoscopic
career of the great Frenchman show
him first as the devoted lover,

spurred to achievement by the am-
bitious Josephine. The second inter-

lude has for its interest his suc-

cesses in Italy and the third shows
his particularly intimate side wherein

from Talma, the great French ac-

tor, he takes a lesson in deportment
and the acquirement of a pose that

shall identify him with posterity.

This is the best phase of all, a very-

human and amusing essay in high

comedy, and a scene in which

Arnold Daly appears at his best,

most ably aided and abetted by Ar-

thur Forrest whose assumption of

the imposing Talma is replete with

fine pompous yet imposing dignity

and very notable plastic grace.

Virginia Harned was somewhat
restless in the title role. Aimee
Dalmores is piquant and capricious

as Louise, while Harry Mestayer

gives a vital and humorous render-

ing of Moustache, a devoted veteran

bored by the formalities of the in-

cipient court Larose, a vivandiere,

is acted with vigor and feeling by

Marion Ballou.

BROADHURST. "THE MA-
DONNA or THE FUTURE." Satire in

three acts by Alan Dale. Produced

on January 28th, with this cast:

Iris Fotheringay Emily Stevens

Sallie Winborn Frances Underwood
Rex Letherick Jerome Patrick

Mrs. Van Duzen
Teresa Maxwell-Conover

Mrs. Wallingford Ffolliot Paget
Miss Pettiton Daisy Atherton
Mr. Wallingford Colin Campbell
Jack Frellingham Warburton Gamble
Reginald Douglas Ross
Mrs. Kay-Phros Ruby Trelease

Mrs. Frosticia Arundel Eunice Elliott

Mincie Panos Ann Delmore
, Petti Sweets Adele Mingeau
Rosalie Marguerite Forrest

Mrs. Van Duzen's Butler John Wilson

OUR latest Shawlet is none other

than Mr. Alan Dale. It would
seem that ever since Leander Rich-

ardson imported him from Birming-
ham along with the English spar-

row, this uplifter of the American

stage has cherished within his sub-

consciousness a Big Idea. And now
at last it has burgeoned forth in a

chatterfest in three chats somewhat
as follows :

Chat I. Iris, wealthy and oh, very

feministic, decides to have a child

without benefit of clergy, and the

neighbors are shocked.

Chat II. Iris has had the child

and the neighbors are shocked.

Chat III. The neighbors are

shocked, and Iris, together with her

child's father, decides to invoke

benefit of clergy.

"The Madonna of the Future," as

befits the title, is a mystery play,

the mystery being why any intelli-

gent manager should want to pro-
duce it, and also why a critic who
has helped laugh off the boards

so many similarly ridiculous affairs

should so lack the sense of humor
as to write it.

As a chatterfest the piece was

chiefly concerned with angling for

laughs, and it got far more nibbles

than bites. It would seem that

through long years of satirical writ-

ing the author, so far as wit is con-

cerned, has been bled white. "Sat-

urday to Monday," in similar vein,
was vastly more scintillant; never-

theless, its title came near express-

ing its duration.

In both Mr. Hurlburt's piece and
that of Mr. Dale, Mrs. Teresa Max-
well-Conover voiced much of the wit

and so emphasized the contrast.

Ffolliot Paget was more successful

with her seasoned method in in-

voking mirth. Funnier than all
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others was Douglas Ross as a butler

cluiiitaiit who had probably served

his apprenticeship at Shanley's.

As the lady of the maternal

though unconventional aspirations,

Emily Stevens wiggled and sotto-

voced and mrsfisked with her usual

assiduity. Opposite her was Jerome

Patrick who made love to her with

all the ardor of a wooden soldier

wooing a rag baby.

of pantomime and facial expression.

He is ably seconded by Ruth Gor-

don, as the baby-talk lady, and by

Lillian Ross, as the tattle-tale sister-

let whose espionage more than once

"ruins his career." There are sev-

eral other interesting juvenile types,

skilfully drawn and ably inter-

preted.

PLAYHOUSE. "THE LITTLE
TEACHER." Comedy drama in four

acts by Harry James Smith. Pro-

duced on February 4th, with the

following cast :

BOOTH. "SEVENTEEN." Play in

four acts founded on the story by

Booth Tarkington. Dramatized by

Hugh Stanislaus Stange and Stan-

nard Mears. Produced on January

21st, with this cast:

Mr. Baxter Lew Medbury

Jane Baxter Lillian Ross

Mrs. Baxter Judith Lowry

William Baxter Gregory Kelly

Johnnie Watson Neil Martin

May Parcher Beatrice Mcude

Lola Pratt Ruth Gordon

Genesis George Gaul

Joe Bullitt Morgan Farley

Mr. Parcher Eugene Stockdale

George Crooper Paul Kelly

Ethel Boke Agnes Horton

Wallie Banks Arthur Wells

Mary Brooks Henrietta McDannel

CALF-LOVE,
the first dress suit,

the enfant terrible, and hobble-

dehoy idealism are the materials that

furnish forth "Seventeen,'' which

has been "dramatized" from Booth

Tarkington's story. Mr. Tarking-

ton has a good memory, extending

clear back to the Eighties, a faculty

of observation, and a sense of

humor. With the aid of all three

he has devised a fairly amusing com-

edy of adolescence which is good

enough in its way for about two

acts, but rather too monotonous for

four.

William Sylvanus Baxter, going

on eighteen, sets up for his ideal the

self-sacrificing Sydney Carton and

falls in love with a baby-talk doll

who deftly and all unconsciously
fractures his brittle young heart.

However, the fracture is necessarily

not compound, and four years in col-

lege will probably heal it.

Meanwhile, "Silly Bill," as his

kindly young companions insist

on calling him, talks learnedly

to Lola about love, gives up
for her sake his place in the

Stutz with all the nobility of his

Dickensian hero, battles valiantly

against parental non-comprehension,
and counts shingles at six cents a

thousand bad ones to earn the

price of society accoutrements sec-

ond-hand.

All of this gives much opportu-

nity for amusing dialogue and char-

acterization. Gregory Kelly, as Syl-

vanus, makes the most of his many
opportunities with his unusual gifts

PRINCESS. "OH, LADY! LADY!!"

Musical production in two acts. Book

and lyrics by Guy Bolton and P. G.

Wodehouse. Music by Jerome Kern.

Produced on February 1st, with the

following cast :

Parker Constance Binney

Mollie Farringdon Yivienne Segal

Mrs. Farringdon Margaret Dale

\Villoughby French Carl Randall

Hale Underwood Harry C. Browne

Spike Hudgins, Edward Abeles

Fanny Welch Florence Shirley

May Barber Carroll McComas

Cyril Twombley Reginald Mason

William Watty Harry Fisher

OH,
LADY! LADY!!" as might

be inferred, is a 1918 edition

of "Oh, Boy!" What was so well

worth doing once the Messrs. Bol-

ton and Wodehouse and Kern have

naturally thought worth doing again.

The book, in fact, of the second

piece, is quite superior to that of the

first. The songs, though delightful,

scarcely equal those of the original

comedy.
But why, oh, why, locate a scene

in Greenwich Village, with "every

man, woman and poet there'' attend-

ing an early morning studio roof

party, and then have everybody look,

dress, act and talk like a Mineola

week-end? Some day somebody will

put the real Greenwich Village on

the stage (or in a book) and have

a lot of fun out of it at that.

"Oh, Lady ! Lady ! !" has an ex-

tensive and capable cast of Broad-

way favorites. Everybody can either

sing or dance or act. Carl Randall

dances superbly and makes us for-

get his vocal limitations. Harry C.

Browne sings atrociously and dances

like a baby elephant, but he is a

thoroughly ingratiating comedian.

Miss Carroll McComas can do a

little of everything quite well, and

so can Vivienne Segal. Edward

Abeles, as an ex-convict valet, and

Florence Shirley, as a shoplifter, en-

liven the proceedings greatly, al-

though really the former should not

be over-encouraged to dance nor the

latter to sing.

"Oh, Lady ! Lady ! !" contains sev-

eral catchy songs. "/ Never Knew
About You," from "Oh, Boy !" seems
to have so pleased the authors that

they have done it over as "You
Found Me and I Found You" to

say nothing of "Before I Met You."

Emily West
Mrs. Caldwell

Miss Leech

Mrs. Hodges

Mrs. Gresham
Mrs. Tarberry

Mrs. Dale

Pansy Rollins

Aggie Brazee

Marie

Andy
Daniel Bailey

Lucius Bowman
Pug
Batiste

Neal Brockway
Bert Gresham
Ezekiel Fox

James McCullom
Mr. Brown
Mr. Durham

Mary Ryan
Lillian Dix

Carolyn Lee

Marie Haynes
Nina Morris

Kate Mayhew
Viola Leach

Florence Curran

Maxine Mazanovich

Katherine Brewster

Thomas Gillen

James Gillen

Paul Bryant
Curtis Cooksey

Edward G. Robinson

Ethan Allen

Harold Hartzell

Waldo Whipple
Edward L. Snader

William J. Phinney
Horace James

NEW ideas, theatrical or other-

wise, these days, are few and

far betw.een. The treatment and

personal equation injected are every-

thing. So it is that "The Little

Teacher," the new "b'gosh" comedy-

drama, becomes something very close

to a veritable work of art.

The material is really time hon-

ored, its bases are the sure-fire for-

mulae that have done service time and

again, but the individual touch is re-

freshingly genuine, sound, honest,

healthy and sincere.

Mary Ryan is featured in the title

role, and a splendid performance
too she gives of it. Into it she pours

a wealth of feeling, youthful, gra-

cious charm and unaffected and

catching enthusiasm. Equally vital

and compelling is Curtis Cooksey
as the Vermont Ingomar, his giant

nature tamed and subdued to lov-

ing adoration by the little teacher's

softening influence. A capital per-

formance.

Of course, the piece is liberally

sprinkled with types. Individual

notice should be awarded to Marie

Haynes as a sharp, shrewd, but with-

al kindly boarding-house keeper, to

Edward G. Robinson as an amusing
French-Canadian pal of the hero, to

Nina Morris and Harold Hartzell as

the kidnapping duo and to Edward

L. Snader as a local Solon. Mention

too is deserved by Lillian Dix, Caro-

lyn Lee, Kate Mayhew and Viola

Leach, for varied, human portraits.

HARRIS. "SUCCESS." Play in

four acts by Adeline Leitzbach and

Theodore A. Leibler, Jr. Produced

on January 28th, with this cast :

Dolly Dean Carree Clarke

Miss Hamilton Mildred Soathwick

Willis Potter William Hassan

Phil Lawton L. Melton Claodagh
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Jane Arlington Helen Holmes
Ferguson Holt Louis Leon Hall
John Treadwell Arda La Croix
"Mike" Lewis Jess Dandy
-Margaret Hamlin Emily Callaway
Barry Carlton Mr. Tynan
J e Richard Abbott
Nick Walker George Leffingwell
Henry Briggs james Durkin
Gilbert Gordon Lionel Glenister
Rose Randolph Marion Coakley

Margaret Lapsley

VI/'HAT do the critics mean
when they stigmatize a play by

the use of the adjective "old-fash-
ioned"? There are still extant plays
which may justly be termed so and
yet are vital to the theatre. Do they
mean that the piece to be thus po-
litely damned is not a "new-fangled"
thing.

It is true that "Success," pro-
duced with Brandon Tynan and Jess
Dandy and a quite competent cast is

not a bit like the sex plays. The
critics no doubt mean to call a play
old-fashioned when it shows con'-

formity to established rules and
when it has a plot, action, suspense,
tense moments.

"Success'' has all of these. Its

story will be found elsewhere in this
issue. Brandon Tynan was admir-
able in his protean role and Marion
Coakley lent him able support as
Rose.

BIJOU. "GiRL O' MINE."
Musical comedy in two acts. Book
and lyrics by Philip Bartholomae;
music by Frank Tours. Produced
on January 28th, with this cast:

Chef de Gare
Due de Bouvais

Toby
Betty
Lulu

Charlie

Teddy
Lily

Jack

Mildred
A Waiter

Greene

Ernest Perrin

James Lounsberry
Carl Hyson

Dorotny Dickson
Edna Wallace Hopper

Barratt Greenwood
David Quixano

Marie Nordstrom
Frank Fay
Helen Lee

Charles Burrows
Carlton Macy

r^ IRL O' MINE" is one of thoseVJ middling musical shows that

you keep hoping will blossom into

something really interesting, but
that never do. It seems to have
most of the ingredients except the
one essential inspiration. Besides,
"Oh, Boy!" has set such a standard
for this sort of vest-pocket enter-

tainment that its successors for many
a day will labor under a heart-

breaking handicap.
The chief defect is the lack of

sufficiently inspired lyrics and music.
Both are somehow devoid of distinc-

tion, and with few exceptions they
left a second-night audience quite
apathetic. Messrs. Bartholomae and
Tours are hardly another Wodehouse
and Kern. Helen Lee and David

Quixano sang the more pretentious
songs. Each has more than the or-

dinary musical comedy voice, and
each is singularly lacking in charm
or personal appeal.

The bright spots when they hap-
penare supplied by Dorothy Dick-
son, Marie Nordstrom, and Frank
Fay.

Miss Nordstrom is a hard-work-
ing and often successful comedienne,
and Mr. Fay really has a humorous
style all his own. Their satire on
feminism wherein the woman law-
yer of the future flirts with her male

stenographer, who "must work," is

the funniest thing in the show. Eva
Wallace Hopper made a lively little

Frenchwoman.

COMEDY. "HAIHT," a critical

comedy by Frank Dare. "SUP-
PRESSED DESIRES," a satirical com-
edy by George Cram Cook and Susan
Glaspell. "THE SANDBAR QUEEN," a

melodramatic comedy by George
Cronyn. "POKEY," a cartoon com-
edy by Philip Moeller. Produced on
January 23rd, with the following
players :

Clare Tree Major, Arthur E. Hohl,
.Frederick Roland. Edward B.'.lzerit,

Marjorie Vonnegut, Abram Gillette,
Robert Strange, Helen Westley, Eu-
gene Lincoln, Kate Morgan, Florence
Enright, Jay Strong, Hugo Gillespie,
Vincenzo loucelli.

TN these days of violent change it

-*- is refreshing to go to a theatre
and see the same players in play
after play. You get to have an in-

terest in their individual develop-
ment and progress.
The Washington Square Players'

recent bill was a comedy one. "Sup-
pressed Desires,

1 '

by George Cram
Cook and Susan Glaspell, in which
the backfires of a too intense devo-
tion to the principles of psycho-
analysis are treated with much dis-

tinct humor, is an amusing trifle.

The acting is fair.

"The Sandbar Queen" is a melo-
dramatic comedy of the Northwest
conveyed in terms of profound pro-
fanity and parlously plain talk. But
as a sort of Bret Hartian "outcast
of Poker Flat," Helen Westley, in

the title role, creates a finely mov-
ing impression.

A critical comedy by Frank Dare
called "Habit," supplies the third
item. It is also psychological in its

intent, the reaction on the souls of a

pleasure-seeking quartet in the face
of an imminent physical peril.

"Pokey," by Philip Moeller, com-
pletes the programme. A cartoon

comedy on the Pocahontas legend, it

serves its purpose in producing
plenty of laughter, not of the very

thoughtful kind. Florence Enright,
Frederick Roland and Helen West-
ley are the principal fun-makers and
in it Kate Morgan gives a finished

portrait of a garrulous old squaw.

CORT. "THE MERCHANT OF
VENICE." Presented on January 25th,
with this cast:

Duke of Venice Charles H. Kennedy
Prince of Morocco C. H. Meredith
Prince of Arragon. Percival Vivian
Antonio Charles Webster
Bassanio Leonard Mudie
Salamo Louis George
Salerino Eric Snowden
Gratiano J im S . O'Brien
Lorenzo William Raymond
Shylock A ibert Bruning
Tubal St. Clair Bayfield
Laimcelot Gpbbo Percival Vivian
Old Gobbo St. Clair Bayfield
Balthasar Margaret Gage
Portia Edith Wynne Matthison
Nairn Adrienne Morrison
Jcssica Elsie II. Kcarns

PDITH WYNNE MATTHISON
-1 ' has been presenting some of
Shakespeare's familiar plays at

special matinees, at the Cort. The
venture is well timed and represen-
tatives of the younger generation
have crowded the playhouse. A
specially selected company, of which
many are engaged elsewhere in regu-
lar productions, assist her in her
dignified and worthy experiment.
Hard it is to say for it seems un-

graciousbut I cannot truthfully
evince much enthusiasm over Miss
Matthison's Portia. To me it was
altogether too chastely cold, too clas-

sically reserved. The elocutionary
skill of her art swamps its human
appeal.

Leonard Mudie's Bassanio is one
of the best I ever heard, manly, pic-

turesque, and poetical, it satisfies both
eye and ear. Percival Vivian was
an alert and comic Launcelot. Doub-
ling as the Prince of Arragon, he
gave an equally satisfactory render-
ing of that well-contented suitor.
William Raymond was. a romantic
Lorenzo and Jessica had a sweet and
dextrous exponent in Elsie Herndon
Kearns.

A consistent and ably executed
conception of Shylock was given with
much professional finesse by Albert

Bruning. What it lacked in physical
power was ably atoned for in the in-

telligence displayed in its apt and
varied elocution.

THEATRE DU VIEUX CO-
LOMBIER. "LES FRERES KARAM-
AZOV." Drama in five acts by Jacques
Copeau and Jean Croue, founded on
Dostoievski's book. Produced on
January 22nd, with this cast:

Fiodor

Dimitri

Ivan

Louis Jouvet
Robert Bogaert

Jacques Copeau
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Alexci Jean Sarment

Smerdiakov Francois Gournac

Le Pere Zossima Marcel Millet

Grigori Yassiliev Robert Casa

Moussialovitch Marcel Valee

Vronhlnki Marcel Millet

Trifon Borisitch Lucien Weber

Le Cocher Andrey Paul Jacob-Hians

Le chef de la police Henri Dhurtlial

Grigori Emile Chifoliau

Katherina Lucienne Bogaert

Agrafena Valentine Tessier

La servante Cicette Jacob-Hians

Boris Andre Chotin

TO make a real play out of a

novel has been a task assigned

by managers ever since there were

successful books but the plays thus

obtained have generally possessed

little vitality. It may be doubted if

there is a living dramatic author

writing in the English language who
could have turned out a real play

from the material in Dostoievski's

book, "The Brothers Karamazov."

Jacques Copeau and his collabo-

rator, a societaire of the Comedie

Franchise, may be congratulated

without reserve for making a genu-

ine drama from it. The play has

been on view several times at the

Theatre du Vieux Colombier and

every time it has taxed the seating

resources of this small and compact
house. Indeed, after the first per-

formance here, it proved so popular

that the kitchen chairs had to be

brought in and placed in front of

the usual first row in order to ac-

commodate the increased audience.

"Les Freres Karamazov" is a melo-

drama of the very highest class, for

melodrama does not exclude psychol-

ogy when that soul study is done un-

der the pressure of emotion and

passion. Three men shine in the

representation the actor who imper-

sonates that ancient reprobate Pere

Karamazov, Gournac, who adds bril-

liancy to other shining labors on

this little stage as the unacknowl-

edged son and Ivan as created by

M. Copeau. It was he, indeed, the

director, who shot a dazzling ray

on this transplanted theatre and

thereby justified both himself and

it. If there were an adequate French

version of Hamlet there are a great

many admirers of M. Copeau who
would go far to see him in that

greatest of all male roles.

THEATRE DU VIEUX CO-
LOMBIER. "LA NOUVELLE IDOI.E."

Play in three acts by Francois de

Curel. Produced on January 8th,

with this cast:

Albert Donnat Francois Gournac
Maurice Cormier Robert Bogaert
Denis Marcel Millet

Louise Donnat Valentine Tessier

Baptiste Emile Chifoliau
Antoinette Millat Suzanne Bing
Jeanne Lejeune Paulette Noizeux
Eugenie Jane Lory

THE degree of interest taken in

"La Nouvelle Idole" at the

Theatre du Vieux Colombier as

compared with the apathy shown by

audiences to Moliere and strictly

literary plays, so-called, should

prove to Director Copeau where suc-

cess lies.

Not that the modern play per-

formed there recently was a model

of its class. It was not. Its theme

was unpleasant and the play, strange

to say, of a French drama which is

commonly nothing if not correctly

written, seemed improperly con-

structed. The right of scientists to

take the lives of incurable patients,

everything considered, a bad subject

for dramatic treatment. It cannot

be denied, though, that it is drama.

The hero of Francois de Curel's

handling of this subject, after being

berated by his wife as an assassin,

does the best he can for his reputa-

tion and the feelings of the audience

by inoculating himself with the

same deadly virus which he used to

put consumptive incurables out of

the way.

M. Francois Gournac gave a dis-

tinguished performance in the char-

acter of the scientist. Valentine

Tessier appeared as the wife and

Suzanne Bing as a young and al-

most angelic patient.

CARNEGIE. "ELECTRA." Trag-

edy by Sophocles, with special in-

cidental music by Walter Damrosch.

Revived on February 6th, with the

following cast:

Orestes Fred Eric

Attendant Fuller Mellish

Pylades Benjamin Kauser

Chrysosthemis Madeline Delmar

_ Clytemnestra Florence Wollersen

Aegisthus Mitchell Harris

Leader of Chorus Diantha Pattison

Electra Miss Anglin

THE iittelligencia of New York,
not less than 3,000 in number,

assembled at Carnegie Hall on the

afternoon of February 6th to dem-
onstrate that the spirit of a great
creation can never die.

The "Electra" of Sophocles was
written some 2,300 years ago, yet
as Miss Anglin and her talented as-

sociates presented it, it was as vital

and gripping as any drama fresh

from the pen of the most expert of

modern dramatists. It was an im-

pressive occasion, a superb tribute

of devotion to an ideal that met
with an instant and tremendous ex-

pression of universal appreciation.
I wish I had more space to write

of this venture, to give its merits

the true value they deserved. The
setting was superb in its majestic

proportions, so splendidly attuned

to the poignant mood of the trag-

edy. The costumes were a feast for

the eye. For these contributions all

hail Livingston Platt, while the

movement and detail of the action

breathed beauty and the significant

sweep of a soul-stirring tragedy.

One of the best of our few real

elocutionists, Miss Anglin. combin-

ing an expert knowledge of the tech-

nical and plastic phases of her art,

gave an Electra beautiful in its

grief and sisterly love and gorgeous-

ly moving in its outbursts of tri-

umphant revenge. Florence Woll-

ersen was an exquisite figure as

Clytemnestra and Fuller Mellish, a

splendid reader, gave dignity and

distinction to the aged and devoted

Argirian guardian.

Walter Damrosch's musical ac-

companiment, played with loving ex-

pression by the Symphony Orches-

tra, contributed vitally to the oc-

casion.

GREENWICH VILLAGE.
"KAREN." Drama in four acts by

Hjalmar Bergstrom, translated from

the Danish by Edwin Bjorkman.
Produced on January 7th.

TYPICALLY
Ibsenian is the

four-act play "Karen.'' Written

by Hjalmar Bergstrom, who recently

died, it. reflects all that pessimistic

gloom that so generally invests the

Scandinavian drama. "Karen" is not

cheerful, but it reads and acts as if

it were a genuine page from life.

A good man but narrow, Kristen

Borneman has more than his share

of domestic troubles. The charac-

ter is presented with fine repressed

conviction by Frank Conroy. The

daughter, with "her life to lead," is

acted with earnest sincerity by Fania

Marinoff. Its high lights she hardly
reaches. The mother is admirably

played by Grace Henderson. Harold

Meltzer acts an impetuous sculptor

with distinguished fervor and a fam-

ily physician is quietly and effectively

presented by Mr. Macauley.

PARK. "SEVEN DAYS LEAVE."

Drama in four acts by Walter How-
ard. Produced January 17th.

THIS piece came to New York
with a record of a long run in

London where, no doubt, its rather

hackneyed melodramatic tricks find

a larger and less sophisticated audi-

ence than here. The four acts are

brimming over with the thrilling

situations that have ever been dear

to the gallery. There are spies and

submarines and exciting swimming
races through the raging surf. To
those who like this kind of thing

it's just the kind of thing they'll like.
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Ann Andrews Aimce Dalmores (Napoleon) Arnold Daly Harry Mestayer

This satirical comedy by Herman Bahr deals with historic incidents in the early career of Napoleon I. The plot revolves

about the infatuation of the conqueror of Austerlitz for Josephine, and gives Mr. Daly splendid opportunities.

SCENE IN HERMAN BAHR'S COMEDY "JOSEPHINE" AT THE KNICKERBOCKER

White
'Ibis pro-ally war play, which has run for more than a year in London, deals with battles and perils by land and sea.

Tin- piece is full of sensations, not the least among which is Lady Mary's swimming race, through the raging surf, in pur-

suit of a German woman spy who is taking stolen papers out to a U-boat.

SCENE IN WALTER HOWARD'S MELODRAMA "SEVEN DAYS LEAVE" AT THE PARK

SATIRICAL COMEDY AND MELODRAMA AMONG NEW PRODUCTIONS



CRITICISING THE CRITICS
The shortcomings of the theatre have been discussed by actors,

managers and playwrights. Now the theatregoer has his say

By CELESTE AYMOND McVOY

A CRITIC has been defined as "an inveter-

ate playgoer who does not pay for his

seats." As an inveterate playgoer who

does pay for her seats, and who also reads

dramatic criticisms, I should like to express

some opinions about plays and critics, and about

the manner in which their mutual relations affect

the great public from which audiences are made.

Always, the audience is the final critic. It

furnishes the only verdict which the playwright

is bound to accept, which the critic cannot re-

fute. Money talks. It has the last word in

every theatrical controversy and though much
'

print and paper have been used to prove the

worthlessness of popular judgment, the effort

to do so has been futile. Now, as ever, "you

cannot indict a whole people" and playwright,

critic, actor, manager, all stand or fall with us,

their audience. The lines, spoken by David Gar-

rick on the opening of Drury Lane Theatre, in

1747, are, in a practical sense, as true to-day as

they were then :

"The drama's laws the drama's patrons give,

And we who live to please, must please to live."

This places squarely upon the shoulders of

the public the responsibility for the mediocre

class of plays now prevalent. Critics say volu-

bly that they are aweary of this play world, that

there are no good plays being written to-day

and, even if there were, there would be no good
audiences to appreciate and support them.

Playwrights and managers say that they and

their families have to live: hence, they must

write and produce the kind of plays that the

public is willing to pay to see.

UNDER
this dual accusation of critic and

manager, the public has had little to say

for itself, save in the aforementioned laconic,

currency conversation, which is assured a hear-

ing in every box-office. Are these professionals

justified in thus placing upon the public the re-

sponsibility for the accepted type of theatrical

entertainment of to-day? I certainly hate to

acknowledge any personal complicity in some of

our recent successes ; in fact, I think the public

is blamed more than it deserves to be and, as

spokesman for the audience, I wish to "pass the

buck.'' As a preliminary concession, it must be

acknowledged that there is as much Art and

Literature on the stage as the public seems will-

ing to pay for, and more than that we have

no right to demand. Furthermore, no matter

how artistically or altruistically minded they may
be, a few isolated idealists and intellectual re-

formers cannot, by writing and getting highbrow
drama produced, change the trend of popular
taste. They are preaching vegetarianism to a

people who are fond of high living.

Let us examine more closely this question of

public taste in plays. Why do people go to the

theatre? First, foremost and always, to be

amused, interested, entertained. Theatregoing is

the expression, in maturity, of the old "Tell-

me-a-story" instinct of childhood.

What is their standard for judging a play?
If they like it, it is a good play; if they do not

like it, it is not a good play.

lias this "I-like-it-because-1-like-it" standard

ever resulted in the development of apprecia-

tion for anything better than the chromo in pic-

tures, ragtime in music, or in the development

of good taste in any other form of art?

It certainly has not. Good taste always has

been and always will be a developed product

the result of education, culture and environment.

Where, from kindergarten to bald-headed row,

is the public supposed to have had inculcated

good taste and correct criteria for judging plays?

We are taught who are the masters in every

other art. In the public high schools we are

given at least a superficial smattering of Greek

and Roman sculpture and architecture; we are

made familiar with the names, with reproduc-

tions of the masterpieces of the mediaeval and

Renaissance artists ; we hear about the lives and

works of the Fontainbleau school of painters; of

Reynolds, Gainsborough, Rosetti and the pre-

Raphaelites; of Rodin, Whistler, Sargent. We
can see examples and reproductions of their

works in the art galleries.

WE are taught something about music
;
know

the names of the great musicians and

can hear their compositions rendered by good
orchestras or, at least, by player-pianos and vic-

trolas. In every other art but drama we are

taught a rudimentary something about its fun-

damental principles, the names and works of its

greatest masters we are given a standard for

judging. But in that art alone which is woven
into and out of the life of the people more

closely, more immediately than any other, in that

art which can sway and influence us through
our sympathies and imaginations more directly

and powerfully than any other, in drama alone,

we are given no standards whatever for the for-

mation of individual judgment or taste!

The curriculum of the public high schools

probably measures the limits of the culture ac-

quired by the great majority of men and women
in every audience. According to high school

teaching of English literature, it would seem
that drama had died with Shakespeare and, since

then, the theatre had been devoted to a com-
mercialized system of popular amusement, not

worthy of the consideration of serious educa-

tional institutions.

'
I ''O be sure, we are taught that Ibsen,
A Shaw, Maeterlinck, Rostand and a num-

ber of other European men of letters have
written plays, but these authors are considered

as poetic or social reformers rather than as suc-

cessful playwrights, and their works receive con-

sideration on account of their literary rather

than their dramatic merit. It follows that audi-

ences know nothing about dramatic values or

standards and, consequently, make no demands
for better plays. When the demand is there,

by irrefutable law, a higher class of plays will

be forthcoming.
Nor have audiences been trained to direct

across the footlights serious intellectual con-

sideration of problems of life in plays. People

go to the theatre for pastime only and serious

criticism of existing conditions or thoughtful

interpretation of life in drama is a drug, which

must be so sugar-coated with sentiment and sen-

sationalism to induce the average audience to

swallow it, that the average playwright concludes

he might as well give us bread pills to begin

with.

The above-the-average dramatist, whose con-

victions are strong enough, and ideals high

enough to make him refuse to "prostitute his

talents to a degraded public taste," writes plays

which are valuable contributions to the culture

and literature of our time, which will give to

future generations vivid, true pictures of the

social conditions and abuses of our day, (Heaven

forbid that we should be judged by some of our

greatest popular successes), but it does not pay

to present these plays on the stage and, in 1 k

form, they must make their way to the libraries

of those readers who are interested in their

criticism of our social institutions, and wlm ap-

preciate their literary and social value. 'I hat

this play-reading public is large and constantly

growing m:iy be ascertained from any book-

seller.

But why should this condition exist at all?

Plays are written to be played, not read. When
a writer has ideas which he wishes to piv-ent

to a thoughtful people for consideration and dis-

cussion, why does he hamper himself with the

restrictions imposed by dramatic form, unless he

intends his play to be played?

DRAMATIC
form imposes very difficult con-

ditions. The whole story must be told by

speech or action, in a very limited number of

scenes. The dramatist cannot narrate what his

characters are thinking, but not saying. The

audience cannot follow them into the next room,

out in the street, wherever impulse or plan may

take them, whichever way the individual may

choose to go. In a novel, a story, a poem, the

reader can and does so follow them. Then, why

does an author adopt these difficult conditions, if

his play is not to be played.

Primarily, he hopes that it may be played;

again, because the dramatic form, owing to its

very limitations, gives a highly concentrated,

vivid, striking presentation of the clash of human

interests and purposes.

Drama is more impressive than any form

of narrative, makes a more immediate appeal tc

the imagination and sympathy of its auditors.

We live in a rapidly moving, highly specialized,

highly dramatic age. Drama means movement,

action, conflict the conflict of individuals

against each other, their struggle against the

tyrannies that oppress them, against conditions

that prevent the attainment of their ambition,

their love, or their desire for revenge. Drama

expresses human experiences in terms of real

men and women, with whose aims and ambi-

tions, joys and sorrows, the audience identifies

itself. Social criticism is very effective when

presented to us in this way. On the people in

the play, the social laws are working as
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From a portrait by Window and Grove

EDITH WYNNE MATTHISON AS PORTIA

The managers are neglecting Shakespeare, but this

popular interpreter of the poetic drama saved the

Bard from total eclipse at a series of special matinees

at the Cort recently. That she presents Portia

with her usual elocutionary skill goes without saying



they do in life, and it is intensely interesting to

see worked out on the stage, situations that in-

terest us in life.

Then why do not serious dramatic studies of

life attract large audiences when produced, if

they can and do command a large rending public?

Ibsen suggested using the theatre not only as a

place of amusement, but as a place where ideas,

suggestions for social betterment, correction of

various forms of economic injustice might be

presented to thoughtful people for discussion.

Why does his Drama of Ideas frighten away more

people than it attracts? Simply because audi-

ences have not been accustomed by habit or

trained in any way to give serious thought to

dramatic performances. One does not go to the

pastry shop for beefsteak. When people put on

their best clothes and invite their friends to join

them to go to the theatre, it's a forty, and they

are in the mood for light amusement, not for

deep thinking. Yet these same people will

complain that many of the plays that are served

us nowadays are hardly worth going to see.

"Oh, it will do for an evening's pastime," is their

comment on the great majority of our successful

plays. "It" would not do for our evening's

amusement, if we stopped to realize how trivial,

how illogical, how insincere in its presentation

of character "It" really was ;
if we recognized

that "It" was composed of a jumble of highly-

colored characters, talking superficially clever

clap-trap, disporting themselves flippantly or

artificially, in untrue and illogical situations, the

unnaturalness of the whole proceeding disguised
from us by the rosy light of sentimentalism or

sensual appeal.

But how can the average audience be made to

realize what low-grade entertainment it is ac-

cepting and applauding? Winthrop Ames has

said :

"The trouble with the drama now and for several

years in the |>ast. is that it is dominated by a great,

new, eager, childlike, tasteless, honest, crude, general

public; and as for blaming anybody well, it's pretty poor
fun blaming a great primal force like gravitat'on of

democracy."

"I believe that the average quality of stage plays has
declined in America during the past twenty years for

these surprising reasons: First, that America is a

democracy; second, that we have free public schools;

third, that these twenty years have brought us unex-

ampled material prosperity, and, fourth, because of

the labor unions ami their influence. I a-.n not aiming

at a paradox. Democratic America has stood for the

right uf the lowest citizen to better his social position;

and he has taken full advantage of this opportunity;

our schools have made a certain level of education not

only free but compulsory; the national wealth has in-

creased by leaps and bounds, and various social forces,

chief among them the labor unions, have been sifting

this wealth down through all classes of society. The

result has been that in the past twenty years, those in

America who would be called peasants abroad, have ad-

vanced a stride in the social scale; and this pressure

from below has correspondingly increased the lower

middle class, and, in turn, this has doubled it is hardly

wide of the mark to say it has quintupled our the-

atregoers."

"We found, to our regret, that it was not the in-

tellectual public that had quintupled it was the less in-

telligent. They were ignorant of dramatic standards

of culture. To them a play was just a 'show' and

their definition meant a simple, rapid, exciting story

told in terms of action. The more intelligent public

had increased, too, of course, but in comparison its

increase was so small as to be negligible, and the so-

called 'advanced drama' began to lead a hole-and-cor-

ner existence."

This appears to be a very sound diagnosis of

the situation. It is a sufficiently disheartening
one to those who are looking for an immediate

improvement in the present standards of dra-

matic culture and quality of plays. To one who
loves going to the theatre, but longs for more
of literary charm, theme value, character delinea-

tion and skilled workmanship in plays, it is poor
consolation to reflect how many generations
must elapse while "great primal forces like

democracy" are evolving to higher planes of

culture.

In every city large enough to support first-

class theatres, there is an agency that ought to

be competent enough, concerned enough to

undertake to promote the movement for elevat-

ing the dramatic taste of the public; an agency
that has the opportunity, could have the author-

ity, should have the responsibility to exert itself

in this direction I refer to that presumably
trained body of men who write dramatic criti-

cisms for our daily papers.

Why do papers employ dramatic critics?

Why do people read dramatic criticisms?

Some of us hope, in reading them, to get an

educational awakening to new values in the tech-

nique and spirit of plays ; to come to a realiza-

tion of our own mistakes in dramatic judgment
and discrimination; to have corrected our nun-

tal defects in seeing and hearing. This may seem
too much like the attitude of a patient applying
to a specialist to have his vision or hearing im-

proved and his faculties rendered more efficient,

but are they not, or, rather, ought they not be

specialists, those critics trained writers who
stand between playwright, manager and actor,

on the one hand, and, on the other, the great

public from which audiences are made?
What is the object of dramatic criticism? Is

it merely reportorial, or is it not rather to help
form the people's standards? To influence their

opinions? To train audiences in taste and dis-

crimination? To inform the public what plays
are worth their while?

Producers and managers judge largely by the

standard of success the box-office returns are

their criterion ; and why blame them, when,
with them, it is a commercial venture? The

critic, however, has no investment at stake save

his own and his paper's reputation and lie should

judge by other standards. His duty lies between

playwright and people. To do justice to both, he

should have a mind trained to correct judg-
ment and discrimination

; he should have opin-

ions, but not prejudices; he should have "ideas

allied to conscience and taste" ; and, obviously,
he should have technical training in the subject

on which he specializes.

Are most dramatic critics adequately pre-

pared for the practice of their profession? Do
they do justice to their readers, many of whom
accept blindly the review's official verdict, as

though a critic were an infallible judge and, at

the same time, the spokesman for the collective

mind of all? Do they make any attempt to pre-

pare a richer soil of culture and appreciation,

in which higher forms of dramatic expression

might flourish?

The newspapers, for the benefit of their read-

ers, employ experts in other lines, that are not

specifically journalistic, such as fashion and

"beauty" hints, gardening, law and insurance

decisions, and even how to do your courting.

Why, then, should not dramatic critics be held

responsible to do more to instruct the public

and elevate public taste? If they cannot do or

will not do so, the only alternative seems to be

to broaden the field of eugenics and disseminate

wider knowledge concerning birth-control of

plays.

KNOW-
That Maude Adams is the daughter of Annie

Adams, who was a member of the Empire Stock

Company ?

That Rose Coghlan for many years divided
stellar honors with her brother Charles now
dead?

That the first theatre erected in North America
was opened at Williamsburg, Va., in 1716?

That Mary Pickford is married to Owen
Moore ?

That Mrs. George Gould was an actress, and,
as Edith Kingdon, was popular at Daly's The-
atre in support of Ada Rehan?

That Mrs. Frank Gould was Ethel Kelly, and
appeared in musical comedies?

That the first American actor was named John
Martin? He made his debut in Philadelphia in
1790 and, like many of his successors, he "lived
poor and died young.''

That Laurette Taylor, the actress, is the wife
of Hartley Manners, the playwright?

That when Marie Tempest was Mrs. Cosmo
Gordon Lennox, she was related to the Duke of
Richmond ?

That Elsie de Wolfe began as a society

amateur, remained on the professional stage for

many years, retiring in order to take up interior

decorating, in which field she has gained fame
and fortune?

That Grace George, while still a student at a

dramatic school, met and married William A.

Brady, the manager, and made her first appear-
ance on the professional stage as a star in a

play called "Countess Chiffon," which was a dead
failure?

That May Yohe was once the sister-in-law of
the Duke of Newcastle?

That Kitty Gordon is the sister-in-law of Lord
Decies, who married Vivien Gould?

That Fanny Ward has a grown-up daughter?

That William Courtleigh has a grown-up son?

That Edna Wallace Hopper appeared in "The
Girl I Left Behind Me," which was produced in
1893?

That Mrs. Patrick Campbell has lost a son in
the war?

That Grace La Rue designs all her own cos-
tumes?

That the statuary in front of Amelia Bing-
ham's house on Riverside Drive came from the

estate of Clyde Fitch at Greenwich, Conn.?

1 hat Bessie Clayton has a fortune in dia-

monds ?

That Billie Burke was named after her father

who was a noted comedian and clown ?

That Louis Anspacher, the playwright, is the

husband of Katherine Kidder, the actress?

That Cleofonte Campanini is the brother-in-

law of Tetrazzini, the singer? Our esteemed

contemporary, Vanity Fair, in its February issue,

gravely informed us that they are man and wife.

But don't you know that the THEATRE MAGA-
ZINE is the one who knows?

That David Belasco was born in San Francisco

in 1859?

That Sam Bernard was born at Birmingham,
England, in 1863.

That George Bernard Shaw was born at Dub-

lin, Ireland, in 1856.

That Chrystal Herne, in private life, is Mrs.

Pollard; that Marie Doro is Mrs. Elliott Dex-

ter; that Annette Kellermann is Mrs. James R.

Sullivan ?
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(Left)

NAT C. GOODWIN
On the stage and off, Hymen
has appealed to this actor

as much as Thcspis. As the

genial Judge in
" W h y

Marry?" at the Astor, his

presence gives color to the

title and his acting merit

to the play

(Right)

MACLYN ARBUCKLE
One of the most amusing
features of the revival of

"Lord and Lady Algy" is

Arbuckle's portrayal of the

abused soap-making husband.

In a play full of stars, this

irrepressible comedian is by
no means eclipsed

Moffctt
Mtilfett

) I'ictor Gcorg

LOU TELLEGEN
The star of "Blind Youth" is the

Admirable Crichton of the theatre.

He's a sculptor, an author, a matinee

idol and screen star. Not the least

of his accomplishments is that he is

tlw husband of Geraldine Farrar

It'hite

FRED STONE

Who is the only one to blame for the

S. R. O. signs for "Jack O' Lantern"

at the Globe Theatre. This is Fred

a la Harry Lauder
hite

CONWAY TEARLE

The newest Armand Duval has long
been one of Broadway's favorite lead-

ing men. At the Empire in "The

Lady of the Camellias," he imbues

Dumas' hero with a splendid spirit

of youthful passion

E X P K R 'I
1 E XPONENTS OF L O V E , MA R R I A G E AND FUN



THE AMERICAN S< IN FRANCE
One of the icorltfs greatest actresses and 'women has a word of cheer

for every mother who has a boy "over there.'" An interview with

SARAH BERNHARDT

WHILE
1 marvel every day at the magnifi-

cent spirit of patriotism with which the

United States is mobilizing an irresisti-

ble army, I am surprised to hear the question

brought up as to the safety of the morals of

these young men.

In France, where we have looked the laws of

health and morals in the face, the question has

never been a problem. Very early in the begin-

ning of the war we recognized that our only

danger of contagion, from any source, was

from our common enemy. We did not fail to

recognize the vast importance of the morals of

men thrown suddenly from the environments of

civilized restrictions into the mad vortex of evil

passions. Not that war prosecuted in the cause

of moral liberty could have an evil influence

upon our soldiers, but that the hardships and ex-

posures of war brought among them the menace

of primitive laws.

My observation of life has been, usually, at

the heart of the human being. The irregular

palpitations, usually called emotions, are more

evident in youth, and it is in youth that the heart

beats closer to the ideals of romance. Therefore

I do not believe that the American army, being

the flower of American youth, can be exposed

to moral dangers. The temptations which the

fighting men in Europe expected might enslave

their armies, were the "femmes de guerre,"

women who, according to the best laws prescribed

in the cities, were under the supervision of the

police. They were compelled to carry identifica-

tion tickets, pitiful certificates of their caste.

IN
this country where purity of sentiment has

failed to recognize the presence of the

"femmes de guerre'' it seems incredible to believe

that they exist at all. But I read in a newspaper
that thirty-five of these women under moral sus-

pkion were taken from the boundary lines of a

military camp in the Far West, to be interned

during the period of the war.

The announcement startled me, angered me to

think that such a disaster could possibly be a

serious threat to the moral purpose and high

standing of the American soldier. I could not

at first believe that it was true. Then it was

pointed out to me by an American friend that

there had been other rumors of dissolute women
being found in the neighborhood of the local

camps.

It is a problem entirely new to this beautiful

country where, in my travels, I have seen a uni-

versal spirit of motherhood and devotion among
American women to the moral force of the sol-

dier. The man in khaki to-day fighting under
the American flag is the symbol of a great cause,
a cause which those in Europe who have died for

it have enriched. I never see an American
soldier without feeling a new inspiration, as

though I were in the midst of a new race born
to inherit the pledge of vengeance for the mil-
lions of his European allies who have borne the
first shock of brutality and carnage.

I look at the American soldier in his sturdy,

upright youth and wonder what sort of woman
can attack the moral splendor of his character.

I doubt very much whether any woman can, but

since it appears that the "femine de guerre" has

been discovered in America, I cannot make my
protest against her strong enough.

She should be interned for the period of the

war, by all means. She should be hunted after

as if she were a dangerous leopard, for it is such

women who spring at the heart of youth to kill.

But how, in this great country of yours, is it

possible to find these women? Except in isolated

cases such as the one I referred to in the Far

West, there seem to be no women of this char-

acter universally recognized in this country.

EUROPE
being much older, much more des-

perate in its immediate tight for life, has

recognized the scientific fact that such women
exist as an actual menace to the health of the

soldiers. Over there it was a question which

became paramount in military organization. By
strict army regulation it has been impossible for

any "femme de guerre" to even see a soldier in

camp. For miles behind the lines such women
are looked out for, turned back, or imprisoned.
There is no delicacy expressed among army offi-

cers about the treatment of these wohien either.

They are recognized as enemies to -the moral pur-

pose of the war, and they become the charges
of the police if they attempt to violate military

orders.

With the soldier on furlough in Europe, these

restrictions are not necessary, because war has

made the soldier as a child in the care of women
who look after the wounded, entertain the lone-

ly, and protect the helpless. The wonderful
moral attention which is silently given by distin-

guished women in Europe, to the care of the

soldier on furlough, is one of the most remark-
able testimonials to the sort of obligation women
have undertaken to sustain the -moral standards
of the Allied armies.

Millions of women in this country have in-

stinctively adopted this duty of moral influence

upon the American soldier. They are organized
in all cities, all States, bound together by mutual

understanding to defend their men from other

dangers of war than those of shot and shell.

Every woman knows that the heart of her man
must be kept sweet and warm against this sav-

agery and horror of his new environment, and
she is planning to keep her presence and her in-

fluence always near him in the trenches.

T HAVE heard so many plans conceived by
A American women to accomplish this, to re-

main always at the side of the men at the front,
that I realize how strong the tie is between the

great moral purpose of this war and the moral

purpose of these women who are in sympathy
with it. They will find a great army of sister-

hood waiting to help them in France.
The fact that the "femme de guerre" has

been banished from around the European camps
should be a reassurance that the American army
have the benefit of an organized protection as

soon as they arrive in France. We have solved
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the moral issues that threaten the spiritual safety
of our soldiers, and our solution should be of

service to the American army in France.

There are certain results to the spirit of every
man who shoulders a gun for the protection of

national purity that are inevitably uplifting.

After he has faced death in the great cause, he

has a contempt for the frivolous elements of

life. I have stood among those soldiers close to

the lines of the enemy and marvelled at the de-

light with which they listen to the romance of

the play. I have acted for them as they stood in

their bloodstained clothes and seen how easily

they could forget the horrors they have passed

through in the classic mood of a French drama.

They are hungry for romance, true romance, for

their hearts are young and they are proud of

their strength and their youth.

In safeguarding the morals of the fighting man,
we must not forget their hunger for romance. I

regard one of the chief elements in maintaining
this romance in the heart of the soldier, this love

of wife, mother, sweetheart, sister, to be the

keeping of the romantic atmosphere of home ties.

Woven into the woolen sweater is the sacred

memory of the fireside, of the front porch, of the

ice cream parlor, of the cottage and the man-
sion. There is romance of the right sort, of a

practical homelike value in the great output of

this army of knitting women. This is one of the

subtler but definite influences against the tempta-
tions of the "femine de guerre."

IF
we seek a closer analysis of the moral safety

of this wonderful young army you are send-

ing so buoyantly to defeat the Hun, is it not a

fact that you have not questioned the morality of

your man?
Has he not proven to you that he is a com-

petent guardian of his own morals?

No other man in the world has more enviabl;

represented chivalry, courtesy, generosity to

women than the American. This habit of his life

and his race has so reinforced his character that

there can scarcely be a doubt that the American

soldier begins his service in France with the same

high standards of conduct and loyalty to home
tradition as his comrades in France.

While you are accustoming yourselves to the

presence of military forces, there has been no

murmur against military discipline. It must

have been hard to bear, but has it been as severe

as in the European armies?

I am inclined to think an equal severity with

that of the European armies has been unneces-

sary. Behind the amazing celerity of your draft

and your recruiting, there has been the spur of

the ideal in this war so ably defined by your
President. Fired by his eloquence and his love of

right, the vast American Army rallied to his ser-

vice as one man. The national call and the na-

tional imagination has planted in the heart of

every American soldier the traditions of his

country the willingness of every man to fight to

the last trench for a just cause In the sweep of

feeling which has carried into effect this great

national army, there is no fear of temptations
that will interfere with his patriotic duty.

)i
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Photns White
Vincen/,o loueelli, Jay Strong, Florence Enright, Robert Strange and Eugene Lincoln

"POKEY," BETTER KNOWN TO HISTORY AS THE PRINCESS
POCAHONTAS, A "CARTOON" COMEDY BY PHILIP MOELLER

Arthur Hohl Helen Westley

"THE SANDBAR QUEEN," A MELODRAMATIC COMEDY BY GEORGE CRONYN
Marjorie Vonnegut Clara Tree Major

"SUPPRESSED DESIRES,"
A SATIRICAL COMEDY

Robert Strange Marjorie Vonnegut Frederick Roland Clara Tree Major

SCENE IN "HABIT," A CRITICAL COMEDY BY FRANK DARE

WASHINGTON SQUARE PEAYERS IN FOUR KINDS OF COMEDY



NEW YORK'S HISTORIC THEATRES
No. 1: The Old Bowery

By CHARLES BURNHAM

TO
the New Yorker, who loves to turn over

the pages of his theatre memories, there

is, perhaps no one remembrance which

brings to mind so many rosy nights at the play

as those which recall visits to the Old Bowery.

For it was there that his youthful imagination

was deeply stirred, and his cup of pleasure filled

to the brim by the bountiful fare prepared for

his delectation.

This theatre, once the most famous of all New
York playhouses, stood on the west side of the

Bowery, just below Canal Street. It was consid-

ered downtown even in the days of which I write,

but the seeker for amusement did not mind the

journey from one part of the town to another,

though the means of travel consisted of lumber-

ing stage-coaches and box-like cars propelled by

horses who had suffered much in the cause of

rapid transit.

Prices of admission were twelve cents to the

upper gallery and the pit, fifty cents to the so-

called orchestra, while seventy-five cents was

charged for a seat in the balcony. The latter

was the select part of the house. Boxes cost

five and seven dollars, according to location.

Previous to the regular opening hour, admis-

sion to the pit was extended to early comers on

*\\f payment of three cents extra. This custom

caused frequent questioning by the occupants of

the gallery to their more fortunate brethren in

the pit below with the remark yelled in sten-

torian tones : "Hey, Johnny, how did yer git

de extry pennies to git in de pit wid?''

MANNERS
in the Bowery houses were quite

democratic and conversations between

patrons in the galleries and the pit were

carried on so that all might hear, a practice

which often added to the enjoyment of auditors

in the more exclusive parts of the theatre. Fre-

quently the attention of the whole house would

be drawn to what seemed a small-sized riot in

the top gallery, but which generally turned out

to be a good-natured dispute, Bowery style, re-

garding the merit of some favorite play or

actor, the argument terminating in the threat

of one disputant to "chuck" the other into the

pit. A threat invariably greeted with the re-

quest from other galleryites, "Naw, don't do dat.

Kill a fiddler wid "im." This prejudice of the

gallery boys to the orchestra was caused by the

fact that they were better judges of music than

the musicians gave them credit.

At one time a row of iron spikes extended

across the stage in front of the footlights and

part way up the sides of the proscenium. They
had been placed in this position to prevent any
highly excited auditor who might be carried

away by the realism of the acting from climb-

ing on the stage and vent his indignation on a

too realistic villain. One evening, during the

performance of an enormously stirring melo-

drama, an occupant of the pit became unduly
worked up over the hearty piercing call of the

heroine in distress, who, with tears streaming
down her face, cried out. "Will no one save
me?" The pitite jumped from his seat and

shaking his fist at the villain answered back.
"Damn me if I don't!" and was only prevented
from climbing on the stage by the spikes and

the unanimous demand of the entire house to

"Kill him ! Throw him out !"

1 he doors opened at seven, the curtain went

up at a quarter of eight and seldom was the

performance over before midnight, for the bill

was ordinarily a long and varied one. The audi-

ences that attended were a treat in themselves.

A well-known writer of the day, in speaking

of them, said, "We have often expressed the

opinion that those who never go to the Bowery
theatres miss many great treats. To say noth-

ing of a multitude of good plays in their way

they miss really crowded houses and really

appreciative audiences. Broadway audiences

never applaud like the Bowery audiences, and

never hiss like the Bowery audiences. On the

west side of town hissing is a lost art. Thank
Providence it still flourishes in the Bowery !"

The old Bowery Theatre in 1860

An evening's bill at the Bowery generally con-

sisted of a farce, two acts of romantic drama,
an up-to-date melodrama and a pantomime, while

between the various plays a song or dance was
given by some well-known favorite. The melo-
drama seldom failed to be as exciting as the

most exacting could wish for. Even before the

curtain rose your feelings were brought to a

high pitch of expectation by reading the synop-
sis of what was in store :

Ac' I- Fearfully Terrific Combat for the love of lady
fair. The Knight to the rescue. Triumph
of the Knight.

Act II- Progress of the Plot. The Abduction. Roderigo's
vow to rescue the Maiden, though he slays
a Million. The Rnight a prisoner. Attack
by the Robbers. Grand Combat for the
Maiden. JOYOUS TABLEAUX.

Act III. The Gypsy's warning. The hour of vengeance.
The Attac' . The Train is Fired. The Castle
Blown Up. Union of the Lovers. THRILI -

ING TABLEAUX.
The use of capital letters in the announcements
served to add to the anticipation.
When at the conclusion of the performance,

the crowd poured forth upon the dim gas-lit

Bowery, it was some comfort to those whose

homes were situated in the upper part of the

city to know that, according to the announce-

ment on the programme, the management had

made arrangements to have the "Dry Dock st;ii;i-s

at the door of the theatre as late as half-past

twelve o'clock. Also with the Spring Street

line of stages running- through Hudson Street

and Tenth Avenue to Thirty-second Street."

While it was a good-natured assemblage, the

Bowery audience was apt to be a bit bolster ms.

and the better element hastened their steps to

reach the various vehicles in waiting. This pro-

cedure Was not always an easy matter, for the

cuaches and cars were generally in one seem-

ingly inextricable knot, and the authority of the

solitary policeman on duty "seldom offered any
solution of the tangle. However, these were but

minor annoyances and New Yorkers gave but

little heed to such matters, having plenty of

time and confident all would be straightened

out and the journey's end reached eventually.

With some people the Old Bowery did not

bear a good name, and when at times the clergy

inveighed against the theatre, a common occur-

rence in those days, the old house served as a

text and was referred to as "the home of Satan,

where ruffians congregated and where the Inv-

est form of entertainment was presented. A
plague spot to be avoided." After a particularly

severe denunciation by an eminent divine, one of

the leading publications of the day came to the

defense of the theatre in an article signed by

the editor himself in which he said: "If a depu-

tation of clergymen would go some evening to

what is popularly supposed to be the most de-

praved and depraving institution in the city, and

take their seats in the balcony, they wmild

find no house full of ruffians, no pocket-pick-

ing or sparring matches, but instead an audi-

ence not at all like that of Wallack's in the

matter of dress, but very much like that in some
other respects : a sad-faced American audience,

qiu'etly awaiting the rising of the curtain.

AFTER
the orchestra had played an overture

dear to the hearts of the reverend clergy,

for it will remind them of the jingly hand-organs
of their childhood waltzing mannikins. little man
with brass plate no bigger than a penny, chirp-

ing monkey and all after this the laughable
farce of "A Pleasant Neighbour," whose cheer-

ful but untimely songs disturb the rest of my
lord and lady, whose midnight revelries in turn

mar the repose of the honest and tuneful shoe-

maker.

Down comes the curtain upon the "Pleasant

Neighbour,'' in all the triumph of domestic vir-

tue and proverbial philosophy ; and up it rolls

atrain. revealing "the beautiful play of Ingomar.
the Barbarian"! .Cold indeed must be the hearts

of the reverend clergy, if they do not leap in

their sacerdotal bosoms when Ingomar himself

bounds upon the stage, and all the galleries send

up a welcoming shout.

1 hen comes the Olio, the double essence, and

the Serio-comic songs and dances by Miss Alice,

and the gorgeous spectacular pantomime en-

titled the "Three Dwarfs," in the midst of

which, at twelve of the clock, the reverend
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RUTH GORDOX

Who has introduced to Broadway the

latest type of vampire the "baby
talk girl," who in "Seventeen," at the

Booth, lures youths to despair

1
Fairchild

RUBY NORTON'

Who, as an important member of the "Flo-Flo"

company at the Cort, is contributing her share

to that musical comedy's success
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HELEN MENKEN
Not the least delightful feature of

'Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," the farce

which is laughing merrily along at

the Republic
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Possessing the twin virtues of youth and good
looks and appearing with Fred Stone in

"Jack O' Lantern"
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David Warfield's newest leading woman who is

playing Helen Stanton in "The Music Master"

on tour
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clergy bid good-bye to Good Angel Columbine,

Pantaloon, Harlequin and the rest, and go their

ways, after four hours of amusement, without

having heard one word that would bring the

blush to the cheeks of the most reverend of

clergy or the most modest of her sex. But they

have heard enough moral maxims to give weight

to next Sunday's morning and evening discourses,

although the moral maxims will, on neither of

these occasions, meet with the hearty applause

that greets them to-night as they drop from the

lips of the cheerful shoemaker, the lovely Par-

thenia, or Ingomar, the Barbarian.

"If the professional gentlemen of our little

party, had gone down into the pit, they would

have had some neighbors, red as to their shirts,

and not conventional as to their tobacco, and

their clerical garments would have been

brushed against by orange and lemonade boys.

They could not, however, have munched peanuts

after the traditional fashion unless they had

come provided, or unless they were luckier than

the present writer, and if the reverend gentlemen

forgetting for a moment their high calling, and

having come so provided had proceeded to

make merry over their peanuts, and grow hilari-

ous at the novel situations, they would have been

called to order, not only by the gentlemanly

usher, but by the public opinion of the Old

Bowery Theatre."

Though melodrama and pantomime held first

place on the Bowery stage, its patrons were not

averse to Shakespeare now and then, even though

they crowded the house whenever a play was

given which called for the services ot dogs and

horses. Whenever a holiday came around, the

managers were more than generous with t

quantity of the entertainment offered and the

quality compared more than favorably with that

given at some of the more higher-toned houses

on Broadway. Imagine a bill like the following

being given in these modern times: "The per-

formance will begin with the petite Comedy of

The Youth That Never Saw a Woman.' Dance

by Miss Minnie Jackson. After which the

roaring Irish Farce of 'Paddy Carey,' with

songs and Irish Jig. To be succeeded by the

local Drama of 'Fast Women of the Modem

Time,' Introducing the celebrated Female Min-

strels and Female Target Scenes and a new and

beautiful programme of Songs, Jigs, Walk-

arounds and Essence of Old Virginny. Inter-

spersed with Wit, Fun and Frolic; Odd, Strange,

Droll Sayings, Quips, Quirks and Quiddities-

Concluding with G. L. Fox's Comic Pantomime

of the 'Four Lovers.'" All these various pieces

were interpreted by a company that ranked high

in the list of artists of the theatre of that time.

During the Seventies, the Old Bowery began

to lose caste rapidly and soon became but a mem-

ory. In 1879 it became known as the Thalia and

conducted as a German theatre. Its walls still

stand. They have sheltered an interesting and

important period of American theatrical history.

On the southeast corner of Broadway and

Ann Street, there stood for many years a

four-storied brick structure, built in the early

Thirties, where originally the largest dry-goods

store of the city existed. It later became the

home of Scudder's American Museum, and, in

1841, P. T. Barnum established there what

proved to be one of the greatest amusement

enterprises of the world. Its position was a

commanding one and Barnum made it more

conspicuous by adorning the outside of the

building with flags of all nations, quite a novelty

in those days. To attract further attention, he

placed between the various windows large oval

wooden panels with paintings of every important

animal known in zoology. The decoration of

the building with these panels gave New Yorkers

a new sensation. Balconies extended around

the building on the first floor and in front of the

second floor on the Broadway side. Here the

great showman stationed a band and their ef-

forts were so atrocious that the merchants in

the neighborhood complained to the authorities.

On the Broadway side was the only entrance

and exit to and from the museum. This opened

into a small lobby on the lefthand side of which

was a comparatively narrow staircase of wooden

construction leading to the museum proper.

Managers in those days were more concerned

in getting people into their theatres than they

were in getting them out. In order to get those

patrons out of the building who brought their

lunches and made a day of it, Barnum construct-

ed an exit on the Ann Street side over which he

placed a sign reading "To the Egress." In their

anxiety to see what new animal Barnum had

captured, the crowd rushed down the stairway

only to find themselves in the street.

WANTED A VAMPIRE!
An Advertisement and Some Answers

By HAROLD SETON

THE ADVERTISEMENT.

"WANTED. A VAMPIRE! ! ! Exceptional oppor-

tunity for a woman to create adventuress roles

in the feature-film productions of a new moving-

picture company. Address, stating age, appear-

ance, and general qualifications, X. Y. Z., Post

Office Box 123, New York City."

ANSWER NUMBER ONE.
X. Y. /-.

Dear Sir: I seen your ad for a Vampire,

and I am after offering me services. Sure and I am

thirty-six years of age, and am a perfectly re-

spectable widow-woman, as any of the neighbors

can tell you.

Me late husband, Denis O'Brien, was a car-

conductor, God rest his soul, but he died two

and a half years ago of rheumatism and lumbago

and fatty degeneration of the heart. Since then,

with the help of the blessed saints and me own

strong right arm, I have supported meself and

me four small children. I take in washing and

go out by the day.

I can give Mrs. Julius Rosenblatt and her sis-

ter, Mrs. Morris Blumenstiel, as references.

Both of these ladies has a lot of jewelry and

silverware, but neither of them ain't never

missed nothing while I have been around, though

sometimes after I have left. I am honest and

reliable, and seldom touch a drop of liquor, me

only excitement being a visit to the movies once

a week with a lady friend, Mrs. Murphy, who
lives downstairs, and whose husband is a brick-

layer.

Mrs. Murphy likes the comical films, but I

like the tragical ones. I seen many Vampire

pitchers, including Valeska Bara and Theda

Suratt, and I believe I could do the work if

showed the way. You see, it is a little out of

me line, but I hope you will give me a chance,

as this is a deserving case.

Yours respectfully,

MRS. DELIA O'BRIEN,

789 Third Avenue. (Three flights up.)

ANSWER NUMBER Two.

Dear Sir: In answer to your advertisement in

to-day's paper, I herewith apply for the position.

I believe that honesty is the best policy, so I

will try to be quite frank, recounting my various

shortcomings, leaving you to discover my re-

deeming features. Of course, I could describe

myself as being this or that, or could even send

you some other girl's photograph, but that is

not my way, and you would be sure to learn the

truth sooner or later.

I am twenty-eight years of age, and am rather

short and stout. In fact, I am four foot ten in

height, and my weight is one hundred and

eighty-eight pounds. (But maybe that would not

show in the movies.) I am quite crosseyed and

have been since my birth, an operation having

been unsuccessful. (But maybe that would not

show in the movies.) Two front teeth are miss-

ing, as the result of a recent accident, in which

I fell down stairs. (But maybe that would not

show in the movies.)

By profession I am an undertaker's assistant, a

most unusual occupation for a woman, I admit.

At present, however, 1 am employed as time-

keeper in a vinegar factory. But I would much

rather be a Vampire, if possible.

Yours very truly,

(Miss') MATILDA FITZHUSKINSON,

543 Main Street,

Hoboken, New Jersey.

ANSWER NUMBER THREE.
.\ . Y . >.

Dear Sir: My attention has been attracted by

your advertisement for a Vampire, and I would

be pleased to consider a proposition, many of my

friends having advised me to pursue this course.

My gentleman friends have been especially em-

phatic in their approval.

I am eighteen, tall and slight. My movements

are sinuous and seductive. My hair is black and

curly, my eyes are brown and soulful. My lips

are full, and my teeth are gleaming. I am full

of temperament, and express myself emotionally.

I dress in exquisite style, my costumes always

creating a sensation. It is no exaggeration to

say that I am the recognized belle of the neigh-

borhood. There are many suitors for my hand,

and I am the recipient of much attention.

However, I must be seen to be appreciated.

Therefore I solicit a personal interview.

Permit me to sign myself,

Yours cordially,

GLADYS MONTMORENCY,

111 Thompson Street,

New York City.

P. S I am a full-blooded colored lady.

[162]
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Booth Tarkington's

story of adolescent

life, a best seller in

book form, scores

a hit on the stage

George Gaul Gregory Kelly Gregory Kelly Neil Martin

Willie is concealing, beneath

a bathrobe, his father's

dress suit, which he has

secretly "borrowed" to make

an impression on Lola Pratt.

Genesis discovers him

Willie and Johnny serenade

Lola. They compose a song
in her honor and sing: "Oh,

Lola Pratt, iweet Lola

Pratt, I wonder what you're

gazing at"

Judith Lowry Lillian Ross

Jane tells Mrs. Baxter how tired Mr. Parcher is

of his daughter's visitor, Lola Pratt, and of her

court of love-sick boys, especially Willie Baxter

Agnes Horton Gregory Kelly

Willie, much to his

despair, is urged to

dance and have a good
time with Ethel Boke,
the fat girl, who has

but few dances taken

Gregory Kelly

At her farewell party
Lola has every dance

taken and at a distance

love-sick Willie watches

her mournfully

Gregory Kelly Judith Lowry

Lola has departed. Willie had no chance to talk to her or

give her the box of candy he brought. His mother understands.

SEVENTEEN" A PLAY OF YOUTH AND LOVE, TOLD IN PICTURES



HOW MANY?
Pity the poor ticket seller ! His everyday experiences

at the box office 'would try the patience of Job

By LEWIS ALLEN

HOW
many?"

The lady wh.> is digging into the mys-

ti-rit.il> depths of her beaded handbag

pauses and looks blankly at the Box Office Man.

"Wh er what?" she asks.

"How many?" repeats the B. O. M.

"How many what?" curiously queries the

Lady.
"How many tickets?"

''Oh ! Why, the very idea ! Two, of course !"

And the Lady turns to her friend and says,

"What stupid questions they ask.''

"Always !" declares the friend, patting her hair

into place with the aid of the foyer mirror.

"When?"
"What's that?"

"What performance?"
"The one that's playing here right now 1

The Lady has become so indignant that she

pauses to catch her breath.

"What performance, please, to-night, to-mor-

row night or
"

"Oh! Why didn't you say so? To-night to-

night will be all right, won't it, Madge?"
The Lady turns to her friend who is still look-

ing into the mirror and fooling with her coiffure.

The B. O. M. thrusts the tickets into the nar-

row envelope, ends out to show the date, and

holds them for the money.
"Kr what did you say?" inquires Madge.

"To-night will be all right for the show, won't

it?"

"Yes, to-night no, wait, we can't go to-night,

the McCallers are coming up. Don't you remem-

ber we planned ?"

"Oh. I nearly forgot. (Giggle). Wouldn't it

have been a scream if we'd gone and not been

at home and they came all the way in from

Montclair ?''

THE Lady fishes out some bills, turns to the

B. O. M. and says, "To-morrow night,

please
'

"Make it Friday night, dear," says Madge,
"because my maid is out to-morrow night and it's

such a rush to dress after dinner and
'

"Friday night, please," says the Lady.
The B. O. M. has just changed the tickets from

"to-night'' to "to-morrow night." Now he changes
them to Friday night, gets the money and hands

her the tickets.

Quite a line has formed. The next one steps
in place before the little window.
"Front row in balcony, please?" says the new-

comer.

"When -" asks the B. O. M.

"Right now ''

"To-night or what date, please?'' demands the

B.O.M.

"Oh, why didn't you say so ?"

It's a great life, being a Box Office Man, if

you don't weaken.

They seldom weaken, but they harden them-
selves to refrain from biting out the steel grating
and. leaping through, and this cold reserve gives
them the reputation of being grouches.

They are most of them.

And when they read this they'll chuckle out-

side the box office, smiling in the box office is

11. t permissible and discuss it one with the other

and remark. "That writer chap sure knows what

we are up against. People don't realize how fool-

ish they act when getting tickets.'
1

But how about the other side of it?

Mr. Blank goes to the window. The B.O.M.
is talking with some Lady who is not buying tick-

ets. They are not discussing tickets or the show

or anything pertaining to the theatre. Mr. Blank,

stands there patiently, he coughs respectfully, he

edges a little closer and lays some money on the

tiny shelf. The B. O. M. gives him a hard look

and turns to his friend.

"All right, tell them I'll be up Sunday night,"

he says and as the Lady promises to do so and

turns to go, the B. O. M. turns to Mr. Blank, then

the Lady turns back and says, "Oh, bring Joe

along."

IT'S
all off for Mr. Blank for three more min-

utes. This is during a quiet period when no

more than two or three are after tickets. But

finally the Lady goes and the B. O. M. turns, not

to Mr. Blank, but through the narrow door into

the next room, and talks with some unseen per-

son a moment. Finally he comes back.

"Two two-dollar seats about center of the

orchestra for to-night." says Mr. Blank.

"How many?'' queries the B.O.M.
"Two," says Mr. Blank.

"For to-night?" queries the B.O.M.
"Two for to-night, two-dollar seats, about

center of orchestra," repeats Mr. Blank.

The B. O. M. slips them in envelope, takes

money and turns to the next one and says, "How
many?"
That night Mr. Blank and his wife stop at the

middle aisle and hand the checks to the usher

who passes them on to another usher who con-

veys them over to the extreme left, where, by

craning their necks to look around a post, they
can see nearly half the stage.

"If I had known this was all you could get I

would not have bothered to come,'' declares

Mrs. Blank.

Mr. Blank says something to himself about the

B. O. M. and between the acts he goes to the box
office, sees the same B. O. M. and shows him -the

checks.

npHOSE are for to-night," says the B. O. M.
A "I asked .you for something about the cen-

ter," says Mr. Blank.

"Those are just about center," the B. O. M.
assures him.

"They are, slap-bang up against the left wall of
the house!" indignantly asserts Mr. Blank.

"I gave you seats in 'N,' and that is just about
center

'

"Do you call against one side of the house the

center?" demands Mr. Blank.

"'N' is fourteen rows back, or just about the

center of the orchestra"
"But center means center the middle do you

suppose I wanted to pay four dollars to sit in a

draft and duck around the post to see one-eighth
of the stage, if you do"

"1 gave you what you asked for, center of the

orchestra,
'

asserts the B. O. M. with dignity, and

he proceeds to look coldly and steadily through
Mr. Blank, who says, heatedly :

"But I asked for center of orchestra and you

gave mei
'

The B. O. M. turns and steps into the next

room. Mr. Blank says something that indigoes
the surrounding atmosphere, gives it up, and

rushes out to the corner for a temper-reducer.
lit is late when he gets back to his seat.

"I told the box office man what I thought of

him," he whispers to Mrs. Blank.

"Yes," she replies, sniffing, "I should judge you
had quite a spirited conversation."

This war tax on theatre seats isn't adding to

the general hilarity of Box Office Men any
more than it is to theatre patrons.

Gone are the good old days when the Box
Office Man would present a little plan of theatre,

with the sold seats neatly checked off in blue

pencil. You could glance over it, see what was

available and make your choice. That is, they

were the good old days for those who knew the

top from the bottom of the house plans, but not

for the great majority who would carefully select

two nice aisle seats right up against what they be-

lieved to be the stage, only to find upon being
ushered to their seats that they had selected the

two seats nearest the rear exit !

But if there is anything that will curdle, the

already acidulated soul of a B. O. M., it is the

chap who gets into a busy line, leans both elbows

across the little shelf, grins inanely, and says:

"Wotcher got?"

TAKE
off your hats to the B. O. M. He re-

frains from telling this sort of chap that

he's got orchestra, box, balcony, mezzanine and

gallery seats. He refrains from saying that he's

got fallen arches or any other physical ailments,

he overcomes the yearning to state that he's got

a very tired feeling entirely due to the question.

"Where would you like to sit?"

And about seven times out of eleven, the

Breezy Guy grins and replies, "I'd like to sit in

a box, but I can't afford it."

Even then the B. O. M. retains his cold reserve.

But heaven help the next dozen or twenty who
come along. He glares at them. He glowers at

them. He speaks in abbreviated monosyllables
to them, and he is not to be blamed.

It is said that outside the Box Office these

chaps are very nearly human.
One of them, with a lady friend, occupied a

table at a restaurant near me not long ago. In

so far as I could see he was a perfectly normal

human being. There was nothing about him

that gave any hint that he was a B. O. M. He
chatted in an interesting manner, he smiled fre-

quently, once he laughed quite audibly. And he

would have got away with it but for one thing.
1

His lady friend asked him to pass the olives.

"When?" he queried, forgetting himself. But

he quickly recovered from this faux pas only to

make another. With the dish in one hand and

olive fork in the other, he held them back and

said, in a hard. cold, snappy tone :

"How manv?"

[1641
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From a camera study by Maurice Goldberg

E S T E L L K W 1 N \V O C) D

The girl who everybody wants to marry, but who

doesn't want to marry anyone in the conventional way.

Of course, such a charming person couldn't remain a

bachelor maid, so in "Why Marry?" at the Astor, she

finally ties the matrimonial knot with Shelley Hull



AFTER THE FINAL CURTAIN
Whereformerfootlightfavorites havefound their last resting place

By W. FORREST GILCHREST

WHERE
be your gibes now? Your gam-

bols? Your songs? Your flashes of

merriment that were wont to set the

table on a roar?"

These words, which Hamlet addresses to the

skull of Yorick, came to me involuntarily as I

stood in beautiful Greenwood, beside the grave

of my friend of many years, William J. Florence,

who to his intimates was simply "Billy."

I had made a sort of pilgrimage to visit the last

resting place of many of my old-time theatrical

friend?, and I was quite surprised ,to find that so

many former footlight favorites were resting in

this quiet retreat.

Just above the tomb of Henry Ward Beecher,

a trifle higher on Ocean Hill, facing the great

restless ocean, so typical of an actor's life, I

found the burial plot of the Wallack family, in

which are four graves. The name Wallack recalled

many delightful memories of past days, when the

Wallacks, father and son, were great favorites

of the theatregoing public.

A rectangular monument of dark granite stands

in the centre of the plot. On this is inscribed :

JAMES WILLIAM WALLACK
Died December 25, 1864

Aged 69 years

The memorial also contains the name of

Charles Saville Wallack. a son of the noted

actor, and a brother of Lester Wallack, who died

in 1851, aged 29 years ; and the name of Hannah

Ridley, a servant of the Wallack family, who
died in 1858, aged 64 years.

IN
a corner of the plot is the grave of Harry

Montague, the matinee idol of his day. He
was a handsome man, a good actor, and a staunch

friend. He was a great favorite with the men.

and the women raved over him. The memorial

was erected by Lester Wallack, and is of dark-

granite, in the shape of a mound, on top of

which is cut these words :

H. J. MANN
Died August 11, 1878

Aged 27

Montague was merely a stage name; the

actor's real name was Mann.

As I stood there, in the hush and quiet of this

beautiful secluded spot, my mind went back to

the night on which J. W. Wallack made his last

appearance on the stage. It was at the old Wal-
lack Theatre, on Broadway, one door below

Broome Street, in the Spring of 1859, on the

closing night of the phenomenal run of Lester

Wallack's play, "The Veteran." In the play, the

elder Wallack, who enacted the Colonel of a

regiment, turned, at the close, to Lester and
said : "I turn over the command of the regiment
to you," but this night he added : "And also the

management of this theatre." Then he stepped
to the footlights and made his farewell speech.
There were few dry eyes either in the audience

or on the stage when the veteran actor had said

his farewell.

My mind reverted to other members of the old

Wallack company whom I had known in my
youthful days, and I went over to Sassafras

Avenue, near its junction with Mistletoe Path,
where is situated the grave of the genial, whole-

souled John Brougham, over whose remains

stands a handsome monument of Scotch granite.

The inscription at the front reads :

JOHN BROUGHAM
Actor and Author

Died July 7, 1881

Aged 70 years

On one side of the monument is the name and

date of death of Mrs. Brougham.

JOHN
BROUGHAM'S career on the American

stage began in 1842, and continued almost to

the close of his long and busy life. Time dealt

very kindly with this stage favorite, and even at

his advanced age his laugh was as hearty and

infectious as when he first made his appearance

here. He attempted the role of actor-manager

several times, but luck was never kind to him.

Among his ventures was the establishment of

Brougham's Lyceum (later Wallack's), and the

management of the old Bowery Theatre. No

actor of his day had more friends than Brougham,

and it was the general hope that "after Life's fit-

ful fever he sleeps well'
1

Close by sleeps another comedian, who was also

a member of the stock company at Wallack's, in

the season of 1858-9, Charles M. Walcot. His

tombstone is a simple white marble, characteristic

of this actor's retiring nature, and bears this

inscription :

CHARLES MELTON WALCOT

September 20, 1815

Died May 13, 1868

On top is a small marble book, on the leaf of

which this sentence is engraved : "Earth makes

no conquest, for now he lives in fame, though

not in life."

Walcot's Bob Acres was beyond question the

best representation of that character ever seen on

the stage. He was the real Bob, and by the side

of Walcot's rendition, the portrayal of Acres by

Jefferson was only a faint shadow.

NOT
far away is the tomb of that unctions

comedian, William E. Burton, a granite

base and pedestal. He was born in England in

September, 1804, and died in New York, Febru-

ary 10, 1860.

Burton was not only a great comedian ; he was
a man of great literary ability, and a scholar of

extensive and varied reading. He will always be

remembered as the impersonator of Toodles, a

character he made especially his own. His great-

est grievance in life was that he had not entered

the profession as a tragedian, for which Nature

certainly never intended him, as his square and

jovial face, the very acme of comicality, showed.

Jovial as he appeared on the stage, Burton for

years suffered from an incurable disease, yet not

one among his delighted auditors, who nightly

laughed so heartily over his humorous delinea-

tions, imagined that the actor was suffering ex-

cruciating torture.

A few feet from Burton's monument is that of

Harry Placide, a popular comedian in the late

Forties. He and his brother "Tom" were con-

sidered the ideal Dromios.
In the adjoining plot sleeps William Rufus

Blake, who came to New York a handsome, dash-

ing young man, and remained in this city until

his death, passing successively from light come-

dian to leadman, and finally to old men parts.

On Dale Avenue is the tomb of Laura Keene,

who had a theatre of her own on Broadway, near

Houston Street, and who was an actress of great

ability. Her monument is of granite a cross

standing on a base, with only this simple sen-

tence :

LAURA KEENE
Died November 4, 1873

Laura Keene was a handsome woman and a

capital actress, but she possessed a very unruly

temper, and an idea that what she did was abso-

lutely right. She became leading lady at Wal-

lack's old theatre, but she made matters so dis-

agreeable to the manager and company that she

was asked to retire. She built a rival theatre,

which she firmly believed would put Wallack's

out of business, but her dream was never realized.

It was at her theatre that "Tom" Taylor's cele-

brated comedy, "Our American Cousin," which

proved a great success, was produced in October,

1858, and this play first brought Jefferson and the

elder Sothern into prominence.

OX Fir Avenue is the Florence plot. Years

before his death the comedian erected a

handsome monument to his mother, a large and

costly structure of granite, surmounted by a

cross, with the name "Florence"! on the base. For

years after the death of Florence the visitor to

the cemetery would never have known his

resting place, for his name was not on the monu-

ment, neither was there a stone to mark his grave.

He left a snug fortune to his wife, which was

nearly all spent by Mrs. Florence's second hus-

band, a man many years her junior. But the

actor's friends had not forgotten him, and sev-

eral years ago, the well-known dramatic critic,

William Winter, at his own expense, placed a tab-

let on a pedestal in front of the monument, with

a poem from his own graceful pen. All about the

grave of the comedian are growing the flowers he

loved so well.

The graves of Frederick B. Conway and his

talented wife, are also on Fir Avenue. I knew

the Conways intimately for years, from my boy-

hood days, and the many visits to their pleasant

home in Brooklyn will always be kindly remem-

bered.

Conway was an actor of more than ordinary

ability. His wife came from a family of actors,

the Crockers. Their daughter Minnie became the

wife of Levy, the cornetist, whom she soon di-

vorced. Later, she became the wife of Osmond

Tearle, an English actor, and went with him to

England, where she played the higher roles of

the drama. She died several years ago. Her son,

Conway Tearle, has since won great success on

the American stage. Another daughter of Con-

way, Lillian, was a talented concert singer. She,

also, is dead.

On Battle Hill is the memorial to Barney

Williams, the Irish comedian. It is a costly

structure, in the Gothic style of architecture,

and is adorned with a marble bust of the come-

dian, an excellent likeness. On the base of the

monument is "Bernard Flaherty." which was

the actor's real name.

Over in the "Public Plot," devoted to single

[ice;
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GERALDINE FARRAR

The operatic star who seems

able to do everything. Not

content with her laurels in

movieland, she is again at

the Metropolitan Opera
House. Here she is as

Madama Butterfly, one of

her best characters

Maurice Goldberg
ANN ANDREWS

A classic figure in Arnold Daly's

production of "Josephine" is

the Prologue who pays a tribute

to the immortal Napoleon

CLEOFONTE CAMPANINI

The intrepid impresario of the

Chicago Opera Company, who has

come out of the West at the

height of the season, and at the

Lexington Opera House made

operagoers sit up and take notice.

Hats off to Campanini for intro-

ducing first to New York the

golden notes of Galli-Curci !

Ernest Hutchinson

HELEN ROBBIN'S

The Greenwich Village Theatre has

brought forward many interesting young

players. In "Karen," Miss Robbins con-

tributes a neat bit of character drawing
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graves, lies poor old Ferdinand Palmo, New

York's rirst impresario who used his own money

to back his operatic venture. He impoverished

himself by his undertaking, and was for years

supported by the charity of his fellow Italians.

His grave is marked only by a small slab.

There are many other former favorites of the

stage buried in Greenwood, some of whom were

of unusual prominence in their day. It is said

to note that some of them have not even a

simple headstone to mark their resting place.

One of those whose grave is unmarked is Mrs.

Vernon, unquestionably the best Mrs. Malaprop

ever seen on the American stage. Nor is there

any memorial over the grave of the superbly

beautiful Mile. Cubas, the most shapely and

graceful dancer ever seen on the New York

stage. For a long period she was the idol of

the gilded youth of the metropolis, who nocked

to the out-of-door theatre at Fourteenth Street

and Sixth Avenue to witness her dancing.

Here, too, is buried the celebrated Lola Mon-

tez, an eccentric woman and a talented dancer,

who claimed to be of aristocratic birth, and was

very popular for a time, until it became known
that she was really an Irish woman, born in

Limerick, and not a daughter of Spain. Her latter

days were spent in poverty. Some kind friend

placed a small stone over her resting-place with

simply "Eliza Gilbert" cut in the stone.

CONFESSIONS OF THE WIFE OF A MATINEE IDOL
Every privilege costs a price. To be married to a stage

favorite is a privilege, but sometimes the price is hard to pay

By FRANCES L. GARSIDE

THIS
is the first time 1 was ever inter-

viewed," she said, "and as the merit of

a story lies in its honesty, and I wish to

be honest, I will ask you not to give my name.

It will be enough if you say that my husband's

name on the billboards is a guarantee of the

merits of the performance, and that he has the

largest matinee houses on Broadway. To tell

his name would embarrass me in what I think it

imperative to say.

"I was married when I was sixteen, and my
husband was twenty-one. He was a clerk in a

grocery in a little Western town, earning fifteen

dollars a week. He used to take part in all the

amateur theatricals, and when an actor of some

reputation saw him, and told him he should quit

counting eggs for a living, we were both fired

with ambition. He gave up his job, and we

came to New York. All our relatives and friends

accompanied us to the station, the conviction

showing in their faces that they would be doing

us a better turn if they put us in an asylum until

we had recovered, if recovery were possible.

"\Ve had a hundred dollars. But we had

youth, health, love and ambition. What more

may one ask of life, I wonder! I will not tell

you the story of our troubles. Such a story is

never interesting. We faced starvation imny
times while he was doing his hardest work hang-

ing around theatre doors, and at one time

I went into a restaurant as waitress to earn

the money to buy him suitable clothes to appear
in when lie went to ask for a job. He finally

got a toe-hold as scene shifter; then a minor

part; now you may guess where he stands when
I tell you that he is the matinee idol of the town.

It is of myself as a matinee idol's wife that I

wish to speak.

"You see it began with a woman's letter.

The only letters we had received before were
refusals to his request for an interview and the

bills which were as numerous as the leaves on
the sidewalk in October. It was in a large stiff

envelope, square and scented. How I grew to

detest envelopes of this description I can never
tell so that you would really understand. The
writer praised his acting, and asked for a pho-
tograph. I indignantly tore the letter up. Then
there came more, and more, and more, until at

last we both realized that he had 'arrived.' but.

oh, with what mixed feelings! He was proud;
I was angry. He was pleased with the compli-
ments in every mail ; I thought them gushing
and silly, and told him so. It was while things
were so strained that I met, one afternoon at a

matinee, a little old lady whose husband was
then on his farewell tour.

'"My dear,' she said, 'you look troubled.'

'"Who wouldn't be troubled?' I replied cross-

ly. 'Just look at those silly girls and women

looking at my husband as if they love him well

enough to eat him up? Have they no sense of

decency? Don't they know that he is a mar-

ried man? That he is mine, mine, Mine?'

"I think I fairly shrieked the final word for

the adoring letters had been pouring in with

greater frequency, and I had become tired and

irritated and sick at heart. She put a warning

hand on mine : 'We cannot talk here,' gently ;

'Come to see me in the morning.'

"I went. It was after a stormy scene at home
for there had been a heavy, square and perfumed
mail. I felt that my husband no longer cared

for me, or he would not have been so pleased.

I believed he was falling in love with these un-

known women, and, in spite of his denials, I

had lashed myself into a furious rage in the

charge that perhaps all were not unknown. What,
I had insisted, did 1 know what he was do-

ing all the time he claimed to be rehearsing?
"
'So you are not pleased that your husband

is a success,' the little old lady said when I

told her my grievance. I fairly gasped. Not

pleased with his success when I had made

every effort and self-denial a woman may make
to help him attain it ! I felt insulted.

"
'You are offended,' she resumed gently, 'but

I cannot retract what I have said. The artist

sells his pictures for large prices, and realizes

that at last he has won fame. The poet

sees publishers on their knees, and tastes suc-

cess. The actor sees the house crowded for

every performance but he would not know if the

popularity of the show is due to the merits of

the play, to the leading woman, or to himself

were it not for the personal letters he receives

from adoring women. They are the leaves that

make up his laurel wreath. They are more than

that. They are the foundation on which he

builds the right to demand the fabulous inco.me

his wife enjoys with him. And you are jealous,

and really petty. My dear, you would quarrel
with your bread and butter.'

"I felt the hot blood rushing to my face. I

knew she spoke the truth. We talked a long,

long time. I will not repeat what she said. I

will only say that she had traveled the same

road, and so great had been her resentment
that it had almost estranged her from her hus-

band.

"I took a page from her book of experience,
and the next morning when the usual heavy
mail was laid on the breakfast table, I sum-
moned up greater self-control than I had
dreamed I possessed, and looked pleased. But
not so quick that I had not seen the terrified

look come into my husband's face. Poor fel-

low, I had been a great cross to him, and when

he caught my smile he looked so relieved that

I could hardly refrain from crying out un-

real heartache on his shoulder.

"The morning before he had thrust the

letters into his pocket unopened. This morn-

ing he tossed every one over to me. and when

I read the first out loud he came and stood be-

hind my chair and read all of them over my
shoulder. This has" been our regular programme
ever since. 1 laugh with him, blush: with him,

and frown witli him, reflecting every mood as

faithfully as if I were his soul's mirror.

"I have never shown a tantrum since my little

old friend scolded me. though I must confess

that the sight of every letter gives me an alarm-

ing little pang, and when, day after day, there

arrives one in the same writing begging for

more than a photograph, or a lock of his hair,

a secret meeting, it takes a self-control I never

dreamed I possessed to say, laughingly, 'Poor

thing. She doesn't realize how hopel&ss it is,

does she, dear? But I don't blame her in -the

least, for I am so in love with you myself 1

can't understand how any woman can fail to

love you.' And he looks sheepishly pleased, and

all the time I am longing to hunt up the woman
and tear her hair out. For, I am only a woman,
and we women are terribly ferocious when we
love.

"I have his complete confidence, and I have

it because I have myself under perfect control.

Is it worth the fight? My dear, you wouldn't

ask the question if you really loved a man as I

love him. I would do more, I would suffer

more, but sometimes I grow so tired I wish

we were back in Smith's Crossing where the

only occasions when women addressed him were

when the butter was stale, or the driver was

not on time.

"The adoring letters a matinee idol receives

must be regarded by his wife as impersonally

as she would look at a list of butter and eggs

she needs from the store. Her husband is a

man, and men are weak. Some woman is con-

stantly trying to turn his head, and it is her

job in life to keep it straight on his shoulders

and to compel him, through her confidence and

love, to live such a straight life he can always
look her square in the eyes. It is a sleepless

job, but it is the price I pay. Everyone pays

a price for every privilege, and to be the wife

of a matinee idol is a privilege indeed.

"But sometimes, when I laugh over the ador-

ing letters he receives, I think I have become
so good at acting that I have made a mistake in

not going on the stage."

[168]
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BEAUTY IS SKIN-DEEP
By DR. BEAUPRE

WHEN
people say that "beauty is skin-

deep" they usually mean that it is a

fickle and superficial thing.

These words, however, are capable of a truer

and deeper meaning. It is not easy to define

what beauty is, but it is safe to say that it re-

sides chiefly in the skin.

No matter how perfect' the form and contour

of a face-^how regular the features ^fts 'attrac-

tiveness or-lack of
'

attractiveness utjiirnately 'tJe-

pends on the complexion. In this Circumstance,

women who aspire to beauty and it is a legiti-

mate aspiration of every woman
should mid a lot' of eneburag-

ment, for while it is impossible

to change the form or features

of a plain face it is within

the power of every woman to

:ontrol the condition of the

skin, and, in this sense, beauty

is possible to everyone.

H H . H

Success, however, requires the

adoption of proper means. The
Srst aim must be health not

merely skin health but general

health, for the skin is a very

sensitive register of internal

iisorders. Everyone is familiar

with the flushed skin associated

with digestive or nervous

troubles
;

the blotched, muddy
skin indicative of constipation.

ind the waxy pallor of anemia.

Even when health is normal.

:areful living will do much to

jromote a beautiful complexion.
In particular, certain influences

should be avoided, especially the

:ating of stimulating or spiced

foods which cause a dilatation

sf the blood-vessels of the face

ind which if persisted in may
result in chronic redness and

roughness of the skin. Late

hours and insufficiency of rest

soon show their effect in hag-
srard lines and lack of color.

m m m
On the other hand, healthful

outdoor exercise such as walk-

ing or golf exerts a tonic in-

fluence on the general system
and also on the skin, provided,
Df course, the face is suitably

protected against climatic ex-

tremes. Certain individuals who are affected in

an unusual way by particular articles of diet,

etc., must be guided by their personal ex-

perience.

The foregoing matters are so commonplace,
that it may be assumed that almost every woman
is familiar with them. The direct management
af the skin, however, seems to be poorly under-

stood, and the following guiding principles will

help to clear up much of confusion.

First in order and first in importance is the

matter of cleanliness. Women are beginning to

learn that the skin cannot be thoroughly cleansed

with ioap and water. A really mild neutral

soap may be used occasionally for washing the

face; but its frequent use not only fails even

to cleanse, but also irritates the skin and re-

moves the natural
oil, leaving the skin dry and

harsh. Thorough cleansing of the skin and pores

requires the use of cold cream, which cleanses

.without irritating or drying up the skin, and by

entering and clearing the pores is the most ef-

fective means for preventing and removing
"blackheads."

Of course, one must be careful to use

only a cold cream that is known to be

free from injurious or irritating properties and

that will not grow hair. In fact this is a most

plied, for the cream not merely serves as a base

or "anchor" for the powder, but leaves a film

which prevents the powder from getting into

and clogging up the pores. When powder is

applied directly to the skin it is liable to cause

blackheads, large visible pores and pimples.

-

) Ira L. Hill
Lucille Cavanagh says that the use of talcum

fou'der is the most refreshing thing after dancing

important precaution to observe with any toilet

cream.

In cleansing the face with cold cream the

cream should be rubbed in with the fingers for

about ten minutes with a rotary motion and

should then be wiped off with a soft, clean cloth

that completes the first step.

Next a greaseless cream should be applied

one that is absorbed and disappears. This nour-

ishes the skin and preserves its softness

and elasticity without causing any shine. It

soothes the skin and protects it against climatic

effects such as sunshine, wind and rain, which

otherwise cause redness, dryness, roughness, and

smarting irritation. A proper greaseless cream

should always be used before face powder is ap-

Having thus prepared the skin, one should

use a face powder, not merely for its cosmetic

effect but as a further protection against weather

effects and as a means of counteracting any

tendency to redness or shininess. No class of

product needs to be selected or used with more

care than face powder the

right kind, used sparingly and

with judgment, gives that soft

valvety appearance to the com-

plexion and is itself invisible.

The adhering property of a

face powder and also its invisi-

bility depend on its composi-

tion, fineness and tint, and the

whole effect of the toilet may
be negatived if a poor quality

face powder is used.

B H H
A well-groomed woman com-

pletes her toilet with a sparing

amount of a choice odor. This

leads up to an important mat-

ter, which many women seem to

overlook. Almost every toilet

preparation offered for sale is

more or less perfumed and

while each of the better class

products has an agreeable odor

by itself, these odors often do

not blend, so that a very dis-

agreeable effect is produced if

several preparations with dif-

ferent perfumes are used.

Women who recognize this pre-

fer to use a cold cream, grease-

less (combination) cream, face

powder, toilet water and talc all

perfumed with the same odor,

and the makers of high-class

toilet products have gotten up

groups of preparations along

these lines.

B B H
Probably the most effective

use of perfume is by means of

a delicately perfumed talc

powder applied to the body

generally this retains the odor

longer and exhales a subtle, re-

freshing fragrance. The foregoing hints will

serve as a guide in the daily care of the skin and

if carefully followed will almost certainly aid in

beautifying the complexion and counteracting or-

dinary blemishes.

H II SI

It is, of course, of the utmost importance that

no toilet article be used which contains any
poisonous or harmful ingredient or is capable
of producing any irritating effect. Many toilet

preparations contain lead, mercury and various

other compounds which not merely injure the

skin but are dangerous to health. These should

be strictly avoided. The woman who values her

complexion and her well-being will confine her

purchases to products prepared by makers whose

experience and standing are such as to be suf-

ficient guarantees of purity and harmlessness.

1G9 1



MISS OLIVE TELL, AN INGENU
By ANNE ARCHBALD

WE picked out Miss Tell who lias been playing at the

Gaiety in "General Post" as the example par excellence

of the ingenue type. Then I went to interview Miss

Tell and came away having learned things about le type ingenue

that 1 never knew or thought of before. It's most interesting!

Perhaps you are imagining, as I did before going into the

subject with Miss Tell, that every young person between cer-

tain ages, say eighteen and twenty-two, is to be classed as in-

genue. Not at all! It's far from being as simple as all that.

Under the broad classification are any number of sub-divisions,

I have learned. Not only are there the comparatively simple

physical divisions of fair and dark and medium ingenues, but

there are other subtle mental complications. Just as one in-

stance, and not to go into it too deeply, there are ingenues born,

and ingenues who acquire ingenu-ity a class so small as to be

almost negligible and ingenues who have the calling thrust

upon them. Ingenue-ness, that it to say, is a combinatoin of

a certain physical appearance and a certain psychic quality.

You might be small and blonde and defy and deny your ex-

terior by an extreme sophistication, or by a modern independence

of thought. You might be

But let's go back to Miss Tell. She was born ingenue by

right of her physical appearance, but her mentality protests

against it. If she had been "self-made," had had her own

fashioning, says Miss Tell, "she would have been seven feet

tall, with white camellia skin, dark reddish bronze hair, and

green eyes." Instead of which, alas, she is only around five feet

five, only has the loveliest of cream and roses skin, the blond-

est of curling hair, and the bluest of cornflower eyes, is only,

in short, one of the very, very loveliest of the young leading

women on the stage. You can see what a pathetic case it is !

An entirely new and unusual combination of materials is used in this Altaian

origination which Miss Tell has chosen in readiness for warm days. ll'lnlc

organdie, which forms collars and cuffs and belt, and blue and red patterned

chiffon! And just as unusual, and, extraordinarily chic, is the coloring in

the hat which it takes an ingenue to u'ear of white rough straw swathed

in lime green chiffon with deep plum grosgrain strings

Personally Miss Tell loves long, straight lines, the Grecian type of dress

best of all, and would prefer to play intensely dramatic parts, rather stern

and noble, I gathered. The only really ingenue preference she has is for

pastel shades, pink and blue in combination, pink and lavender (witness her

last-act frock in "General Post" in which she is now playing on tour) laven-

der and blue. The last her particular favorite ! (The day she posed for us

her maid brought into the studio to throw around Miss Tell at off moments,
one of her pet garments, an exquisite cape of heavy double-faced satin, blue

on one side, and lavender on the other.)

But in spite of this mental protest which Miss Tell makes I am afraid we
shall still have to insist for practical purposes in presenting her to our read-

ers as a particularly luscious version of blonde ingenue.

Luscious indeed ! Take Miss Tell in the last-act dress mentioned above.

It is of chiffon flowered in heliotrope and deep pink you might almost call

it an American beauty pink over heliotrope chiffon, touched off at the neck

and elsewhere with a line and a curlicue of satiny finished heliotrope and

pink beads, and with a sash formed of two satin ribbons of heliotrope and

pink going round the waist and hanging in long ends in black, weighted with

tassels of pink and heliotrope beads. Miss Tell enters the stage by a door,

upper right, and pauses a moment before advancing across it. And in that

moment a wave of delight seems to go over the feminine part of the audience

or wasn't it so entirely feminine? an intake of the breath, a sort of dis-

embodied "Ah," at the enchanting picture the combination of frock and

beauty make.

One of the reasons for Miss Tell's success in appearance is, I know, the

attention she pays to details, details of the frock itself, and details of the

In spite of the /act that Miss Telis mind protests against being
classed as an ingenue type, could you hare a lovelier or more "Tell-ing"
Ulterior for it than t/iis a picture straight from the heart of the

Eighteenth Century
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UNDER PROTEST
Photos especially posed for the Theatre Magazine by Ira L. Hill

For early Spring Mils Tell lias chosen this charmingly youth-

ful model of figured navy blue and white foulard veiled with

navy blue chiffon from the Special Order Department at Alt-

man's. And as she believes firmly in having every detail of

a costume artistically right, there is a blue sash fringed and

emphasized by a triple line of little red and green wooden

beads, a bead bag in harmonizing blues and reds and greens,

and a blue georgette hat also from Altman's until variegated

flowers in the same colors around the crown

things, shoes, stockings, gloves, jewelry that should go with

it. Whether you are an ingenue, or any other type, that must

always and eternally be one of the chief reasons for any
successful appearance.

"I would rather." Miss Tell said to me, "have a five-

year-old dress or suit
l
and have clean spats and immaculate

gloves and a fresh veil and the right kind of purse than

the most expensive French model without those proper ac-

cessories."

Miss Tell is wearing for Spring with her street suits,

you may care to know, a pair of those new high-heeled
Oxford ties that are becoming so popular with the New
York women, and that make for such a slender, high-arched

looking foot. Miss Tell's are in bronze kid, though you

may have them in black or tan or battleship grey or fawn
kid and with them she wears perfectly plain, but very sheer,

bronze silk stockings knowing that they are the only kind

of stocking permissible for this particular shoe.

For an early Spring street- and restaurant-frock Miss Tell has chosen from the

Special Order Department at Altman's the charmingly youthful dress (shown
here) navy blue and white foulard veiled with blue chiffon. An unusual combina-

tion, that, chiffon over foulard ! The chiffon acting as a buffer for the foulard and
the foulard brightening up the chiffon. A delightful touch on the dress was the

blue chiffon sash, its deep fringe headed with a triple row of bright red and green
wooden beads ! The hat to go with this, also from Altman's, is of navy blue

georgette with a wreath of bright variegated flowers close around the crown.

The other frock chosen from this same department at Altman's is of an inde-

scribably lovely chiffon, white delicately scrolled over with a pattern of red and

blue, and combined with white organdie. Another entirley new and unusual com-

bination of materials ! White organdie for the belt part as on a child's frock

frilled white organdie collars and cuffs, and a little frill running down one side of

the bodice. Anything more fresh and crisp and colorful for a blonde ingenue to

delight the eyes of the world would be hard to find.

Besides these frocks shown Miss Tell has ordered from different models in the

special Order Department an Eton jacket suit in navy serge, a silk gingham, a

chiffon frock of palest lavender, and a midnight blue satin, each of which deserves

detailed mention by itself.

The last the best of all the game, I thought almost. It is made in the

simplest fashion possible, plain bodice, a skirt slightly pulled under at the hem
and slightly peg-top at the hips, to give the Zouave trouser effect after the

manner of the last skirts over from Paris. The waistline is rather long

and around it goes a wide sash of midnight blue moire with a big bow in the

back again as on a child's frock and two long ends. The sleeves are plain, long

and tight-fitting, with narrow turn-back cuffs of the moire; the neck is cut square

and is to be worn with a fine hand-embroidered white collar.

The pale lavender chiffon is made over a white net lining with a full, simple

skirt hanging free, no peg-topping or pulled-under hem this time, and a wide front

piece let in the bodice of white batiste embroidered in a white thread chain-stitch,

and frilled white batiste collars and wide cuffs.

These frilled white collars and cuffs you may see them on the flowered chiffon

in the photograph evidently appealed to Miss Tell as being "just her type" as

they appear again on the

silk gingham squared in

cherry and white, in

this instance of a heavy

quality of unstarched

linen, the little double

frills headed by a bead-

ing.

* * *

These silk ginghams
are one of the new fea-

tured materials for

Spring and Summer, and

promise all sorts of nice

behavior in the way of

practicality and charm.

They are first of all ex-

tremely smart looking

with their small squares

of cherry and white,

and pale green and

white, and blue and tan,

cool to wear, not easily

wrinkled and taking a

place in the wardrobe

between a foulard and

a cotton gingham. Miss

Tell chose one in cherry

and white.

To 'wear with her

cherry and white frock

Miss Tell was talking

of a large shade hat of

some cream rough straw

or other, with different 77,^ is the luscious last-act dress that Miss Tell wears

shades of red flowers in "General Post" and that brings forth a suppressed

and green leaves arotmd exclamation of delight from the feminine part of tht

, audience when Miss Tell makes her first appearance in

it. Flowered chiffon in heliotrope and American beauty

pink over heliotrope chiffon, zvith lines of pink and helio-

trope "spun-candy" beads, and a ribbon sash of com-

bined pink and heliotrope weighted down in the back

with bead tassels!



FOOTLIGHT FASH
TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

French women believe that a dinner costume for

the restaurant is quite incomplete without a
^

and Miss Marie Chambers of "Blind Youth,"

who has lived in Paris, is entirely of their faith.

Harry Collins made the frock for Miss Cham-

bers, the skirt of pink brocaded with silver, the

waist of cloth of silver, and the two joined with

a Xattier blue girdle fastened ivith a rhinestone

buckle

Photo Fairchild

Whenever you see Miss Kitty Gordon, ichcthcr on the

Avenue in real life, or on the screen, or in a photograph

as here, you can ease back and rest assured that you are

being treated to a view of whatever is the top crust of the

mode in line and fabric. Here it is the new u'ide mandarin

sleeves that so many of the smartest frocks are carrying

for the Spring, and the beautiful combination of plain chiffon

with chiffon brocaded in velvet
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That is the Foster Friction Plug"
"It is the secret of sure-footedness in walking or dancing it prevents slipping.

"Yes, I have Cat's Paw Heels on all of my shoes. They are so comfortable. John
and the children wear them, too. It's a relief not to hear the constant clatter of hard
leather heels around the house.

"Cat's Paws do not scratch the floors. They are the cleanest rubber heels because

there are no holes to track mud or dirt. I've noticed that they wear so much longer
than other kinds. John says it's because of the Foster Friction Plug."

The Tred-Air Heel Cushion!
These cushions of air inside

your shoes
protect the stockings from nails, improve
the fit of the shoes, prevent fatigue and
add slightly to your height. If your dealer
cannot supply you, we will on receipt of
38 cents. Pleate state size of shoe and
mention dealer's name when ordering.

(ATS PAW
CUSHION

RUBBER HEELS
Black) white or tan. For men,
women and children alldealers

FOSTER RUBBER COMPANY
1O5 Federal Street. Boston. Mass.

Originators and patentees of the Foster
Friction Plug which prevents slipping

This is a Cat's Paw Heel that is made espe-
cially for women's shoes. Will fit all styles
and sizes of feminine footwear high boots,
oxfords and pumps. So small that when
attached it is almost invisible.
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ANGELINA INTERVIEWS THE MODERN CINDERELLA
And Discovers Something Interesting About Kid Walking Boots

By ANNE ARCHBALD

BEHOLD
Angelina on the trail again! Her

maiden essay at interviewing had been so

satisfactory to all hands concerned that

an offer was made her to merge a chance occa-

sion into a permanency. Angelina was enchanted

to accept, making a virtue of her delight by the

remark that "Every woman over twenty-three

should have some serious work, especially in

war time."

The assignment given her was those modern

Cinderellas, the New York hostesses, Miss Grace

Field of the Claridge, and Miss Alice King, with

her confrere Miss Joan Sawyer, of Reisenweber's

whose affair it is to create an atmosphere and

a welcome-to-our-city feeling for the large num-

ber of patrons who gather nightly at the respec-

tive castles over which they preside. But where

the original Cinderella ended her perfect day,

our modern Cinderellas are just beginning theirs.

one difference between the original and the up-

to-date model.
* * *

Cinderella Miss Grace Field, for example, goes

on duty at the Claridge at 11 P. M. and though

closing hour on Broadway is one, still with that

late start she finds she is never able to turn in

till the early morning hours. Angelina found

Miss Field breakfasting around noontime, ar-

rayed in a charming Chinese coat of white silk

embroidered with pink roses, just long enough

to show the lace flounces of a dainty petticoat

underneath. (Miss Field, by the way, lives in

a marvelous reconstructed stable that once be-

longed to three millionaires, that is as capacious

as a Fifth Avenue mansion, and that is a whole

'nother story in itself.)

* * *

All the things they talked of Angelina hadn't

room to tell, but she felt that what Miss Field

said about slipper heels should be recorded. She

Miss Field happened to be wearing a pair

of the duckiest little flat-heeled pink slippers

and Angelina had asked, "You don't wear flat

heels for dancing, do you, Miss Field?" and

Miss Field had responded, "No, indeed." She
didn't. She just pattered about the house in

them. High heels for dancing, always ! But

she wondered if Angelina knew of the latest

trick of using rubber heels on slippers, and
went and fetched a high-heeled pink kid slipper
for her inspection.

* * *

"I don't see any rubber heel," said Angelina.
"No," answered Miss Field, "That's just the

idea! The rubber has been painted over with

pink, to match the kid, and no one is the wiser.

But the heels do rest your feet so, when you
have to be on them for a long time as I do,
and they keep you from slipping on a polished
floor. I don't do any exhibition dancing at the

Claridge this year ("And what a pity, too,"

thought Angelina. "Some dancing!") chiefly be-

cause I've lost all my partners to the war. But,
of course, I dance a great deal with my differ-

ent men friends and sometimes with
others not so skilful. And I find that the rub-
ber heels save me from many an awkward slip."

* * *

The next Cinderella that Angelina hunted out
was Miss Alice King, hostess at Reisenweber's.
Miss King is one of the many clever women in

New York who originated in Chicago. She
started "hostessing" at the Stratford, went over

Sarony
GRACE FIELD

One difference between the old and the

new Cinderella is that where the original

model was ending her day the modern
Cinderella is just beginning hers. Miss

Grace Field, the Cinderella hostess of the

Claridge, who knows all there is to know
about the modern dances, starts her strenu-

ous hours around 11 P. M.

ALICE KING
Mist Alice King, hostess, started her pro-
fession in Chicago and then brought on
some of the Western breeses to New York
to vivify Reisenweber's. The photograph
doesn't reveal that Miss King's blue kid
slippers, to match her blue chiffon frock,
carry the latest trick for sure-foot danc-
ing, the thinnest of rubber heels colored

the exact blue of the kid

to the Sherman, and then ran down to make

everybody happy at Reisenweber's. This Cin-

derella goes on duty at nine, and on the stroke

of twelve her sister Cinderella, Miss Joan Saw-

yer, comes to dance.

* * *

"How do you ever manage it?" Angelina
asked Miss King, staring at her in wide-eyed
admiration. "I mean, playing the part of hostess.

To be so young, and meet and take care of so

many different kinds of people, and amalgamate
them all It reminds me of what is said

about the role of Juliet. You remember? That
when an actress is really able to play the part

she can no longer look it. That is," added An-

gelina, hastily, not to be misunderstood. "It

reminds me of it because it's so different."

Miss King deprecated this with a breezy laugh.
It wasn't at all difficult, she insisted, being hostess

at Reisenweber's. She felt at home there, and
she tried to make everybody else feel the same

way, and "everybody" was very nice and re-

sponded obligingly and That was all. It

was quite simple.

"About as simple as the intricacy of a French

frock," thought Angelina, but said out loud:

"I've just been hearing about rubber heels on

slippers. Do you and Miss Sawyer wear them
too?" * *

"Yes, indeed we do," answered Miss King.
"That is, we've been doing so lately, and we find

the greatest difference in the way we feel the

next day. Miss Sawyer and I were comparing
notes only last night. We wear the heels on
all our slippers, pink or blue or fawn, as the

case may be, and they're colored I suppose you
know to match the kid."

"Everybody keeps saying 'kid,'
"
remarked An-

gelina. "Is that intentional, or just-happen-so?"

"No, it's intentional," responded Miss King.
"You see we've all been converted to kid slip-

pers because of the comfort and satisfaction

we find in our walking shoes of F. B. C. kid.

I'm sure you know about it. It comes in such
a variety of shades as to blend perfectly with

the newest colors in afternoon wear costumes."

* * *

"And speaking of kid shoes," said Miss King,
"I've been particularly 'fore-handed in anticipa-
tion of the vogue for white this summer, and
I've stocked up in both high and low F. B. C.

white washable glazed kid boots. They are so

easily cleaned and look so well on the foot."

Angelina made a mental note then and there,

to restock her supply of walking boots with F.

B. C. kid. After thanking Miss King and bid~

ding her farewell, Angelina tacked across town
toward Fifth Avenue and by chance arriving on
the way, at the corner of Sixth Avenue and

Thirty-ninth Street, where the large new Hirsch

Shoe Shop had just opened up.

* * *

"Ah," said Angelina cannily to herself, "Here's

where I change to F. B. C. kid on the spot," I

and presently to the clerk inside: "That is, if

you can fit my difficult t\vo-and-a-half-double-A-

foot?"

"Difficult feet are our specialty, Madam," said

the clerk. "We could fit you in anything, even

if you wore a seven-and-a-half-triple-A. Women
can find sizes here that they can't find any other

place. What will you have? High shoes, or
the new Oxford ties in glazed kid?"
"A little of each, please," said Angelina.
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WOMEN
who have left in the vanguard of Society's Palm Beach Battalion have

purchased either high or low all-white shoes of "F. B. & G." White Wash'
able Glazed Kid "No. 81."

As fashion's followers seek guidance from Palm Beach, shoes of "F. B. & C." White
Washable Glazed Kid "No. 81" will be the keynote of smart footwear during the Spring
and early Summer. This is the only leather which "Fits on the Foot like a Glove on
the Hand." It requires no mussy dressing to retain its new and unblemished appearance.

The better shops are showing the new styles in
" F. B. & G.

" Kid both white and colored.

If you cannot get shoes of either
" F. B. & G." Kid or

"F. B. & G." White Washable Glazed Kid "No. 81
"

at your favorite shop, write us and we will refer you to

dealers who carry them.

Look for either of these "F. B. & G." tags attached to the

shoes you buy as an insurance of correct styles and an evidence
that you are getting "The Best There Is" in leather.

Fashion Publicity Company
of New York
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PEARLS THE FAVORITE OF THE ACTRESS
And when we say pearls we mean both the real and the scientifically constructed variety, a construction which has

bee,, brought to such a degree of perfection that an expert must needs be called in to detect the difference between tt

and the outers creation. All women who own strings of real pearls have them copied, for safety s sake and other

reasons, so,neti,,,cs ercn wearing the two side by side. Of course, the ladies here assembled were all wearing thetr

real strings the day these photographs were taken! Or weren't they? Yon guess. C est phi, fort que nous!

Photo De Strelecki

KMMY WEHLEN
Pearls arc Miss Emmy Wchlen's favorite

because she thinks that no other jewel
lights up the skin as the pearl does. Inci-

dentally, we are told, all kinds of pearls
are affected by the skin of their individual

wearer. If that is beautiful the pearl

gains an added lustre. So anyone who
has seen Miss Wchlen in a "close-up," a

real life not a screen one, knows what a

very lustrous string of pearls this must be

(Left) MABEL NORMAND
Votes-for-pearls comes from Miss Mabel

Xormand, the Goldwyn star whose latest

picture, "Dodging a Million," presents her

in a new and more serious type of role

because she can wear them any old where.

They are charming with just such a lin-

gerie frock as she has on here, they are

equally effective with a tailleur, or the

most formal and elaborate of evening

toilettes. They can can even be worn,

more power to them, with a bathing suit!

(Right) ANN MURDOCK
Miss Ann Murdock is of the same mind

as Miss Normand about pearls. She be-

lieves they are the "only old reliable"

jewel. You can wear them morning, noon

and night, up and down the day, and all

over the place, and they are the one stone

which is guaranteed to be always pretty

and becoming. They never get out of

sorts no matter how much your own dis-

position and appearance may happen to

show temperamental changes

Photo Fairchild

CATHERINE CALVERT
Because pearls are not only all things to

all women, but all things to the one wom-
an who wears them might be a reason

why Miss Catherine Calvert, the wife of

the playwright, Paul Armstrong, would

prefer them to other gems. On or off the

stage they adapt themselves to one's every
mood. They lend themselves as gener-

ously to the tender, appealing type, and
to the aristocratic and regal, as they do

to the barbaric and Oriental

DORIS KEANE
This picture of Doris Keane, whose

Madame Cavallini in "Romance" still rides

on the crest of the wave in London, shows

triumphantly the decorative value of pearls,

and the infinite ways in which they can be

worn. Wearing an equal number of any
other stone would be much too much of t

muchness: it would be as the difference

between appearing under the trying glare

of the noonday sun and the becoming

glow of the rays of the moon
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Write for booklet

The Story of Pearls"

Ask your jeweler

La Tausca, Perles de

illustrated below.

Ceylo

LA ~ PEARLS

of all jewels the most sought for

Whatever the character of your attire richly ornate, delicately evanescent or severely

simple and practical, the necklace of pearls is its appropriate and most harmonious

accompaniment.

This is the charm of the pearl La Tausca its universal appropriateness at all times. And
this, too, explains its perennial vogue with all women. Differing ever so widely in their choice

of other things, women unite enthusiastically in admiration of the pearl. La Tausca

pearls give you all the pearl beauty found in necklaces costing thousands of dollars.

AT JEWELERS THE WORLD OVER
in 22 distinct reproductions priced up to $300 a necklace

THE LOW-TAUSSIG-KARPELES GO.
PROVIDENCE PARIS

Address all communications to Providence

NEW YORK

Perles de Ceylon

a 10-inch necklace of radiant

pearls with clasp of solid

gold, encased in French grey

velvet cabinet.

At jewelers $15.00

:~= PEARLS

NECKLACES
reproduced in 22 individual
and distinct pearl effects,
found in famous necklaces
costing many thousands of
dollars each. Your jeweler
will show you the various
necklaces all guaranteed.
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HOW THE ARTIST KEEPS FIT

From William Faversham's Point of View

AN
author can write in bed or, if too

weak to hold a pencil, dictate to a sten-

ographer. A painter still can wield his

brush when partially disabled by ill health. A
musician can continue the composition of mel-

odies though compelled to stay housed. But

the man or woman who must publicly appear

on the stage in order to serve his or her art is

dependent for success first upon physical fitness.

In last month's instalment of this series on the

place and power of food, the author endeavored

to show that food is the determining factor in

every form of human efficiency, what we think

and feel, as well as what we manually attempt.

To state facts, however well founded, is one

thing. To prove these facts in terms of human

experience is quite another thing. Hence the

following article, which reveals the relation be-

tween art and appetite the twinship of diet

and personal destiny. Also the close kinship

between plain food, especially green vegetables,

and vigorous physicality.

For Mr. Faversham plainly indicates that po-

tatoes, lettuce, cabbage and the like have been

for him a means to health. He may or may

not have sought and found a reason for this.

The average person has only the haziest ideas

in this connection. Yet every person who has

studied foods and every wise person should

be a student of food knows that green vege-

tables play a most important part in diet not

so much because of their nutritive content.

which is relatively low, but because they sup-

ply the vitally necessary vitamins, the required

mineral salts, and the needed amount of in-

digestible cellulose to furnish the bulk de-

manded in the intestinal processes. As a mat-

ter of fact our national tyrant, constipation,

could easily be dethroned if people generally

would double or treble their use of such foods.

Those who may have carelessly dismissed the

vital subject of proper eating as a matter to

be cared for by cranks and queer folk will have

to change their point of view after reading this

article, which is based upon an interview with

one of the leading figures of the stage.

By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS
Author of "Foods That trill ll'in the War."

"I eat only two meals a day. Two raw eggs

beaten up in milk and taken on waking in the

morning enables me to do away with breakfast.

I have dinner at half-past three. Then 1 at-

tend to my correspondence and after that go

to bed. A business man gets up in the morn-

ing and goes to his work. An actor should do

the same, though in his case it means getting

up in the evening and going to his work.

"After the play I have my second meal. At

this I seldom eat more than one or two things.

I can't sit down and eat seven or eight courses.

To do so would make me sick, and it almost

sickens me to see people picking at a plate of

nuts or some equally superfluous food all

through a meal. Such indiscretion invariably

leads to indigestion and it strikes me that in-

digestion is the chief cause of inefficiency."

The first thing that caught my eye when I

entered Mr. Faversham's dressing-room at the

Broadhurst Theatre the other evening was a

wall-card bearing this motto:

I would not have a cloud arise,

I would not have a shadow stray,

Upon the brightness of thy skies,

Across thy sunny way.

From that I turned to greet six feet of well-

built, physically-fit manhood. The sort that

radiates wholesome, invigorating personality. A
fine sample of vim, vigor and vitality. A man
whose every move and gesture indicates a back-

ing of sane nutrition and sound thinking, plus

adequate exercise.

This eminent actor, born in London, who last

month celebrated his fiftieth birthday and needs

little or no make-up to p'ass for fifteen years

younger, possesses a full measure of what we
call magnetism. He believes this is one of the

fundamental needs in the art of acting. And
more than this, he things it an attribute which is

dependent not so much upon fate as upon food.

"I think the great thing is the food that people

eat," he said, while making ready to imper-
sonate Lord Algy. "It is one of the things I

preach to my two boys. I don't see how any-

one can work well with his stomach full of food.

WILLIAM FAVERSHAM

This, in brief, is the food-faith of a famous

actor who, when he came to America thirty

years ago, worked six months as a plumber's as-

sistant because he had to make a living and

could get no employment at his art.

"When I first came over I was unable to get

any work in my chosen line for nearly a year.

I took a job on a bridge called High Bridge

and kept at it from March to September. I had

nothing in the world, but happened to meet

an Englishman who was foreman up there and

he kindly gave me a chance to make a living."

That particular foreman also gave Mr. Faver-

sham a chance to learn a lesson that has helped

him far more than a mere living.

"Sunday was always our dissipating day. Usu-

ally we felt ill Sunday night and Monday morn-

ing dull and sluggish. We had eaten too much.

"It was different on other days, when I used

to go and sit before an open fire in the woods
and eat cheese and bread and butter. The fore-

man's wife was an Englishwoman and she would

give me what I love bread and drippings. You
don't know much about that over here, do you?
When you roast your beef, the fat that falls

from it is kept and spread like butter. It is one
of the best things in the world. They used to

give it to us at school in England There we
got butter only on Sundays. Anyway, I haven't

much use for butter. I think it carries many
diseases."

The erstwhile plumber's assistant and this

stage idol is not the least averse to telling of

that experience was wiser than most of us. He

learned his food lesson and used it. The aver-

age person learns the same lesson, but either

forgets it or thinks he can fool nature or sidestep

her inevitable laws. Yet the stomach is not to

be trifled with, for the stomach is the arbiter

of all personal progress.

"That experience taught me that plain living

with careful selection of food gives one a pass-

port to vitality," said Lord Algy thanks to his

make-up, the last evidences of Faversham \vrre

disappearing. "And vitality is vital. "I he

stronger you are the better you can act, because

the more vitality you have the more animal

magnetism you possess.

"I think that is twenty-five per cent, of the

success of any actor. Take away technique;

take away personal appearance; take away the

lines to be spoken, and then give twenty five

per cent, to animal magnetism.

"Hermann, the great magician, was a won-

derful example of this. He had an abundance

of animal magnetism. He attracted to him

every person in the audience before he ]

his performance or uttered a word.

"And let me say just here, that while no

one can underestimate the importance of food

in its relation to success on the stage, there
j

is another factor that cannot be overlooked

That is sleep. You take an actor who conies to

his dressiog-room, drops into his chair and says,

'Lord, I'm tired !' He is done for before he he-
|

gins. Had he been in bed two hours before com-

ing to the theatre he would be full of fire aiM

freshness to hand across the footlights.

"No man can go to his office after being up

all night and do good work. No actor can

come to the theatre tired, and expect to achieve

anything. The same is true of singers. Take

Caruso or any of the great ones. Invariably

you find they sleep much and eat little. They

actually go hungry it gives them that nice hun-

gry feeling. Also, it makes a difference in the

resonance of the voice."

This tall, agile actor who tips the beam at

172 and hasn't a burdensome ounce on his body

how does he carry out his belief in food as

a fundamental? What are his favorite dishes?

"Plain meat, plain bread and butter, plain

boiled potatoes. Plain boiled potatoes is my

main dish. I think, though, they are much more

palatable and more filling if you take them baked.

Many a time in London I worked all day on a

couple of potatoes."

Thus did he, in company with millions

other persons, prove by actual experience wha

science lately has discovered that the humb'

and plentiful potato is in itself so nearly a con

plete food that when eaten with a small portk

of butter or other fat it will provide sufficie

nourishment to keep a normal man at his worl

without inconvenience.

But of course, Mr. Faversham has

trouble in getting his favorite diet, even in

own home. That is the common experience o
j

most persons who, in advance of their age, hav

found that food is their best friend only whet

taken in moderation.

Centuries of stuffing have given the averag'l

person an absolutely false idea of how foo<

should be used, (Concliui,
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Buying a Phonog
the Columbia Way
The Columbia way of demonstra-

ting a Grafonola is first to make you
feel at home.

When you go into a place where
Columbia Grafonolas are sold, the

dealer knows exactly what you want.

He knows that you came to hear music

and he is glad you came.

You can hear all the music you want.

raph

You can select as many records as you
wish to hear, and he will play them
for you or let you play them.

The better you know and the more

you compare the Columbia Grafonola

with other phonographs, the more the

Columbia Grafonola will attract you.

In a test, the Grafonola always ap-

pears at its best.

Columbia Grafonolas are priced at $18 to $250. Period designs up to $2100.

Food will win the war.

Don 't waste it.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY, NEW YORK

UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII miiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiHiitiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiimu us
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Unconstrained Ease
A party frock shaped to enhance

a woman's charm need never em-

barrass her nor curb her natural

graceful poses, if she will use

Evans s Depilatory fp
This standard toilet requisite

keeps the underarm attractively

smooth, if it is applied now and then

(There is no safe way to remove

superfluous hair once and for all).

7CfV Complete with convenient outfit
*
*****for applying the depilatory.

At your own drug or depart-
ment store. Or send 75c with your dealer's name direct to us.

3 George B Evans 1103 Chestnut Street Philadelphia
Makers of "Mum"

Beauty's Triumph
Briefly told: A Woman. Lost Complexion. Chat
with Mme. Helena Rubinstein. Back home. Daily

applications a la Mme. Rubinstein. A week: results

snowing. Two weeks: glow, smoothness, wrinkles

disappearing, sallowness vanishing.

Why not profit by this experience of thousands P

JUST A HINT:
Valaze Beautifying Skinfood: Revitalizes the skin tissues.
Makes for delicacy, softness and purity of flesh tints. Prevents
"the fading of the rose." $1.25, $2.25 and $6.00 a pot.

I'alazc of Novena Complexion Poivder^ the Powders of Con-
noisseurs, the first for normal or moist skin, the second for dry
skin. $!.(>, $3.(X) and #4-50 a box.

Valaze Beaitme Vert, cold winds or weather or hot sun, can do
no harm whem the face is slightly coated with this remarkable

Onreceipt of three-cent stamp
balsamic product of France. 1.50and*3.(O a jar.

AnJ other faicin.ting specialties for all Beantjr needs. Call or write

MME. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
15 E..t 49th Street, N. Y.

P UtlS: 855 Hut. Stint lloncr.' LONDON, W.: M (Irmfton Strut
1497 lio.r.1 walk, Allantic Clt.v^'.V. J.

Chicago: Mile. Lola Beekman, 30 North Michigan Avenue.
San Francisco: Miss Ida Martin, 177 Post Street and Grant Avenue.
NewOrlcani: Mrs. C. V. Butler. 8017 Zimple Street.

tocover postage Madame Ru-
binstein will send yoit her
tooklet "Beauty in the Mak-
inf." The sooner yoit* II send
for it, the quicker you*II learn
something to your advantage.
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Shampooing regularly j

with PACKER'S TAR SOAP
{

protects the health of [

the scalp and brings out I

the beauty of the hair.
]

PACKER'S TAR SOAP I

Cake and Liquid7

|
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I Frederick Stearns A Company. Detroit. U. S. A.

Many of the photographs reproduced
in the Theatre Magazine come from
the Ira L. Hill's Studio, 580 Fifth

Ave., New York, where duplicates
of any that particularly interest you

may be purchased.

Queries Answered Dramatic Books
The editor will endeavor to answer all

reasonable questions. As our space is

limited, no correspondent may ask
more than three questions. Absolutely
no address furnished. These and other

queries connected with players' purely
personal affairs will be ignored.

E. L. M. Q. Will you kindly publish

the dates of the issues containing pictures

of, or articles about Pauline Frederick ?

A. A lengthy article, illustrated with a

full page portrait, and entitled "From the

Chorus to Legitimate Star," by Pauline

Frederick, appeared in our June, 1913,

issue (price 40c). There are excellent full

page pictures in the April and August,

1914, issues (40c), and four pictures of

Miss Frederick at home in the April, 1915,

issue (40c) . Other pictures appeared in

the February, 1915, July, 1916, and Sep-

tember, 1917, issues. The price of the

1915 issue is 40c, and the 1916 and 1917

issues 35c each.

L. G., Newark, X. J. Q. Please print

the original casts of "The Music Master"

and "The Darling of the Gods."
,

A. The cast of "The- Music Master"

as produced on September 26, 1904, was as

follows: Antdn von Earwig, David War-

field, Signor Tagliarfico, W. G. Ricciardi,

Louis Pinac, Louis P. Verande; August

Poons, Leon Kohlmar ; Henry A. Stanton,

Campbell Gollan ; Andrew '

Cruger, William

Boag; Beverly Cruger, J. Carrington Yates;

Mr. Schwarz, Alfred Hudson; Mr. Ryan,

Tony Bevan; Al Costello, Louis Hendricks;

Joles, Harold Mead; Ditson, H. G. Carl-

ton; Danny, Richard Kessler; Collector,

Downing Clarke; Mrs. Andrew Cruger,

Isabel Waldron; Helen Stanton, Minnie

Dupree; Miss Houston, Marie Bates;

Jenny, Antoinette Walker ; Charlotte,

Sybil Klein ; Octavie, Jane Cowl. Owing
to lack of space, we shall print the cast

of "The Darling of the Gods" in our next

Queries Answered column.

A Subscriber. Q. I have been trying

to procure the pictures of famous actors

and actresses whom I have seen in differ-

ent plays. Have you had them in the

THEATRE MAGAZINE Maude Adams as

Peter Pan, Ethel Barrymore in "The

Shadow," Julia Marlowe in "As You Like

It," Annie Russell in "The School for

Scandal," scenes in "The Blue Bird,"

Thomas A. Wise, Isabel Irving and Con-

stance Collier in "The Merry Wives of

Windsor," Guy Bates Post in "The Mas-

querader," Sarah Bernhardt in "Joan of

Arc," "Antony and Cleopatra," or "Ca-

mille"?

A. We have published a number of the

pictures you mention. Maude Adams' por-

trait in colors as Peter Pan appeared on

our February, 1906, cover (price 90c) ;

Ethel Barrymore in "The Shadow" was in

March, 1915, (40c) ; Julia Marlowe as

Rosalind in "As You Lite It" full page
in August, 1911 (50c) ; Annie Russell in

"The School for Scandal" we have never

used ; scenes in the motion picture ver-

sion of "The Blue Bird" appeared in our

February, 1918, issue, and in the play as

given at the New Theatre, New York, in

the November, 1910, number (50c) ; a scene

in "The Merry Wives of Windsor" show-

ing Thomas A. Wise as Falstaff in Febru-

ary, 1917, (35c). We have printed a pic-

ture of Miss Collier in "The Merry Wives"
with Henrietta Crosman, but not with

Miss Irving. Guy Bates Post in "The
Masquerader" full page in February, 1918,

(35c) ; Sarah Bernhardt as Camille in

February, 1918, as Joan of Arc January,

1911, (50c).

R. R. Seabright, X. J.Q. Kindly tell

me the correct way to pronounce Edith

Taliaferro's last name ?

A. Tal' e a fer' ro.

H. L. T., Chicago, 111. A. See answer
to E. L. M. above.

J. E. W., Quincy, 111. Q. Where can
I purchase comic speeches or addresses

made by minstrel comedians ? I would
also like to secure humorous speeches

made in Irish, German and negro dialect

by various actors.

A. Communicate with Samuel French
& Sons, 30 West 38th St., New York City.

THE LIFE OF AUGUSTIN DALY. By
Joseph Francis Daly. The Macmil-
lan Company, New York.
"The Life of Augustin Daly,"

written by Joseph Francis Daly, the
brother of the most remarkable
dramatist-manager that America has
produced, is naturally authoritative
and accurate. As a record it is

complete and historically invaluable.
For a study and literary apprecia-

tion of the man the reader may well
consider as supplemental what is to
be found, fortunately, in the writ-
ings of William Winter. Records
become dry with time, but there
are many pages and passages in this

book, anecdotal or intimately affec-
tionate, that brings us close to an
attractive personality.

a H H
The first chapter is a pleasing

romance of Daly's immediate an-
cestry, of Irish parentage, in

Jamaica, West Indies. Daly was born
in New York on July 31, 1834. At
eighteen he organized a company
for a performance given in Brook-
lyn. It was an eventful evening. He
soon won his way in New York
as a newspaper writer and dramatic
critic. He won his way consistently
by -his ability. He began writing
plays. His capacity for this was
marked, the record not at all in-

considerable.
This literary faculty was an asset

throughout his career. It distin-

guishes him among American man-
agers. He adapted much from the
French. He conducted a tour in
the stormiest period of the Civil
War, and wrote interesting letters
to his brother from the South. He
dramatized "Griffith Gaunt" in a
week. "Under the Gas Light" was
his first sensational product. The
scene of the man tied to the rail-

way track was plagiarized by Bouci-
cault, causing Daly to sue and win.

Daly, considerate and kindly as in-

stanced in many ways recorded, was
always ready to fight the wrong. A
conspicuous trait was promptness
and energy of action. He ventured
readily. He was ever undaunted by
failure, and much of it he suffered.
He undertook much, and lost several
fortunes. Success always swiftly
followed repeated failure.

His life was almost thrilling in

his adventures of fortune. It would
require many pages to give a record
<ii his productions. Perhaps no single
individual has ever given his pub-
lic a greater variety of entertain-
ment. It certainly is a wide range
from "Under the Gas Light'' to his

productions of Shakespeare's plays.
He discovered gold mines by a dra-
matic instinct of his own. Thus
he gave new life to a series of plays
from the German of that period, at
times making successes of foreign
failures. He was artistic ever, frivo-
lous in entertainment at times per-
haps, but always artistic.

a g H
Indirectly the record made by his

brother gives us a view, although
imperfect, of a most remarkable
mind. He was so absorbed in his
artistic delights that he cultivated
men but little, and was select and
exclusive in mode of life. With
business sense, he expended money
beyond receipts on many produc-
tions. He housed art with that fine

sense of luxury that he himself
liked. We do not attempt to give
in any detail a record of produc-
tion that is measurably familiar to _
the reader of the day. His rela-

tions with his players are exceeding-
ly interesting in the telling. Fortu-

nately many letters to the manager
from his associetes are preserved
and printed.
The book has future historical

value, and to the reader of this

day it has special interest. It is

noteworthy in being interesting in

.addition to being valuable.
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To Please the Eye
A sweet smile

A clear complexion
but most of all a graceful carriage and
stylish figure.

The first two are nature's gift to every woman,
the last, yours for the asking.
That air of distinction and charming personality
comes from the knowledge that you are correctly
and comfortably dressed. And from the tip of your
toes to the crown of your hat the corset is the first

consideration. Upon it are based the lines and fit

of your suit or gown and your own comfort and
carriage as well.

Whether you pay one dollar or ten, the C/B a la

Spirite Corset, designed by master craftsmen, is the
last word in correct corseting.

alaSpirite
CORSETS

For the Woman of Fashion
THE STANDARD EVERYWHERE

See them in "Flo-Flo" at the Cort Theatre

^.w^
A Model for Every Figure

:*** at Every Price

K"

CroQ-Lions" for

PALM BEACH SHOP
OPPOSITE

POVAL POtNCIANA

PRESENTING

GOWNS WRAPS TAILORMADES
CAPES COAT S BLOUSES

SPORTS APPAREL-
HATS AND LIGHTWEIGHT FURS
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HOW THE ARTIST KEEPS FIT
(Continued from page 178)

VANRAALTE

Sammy

Gipsy-3 Mesh

VANRAALTE

Cook for this little

white ticket

_VAN HAALTE MAKE

and what foods should be com-

bined. It was one thing for the

folk of three or four hundred years

ago, who lived strenuously out of

doors and never dreamed of such

a thing as steam heat, to fill up on

hearty food. They had plenty of

chance to work off the excess, and

their crude surroundings minimized

that excess. To-day, however, with

every surrounding tempered to phy-

sical comfort and ease, many of us

still persist in clinging to eating cus-

toms which really are as much out

of keeping with our times as hour

glasses or hose and doublets.

"My family laugh at me. They

laugh at my simple diet. Once

a week I have them cook me

an old-fashioned North-of-England

beefsteak and kidney pudding. And

I notice they all want a bit of it

and pass their plates for more!

There is nothing in that which

cannot be digested. Another of my
favorites, which seems to amuse

them is plain suet pudding, which I

like once a week or so. Some people

put plums in it and call it plum-duff.

Either way it is excellent food.

"Are you fond of vegetables?"

"Of green vegetables, yes. I can-

not stand any but green vegetables.

You get more of them on the other

side of the water than here. I like

cabbage and I think most people eat

too little cabbage. I eat perhaps

three cabbages a week plain boiled

with no sauce, just a dash of salt

and pepper for flavor.

"I love turnip tops you know, the

green part of the turnip. People

used to joke me for that. Now the

German Army is practically living on

them. I have always eaten them. I

also eat the red beet tops, which

are good for you. Down in Devon-

shire, England, they grow what we

here call romaine, there it is called

plain lettuce. What we here call

lettuce they call French lettuce.

"They have this plain lettuce with

their tea in the afternoon, and then

for dinner if they had cabbage or

some other green before. They take

that long lettuce, tie it up and

stick a fork through the roots, then

boil it and eat it just as you would

cabbage. I tell you, it is wonder-

ful. I love all green things to eat

nature's own.

"God's own, I might say. That is

what I believe in in food, to get as

nearly as possible to nature."

The transformation now is com-

plete. What was Faversham has van-

ished and fronting me is the ele-

gant English peer who turns from
his mirror to a peroration on pie,

which he regards as the most per-

nicious of all food inventions.

"Did you ever find any place in

the world where they sell more pat-

ent medicine than in New England?
I never have met a class of people
who suffered so much from in-

digestion and stomach trouble. I

put it down to those awful pies they
eat. Personally I would have to be

starving before I would touch .one.

I should much prefer to get a raw
carrot and wash and eat it which I

often do. But as for those pies and

rich custards I would not risk my
art by indulging in them."

"Can you feel an overfed audi-

ence?" I asked.

He loosed a gesture that said

much. "Saturday nights! You are

gone. They are impossible. If the

theatre is warm they are half asleep.

I have always noticed it, haven't

you? Indeed, it is pitifully evident

everywhere.
"You cannot take in things through

your eyes and brain when you are

stuffed, any more than you can give

out through you tongue and hands

under such circumstances."

Of course, this gifted actor be-

lieves in fresh air and ample ex-

ercise as necessaries in the upbuild-

ing and maintenance of physical fit-

ness. Like many another sane man,

he thinks we Americans keep our

houses too warm in winter. "And as

for sleeping in rooms with windows

closed, I should think the people

who do this would wake up in the

morning with dried-up mouths and

dried-up nerves. I am not a crank

on open air cures the way people

went in for them a few years ago.

But in order to keep healthy, people

must have plenty of fresh air."

As you look at this man while

hearing him talk, you realize the

truth of all he says. Hundreds of

thousands of men and women have

gladly paid to see him impersonate

some character in a play. Many of

these have said to themselves, or

aloud, "My, how much I would give

to be as fit as he looks !"

Yet the average person is con-

tent to believe that Mr. Faversham

and a few others have been treated

with special consideration by what

they call fate. Nothing could be

more false than this idea.

Mr. Faversham and a few others

have learned from experience, and

are wise enough to practice their

knowledge, that fate in its relation

to man's physical being is little more

than constant and proper attention

to food, fresh air and exercise.

This is a philosophy which serves

men, off as well as on the stage.

It is Lord Algy who is speaking,

but Lord Algy is referring to his

other self, the self that is William

Faversham.

"I had a test a few weeks ago

that I think tried me out. I was

out where it was twelve below zero

and no fires. We had to do some tall

lifting and running around from six

in the morning. I went to bed

about three and got up at six. After

rebuilding a furnace that had broken

down, I came to my work fresh and

fit. I noticed that the men with

me were half dead by the middle of

the day. In many instances, I

have noticed that overfed is half

dead."

And this as a sort of farewell con-

tribution to a nation which is ninety

per cent, overfed and which is re-

luctantly deserting its wrong ideas,

even in the face of a world-need that

is revealing the blood kinship be-

tween diet and democracy, food and

freedom.

Like a Pearl

The Croiuning Attribute of
Lovely Woman is Cleanliness

NAIAD
Dress Shi el d

An absolutely essential dress accessory.

Protects the
Weakest Part

Isn't it invariably the underarm of

your dress or blouse that wears out

first? Every time you move your

arm, the fabric is subject to friction and

strain. Perspiration further weakens

it, besides leaving an unsightly stain

which generally nothing will remove.

Naiad Dress Shields are made in all

styles including
Full Dress, gray
silk at 45c. per

pair; Sport Shield, JW^
:

shirt waist size, gray Tl(/^
silk at 35c. a pair.

At all good stores orfrom

THE C. E. CONOVER CO.
101 Franklin St., New York, N. Y.

us are maue in an

/*>

VANRAALTE
*"!/"/

PACKAGE veiiz^D
Made in V, S. A. At A.I Coed Shtfs

"CHJR convenience and economy

buy the individual veil in its

own envelope at 25c., 35c. and

5(ic. according- to mesh and quality,

If your dealer doesn't sell them,

send us your order and we will

see that you are supplied. Write

Dept. (), fc.r Style Book.
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DEITIES
most in

Cigarettes
Ttm&tdorGrklip

Leoble ofculture, refinement'
I I II

and education woanabui

PREFER

Makers oflhe Highest Grade Turkish

i and Eoupfian Cigarettes in The World

-

TRAVELING GOODS

R 1UGGED, sturdy, handsome bags
and suit cases made by master bag

makers and constructed of Du Pont

Fabrikoid, Craftsman Quality the eery
best Fabrikoid made. Each bag or suit

case doubly guaranteed by these quality
trade marks.

Outwear Travel Craftsman Quality
Many teauliful slulafor men and women

$7.50 to $12.00
At the 1>etter <hops and department stores

Write for illustrated booklet

The BELBER TRUNK and BAG CO.
Columbia Avenue PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WOMAN'S BAG-NO. 6?i. BLACK - NO. 675, BROWN
S0ln,h.l
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COFT water cleanses

much better than hard.

Nothing softens water as

well as Borax. That's

why you should sprinkle
a little 20 Mule Team
Borax in the water before

you take your bath. But

MULE TEAM BORAX

is more than a water sof-

tener. It is an antiseptic,
it keeps the pores free

and clean, is an excellent

deodorant, refreshes the
skin and keeps the com-
plexion clear.

Always use this Borax in

baby's bath it is very soothing
to tender skin.

You will find many uses for
20 Mule Team Borax in the
kitchen and laundry. Be sure
to see the picture of the famous
20 Mules on every package.

All Dealers sell

20 MULE TEAM BORAX

1111

MUSIC FOR EVERYONE
(Continued from page 146)

idol of the sentimentalists, and is

striving hard to gain a new reputa-
tion for intellect. Zimbalist is un-

der some baneful influence, he is

troubled.

CINGERS pour into the concert^
halls Marguerite Namara in

beautiful frocks and a scarcely beau-
tiful voice, much overrated pianists

beyond number, Josef Hofmann trans-

figuring all music, Pablo Casals still

the loveliest singer in 'cello accents

we know ; the orchestras continue

in their work of education, but why
dd Josef Stransky play Mana Zucca's

"Dixie Transcription"? More per-

spiration than inspiration! This

charming young lady gave her own
composition recital with the help of

several soloists. Her music isn't

sincere, it is a stringing together of

notes, sometimes pretty, a little

higher in quality than Irving Berlin,
but lacking his snap.
How different are the songs of

Fay Foster; each is a gem in a rare

setting ; she seems to write for the

sheer love of it and because she

transcribed that which came freely
to her. There is Israel Joseph, do-

ing a yeoman work among Ameri-
can, writers of songs and light in-

strumental music. When Jerusalem
fell to the British, Joseph wrote the

"New Jerusalem," a composition
with the spirit of the Orient in

every note. There is Frank La
Forge, America's leading writer of

songs. "To a Messenger" is full of

an irrepressible humor, "Before the

Crucifix" is a deeply religious plea,
the piano "Romance" is a classic.

Helen Howarth Lemmel has done
some children's songs worthy of uni-

versal attention. On the other hand,
each song of Miss Zucca makes one
feel that it was written by the force
of her will to do something at any
cost. That is the bane of music
glance over the history of composi-
tion and you will find that when-
ever an opera or a symphony or
even a song has been done, because
one wished to fill paper, that it never
has survived its decade. Think of

Hugo Wolf, the master of modern
song. For years he could do noth-

ing, tear his hair, rave in de-

spair as he would, he couldn't
write a note. "You ask me for news
of my new opera,'

1

he wrote, "I

would be content if I could do the
tiniest song. I could-as well speak Chi-
nese as compose anything. My cry is

to gods, not to men." Then the flood-

gates of inspiration would be torn

open, and he couldn't stop himself.

Song after song would come ; the

poems he had been thinking about
for years would come back to him
with a musical setting. Then Hugo
would go around cackling like a

hen after laying an egg.

"LJEAR him then: "/ am so happy,
* A

happier than the happiest of
kings, another new song. There is

nothing like it in existence. If you
could only hear it you would have

only one desire to die. Since Schu-
bert and Schumann there has been

nothing like it.'' For there you have
true genius, true inspiration and with
it the ingenuousness of the creator.

In Hugo Wolf's songs, you are deep-

ly moved, because you are listen-

ing to a surge of love or hate which
carried the composer off his bal-

COLUMB1A
'"P WO dance numbers from "The

Land of Joy," the unique musical

production' which met with instant

success in New York, are found in

Columbia's list of records for

March. They are "Alegrias" and
"Los Crotalos," both filled with

typical Spanish fire and abandon,
and played with spirit by Lacalle's

Spanish orchestra.

Other noteworthy records in Co-
lumbia's March offerings are the

Pagliacci prologue, excellently sung
by Stracciari, a fine performance of

the waltz intermezzo from "Jewels
of the Madonna" by the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, and a group
of selections from Leschetizky,

Chopin, Rubinstein and Poklini,

RECORDS
played by Godowsky.
Eddy Brown contributes two vio-

lin numbers, and there are vocal

offerings by Vernoii Stiles, Lucy
Gates, Al Jolson, Arthur Fields,
Brice and King, Greek Evans, Sam-
uel Ash and a number of other ar-

tists. Fields' singing of "Over
There" is remarkable in its fervor,
and the power with which he car-

ries the air over a stirring accom-

paniment of fife, drum and band
music.

Joseph C. Smith and his dance
orchestra make their Columbia debut
and there is a varied assortment of

dance numbers by Handy 's Jazz Or-

chestra, Jockers Brothers and

Prince's Band. Ad'ct.

VICTOR RECORDS
UEARING the record of "Mar-

garita" once, you need not be

surprised if you find yourself uncon-

sciously humming snatches of it for

days afterward. It is one of the
most charming of Meyer-Helmund's
many delightful songs, and one of
the new Victor records for March.
De Gorgoza sings "Margarita" so

spontaneously that his voice leaves
a vivid impression that lasts long
after the song is ended. Giuseppe
De Luca offers for March a very
charming Neapolitan Song. It is a

lively, almost dance-like song that

makes instant appeal. Being a "Pas-

torale" it possesses certain charac-

teristics that are worth noticing. If

you had all the dance orchestras in

New York to choose from, wouldn't

you pick the Dance Orchestra of the

Waldorf-Astoria led by .1

Knecht? Of course you would. Well,
here is the Waldorf-Astoria Dance
Orchestra playing for you in your
own home.
Hear the passionate violins in

"Will You Remember," the waltz

from "May-time." and hear Victor

Herbert's "American Serenade'
"Her Regiment" as you never heard
it before. Adi't.
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AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF DRAMATIC ARTS

Franklin H. Sargent, President

fThe standard institution ofdramatic If*

([education for thirty 'three yearsjl
Detailed catalog from the Secretary

ROOM 172, CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Connected with Charles Frohman's Empire Theatre and Companies
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"Onyx* Hosiery
Reg. U.S. Pot OffitA

BROADWAY
AT 24th STREET

Emery-Beers Company, inc.

For Spring
and Summer

I
T is our modest

ambition to have

everyone wear
"Onyx."

It looks like a

big contract, but

"Onyx" can fill it.

There is a quality,

price and style for

every member of

the family from the

finest silk for spe-
cial evening wear,
to the more sturdy
fabrics for daily
use. All specially

reinforced and
every pair of the

well known "Onyx"
standard.

Reg US Pat. Office

This trade mark identifies

them at sltnf>s where good
hosiery is sold.

SOLE OWNERS OF "ONYX'
AND

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
NEW YORK
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Pennsylvania

VACUUM CUP TIRES
VACUUM CUP TIRES dominate on cars that de-

mand tires in keeping with quality and individuality.

The massive Vacuum Gups, while lending a distinctive

touch enhancing the entire appearance of the car, will

not skid on wet, slippery pavements are so guaranteed.

And while Vacuum Gup Tires are guaranteed per war-

ranty tag for 6,000 miles, they rarely fail to average
a generous mileage in excess of their guarantee.

Maktrs of Auto Tub's "Tan Tttttd"

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY
JEANNETTE, PA.

Dirtcl Factory Branckts and Strain Aiencits nrouikout tki UtiltiJ Slatu mil Canada

| Member Jeannette EBHfrWarServi.ee
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Keep the Home Fires Burning!
l)l< FH\NK CRANE IN A RECENT ISSUE OF THK TllKATRK

M 10 IXIXK DKCI.AHKIJ THAT IX THIS CliKSIS OF TIIK NATION'S

I, IFF, THE PEOPLE NEED THE SPIRITUAL ELIXIR OF THE THEATRE

Says Dr. Crane :

"
The amusements of a people are an essential part of their effi-

ciency. In Tar time the theatre should realize Us opportunity. The theatre 's

greatest^

mission is to take men and women out of themselves. It is a bath in the ideal.
"

Do Your Bit To Keep the Home Fires Burning |

We urge all clubs, universities, colleges, churches, schools, etc. to do

everything possible to promote wholesome theatrical entertainment in this

dark hour, so men and women may be taken out of themselves and

spiritually refreshed. In order to encourage all such efforts, we are about

to create a new department devoted' to

AMATEUR THEATRICALS f

We shall be pleased to give space to all meritorious productions of

this nature. Who were the players? How did they acquit themselves?

How were they received ? These questions we are ready to answer.

Send us good photographs and scenes from the plays you present. They
will be reproduced in the same artistic manner that has made the Theatre

Magazine so popular.

There is throughout this great country of ours much latent talent.

Hidden away in every town and village are potential musicians, actors

and singers of both sexes who, if only afforded an opportunity, might one

day win fame on the metropolitan stage.

Do not hesitate to call our attention to any who you consider worthy.

If you are in need of advice regarding any particular play or musical

comedy, write to us. We will give you all the information you require.

We will put you in touch with reliable firms who can furnish anything

you may require scenery, costumes, wigs in a word, we can supply a

complete production, all except the audience.

Do not hesitate to write. Our services are entirely free and yours
for the asking.

The THEATRE MAGAZINE \

Amateur Theatrical Department

I
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No one type of tire can fill all needs.

There are rough roads, hard roads, soft

roads, level roads, hilly roads.

There are big cars, small cars, light

cars, heavy cars.

It is to meet these varying conditions
that we make five different United
States Tires,

-the only complete line of tires pro-
duced by any manufacturer.

No matter what your needs, there is a

type of United States Tire exactly suited

to your requirements.

Each is of the supremely high quality
that has kept the demand for United
States Tires growing far faster than the
number of cars produced.
Put your cost of motoring on the

thrift basis demanded by war times.

Get more tire mileage the extreme
service hundreds of thousands of motor-
ists are finding in United States Tires.

Study the conditions under which
you drive.

Then ask the United States Tire dealer
for the type best suited to your indi-

vidual needs. He can supply you.

United States Tires

are Good Tires
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GOOD SILVERWARE

lasts a lifetime or

more, and it is lit-

erally
true that

one^ets more
value out of sil-

verware than one

puts
into it

GORHAM
SILVERSMITHS AND GOLDSMITHS

5TH AVENUE
AT 36TH STREET

17-19 MAIDEN LANE
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UNCLE
SAM has been the recipient

of some tidy little sums from stage
celebrities lately. Caruso's check to pay
his income tax was a mere $59,000. The
Irish tenor, McCormack, not to be out-

done in helping to fill the Government's

coffers, went his Italian

confrere one better. His

little visit to the tax col-

lector, although he came
out smiling, found him
minus $75,000 which

represented the income

tax percentage of his

earnings for the year.
This will give you

some idea of the huge

earning capacity of

favorites of the stage

to-day. They seem to

prove that fame and

fortune go hand in

hand, indeed.

In the May issue,

there is an article deal-

ing with the other mil-

lionaires of the foot-

lights. If you want to

learn how players get-

rich-quick you'll surely

be interested in read-

ing it !

APRIL, 1918

Why ?

Because he gives the public minstrelsy

of 1918. He is both the interlocutor and

the end man.

He has written an article for the May
number in which he discusses his art, com-

HERE
we are again

solving the eternal

question mark, G. B. S.

The popular Irish' play-

wright, as everybody

knows, thinks himself

the most original genius
in the world. If he were
in vaudeville, where some

people think he belongs,

no doubt his song hit

would be "Originality,

That's Me."

But Solomon, that

much-quoted and wise

old king, said "there's

nothing new under the

sun."

In our next number,
in a clever article, the

writer shows that Shaw
is forced to introduce

merriment in his plays '*.

in the conventional ^**"~

way that has served

dramatists always. "Shaw as a Laughter

Getter" proves that G. B. S. is not as

original as he thinks he is!
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IT'S
a long way from Tokio to Broad-

way. That's a point on which no one

will disagree.

But a company of intrepid Japanese ac-

tors are thinking about coming here to

show Westerners what they can do with

the histrionic art.

There are splendid ac-

tors in the Mikado's

kingdom. Malsumoto
and Onoe are as popular
in their own country as

Otis Skinner and Julian

Eltinge in ours.

Oliver M. Sayler will

take you behind the

scenes at the Imperial

Japanese Theatre in the

May issue.
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YOU'VE read all the

arguments we have

been printing lately

against the happy end-

ing.

Next month we shall

publish an entirely op-

posite point of view,

argued just as cleverly,

showing that the happy

ending is the only one

the healthy-minded, the-

atregoer really wants

and needs.

Read it, and see with

which writer you agree.

AL JOLSON is undoubtedly the most

popular and highest paid black-faced

comedian on the American stage!

He is the foremost minstrel of them all !

paring it with the minstrels of other

days.

He tells how he works, how he pre-

pares his own material, how modern
he can be without stepping out of

character.

An intimate article written by Al Jolson
himself that none of his admirers will

want to miss !

THE usual incentive

to write a play i.-

the money magnet.
The fat royalties

earned by successful

playwrights have the

same attraction to the

poor, struggling hack-

writer that the prover-

bial flame has to the

moth.

But all our dramatists

are not in need of the

money.
In our next number

we shall tell you about

the wealthy society
~^^r"

women who are writing

plays merely for the

love of it and the strange part of it is

that they are getting them produced.

THE May number will be a corker.

But we are planning other features,

including exquisite pictorial effects, for

succeeding numbers. So as to be assured

of all these splendid issues, Subscribe Now.

COPYRIGHT 1918 BY THE THEATRE MAGAZINE CO. TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. ENTERED AT POST OFFICE, NEW YORK, AS SECOND CLASS MAIL MATTEi



From a oatnera study by Maunce Goldberg

TYRONE POWER AS BRUTUS
In the special performances of "Julius Caesar" at the Shakespeare Playhouse
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WAR AND BROADWAY
Plea for a National Council of the Theatre

By PERCY MACKAYE

ANEW
kind of history is making in Wash-

ington.

At the White House, a delegation of
theatrical managers has recently conferred with
the President.

In Government buildings, members of a Gov-
ernment commission have been planning, for

many months, recreational amusement for mil-
lions of American young men.
From platforms, and in newspaper interviews,

members of the Cabinet and of Congress have
endorsed the campaign of "Smileage Books" for
a score of Liberty Theatres, newly opened in

the Army cantonments.
In the national shut-down orders of the Fuel

Administrator, an unique exception was made to
the Monday closing-law, the theatres remaining
open.

Why are these things occurring ?

Is the American theatre a factor in national
service?

Have the people and the theatre mutual ob-

ligations and responsibilities?

Is the National Government concerned witli

national amusement?
For some decades a scattered progressive mi-

nority have been asking such questions of public
opinion, with voices submerged and unanswered.
Suddenly, a national necessity has risen colos-
sal and roared them across the continent in the
ears of Washington and overseas.

^

The war is putting the great question of pub-
lic amusement, as never before. Shall the an-
swer be superficial, or fundamental?

\ T one stride, America has taken a new
** place among the nations.

Overnight, millions of young Americans,
dislocated from their homes, have become
integral parts of a new American community
vast, organized, disciplined for destruction, yet
creative, inspiring!)- potential the National
Army.

In creating this new community, what is the
true function of the theatre ?

Confronted with the issue, the Government
has set an admirable precedent in appointing
the Fosdick Commission, whose activities com-
prise more functions of recreation than the ac-
tual theatre includes, though scarcely more than

e proper to an ideal community theatre.
The initial problems of the Commission were,

'f course, immense and. immediate ; amid haste
d convulsion, to solve them even in part in-
>lved calling into service agencies already well

Thus, variously covering the field,
the Playground Association of America, the Y.

. A., and forces of the organized theatre on
Roadway became almost at once associated with
e work of the Commission. Of these, only the

theatre comes under this discussion.

Nearly a year now has passed since we entered
: war, and the object of this article is to sug-

gest that a policy, necessarily adapted at first

to conditions of haste and convulsion, most natu-
rally become subject to reconstruction and
growth, in view of more thorough-going con-
siderations for the permanent good and prestige
of America in her new responsibilities toward
herself and the world. For this, pre-war or-

ganizations, enlisting now in pro-war service,
should of course adapt their structures and pol-
icies properly to pro-war objects; and since the

prime object of this war is the saving of civiliza-

tion, the theatre whose proper object is to con-
serve the highest of civilized arts should enlist
in national service primarily for that great object.

Is it doing so?

Reviewing the show-signs on Broadway on

any night of the year, can Americans boast to

Genthe PERCY MACKAYE
Author of "Caliban," "The Canterbury

Pilgrims," etc.

their Allies (or to the enemy) that these are the

electric signs of our civilization?

Do these represent our national policy of

amusement?
To such questions, one public opinion, still

pre-war in its notions of Broadway and the

world will doubtless answer nonchalantly: "I

should worry !" But another public opinion, pro-
war in its patriotic devotion to our cause as pro-
claimed 'by the President, and to boys already
dying for it, will answer at least: "I wonder."

Patriotism indeed has brought a new test for

Broadway, a new measure of public amusement.
Now it goes without saying that any real pol-

icy of public amusement at this time must lay

emphasis on comedy on that medicinal release
of laughter which the strain of war demands.
Yet few will deny that there are kinds of laugh-
ter, as well as degrees; that comedy, worthy of

a great people, is born of creative vitality and
native art; that Mark Twain is more richly
American and amusing than some Sunday sup-
plements. So a serious war-policy for the the-
atre would not mean the acting of high trag-
ediesor low farces: it would surely mean the

conserving and creating of exuberant comedies,
racy with the wholesome tang of our national
traditions. For such a policy our national crisis

makes appeal to Broadway.
There are many, of course, who sneering at

its record years of tawdry tinsel will flout the
idea of any civilized appeal being made to the

anarchy, greed and speculation rampant on the

Great White Way. To this extent they are right
the anarchy, greed, speculation, there, are un-

civilized. Many also will deny any hope in

America for the art of the theatre except through
unorganized minority groups, in little theatres, and
in leavening movements for community masques
and pageants. To this extent they, too, are

right in such groups, a great hope of our the-

atre is already vigorous.

Yet I, for one while hating that major anarchy
and greed, and working eagerly for that com-
munal hope of a minority 1 would protest, with
all zeal, against that apathetic opinion, which

shutting its eyes to the immense idealism, genius
and aspiration submerged in Broadway does

nothing to help organize those forces against-the
tides of anarchy and speculation there; and I

would protest against it as one, born in the

American theatre, whose professional work, in

continuity with my father's, springs from as-

sociations of half a century.

NO.
Such apathy is a pre-war survival, and

now is pro-enemy. The time has struck for

a new estimate of Broadway and a regeneration
born of that estimate, organized from within and

without.

The issue is urgent; for Broadway alone t'n

the most vital of all popular arts holds the or-

ganised power of representing our American

democracy to its own youth and to the world, at

this the beginning of an era when America is

called to lead the world, and stand or fall by
the measure of its civilized leadership. For this

a new public opinion, both radically critical and

constructive, is essential
; only as spurred and

sustained by that, can Broadway rise fully to its

test of patriotism.

How may such public opinion be roused and

organized ?

Scores of agencies could help, but the Govern-
ment and the theatre managers could doubtless

do most. Already active, they might do radically

more.

As, in the question of physical food, the Gov-
ernment has successfully called on its men of

big business to co-operate patriotically, so with

the equally vital question of spiritual food. Mr.

A
Hoover has not merely organized the distribu-
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tion of foodstuffs; he has also in cases of the

public good prescribed their kind. Mr. Klaw,

with his associates, in his great, painstaking task

of supplying the Liberty Theatres with attrac-

tions. lu> d.-.il.tless taken all care to choose the

best available. But, in the nature of the case,

he has teen assisted by no previous pure food

laws in this field : A.' reni-helminK source of his

sufpl\ rfinaiitsBrMilu-ay. and the ovtrwhelm-

ing wur.-cs of Broadly remain anarchy and

speculation.

Here, then, enlightened government might well

step in, to help reorganize speculation and pri-

vate profit out of business. But that perhaps

is itself a Utopian speculation for the present.

Here, however, the organized managers might

well adopt a new policy toward the creators of

their public wares toward the playwrights, and

by seeking with them a pro-war conference

for creative co-operation, in place of the still-

existent, pre-war system of haphazardism and

hacks might well raise the standard of Amer-

ican dramatic productions permanently at the

source.

They might also with the playwrights, actors

and producers seek conference for co-operation

with organized audiences, thus reversing the

usual procedure and instilling new vigor and

reality into the movement for drama leagues

and societies, to the good of all, including their

own business.

Or the initiative for such policy might spring

from the playwrights, producers, actors, leagues.

The main need is for all forces of the theatre

and of the people as audience to get together

for co-ordination, imbued with one patriotic de-

sireto raise the standards of the theatre for

the sake of America, her nobility in the eyes

of her sons and of the new age they are fight-

ing for.

For this there is the added incentive of ex-

celling one's enemy in civilization. There is no

doubt that Germany, despite her many feudal

barbarities, has upheld a high social and artistic

status for the theatre as an institution. In view

of our objects in this war, are we content to

emerge from it less civilized in this respect

than those who boast of their "Kultur"? If

so, we shall be poor sportsmen in a great chal-

lenge, and shall surely forego a splendid leader-

ship after the war.

One excellence of our enemy's policy in the

theatre is the organization of its best traditions,

whereby are systematically presented the fore-

most works of many eras. Our American tra-

dition is still meagre, but the principle involved

is sound, and might well begin to be applied by

a national policy calculated to create greater

traditions of our own in the near future

It is no purpose of this article to lay down

Mich a national policy, but simply to state the

question of its great need and magn.tude, and

to suggest that such need could be met with

practical results if all the elements of our the-

atre would co-operate to bring about the same

kind of co-ordination with national service as

other great business enterprises are now co-

operating to achieve in this war time.

To-day in Washington, seated about a table

in many a diverse group, high-purposed Amer-

icans are putting aside old enmities and com-

petitions and solving age-long problems of their

special professional interests, by taking counsel

in unselfish service of our country.

Certainly the men and women of the theatre

are not less high-purposed; as individuals, they

constantly show their unselfish patriotism. But

the lesson of this war teaches that individualized

action leads only to chaos ;
that co-operation and

co-ordination must be our watchwords of public

service.

Suppose, then, seated around a table in Wash-

ington or New York, a National Council of the

Theatre, convened for war service, gathered un-

selfishly to devise and adopt the best possible

policy of public amusement, and to organize its

practical efficiency and publicity.

At such a council would appropriately be

seated representatives of the following profes-

sions and interests affecting its purposes theatre

managers, dramatists, actors, producers (involv-

ing music and the dance), theatrical syndicates,

theatre workers' unions, dramatic leagues and

schools, universities, chautauquas, theatre jour-

nalism and publicity newspapers, the National

Government. (The immense field of motion pic-

tures would probably require a separate, though

related, consideration.)

Naturally, from the sittings of such a public

council would be eliminated from the start all

pre-war taints of "secret diplomacy"; the ap-

peal of its platform 'yould be to the highest

standards of public opinion, and be given the

nation-wide publicity which the proceedings of

such a gathering would instantly command.

Naturally, too, each interest represented would

submit for co-operative thought and action

recommendations based on its special training

and experience the total of which would com-

prise a notable harvest of theatrical experience

never before garnered for the public's infor-

mation and good.

Keeping always in mind this service of patri-

otism, out of such varied experience would arise

questions and problems for solution such as

these :

In public amusement what constitutes the

maximum public good?

In view of such good, how may cut-throat

competition be eliminated from the theatre with-

out substituting the evils of combinaion .'

What steps of co-operation will tend to set

in motion increasingly higher standards of cre-

ative output on the part of dramatists?

Increasingly higher competence in interpreta-

tion on the part of actors?

What number of theatres in a city like New

York is practically conducive to the best stand-

ards of living and of art among theatrical

workers?

How may men and women of genius in the

theatre's art be focused for their best develop-

ment and the public service?

How may repertory theatres be established on

a national scale?

What is the just stability of relationship among

stage workers' unions, theatrical managers and

theatre artists?

How may the organization of audiences best

serve the economic and artistic needs of the

theatre?

In view of the stakes of civilization in this

war, what steps should the Government take to

eliminate the factors or national waste, and cor-

ruption involved in the present theatrical

system?
How may the establishment of a national the-

atre permanently serve the world objects of our

cause proclaimed by President Wilson?

These are a few of the questions which a na-

tional council of the theatre could begin to an-

swer by sincere, high-purposed co-operation. In

their solution Broadway is vitally linked with

our national life and growth.

Broadway, in short, is offered an inspiring

challenge by the war. Will it rise to the issue?

THE WAR LORD
By ELSIE JANIS

Kultured maniac with war upon the brain

Attacking nations greater power to gain

Innumerable lives to answer for has he.

Satan laughs and rubs his hands with glee

Enjoying all the havoc he has wrought

Rejoicing in the partner he has caught.

William is his pal, his friend in need

Inciting every action, every deed,

Laconically he sees them being done
Love and life are dead and Hell has won.

"
I and God will win," is William's word
And the Devil laughs and says "Don't be absurd."

Maker of men, is not your anger stirred?
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From a portrait by Arnold Genthe

MARGARET MOWER
This picturesque young actress who first attracted

attention with the Washington Square Players
is seen here as the Narrator in Stuart

Walker's biblical production "The Book of Job"



A DRAMA OF PROPAGANDA
"Her Country," the first play to make use of the

American stage in serious support of the Allies cause

WAR
plays have come and gone since

1914, but it has remained for

Walter Knight and the Propaganda

Producing Company to make first use of the

American stage in serious support of the Al-

lies' cause. Mr. Knight, in association with

Winthrop Ames, last season gave us that ad-

mirable pantomime, "Pierrot the Prodigal." His

propaganda play, which he is presenting at the

Punch and Judy Theatre with a capable cast, is

"Her Country," by Rudolph Besier and Sybil

Spottiswoode.
"Kultur at Home" is the more expressive

title by which the piece has been known in

London for two successful seasons. It is a

graphic and moving expose of German man-

ners, thought, and ideals, a relentless and search-

ing portrayal of the Hun in his domestic haunts.

Margaret Tinworth in the New York version

of the play is an American girl whose har-

rowing misfortune it is to marry a Prussian

officer, Lieutenant Kurt Hartling. Her cold and

undemonstrative millionaire father has never

made life attractive to her at home, and when

she is feted by her acquaintances in Germany,
she overlooks their hideous taste in both furni-

ture and manners and falls under the spell of

the at least physically attractive Lieutenant. All

this, of course, is before August, 1914.

Her fiance, in accordance with the customs of

his class, is depending on her dowry for their

livelihood. However, he is unable to impress her

father with the greatness of the honor such a

match will confer on Margaret. When the mil-

lionaire breaks with his daughter, who refuses

to leave Germany at his behest, Kurt and Mar-

garet turn to the latter's "golden aunt," Mrs.

Munroe, as the only person who can make the

marriage possible.

WE see these young people first in a Prus-

sian Colonel's household, a place where the

husband his wife having long since "lost her

shape" treats her as he would his housekeeper,
where German young ladies pat their stomachs
when they are hungry, and where German
officers "admittedly the most brilliant and fas-

cinating men in the world" swallow their beer

by the stein ful and roar out their drinking
songs at the dinner table. It is an atmosphere
"of dachshunds an'd sausages." And there is much
of what might be called exceedingly frank talk

of eugenics.

It is scarcely to be wondered at that Margaret
does "not appreciate the deep poetry in the heart
of every German." Indeed, to this accusation
she promptly replies:
"Now listen to me all of you. You're a dear, good

people. I'm sure; but you insist far too much on your
gifts and graces and virtues and perfections. Why, to
hear you talk, one would think there was none to equal
you as a nation or individually the whole world over.
Tht' absurd, you know."

Her Prussian friends, at first dumbfounded
at the suggestion that other races may be equal
to them or perhaps even superior, soon decide
that Margaret is joking this is a specimen of
her American humor. And it is a sad blow to
Kurt when he learns that Margaret's uncle was
a tradesman. His friends agree to keep the dis-

graceful secret, however, and he renews his will-

ingness to accept the old shopkeeper's money.

The wedding having been made possible by a

liberal allowance of this money, Margaret finds

herself a hausfrait in the small garrison town.

The ugly "salon" of her home she tries as best

she can to beautify by covering the red plush

furniture and as much of the wall-paper as pos-

sible. The alterations bring down upon her the

contumely of husband and friends. And when
she accidently drops the Kaiser's portrait and

smashes it, she is regarded as little short of

criminal.

THE neighbor girls call on Margaret with

the express purpose of examining her lin-

gerie. The frauleins are shocked at the idea of

sending out the washing. They do theirs at

home once every three months !

ERICA. Oh, but do look at this nightgown! It's not
much more than gauze.

SOPHIE. Think of the washing! It would wear
through in a few weeks.

ERICA. And please look at this lace! Imagine spend-
ing so much money on what nobody sees.

SOPHIE. I should take off all the old lace and put it

on my best pink blouse.

ERICA. And they call you practical! Why, we
Germans have underclothes of such good, strong ma-
terial, a trousseau lasts us most of our lives.

SOPHIE. And, of course, we embroider our things
beautifully.

ERICA. I and Mamma have just finished embroider-

ing two dozen chemises with my monogram S. von D.,
three inches long, with a seven-pointed coronet over it.

MARGARET. But you aren't even engaged.
ERICA. Oh, but I'm sure to be. We always get things

ready beforehand.

SOPHIE. And besides our own underwear, dozens of

pillowslips and sheets and household linen, and every-
thing beautifully embroidered.

MARGARET. I must say the German husband manages
well. He walks into a house provided with everything
by the woman down to the servant.

SOPHIE. The servant?

MARGARET. Why, the wife herself.

The "golden aunt" hasn't been near Margaret
long till she begins to fear that things are not

running quite so smoothly as they might. The
young woman, however, defends her husband,
who "can't help the narrow ideas and prying im-

pertinences" of the neighbors.
MARGARET. They're the things he's been brought up

to consider right. And then Germans think everything
German quite perfect. Apart from our dollars they
have a certain respect for them we don't count, we're
a new, ignorant, and vulgar race Kurt doesn't
understand how it's possible one can be proud of being
anything but German.

MRS. MUNROE. But the people here always seem to
treat us in the most effusive manner.

MARGARET. Oh yes. I suppose that's why so many
of our girls who come to Germany go into ecstacies.
But underneath all that effusiveness and apparent ad-
miration there's a certain hostility do you know why?

just because we are not born Germans. I know it

now. Oh, yes, there's hostility. And now that I'm
more or less one of them they don't take any trouble
to hide it. They hate every nation except their own.
They hate other manners, other customs, other faces,
other clothes everyone and everything not German. And
their hatred is so horrible! It's become an obsession
with them, a religion. Sometimes at night I feel so
terribly afraid afraid for myself afraid for the world

yes, the world. Auntie, which they are shortly to
rule as they tell one every possible moment afraid
of what is coming in the future.

(She buries her face in Mrs. Munroe's lap.)
MRS. MUNROE. My poor little Margaret ! But your

Kurt can't he understand a little and help you? If he
loves you enough surely

MARGARET. Oh, he's in love with me dreadfully in
love with me. I think that's the worst part of all.

MRS. MUNROE. Margaret
MARGARET. No, darling, forget that. I I didn't mean
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it. It it's only that the German in love has so little

consideration or delicacy. His women don't expect it

any more than the wives of a Turk. But at first I

(.She shudders.)

Oh, one gets accustomed to anything in time. I I

suppose any love is better than no love at all

MRS. MUNROE. At least, it must make him realize
how strange these surroundings are to you, and give
him toleration for your different point of view.
MARGARET. Toleration: He's far too good a German

for that. I must humbly thank God who is. of course.
a German for putting me among His chosen people
I'm to be made "a good little German wife," which
means that I must put up meekly with the Colonel's
snubbirgs and Mrs. Colonel's impertinent interferings,
that I must work harder in the 1 itchen and the house
than the servant, that I must have no opinions or in-

terests of my own, and must realize with gratitude that
I exist solely for the comfort and desires of my hus-
band.

"JV/T
ARGARET has a cousin, Mrs. Munroe's son

-i-'-i Ralph, a wholesome American lad. He comes
to help her with her redecorations. They are

having good fun of it when her husband sud-

denly arrives home and finds his wife on the
ladder with her cousin holding her ankle to

steady her. A squall bursts. As Ralph puts it,

"Hartling claims the privilege of supporting his
wife" in this matter, at least.

When the cousin has left, Kurt demands "a
full and detailed explanation." He has surprised
his wife "in a most compromising position." She
lias been showing this young American her
clothes ! Then he discovers an undergarment care-

lessly dropped by one of the inquisitive neighbor
girls and roars, "This is the climax! This is

the end of all things ! You have been so shame-
less as to show him your underclothes!" Her
simple explanation he will not accept.

MARGARET. Oh, I know it must sound incredible to
you or to any German. I grant you such a friendship
between cousins would be impossible here. Even boya
and girls of fifteen and sixteen arc left as little alone
together as possible. Quite rightly! I don't doubt for
a minute they'd take ugly advantage of every oppor-
tunity.

KURT. We Germans are a virile and full-blooded
race.

MARGARET. Why not say "bestial" and have done
with it?

(He turns her face to hers and fiercely kisses her lips.).
KURT. I love you. I'm mad with your beauty. I

adore you from head to foot. In my heart I never
believed there was anything wrong between you and
that fellow. But it maddens me to see you so much as
look at another man. You are mine only mine to
do with as I like my woman my wife.

(Covers her face ami neck tri/A kisset.)

MARGARET. Let me go. Kurt please!
KURT. Why should I? Aren't you mine? I love to

see that frightened look in your eyes and to feel your
sweet body trembling in my arms. I have such a pas-
sion for you it would be a joy to torture you. Kiss
me. Kiss me. Kiss me.

Cave-man stuff proving decidedly unwelcome,
however, Kurt relapses into reproachful incivil-

ity and leaves when Elsa, another bride but

German-born, arrives. "I hear on the best au-

thority," he remarks with his nationally char-
acteristic delicacy, "that a great many storks
have been seen flying over the town lately."

Elsa is unhappy. Though -married but a few

months, her husband has already grown tired of
her and is openly indulging in a liaison with a

waitress. When Margaret advises Elsa to leave
her husband, the deserted bride rewards her by
flying into a rage and accusing her of envy. All
Elsa wants is sympathy; she is secretly proud!
of her dashing Otto's vulgar infidelity!
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As for Kurt, when he hears of it, he can

only say, "What a dear Puritanical little wife

it is! Why, my treasure, it's all in the day's

work. Men are men, with hot blood in their

vejns at least in Germany and the sooner the

women realize it the better."

Naturally, Margaret rebels. She insults Ger-

many. Her husband demands an apology. But

he doesn't get it. "Remember," observes the

young lady coldly, "you have not married a

German woman."

When she tries to institute the custom of five-

o'clock tea, the young officers misconstrue her

invitation, leer at her, comb their moustaches in

her drawing-room, and repeat the coarsest scan-

dal in the most suggestive fashion. They ad-

vise her what to eat in order that she may grow

"rourfd and appetizing." They boast of the sor-

did debauchery of Berlin. "Modern Germany,"

one of them assures her, after complaining of

old women as eyesores, "is the only really prac-

tical nation in the world to-day. We've no flabby

illusions left, thank God! However useful a

thing may have been, when it's past it is over

scrap it nation, machine, dog, horse, woman-

no matter what scrap it."

The redoubtable wife of the Colonel interrupts

the reception at a moment when Margaret is

voicing her contempt for her callers' swinish

views. Reprimanded by the great lady, they

sneak away like whipped curs. Then Mrs. Colonel

opens fire on the obstreperous American who

has dared to introduce un-German innovations

into the ordinarily ideal life of the garrison.

It is against the direct commands of the All-

Highest! Margaret endures her critical visitor

until the latter scornfully refers to America as

"the dumping ground for the scum of the earth."

At this point the Colonel's lady experiences

the surprise of her life. She is practically or-

dered out of the house. Kurt, returning, faces

irretrievable ruin. To save him Margaret brings

herself to the point of an oral apology. But

when he insists that she follow it with another

in writing, she revolts. Her Prussian husband,

with characteristic stupidity, resorts to schreck-

lichkeit. He chokes his wife. And so ends his

adventure into matrimony.

A few weeks later the war has begun. Mar-

garet is with her aunt and Ralph in Luxem-

bourg. The German armies are marching

through toward France. Kurt comes to beg her

to return to "our home, our love-nest." He
loves her as best such a product of such a sys-

tem can love. And now she is going to realize

at last, he feels, the greatness of Germany.
"There they march in their countless thousands

to shatter the old civilizations and build a

German world-empire on their ruins."

Once more, of course, he has failed to un-

derstand. Margaret has had her quota of ex-

perience. Though he be going into battle, she

will not return. Anyhow, he should be con-

soled ;
he has Germany ! And so he goes away,

murmuring, "You're right! Deittschland

Deutschland fiber Allcs!"

BETWEEN TRAINS WITH
Suzanne Despre's and Lugne Poefavorites of the Paris

stage give their point of view of the modern theatre

IT
has happened by the fortune of war that

many a distinguished visitor comes into New
York and goes out again without comment

by the omniscient press, a thing quite incon-

ceivable in days of peace. Two such visitors

recently were M. Alexandre Lugne Poe and his

famous actress-wife Suzanne Despres. It is

true that they were passing through en voyage

out- that the quotidian papers failed to observe

their brief stay is strange. For M. Poe is one

of the most observed of men in Paris and he and

his journal, the State subsidized L'Oeuvre, rep-

resent all that is intellectually new and inspirit-

ing in Parisian life. Singular to add to this

statement is the fact that by birth M. Poe is an
'

American. He was born in January, 1870, in San

Francisco, but was taken by his parents right

back to Paris and his education was received in

the celebrated Lycee Condorcet. He is the di-

rector and founder of L'Oeuvre and is widely

known as a translator of Ibsen, Bjornson,

Maeterlinck, d'Annunzio and Gorky as well as

other advanced and recondite playwrights whose

introduction to French readers has been made by

this state-supported journal.

From such a mind as his it was natural to

expect an interesting point of view of the mod-
ern theatre. In such opinion his wife would be

supposed to share and even a brief talk with

the couple as they stopped to take breath, as it

were, before continuing on their journey to

South America, should prove illuminating. But

alas, the war conditions and a sea voyage made
under difficulties had apparently dried up en-

thusiasm. The gist of their opinion of the the-

atrical situation was that the Aeonian springs
had dried and Thespia must lie waste until the

conclusion of the war.

M. Lugne Poe feels this and Madame Despres
conveyed the sentiment when she said : "I do
not know whether or not I shall act in South
America; I may do so but I am listless about
it. In fact, I can see nothing appealing in the

theatre as it exists to-day and I am not willing
to lend myself to what I consider to be beneath

my ideals. I am going to South America to

vegetate if I can. I shall make the effort but
realize that it is not easy to do nothing. At the
moment it seems that I have nothing to say."

M. Poe was not so pessimistic, or weary. He
is a true Parisian and the verve of that city, pre-

vailing through every cloud, every harassing ob-

stacle, is his verve. Besides he is the editor of

a very advanced theatrical journal and in its in-

K
MME. SUZANNE DESPRES

in "La Fille Eliza"

terests he sees the events of the day as a certain

kind of material. When his wife so frankly ex-

pressed her lack of faith in the endurance of

worthy standards, the editor of L'Oeuvre merely
shrugged his shoulders as if to indicate that her

physical weariness had affected her viewpoint.
Madame Despres has always occupied the

rather dubious position accorded the type of ac-

tress called intellectual. This is strange, for she
is a forcible exponent of passion, emotion and

tragedy in her favorite roles. She has played

comedy but it must have been against the grain ;

she looks the tragic actress.

How does a tragic actress look? So easy to

write, so difficult to convey. Mme. Bernhardt is

a tragic comedienne, likewise Mme. Duse. We
are all familiar with La Bernhardt's smooth

countenance, we recognize the drawn expression
of La Duse. It is easier to find the type in Mme.

Despres than in either. Her face is massive,

if that word may be construed to mean that it

is modeled rather on masculine than on feminine

lines. It is attractive but the last impression,

like the first, is one of strength.

Mme. Despres is very frank and worships la

I'crite and sacrifices every personal vanity at its

altar. She spoke of her London season precisely

as she might of another actress in whom she took

no particular interest. "It was successful only

in part. Some parts the English liked me in,

some critics recognized what truth I can some-

times bring. But in others neither the audience

nor the critics saw in me anything above the

ordinary. Their opinion may be right. I have

played parts for which I had no sympathy but I

shall never play such roles again."

"It was partly the result of my training, the

traditional ; partly my belonging to the Franc.ais.

There I was ground in the mill like les autres.

I do not regret, but myself I might have devel-

oped earlier."

"You believe, then, in the Conservatoire?"

"Unquestionably it is the true groundwork. M.

Copeau, whom I know well and admire is the

type opposite. He plays without rule, spon-

taneously, violently. True, he achieves results,

a tour de force, but his work would have been

tremendously aided if he had been through the

schools as I have."

"My liberty of choice cannot be impaired by

any false ideas of duty. I shall owe nothing to

authors or to society which I do not select for

myself." In some such language the woman
who essays to play Hamlet might define herself.

In reality she expresses the sense of it more

delicately and with a smile which relieves it of

a suspicion of egotism.

Her artistic life is very completely rounded

and has taken her around the world. Her visit

to Chili, Brazil and Argentina will be a return

to old friends and familiar scenes. In these coun T

tries her art has received the greatest praise and

it is conceivable that she can revisit them and

not play. And after the weariness of travel has

vanished, this artist favored pupil of Worms
who began her career with two prizes from the

Conservatoire, will respond to the lure of the

art for which she was born.
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FRANCES STARR

Broadway has missed this favorite lately, but her many admirers will be glad to

know that she is to reappear next season in a new play. She is now filling what

is perhaps the most useful rdle of her career with the Stage Woman's War Relief



THE BARRYMORES AND AUGUSTUS THOMAS
Hoic a famous actor family have been closely

identified with America's leading dramatist

By HELEN TEN BROECK

Eil.V
the most emphatic personal success

of the waning season is that achieved at

the Shubert Theatre !>y Lionel Barrymore

in Augustus Thomas' play of American life, "The

Copperhead." As an effective picture of sturdy

American character touched with sinister shad-

ows, "The Copperhead" is a notable contribu-

tion to the native drama.

It was by no means an accident that Lionel

Barrymore came to be drafted from the rank

and file of "character actors" to create the cen-

tral role. Xor was it an accident that the last

of the three younger Barrymores to attain

stellar honors became a star overnight by a

compelling performance of the name part in

the Thomas play. For Lionel Barrymore has

won his way to the top of the ladder, not alone

by gracious dower of inherited gifts, but by years

of hard work marked, whenever a role called

him to Broadway, by a series of successes, each

of which brought him nearer to the spotlight.

It is only a few weeks since Lionel Barry-

more, in the support of his brother John Barry-

more and Mass Constance Collier, was seen

here in a part that was scarcely more than a

character bit in "Peter Ibbetson." It was a

long leap from the wholly artificial and gleam-

ingly polished role of the senile roue, which he

contributed to the Du Maurier play, to that of

Milt Shanks in "The Copperhead," but the com-

plete success with which Lionel Barrymore ac-

complished it fully justified the confidence re-

posed in his art by author and manager. The

same outstanding quality of touchingly simple and

dignified sincerity which made John Barrymore's

role in "Justice" the talk of a season two years

ago, has accomplished the same coveted end for

his brother.

WITH green young April bursting into the

calendar, it is now six weeks since war-

benumbed New York sat up, gasping, to recog-

nize that the incredible, the unbelievable, the

wholly impossible had happened. Another of

those amazing young Barrymores had captured
the outposts of criticism and scored a memorable
and wholly well-deserved triumph.

The applause that always follows the fall of

the final curtain had scarcely died away when I

stumbled into Mr. Barrymore's dressing-room on

a wild March night.

"It was a wonderful performance," I gasped
as Milt Shanks removed his venerable wig the

white hairs of "forty years after the war, sir
"

and seated himself opposite me with the air of

an early Christian martyr.
"It is a wonderful fart," he corrected, the boy-

ish Barrymore smile of him creeping out through
the painted wrinkles. "Augustus Thomas has

written many fine Barrymore roles," I agreed,
with enthusiasm.

"None so rugged and true, none, I think so

sturdy and American as Milt Shanks," parried
the new star. "His fine silence under fire, his

tender love of wife and son, the stoic, gentle
heart that kept its own secret in the face of
ostracism and undeserved disgrace until his si-

lence menaced the happiness of his grandchild,
these things and that splendid passion for coun-

try that stirs the heart of all true Americans

when that country's ideals of freedom were at-

tacked all these Mr. Thomas has written into

his play."

And all these things Mr. Barrymore brings

to the heart of his audiences; but I lacked cour-

age to remind him of that fact.

"When you were in Paris
"

I begun, but Mr.

Barrymore snatched off a tuft of Milt Shanks'

bushy eyebrow and writhed in his chair. "Don't

mention Paris," he cried, with a gesture of su-

preme distaste, "I dislike to be reminded that I

ever studied for any career but that of the

stage."

"But the pictorial quality of your work shows

traces of the old days at Julien's," I persisted,

"and Augustus Thomas '

AH,"
interrupted my victim, "let's talk about

Mr. Thomas. I could commune with you
about him for a week. My father, Maurice Barry-

more, played Captain Davenport in 'Alabama,' the

piece that first gained for Mr. Thomas recog-

nition as a leading American playwright. It was
in Mr. Thomas' play, 'A Man of the World,'

that I made my New York debut in my father's

company. I'm sorry" this with a whimsical

smile "that I can't mention that debut as my
earliest stage appearance, and so identify myself
from the beginning with the Thomasonian drama.

But before that more or less portentious event I

had appeared in Kansas City as Thomas please

mark the similarity of names in 'The Rivals'

with my grandmother, Mrs. John Drew and my
uncle Sydney Drew as Mrs. Malaprop and Bob
Acres."

I cannot describe the unutterable drollery with

which Mr. Barrymore pronouncec
1

the name
of the town where the flame of the drama first

flared in his infant breast Kansas City it

reeked with gentle satire. If you had heard it,

you would have breathed a prayer that the next

play Mr. Thomas writes for his star will be a

comedy.
"And what fuccess crowned your debut?" I

asked. Mr. Barrymore plucked out another of

Milt Shanks' white eyebrows ; "I was so good
that they cut the part of Thomas out of the

piece in future productions," he chuckled.

THEN
there followed five very serious years

with the late McKee Rankin and Mr. and
Mrs. Sydney Drew. All sorts of parts, in all

sorts of plays and performed in all sorts of

places.

"For a time, too, I was with the late James A.
Herne. Such an artist ! Such a teacher ! Such
a man! You never saw Mr. Herne? You never
saw him in his own play 'Sag Harbor'? never
saw him in 'Shore Acres'? Then you have
missed a rare and fragrant art. I count it a

piece of high good fortune to have spent that

young, plastic period of apprenticeship in the

company of so great a master of the art of
acting. His was a technique absolutely flawless
and impeccable, and his was .classic acting
warmed with a glowing sympathy that gave vivid
life to each of his characterizations. As dram-
atist, as actor, as producer and as an inspir-
ing director of plays, Mr. Herne 'will always

hold a place of his own in my memory. The
humanness of him, his understanding, his sound

knowledge of the tools with which he worked

are things to recall again and again, and I am
glad to pay a little of the debt I owe him, by

acknowledging, at least, that I do owe it.

"But if I began to talk about my debts, of course

there is Mr. Thomas again. His name is like the

head of King Charles in Mr. Dick's Memorial
I simply can't keep it out of the sago. If I

start about the role of Milt Shanks, please stop

me; I shall not be able to stop myself. After

leaving Mr. Herne's company, I came to New
York and played a number of parts for two of

which I have to thank the author of 'The Cop-
perhead.'

"In 'The Other Girl' he wrote a role based

upon the prowess of 'Kid' McCoy, which won
for me a place as the featured member 'of the

cast with which Charles Frohman pro-
duced it."

It was while all Broadway was ringing with

Lionel Barrymore's success in the "Kid" McCoy
part a success following swiftly after his deeply

graven characterization of the old organ-grinder
in "The Hummingbird and the Mummy" shall

you ever forget the poignant effectiveness of his

work in that piece with John Drew as the star?

and in "Pantaloon," which filled out an even-

ing with one of Miss Ethel Barrymore's pieces

that this amazing actor suddenly announced
his decision to go to Paris and carry on in the

Quartier Latin the studies he had commenced in

the Art Students' League here.

HP HERE remains no room for the slightest
-* doubt that high success as a painter would
have been his reward, had not the Barrymore
blood spoken; had not the Barrymore heart lis-

tened to the lure of the stage which recalled

him to America again. No Thomas part awaited

the return of the prodigal Barrymore and so for

several successful seasons he appeared upon the

screen until claimed by the legitimate stage to

create the role of Colonel Ibbetson, that evil

old man who made all the trouble for John
Barrymore in "Peter Ibbetson."

"And shall you remain on the speaking stage
for good?" I asked, as Mr. Barrymore, divested

of the last trace of stage eyebrow, looked

pointedly toward the door.

"Indeed, I hope I shall ; as long as Augustus
Thomas goes on writing this sort of play," he

said. And fervently echoing that hope, I

scrambled to my feet and said good-night.
I trust I have made it clear that Mr. Barry-

more's struggles to give all the credit for the

success of "The Copperhead" to Mr. Augustus
Thomas.

But if you seek to compliment Mr. Thomas, as

I did, upon his big play, he will assure you
that his happiness is all in the success of Lionel

Barrymore who, he insists, has "made" his stir-

ring drama. And he will further assure you
that Mr. Barrymore's art is a finer thing than

has yet been recognized, and prophesy for the

new star a future of widespread, far-reaching
radiance.

To which happy augury, we are all. I am sure,

most happy subscribers.
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ELECTRA'S INVOCATION TO THE GODS

ELECTRA SUMMONS THE QUEEN AT AEGISTHUS' COMMAND
Written over two thousand years ago, this Greek play is as vital and grip-
ping to-day as any drama of modern life. Margaret Anglin's Electra is

beautiful in its grief as it is terrible in its outbursts of triumphant revenge

NEW YORK SEES A SPLENDID PRODUCTION OF SOPHOCLES' SOUL STIRRING TRAGEDY



THE TOP BALCONY
Do managers know what kino

1

of accommodations they offer

their up-stairs patrons ? This one didn't, but he does nova

By CHARLTON ANDREWS

THE
movies have ruined top-balcony pa-

tronage for the regular theatres." de-

clared a solemn manager in an inter-

view recently.

It was not exactly an original remark, having

been repeated on an average of twice daily in

the public prints for the last six or seven years.

But whoever heard of saying anything original

in a manager's interview" If by any accident

one of our theatre barons were to let slip a

bright or novel line, he would telegraph it to

Washington for copyright before he would let

the reporter out of the office.

"Our theatre would have stayed open all

season if we could have coaxed people into its

upper regions. Downstairs business was im-

mense. The speculators were taking everything

ten weeks at a clip. But in the second balcony

nothing doing. It is all the fault of the mov-

ies. That second balcony represents our margin

of profit."

It was at this point that I summoned all my

audacity and ventured a query. "Have you ever

been up in the second balcony of this the-

atre"" I quoth.

"Oh, yes. Of course. Often that is, I must

have"
"Ever sit there through a performance?" per-

sisted I.
'

"Xo, I can't say that I have. Fact is, it's

been years since I've sat through a performance

anywhere. Can't stand it. Got to smoke. The-

atre bores me "

"Then," said I with well-feigned calmness,

"would you mind going with me on a tour of

exploration in this second balcony of yours?"

"Sure not! Come right along. We'll look

it over. If there's anything wrong with it
'

I
WAS preparing for a long, roundabout jour-

ney down by elevator and up by stairs

between the private office and the "peanut

hfaven." The great man, however, rose casu-

. flicked his cigar ashes on the green vel-

vet carpet, and exactly like one of the roman-
tic heroes who not long since graced his stage

pressed a concealed spring in the wall. A
panel slid back, revealing a short passage with

a narrow door at the other end. The manager
unlocked this door, and gliding through, we
found ourselves at the rear of the second bal-

cony.

!"The architect," he explained, "insisted on

putting in this passage so I could drop in at

any time and see how my play was being done.
i f I didn't have anything else to do ! I

haven't used the thing twice in seven years."
It was about one-thirty in the afternoon, and

the 8oors had not yet been thrown open for

the matinee.

"Opie," I said boldly. "I am going to take

you to the best seats upstairs.' At least they've
been sold to me for that by your veracious ticket-

seller in the box-office. 'Absolutely perfect view
of the stage; front row; centre aisle; one dol-

lar each and war tax."
"

The house lights had not yet been turned on.
I took the manager gently by the hand and led
him to the precipitous stairway known as the
centre aisle.

"Just imagine yourself arriving two minutes

after the house is darkened for the first act,"

1 suggested.

The manager missed the first step, as I spoke,

muttered an involuntary imprecation, seized my
shoulder in a viselike clutch, and grabbed at a

gas pipe arrangement at the end of the nearest

row of seats. The thing was loose at the floor

and nearly came away altogether in his hand.

Between it and me, however, he was saved,

though dizzy, and he managed to lumber down

the remainder of the steep and tortuous trail

without further mishap.

Excellent preparation for a tour of the Grand

Canyon.
1 '

I observed. "Here we are at the first

row center. You are my guest; take the sec-

ond seat from the aisle. Make yourself com-

fortable for the afternoon."

POSSBILY
he did not instantly detect the

subtle irony in my tone. At all events, he

bent himself to the task of thrusting his some-

what bulky anatomy into the space he had al-

lotted to the lucky patron who happens to pur-

chase A-4. "Task" is the word. Hercules did

several easier things among his celebrated dozen

assorted labors.

"Note, first of all," I went on sweetly, "the

back of the seat. It is metal and perfectly

straight. No expense has been spared to make
it uncompromisingly rigid. To have it bent into

anything like a back-litting form would be an

abomination of luxury. Besides, observe that

this plain, straight sheet of metal runs the length

of the entire row and thus serves as a back for

a dozen or more seats.

"Turn your attention, please, to the seats

themselves. You can put your hat on the floor

if you like ; there's no wire hat-holder under-

neath this hinged board. One of the hinges, by
the way, is broken, and the seat is tipped so that,

when you feel like it, you can coast off onto the

floor that is, you could do so if it were not

for this fence in front of you against which you
brace your knees. For arm-rests here are two
metal uprights with a wooden top-piece one inch

wide. You can put your elbows there for the

evening if you get here first. When you sit

in the top balcony, it pays to come early."

By this time the celebrated producer of "My
Underrated Wife" and "Susie the Shrimp" had
succeeded in crowding himself into A-4. When
I had thrust my own personality into A-2 and

deftly jabbed his elbow from the common arm-

rest, he had exactly enough room left to ex-

pand and contract his diaphragm three inches.

FULLY
to appreciate the situation," I ex-

plained, carefully avoiding splitting an in-

finitivenot that he would know the difference,
but "Fully to appreciate the situation you
should have your fur overcoat, rubbers, two um-
brellas and a package to bestow about you. And
now," I added in fiendish glee, "take a slant at

the stage."

The manager did his best. The upper half
of the proscenium arch in which, of course,
very few plays are performed was clearly vis-

ible to the naked eye. So were the footlights;

the electrician was just now playing with them,
and they flashed directly in our eyes unshielded.

But of the rather important space between the

footlights and the upper half of the proscenium
all that the great man could discern was a few

scattered areas separated by gaspipe railings,

horizontal and vertical, and massive products of

the plumbing art designed to protect the two-

dollar public below.

It is very annoying in the theatre to have some

careless denizen of the second balcony come

tumbling down upon you. Like as not he will

do it just as some important business of the

play is being considered. And then before you
can compose yourself and gather up the threads

of your scattered attention, you have lost the

continuity of the plot.

I explained all this to the famous manager.
"It is more important," I conceded in advance

and without a struggle, "that there should be

no such unpleasant little incidents than that

the occupants of Second Balcony A-2 and -4

should see anything of the play. Anyhow, by

twisting and craning their necks and dislocating

the ribs of their neighbors they may catch fleet-

ing glimpses of the actors or at least of the

actors' wigs. And they can nearly always hear."

"I personally instruct my players to speak up,"

observed the manager.
"I know it," said I, instinctively feeling for

the cotton in the last ear I had to have oper-

ated on. "You'd better look after the roof, too,

before the building inspector comes around. But

speaking of the high cost of metal," I went on

cheerily, "would it not perhaps be better to do

away with some of these gaspipe entanglements

and stretch a net below the rim of the gallery?

Such an arrangement would serve to collect

hats, umbrellas, opera glasses, candy boxes, pro-

grammes, etc., which could be retrieved after

the final curtain.

AND during the entr'actes your cramped

top-story customers might obtain exercise

and relaxation by diving into the net. It would

provide amusement for the aristocracy below as

well, and help them forget the 'orchestra' con-

cealed beneath the chicken-wire fence."

The manager, who has a positive gift for un-

conscious quotation, struggled up out of the

seat and quoted Whistler. "Amazing!" he said.

He would have withdrawn, but I detained him

with honeyed arts. "Bear in mind all the de-

tails," I cooed, "if you would get the full bene-

fit of the second balcony adventure. To begin

with, you reach it by means of a long and tor-

tuous climb, which, if it doesn't warm, at least

flurries the cockles of the heart. If at the top

you continue alert and agile, you may appropri-

ate a programme printed apparently on dis-

carded wrapping paper and cunningly concealed

in an obscure corner. When the usher has con-

descended to glance at your coupons, he will

bark more or less like a dyspeptic seal, wave his

arm magniloquently toward the depths, and

graciously permit you to locate your seats as

best you may.
The manager said nothing, but as we regained

his sanctum murmured, "Maybe we've been blam-

ing too much on the movies."
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A dramatic presentation of the Biblic-

al story. The beginning is told by

two narrators, the tale leading into

Job's conversation with his three

friends and later with Elihu. The

lighting, scenery, voices and general

effect is very striking and gripping.

The stage version is presented with

such reverent realism, sympathetic

suggestion and declamatory skill that

the beauty of the text is revealed in

all its splendor

Photos White
George Gaul Walter Hampden Henry Buckler Eugene Stockdale

Job's conversation with his three friends and Elihu

Edgar Stehli
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THE TYRANNY OF TEARS
" We cry" says Mary Ryan, "because

laughter alone cannot express our emotions

By VERA BLOOM

HAVE
you ever, until this year, seen Jane

Cowl, Emily Stevens, Mary Ryan, or

Margaret Illington really smile? Not

sarcastically or tearfully, but just a smile with

no hidden motive behind it.

And while you were enjoying a good cry

through one of their most tearful plays, didn't

you realize that, instead of the third-act curtain

finding them a limp heap on the floor, they would

have liked to make one of those arch "Follow

me!" exits re-served for comedy heroines alone.

And that if all the misery is cleared away for

the final curtain, instead of having just enough

strength left to sob on the hero's shoulder, they

would like to be all ingenued up, curled on the

arm of a big chair, playing havoc with the lead-

ing man's toupee !

All four of them have been under the tyranny

of tears for too many years, until Margaret Il-

lington, leaving "The Thief and "Kindling" be-

hind her, launched out with "Our Little Wife,"

most farcical of farces, and now with John Drew
in "The Gay Lord Quex," where she only re-

nounces the merry Muse for part of an act.

Through all her stage sobbing, Miss Illington

was hiding from the public one of the most

natural and infectious laughs in the world. She

laughs and the world laughs with her, if it knows
the reason why or not. She is naturally so bub-

bling over with good fun that it seems only some
freak of chance could have made her a trage-

dienne.

I caught her in one of her happiest moods one

day and asked her how it came about.

T REALLY don't know." she said, and the dark
A eyes that were twinkling so a moment before

grew thoughtful, "but, strangely, tragedy has al-

ways been my natural forte. When I'm playing
a comedy scene, I am consciously acting every
minute. Perhaps it is the advantage of being
able to completely forget myself and my own
feelings in a dramatic role, that has made me
turn to heavier parts.

"So the 'tyranny of tears' was quite congenial
to me, and I'm sure I would have been satisfied

to go on weeping forever, if it hadn't been for
the war. Then all our little footlight troubles
seemed so meaningless, and our 'big scenes' so

unimportant, when we could hear the troops
marching past the theatre on their way "over
there."

"The big things of life had been suddenly
taken out of our hands, and the stage could only
do the 'bit' that was left to it, and supply the
froUi and gaiety that had been crowded out of
the world.

That is why London only accepts the airiest
of farces, and that is why we want more and
more to be amused. The play may not be
worthy, but if it can make us forget, and keep
happiness and laughter alive, even if artificially,
it has served its purpose.
"But I still love my persecuted heroines, and

after the boys come marching home, and we
have our own joys to think about again, I will

come back more tearful than ever before!"

Perhaps Jane Cowl has wept more than any

actress we have, surely she has had more than

her share of sadness, and she had to take her

pen in hand herself and write "Lilac Time" to

escape another deluge of tears. Her little war

romance is hardly all sunshine, but Miss Cowl

and her collaborator, Jane Murfin. are hard at

work on a simon-pure comedy to be produced in

the Spring.

Jane Cowl is even more lovely behind the

scenes than behind the footlights, so it is quite

a task to look at her and listen to what she is

saying at the same time. But I did gather that,

though the war means quite as much to her as

to Miss Illington, her comedy parts are more

the result of praiseworthy ambition than any-

thing else.

REAL
art the medium does not matter

must combine laughter and tears," Miss

Cowl explained, "even the truly artistic clown

grips your heart through his most ridiculous an-

tics, and you find yourself laughing and cry-

ing at the same time. That is really the

secret of Charlie Chaplin's greatness for there

is no question of his being a real artist. And,

of course, at the other end of the scale, are

Maude Adams and David Warfield, who always

give us that exquisite sensation that has no

name.

"I've sounded the depths of stage misery, if

not of tragedy now I want to try the other ex-

treme and play the merriest parts I can find.

Then, perhaps. I will know how to put two and

two together and find that precious medium that

may only be a gift from the gods and cannot be

found, after all !"

Unlike most stage heroines. Emily Stevens is

usually more persecuting than persecuted. In

"The Unchastened Woman," "To-day," and

other plays she has had, she dominates the ac-

tion by the force and brilliance of the char-

acters she plays, rather than being weakly buf-

feted about by the plot.

And now that the open season for critics is

on for Alan Dale's first play, "The Madonna of

the Future," has come to town with Miss
Stevens as the star, we find her in a "straight

comedy," but more headstrong and cynically
clever than ever.

She is quite the same in her dressing-room
as on the stage. The same crisp, brittle sen-

tences, the same sharp, constant gestures, the

same hard, fascinating smile and still she is

undeniably charming.
"There's no reason for my doing comedy,"

she told me during the intermission that marks
her year's elopement as Iris Fotheringay. "I

take the first suitable play that comes along.
The play's always the thing, you know. If it's

good, it doesn't make the slightest difference if

it makes us laugh or cry."

\7"OU must feel sure of your public, then,
to have them follow you in joy or sor-

row !"

"Not at all," she said, "they don't come to
see me they come to see a good play. Perhaps
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there is a star or two who could even draw in

a Punch-and-Judy show ! But they have the

personality to make any play of secondary im-

portance.

"I know no more about my future plans than

you do. I have no choice between comedy or

drama I never did. The only thing I never

could be was a sweet, young thing there isn't

a drop of ingenue blood in me!"

"By the way," added Mrs. Fiske's niece, "if

ever you're looking for a true friend in a com-

pany, find the adventuress the sweet-as-sugar

ingenue is invariably a cat !"

That was Alan Dale's heroine's cue, and Emily
Stevens was gone.

Unlike Miss Stevens, Mary Ryan has made
her place on the stage by being delicate, wistful

and appealing, and has just opened in "The
Little Teacher" with great success. In it she

plays the New York heroine of a Maine comedy-

drama, and laughs and cries simultaneously ac-

cording to the best Adams-Warfield standards.

"Going back" to see. Miss Ryan while she was

playing in "On Trial" or "The House of Glass,"

you invariably found her subdued and tired. But
after the performance of her new part the other

day she was radiantly happy, and brimming over

with the youthful spirit of the play.

"I've been off the stage over a year, just wait-

ing for the right comedy to come along," she

said. "You can't imagine what it meant to play
those agonizing parts, day after day, for years.

It was impossible to make the audience feel the

crushing strength of the situations, unless I

really felt it to some extent myself.

MY youth was slipping away from me, and

I was letting it go without playing the

happiness and romance that belong to it. Then
some day, when I refused to be tearful and

tragic any longer, I would find all those harrow-

ing parts had left their mark, and I couldn't be

gay and care-free if I tried!

"There are tears in this play, of course, plenty

of them! But don't you realize that they're all

tears of happiness tears with a smile behind

them? We cry because laughter alone cannot

express our emotions."

"But didn't your 'harrowing parts' help you
to appreciate and interpret this one?" I asked,

"After all, the audience takes its emotions from

the actress ; we feel only through you."

"No, no, you only think you do !" she protested.

Mary Ryan is incredibly modest, and entirely sin-

cere. "First, there's always the author, then

the stage manager, and in this case, George M.
Cohan besides, for he directed the final rehears-

als. The players' performance is the result of

many minds, not of his own alone. But our

part is to interpret the emotions of the char-

acter, and, of course, to have played roles with

such deep emotions, helps greatly to shade the

lighter ones.

"But a play like this is any actress' dream. To
be young, to have an unusual romance, to be

merry, and to be emotional besides, leaves noth-

ing to ask for, does it?"

Mary Ryan's happiness would make anyone
glad that the "tyranny of tears" is at an end.
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Ira L. Hill

You can't imagine what it means

to play agonizing parts day after

day for years, says Miss Ryan

Probably Miss Cowl has wept more than

any actress we have on our stage

Through all her stage sobbing Miss

Illington hides from the public one of

the most natural laughs in the world Sarony

Unlike most stage heroines Miss Stevens is

usually more persecuting than persecuted

ACTRESSES WHOSE LACRYMAL DUCTS HAVE DONE THE STAGE GOOD SERVICE



EDWIN NICANDER AND MARY BOLAND
IN "SICK-A-BED" AT THE GAIETY

HARRY FOX AND LOUISE COX
IN "OH, LOOK !" AT THE VANDERBILT

Photos Wltitc

Walter Catlett Mercedes Lorenze

SCENE IN "FOLLOW THE GIRL" AT THE BROADHURST THEATRE

AMONG THE LESS SERIOUS PRODUCTIONS
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MR. HORNBLOW GOES TO THE PLAY

CARNEGIE HALL. "MEDEA."

Tragedy in 3 acts by Euripides. Pro-

duced March 1st, with this cast :

Medea
Nurse

Creon

Jason

Messenger

Margaret Anglin

Margaret Hoffman
Mitchell Harris

Frederic Eric

Marc Loebel

TWO additional performances of

"Electra" were needed in or-

der to satisfy the demands of Miss

Margaret Anglin's intelligent and

numerous admirers ; while preced-

ing these revivals, this indefatigable

actress and sole exponent of the

great figures of Greek tragedy found

time with the able co-operation of

Livingston Platt and Walter Dam-
rosch to give a remarkable presen-

tation of the "Medea" of Euripides

at Carnegie Hall.

It is both significant and encour-

aging that an experiment of sucli

high artistic purpose and accom-

plishment should have met with such

gratifying success. It proves that

taste is not entirely dead and that

more than eighteen thousand metro-

politans exist who can still derive

pleasure and entertainment from the

classics.

Quite as sumptuous and gorgeous

in production, I confess, in spite of

the modernity of his appeal, that I

liked the Sophoclean presentation

better than the one of "Medea." I'd

go so far as to suggest that the text

be cut for however great and able

the exponent of the title role, there is

something too much of Medea and

her wrongs. Methinks the lady doth

protest too much, still should the

most lavish praise be paid to Miss

Anglin for the vividly varied read-

ing she gave of the daughter of

the Barbarian queen, the ill-fated

consort of the ungracious and self-

centered Jason. As a declamatory

tour de force it was remarkable,

aided by pantomimic intelligence

and plastic grace that gave its vary-

ing words and eloquence tremendous

in its onrushing sweep of tragic

significance.

Mr. Plait's setting was ideal in

its imposing dignity and chaste sim-

plicity while the orchestral accom-

paniment the music plays a minor

part compared to its relation to the

"Electra" from Damrosch's pen

showed that composer's skill in a

high and admirable light.

GLOBE. "THE BOOK OF JOB."

Produced on March 7th, with this

cast :

Narrators

Margaret Mower and Judith Lowry
Job George Gaul

Eliphaz Henry Buckler

Bilbad Edgar Stehli

Zophar Eugene Stockdale

Elihu Walter Hampden
The Voice Out of the Whirlwind

David Bispham

IT
would actually seem as if pub-

lic taste were improving. Really,

though I think taste is always on

top and that some of our so-called

commercial managers overlook it,

Margaret Anglin's season of Greek

tragedy, jammed Carnegie Hall; the

Shakespearean revivals at the Cort

have done well, and now Stuart

Walker comes to the front with a

dramatic presentation of the Book
of Job and packs the Booth Theatre.

"The Book of Job" is not dramatic

save in its elements of intellectual

and spiritual conflict ; but the version

acted is presented with such reverent

realism, picturesque and appropriate

detail, sympathetic suggestion and

declamatory skill, varied and intel-

ligent, that the beauty of the text

is revealed in all its splendor, while

none in front can entirely elude the

value of its preat ethical lesson.

The presentation was admirable

but there seemed an anti-climax in

The Voice Out of the Whirlwind.

David Bispham's organ, beautifully

resonant, could not be entirely heard

due to the fact that from where

he stood he was compelled to talk

around a corner. George Gaul was

the Job. His reading was remark-

able in its vivid variety, while his

poses and bearing typified the suf-

fering patriarch with beautiful verity.

Walter Hampden was almost as

successful as Elihu, while Messrs.

Buckler, Stehli and Stockdale were

worthy exponents of the roles of

Eliphaz, Bilbad and Zophar.

The two narrators, from their re-

spective niches in the inner pros-

cenium, Margaret Mower and Judith

Lowry read the opening and clos-

ing chapters of the Book of Job with

noble sincerity and feeling.

PLYMOUTH. "THE WILD DUCK."

Play in three acts by Henrick Ib-

sen. Produced on March llth, with

this cast :

Werle Dodson Mitchell

Gregers Werle Harry Mestayer
Old Ekdal Edward Connelly
Hialmar Ekdal Lionel Atwill

Gina Ekdai Amy Veness

Hedvig Mme. Nazimova

Mrs. Sorby Norah Lamisun

Relling Lyster Chambers

Molvik St. Clair Bayfield

Graberg Adelbert Knott

Pettersen A. O. Huhn

Jensen Frederick Gibbs

A Flabby Gentleman Walter C. Wilson

A Thin-Haired Gentleman J. H. Wright
A Short-Sighted Gentleman

George Paige

I
HAVE no hesitation in saying

that the best all around acted

play I have seen in years is now
on view at the Plymouth where

Nazimova and associates are pre-

senting "The Wild Duck" and al-

though it was written nearly thirty-

five years ago, this is the first time

it has been acted here in English.

Whether you are interested in its

fable, whether you can solve its

symbolism, whether you care for its

incisive philosophy or its mordant

satire and it is replete with grim

humor, the fact remains after wit-

nessing it that if you have any famil-

iarity with the drama, something

intuitively tells you you have seen

a play of almost perfect workman-

ship. The insularity of so many of

his subjects and the pressing ascrip-

tion to local details, limits the gen-
eral popularity of his theatre but

the fact remains that Ibsen was a

great exponent of character and

the leader of the 19th Century in

the composition of real human and

convincing drama. He was the re-

former who actually accomplished.

An egotistic dreamer, his homely

practical wife, with a hidden past,

a well-meaning but Quixotic expo-
nent of the "claims of the ideal."

the child, the revelation of whose

parentage brings about the tragedy
and sundry local characters of vivid

personality work out a story

that never fails to grip from start

to finish. Let no Philistine draw
back feeling he is invading the

Highbrow's select preserve. "The
Wild Duck" is drama of the vital

kind for all men and all ages.

Nazimova plays the child with a

fine artistic perception. Life-like in

the every movement and mood of

a girl of fourteen her performance
is beautifully attuned to the neces-

sity of the balance.



SHUBEHT. "1'nE COPPERHKAII."

Drama in four acts by Augustus

Thomas, from a story by Frederick

Landis. Produced on February 18th,

with this cast :

Joey Shanks

Grandma I'erley

Ma Shanks

Captain Hardy
Milt Shanks

Mrs Bates

Sue Perley

Lem Tollard

N.wt Gillespie

Andrews
Sam Carter

Philip Manning
Mrs. Manning
Dr. Randall

Raymond Hackett

Eugenie Woodward
Doris Rankin

All,crt Phillips

Lionel Barrymore

Evelyn Archer

Gladys Btirgette

Ethelbert Hales

William Norton

Harry Hadfield

Chester .Morris

Thomas Carrigan

Grace Reals

Haydcn Stevenson

IX
this third great crisis of our

national life we are predisposed to

be interested in a story of patri-

otic service and self-sacrifice. This

play, made from a story by Mr. Fred-

erick Landis, has the atmosphere of

our Civil War. The subject matter

at once enlists our sympathies. But

if the play is to endure, the facts

and motives involved in the silence

of the principal character some-

thing on which the whole play

hinges should be made more def-

inite and consistent.

In the early part of the war a

loyal man, Milt Shanks, is directed

by Lincoln to give himself out as a

Copperhead and by getting into the

counsels of the pernicious enemies

of the administration to thwart their

activities. He does this, and for

twenty years after the war is de-

spised in his community. To save

the happiness of his granddaughter,

whose marriage is threatened, he

produces letters from Lincoln which

re-establish his good name.

It may be that somewhere in the

play there is justification for the long

and unnecessary silence of Milt

Shanks, his sufferings and the suf-

ferings he imposed on others dear

to him, but it is not clear enough.

That is the fault in the play and it

is a fatal one.

Lionel Barrymore, as the misun-

derstood man, gives us a superb,

artistic and natural performance. If

he had the stature, the mould of

dignity commensurate with the big-

ness of the moment, it would be a

great performance, all the more if

the situation had entire truth back

of it.

The rest of the cast do not call

for special mention. Most of the

time the actors were inarticulate.

One had to guess at half they said.

When will correct diction be in-

sisted upon as an important part of

an actor's equipment?

COMEDY. "MRS. WARREN'S PRO-

FESSION." Plav in four acts bv

George Bernard Shaw. Revived on

March llth, with this cast:

Vivian Warren Diantha Pattison

Mr. Praed Arthur Hohl

Mrs. Warren Mary Shaw

Sir George Crofts Robert Strange

Frank Gardner Saxon Klmg

The Rev. Samuel Gardner Samuel Jaffe

NOT
the love, but the inequality

of the distribution of money,

according to G. B. Shaw, is the root

of all evil. Said inequality forced

Kitty Warren into the ancient but

not honorable profession wherein

she so signally prospered. It forced

Sir George Crofts presumably

into a shuddery partnership with

her. It forced young Frank Gard-

ner into frivolous inutility. Maybe

it even forced his preposterous pater

into the Church. At all events, it

left Vivvie Warren stranded high

and dry on the pinnacle of woman's

widely advertised but 'exceedingly

lonesome economic independence at

the end of the play.

The Washington Square Players'

revival of "Mrs. Warren's Profes-

sion" was without police interven-

tion. As a matter of fact, the piece

seems almost mid-Victorian by com-

parison with latter-day stage presen-

tations. And police interference

as is so often the case, alas, these

days would not have been justified

on the score of the acting.

EMPIRE. "Tup. OFF CHANCE."

Comedy in 4 acts by R. C. Carton.

Produced February 14th, with this

cast:

Duke of Burchester Cyril Keightley

Lord Cardonnell E. Lyall Swete

Sir George Rainsford Albert Grau

Cornelius Jeffcott Bayne John Cope

Major Bagleigh Edward Emery
Mr. Brunson Thomas Louden

Deade Charles Webster

Meecher J. M. Troughton

Lethbridge Charles Gibson

Duchess of Burchester Eva I.e Gallienne

Lady Rainsford Cecilia Radcliffe

Madame Maria De Blanca

Marcelle Roussillon

Mrs. Meecher Clara T. Bracy

Watson Louise Worthington

Lady Cardonnell Ethel Barrymore

RC.
CARTON thoroughly un-

. derstands the mechanics of

playwriting. If his point of view

were a trifle broader he would write

greater plays than "The Off Chance,"

which Ethel Barrymore selected as

a successor to "Camille" at the Em-

pire.

"The Off Chance" is excellent of

its kind. It tells a story of human
and moving interest, most of its situ-

ations have theatrical value, its dia-

logue is smart and slangy, typical of

its sporting contingent, and its char-

acters sufficiently lifelike to evoke

sustained interest.

Miss Barrymore is seen as Lady

Cardonnell, wife of a complaisant

and good-natured bounder. It is

her second venture, her first hus-

band, a priggish, conventional Bar-

onet, having divorced her. Her

child, a daughter, separated from

her when a baby, has married the

youthful and sporting Duke of Bur-

chester. A domestic crisis is immi-

nent, although the young couple

really love each other. Lady Car-

donnell sizes up the situation, sets

her very efficient wits to work and

brings about a reconciliation, after

adventuresses and blacklegs have

been circumvented, priggishness pil-

loried and a general restoration of

the entente entirely established.

Lady Cardonnell naturally repre-

sents a type that Miss Barrymore

is perfectly equipped for portraying.

The attributes of a woman of the

world are hers by instinct. Polish,

suavity, humor and a gentle touch of

maternal devotion are qualities she

can command at will. Altogether

refreshingly delightful is the as-

sumption. E. Lyall Swete, who

staged so wonderfully "Chu Chin

Chow," proves himself an admir-

able actor as well. He plays Car-

donnell.

GAIETY. "SICK-A-BED." Farcical

comedy by Ethel Watts Mumford.

Produced February 25th, with this

cast:

Constance Weems Mary Newcombe

Patrick Edward O'Connor

Saji David Burton

John Weems John Flood

Mr. Chalmers Frank Connor

Reginald Jay Edwin Nicander

Dr. Flexncr Charles E. Kvans

llr. Widner Dallas Welford

Miss Durant Mary Boland

Miss Hepworth Julia Ralph

Dr. Robert Macklyn George Parsons

(Specially engaged)

Officer Thomas Allyn

OUTSIDE
of a deficient struc-

ture a set of preposterous char-

acters and inept dialogue, this piece

is all right.

It concerns a returned African

explorer (who in real life could

never have made his way from 42nd

Street to Columbus Circle). To

avoid testifying in a divorce suit

he is persuaded to feign illness un-

der the care of two fantastic quacks,

a muddle-headed lawyer, a handsome

day nurse, a homely night one, an

eccentric guardian and a Japanese

valet. At intervals he is pestered by

the would-be divorcee, a lady of ob-

viously excessive temperament.

The acting is generally capable,

but practically all the players are

hampered by the uncertainty of their

roles.
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COMEDY. "VouTH." Play in 3

acts by Miles Malleson. Produced

February 20th.

ONLY
a trifle more than a

month did "Youth" hold the

boards at the Comedy. The play

in theme and execution well bore

out its title. It was distinctly re-

freshing in its enthusiastic handling,

both by its author and its inter-

preters, the Washington Square

Players. Its revelation of life be-

hind the scenes was freshly and

amusingly presented and the story

of a playwright, who had hit upon
a theme he was called upon in real

life to solve, brought into relief a

number of scenes of undoubted psy-

chological value.

HUDSON. "THE MASTER." Com-

edy in 3 acts by Hermann Bahr. Re-

vived February 19th.

ARNOLD
DALY'S faith in Herr

Hermann Bahr is touching.

In part the play was better acted

this year than last. Ann Andrews
was more acceptable as the master's

wife who followed his example in

the matter of sexual freedom than

was the former interpreter of the

role. Harry Mestayer made the

Japanese doctor extraordinarily real.

As for Mr. Daly, he is a good
actor who is doing all he can to

make himself banal. He rants and

preaches and roars most inexplicably

instead of being human as he

knows so well how to be.

PUNCH AND JUDY. "HER

COUNTRY." Play in 4 acts by Rudolph
Besier and Sybil Spottiswoode. Pro-

duced February 21st, with this cast:

Mrs. Kolbeck Winona Bridges

Paul Walter Plinge

Major Kolbeck Redfield Clarke

Elsa Kolbeck Margaret Yaune

Margaret Tinworth Rosa Lynd
Kurt Hartling Alexander Onslow

Otto Von Ottberg George Hollett

Mr. Tinworth Charles Fleming

Schmidt Edward Broadley

Minna Mary Broome

Sophie Von Dorn Adele Klaer

Erica Krauss Bertha Broad

Mrs. Munroe Maude Milton

Ralph Munroe William Williams

Lieut. Reinkampf Anthony Blair

Lieut. Von Sieb Edward Reece

Lieut. Delmann Frank Ross

Lieut. Von Prossheim Charles Haines

Mrs. Colonel Von Rapp Marion Kerby

THIS
play, which is excellent

propaganda at the present time, is

one of the most absorbing and sig-

nificant and one of the best acted

plays of the current season. Called

in London "Kultur at Home," the

piece is a complete and illuminating

expose of the Prussian mediaevalism

which civilization has combined to

exterminate.

The heroine, an American girl,

marries a Prussian officer. Very

shortly thereafter she begins to learn

that she has also married Germany
arrogant, self-worshipping, and

unutterably dunderhead. Her hus-

band loves her money and her body,
but he is separated from her mind
and soul by an infinitely great di-

vide.

During two acts her struggles

against the coarseness, the animal-

ism, and the tyranny with which she

is surrounded are graphically de-

picted. She is expected to be a sort

of head servant in her husband's

house, subject always to his whims,

caprices and commands, and sub-

servient to the dictation of the wife

of his superior officer. Moreover,
she is always under the scrutiny of

her neighbors, brutally suspicious of

every non-German trait she reveals.

Eventually she rebels when the

Colonel's wife, who has come to

regulate her household, insults

America. To save her husband's

career she must apologize. When
he demands that she do it in writ-

ing, she refuses and is thereupon

subjected to physical violence. He
marches away to battle with her

to him incomprehensible ultimatum

that she cannot love him, ringing in

his ears as an accompaniment to

"Deittschland iibcr Alles."

All good Americans who are not

familiar with the Teuton at home
should see this play.

EAST-WEST PLAYERS

THE East-West Players this year

at the Lenox Little Theatre

continued their tradition of present-

ing short plays from the Yiddish in

English by producing "Winter," by

Sholom Asch, "The Shadchen's

Daughter," by Abraham Reisin, and

"Abigail," by David Pinski. The
first two are genre sketches, the

former serious, the latter farcical,

and both deal with the parental prob-

lem of marrying off the daughters.

"Winter" seemed scarcely worth

doing on the stage or perhaps it is

too difficult for the West to appreci-

ate the tragedy of the elder unmar-

ried daughter at the moment when

the younger is taking a husband.

Margaret Anglin found the situation

matter for comedy in "Green Stock-

ings." The shadchen, or marriage

broker, in the second piece, is a

sort of farce Shylock. When his

daughter spoils his best bargain by

marrying a wealthy customer, he

promptly replaces the customer with

the girl's rejected suitor a poet who

is constrained to part with his long

hair.

'Ihe nun- Yiddish part of this

year's programme is "Pawns," by
Percival Wilde. The author, "who
has laid aside his pen to put on a

uniform," took pains to assure his

audience that "Pawns" is not paci-

fistic. The precaution was hardly

necessary. The pawns are Russian

miiujiks, summoned to mobilization

without knowing even what the word
means. They are instructed by a

drunken sergeant, who shoots down
one of the Austrians and is promptly

strangled by his victim's companion.
"Pawns" is a portrait of unsophis-
tication which aids one in compre-

hending the Bolshevik dominance in

Russia.

CORT. "As You LIKE IT." Com-
edy in three acts by William

Shakespeare.

FOR
the second of her series of

Shakespearean matinees at the

Cort, Edith Wynne Matthison re-

vived "As You Like It." Her Rosa-

lind is a gracious, poetical and buoy-
ant presentation instinct with re-

fined humor and feminine charm.

Howard Kyle was the Jaques and

fairly revelled in its declamatory

opportunities. Pedro de Cordoba was
an engaging Orlando and Charles

Webster an Oliver of convincing

bearing and speech. Adrienne Mor-
rison was an excellent Celia while

Percival Vivian doubling Le Beau
and William proved himself a

Shakespearean comedian of distinct

ability.

THEATRE DU VIEUX CO-
LOMBIER. "LESMAUVAISBERGERS."

FOR
a reason rather obscure, the

plays that have a serious not

to call it sad tendency produced at

the Theatre du Vieux Colombier

have drawn the largest audiences.

Such comedies as would be apt to

interest the faithful patrons of the

frivolous theatres in Paris do not

draw more than a corporal's guard
here. Possibly this is due to the

fact that the language of tragedy is

more easily comprehended by people
whose French is more or less

sketchy. I refer to the actual talk

on the stage and am not applying

that phrase "the language of tragedy"
in the grand manner.

The latest offering of this type,

Octave Mirbeau's "Les Mauvais

Bergers," has proved no exception
and its gloom sufficed to fill the little

house. It ends in a triple death

scene and despite its argument
of the old quarrel between capital

and labor (an untimely story to-day

it should seem) nothing is accom-
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plishcd. In Bernhardt's old part

Suzanne Bing did some of her best

work and in the fourth act, where

she calls back the crowd of strikers

and renews their faith in their

leader, she rose above herself. M.

Copeau's acting as the strike leader,

the role played by Lucien Guitry in

Paris, is on the high plane of his

Ivan in the play from the Russian

which immediately preceded this

COHAN. "TooT-TooT." Musical

comedy in two acts, adapted from

Rupert Hughes' farce "Excuse Me."

Book by Edgar Allan Woolf; lyrics

by Berton Braley; music by Jerome

Kern. Produced on March llth,

with this cast:

Lieutenant Shaw Louis A. Templeman

Lieutenant Hudson Anthony Hughes

Porter Harry Fern

James Wellington Edward Garvie

Mrs. Wellington Flora Zabelle

Walter Colt. D.D. Earl Benham

Mrs. Colt Louise Groody

Captain Jones Greek Evans

Sergeant Flint Norman Bryan

Lieutenant Mallory Donald Macdonald

Marjorie Newton Louise Allen

Messenger Boy Lew Renard

A Ballyhoo Alonzo Price

Train Boy Ernie Adams

Conductor Ben Hendricks

HAS anybody made a musical

show of "What Happened to

Jones" or "Twin Beds" or "Seven

Days" or "Box and Cox" or "Gam-

mer Gurton's Needle"? If not, I

wish they'd hurry up and do it and

get it over with. Evidently we must

possess our souls in patience until

the whole string of standard farces

has been musicalized and recru-

desced. Thereafter but not before

we may hope for something worth

while in the field of opera comique.

"Excuse Me," clone with song and

dance, becomes "Toot-Toot." It was

a funnier show as "Excuse Me."

As for the songs and dances, they

would have served just as well as

adornments for an intimate version

of "John A. Greene ; or, The Pin-

ner of Wakefield."

There are bright patches in "Toot-

Toot" for the most part dance

numbers but the dull stretches pre-

dominate. It's a long, monotonous

trip to Reno, take it all in all. There

are some attractive songs en route,

but the comedy is either infantile or

musty.

Greek Evans' baritone is about

the only voice worth mentioning.

Flora Zabelle confirms the suspicion

that she is a hardy perennial. Louise

Groody and Louise Allen are the

other girls remembered. Both can

sing a little and dance a good deal

more. Louise is good-looking.

VANDERBILT. "OH, LOOK!"

Musical comedy in two acts. Music

by Harry Carroll. Lyrics by Joseph

McCarthy. Suggested by James

Montgomery's "Ready Money." Pro-

duced on March 7th, with this cast :

Stephen Baird Hw Fox

Sidney Rosenthal George Sidney

Sam Welch Alfred Kappeler

William Stewart Clarence Nordstrom

James E. Morgan Alexander F. Frank

Hon. John H. Tyler Albert Sackett

Jackson Ives

Captain West

Neil

James Clark

Grace Tyler

Genevieve Tyler

Mrs. John H. Tyler Amelia Gardner

Margy Elliott Florence Bruce

Bertha Smith

Peggy Warburton

Frances Huntley

Frederick Burton

Harry Kelly

Charles Mussett

Ted Wing
Louise Cox

Genevieve Tobin

Betty Hope Hale

Mildred Sinclair

Betty Hamilton

STILL
another in the endless pro-

cession of old farces bedecked

with song is "Oh, Look!" which is

James Montgomery's "Ready Money"

revamped. With the exception of

one song "Chasing Rainbows," and

possibly the finale, the first half of

the piece is deadly dull. The sec-

ond half livens up considerably,

thanks chiefly to the late arrival of

Harry Kelly as a burlesque detec-

tive.

Everybody who has ever gone to

the theatre or the movies knows

Montgomery's old story about how

money attracts money. The mining

stock salesman merely displays

$50,000 in bills and is immediately

flooded with cash. .
Then his partner

at the mine opportunely strikes gold.

Harry Fox is the mining stock

man. One can hardly accuse him of

being much of an actor; yet his is

a winning smile and a rather deft

comic sense. Since deserting vaude-

ville, oddly enough, his former radi-

ant self-satisfaction has given* place

to an air of almost dejection. And

playing opposite him in "Oh, Look !"

is Miss Louise Cox, who seems also

very fond of looking melancholy.

For the most part "Oh, Look !" is

a series of songs, totally unrelated

to the basic farce, separated by three

or four lines of dialogue and most

vilely cued. The music is sure to

prove catchy; it has done so before.

As for the lyrics well, they rhyme
"Rosenthal" with "knows it all."

Mr. Wodehouse never does that.

Grant and Wing and another con-

tortionist dancer, unidentified, help

the second half considerably.

ris' short story. Produced on Feb-

ruary 25th, with this cast:

Mrs. Hamilton Elaine Ada C. Nevil

Elizabeth Rankin Adelyn Wesley

Bishop Rutledge Carson Davenport

Dutton George Luml

Mrs. Margaret Forster Edith Shaym-

Jeanne Fanchon Duval

Colonel Fairchild Charles E. Verner

philip Harold White

Phyllis Elaine Clara Moon-

Frederick Jamieson Edward Woni.

Robert Gleason George Barr

Herbert Davies Clarence Bellair

Dr. Parker Robert Wayne
Corn Frederick Strong

J. Cunningham Hale Brigham Royce

Watkins David Marshall

Shep Jerry Hai t

David Manville Joseph Webi r

Dr. James Pendergrass William Hodge

Judge Luckett James II. Lew^

Jack Morris James C. Malaidy

Sheriff Arthur E. Spraguc

Deputy Sheriff Ford Record

WILLIAM
HODGE is a com-

edian with a following. His

is a dry humor that is quite irre-

sistible to some. Personally I pre-

fer the more obvious Sam Bernard

school of happy fooling but there is

no accounting for taste.

In "A Cure for Curables" the star

is the center of a group of fashion-

able invalids who haunt a "rest

cure." He undertakes to cure ten

of them in a month, and the fun

begins. Of course, there is a love

interest, a touch of melodrama, and

a happy ending which as things go

nowadays on the stage, is all we

can expect in any self-respecting

play.

44TH STREET ROOF. "FOLLOW

THE GIRL." Musical comedy in three

acts by Henry Blossom and Zoel

Parenteau. Produced on March 2nd.

with this cast:

T. Lyman Niles

Mrs. Niles

Gladys Niles

Fifine

Senor Borbarenteau

Edwin Blake

Alfred Vanderveer

"Buck" Sweeny
Brophy
Albert Vanderveer

Mrs. Vanderveer

First Bell-Boy

Second Bell-Boy

Rev. Jonas Tod, D.

William Tell

Mademoiselle Anna

Washington

William Danforth

Jobyna Howlan-i

Eileen Van Biene

Alice Ryan
Robert O'Connor

Mercedes Lorenze

Harry Fender

Walter Catlett

Ricliard Tabor

Burt Sawyer
Mabel Stanton

Charles Clear

William Quimby
1). Ralph Nairn

George L. Bickel

Louise White

Charles Clear

39TH STREET. "A CURE FOR

CURABLES." Comedy in four acts by
Earl Derr Biggers and Lawrence

Whitman, suggested by Corra Har-

THE redeeming feature of this

musical comedy is the pretty

and cozy little theatre itself.

The plot is far below par and ex-

cept Walter Catlett as Sweeny, who
is the whole show, a company of

amateurs would fill the bill better.

Productions of this kind are not

calculated to help the theatrical

business.
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Lionel Barrymore Doris Rankin

Lionel Barrymore plays the part of a man who for forty years has been despised by his neighbors because he is believed to be

disloyal to his country. In the first picture we see the actor as the supposed Southern sympathizer from whom all turn in scorn. In the
second picture we see him as the hated old man who breaks the enforced silence of years to save his granddaughter's happiness

SCENE IN AUGUSTUS THOMAS' PLAY "THE COPPERHEAD"

Photos White

i'ynl Keightley Ethel Barrymore John Cope

"The Off Chance" is the story of how a middle-aged woman patches up the affairs of her daughter, whom she has not seen
for years, and a wayward son-in-law who is about to run off with a dancer. The poker game is one of the best scenes in the play

SCENE IN 11. C. CARTON'S COMEDY "THE OFF CHANCE"

THE JiARRYMORES ETHEL AND LIONEL IN NEAV PLAYS



THE RIGHT MAN IN THE RIGHT PART
Didyou ever try to cast a play? It's a job even more difficult than

writing one. Here are some of its problems. Being an interview with

RUPERT HUGHES
AUTHOR OF "EXCUSE ME," ETC.

ON'i:

of the surest ways of getting acute

dementia with homicidal tendencies is

to endeavor to cast a play and get ex-

actly the right type of man or woman for every

role. It might be said, if certainty were not

one of the things that can never be in matters

theatric, that a perfect cast is practically im-

possible, ajthough audiences are actually critical

only in baldly obvious cases of miscasting. Pro-

vided the people on the stage approximate in

physical appearance, dress, carriage, gestures

and voice, the characters they are supposed to

represent, the audience is usually satisfied. 'If

they had any idea the trouble the producers have

had, if they could conceive the lunacy the au-

thor has nearly approached, in the effort to get

these approximations, if they could go through

the days and weeks of hunting for actors who
could look and talk somewhere near the way
the characters should look and talk well, it is

best they don't.

"An author contrives a plot and imagines a

number of people to act as the figures in it;

as the plot grows, these figures become more

defined and real ; the author gets to know them,

invests them with little peculiarities of speech

and movement, individualizes them. The pro-
ducer gets his conception. Then the hunt be-

gins. A perverse demon seizes upon the the-

atrical world. A man is wanted without ob-

vious physical or mental deformities, who can

make up, let us say, like a railroad brakeman
a plain, everyday brakeman without tempera-

ment, the kind of brakeman who, when he

passes through the train, makes you feel reas-

sured that under ordinary circumstances you can

get from Allerton, Iowa, to Chicago, Illinois,

safely.

YOU see hundreds of men on Broadway from

Thirty-eighth Street to Fiftieth Street who
could play that role, hundreds of them, every

day of the year except the days or the stretch

of days you actually want one. Then they van-
ish completely altogether Broadway is de-

serted of all possible brakemen. And you have
the same experience with every other character.

Leading men and women are as common as roses
used to l>e if) an English garden but "types,"

they are as fare as orchids. Getting the right
man for the right part, from butler or footpad,
to second lead, there is the task that makes you
feel sympathetic every time you pass a mad-
house.

'-Vo man knows everything about the theatre.

That can be set down as aft^axioro. You might
go further and say that few" men know anything.
That, by the by, is the first thing an author learns
about play-producing. The moment his virgin
manuscript comes to the point of being really
considered seriously by the producing manager,
he gets his first glimmering of this truth, and
the older he gets, the more thoroughly he learns

\\ hen the producing manager begins to

work, the author, who may have still retained
some feeble, half-hearted belief in himself, a

theory that he does know something about his

play, feels his courage ooze away, and in a short
time he knows definitely the one great thing we
all should learn that he doesn't know anything.
"When it comes to casting a play, you con-

front one of the most extraordinary and incom-

prehensible factors in the art of play-producing.

You have a part for a young girl, for instance.

You let Miss Packard or Miss Fernandez know

your desires and some thirty-seven pretty young

things appear. At first glance any one of them

would seem to fill the bill of requirements. But

then when you begin to study this mass of femi-

ninity in connection with the play to be pro-

duced, and your preconceived ideas, you find that

everyone of them is impossible. One is too fat,

she may weigh one hundred and eighteen. An-

other is too thin.

TO your eye there may not be six pounds
difference between them, but the verdict is

that she is too thin. Another is too pretty. An-

other isn't pretty enough. One's face will go
in repose, but the moment she smiles, you think

of a graveyard. One is not graceful enough.

Another languishes. Another moves with kit-

tenish activity at the very moment that she should

be languid. One is too tall, for the other

women. The other is too short. The desirable

one is a blonde, but the girl she plays opposite

to is a blonde, and you require a brunette. Some-
times the lady's reputation is too bad. Some-
times it is too good. And so it goes.

"Finally you pick out the one that looks all

right, and that acts all right; and then she reads

a line! The laws about justifiable homicide are

so altogether inadequate. When you are at your
wits' end, and you can tell from your producing

manager's expression that only his Southern an-

cestry prevents him from saying out loud the

things the very air quivers with, the right one

appears, somehow. But you feel grey by that

time, and it is only the beginning.
"This difficulty is not confined to women. You

want, for instance, to get a man whose one line is

'.Mr. Jones is waiting to see you.* You leave

the Lambs' Club in calm content and walk down
Broadway. The overwhelming sense of forebod-

ing that is on one until after the first night
deserts you; you might have known what was

coming from that alone. Your companion, let

us say, is a statistician of repute, who counts

thirty-two hundred and fifty actors out of a job.
When you get to the producing manager's office you
find forty-nine applicants for the heavy task of an-

nouncing Mr. Jones. Forty-nine men announce
Mr. Jones for your benefit. And the terrible

truth bears down on you that while any one of
those forty-nine men is legally entitled to be-

come President of the United States, if he could

get the job, not one of them could possibly herald
Mr. Jones' arrival', upon the stage.

TF one's difficulties are so great in a minor
* matter, as the announcement of the coming
of Mr. Jones, consider the difficulties in getting
your leading characters. Let me illustrate what
I have in mind by the experience of a friend of
mine. This friend had a play in which one of
the characters was a typical Texan. And he had
a "feeder'

1

and companion who was as short and
round as the Texan was tall and slim. The play-
was produced by a manager who knew a great
deal more about New York than he did about
Texas. I witnessed the dress rehearsal. The Texan
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appeared. For this role had been chosen a distin-

guished and successful English actor; he played
the oil shooter exactly as you might imagine,
in a wild dream, the Honorable Mr. Asquith

playing it. It was interesting, but purely inter-

esting. Viewed as a feat of mental legerde-

main, it was amazing. I can consider only one

thing on earth more amazing than this man play-

ing this role. That would have been the ex-

pression of that man's fate if he actually did

shoot an oil well. But strange as he was, his

jovial companion was even more so. Instead

of a short, paunchy individual, there nimbly

leaped before the footlights a tall, blonde giant.

He knew his role was a coirjedy role. Con-

stantly he laughed before he uttered every line,

and laughed after it.

"Let me digress a moment to say something
about humorous lines on the stage. It is a sub-

ject that has interested me for years; I have

talked with the greatest laugh-producers, 1 have

asked them how they got their effects, why they

did what they did do. I have studied their work,
and I have arrived at one conclusion. The ac-

tor's job is to deliver the line. There his job

ends. If a laugh is coming, it is up to the audi-

ence to produce it. If the actor laughs, the

audience naturally thinks, having paid its

good money to see something, that his laugh
is part of the show. And they sit there pa-

tiently and quietly. They are waiting for some-

thing to do. Why should they laugh, when there

is someone on the stage to laugh for them? It

is a safe rule for the actor not to tell the audi-

ence that lie is going to say something funny
before he says it. There is no need of inviting

criticism. The mere suggestion that the people

in front ought to laugh, arouses the latent an-

tagonism against doing what he should, that stirs

into active life in all of us on the slightest prov-

ocation.

IF
the audience doesn't see the point, it is not

the actor's job to accuse them of being dull

cr stupid. Probably they know as much as the

actor, or the aif.hor, or the producers. All the

actor has to do is give the line and thank what-

ever gods there be, if the audience gets it. One
can always blame the author.

"Secondly, the actor should not move on a

laugh line. The mental attitude of the audi-

ence is a very complex one. We are so accus-

tomed to it, that we fail to realize its complex-

ity. But it is a real feat of mental ability on

the part of the average audience to get the full

import of a line. The moment the actor moves,

he distracts the auditor's attention. The atten-

tion of the audience has been focused on what

the actor says. If he moves, the audience fol-

lows what he does rather than what he says. You

can see before you can hear. The mind will fol-

low instinctively the course that calls for the

least exertion, and the 'actor's voice and what he

says wi!l be lost in the effort to follow his move-

ments.

"Some years ago, a little one-act sketch of

mine was produced. The first woman we tried

for the role was not only ineffective as an ac-

tress, but she had eyes the like of which I never

saw. They were not large, they were huge, and

she rolled them, and ogled with them, and di-
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From a camera study by Maurice Goldberg

MADAME A L L A N A Z I M O V A

We have already seen what this Russian actress can do with Ibsen and it has given

us an appetite for more. Arthur Hopkins is now presenting her, to the delight of

her many admirers, in "The Wild Duck" at the Plymouth Theatre. Later we

are to see her as Hedda Gabler and as Nora in "A DolFs House"



reeled their beams all over the room. The re-

sult was that we all became so interested in fol-

lowing those eyes that we paid no attention to

what the woman was saving. No one could,

while those eyes roamed about. And that brings

me to a point in regard to casting a play. In-

dividual eccentricities on the part of the per-

formers play a role that is so delicate as to al-

most defy analysis. One thing is sure. The fin-

est group of actors in the world cannot make
a hopelessly bad play possible, but many a by no

means great play has been made popular by good

acting. But if you make a mistake in casting,

however, you can count on failure.

API.
AY is presented to an audience a new

play. All things being equal, an American

play is the most readily understood by an Ameri-
can audience. Despite the extent of the country,
there are certain things which are accepted as

definitely American, equally in Boston and San
Francisco. America is healthy, buoyant, simple,

assertive, and emotionally very reticent. Ameri-
cans talk according to a certain style of their

own. It is one of the peculiar fundamental facts

of Americans that every one of us prefers in

speech the vernacular rather than the elegant
and grammatically impeccable. The average
American, for instance, becomes very self-con-

scious if he says, 'the ingredients of which this

pie is composed." He is much more apt to say,
'the things this pie is made of,' and kick gram-
mar and the rules of syntax into the discard. 'Of
whichs' are studied and stilted. And so it goes.
The American values dignity and formality and
uses it only when the occasion calls for it. Con-
sequently, American playwriters and American
actors must have some understanding of these
bask fundamental American things. We know
Americans talk, move, use their hands, and gen-
erally comport themselves in such a way that
when we see them, we know them to be Amer-
ican. It's an extraordinary fact but a true one,
that many actors cannot do this particular thing.
"For instance, in 'Excuse Me' Tom Walsh

played the part of a conductor. He might have
stepped from a train in the Grand Central onto
the Park Theatre stage. I had had my eye on
Walsh for years. When it came to casting the
road company, I fled. The same is true of
Sweatnam, as the negro porter in this play. As
originally written, we had a -second porter for
the club-car scene. But the moment Sweatnam
stepped on the stage, we eliminated the second
porter. He would certainly have killed any other
negro porter so far as 'Excuse Me' was con-
cerned. It took us weeks to get a minister's
wife who would smoke a cigar that was before
Mrs. Fiske had made cigar-smoking by a woman

the correct thing to do on the stage. Then we

had a very difficult time in getting fat men, fat

jovial men. It is an odd fact that many fat men

are as hard as nails, and many lean, skinny men

are so soft as velvet, when they get behind the

footlights.

"The whole problem is very largely a matter

of meeting the unexpressed but very definite pub-

lic conception of what people of a certain kind,

in a certain place and under certain conditions

ought to do. Anyone, for instance, with suf-

ficient talent and artistic skill, can play 'Hamlet'

or 'Lady Teazle.' They are well established char-

acters, they have an individuality of their own.

And to the actor who assails these roles, the

public merely gives the opportunity to show his

or her interpretation of a fact. The audience

is not so particularly interested in the character

as in the actor's presentation of the character,

a purely intellectual undertaking.

"Take the case of a character-comedian, for

instance. I remember going to see Dan Leno,
when he first appeared in this country. I sat

through his performance. I was aged when I

left. the theatre, and I remember telling a com-

panio;i that if that was what the English people

thought was funny, the whole Island ought to be

sunk. It was all over with a people who could

think anything like that funny.

"Some years later I was living in London.

Early in my stay I passed the Oxford Music

Hall, on Dan Leno's opening night after his re-

turn from America, and saw in the lobby a col-

lection of photographs of the floral tributes he
had received in his triumphal tour of America.

TO me they seemed ghastly mortuary trib-

utes. A year and a half later I passed the Ox-
ford Music Hall one night. Dan Leno was play-

ing there again and having literally no other

place to go, I went in. The comedian came on
and to my great amazement I discovered he was
one of the funniest men I had ever seen. My
sides ached, and tears rolled down my cheeks,
and when I had recovered from my astonishment,
I tried to find out what had been the matter
with me in New York. At length I hit on the

reason. I had been living long enough in Eng-
land to have become familiar, unconsciously
familiar, with English ways and habits. Dan
Leno was not funny to me in New York, be-

cause I did not know familiarly 'the type of

people he was delicately burlesquing. After a

year and a half in England, I was so familiar
with the type, that I could thoroughly appreciate
the whimsical exaggeration. Dan Leno had a
real genius for comedy.
"And what wss true of Dan Leno and of com-

edy-acting is true, in a measure, of all acting.

Lear must be recognizably a poor, shelterless,

senile, pathetically helpless old man before the

horror of his madness can be appreciated. The
actor who plays the butler must fulfil the popu-
lar conception of what a butler looks like the
moment he comes on the stage. A 'flapper' must
'look the part' before she can get a hearing from
the audience. The modern audience has a rough
idea of how millionaires and scrub women look.

The actor must meet the generally accepted

rough sketchy outline of the type of character
he is supposed to represent.

"VT'OU have only to sit through a classic comedy,
-1 or read an old Greek comedy, for instance,

to realize this. We know the comedies of Aris-

tophanes were enormously popular, full of horse-

play and slap-stick as they are. But the reason

they were funny is because the Athenian of their

day recognized that they were true to the times.

Aristophanes' manner of presenting the truth was
funny, and he always held to the truth. Arise >ph-

anes was unquestionably the George V. Hobart
of his time. You have to be an artist to present

comedy successfully, and in order to be an ar-

tist you must be something more than exotic.

"It is not possible to get away from what I

have called the basis of familiarity. And that is

where all the troubles of casting lie. Of course,
there is one other great trouble, and something
that amounts to almost a great menace to the

American stage the movies' absorption of the

'type' actor. Since the physical appearance is the

first qualification for the movies, all the men
and women who are absolute types are seized

upon by the screen men. And it is increasingly
difficult to get them released for the legitimate

stage. Makeup, of course, is not everything.
"There is only one thing I know definitely

about the theatre, and that is. that the things you
know about it are not so. This is not a paradox.
The producer, the director, the author, the light

man, and the 'props' struggle for the right type,
the right reading, the right effects, the right at-

mosphere, for weeks, maybe for months. Some-
where in the theatre on the first night, a dull and

haggard man sits absorbed, murmuring the lines

before the actors utter them and grimacing hor-

ribly. At times the ushers have been forced to

calm nervous ladies in nearby seats with the

statement, 'Don't mind him, madam, he's i:iily the

author.' Somewhere else a gentleman who. if he
were released from the theatre, would be im-

mediately incarcerated in Bellevue, at the re-

quest of the nearest newsboy, suffers agonies. \o
one goes near him. Producing managers have
been known to bite. The curtain falls. Au-
thors, actors and managers seek temporary ob
livion until they read the morning papers.

That the first play selected by the U. S. Gov-
ernment to tour the "Patriotic Circuit" of the
sixteen Army cantonments is "Turn to the
Right"?

That Margaret Wycherly, the wife of Bay-
1 Veiller, the playwright, used to be a "light-

ning-change artist" in vaudeville?

That Thomas Abthorpe Cooper, one of the
most distinguished actors (1776-1849)

i h.ssed the first time he appeared on the
tage .'

That Maxine Elliott was born in a village in
Maine?

the well-known actor-manager, was eight shil-

lings a week and three tallow candles?

That William Collier used to be a call-boy at

Daly's Theatre?

That May Irwin used to do a "sister act'' at

Tony Pastor's?

That John Hazzard, who made a fortune by
writing "Turn to the Right" first attracted atten-
tion by publishing a poem, "Ain't It Awful
Mabel?"

That Lenore Ulric, the star of David Belasco's
production "Tiger Rose," made her first success
in the movies?

the firs, salary earned by John Bernard, That Marguerite Clark, one of the most popu-

lar ingenues of the screen, played the soubrette

role in "Mr. Pickwick." which DeWolf Hopp
produced seventeen years ago?

That George M. Cohan's real name is Martir

Costigan ?

That Wallace Eddinger was one of the fir..

interpreters of the role of "Little Lord Fauntle-

roy" ?

That William A. Brady used to manage prize-

fights?

That Sidney Drew used to make much less

money than his brother John, but now, thanks
to the moving pictures, he makes much more?

That Mrs. Fiske used to be a baflet-dancer?
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OUR OWN HAPPY ENDINGS
Dedicated to the use of the theatre managers anxious to find

cheerful terminations to their plays. Copyright not reserved

By EDWIN CARTY RANCK

IN
a recent article in the THEATRE MAGAZINE

we said something about the curse of the

"happy ending," that hybrid thing which

most American managers seem to think is es-

sential to the success of a play, regardless of

logic and motivation.

Now, as a matter of fact, we have always had

a secret ambition to rewrite Shakespeare for

Broadway, but didn't dare voice that ambition.

John Dryclen, who once wrote some fairly

good poetry, tried his hand at rewriting Shake-

speare, but his work "pleased not the million ;

'twas caviare to the general." However, we are

certain that Mr. Dryden was much, much too

scholarly. Judging by his own attempts at play-

writing, we feel convinced that there was a pre-

ponderance of poetry and very little drama in

his work, a la our own Percy Mackaye.

But now "the times are out of joint" and all

that sort of thing, so we feel that the oppor-

tunity is ripe for our own happy endings. In

this article we are going to show you how some

of Shakespeare's plays might be rewritten for

Broadway. If any New York manager likes

our improvements we are willing to sign a ten-

year contract to rewrite whole plays by Shake-

speare. Our method would be simple. We should

have a prologue, catalogue and epilogue, with

maps and diagrams so that even the manager
would understand exactly what we meant.

We are also going to show you how Ibsen

and Pinero might be "Broadwayized" in such

a way that no manager would lose money in

producing them. In extenuation of our frivolous

and impertinent sacrilege, we respectfully call

your attention to the fact that Edward Shel-

don recently helped "Camille" to longer life and

popularity by the judicious use of motion pic-

ture methods. He had the temerity to rewrite

the younger Dumas' play and give it a prologue
and epilogue, so tt'c are herewith going to have

the courage of our convictions and drag forth

into the pitiless spotlight of publicity our long-

nursed aspiration.

TAKE
"Romeo and Juliet," for instance !

Why should Shakespeare have given this

play such an unhappy ending? You know it

wasn't necessary from a box-office point of view.

There was no reason why Mercutio should have
been killed in the duel with Tybalt. Mercutio

was Shakespeare's "Jimsey,'' the always-faithful
friend. He should have been saved for the

last act in order that he might discover, in the

nick of time, that Juliet was merely asleep and
not dead. Then he could have dashed through
the tombstones in time to knock the poison from
Romeo's hand. Our own happy ending for this

play would read as follows:

Mercutio: Good, my lord, Juliet is not dead.

She waits for dice behind yon tombstone.
Romeo (joyously): Not dead! Juliet not

dead' Then how? Why?
Mercutio: Camouflage, my lord, camouflage !

Twas done to thwart the Capulet family.
Romeo (impatiently) : A plague on both our

houses !

Mercutio (devoutly) : Amen to that, my lord!

Juliet (from behind the tombstone) : Romeo,
Romeo, wherefore art thou, Romeo?
Romeo (ecstatically): Juliet! Juliet! My

sweet love !

Mercutio (aside) : This is no place for me !

Even now now right now sunset plays ping-

pong on the distant mountain tops.

Romeo (gripping his hand warmly) : My dear

friend, how can I ever thank thee?

Mercutio (hastily) : Breathe it not in Shake-

spearean verse. Spare me that! But to-morrow,

and thou lovest me, buy me a small perfecto.

Romeo (showing great emotion) : I'll buy thee

a box.

Juliet (impatiently): Romeo! Romeo! That

makes four times I have called to thee.

Mercutio (hastily) : Now I must beat it, Old

Top. So long and good luck !

(Exit Mercutio)

Romeo : Juliet ! Sweet Juliet ! I come to

thee anon !

(He rushes toward her. knocking over a

flower pot in his haste.' Juliet rises from be-

hind tombstone. Romeo takes her tenderly
in his arms and kisses her hectically. He
is still kissing her) as,

THE CURTAIN FALLS

WE leave it to any unprejudiced judge if

that isn't a big improvement over Shake-

speare from the box-office point of view ! But

hist, Gentle Reader, we have more of the same

sort. Here is a substitute happy ending for

"Othello" one that is particularly timely :

Othello: O perjured woman! thou dost stone

my heart, and makest me call what I intend to

do a murder, which I thought a sacrifice : I

saw the handkerchief.

Desdemona (calmly) : I can explain all. Meet
me at Aniline Thompson's Tittle Cafe to-morrow

afternoon and

Othello (throwing a steamer rug over her

face) : Down, strumpet !

Desdemona (in. stifled tones): Kill me another

day, "Ottie"; letie live to-night!

Othello (furiously): Nothing doing! Thou
diest to-night !

(He is trying hard to strangle her when
the bed suddenly closes up like a jack-knife.
Othello stands perplexed. From the depths
of the folding-bed comes a triumphant
chuckle from Desdemona. Othello, wild with

rage, is about to open the bed when there is

a violent pounding on the door.

While Othello stands transfixed, the door
bursts open and Emilia enters, holding a
handkerchief in one hand and dragging lago
by the hair of the head with the other. There
is a look of Amazonian rage on her plain
but honest countenance. lago tries to squirm
loose but she kicks his shins and he becomes
quiet.)

Emilia: It is a good thing for you, my lord,
and for my sweet lady, Desdemona, that

lago talks in his sleep. He has just told me all

Othello (amazed) : All ! What meanest thou ?

Emilia (shaking lago) : I mean, my lord, that

this man is a German spy!
(Great sensation. All stare. Business of

Othello foaming at mouth.)
Othello (dazedly): My God!
Emilia (holding up handkerchief) : Do you set-

this handkerchief?

Othello: Yes, methinks I see it quite plainly.
Emilia: You thought it Desdemona's?
Othello: Isn't it hers?
Emilia (scornfully) : Not on your tintype, my

lord ! This lying German dog who calls himself

lago, is really Fritz Argenheimer, a member of

the Hohenzollern family.

Othello (staring) : But the handkerchief! lago
said

Emilia (impatiently): Tush, my lord! Where
does Desdemona have her "hankies" made?

Othello : In Venice, by a most worthy firm.

Desdemona (from the depths of the folding-

bed) : Antonio Marrazinni & Son.

Othello (starting): The very same!

Emilia (holding out handkerchief triumph-

antly) : Then look at this, my lord!

( Othello looks and starts back aghast.)

Othello (in a hoarse whisper) : MADE IN
GERMANY (to Emilia) : You have saved my
wife.

Emilia (shrugging her shoulders) : It was

nothing, my lord !

Othello (pointing to lago) : Out with the Ger-

man swine. He shall be fed poisoned beer at

daybreak.

(Exit Emilia, dragging the miserable Hun by
the hair.)

Othello (opening folding-bed and clasping
Desdemona passionately in his arms) : Oh, my
darling! Can you ever forgive me?
Desdemona (tenderly) : Of course, you ter-

rible-tempered Mr. Moor ! I love you. We
should worry! (They kiss furiously.)

CURTAIN

A WONDERFUL inspiration has just come to

us for a happy ending to Ibsen's "Ghosts."

Why should Oswald ha^ve gone crazy anyhow?
He was not a German. I -no reason for

his insanity. Instead of softening of the brain,

give him hardening of the arteries. However,
here is our proposed ending. Without meaning
to say anything derogatory to Mr. Ibsen, we
must admit that our version tout we shall let

you choose for yourself:

Oswald : Mother, give me the sun.

Mrs. Alving: What do you say?
Oswald (in hopeless voice): The sun! The

sun !

Mrs. Alving (rushing frantically to him, a

newspaper in her hand) : Oswald, dear, I haven't

The Sun, but here is The World!
Oswald (scanning front page hungrily) :

Thank God ! I was beginning to believe that

the newspaper strike would last forever.

CURTAIN.

Also, take that last act of "Hedda Gabler."

No Broadway playwright could account for Mr.

Ibsen's idiosyncrasy in slaying poor Hedda. True
she didn't have much to live for according to

her lights but to shoot herself ! Ugh ! Just
before the fatal shot rang out, Tesman, Mrs.
Elfsted and Judge Brack were talking together

just as friendly as you please. Our own happy
ending for this play would read as follows:

Ti-sman (shrieks): Shot herself!

Brack (rushing into inner room and emerg-
ing with a smile) : False alarm !

Tesman : You mean-
Brack : It wasn't a shot you heard, Tesman.

An electric light bulb exploded that's all.

Tesman (apologetically) : Hedda is so im-

pulsive! Besides, she once threatened to kill

herself.

Brack (lightly) : People don't do such things.
1 esman. Broadway managers won't let 'em.
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THOSE STAGE SETTINGS
Bad acting nowadays is often camouflaged by start-

ling scenery. Is the electrician the next in line?

By MILDRED CRAM

TEX
years ago there was nothing new un-

der the theatrical sun. Euripides did not

tind it as hard to invent a dramatic situa-

tiona new one as Augustus Thomas did in the

days of "Shenandoah." Nero had done all that

could be done in the way of spectacles. The

Sporzas of Milan were lavish producers of "little

comedies." And Shakespeare took all the plots

the Greeks left; Clyde Fitch was only writing

variations on the dear old themes.

Acting had disappeared. American actors and

actresses had become "restrained" simply be-

cause they no longer knew how to be expres-

sive. They mumbled and apostrophized the back-

drop, permitting themselves no gestures, no flu-

ency, no exaggeration. . And their acting was as

inspiring as the music of pianists who know noth-

ing about color. If an actor or an actress dis-

played no emotion whatever they were suspected

of concealing overwhelming emotion, like those

magicians who hide rabbits in the crown of a

silk hat. And the hopeful public thronged the

theatres, expecting to see the notorious emo-

tion produced. For not even bad acting can keep
the public away from the theatre.

In those days the dramatic Muse was so

swaddled in draperies that she tripped over them.

Managers and producers concealed the dearth

of acting under an avalanche of scenery, so that

even Shakespeare became wholly pageantry. Ir-

ving's "Merchant of Venice" gondolas floated on

real Thames-water canals; Tree's "Henry VIII"
was as over-laden with trappings as a Drury
Lane pantomime.

AND David Belasco became known as a wiz-

ard because he spattered "Sweet Kitty
Bellairs" with a noisily realistic rain-shower
and because he ruined Blanche Bates' finest

moment in "The Girl of the Golden West"
by concentrating attention on a banging door and
a snow squall. People flocked to the theatre to

see genuine mahogany, ticking clocks, live par-
rots and redwood forests but not acting and
not plays. The essence of the theatre disap-

peared under a superabundance of froth, like

the ice cream in an ice cream soda.

N'othing but a miracle could have cured
the public of its passion for artificial real-

ism. The miracle happened. The movies ap-
peared on the theatrical horizon and the stage
was saved from strangulation. The movies were
atmospheric; they made possible the visualiza-
tion of literature; they were neither pantomime
or pageantry but something of both, and more.
Where the stage had been limited by the neces-

sity of sequence in story-telling, the movies were
hampered by no such law movie dramas moved
forward or backward; they began in the middle
and attained the beginning or the end with the
wilful eccentricity of a Conrad novel. Where
the stage had relied upon the interior of Minnie's
cabin for the setting of the "Girl of the Golden
West's" climax, the screen went beyond the
cabin into the snowstorm

; it followed the sheriff's

posse in its pursuit of Johnson ; it tagged at the
Mexican dupe's heels to the brink of a precipice
and over; we saw Ranee pounding at the cabin
door and Minnie inside, sparring for time
The screen required a new school of acting.

It took the whole world and the whole sky for

its stage. There was no limit to the height or

the width of its proscenium arch. Decidedly,

something new under the theatrical sun

In Italy, a great playwright and poet he who
has flown above Trieste in an Italian war plane

realized the screen's potential dramatic pos-

sibilities and wrote the first original screen play

to attract the attention of the reluctant critics.

There will be greater plays than D'Annunzio's

"Cabiria" before we are through with the mov-
ies. Yet how many bad Greek plays were there

before Euripides ; how many bad Italian plays were

there before Goldoni ;
how many bad French plays

were there before Moliere ; how many bad Eng-
lish plays were there before Shakespeare? D'An-
nunzio was writing in a new theatrical language.
"Cabiria" required thousands of players; a vast

concourse of people was driven by terror or

Drau'ing by A. G. Cram

A typical stage setting of the decorative school

prowess, desire or hate into action that was as

impersonal and as inevitable, to the audience, as
if that audience were an assemblage of Martians
watching the petty furies of the world. A series
of pictures piled up a succession of impressions
doorways, streets, palace steps, walls, moun-

tains, ships, the sea, armies. You saw Troy and
Carthage and ancient Sicily. You saw, for a
brief second, Hannibal crossing the Alps. And
for that brief second of movie magic, men, horses
and elephants were taken up into the mountains
and photographed as they ploughed their way
through the unbroken, glittering snows toward
Italy.

After this, what could the wizard Belasco
do but put his snowstorms and rain squalls into

No one would pay two dollars to see
a papier-mache redwood tree who could see a
whole forest of real ones for ten cents. No one
wanted to watch William Brady's stage mobs
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when Griffith, in "The Birth of a Nation," used
an entire army as supers. The miracle had hap-
pened. Producers turned to artists for their

stage settings and dispensed with the services

of the stage carpenter. Real fountains, calcium

moonlights and electric sunsets disappeared. The
stage again catered to the imagination; the gro-
tesque and the fanciful appeared. It was dis-

covered that an illusion would serve if that il-

lusion were created with a sheet, some safety

pins and a little art. The setting was no longer
calculated to disguise a bad play or to smother
a good one ; the producer supplemented the wit

and tragedy of spoken words with the wit and

tragedy of line and color. And there was a

managerial Paradise until the scenic economists
realized their value and boosted the price of art.

Suggestive simplicity became the rage. We had
Rhinehardt and "Sumurun," Craig and "Oedipus
Rex" as Fiesole, Bakst and "L'Apres-Midi d'un

Faune," the scarlet "Scheherezade" and the ex-

otic "Princesse Enchantee." Jones delighted us
with the witty setting for "The Man Who Mar-
ried a Dumb Wife" and then astounded us with
the ferocious eccentricity of the Greek Trag-
edies. Lee Simonson followed with the "Magical
City," Urban created expensive simplicity for the

comic opera stage. And now we may expect fur-

ther miracles of the Greenwich Village Theatre
and of the Vieux Colombier .....

The stage was deprived of the tinsel and star-

dust that was part of its traditional charm. The
odor of the circus vanished from the theatre and
the public was disturbed because it was expected
to take playgoing seriously. It felt that it was
in the presence, not of pleasure, but of art, and
resented being confronted by a purposeful enigma.

TJARKER'S gilt fairies and swaying tree-
*-' trunks called forth a howl of derision. The
public grew restive because it was asked to take

its chorus girls together with this mysterious,
this provoking, this clever new scenic art. Was
it good? Was it bad? Or was it merely ridic-

ulous? Were the producers merely poking fun

at us?

And suddenly the scenic geniuses grew self-

conscious. Their simplicity became a cult. Their

stage-settings were so subtle, so startling, so

arresting that they defeated their own purpose
and became as cumbersome and cluttering as

Belasco's artificial realities. The modern
has been of such a magnificent and purposefu
simplicity that good acting has had no chanc
at all. What actor or actress could compet
with the setting of "Nju," for instance? The
stage broke away from such homely familiarities

as carpets and ticking clocks, and in striving to

escape from imitation reality, projected tangible
stories against intangible and wholly imaginary
backgrounds. And we go to the theatre to-day
for the sake of the scenery just as we did ten

years ago
But there is still a ray of hope in the theatrical

heaven. The stage carpenter and the property
man have disappeared from the theatre; the

scenic artist may be the next to go. In a year
or two Jones and Urban and Simonson are go-
ing to be beggars at the stage door. Their
doom is already sealed. The electrician is the

next "wizard"' in line.
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THOSE STAGE SETTINGS
Bad acting nowadays is often camouflaged by start-

ling scenery. Is the electrician the next in line?

By MILDRED CRAM

THX
years ago there was nothing new un-

der the theatrical sun. Euripides did not

rind it as hard to invent a dramatic situa-

tion a new one as Augustus Thomas did in the

days of "Shenandoah." Nero had done all that

could be done in the way of spectacles. The

Sporzns of Milan were lavish producers of "little

comedies." And Shakespeare took all the plots

the Greeks left ; Clyde Fitch was only writing

variations on the dear old themes.

Acting had disappeared. American actors and

actresses had become "restrained" simply be-

cause they no longer knew how to be expres-

sive. They mumbled and apostrophized the back-

drop, permitting themselves no gestures, no flu-

ency, no exaggeration. .
And their acting was as

inspiring as the music of pianists who know noth-

ing about color. If an actor or an actress dis-

played no emotion whatever they were suspected

of concealing overwhelming emotion, like those

magicians who hide rabbits in the crown of a

silk hat. And the hopeful public thronged the

theatres, expecting to see the notorious emo-

tion produced. For not even bad acting can keep
the public away from the theatre.

In those days the dramatic Muse was so

swaddled in draperies that she tripped over them.

Managers and producers concealed the dearth

of acting under an avalanche of scenery, so that

even Shakespeare became wholly pageantry. Ir-

ving's "Merchant of Venice" gondolas floated on

real Thames-water canals
; Tree's "Henry VIII"

was as over-laden with trappings as a Drury
Lane pantomime.

AXD David Belasco became known as a wiz-

ard because he spattered "Sweet Kitty
Bellairs" with a noisily realistic rain-shower
and because he ruined Blanche Bates' finest

moment in "The Girl of the Golden West"
by concentrating attention on a banging door and
a snow squall. People flocked to the theatre to

see genuine mahogany, ticking clocks, live par-
rots and redwood forests but not acting and
not plays. The essence of the theatre disap-

peared under a superabundance of froth, like

the ice cream in an ice cream soda.

Nothing but a miracle could have cured
the public of its passion for artificial real-

ism. The miracle happened. The movies ap-
peared on the theatrical horizon and the stage
was saved from strangulation. The movies were
atmospheric; they made possible the visualiza-
tion of literature; they were neither pantomime
or pageantry but something of both, and more.
Where the stage had been limited by the neces-

sity of sequence in story-telling, the movies were
hampered by no such law movie dramas moved
forward or backward; they began in the middle
and attained the beginning or the end with the
wilful eccentricity of a Conrad novel. Where
the stage had relied upon the interior of Minnie's
cabin for the setting of the "Girl of the Golden

climax, the screen went beyond the
cabin into the snowstorm ; it followed the sheriff's

posse in its pursuit of Johnson ; it tagged at the
Mexican dupe's heels to the brink of a precipice
and over; we saw Ranee pounding at the cabin
door and Minnie inside, sparring for time
The screen required a new school of acting.

It took the whole world and the whole sky for

its stage. There was no limit to the height or

the width of its proscenium arch. Decidedly,

something new under the theatrical sun

In Italy, a great playwright and poet he who
has flown above Trieste in an Italian war plane

realized the screen's potential dramatic pos-

sibilities and wrote the first original screen play

to attract the attention of the reluctant critics.

There will be greater plays than D'Annunzio's

"Cabiria" before we are through with the mov-
ies. Yet how many bad Greek plays were there

before Euripides ; how many bad Italian plays were

there before Goldoni ; how many bad French plays

were there before Moliere
;
how many bad Eng-

lish plays were there before Shakespeare? D'An-
nunzio was writing in a new theatrical language.
"Cabiria" required thousands of players ; a vast

concourse of people was driven by terror or

Drawing by A. G. Cram

A typical stage setting of the decorative school

prowess, desire or hate into action that was as
impersonal and as inevitable, to the audience, as
if that audience were an assemblage of Martians
watching the petty furies of the world. A series
of pictures piled up a succession of impressions

doorways, streets, palace steps, walls, moun-
tains, ships, the sea, armies. You saw Troy and
Carthage and ancient Sicily. You saw, for a
brief second, Hannibal crossing the Alps. And
for that brief second of movie magic, men, horses
and elephants were taken up into the mountains
and photographed as they ploughed their way
through the unbroken, glittering snows toward
Italy.

After this, what could the wizard Belasco
do but put his snowstorms and rain squalls into

No one would pay two dollars to see
a papier-mache redwood tree who could see a
whole forest of real ones for ten cents. No one
'anted to watch William Brady's stage mobs

when Griffith, in "The Birth of a Nation," used

an entire army as supers. The miracle had hap-
pened. Producers turned to artists for their

stage settings and dispensed with the services

of the stage carpenter. Real fountains, calcium

moonlights and electric sunsets disappeared. The
stage again catered to the imagination; the gro-

tesque and the fanciful appeared. It was dis-

covered that an illusion would serve if that il-

lusion were created with a sheet, some safety

pins and a little art. The setting was no longer
calculated to disguise a bad play or to smother
a good one; the producer supplemented the wit

and tragedy of spoken words with the wit and

tragedy of line and color. And there was a

managerial Paradise until the scenic economists
realized their value and boosted the price of art.

Suggestive simplicity became the rage. We had
Rhinehardt and "Sumurun," Craig and "Oedipus
Rex" as Fiesole, Bakst and "L'Apres-Midi d'un

Faune," the scarlet "Scheherezade" and the ex-

otic "Princesse Enchantee." Jones delighted us

with the witty setting for "The Man Who Mar-
ried a Dumb Wife" and then astounded us with
the ferocious eccentricity of the Greek Trag-
edies. Lee Simonson followed with the "Magical
City," Urban created expensive simplicity for the

comic opera stage. And now we may expect fur-

ther miracles of the Greenwich Village Theatre
and of the Vieux Colombier .....

The stage was deprived of the tinsel and star-

dust that was part of its traditional charm. The
odor of the circus vanished from the theatre and
the public was disturbed because it was expected
to take playgoing seriously. It felt that it was
in the presence, not of pleasure, but of art, and
resented being confronted by a purposeful enigma.

DARKER'S gilt fajries and swaying tree-
AJ trunks called forth a howl of derision. The
public grew restive because it was asked to take

its chorus girls together with this mysterious,
this provoking, this clever new scenic art. Was
it good? Was it bad? Or was it merely ridic-

ulous? Were the producers merely poking fun

at us?

And suddenly the scenic geniuses grew self-

conscious. Their simplicity became a cult. Their

stage-settings were so subtle, so startling, so

arresting that they defeated their own purpose
and became as cumbersome and cluttering as

Belasco's artificial realities. The modern decor

has been of such a magnificent and purposeful

simplicity that good acting has had no chance
at all. What actor or actress could compete
with the setting of "Nju," for instance? The

stage broke away from such homely familiarities

as carpets and ticking clocks, and in striving to

escape from imitation reality, projected tangible
stories against intangible and wholly imaginary
backgrounds. And we go to the theatre to-day
for the sake of the scenery just as we did ten

years ago
But there is still a ray of hope in the theatrical

heaven. The stage carpenter and the property
man have disappeared from the theatre; the

scenic artist may be the next to go. In a year
or two Jones and Urban and Simonson are go-
ing to be beggars at the stage door. Their
doom is already sealed. The electrician is the

next "wizard"' in line.
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EVA LE GALLIENNE
This lovely daughter
of England's noted

poet plays the wife

of the sporting Duke
of Burchester in

"The Off Chance" at

the Empire

Campbell

ROSA LYND
An actress new to

New York, but a

favorite in London,
who plays the Amer-
ican girl married to

a Prussian officer in

"Her Country"

I'tiirchild

MARY BOLAND

Always pleasing to

look upon, this popu-
lar actress is particu-

larly so as the attrac-

tive young nurse in

"Sick-a-Bed" at the

Gaiety

Sarony
FLORENCE SHIRLEY

"Oh, Lady ! Lady ! !" is greatly enlivened by the

acting of Miss Shirley as a Sing Sing specialist

PAULINE LORD
Strauss-Peyton

A featured player in Sydney Rosenfeld's comedy
"Under Pressure" at the Norworth Theatre

i
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PLAYWRITING SANS HARVARD
The creator of Broadway successes believes practice, not

theory, makes the dramatist. Being an interview with

HARRY TAMES SMITH
AUTHOR OF "THE TAILOR-MADE MAX," ETC.

THERE
has been considerable discussion

by the press, and men and women who

hold themselves as critics of the theatre,

as to whether the various . schools throughout

the country which are devoting their efforts to

teaching the art

o f playwriting,

would be able to

bring to the the-

atre a school of

dramatists which

would be of bene-

fit to the Ameri-

can stage. Those

v who favored the

teaching of the

theory of the

drama as the true

method of success,

have quoted the

fact that Edward

Sheldon graduated

from the famous

Harvard workshop
47 and they men-

tion Ballard and

HARRY J. SMITH Kincaid as fur-

ther evidence. The

others, the man and woman who feel that the

art of the dramatist is an inborn attribute which

can be perfected only by work, go back to the

days of the Bard of Avon, and come forward

to the dozen or more men who, in 1918, are giv-

ing us worth-while plays.

IT
seemed only fitting that one of the pres-

ent-day dramatists should be the person to

answer whether success in playwriting could be

more easily arrived at through hard practical

work only learning through class instruction

the theory of what constitutes a perfect drama

perfection being judged from the viewpoint

of the box-office, the public favor, acting quali-

ties, as well as literary value.

Harry James Smith, who has had three pro-

nounced successes and one failure, has decided

views on the subject. He said recently :

"I'm going to start discussing the relative

values of theory and practice in playwriting by

telling of a young woman who had decided that

she was anxious to become a playwright, and

asked the author of a score of successful dramas
if there was a royal road to success in the pro-

fession she wished to adopt for her own.

"The successful author looked at her kindly
for a minute. 'There is one royal road to suc-

cess, no matter whether you wish to. lay bricks

or be a playwright work,' he said, and then,

seeing her confusion, he asked her how much
she knew about playwriting.

"
'Oh I've studied it at college. It was part

of our English course. We read dramas ancient

and modern, and studied the theory of con-

struction, how to bring about a climax, the

value of humor really I do know something
about theory I've even tried writing some short

sketches."

"The man nodded.
"
'Well if you feel you understand theory and

need practice to clinch for you all you learned

at college, start with a three-fold campaign ;
read

plays, witness plays, and write plays. Try writ-

ing" some short scenes. Study plays you read

and see acted for the method the author takes

of directing his characters and try to improve

those methods, adding any 'original ideas that

present themselves to you. Make friends with

people in the theatrical profession, study the

world behind the scenes, and all the while watch

life watch people, look for the drama and com-

edy in life. Then, when you get an idea for a

long play, work it out. After you have the

play completed, I'd be glad to read it, if you

would be good enough to show me the manu-

script.'

OH,
thank you so much.' She clapped her

hands at the idea of having one so famous

ask to read her work, and they parted the best

of friends and both perfectly happy. The young

woman was pleased, for she had a fluttering in-

cident to tell her friends the man because he

knew that unless she was a girl of true ambition

and worthy of encouragement, he would never

be bothered further.

"I think that incident is worthy of quotation,

for it explains in a very few words the enormous

amount of work needed to be done if the stu-

dent is to develop the theory of playwriting as

expounded in various schools throughout the

country.

"The average person with literary ambition, is

by nature entranced by the theatre, and in some

moment of leisure drafts a play which, when

completed, will bring fame and plenty of money.

This fact is especially true of the American

people, for we are as a nation an emotional

people, and quick to visualize the dramatic situ-

ations about us.

"That does not mean, however, that we are a

nation of playwrights far from it, for while we

have given some remarkable plays to the stage

and to literature, and our school of playwrights

have created some unusual characters, we are

only entering into the phase of our existence that

will mean the writing of great plays.

"Every young playwright cherishes the idea

that he may be the author of the elusive 'great

American drama.' He works, and too frequently

becomes discouraged when he finds that he does

not comprehend the craft of the drama. 'How
can I learn my craft?' is his cry.

BY going to school? Is that the answer?

Well, hardly. Here in America education is

open to everyone but education cannot place

into the brain of a person someihing that is

not there. One can't become a novelist unless

one has a burning, painful desire to write

stories. And even then, all the study in the

world will not make it possible for a would-be
author to turn out a truly good piece of work.

I've always felt that it was an understanding
that came from within that made a great writer,

no matter whether the visible sign is in the form
of a novel, a play, or a poem.
"No one could have been born farther away

from the stage and things theatrical than I

was. My early youth, my whole environment,

up to the time of young manhood, was apart

from the stage, yet something inevitable

drew me to it compelled me to discard stories

and novels and verse, after I had become known

to magazine editors, held the position of as-

sistant editor of the Atlantic Monthly, and pub-

lished two novels and write plays, and plays only.

"There is only one way to write. When it be-

comes impossible no: to write then begin to put

your subject on paper.

"The question that fills the young author who

desires to write plays and has made some unsuc-

cessful attempts, possi'bly because he didn't know

things theatrical, is 'Shall I go to school and

learn about the drama?'

"I think such study is unwise. I know that

the famous 47A of Harvard is credited with hav-

ing done great things, yet I cannot believe that

any school ever took a man who had nothing

but a desire to write plays and made a play-

wright out of him. It is rather soon to judge

the workings of the school, but the only shin-

ing example of English 47A is Edward Sheldon.

Cleves Kincaid has given us 'Common Clay,"

Florence Lincoln did a very pretty piece of work

in 'Barbara,' but it did not have any acting quali-

ties and only stayed on Broadway a few days.

Ballard is a man to be reckoned with, but he

knew both life and the theatre, practically, be-

fore taking his Harvard courses.

GRANTED
that it would be possible for a

person wishing to become a playwright to

go to school and learn how to write a play

that is, the mechanical effects necessary to put

a play on paper so that it will be read by a

manager. What happens next? How about play-

writing after Harvard? Where will an author

go for the rest of his inspirational work? From

what source will he draw his ideas, his novel-

ties which will make his work stand out from the

other dozens of plays that arrive at the manager's

in the same mail as his own?

"No, I can't believe that there is any royal

road to success, save work and hard work. I

cannot believe that Mr. Sheldon went to Harvard

without a great theatrical gift, and I believe

that he would have been a splendidly successful

playwright without his work at the theatre work-

shop. He had a sense of the dramatic, he must

have known the unusual elements that enter into

the lives of men and women, just ns well as he

knew the simple little incidents that make such

good material for playwrights.

"I cannot say how many students have at-

tended the various schools for playwrights in

this country, but I know that the percentage of

those who are successful is very small, and this

in the face of the fact that the students are only

picked after the professors find that they have

some latent ability.

"Can it be said that the study of the drama

in a schoolroom stunts the growth of the play-

wright? Does it shrivel the imagination? It

seems possible, for it can easily be imagined

how an acute imagination would be so overbur-

dened with technique that it will in time be afraid

to indulge in flights of fancy, and in still more

time become dormant, probably never to waken

again.
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Saxon Kling Robert Strange Arthur Hohl

Act II. A dressing-room lit the theatre with the players "making up"

WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS IN MILES MALLESON'S PLAY "YOUTH" AT THE COMEDY

WILLIAM HODGE AND CLARA MOORES IN "A CURE
FOR CURABLES" AT THE 39TH STREET THEATRE

DOROTHY DICKSON AND BARRETT GREEN-
WOOD IN "GIRL O' MINE" AT THE BIJOU

PLAYS ON VARIOUS STAGES



GALLI-CURCI THE WOMAN
"My voice is for the world. I cannot hold it

buck!" cries the pritna donna whose phenomenal

success is the sensation of the musical world

liv CHARLES D. ISAACSON

THAT
new planet known as Galli-Curci,

which has taken its place with such

dazzling brilliancy in the music world, is

a woman. The miracle of her meteoric as-

ci-ndency, the ravishing heauty of her voice, the

litter silence concerning her personal history,

all have lent an air of mystery to her name,

she is rather a figure, a symbol a great out-

burst of song. Nevertheless I repeat Amelita

Galli-Curci is a woman, and very much of a

woman.
If you ever want to learn the true inward-

ness of a person, follow my recommendation,

and go live out in the great loneliness of the

mountains with him. The taints will show

quickly, and the beauties will display themselves,

without a question.

So. having spent a goodly time up in the Cats-

kill Mountains at Fleischmanns with the diva, I

had that opportunity really to know her, as no

city acquaintanceship ever could bring forth.

My wife and I were spending our vacation

upon the side of a great mountain slope ;
down

at the foot, the Curcis had their cottage. It is

a considerable climb to reach our place, but

right above the clearing ends and a foot-path

winds into the wooded depth where sunshine

rarely penetrates, and curious forest vegetation

delights the eye. It was here that Mme. Galli-

Curci loved best to go.

For her, the moss was an eternal miracle

she would touch the soft carpet of green and

marvel. There was one little stem that stuck

out of a rock. It was a slender stem, with a

big leaf on the end, and it was always waving,
like a large flag in a baby's hand. "It is call-

ing us welcome," said Madame with a smile,

and every time we passed it she would wave to

it, in return. At the waterfalls she would lean

down and cup the icy water in her hands
; and

as she arose, her face drenched and laughing,
she would strike out a high note that echoed
down the mountain-side, and made envious the

birds of the forest.

That tree, Madame: "Bella, bella"; that rock,

"Oh, marvelous !''

Such chats as we had ! The singer, all un-

conscious of an audience, simply herself, de-

lightfully naive and girlish ; preferring the sim-

plest of joys to a surfeited, satiated, sophis-

ticated success. "1 would rather remain un-

known than give up my right to be myself. I

sing because it is my greatest love; not because

Amelita Galli-Curci in the Catskills

it is my means to possession. When I sing be-

fore an audience, I give my voice I give my
soul I give my whole past life. I throw it

away, I am prodigal of it, I will not be spar-

ing of it it is for the world, and I cannot hold

it back."

Amelita Galli is a native of Milan. Her people
were never in favor of her adopting a stage
career. They were .well-to-do, she always had

everything she wanted. "They warned me," said

Madame, "of the temptations, ooh, brr of

h-hell."

"But one day, I packed my book of 'Rigoletto'

under my arm, and went to Rome. I sang for

the manager he gave me a contract; I signed.

It was not for much. When I arrived home,
my folks were furious. But, I showed my
contract. I had signed there was nothing to

do, I must keep my word. So it began."
Her success hasn't affected her at all. And as

we continue to walk and jump over fallen trees,

and discuss music and musicians, and tell the

most ridiculous of stories, she is for all the

world nothing but herself.

But we didn't always stay in the woods. Some-
times we watch Mr. Cure! painting my wife. A
word about the husband. A short man. with a

h-avy beard, a supreme artist of the brush, an

ideal companion to his great wife, and a cos-

mopolitan of the first rank. It is difficult for

him to talk English, although Mme. Galli-Curci

knows English admirably. Indeed she converses

readily in French, Spanish and German as well.

We explored all the country nearby in motor
cars. What did the natives think, as they saw
us rushing by, singing and laughing and shout-

ing at the tops of our voices? Every person
we passed came in for some salutation or other.

Madame or her husband had an endless variety
of calls.

I remember particularly a visit we made to a

little creamery up in Stamford, New York. Ma-
dame peered interestedly into the big vats, stud-

ied closely the explanation of the thoroughly
embarrassed superintendent, scrawled her name
in big letters across the white-washed walls,

drank out of a great big ladle first, of rich,

syrupy cream, and then of sour cream ready
for pot-cheese. She munched cheese and then

carried off with her a big bag of it, some hun-

dred and fifty miles to get back to the house.

Then the singer would recite some poems in

Italian or Spanish, and translate them as she

went along. How she would linger over a

phrase, that particularly won her! I remember
her face lighting up with inspired joy when she

translated this line : "The cows in the green
silence." The "green" silence was to her mind
so expressive. She said it. repeated it, thought
of it, and said it again.

It was in this very spirit that Madame spent
hours reading over music. She is a pianist of

Trying a top note

I

LUIGI CURCI
The prima donna's husband

Taking a spin with some friends
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skill, and 1 have never seen her make a mistake

in reading the most difficult manuscript. Play-

ing her own accompaniments, she would sing in

a subdu-d voice, taking the most intense pleas-

ure in every note. Amelita Galli-Curci has won

her high position because, as she says, "I sing

because it is my greatest love. I give my all."

There is a stack of music in the Curci cottage.

I would run through the sheets and pick out

one with "Try this: it is of real beauty." After

one verse she would say. "You are right. I

will sins this. Let me put it aside."

Galli-Curci is intensely appreciative of the

creative artist. Her eyes glisten with genuine

tears when she sings.

She had an especial fondness for the exotic

melodies of Spain and the Orient, and as her

phonograph records prove, she has an intense

liking for Grieg. One evening, the five of us

sat around the porch listening to her vivid mem-

ories and anecdotes, and examining the auto-

graph albums she has been treasuring since her

school days. She read us the poems scribbled in

her scrap book, when she signed her name with

a scrawling Amelita Galli. She pulled out dusty

and yellow rough sketches presented to her by-

local celebrities of Milan. She had recalled the

little home they occupied in Rome: that is to

say the two rooms that sufficed her husband and

herself in the .early days of her career. The in-

tellectuals of Rome made the place their regular

rendezvous, she said, and oftentimes she had to

make apologies that there weren't enough chairs

to go 'round. But everyone seemed to be happy,

and the young singer-housekeeper served tea

and still more tea.

Oftentimes Mme. Galli-Curci would give us a

long concert of her own phonograph records,

and she seemed to be always the most intent

listener. She said, "My phonograph records have

been for me, at times, my best and most severe

critics. I have learned much from them, too."

It was interesting to watch how the Curcis had

stored up a veritable library of records of the

great contemporary singers, and I noted that

every rendition by other singers, of compositions

that Mme. Galli-Curci herself sang, was among

those oftenest played.

One night about ten o'clock my wife and I

were sitting on our veranda. Silence everywhere

and pitch blackness all about us. We could not

even distinguish the distant peaks. The light from

the inside rooms scarcely penetrated five feet

out to the road. It was such a night as I love,

mysterious, weird, and reminiscent of the great

nothingness that existed before our worldly era.

Suddenly, we heard a faint sound, as of ap-

proaching footsteps, mingled with the crackling

of bushes pushed aside. Then came a dim

searchlight and then, to our amazement and

delight, appeared our friends from the moun-

tain's base. They had taken that difficult as-

cent because they wanted to talk with us. And

how we talked! When we examined our watches

it was past midnight. Not to be outdone, we

escorted our visitors to their door, and they, not

to be outdone, escorted us half-way back! These

are things that explain more than volumes of

facts and history about Amelita Galli-Curci.

So, too, these little incidents. There was an-

nounced a grand and gala village dance. The

orchestra was simply frightful once in a while

they did strike a chord in genuine harmony.

The couples on the floor seemed to be thoroughly

enjoying themselves, however. Do you suppose

that Mme. Galli-Curci would remain a mere

wall-flower ? No, indeed ! How the solemn and

dignified subscribers to the Opera would have

gasped to see her giving her particular version

of the Fox-Trot, the Tango, and some other

steps that I do not think have yet been named

in the category of modern dances.

You should have seen how the lady, who

handles with such delicacy the high notes

in the Bell Song of "Lakme" knocks down the

tenpins ! She learned to be quite an expert

bowler, and cricketer, and she always won. But

I wonder what she would have said if she had

known how we kept the scores !

There is much more that I will tell of Ma-

dame some day all of which goes to prove, as

I have said before, that Galli-Curci is not mere-

ly a personified voice, but very much of a woman.

E REMINISCENCES
Respectfully submitted as a model for any

player seeking "an apology" for his existence

By HAROLD SETON

I
DID not go on the stage of my own voli-

tion. I was destined for the theatre from

the moment of my birth. My family had

been associated with the drama for many gen-

erations. In my veins flows the blood of the

Kembles, and of Sarah Siddons, and of David

Garrick. William Winter, the celebrated dra-

matic critic, once jokingly remarked that my
first plaything must have been a stick of grease-

paint and my first articulate word must have

been "Shakespeare" ! Be that as it may, when I

was ushered into the world my father was play-

ing Hamlet, to the King of my grandfather,

the Queen of my grandmother, the Horatio of

my uncle Herbert, and the Ophelia of my aunt

Constance, who had replaced my sainted mother

during that well-loved player's temporary absence

from the cast.

It was in Boston that I first saw the light of

day. But it was in St. Louis, twelve years later,

that I first trod the boards. I played one of

the two little Princes who were murdered in

the Tower. My sister Gladys played the other.

This was in my father's company. We ap-

peared in all the principal cities of the United

States, from Maine to California. Traveling
in those days was full of hardships, and the the-

atres contained few conveniences. In the larger
towns the footlights were gas-jets, but in the

smaller ones they were oil-lamps.

While on our way from Philadelphia to Tren-

ton, our train was wrecked, and six persons were
killed, including two members of our company.
However, we opened in Trenton on time, a

tailor and an undertaker substituting at short

notice. The individuals in question read their

parts from manuscript. Or rather, they at-

tempted to do so. But the audience shrieked

with delight and derision whenever the suit-

maker and the embalming expert started to de-

claim. The play was "Measure For Measure."

On another occasion, when we were appearing

in New Orleans, the theatre caught fire and our

scenery and properties were destroyed. Never-

theless, we proceeded to Louisville, Kentucky, in

the clothes we had on, all that we now pos-

sessed, the remains of "The Merchant of Ven-

ice.'' Our arrival at the railway-station and our

progress through the city streets created a great

sensation and attracted a huge audience. Through-
out the week we played to a record-breaking
business ^nd were soon able to replenish our

wardrobes.

When I was eighteen I obtained my first en-

gagement in a company other than my father's.

He and I were both high-strung and temperamen-
tal which is not surprising, in view of our emo-
tional ancestry. We had frequent misunder-

standings, but, after a disagreement more seri-

ous than usual, I departed from Detroit, where
we had been appearing, and proceeded to Chi-

cago, where Modjeska was playing. The great
Polish actress was then at the height of her

fame.

I wrote many letters to Modjeska, but re-

ceived no word in reply. At last I resorted to

strategy. Under a long ulster I wore the cos-

tume of Macbeth. When the performance was
about to begin, I walked through the stage door,

pretending to be a member of the company. I

waited in the wings until the cue was given for

Macbeth to appear, when I flung off my overcoat
and strode onto the stage. I knew the lines of

the part. The members of the company were

astonished, of course, and none more so than

the star herself. But we proceeded with the

play.

When the curtain had fallen at the end of the

act, Modjeska turned to me in bewilderment.

"What does this mean?" she demanded. "It

means that I have proved to you that I can act !"

I replied. "Well, you will have to continue in

the part for the rest of the performance!" said

Modjeska. "We cannot have one Macbeth for

the first act and another Macbeth for the sec-

ond !" But the actor whose role I had assumed

was not so philosophical. He walked out of the

theatre in a fury, and I was straightway en-

gaged in his stead. I stayed with Modjeska for

two years.

Then I went with Augustin Daly. My meet-

ing with the celebrated manager was under ex-

traordinary circumstances. Modjeska's season

had closed, and I was in New York, looking

for employment. I boarded a Broadway horse-

car, which was crowded to capacity. The pas-

sengers were wedged close together. Sudden-

ly, to my amazement and indignation, a man

caught hold of me, and declared I had stolen

his watch. The man was Augustin Daly! I

protested my innocence, but all in vain. At that

point, a woman caught hold of a man and ac-

cused him of stealing her purse. The man

struggled to escape, but was finally overpowered.

On him were found the woman's purse and Mr.

Daly's watch. "What can I do to express my
regret?" exclaimed Mr. Daly. "You can en-

gage me for your stock company !" I replied.

And, sure enough, he engaged me, and for three

years I acted with Ada Rehan, John Drew and

Mrs. Gilbert.
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Chorus girls learning to do their bit

and to replace the sterner sex in

case of emergency. Members of

"The Cohan Revue of 1918" forsake

their dainty furbelows for the over-

alls of motor trucking

CHRYSTAI. HERNE

One of the many indefatigable

members of the Stage Woman's
War Relief

BIJOU FERNANDEZ
Popular actress and head of the well-

Mislikin

STAGE WOMAN'S WAR RELIEF

Never on any stage were better parts
Than those ye play in Mercy's tragedy,
Stretching your healiny fingers over-

sea,

Sending your blood, for bleeding
soldiers' hearts.

Ye all are stars in His great art of
arts,

Untiring, giving, notices will be
Writ in His book for all eternity
How player-women parried Death's

own darts.

And shall we men be laggards, shall

we count
The cost, and haggle, let our dollars

shirk,
And skulk behind our pleasures while

one sod
Is red with those whose all was their

amount ?

We too are in the trenches for this

work
And shall we fail? Never, Almighty

God.

J. H. GREENE,
Tailor-Made Man Company.

known dramatic agency who has been ap-
pointed on the Board of Trustees of the
Actors' Fund, another instance of the fair

sex coming into their own

MAUDE ADAMS
A very early and unusual picture
of America's greatest stage favorite

ECHOES OF THE WAR AND BROADWAY



NEW YORK'S HISTORIC THEATRES
No. 2. Booth's Theatre

By CHARLES BURNHAM

OX
April ". l*r,s. at the southeast corner of

Twenty-third Street and Sixth Avenue, a

small but noted assemblage of men gathered

to witness the ceremony of laying the cornerstone

of Edwin Booth's Theatre. It had long been

Booth's ambition to erect a theatre which should

bear his name and embody his ideas of theatre

construction, and to be dedicated to his art. As

he expressed it, "I had no desire for gain, my

only hope was to -establish the pure, legitimate

drama in New York, and by my example to in-

cite others, actors and managers, to continue the

good work."

When the theatre was opened, on the evening

of February 3, 1869, it was found that nothing

had been neglected, nothing imperfectly

done. From the front of the house

to the back of the stage it was the

last word in theatre construction. From

the exterior, the building, which was

of granite, appeared massive and im-

posing. The interior was architecturally

faultless, beautifully decorated and per-

fectly arranged. The lobbies were

spacious and roomy. The galleryites

had been given upholstered chairs in

place of the wooden benches that had

always been part of the equipment of

theatres up to that time. The actors

found dressing-rooms completely fur-

nished in every respect and above the

stage level, another absolute innovation

in theatres. The orchestra pit was ar-

ranged so that the musicians did not ob-

struct the audience's view.

Mechanical devices were installed

upon the stage at the cost of thousands

of dollars, many of which were found

to be impossible of operation. One of

the practical arrangements installed

was the method of raising and lowering
whole scenes a scheme afterwards de-

veloped by Steele Mackaye into the disappear-

ing stage. The building had two entrances, one
on Twenty-third Street, the other on Sixth

Avenue. The house was arranged to seat seven-

teen hundred and fifty people with standing
room for three hundred more. In short, Mr.
Booth had erected a splendid dramatic temple
but at a cost so excessive that no practical
revenue could meet expenses.

llucnce of unwonted emotion. It was an audi-

ence that would have honored any occasion in

the world."

Booth continued the direction of his theatre

for some four years, during which period he made

many illustrious productions, from the point

of scenic investiture, as noted as any seen upon
the stage. His presentation of "Julius Caesar,"

in 1871, deemed the crowning achievement of

his career, was considered by friends and foes

alike the most imposing spectacle of the modern

stage. It was in this performance that Law-
rence Barrett attained his greatest fame as an

actor in the part of Cassius.

Mr. Booth's temperament did not fit him for

PHE play selected for the opening perform-
* ance was "Romeo and Juliet," with Booth

as Romeo and Mary McVicker as Juliet. Some
four months later, Miss McVicker became Mrs.
Edwin Booth. This opening night was perhaps
the most memorable of any that had taken place
in the city. The house was crowded to capacity
while the neighboring thoroughfares were blocked
with people who stood in the streets on one of
the worst nights of the Winter to watch the

gathering audience. William Winter, in writing
of the occasion, said, "Glancing over the varied
and animated throng, you saw many a face that

study had paled and thought exalted. Grave
judges were there, and workers in the field of
literature, and patient, toiling votaries of science,
and artists from their land of dreams. The
eyes of beauty, too, shone there with an un-
wonted lustre, bespeaking at its heart the in-

The old Booth's Theatre, 23rd Street and 6th Avenue

the details of business, and after a few years
the burden of his theatre became such that he
was forced to seek relief in bankruptcy. A por-
tion of the press, which had not been altogether

friendly to Mr. Booth, seized upon his failure

as a means of further criticizing what they
claimed were his shortcomings. The New York
Observer, a. religious publication of the day, said,

"The failure of Edwin Booth is a witness to

the truth we have so often proclaimed, that

the drama in its best estate will not be supported
by the public. As supported, it is low, demoral-

izing, and, to all pure minds, disgusting. Even
as Booth would have it and enjoy it, it is

Utopian and millennial.'
1

most unwisely, by economy in salaries that is,

by economy just where it would prove disas-

trous. He never had a company at his theatre

that was not essentially provincial, never one

that was not the poorest "and weakest in the

city. Booth, as an actor, can make his fortune ;

as a manager he has failed because he is not a

good manager neither economically nor artis-

tically."

What his brother professionals thought was

expressed by Joseph Jefferson while playing at

Booth's in 1870. "Booth's Theatre," said Jef-

ferson, "is conducted as a theatre should be

like a church behind the curtain and like a

counting-house in front of it."

In 1874, the house passed from Mr.

Booth's control, and during the re-

maining years of its existence its for-

tunes were directed at various times

by Junius Brutus Booth, Dion Bouci-

cault, Jarrett and Palmer, Augustin

Daly, John Stetson and Henry E. Ab-

bey. These managers, during their

several terms, presented some of the

most renowned productions seen upon

the stage, enlisting the services of the

leading stars both foreign and native.

Adelaide Neilson, Juliet's most beau-

tiful exponent, made her first appear-

ance here. Charlotte Cushman took

the most memorable farewell upon the

stage of Booth's that this country had

ever seen. Tragedy in real life also

played its part, when George L. Fox,

the famous pantomimist, was removed

from the boards while appearing as

Humpty Dumpty, to be incarcerated in

an insane asylum.

Notwithstanding every effort made by

the many managers, directed from

every different angle, success refused

to crown for long the various attempts

made to attract the public and finally in 1883, the

theatre closed its doors and was soon after de-

molished.

'
I *O this, one of the leading literary journals

replied, "This is too much ! There ought to

be a law to suppress ignorant cant. The Ob-
server is talking about something of which it

absolutely knows nothing. Mr. Booth's failure

arose quite as much from the fact that he did
not give us the 'drama in its best estate,' as from
anything else. He produced a number of Shake-
spearean plays with a very lavish expenditure
upon scenery and dresses, but with actors of

recognized inferiority. The expenses of a costly
location of a building constructed on liberal
but not on economical principles were balanced,

THE
bill for the closing performance was the

same play as had been selected for the

original opening of the house, "Romeo and Juliet,"

with Modjeska as Juliet, and Maurice Barry-

more as Romeo.

After the conclusion of the tragedy, Modjeska
made a brief speech, which terminated with : "I

say to Booth's Theatre, farewell!" These were

the last words spoken on that stage.

The theatre was sold at auction in February,

1883. The deed conveying the theatre and the

land on which it stood to James D. Fisk and

Ferdinand Ward for $507,500 was signed by

Oliver Ames and Oakes A. Ames, April 30th.

The removal of the scenery and properties be-

gan May 1, 1883. The building was shortly after

altered into a large dry-goods establishment.

Many of the furnishings of the house

were afterwards used in the rebuilding of

Harrigan's Park Theatre, later the Herald

Square, at Thirty-fifth Street and Broadway.
The site of Booth's Theatre is at present a busi-

ness block
;

in the front of the building may be

seen a stone commemorating the fact that it had

once been occupied by Booth's Theatre.
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MUSIC FOR EVERYONE
Bv CHARLES D. ISAACSON

IT
has been a case of- tenses at the Metropoli-

tan Opera House, with opera of the past,

the present and the future, sating the music-

lover. There have been revivals galore; the""

Saint-Saens-Puccini-Bizet-Mascagni - Verdi regu-
lars continue to hold the boards

; and futuristic

conglomerations make staid conservatives shake

their antiquated heads in prudish protest. Al-

together the carte de jour is a very changeable
affair one is reminded of the Coney Island

barker who assures you that there is something
to please one and all, old and young if you
don't like this, you are bound to like that so

there you are !

One Giacomo Meyerbeer has been particularly

favored in all opera houses, "Dinorah" graced

by Galli-Curci, but more especially by "The

Prophet" at the Metropolitan, which, I am cau-

tioned not to tell, may be the opening piece

of Gatti-Casazza's Boston season. Thus it

comes to pass that Jacob Meyer, who felt that

Giacomo would be a more effective title and
added "Beer" in honor of a wealthy patron, is

brought back to life. The all too human vanity
of the composer, which made him eavesdrop on

stage carpenters' conversations, to know just

what people thought of him; the affectations of

this Beau Brummel of musicians now all come
back to humanize the operatic revivals of Rich-

ard Wagner's "Little Jew banker who took it

into his head to write music," but who, earlier

in life, as Wagner does not say, gave the future

composer of "Parsifal" his first start in opera!
Heine's aphoristic question "Who will take care

of Meyerbeer's glory after he is dead?" is an-

swered and at a time when all German opera is

very much despised, and it seems to be over-

looked that Meyerbeer was born in Germany in

the citv of Berlin !

SUCH
pomp and glory as mark the new

"Prophet" ! Caruso, in his first essay of the

role, John of Leyden, plays the part with the

dignity of a monarch', and in the coronation

scene, historical descriptions of royalty seem
dwarfed. Over four hundred singers fill the

spacious stage. The settings of Joseph Urban
are sumptuous in their coloring and bigness. The
spectacle is the finest ever seen in any theatre,

far more impressive than any genuine represen-
tation might have been. A whole palace is con-

centrated into the span of your eyes a great

ceremony is enacted in your presence. By far

the most stupendous and most perfect produc-
tion of the whole musical year is "The Prophet."
the best all-around singing cast, the finest

choruses, the best orchestral playing, the most

thrilling ensembles. When Matzenauer sang "Ah,
man fits" then were traditions made! A strong,

manly man near me broke down and sobbed

aloud, and was unashamed to voice his emotion
before that solemn mother's cry. Artur Bo-

danzky was in the conductor's box at times I

swear he appeared to have gone completely mad.
But the orchestra understood a master of con-

ductors is with us again. Bodanzky told me
that for months he had worked over the score,

trying to bring it back to its original state, as

conceived by Meyerbeer. "The composer, right
or wrong, but the composer," is Bodanzky's idea,
and hence he had to remove the changes of fifty

years. Of such spectacles, such perfect musical

ensembles as this, give us more, Mr. Gatti.

From the bigness of "The Prophet" to that

other revival of "The Barber of Seville," in its

classic simplicity, is a wide jump. But I ask you,
has there been written, ever, a more delightful,

heart-warming, optimistic score than this of Ros-

sini's? Good, kind Figaro, singing his "Largo,"
which in modern manner has been paraphrased

by the cartoonist's "Nothing to do until to-

morrow," races about from shaving to sweeping,

Mishki

MAUDE FAY

She is young, beautiful and a

glorious singer. Maude Fay is a

woman and then a great artist

and Giuseppe de Luca made a rollicking figure

of him. The ingenious and melting lover of

Rosina gave play to Fernando Carpi's extraor-

dinary light tenor voice a type of voice scarce-

ly given its due, until one realizes the difficulty

of singing such a role, and the rarity of Carpi's

equal in the work.

In Seville, Marie Barrientos, the Rosina of

our play, might have been taken as a native

(indeed she is a Spaniard, to the slender, grace-

ful hands of hers). She injected that brilliant

spirit we long for in every Spanish maiden, and

sang in perfect register, with clear, ringing

tones. I wanted to watch Barrientos at close

range so I sat in the prompter's box a foot

away from her, glancing hard at her face, and

I noted with what a system she sings. Each

note is made with skill and care; she forms

her lips so for one note, in a different way for

another, places her tongue under, over, close by

her lips to bring out the intonation as she wishes.

She is the scientist of singers, with Madame

Barrientos, the flow of melody is but the medium
of her art. Have you ever laughed at Grand

opera? Well, I defy you to resist a hearty guf-

faw, whether or not you know Italian, when

Malatesta merely comes upon the stage as Dr.

Bertolo.

Rossini in musical language instantly suggests

his two followers, Donizetti and Bellini. These

two in their lifetime were constant rivals, but

to-day there seems no doubt of the former's

mastery. Nevertheless "I Puritani" of Bellini

as given at the Metropolitan, seemed tuneful

and worthwhile. After knowing all of the "regu-

lars" of the operatic stage, as listed at the be-

ginning of this account, the action seems stilted

and unnatural. The sweetness of the melodies

pall before long. While the themes vary, they

are so closely related that ^ou can scarcely tell

the difference. It is as though Bellini gave you
a dinner, the courses of which included sugar,

granulated sugar, powdered sugar, brown sugar,

honey, molasses, syrup, maple sugar, and finally

saccharine. In very tiny doses, thank you, but

not so much. The plot is taken from a novel

of Walter Scott and deals with the period when

the English Charles II had a little mess on his

hands with Parliament. The new Spanish tenor

had another chance to have his sing and didn't

measure up to standard specifications, by any

means. It is a spectacle to arouse anybody to

regrets, that so magnificent a voice should be-

long to so inartistic a person, one so utterly de-

void of finesse and delicacy. Perhaps Lazaro

may subject himself to the care of a master

coach who will lead him to a dramatic concep-

tion of his roles. The intelligence of Barrientos,

singing with Lazaro in "Puritani," was brought

out therefore in bolder relief than might be ex-

pected under ordinary circumstances.

LEO ORNSTEIN

Perhaps nobody is the subject of so

much criticism as Leo Ornstein the

young Russian boy who plays piano
and believes he has founded a new

school of composition

THUS
the past has spoken. The present, well,

we will let that pass. But observe the

future !

"Marouff" is a peep into the beyond. The

orchestration is nearly all color, the singing is

all atmosphere, the spectacle is a dream. Though
the predecessor of "Marouf" is the "Cobbler of

Bagdad," to be found in the Arabian Nights of

our childhood days, Henry Rabaud and his

librettist, Luucien Nepoty, cast the gentle dreamer

into the days to come. Again De Luca shines

in the name part, and again he is a happy-go-

lucky knock-about. Frances Alda, known to us

for staid, dignified, ethereal love, here blossoms

out into a merry girl, who laughs and giggles

and flits about the stage like a youngster in her

teens. The streets of Cairo, the harem, the mar-

ket place, and (Concluded on page 250)
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TYPES-
MISS AIMEE DALMORES
A DARK ITALIAN TYPE

I
WONDER if you happen to share the general and somewhat vague

idea about the Italian coloring and are thinking as you read the

heading: "A dark Italian type! Yes, but aren't all Italians dark?" I have

been surprised to find how many people in this country hold that belief

until their attention is called to it. For of course there is a blonde Italian

type as well as the dark with which we are the more familiar, blondes,

especially from the northern part of Italy, as fair and blue-eyed as any

Saxon.
* * *

Miss Dalmores, however, need upset none of the traditional ideas. She

has the olive skin though so very delicate and pale as to be almost a

camellia white and the midnight black Italian hair and dark eyes, the

wonderful long Italian neck and beautifully model chin line, a direct in-

heritance from the Greeks and which no other nation can glory in to a like

degree. In short Miss Dalmores represents the dark Italian type to per-

fection. She has the brilliancy of the Italian sun in her eyes, and in ad-

dition to everything else, quite all her own and individual, the most ador-

able little red and white Dalmores ' smile. Of Neapolitan parentage, she

says, with a distant Spanish ancestor, which accounts for the Spanish foot

that I at once remarked. (If you've seen the dancers in "The Land of

Joy" you'll know that it's the smallest and highest arched feminine foot

in the world, even surpassing our own far-famed ones.) "Don't you think

that's because I wear the Spanish type of slipper?" disclaimed Miss Dal-

mores modestly. But I insisted on the ancestor.
* * *

You would expect a lady with all this background to love color, wouldn't

you? We will not disappoint you. The lady does, ertravagantly, when
she isn't loving black and white. She could sit and eat it up for hours on

end, she confesses. And she is one of those unusual women who cannot

only feel color but express it as well in their dress. It makes her a delight-

ful subject to work on.

* * *

Seeing Miss Dalmores as Ida Wayne in "The Master" one gets no idea

of this color sense of hers, though the little black frock she wears through-
out the play has a charming simplicity in its lines that might well be copied.

'

Miss Dalmores, true to her Italian parentage, has an intense love for

color which she expresses in all her costumes. This Spring suit

is of the softest dove-grey khaki-kool with grey squirrel trimming, thi

lining of the jacket being of turquoise-blue chiffon bordered deeply
with royal blue. The toque is of coral grosgrain embroidered in an

all-over pattern with a heavy black silk chain stitch

Another lovely combination of col-

ors that Miss Dalmores has put to-

gether is pink and red, wherein I

detect the distant Spanish ancestor

that is added to her Italian line-

age. Here it is a flesh-pink chiffon

combined with filet lace, the under
side of a red velvet ribbon showing
a taffeta gleam through the filet at

the sides of the Bodice, and ending
at the waist in long loops inter-

mingled with red velvet cherries

Photos Ctuler fr Andrewt

(_ rope de chine I think the material was,

with a graceful overskirt with two wide

tucks, plain bodice with round neck filled

in with a small shirred tucker of white net

and simple white collar and cuffs.

But it is in her own personal frocks

and frills off the stage that Miss Dalmores

is particularly happy in expressing her-

self, and we feel that we have been very

lucky in being able to get some of her

Spring wardrobe to show you. Begin with

the street suit of khaki-kool pictured above

and work down reading from left to right

ANNE ARCHBALD.
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Like the White Knight most of Miss Dalmores'

clothes are her "own invention." She pulls apart
and reconstructs nearly everything that conies from
the designer. This negligee of Turkish influence was
made from a Cdllot evening coat of old gold, bro-

caded in Chinese blue and lined with emerald-green
ta ffeta, with ban ds of blue-p itrple velvet on cu ffs

and collar. The velvet was then matched with blue-

purple satin for trousers into which were let tri-

angit lar pieces of emerald-green ta ffeta, wh ereat

behold a composition of beautiful lines and vivid

color harmonies

In this navy and white Spring street costume the

fine Italian hand of Miss Dalmores is seen at work.

The dress, of the new extra heavy silk jersey, is

cuffed and collared in white embroidered with gradu-

ated blue polka dots. The hat is of navy blue with

a crown of white daisies., and the bead bag Miss

Dalmores thinks a bag such an important adjunct

of a costume is white
t
as are the shoes

The frock itself is just the beginning of the pic-

ture, Miss Dalmores believes. She takes a beige chif-

fon and ecru lace frock and combines it with a

wide-brimmed black hat wreathed in white^ cherry

blossoms, black patent leather slippers and white

stockings, a string of Pearls and the brown and

white of a pointed fox skin. For a single touch of

more distinct color, there is a beaded bag to go on

the arm with pink roses and turquoise-blue motif

against a white background

Photos Geisler & Andrews
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PERSONALITY IN CLOTHES
By HOWARD KENNETH GREEK

(Left)

"MAYBE LATEE"

The young girl's after-

noon suit of rose satin

broadcloth and bands of

chinchilla. There is the

faintest suggestion of

Russia in the effect of

the jacket, bloused and

drawn under a belt of

fur. A bit of brocade

ornaments the clasp at

the threat

(Right)
"EL CAPITAN"

"What makes you teem

military, my . pretty

maidr" "I'm sure I

don't know, sir!" she

shyly said, "unless it's

the loops of silver braid

and my upstanding col-

lar!" The half-coat of

grey broadcloth exposes

nearly one side of the

white charmeuse under-

frock. The belt of grey

suede, pulled thru a sil-

ver ring, is embroidered

in silver braid

WHEN
one speaks of personality in

clothes, one receives the woman

with rather more than ordinary

charm who skilfully adapts current styles

to the caprices of her temperament. Her

innermost moods and emotions make but

slight impression unless expressed in a

proper atmosphere of line and color. The com-

bined shades of one's emotions compose the sym-

phony of a mood, and Clothes suggest the ob-

bligato that runs through the theme. It is quite

up to the individual whether the result be a

joyous triumphal march or discordant funeral

hymn.
* * *

Personality is the flower of the soul; the ma-

terial offshoot of the spirit. Man inherits his

truer talents and the majority of his whims,

but the moderately ingenious person can cre-

ate an atmosphere that brightens the color of the

blossom. Quite unconsciously, unattractive groggy

characters are often made charming and almost

brilliant by the careful selection of garment and

circumstance. How often a woman, unutterably

dull and stupid at tea time, appears spirited and

magnetic at dinner, due to that intangible some-

thing in her gowns which inspires more to play

up to. A quiet and self-sufficient woman at-

tired in tranquil greys or blues, fashioned for

one far past her in years, retires only farther

into a retrospective mood, while a frock of

gayer tone which exaggerates her youth, draws

from within a desire to pulsate in accordance

with the vibration of the color and effect. The
stimulus is as evident as sunshine in contrast to

gloomy weather. Even the most vapid debutante

emulates a spark of intelligence when she is prop-

erly gotten up. The "savoir faire" of such

"THE POP TENT"

"Sammy's Pencho" has inspired this

ihelter-coat of khaki colored waterproof
cloth, lined with brilliant green silk and
rubber material. The masculine coat is

unbelted, but for security and diversion.

Ma'mselle has added a belt. The wrap
is but an oblong strip wi-th buttons and
buttonholes along either side and a slit

for the head. The buttons are faste'ned

together at the back, a short ways under
the cape, when the sides part and pass
under the arms to join the corners of
the cape. The hat is of patent leather

a situation is the really vital schooling

in one's life. It is impossible to lay

too much stress upon the importance

of externally abetting these inborn

characteristics, for, though it is a haz-

ardous conti-mion. charm in the majority

of women is primarily more impressive

in these exterior attributes than in the

spirit. The feminine creature is not to

blame for the shortcomings of her soul,

but she is responsible for the culture of

its flower. What we have termed Per-

sonality becomes then the style of her

expression; the technique that the artist sum-

mons in his portrayal of an idea.

The world's most fascinating women have

profited by the aid of well-chosen frocks in such

exigencies. There are occasions of almost com-

plete conversion into an inherently false but eas-

ily more attractive result. Lacking any claim to

recognition for more worthy reasons, they have

swayed the events of history through the wise

readjustment of personal traits. The conse-
,,

quence cannot have been entirely foreign to the
j

object, otherwise success would not have fol-
,

lowed so surely.
* * *

i

Cleopatra, if she possessed any features of her

mortal sisters, undoubtedly longed in her heart

of hearts to be a coquette, but full well realizsd

the absurdity of a starry-eyed expression and

an uninteresting simplicity in gowns for such a

disposition as hers. She narrowed her orbs

until their depths were far more mysterious and

fathomless than the blackest pool; she writhed

in 'clinging seductive draperies whose allurement

frenzied her many admirers. Her jewels, her

perfumes, her robes, her impassioned movements
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"MoN PETIT CHAT"

For informal teas or tet-e-a-tites

in Milady's boudoir this soft

frock of mauve marquisette and
silver mauve cloth is most appro-

priate. The cuffs and collar are

of blue fox, while the entwin-

ing marsh leaves are embroid-

ered in silver. A girdle of sap-

phire surmounts a pretentious

band of deep violet, heavily

stitched with silver thread. The

tassel of silver and knotted silk

is impressive against the sheen

of the draped skirt

wove the mesh of an iridescent individuality

that has lived to amuse us. The unsophisticated

country maid is probably discontented inwardly

but her secret wisdom is stronger than her dis-

content. She is exceedingly conscious of her

invaluable baby stare, her mischievous pouting

lips, her uncontrollable golden tresses, her simple

gingham frock. Theda Bara's wardrobe and the

gems of a Sultan's favorite might appease her

yearning but she would exert little appeal upon

the bashful swain of her provinces. Adorned

in the atrocities of "le dernier cri" she would

be but an immediate cynosure for disapprov-

ing eyes.
* * *

Fifth Avenue still gossips, albeit with much

reverence, of the grand dame, who not so very

long ago, frequently drove the length of the

avenue in her polished barouche, superbly

gowned in tones of mauve or lavender symbolic

of her majesty, and perhaps a trifle of silent

grief with her beautiful face softened by the

palest heliotrope powder. The tone blended so

perfectly with the wistfulness of her sad eyes,

the droop of her romantic mouth and the gen-

teel whiteness of her hair, that the extraordinary

application caused little comment. One remem-

bered it ever so faintly after she had passed on,

but did not smile. The noble lady was one who

favored few with intimate acquaintance, yet many
felt they knew her well, and loved her, all be-

cause of this pretty conceit. Had the same

tinted powder been affected by the frivolous type

from Fifth Avenue's florid sister street the dis-

play would have been laughable and foolish for

the type would have carried with it insufficient

suggestion of breeding and poise.

* * *

There are frequent cases of personality being

more attractive in some unique feature of at-

tire than in any natural gift The name of Gaby
brings visions of towering headdresses, swirl-

ing with frothy plumes, and streams of milky

pearls in dripping confusion, as quickly as it

does any recollection of her voice or delight-
ful mannerisms. One always associates ManV

"BEAUTIE AND THE
BEASTIE"

A most absurd but de-

lightful concoction of fur

and chiffon for the se-

clusion of the morning.

The simple tea dress is

carelessly covered with

the floundering loose-

sleeved boudoir coat of

ermine and mole, patched

together irregularly

poodles dangling over an arm, dyed an entranc-

ing shade of electric blue. The gown was of

soft yellow chiffon, and the girdle of satin in

the same tone, while her hat was a broad-brim-

med transparent affair of chiffon. One can-

not but admire her nerve in declaring that her

daintily shod feet should never touch the dust

of the street. When her purring motor came to

a standstill, a liveried footman unfurled a length
of velvet carpet, upon which she trod. At one
time she came upon the stage a vision of the

palest apple green, and a soft green powder
brushed upon her face and throat. A cluster of

pearls above her left ear seemed suddenly to

have been touched by the wand of a genii, for

pouring from its center was an astonishing

string of pearls that reached to her feet, dragged
for some length upon the ground and ended in

spattering tassels. At another time great em-
eralds clung to her rouged ear-lobes, linked to-

gether by a chain of smaller emeralds that looped
beneath her chin. After all this, it is not aston-

ishing to learn that her lingerie and

sleeping garments were of the sheerest

black lace, and that her bed sheets were
black taffets, piped and monogrammed

in brilliant green.

A Thespian sister of

the beautiful Delza,

who is now forcing
even jaded Paris to sit

up and rub its swollen

eyes, has chanced upon
an admirable solution

to keep the tired busi-

ness man and his nov-

elty-seeking wife at at-

tention during the in-

termissions. Formerly
they retired to the

lounge, for their ciga-

rettes and coffee, and

perhaps to criticize the

play a bit unkindly.

(Concluded on page 252)

Tempest with jaunty upstanding aigrettes shoot-

ing from the brim of her saucy hats. One can-

not conceive of the Divine Sarah robbed of those

inevitable scraps of fur on every gown, and

jewels scattered haphazard over everything. One

fails to think of Florence Walton without hoops,

partly because she began the vogue and there-

by hangs an interesting tale, of Eva Tanguay
without tights, of Isadora Duncan in other than

Grecian robes; of Joan Sawyer dancing a pro-

gram without at least one black frock; or of

many other favorites without the subtle afecta-

tions that have left an impression in our pleas-

ing memory of them.

* * *

Parisian beauties have perhaps run the gamut
of daring. And well are they equipped to do so.

The warmth of the southern sunshine seems to

leap in their veins. Nothing is too absurd or

"ultra" for their spirited loveliness. One of the

most amazing examples is that of Mona Delza

who has "gotten away" with the seemingly im-

possible in an admirable and inimitable man-

ner. So keen was her craving for unusual but

well planned color combinations that, on one oc-

casion, when she found no other way of placing

a spot of blue against an afternoon gown of

yellow, she emerged upon the streets of Paris,

assuredly triumphant with one of her French

"THE RUIN OF A
NATION"

Black corded silk, com-
bined with jet and dia-

monds makes this din-
ner frock for the! woman
of noble bearing a matt
dignified and sophisti-
cated affair. Above the

design of brilliants and
jet worked into the belt,

is a narrow strip of sil-

ver, piped with yellow
the symbol of life to

the wearer
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BAGGAGE
By ANGELINA

ANGELINA
happened to be calling on

the Dolly Sisters the day they packed to

go to Palm Beach. That was, of course,

back in the early part of the year, and their

great dancing success for the Red Cross at that

famous Winter resort has been duly chronicled

and is by now a matter of history. The pack-

ing day is not recorded here because of it, but

because of the impression made on Angelina by

the intriguing accoutrement for traveling with

which the Dolly Sisters were forearmed.

* * *

Angelina was frankly envious. Packing in her

family had always been something of a proposi-

tion. She had been brought up in the good old-

fashioned way to regard it solemnly. Even

for a short visit you planned to give several

hours to the dashed affair and unless you and

Mother and the maid and the tissue paper got

all mixed up together nobody, especially Mother,
felt that the packing had been properly done.

But there at the Dollys', almost on the eve of

departure, one sister had said casually, "Do you
mind if we start packing?" and the other had

added, "Yes, so sorry, but I'm afraid we really

must." And then the maid was commanded to

"bring on" the wardrobe trunks, and the opera-
tion of packing was overseen by all three of

them sitting about in easy attitudes with a jolly

box of bonbons making the rounds.

* * *

Packing under such circumstances, thought An-

gelina, was a simple as falling off a log ! Strange-

ly enough she had never owned a wardrobe
trunk. Though such trunks had been on the

market many years Mother had always been so

conservative about getting one and the family
had all been forced to use the older kind. "Now,
posi-tively, this time I am
going to have one," An-

gelina told herself as she

saw how light were these

the Dollys owned, how eas-

ily moved about, and how

gay with their chintz-cov-

ered drawers and interior.

How smoothly the suits and

dresses packed ! The maid

simply took them down
from their hangers in

the closet and hung them
on the hangers in the

trunk. You knew they
were guaranteed to emerge
at the other end of the

journey in the same un-

wrinkled fresh condition in

which they started. Lin-

gerie, hats, shoes, popped
rapidly but orderly into the

gay chintz drawers.
* * *

"If you're a busy person,"
said the Roszika twin

"And nowadays who isn't?"

interpolated the Yancsi

Dolly sister "you simply
can't afford to travel with

any other kind of luggage.
There isn't time enough in

modern life for the differ-

ent packing and unpacking

operations necessary to the other kind of trunk,

to say nothing of the tidiness and generally more

attractive appearance of the wardrobe trunk."

* * *

"Oh, what is that interesting looking garment go-

ing into the third drawer?" Angelina sat up alertly

and reached out her hand to the maid. "May
I look please? It's like a silk jersey skirt but

there are long bloomers. Oh, I see! There are

ruffles on the bloomers. How nice! Is that

what they call a Pettibocker? I've been hear-

bag. And that's my sister's, that square bag
like a large jewelry case. Aren't they smart? I

hesitated between the two for some time before

I finally decided on mine. And don't you like

the small diamond-shaped gold-plate monograms
on the side that \ve had put on? They're smart,

too, aren't they?" The ayes had it all around.

No question.

* * *

And since curiosity or shall we say, more

euphemistically, a thirst-for-information wasAn-

A smart box-shaped bag of Morocco leather

with white celluloid fittings such as was

carried to Palm Beach by one of the

Dolly Sisters and that Angelina found a

duplicate erf afterwards on Fifth Avenue

ing so much about them, but this is the first

real live one I've seen. Do you like the Petti-

bocker, may I ask? But, how silly, of course

you do or you wouldn't be owning them."

"Yes, indeed," chorused the Dollys. "The

long bloomers fastening just above the ankles

are so warm and compact and yet give so much
freedom for walking, and the ruffles from the

knee down make just enough fluff to fill in. The
ruffles fall together and look like a petticoat

underneath one's skirt."

* * *

"And may I see what kind of bags you're go-

ing to carry, too?" inquired Angelina, as the

packing was drawing to a successful close.

"This is mine," said one Dolly, as the maid

brought the bags; "this soft Morocco bag-shaped

The Dolly Sisters' smiles show how
gay and festive packing is when
done in a wardrobe trunk. Simply
change the suits and frocks from
the hangers in your closet to the

hangers in the trunk, pop your
lingerie, hats, etc., into the drawers,

and hey, presto!
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And a sixteen-inch "bag-shaped bag," also

of Morocco, also carried by a Dolly Sister

to Palm Beach. To make it absolutely

complete a gold-plated diamond-shaped

monogram should be added to the side

gelina's middle name, when she left the Dolly
Sisters' house she rushed downtown immediately
to a certain well-known leather house on the

Avenue, betting with herself on the way that

she knew it was the very place where the same

bags could be found. "If I'm wrong," she said,

"I'll buy another War-Savings Stamp."
But the Government was unfortunately the

loser this time for Angelina was entirely cor-

rect. Just as she thought, there were the

bags, the eleven-inch Morocco leather "bag-

shaped bag," and the jewelry-box-shaped bag
with the celluloid fittings, and the gold-plated

monograms to go on them as well. So that waj
all right!-

* * *

Wandering further afield, with the thought of

bags still dominating her

consciousness Angelina wai

led by what seemed to be a

process of self-hypnotism

straight into a shop and up
to a counter of shopping

bags, the new "carry-

alls."

They were of several dif-

ferent styles and shades of

moire, mostly in
t black,

though, a few were in dark

brown and taupe grey. They
had gay linings and could

stow away in their capacioui

insides, besides all the

paraphernalia incident to

every well-behaved femi-

nine purse, many small

parcels.

* * *

Angelina promptly pur-

chased one, planning, I'm

sure, to use it if need be

for toilet things and a sheer

crepe de chine nightgown
if she ever wanted to run

out of town in a hurry for

overnight. There would be

room for them. Also for

one's knitting, which has

always to be taken care of.

(Concluded on page 848)
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HAVE THE HONOR^

TO ANNOUNCE

THE iENTATION

FASHIONABLE

OUTER APPAREL
FOR-

SPRINGTIME
4-

Lslfternoon Cf&vwincj yowns and

Wraps, fianaitforck frtyeack Crocks-,

Sporb &gadabout Presses andSuits.

Motor 6<$ie,td jackets and Coat},.
Outdoor tStrirk and^weatuns.

*"

STREET TAILORED SPORTS

Jndudincj Originations andSk
ductions ofJlccrediizd Oaskion

, besides tkc Creations of
our own

6prlna and Summer Ours.

389 FULTON STREET

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK-

Silks de Luxe

LOMBARDI
Ltd. is another suc-

cessful New York play costumed

entirely in Mallinson's Silks de Luxe.

Since it is the story of an exclusive

New York dressmaker, this was quite

the most natural procedure.

And when the star, Miss Grace

Valentine, wants an airy-fairy frock

of summer sheerwear, it is equally

inevitable that she should choose

Indestructible Voile, a Mallinson silk

of cobweb texture and broadcloth

strength.

Other Mallinson Silks featured in

Lombardi Ltd. are:

Khaki-Kool

Pussy Willow
Ruff-a-Nuff

Roshanara Crepe
Will-o'-the-Wisp
Hero Crepe Batik

Kashmere KlotK

(A/1 Trade-Mart Names)

H. R. MALLINSON & COMPANY
"The New Silks First"

Madison Avenue 31st St., New York
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MADELINE DELMAR

OF MARGARET ANGLIN'S

COMPANY SHOWS WHAT

HATS ARE TO BE WORN

AND HOW

What is any outfit. Spring or Summer,

without at least one black hat? A black

hat ushers in the season well, it is cer-

tainly the most fitting to taper of!

with, and its many advantages in be-

tween are obvious. Miss Delmar is

wearing here one of the new poke

shapes made of fine net and shiny

rough straw combined, with "shoe-

polish" ribbon around the crown and

i "jigger" made of the ribbon hi

front. Over the hat is worn a pat-

terned lace veil, round like a centre-

piece, in olive drab color. Hat from

Rawak. Veil from Van Raalte.

For sport wear Miss Delmar chooses

for herself this- basket work pine-green

straw sailor from Knox. It has odd

triangular bits of wool embroidered on

it at intervals, wool in pale tan and

rose, a tan felt band around its crown,

and a tan and rose wool posy. Only
an artist could have put such a com-

bination together. The blouse is an im-

ported peasant one of a type particu-

larly favored by Miss Delmar.

From Mary's Hat Shop comes this

engaging imported toque of Lucie

Ilamar's creation, and quite the latest

word in lines and materials. Observe

it well! A foundation of silk is cov-

ered with hand-made violets that arc

cut out of leather, the whole hat an

exquisite color mass of blue, the purple

blue of Parma violets. The little fur

coatee that Miss Delmar is wearing,

also a French import from Mary's Hat

Shop, is of taupe dyed caracul with

collar and sleeve bands of silver rat.

Photo* C Jrt L. Hill
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ir fiettibocker
The tight skirt holds no terror for us now that we

have our Vanity Fair Pettibockers ! The days of

struggling with winding, binding silk petticoats are

over ! The Pettibocker is all that its name implies
a petticoat in frilly appearance a knickerbocker in

comfortable reality.

The Pettibocker in all its bifurcated glory dawned

upon the world of fashion a few months ago, and it

seems as though we'd never worn anything else.

We could resign ourselves to going wheatless, meat-

less, heatless and even eatless, but"Pettibockerless"

Never! Fortunately it's a sacrifice we won't be called

upon to make. The Pettibocker is so patriotic that

it seems especially designed for war workers ! It

emancipates woman more than the ballot itself!

In all the street colors navy, emerald, Belgian
blue, taupe, black, sand, khaki, beet-root and in

pink and white for evening wear.

All the shops that carry smart apparel sell Vanity
Fair Undersilks.

Makers of Vanity Fair Undersilks and Silk Gloves

SCHUYLKILL SILK MILLS, READING, PA., U.S.A.

a.

CORSETS

Jl^fusical'Success

FLO-FL.O
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SCOTMINTS
Don't just say "peppermints"

Say "Scotmints"

Three delightful flavors,-

PEPPERMINT
WINTER GREEN

CLOVE

Its a Canny Custom!

HOOT MON I

Reg. U. S. Pat. OS.

Hoot Mon! Its Muckle for a Nickel!!

People o' Refined Tastes Ask

For Scotmints because o' the Kare

Flavors Vera Guid for the

Husky Throat; Delightful for the

Breath; Fine for the Digestion;

They eat them After Ilka Meal an'

After Smokin' or before Singing.

NOW THAT THE FLOWERS
;.ALMOST BLOOMING

A 1PRIL showers this year will usher in a porch

hammock guaranteed to be impervious to wet.

The manufacturer has secured the exclusive rights

to a well-known waterproofing process and is now producing in quantity

a couch hammock of the greatest beauty and utility, upholstered in an

infinite variety of richly flowered cretonnes and solid tone materials. It

is so protected from the weather as to survive a summer of exposure on

the lawn or porch.
* * *

Swung from a sturdy metal frame and canopied by a shady awning,

it is a hammock designed to take its place in any decorative scheme. And

the variety of selection is so wide that one can easily find the very ham-

mock demanded by the color of one's awnings, porch rugs and flower boxes.

Miss Hazel Dawn has just selected for her charm-

ing summer home on Long Island one of these ne\v

hammocks, in white and turquoise green to fit into

the white and turquoise green color scheme that she

is working out for the cottage. The house is white

with turquoise green roof and blinds on the lower

windows, the upper windows being shaded by French

awnings of white with a band of the green and

the porch furniture, folding-table and straight-backed

rush-bottomed chairs, are painted a turquoise green

to match.

The hammock therefore is covered, seat and

back, with turquoise green denim, and the canopy

roof, which can be pulled up for a sun bath, or let

down to keep one snug-as-a-bug-in-a-rug from the

rain is of white with sassy turquoise green scallops

on the edge. The model chosen has the new patented

feature of an arm rest which eliminates the conven-

tional and uncomfortable angles formed by the back

and a pair of high side panels. It has also a neat

little flat pocket on the inside of one of the arms, in which to tuck away

papers or magazines.
* * *

Miss Dawn is planning to have a small old-fashioned garden surround-

ing the cottage with rows of pink and yellow hollyhocks to look primly

in at the windows and a stone-flagged

path with grass growing between

the interstices to lead up to the turquoise

green and white porch. Will the grass be

turquoise green too? To be sure it will!

There will be a bird bath of white Carrara

marble to offer hospitality to all stray

songsters and a sun-dial, on which Miss

Dawn hopes to have inscribed the Latin

motto, horas non numero, nisi serenas,

whose correct interpretation, perhaps, you

may remember from the- Dolly Dialogues,
!

v caused such a long discussion between

V ^ Dolly and Mr. Carter. Lastly there will

be for the turquoise green roof of the house

a fickle weather-vane, to gauge the winds

by, unusual weather-vanes being one of the latest fads of those who can

have.
* * *

Miss Dawn found

all these decorative

objects at a famous
Fifth Avenue shop
and in such alluring

profusion that it took

her a long time

to select from

amongst them just

the right articles to

gain the effect she

was working for. She

was very pleased to

find, too, that the

prices were extreme-

ly moderate.

And at another

shop just a block

away from Fifth

Avenue she found a

most unusual abun-

dance of the practical

things to make her

garden thrive and

blossom-as-the - rose,

sets of tools of every

sort and baskets to

carry them in. It

was there she picked

out the weather-vane

that is pictured for

vou on the left.
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IROMELINK

ROMELINK SWINGING COUCH HAMMOCKS

RCG.U SPAT orr

Resists Water

THE SUPERIORITY of Romelink

Swinging Couch Hammocks is

manifested in an infinite number
of ways. Hazel Dawn, for in-

stance, says that with her "auto-

mobile, motor boat and Romelink

Hammock, the summer is fully

complete." And she is just one
of the foremost celebrities of the

American stage who endorse the

Romelink as perfectly adapted to

the high decorative standards of

their country homes.

Exclusive rights to the new
Cravenette Finish, as applied to

couch hammocks, are still another

evidence of Romelink leadership.
And yet they represent but one
small detail in the finishing of

the sumptuously upholstered and

richly colored Romelink.

You can find the Romelink

Swinging Couch Hammocks at

any representative department,
house furnishing or sporting

goods store in the country. Just
ask for them by name.

MANHATTAN ROME CO.

Long Island City New York

SHOULD

Theatre Magazine
FAIL TO REACH
YOU ON TIME

DON'T BE IMPATIENT
Many United States Mail em-

ployes have been drafted. The

mail is being handled by new
men and in consequence sec-

ond-class mail matter is sub-

ject to considerable delay. So
do not be alarmed if your copy

fails to reach you promptly.
It will eventually get to you.

Don't complain at once wait

a few days.

THE

Theatre Magazine
6 East 39th Street

New York City

HOTEL
ST. CHARLES
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

with its handsome new 12'Story
fireproof addiiion. Capacity 500.
On the ocean front Orchestra.
Noted for service and cuisine. Hot
and Cold Sea Water in all baths.

Spacious porches and sun parlors.
Auto busses meet all trains.

NEWLIN HAINES COMPANY

;

TRAVELING GOODS

BUILT
to stand the hardships of

the road yet natty in design and
luxurious in appearance.

Rugged, sturdy, handsome bags and
suit cases made by master bag makers
and constructed of Du Pont Fabrikoid,
Craftsman Quality the Very test Fabrikoid
made. Each bag or suit case doubly guaranteed
bv these quality trade marks :

illLI I

OUTWEAR
TRAVEL

CRAFTSMAN
QUALITY

24 inch size,

26 inch size,

Many beautiful styles for men and womet.

$7.50 to $15.00
Sold by representative dealers everywhere

Write for illustrated booklet

The Belber Trunk and Bag Co.
Columbia Ave, Philadelphia. Pa.

Man's Suit Case

No. 682 Black
No. 686 Brown

A sturdy, well made suit case
in small cross grain effect.

Has sewed-on heavy corners, ;

sewed-on loops, heavy strap
all around, reinforced by two

'

strong bolts and side hasp i

lock. Durable linene lining. H

$10.00
12.00

BOSTON

Recent renovations

at the Hotel Lenox
have added still

further to the ma-
terial comforts and
home - like atmos-

phere of this famous

Boston hostelry.

The Lenox is con-

veniently located to

the social, theatrical

and business sec-

lions of Boston.

Single Room
with Bath

$2.50 and up.

Double Room
with Bath

$3.50 and up.

L. C. PRIOR
Managing Director

Hotel Brunswick
under same manasemen t
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Fascinating Model Gowns
at Economy Prices

To the woman who must devote even more than customary
care in the selection of her Gown or Wrap, in order to

avoid extravagance, the MAXON Model Gown Shop
offers unusual opportunities to procure genuine original
models at just about half their real value.

A wonderful array of Gowns, Suits and Wraps, depicting
the most advanced Spring styles for Street, Afternoon and
Evening Wear. All originals no two alike.

Prices *12 to *89

Two Gowns for the Usual Price of One
No Catalogs No Approval Shipments

BAG AND BAGGAGE
(Continued from page 242)

ESTAB
1899 1587 BROADWAY AT

48Vr.NEwYowCiTY
(Take ElcTator First Floor)

'"THE modishness of Gowns
in decollete or with filmy

voile or Georgette sleeves is es-

pecially effective when the un-

derarms are beautifully smooth.

Evans's

Depilatory Outfit
is the standard means of removing

superfluous or unsightly hair. Used
now and then, it removes hair temporarily.

removing hair permanently is harmful.

75c.

Any way of

rC Complete with convenient means for applying the'** depilatory. At your own drug or department store
r send 75c. with your dealer's name direct to us.

George B Evans 1103 Chestnut St Philadelphia
Makers of

'

'Mum"

P
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The Hair Beautifler

impart to your hair softness, life, and fascinat-

ing waviness. It will become pliant so thai it can
be easily arranged in either elaborate or simple coiffures.

Petrole Hahn gives the hair gloss and radiance cf
perfect health.

It cleanses the scalp, simulates the growth of the hair
and brings out its natural beauty.

Its use will delight you.

PARK & TILFORD Sole Agents, NEW YORK
Slztt $1.50 and $I.OO-At i/our dealer's or tu fared foil.

"The Cnaning Clary", ofacinolin, little tookkl, xntfrec on rtqucit.
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Two weeks later Angelina's
breakfast mail held a card announc-

ing that Maxon's, the Model Gown
Shop, was ready for its Spring in-

spection. Ewiva! That was always
one of the events of each season.

Angelina rushed to put on her

things and hurried off to Maxon's.
Such frocks as she found there,

such suits and coats ! The things
were more enchanting than ever.

But then one always said that at

each fresh opening of Maxon's. And
the reasonableness of the prices !

as to be able to resist the beauti-

ful bargains of the Maxon Shop,
but Angelina's was not among
them.

And having a dinner frock what
was more natural than to wish for

a dinner to go with it. Yet it hap-
pened to be an off-day for Angelina
with no dinner engagement. Per-

haps though fate could be gently
manipulated. Turning into the
Astor she walked down that famous
corridor of many "dates."

And if it wasn't dear old Tubby

Miss Grace Valentine, as Angelina and Tubby saw her at "Lombardi,
Ltd.," playing the role of the Mannequin Daisy. Tito Lombardi
would describe the negligee as "a duck-from-a-costume," a negligee in-

tricately fashioned by Madam Haverstick of lemon indestructible roilt
and satin ribbons in two shades of mauve

One always exclaimed over those,
too. But this time it was really
true. They were lower than they
had ever been before. Never had
French models been offered in

America for such moderate sums.
It was too exciting!

Angelina had been wanting a dark
blue dinner gown for some time,
since Paris set its approving seal
on that color for evening; but those
she had priced in one or two of
the Fifth Avenue shops were be-

yond her allowance. So she was
delighted to find one at Maxon's,
blue chiffon over grey satin, beaded
in small dull beads and with the
new flowing chiffon sleeves, caught
in at the wrist with a beaded band,
that was not alone an entirely proper
price, but a stimulating price. So
stimulating as to make you go fur-
ther and buy another frock, which
Angelina proceeded to do. There
may be feminine hearts so steeled

to the rescue again ! Angelina !

Beautiful child! What luck! Had
she an engagement for that even-

ing? What? No? Luck again!
Then would she go to dinner and

"Lombardi, Ltd." after?

"Oh, Tubby, how sweet of you!"
cried Angelina. "I'm just dying to

see the play. Everybody in my
world is talking about it. They have
just put the whple cast into a new
Spring wardrobe using those lovely
Mallinson materials, and they say
the costumes are wonderful."

"They" were entirely right, An-
gelina and Tubby found that even-

ing, and Tubby was quite as en-
thusiastic as Angelina over the

frocks. He wished earnestly that

Angelina would have a suit like the

one in the last act of that roughish
pink what-yott-m-call-'em

"Khaki-kool, Tubby," prompted
Angelina, and "khaki-kool," re-

peated Tubby obediently.
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ESTABLISHED

H. HICKS & SON

AVENUE
AT 4 STREET

MEW Y 1R. K

TEL. MURRAY HILL 1762

WOMEN who dress as

carefully for a midsum-

mer dance as for a mid-season

social event, are as careful in

the year-round selection of

their toilet appointments.

Their preference is for the

preparations of

Perfumer
NewKrk

Rose
Violet
Wistaria
and
Coryloptis

Talcum Powder 25c.

Fa^e Powder 50c.

Toilet Water 1.00

Cold Cream 50c.

Extract 81.25

THERE is T(EAL

FOODVALUE
in

ChocolateCocoa
Confedions

NEW YORK

GOWNS -WRAPS- SUITS
COATS - BLOUSES

MILLINERY AND-
SUMMER FURS

NEW YORK PARIS

564 566 .o56S IfifthJVpmur.^!?1 46 A~O 47'- ST&

INTRODUCING
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LM.WRSCH
SHOE COMPANY
6thAve.at39thSt.

'̂My Captain'
A Sprint Oxford Fad

Specialized J'alue

at

*8

A new exclusive Oxford

model of exceptional

quality. Bench-made
of rich tan calf, patent

leather or gun metal.

Turned sole, Louis XV
heel.

NAIAD
Dress

Shields

for

Dainty Women

The dress shield is in higher favor

than ever before. For a short

period fashion tried to discriminate

against its use, but soon discovered
lier mistake. Today it is only a

question of ivhich shield.

Women in general and dress-

makers in particular, should un-
derstand the distinct advantage of

using Naiad Shields in all costumes
for all seasons and all occasions.

It is the shield with the troubles

left out!

Naiad shields are a guaranty, not

only of comfort, dainty cleanliness,

protection for the most vulnerable

spot in every gown or blouse, but

Naiad Shields are rubberless,
which means they are odorless,

absolutely free from all disagree-
able taint or suggestion of rubber.

This is a feature which gives Naiad
Shields unquestioned preference
over all others.

Quickly sterilized in boiling water,
like new each time they are washed.
Made in all styles ami sizes to meet
all needs. At all good stores or

sample pair by mail for 28 cents.

C. E. CONO VER CO.
101 Franklin St. New York

MUSIC FOR EVERYONE
(Continued from page 237)

Sultan's palace teem with Oriental

sensuousness, in which the orchestra

s the chief actor and Pierre Mon-

teux, the guiding spirit.

But if Rabaud has gone into the

misty beyond, he is outdistanced^ by

far, in the metamorphosis of "Le

Coq d'Or" of Rimsky-Korsakoff. 1

say "metamorphosis" with direct

significance, for the composer never

dreamed of such a production as has

jeen brought out under the magician-

ship of Adolf Bolm. When "The

Golden Cock" was originally sung,

it was a dire failure. That was

many years ago. Bolm knew the

score and appreciated its wealth of

melody and harmonic effects but

analyzed the failure and attributed

it to lack of action. Now here is

what happens in Bolm's version. The

singers are well grouped on the

sides of the stage, costumed alike

in a dull color which neutralizes

with the background and practically

annuls their presence.

TN the action, pantomimists move
* about and gesture as their notes

are sung. For instance, Didur sings

the King's part, and Bolm acts the

part. Barrientos is the Princess and

Rosina Galli dances it. "The Golden
Cock" is a satire in three scenes and
one chuckles all through. An as-

trologer has brought a magic rooster

which it is promised will crow when-
ever war is threatened. It does

crow the armies rush out, and find

no enemy. Meantime the crow is

heard again and fresh armies go to

re-enforce the first, but mistake

their countrymen for the enemy,
with general destruction resulting.

The King is a very, very stern funny
monarch attended by lovely maidens,
who weep and moan and throw them-
selves about to the queerest melodies

you ever heard, when the King dies.

But the King has things to do before

he dies. He is out on the battlefield

and meets a sorcerer princess who
dances to him and makes him very

gay and amorous, bless you. And
with Rosina Galli dancing and Bar-
rientos singing, who could blame
him? The whole action is gro-

tesque, the scenes are futuristic and

bewildering, with dwarfs, giants,
freaks of all descriptions, parad-
ing in the King's own room! Willy
Pogany did the painting and I un-
derstand that Mr. Siedle worked out
the ingenious rooster which crows,

flaps its wings, throws its chin in

the air and flies around the stage,
The most charming, interesting pro-
duction in America is "Coq d'Or,"
and a great tribute to Adolf Bolm
this criticism is intended.

A LITTLE man from overseas,
Henri Verbrugghen, came to

America and did a Beethoven Sym-
phony concert, which infused new
life, new belief, new understanding
of that other little figure of Bee-
thoven. The material at Verbrug-
ghen's command was not of the best.

His orchestra was The Russian

Symphony Society, ordinarily led by
Modest Altschuler. But under Ver-
brugghen it was no longer itself. A
brilliancy, a unity of strength seemed
infused. The men played not as in-

dividuals but as tiny parts of a mag-
nificent single instrument. It was all

Verbrugghen. And Verbrugghen was
just Beethoven. In one's imagina-
tion, the tragic figure of the com-
poser hovered about the stage, the
great forehead drawn in intense

thought, the hands clasped behind
the back, pacing back and forth.

Perhaps Beethoven heard!
The love for Beethoven is almost

all of Verbrugghen's life. He carries
the scores of the fifth and ninth
symphonies with him always, read-

ing them incessantly, constantly find-

ing new beauties, and striving to

evolve a method of creating them

as Beethoven intended. 'The mod-

ern orchestra is a very different or-

ganization than existed in the day

of the Master," explains Verbrug-

ghen. "It is bigger, more ponder-
ous. One must revise the orchestra

to play the music as Beethoven de-

sired. I do not permit all the in-

struments to play all of the time.

Thus when the wood instruments

are meant to sound out over the

others, 1 subdue the rest of the or-

chestra. Perhaps only a few first

violins and a few second violins then

play, instead of all of them. I bring

the parts in relief, like a sculptor

might do. I know from reading the

correspondence of Beethoven that

he had intended revising his earlier

works, with more and more mark-

ings, showing just how to bring out

the hidden nuances."

Verbrugghen has already gone
back to Sydney where he is director

of the only governmental school in

the world; we hope he returns for

a lengthier stay.

TN the concert halls, already the

opera stars are making their ap-

pearances. De Luca gave a flawless

afternoon, doing some American

songs as a surprise. They were

American, all right, as only an Ital-

ian can sing them. Frieda Hempel
was a lovely recitalist, and Maude
Fay surprised the critics with a won-
derful voice. I heard Josef Hofmann
and wondered if anyone could sur-

pass him, listened again to Max
Rosen and felt he already had ad-

vanced considerably since his debut,

gave ear to Leo Ornstein and must

place him high as a pianist of skill

and ability, and say that his music

must be given serious attention.

Ornstein is sincere, of that I have

been convinced; he is no poseur. He
does not play to the galleries and his

manners are not affectations.

There is much cause for rejoicing

in the newly organized Common-
wealth Opera, dedicated to the pre-

sentation of the light operas in un-

derstandable English, with rich

choruses and good principals but

sold to the public at minimum prices

of admission. The Commonwealth
is to belong to the people of New
York City there are to be no profits

paid to anybody. As any money is

made, new companies are to be sent

to other cities. Each seat-holder is

to have the power of the vote, to

say what operas are to be chosen,

what directors retained on the

Board, what singers are to be en-

gaged. In other words, a real

people's musical organization. The

people are coming into their own !

John Philip Sousa is the president
of the Commonwealth, other officers

are DeWolf Hopper, Silvio Hein,

Raymond Hitchcock, with advisory
members such as Frances Alda, S.

L. Rothapfel, Giuseppe De Luca,

Harry Barnhart, Charles Wakefield

Cadman, etc., with R. G. Stewart as

General Director. Stewart knows
the light operas he will be remem-
bered for his fine work in Castle

Square and the Bostonians and re-

cently as Stage Manager of the Hip-
podrome.
The people are beginning to un-

derstand. Pierre Monteux, of the

Metropolitan conducting staff, says
he would rather give a popular per-
formance than be the conductor for

the fashionable subscription nights.

Josef Stransky of the Philharmonic
declares that Americans are much
better students of the symphony
than the Euuropeans. And Giuseppe
De Luca, the artistic baritone of the

Metropolitan says:
"I would rather sing in America

than any country on the globe,

though your English language it is

vary deefeecult."

i PERFUME ofPersonality

Half revealing, halfconcealing.

but wholly appeolinq in its ^^^
subtle. nauntinq fragrance |

[\\c\\personafizes tne user

' lOcents brings a dainty
..
BEAUTY BOX <th

ick.l Po-d.. and Prfi

MLT.Piv&R
CHAS.BAEZ

The "Womanly" Way
to Remove Hair

There is cleanliness and comfort in hairfree

underarms. An occasional use of El-Rado en-

ables you to wear with refinement and taste

sleeveless frocks or sheer blouses.

El-Rado is a liquid sanitary, colorless,

easily applied with a piece of absorbent cotton.

To use El-Rado is no more trouble than wash-

ing the skin and quite as harmless it does not

stimulate or coarsen later hair ^rowth-
EI-Rado is a safe, agreeable, most womanly
way to remove hair from the face, neck or arms.

Users of powdered depilatories will find that

an occasional use of El-Rado liquid is good
for the skin.

Ask tor "El-Rado" hair remover at any
toilet goods counter. Two sizes. SOc. and $1.00.

Money-back guarantee.
If you prefer, we "ill fill y^nr order by
mail, if you write enclosing stamps or coin.

PILGRIM MFG. CO., Dept. F. 112 E. 19th St., New Y.rk

Canadian Addr*, st, Montreal

"Mum"
(as easy to use as to say)

neutralizes body odors

as they occur

without checking natural se-

cretions or clogging the pores.

"Mum" is a snow-white, grease-

less, disappearing cream. Indis-

pensable. Easily applied. Lasts

from bath to bath.

2Se at drue- and departmrru-*torr<.

"A/KM" is a Trade Mark rteistrred i<i I'. S. PatfHt Office.

"Mum" Mfg Co 1106 Cheilnnt Street Philadelphia

2 H

NAIL POLISM
Brilliant, lasting and

25c. Cake 25c and SOc.
Send for free sample.

GRAF BROS., Inc.

119 w. 24
'
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reople ofculture and

refinement invariably
^Deities

to anu other cigarette.c/ c/

Makers cfthe Highest Grade Turkish

and
Egyptian Cigarettes in the U6nU
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or
sheen

|

and I

softness I

Shampooing regularly I

with PACKER'S TAR SOAP
\

protects the health of I

the scalp and brings out I

the beauty of the hair.

PACKER'S TAR SOAP
Cake and Liquid

Manyof the photographs reproduced

in the Theatre Magazine come from

the Ira L. Hill's Studio, 580 Fifth

Ave., New York, where duplicates

of any that particularly interest you

may be purchased.

A GOOD DAYS WORK
THEN

A GOOD SHOW
FOLLOWED BY

A GOOD SUPPER
AND A BOTTLE OF

OF COURSE
KING OF TABLE WATERS
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COFT water cleanses

much better than hard.

Nothing softens water as

well as Borax. That's

why you should sprinkle
a little 20 Mule Team
Borax in the water before

you take your bath. But

MULE TEAM BORAX

is more than a water sof-

tener. It is an antiseptic,
it keeps the pores free

and clean, is an excellent

deodorant, refreshes the

skin and keeps the com-

plexion clear.

Always use this Borax in

baby' s bath it is very soothing
to tender skin.

You will find many uses for

20 Mule Team Borax in the
kitchen and laundry. Be sure
to see the picture of the famous
20 Mules on every package.

All Dealers sell

20 MULE TEAM BORAX

PERSONALITY IN CLOTHES
(Continued from page 241)

But now they are afforded no

such chance. Their interest is

quite as intense when the curtain

is lowered and the lights of the

auditorium flare up as when they

sit in darkness, watching the de-

velopment of the plot. The frivolous

little actress has worked out the

problem of her own efficiency in

a most delightful manner; while

she is dashing from one adorable

creation into another, she provides

amusement for her audience. In

the center aisle, directly behind the

orchestra pit, is an improvised

dressing-room, and maids a-plenty

at her service, with hand mirrors,

powder puffs, rouge sticks and

nimble fingers. At the finale of

her act she steps nonchalently over

the footlights, floats down a tiny

gold stairway, and, for all the

world as though she were entering

her secluded dressing-room off-

stage, she allows her cloak to slip

from her shoulders, lifts the head-

dress from a mass of copper tresses

and permits her frock to be removed

while she unconcernedly pats her

nose with scented powder. While

she changes her jewels and slips

her toes into other slippers, Suzette

and Therese fasten her into an-

other fancy of a famous couturier's

art. During the breathless inter-

val between frocks, the tired busi-

ness man and his novelty-seeking

wife are admiring, each in their

own way, her shimmering hosiery

embroidered in jewels, and her lin-

gerie, as soft as the wisp of a

cloud that floats across a Summer
sky. She, indeed, has made the

most of a personality in clothes.

If you feel that you have any-

thing in common with Nora Bayes,

you might try getting into your
motor coat the wrong way, and but-

toning it down the back. That is

but one of the many different

things that Miss Bayes has done.

She never grows tired of things

because she is constantly changing
them in some fashion or other to

suit her mood. Were she costum-

ing herself for a Ball of the Al-

lies, I am sure that she would pick

a bit from each country's costume,
throw them together indiscriminate-

ly and christen the finished product,

"All the Allies." The personality

expressed in the arrangements of

her household is quite as incoher-

ent, and even more astonishing. The
boudoir of her town house is an

immense room which impresses one

at first sight as being a most

distinctive collection of intimately

precious antiques. There can't be

a more original spot in the world.

Personality! The flower of the

soul; the material off-shoot of the

spirit. The expression of Milady's

moods and mannerisms ! What a

vital part in the development of her

one brief existence.

VICTOR RECORDS
r\ EEP in the affections of all our

people lie those older American
songs, so near akin to folk songs
in their simplicity and beauty. This
is especially true since so eminent
an interpreter as Alma Gluck has

brought to them her art and sent

them winging their way on Victrola
Records to acquaint the present and
future generations with their charm
and to find lodgment in the heart's

innermost precincts.

"Darling Nelly Gray" is one of
these old-time melodies that sparkles
with new interest through the ren-

dition that Gluck has just given on
Victrola Records.
"The Lord is My Light" is a hymn

of trust that McCormack, on a new
Victrola Record, delivers with pas-
sionate sincerity. Apart from its

message the song is usually good
music melodious in style, gloriously
rich in harmony and intensely dra-

matic in feeling.
"A Little Bit O' Honey" is the

latest composition from the pen of

Carrie Jacobs-Bond which Evan
Williams has made imperishable by
singing for Victrola Records. Adrt.

COLUMBIA RECORDS
YVfARTIME songs, growing in

popularity with each day's
news from the Yankee boys in

France, are prominent in Columbia's

April list of records. Arthur Fields

sings "/'// Come Back to You When
It's All Over," the Sterling Trio is

heard in "Au Revoir But Not Good-
bye, Soldier Boy," Frederick Wheeler
hits a popular note in "American
Thru and Thru," Henry Burr has a

touching theme in "A Baby's Prayer
at Twilight for Her Daddy Over
There," and there are half a dozen
more of strong appeal.
A noteworthy feature of the April

program is Riccardo Stracciari's

singing of "Cortigiani I'il Rasza
Dannata" from "Rigoletto," in wihch
he thrilled opera audiences in Chi-

cago, New York and Boston. Other
records of particular interest are
two brilliant selections by the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra, Bach's

"Sing Ye to the Lord" and Tschai-

kowsky's "A Legend," sung by Paul-
ist Choristers, and two charmi
'cello numbers by Pablo Casals.

Columbia's April dance list c

tains captivating records by t

Jazarimba Orchestra, Handy's
chestra, and Prince's Band. Advt.
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AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF DRAMATIC ARTS

Franklin H. Sargent, President

[fThe
standard institution ofdramatic If

{[education for thirty 'three years J|
Detailed catalog from the Secretary

ROOM 172, CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Connected with Charles Frohman's Empire Theatre and Companies
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Perfumed With the Gofltli/JVeiD Odor ofVOFloiDerst

WHY has Talc Jonteel created such a sensation in

the world of fashion? Why is its odor so new

so different?

Because Jonteel's fragrance is the interblending of

twenty-six different scents Roses and Orange-blossoms
from the Riviera; English Lavender; Vetivert and mystic
Sandalwood from India; Ylang-

ylang from Manila, and 20 others The
just as delightful. All gathered to-

gether at great expense and subtly

blended by a master perfumer.

Just smell this lovely odor!

Smell it in Talc Jonteel, snowy
white and unbelievably fine.

Smell it in delightful Face Powder

&DOO
throughout the t.'nited Slutei, Canada and Great Britain have
exclusive tale of Jonteel. This privilege hat been accorded
them because they are the foremost drug stores in their respec-
tive totenSf distributor! of the highest grade toilet requisites;
and because they are linked together into a great National

organisation for the giving of Service. Among them are the

ZOO Liggett Stores reaching from New York and Boston to

Winnipeg; Marshall's of Cleveland ; Kiesling's of Houston ;

Druehl S: Franken's, Salt Lake City, and the leading drug-

gists in every other city or totem

Jonteel, delicately tinted, clinging, invisible. And smell its

wonderful exhilarating freshness in

THE NEW COMBINATION CREAM JONTEEL
made from a remarkable new formula. A cream that is

neither greasy nor "greaseless." A cream for soften-

ing, healing and beautifying the skin.

Then you will marvel that this

Stores
costly new odor, embodied in

products of such high quality
and so beautifully packaged, can

be secured at prices so low.

Stop at the nearest Rexall

Store and carry home a can

of Talc Jonteel and a handy jar

of Cream Jonteel today !

Cold Cream Joni**l. SOe. Faft Powder Jonteil,$Of. Invisible, clinging. Flesh, brunette, or -while. Send roc

fragrant and cUanting. for trial box (Specify tint). Reproduces the handsome, full-sixe box in miniatttre.

Wilt not artnc kair. Contains liberal supply ofpowder. Li^U's, Dept.-H. i6j W. j^tASf,. Nrm, York.

Combination Crfam JontMl,
SOt. So/mine, vrottetinf.

Will not grow hair.

(/n Canaita,frifes
slifhtly hishtr.)
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Isn't Professor Linn Right?

An Appeal to the Readers of Theatre Magazine

Just before adjournment last September, Congress hurriedly adopted the Zone

System for second class postage rates. It is a bad law, and there is still time to change

it since it does not go into effect until July 1.

One of the clearest presentations of the folly of curbing our great national magazines

comes from the pen of Professor J. W. Linn of the University of Chicago -a man of

knowledge and vision, who sees our country as a whole, reading and thinking and

feeling as one people. Read what Professor Linn says:

If the proposed Zone System of postal rates should

be adopted, the result would be the extermination of

a very large number of magazines, and as far as the

rest are concerned, a large increase in price to the

subscriber. Now, I am not speaking from the slight-

est financial interest in the publishing business.

have no connection with it whatever. I am a teacher

of English in a university, and have been for eighteen

years. What I should like to do is to point out the

result to the nation if you increase the price and

limit the circulation of newspapers and magazines.

Many of these newspapers and magazines have a

definite, even what might be called a formal, educa-

tional influence particularly the magazines. They
are constantly used in our schools and colleges all

over the country as text books used in courses in

literature, in composition, in history, in civics, in

science.

Hundreds of thousands of copies weekly or month-

ly are so employed. They have taken a recognized

place in modern education. The whole effort of

that education at the present day is to vitalize the

schools; to connect up boys and girls with affairs

and to develop their vocational opportunities. The

magazines are serving this effort splendidly.

There is hardly a big university, in the West at any

rate, there are few small colleges, which do not em-

ploy them in classroom work ;
and the number of

high schools in which they are used runs into thou-

sands. You say such magazines will not be elimi-

nated? They must, however, pass on the tax; they

must greatly increase their rates ; the expense to the

students must be much greater ; and so their use will

be much less and their influence will be crippled.

But this formal educational work, though impor-

tant, is not the most important educational service of

magazines and newspapers. Their great effect is in

their spread of ideas. They get people to read. Books do

not serve so well. There is such a thing as intellec-

tual inertia, and books are not so likely to overcome

it. The habit of book reading is a good habit, but

for millions in this country it is a habit hard to cul-

tivate. They will not sit down to a book; they will

pick up a newspaper or a magazine. Now, is such

reading, call it desultory if you please, really educa-

tional? Emphatically it is.

I am not going to say more than a word about the

tremendous amount of real information, real educa-

tion, that the magazines and newspapers give.

You shut off the farm journals, as these proposed
zone rates would shut them off, and you decrease the

productive power of this country by many more mil-

lions.

You shut of such a journal as The Christian

Herald, and you shut off an agency that has raised

over four million dollars for charitable and religious

organizations in ten years and that in so doing has

enormously increased the interest of people in giv-

ing, which is one of the things that a democracy ab-

solutely has to learn the value of.

You shut off the Woman's Home Companion
and you shut off an agency that in the last few years
has sent out elaborate, personal, expert, individual in-

structions to over three hundred thousand women
on the care of their children how much do you cal-

culate that one magazine has done to improve the

health of the children of this nation?

You shut off the newspapers, with their careful,

scientific information about the care of the health,

information that hundreds of them are dispensing

daily, and you might as well go out and shoot down
10,000 doctors; you would do less actual harm.

You say these papers and magazines would not

be destroyed by these proposed new laws? You
know what would happen you know that the prices

to subscribers would rise, and circulation would nar-

row and just who would lose out?

Why, just exactly the people who must have the

reading habit if this is going to be a democratic na-

tionthe small town people, the country people.
These publications are printed in big cities ; the first

zone, the cheapest zone, would be in and near those

cities. That means you have shut off education just
where it is needed. The cities will read anyway,
there are many educational opportunities in the cit-

ies
; but the small towns and the rural districts de-

pend to a large extent on newspapers and magazines.

You shut out those boys and girls, those men and

women, from the reading habit. You shut them out

from the freest possible circulation of ideas, just at

the time when that freest possible circulation is most
essential. I say as a college teacher, a man who has

been in the educational profession almost a genera-
tion, that in my judgment you could hardly stab

nearer the heart of the nation than by stabbing at

the country circulation of newspapers and magazines ;

and yet that is exactly where this increase in second-
class postal rates, this Zone System, is directing the

knife.

Our Congress has made a hasty decision, which threatens us with the condition

Lincoln so warned against: "A Nation Divided Against Itself."

It is not too late to have the condition changed. Public pressure will repeal the law.

Do your share but do it at once! Write this to your Congressman: "I consider the zone

system postal law, with its increased postage on periodicals and papers, unjust and dangerous
to the future welfare of our country. I, therefore, wish you, as my Representative, to do

all in your power to have the law repealed."

If you don't know the name of your Congressman, secure same at Post Office.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE CO.
PUBLISHERS
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This More

EFFICIENT MOTOR
is responsible for

FINER COACH ARTISTRY

A COUPE body that performanceoftheWillys-

Knight mechanism.

THIS is the only type of

motor that improves with

use an advantage of

great pecuniary value

and of priceless satisfac-

tion.

THE 25,000 Willys-

Knight owners are free

would do for a poppet-

valve motor is not good

enough for the Willys-

Knight

BECAUSE the supreme

quietness of this sleeve-

valve motor severely em-

phasizes the slightest body

squeak or rattle.

BODIES, far superior in

structural quality and

accompanying charm are

necessary, therefore, in

from ordinary motor
troubles.

1 HEY enjoy sustained

efficiency and the econ-
j r

order to be compatible omy of this self-preserv-

with the smooth, silent ing motor

Willys-Overland Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Willys-Knight and Overland Motor Cars and Light Commercial Cars

Canada* Ttatrj. ICnt Ti'ttM. Canada
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Pennsylvania
VACUUM CUP TIRES

w HERE cars of especial quality and equipment are seen,
Vacuum Cup Tires are found to dominate.

The treads of massive Vacuum Cups are singularly in keeping
with other details on cars of higher grade.

There is, moreover, significant utility in the Vacuum Cups. They
positively prevent skidding on wet and slippery pavements.

And the mileage service unfailingly meets those demands for un-
usual performance that the average tire cannot consistently respond
to. Vacuum Cup Tires are guaranteed per warranty tag for

6,000 Miles

Makers of Auto Tubes "Ton Tested"

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY
JEANNETTE. PA.

Direct Factory Branches and Service Agencies Jttroutftout the United States and Canada

Member Jeannette War Service Union
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Lotus XVI,
Duncan Phy' ,

E announrc a complete and matchless

of classic period models

ic, Adam, Jacobean, Chip-

Chippendale, Louis XV,
^m and Mary, Colonial and

The cabinets, fashioned by
men of -ire ^ Jfare of exquisite beauty.

j-i these ^ rb instruments there has been

developed an improved tone, (superior even to

Sonora's previous remarkable achievements)
which makes these new phonographs the

most wonderful ever produced.

Some of the models are now on exhibition in

our New York Fifth Avenue Salon.

In requesting literature, please state period

style in which you are interested.

Cnmjtatttj,
GEORGE E. BR1GHTSON, President

Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street 279 Broadway at Reade Street

50 Broadway (Standard Arcade) New York
Brooklyn: 1285 Pulton Street Philadelphia: 1311 Walnut Street

e Highest Class Talking Machine in the World

BLUgl^g

yi, i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii iiiiiiim iiiimiiii i minimi niiiiiiiiiiii i mill iimiiiiiiiin
nmig

|

I You You and You ! I

Can do still a little more for our brave boys

who are going "over there."

When enjoying a performance do you ever

give them a thought ?

The soldiers and sailors enjoy a show too.

The theatre is inside of the camp.

H? needs a ticket to secure admission.

How does he get it ?

Have you read on pages 280 and 281 the

story of Smileage and what the Commission

on Camp Activities is doing ?

NOW it is up to YOU.

Send the boy a Smileage Book.

i

I

1

1

THE COUPONS IN THIS BOOK WILL BE ACCEPTED IN

PURCHASE OF ADMISSION AND SEAT TICKETS AT LIBERTY

THEATRES. LIBERTY TENTS AND AUDITORIUMS UNDER
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE COMMISSION ON TRAINING
CAMP ACTIVITIES IN NATIONAL ARMY CANTONMENTS
AND NATIONAL GUARD CAMPS.

20 coupons size $1.00 100 coupons size $5.00

The Theatre Magazine will supply you with Smileage
Books or send them to any address you may give. If you
have no definitive friend to whom you may send the

Smileage Book, the Theatre Magazine, through the

Smileage Committee will see that some boy gets it.

The subscription list is now open, and the names of

the donors will be published in these columns as received.

ACT NOW. THANK YOU.

Enclosed find $ for Smileage

Book to be sent to.

1 J

Name

Camp

From

ETiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiMiiiim i iiiiiiiimiiiniii iiiiiini IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIII miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii
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Look for our Sales and Service Depot Sign.

You'll find it everywhere.

You can count on the dealer who displays it.

We have chosen him for his reliability. Then
marked him for your convenience.

His is not merely service in its ordinary
sense repairs, accessories and tires when you
need them,

-but a highly individualized service for you

and your cat adapted to the particular con-

ditions you have to meet.

He will tell you the tire you ought to have

-'Royal Cord', 'Nobby', 'Chain', 'Usco', or

'Plain'.
-*

He knows which of the fi - is best for your
car. Ask his advice. -x.

Bank on his judgment as hun ^f

sands of experienced motorists ~

hou-

Also Tires for Motor Trucks, Motorcycles,
Bicycles and Aeroplanes United Ste

are Good

United States Tubes and Tire Accessories
Have All the Sterling Worth and Wear that Make

United States Tires Supreme.
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"Onyx" Week
MAY 6th to llth

For many years
"
Onyx

"
has ministered

faithfully to the Hosiery needs of the

nation with ever increasing popularity.

With forethought and discrimination m the

face of unusual conditions we have

assembled and placed in the hands of

dealers a most attractive selection of

eg us fat orrii*

For Spring and Summer Wear

Remember, every need of the entire family

from Cotton to Silk is provided for. Every

pair of best material and highest quality.

Money spent on "Onyx" is well spent.

No extravagance, no waste.

35c. to $2.50 Per Pair

To get the real "Onyx" quality, look

for the Trade Mark, which identifies them.

Emery-Beers Company, inc.,

SOLE OWNERS AND

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF

"Onyx" Hosiery

Broadway at 24th St., NewYork
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BUT
there are other

splendid features in

the next number ar-

ticles of literary value

and pictures of exquisite

beauty relating to the

theatre.

Do the young folks

want to get acquainted

with the theatres before

their day? And the

older ones would you
like to renew your pleas-

ant theatrical memories?

Then read Manager
Charles Burnham's "His-

toric New York The-

atres" in the June issue.

ARE the ladies fol-

lowing our spright-

ly Footlight Fashions

department? Keep up
with Angelina in her

merry adventures and
learn all about the

clothes and accessories

of our actresses.

DO you know that there is a unique in-

stitution in this country devoted to

the highest ideals of the stage where the

players make their own costumes and paint
their own scenery, a theatre where the

finest in dramatic literature is presented?

VOL. XXVII.

BIG
news for the movie fan !

Our next issue will be full of beau-

tiful portraits of motion picture favorites

and many fine pictures of scenes in the

best of the recent screen releases. Who
can deny the importance of the motion

picture and the place it

has taken in the affec- _i_______^__
tions of the public?

In the June issue

Mirilo will introduce

you to the big film

stars of the hour, and

foretell about other

screen artists who will

be the favorites of to-

morrow.

In addition Mabel Con-

don will have much of

interest to say regarding

the West Coast studios.

Are you up to the min-

ute ? Then get the de-

tails about the youngest

MAY, 1918

Thomas Wood Stevens you remember
his name in connection witli the success-

ful Rosemary Pageant? in his article en-

titled "The Non-Commercial Theatre'
1

de-

scribes the work done at the Carnegie
Institute of Technology, Pittsburg, as ap- sumcd name.

IN THIS ISSUE
LK.NORE L'LRIC
LIONEL BARRYMORE IN "THE COPPERHEAD"
WHEN ST. PETER MEETS THE MANAGERS

Arthur Hornblow
SCENES IN "THE WILD DUCK" Play told in pictures
MILLIONAIRES OF THE FOOTLIGHTS Morris Paul
SONG-BIRDS WHO HAVE GAINED OPERATIC HEIGHTS

Full page of portraits
THEATRE GOSSIP IN THE SUBWAY Lewis AUe
SCENES IN "THt RAINBOW GIRL"
BILLING GRAND OPERA LIKE A CIRCUS
HARRY LAUDER Full-page portrait
SMILE AND THE WORLD SMILES WITH YO"
T TTjj7"T*Y THU.\TR Tr * OPEN FROM

The poet, ^s is well known, passed his

last days in Paris in the greatest poverty.

Only a few devoted friends were with him
at the end and even to-day some believe

he is not dead, but hiding under an as-

Bernard Thornton, an

American actor, chanced

to be in Paris shortly

before Wilde's last ill-

ness and a friend took

him to call on the one-

time celebrated poet. It

was a remarkable ex-

perience which Mr.

Thornton tells in -v^Ht^
June issue.

The picture he-.<lraws

i--
.

.ill

.

'

one

~ impress

Cover
Frontispiece

ar -n-

28U .. ..ucian/ literature.

MR. HORNBLC ......*
"The Squau _ ..... ^ Pair of Petticoats,"

""

with Banners," "Getting Together." "Nan
"Julius Caesar," Laurette Taylor in Shakespear
Gabler," "April," "The Fountain of Youth" "Pau I...A

the Young Shepherd," "An American Ace," American
Academy of Dramatic Arts. The Other Players.

AMONG THE PASSING SHOWS Full page of scenes
THE ART OF MINSTRELSY Al Jolson
HERE THERE AND EVERYWHERE Full page of port-sits
A TRAGEDY IN ONE ACT Edwin Carty

'

:

BILLIE BURKE Full page portrait
HISTORIC NEW YORK THEATRES Cliarle-

BEN GREET PLAYERS IN "THE MERCHANT Ol ,

Full page of pictures
WEALTH NOT A BAR TO PLAYWRITING
SOCIETY WOMEN WHO HAVE MONEY AND i..

Full page of portraits
BEHIND THE SCENES IN TOKIO Oliver M. Sayler
LAURETTE TAYLOR AS PORTIA Full-page port
G. B. S. IN HACKNEYED MOMENTS Natha,-' "fro

SCENES IN "PAN AND THE YOUXG SHEPF
FOR THE BOYS IN SERVICE ~'art
DO YOU KNOW-
DANCE, LITTLE DANCING GIRLS Poem Partite *
THE NOVELTY SHOW SHOP Charlton Andrews
SCENE IN "SERVICE" Full page
KOOTLIGIIT FASHIONS Anne Archbald
MOTION PICTURE SECTION Edited by Mirilo
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300
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i.^.-iviaue flay in the

June nuiiili. ,
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convincing d<"
" '

Some of the n^

sutter-

as rcrs IF'TC
'

: n
real poetry .1*

""'-> theatrical attacks

women ui Greenv : ~'-

Village, who_J. afl

with a capital and action

with a little "a" are

aimed at everything but

the "new."

Dramatic students and

lovers of real drama

will be interested in

Mr. Ranck's timely and

much-needed defense of

the well-made play.

plied to the

are a treat !

stage. The pictures alone

N'

oI

SCAR WILDE is assuredly one of

the most interesting figures in litera-

ture. As a psychological study every in-

cident in his life has unusual appeal.

'OW is the time when the world is

sorely in need of the Muse of Com-

edy. And what better reflects the fun and

laughter of the theatre than the THEATRE

MAGAZINE?
Subscribe now !

Movie fans will delight over the next

issue. We'll make a safe bet on that.

$3.50 a year.

COPYRIGHT 1918 BY THE THEATRE MAGAZINE CO. TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. ENTERED AT POST OFFICE, NEW YORK, AS SECOND CLASS MAIL MATTER



CARL'SO

No master record shall be considered as

satisfactory and complete and perfect until it

has been approved not only by an authorized

representative of the Victor Company, but also

by the artist.

*
Extract from Victor artists'contract

_f

EveryVictor Record

must have the artists

own approval
Our contract demands it

Not only must every Victor Record receive

the approval of the Victor Recording Lab-

oratory before it is listed in the Victor Record

catalog, but the artist who makes the record

must also be satisfied that it portrays his or

her art with absolute fidelity.

When you play a Victor Record on the

Victrola, you can be sure the interpretation

you hear is exactly as the artist sang or played
it exactly as he or she wishes you to hear it.

So true to life in every detail that Victor

Records have also earned for themselves the

universal and enthusiastic approval of the

great final judge the music-loving public.

There are Victors and Victrolas from $10 to $400, and any Victor dealer will

gladly demonstrate them and play your favorite music for you. Saenger Voice

Culture Records are invaluable to vocal students ask to hear them.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal. Canadian Distributors

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Mach'nes are scientifically

coordinated and synchronized in the processes of manufacture, and their

use, one with the other, is absolutely essential to a perfect reproduction.

New Victor Record* demonstrated at all dealers on the 1st of each month

"Victrola" is the Registered Trade-mark of the Victor Talking Machine Company desig-

nating the products of this Company only.

Victrola
HOMER

SCOTTt
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WHEN ST. PETER MEETS THE
By ARTHUR HORNBLOW

RS

THE
awful trumpet blast had sounded. Old

Mother Earth, spinning through space

for aeons, shook convulsively and slowed

down. The stars one by one were extinguished.

The sun, rising no longer, left everything in

uncanny darkness. A piercing, inconceivable

cold crept over the face of the world. The last

day had come. Despairing humanity turned to

Heaven as its one last hope. Among the mil-

lions of shivering mortals lined up before the

celestial gates were a number of New York

theatre managers, all clamoring loudly for ad-

mission. St. Peter, girt with his keys, eyed

dubiously th:s grou.p of prosperous looking men,

with their self-satisfied smirk and air of gross

materialism.

"Who are you?" he asked.

"N- .. York theatre managers."

St. Peter shook his head.

"Umph ! No better recommendation?"

The managers looked at each other indig-

nantly.

"Stop yer kiddin'," blurted out one in his

usual suave, polished manner, "as if you hadn't

heard of us. Our names are famous the world

over. We're all self-made millionaires!"

St. Peter shook his hoary locks.

"Here we know a man only by his deeds. His
material prosperity on earth avails him nothing.
He must have done some good for his fellow-

men before he may enter. What do you ask?"

"Admission," they cried in unison.

A OMISSION?" repeated St. Peter scoffingly.** "Did you always grant admission to your
theatres to those who asked to enter?"

"To those who had the price yes."
"What was the price?"
"As much as we could make it often more."
St. Peter frowned.

"Then you, too, shall pay as much to enter
here."

One manager made a gesture of impatience.
"Say, is this a talkfest? My time's worth

money. How long are we to be kept waiting?"
"Did you never keep actors and dramatists

waiting in your outer offices?"

A picturesque-looking impresario stroked his
smooth chin as he murmured sweetly:

"If we didn't make actors wait they'd soon
own the show."

His fellow managers guffawed.
St. Peter shook his keys ominously and pointed

to a sloping desk on which rested an immens-
book.

"Enough of such levity! Advance, each of
you in turn, and tell what you have done on
earth so I may forthwith enter it upon the
Record. You, who spoke last, what have you
done for your fellow men?"
Coy as on a first night, the manager came re-

luctantly forward tugging at his curly forelock.
es, indeed, he had much to be proud of Had
* not put red blood in the drama, had he not

created new stars, were not his splendid pro-
duct,ons the talk of the stage world? He
opened his mouth to speak, but the words would

)t come. Perplexed, alarmed, he turned to St
Peter who quickly explained:
"You are speechless because you are not

On earth it is easy to camouflage the
People, but here only the truth my be told

"

Once more the manager opened his mouth and

this time he himself seemed changed. His proud
manner was gone. He stood like a man exalted

and chastened.

I have been given exceptional opportunities

to serve art, and yet I have exploited art

to achieve my own ends. I have discovered fine

actors, but instead of encouraging them to de-

velop their ability, I have kept them playing the

same role season in and season out for my own
profit. I have made theatregoers believe that

only the best in the drama appealed to me. The
truth is I have produced nothing in which I

thought I could not see a dollar. I love art,

but money has always had for me a cer-

tain charm "

"Enough!" cried St. Peter. "Enter here you
cannot. Next !"

/\ NOTHER manager advanced, beaming, with
** the confident air of one who has succeeded
in "putting it over."

"Who are you?"
"The manager of 'Toto.'

"

St. Peter eyed him severely.

"We've heard of that show even here. A
trifle decollete I understand."

The manager shrugged his shoulders.

"Can you blame me? I give 'em what they
want. They're tired of nice plays being re-

spectable is kind of dull, don't you think so?

They ask for ginger and I give it to 'em. I go
the limit. You should see the girls such pretty,
tender little squabs, such handsome, dark-eyed
high-steppers! There are all kinds, blondes and
brunettes, to please every taste, and they wear
practically nothing the flimsiest kind of X-ray
underwear. You should see my corset ballet

really, Peter, old chap, you shouldn't miss
that !"

"Silence!" thundered the stern keeper. "How
dare you offend our ears with your ribald, sala-
cious chatter? Stand aside!" Then raising his
voice he called out : "You other managers. For-
ward !"

Four more managers stepped out of the ranks.
They all started to speak at once, but St. Peter
put up his hand.

"It's useless to defend yourselves. You have
forfeited all claims here. Under the guise of
art, have you not traded shamelessly in the un-
draped feminine figure? To fill your pockets,
have you not corrupted men's souls ? Instead of
trying to uplift your fellow, have you not pan-
dered to his most bestial instincts and dragged
him down further in the mire? With your pyjama
farces, your scantily-dressed chorus girls, your
leg shows and sordid dramas of the underworld
-have you not run tfhe gamut of evil? Hear
then, your doom. As you have seemed to revelm filth on. earth, so shall you deal with it here
You are hereby sentenced to manage our garbage
department."

"Sorry, old chap. Don't you know I'm famous
for my vitality and the zip I put into everything.

St. Peter shook his head sorrowfully.
"Has the stage sunk as low as that? Hor-

rible! A recent Broadway production I hear is

entitled 'Going Up.'" Waving his hand to the

winged attendant at the celestial elevator he
called out: "Cherub, this person is going down,"
A well-known star, grinning inwardly at the

fate of his fellow managers, now advanced full

of importance.

"Who are you?"
'Ihe actor drew himself up stiffly. Frigidly,

he replied :

"Your lack of information is appalling. If you
must know, I was one of the first to introduce
Britain's most famous dramatist to American
theatregoers."

St. Peter chuckled.

"Come, now," cried the actor, "you can't tell

me you never heard of him.

You mean that presumptuous fellow who has
the audacity to believe himself the modern Shake-
speare? That king of self-advertisers, cynic
without convictions, who argues for the sake of

arguing, who delights in contradiction merely
for the sport of it, a literary mountebank, a
clever juggler of words, one who scoffs at

everything men and women hold sacred? If you
are the man responsible for introducing him to

America, should not severe punishment await

"Well, I'll be damned!" ejaculated the actor.

"Precisely," retorted St. Peter.

A
bow.

FOREIGN-LOOKING gentleman, proud
and portly, stepped forward with a polite

A SPRIGHTLY actor-manager skipped for-
r* ward, his derby hat cocked to one side, his
face beaming with the classic grimace. He tried
to halt, but from mere force of habit his legs
kept dancing.
"Stand still!" commanded St. Peter.

"I am Signer parfaitsiiicnt. My opera house
is the envy of the musical world. My artists

get bigger money and the dear public pays more
for its scats than in any other city. I have prac-

tically a monopoly on the world's total output of

song-birds. No voice that's worth anything eve

gets by me '

"Except a certain sensational coloratura s

prano," chuckled St. Peter. "Her high notes

have reached even here. How did you come to

miss her?"

The impresario looked unhappy. Shrugging his

shoulders he stammered :

"Que ronlez vous? My engagements were all

made. It isn't as easy as it looks
"

"No excuses," interrupted the d< " , rkeeper.
"You pretend to give your subscribers the best

operatic talent procurable. You have no right
to compel them to "undertake the peril mis jour- |

ney into the wilds of Lexington Avenue to hear
j

a voice that rightfully belongs to Broadway. You !

are fined ten dollars or ten days."
''Man Dieu, it's most inconvenient." lamented

(

the director. "All my ready cash has gone on
thrift stamps. I'll take ten days, if it pleases

your celestial convenience."

St. Peter looked around.

Any more?
There was no response. One heard nothing

but crashes of distant thunder as the planets,

falling out of their regular orbits, came in ter-

rific collision, and the wails of tthe unfortunate

managers now undergoing torments they had for-

merly inflicted on their theatre patrons.
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MME. XAZIMOVA AS HEDVIG Amy Veness Xazimova Edward Connelly

Act. II. Ekdal "Yes water want it for something want
to write and the ink has got as thick as porridge."

Act II. Hedvig "There is so much that is strange Dodson Mitchell Amy Veness Nazin-.ova Harry Mestayer Lionel Atwill Lyster Chambers

about the wild duck. Act II. Werle "Excuse me, I think my son is staying here."

White
Lionel Atwill Nazimova Amy Veness Harry Mestayer

Act. II. Hedvig "No, no, father! Don't leave me!"

Act III. Relling "She must have pressed the pistol right against
her breast and fired."

IBSEN'S "WILD DUCK" ACTED HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN ENGLISH



MILLIONAIRES OF THE FOOTLIGHTS
Some stagefavorites -whosefabulous earnings go to enrich Uncle Sam

By MORRIS PAUL

THERE
was a time when one of the stand-

ard jokes of the human race centered

around the fact that actors were impe-

cunious and wore threadbare clothes. But that

time has passed.

Ask the collector of internal revenue in New

York He knows that several million dollars m

income taxes have been added to the coffers of

the treasury department through the efforts o

the men and women who poke fun at them-

selves, their audiences and the world in gen-

eral from the dramatic stage, who pour out

tragic utterances and sing operatic arias to the

listening thousands.

Of course, there are poor actors, but nowa-

days even the chorus girls in New York have

to ~-v an income tax if they can spare enough

.om their social duties to "sing and

,<.n<.e" a whole season.

The average salary of a chorus girl is about

$25 a week. If slhe appears forty-five weeks

she will have to pay a tax on the income of her

last five weeks' work, to say nothing of her auto-

mobiles, furs and diamonds. But gifts are ex-

empt, so the collector of internal revenue has

informed the fairest of Broadway's choral

beauties.

But to revert to more substantial figures-

Enrico Caruso, who sings golden notes at the

Metropolitan Opera House at the rate of $53

for every half note during a twenty-three weeks'

season, has paid the United States $59,000 for

the privilege of singing in this country at the

rate of $2,500 a night.

DROPPING
from the sublime to the gro-

tesque, Charlie Chaplin, according to his

nost modest press agent, makes three-quarters

; a million dollars in the same time that it

takes New Year's Day to repeat itself. At

this rate Mr. Chaplin was relieved of the pleas-

ure of spending something like $325,000 by the

income tax. Douglas Fairbanks is said to have

an income of about the same proportions and

Mary Pickford, whose income is said to be about

half a million, would on that basis pay the Gov-

ernment nearly $200,000.

The five leading theatrical producers of New
York are thought to have made about $2,000,000

between them and the collector of internal

revenue is the gainer by about three-quarters of

a million dollars.

Speculation as to Miss Maude Adams' in-

come has been going up and down Broadway
for years, but as yet nobody has guessed it with

any degree of certainty. Some say it is about

$500,000 and others place it as low as $100,000.

But a woman's income is about as difficult to

compute as is her age.

Rumor has it that Laurette Taylor and her

husband, J. Hartley Manners, who writes her

plays for her, between them pay Uncle Sam
an income tax in excess of that paid by Mr.

Caruso.

And speaking of tenors, John McCormack,
who has been making a Spring drive for the

Red Cross in order to turn over $100,000 worth

of concert receipts to that organization, con-

fesses that he paid the Government more than

Mr. Caruso did. Whether the amount is over

$75,000 or not he refuses to divulge. But just

to make it clear that his interests are with the

Allies he has been. buying Liberty Bonds. Once

he 'bought $50,000 worth in a single day. One

other day he got down as low at $10,000 worth,

but he had had a bad week on the road at that

time, and couldn't see his way to buying any

more.

Nobody seems to know just how much George

M. Cohan makes in a year. After he had sold a

few hundred thousand copies of his sensational

war song, "Over There," on his own account,

he sold it to a publisher for $25,000 of which

the Internal Revenue Bunreau got about $3,500

As for the rest of his income tax, only George

knows its proportions. He is a playwright, ac-

tor, manager, song writer, moving picture star,

and about fifteen other things, all combined, to

say nothing of being a millionaire.

SOME
say that David Warfield makes from

a quarter to a half a million dollars a year

on the average. Like most actors who always

have an interest in the plays in which they are

starred, his box-office receipts depend largely

upon the public. David Warfield's public is

so large that it is impossible to estimate its num-

ber with any degree of accuracy, but at any

rate the Government probably gets over $100,000

from the money paid at box-offices for admis-

sions to Mr. Warfield's plays in 1917.

Miss Geraldine Farrar manages to make use

of her operatic characters in various ways. She

is Carmen at the Metropolitan Opera House, in

the "movie" theatres and right at home on the

phonograph. Between her three arts, she has

been able to raise her income tax up into the

neighborhood of the hundred thousand mark.

Then there is Fred Stone, who is said to be

a financial acrobat, as well as a lasso thrower

and comedian. He owns blocks of New York

real estate and plays to packed houses in "Jack

O' Lantern" at the Globe Theatre. Some say

his income is about a hundred thousand a year ;

others say it is more ; but at any rate tax col-

lectors got a handsome sum for his 1917 season.

In a good season Eva Tanguay would make

about $50,000 from her vaudeville engagements.
She has been having fairly good seasons for

years and years, in spite of the fact that she

sometimes refuses to appear in New York in

defiance of advance notices and salary agree-

ments. Nobody but the tax collectors knows
how many of her thousands she has saved, but

everybody admits that she has made a good

many.

LONG ago E. H. Sothern and his wife,

Julia Marlowe, had laid enough by to live

comfortably for the rest of their days. But,

just to pass away a few weeks pleasantly,

Mr. Sothern accepted a "movie" engagement
last summer which brought him $150,000 and the

internal revenue bureau $31,680.

A man as funny as Frank Tinney ought to

make $50,000 in a season. If he came up to

expectations in 1917 he had to pay the Govern-

ment about $6,500 from his salary alone.

John Drew, who gets a "star's interest" in
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all of the productions which star him, is said

to be very well-to-do. He is by no means de-

pendent upon his season's earnings for the privi-

lege of paying a large income tax. His ac-

cumulated thousands take care of that.

There is a violinist named Fritz Kreisler, who

cancelled an $80,000 tour because of criticism

regarding his Austrian birth made things too

warm for him on the concert stage. By this

cancellation process he relieved himself of the

responsibility of paying a $10,000 war tax but

he paid the Government a good sum on his in-

come from other sources.

Nearly every first-class pianist or violinist on

the concert stage made $50,000 or more during

the year of 1917. Josef Hofmann, Harold

Bauer, Ossip Gabrilowitsch, Mischa Elman,

Efrem Zimbalist, Leopold Godowsky, and a few

others in this class had very successful seasons.

Efrem Zimbalist and his wife, Mme. Alma

Gluck, together must have paid a $50,000 income

tax.

Salaries at the Metropolitan Opera House

have paid the Government nearly $100,000

in income taxes. There are about fifteen artists

who received in the neighborhood of $30,000 each

in 1917, and the top salary is over $100,000.

Miss Anna Wheaton has never missed a per-

formance in "Oh, Boy !" since it opened on Feb-

ruary 20, 1917. If she receives a salary of $600

a week (she won't admit that she does) she

must have made about $27,000.

ANOTHER
financier of the stage is Houdini

who can free himself from handcuffs as

easily under water as on dry land. In ten weeks

at the Hippodrome he made $17,500. Rumor

has it that he is a millionaire, but he is a&

modest about concealing his wealth from the

public as he is immodest about hiding an ele-

phant from five thousand spectators every

night.

Al Jolson is said to pull down about $3,500

a week at the Winter Garden. At that rate he

would make in the neighborhood of $100,000 in

a good season on which he would have to pay

an income tax of over $16,000.

Rock and White, playing in two theatres at

the same time, probably found themselves in

the hundred thousand class last year. Lew

Fields, who was supposed to get a salary of

$1,750 in "Miss 1917," at the Century Theatre,

is suing the managers of that production for

back pay amounting to $35,000. If he gets it

he will have to pay the collector of internal

revenue over $3,000 of it.

The Barrymore family has added greatly to

the tax collectors. Ethel, John and Lionel,

when working, make about $400,000 between

them, and they were not idle much this season.

William Hodge also is a good earner. It has

been said that he draws $3,000 weekly from

the box-office receipts wherever he appears.

William Collier, also, has a weekly income

that is not much lower. In a good season Miss

Nora Bayes makes something like $100,000 and

Otii Skinner is said to be in about the same

financial class.

Mr*. Irene Castle, in 1917, is supposed to have

made two or three times that amount through

her "movie" activities.
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(Right)

.MARIA BARRIENTOS
The Spanish coloratura whose voice of great

purity is continuing to delight operatic audiences

by its exquisite delicacy and aristocratic refinement

(Left)

SOPHIE BRASLAU
The young contralto who has become such a

favorite with music-lovers and whose interesting

portrayal of the title role in "Shanewis" at the

Metropolitan has brought her well up to the

operatic front

SONG-BIRDS WHO HAVE GAINED OPERATIC HEIGHTS



Even Dr. Karl Muck, ousted from his posi-

tion as conductor of the Boston Symphony Or-

chestra before the season was closed this Spring

and interned at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. ( as a

German spy suspect, had to pay the Government

an income tax amounting to about $3,000.

If the royalties of playwrights and composers

were made public, another large sum would be

counted for the internal revenue bureau.

Take Guy Bolton and P. G. Wodehouse who

have half a dozen productions playing at the same

time each of which brings them in several hun-

dred dollars a week. It has been 'said that Irving

Berlin has made $100,000 a year from his songs.

Nat Goodwin has made and spent as many

fortunes as he has had wives.

Billie Burke is very rich and is getting richer

every year, thanks to the movies.

Robert Mantell, one of the few actors who

over made money playing Shakespeare, recently

found a new Eldorado in filmland.

James K. Hackett is the richest man on the

stage but he inherited it. That, after all, is

the easiest way of getting rich.

Other actors and actresses who have amassed

great wealth are William Faversham, May Ir-

win, Clara Kimball Young, Robert Edeson,

Maxine Elliott, William Gillette, William H.

THEATRE GOSSIP IN Tl

By LEWIS ALLEN

Crane, Jane Cowl, John Mason, Julian Eltinge,

Robert Hilliard and Grace George.

Nowadays almost every leading man who is

"starred" gets at least $400 a week and a lead-

ing lady gets a hundred more.

Even the children of the stage pay a war tax

now. Little Catharine and Jane Lee, both well

under ten years of age, draw between them

about $25,000 a year.

The collector of internal revenue is almost

as glad as the collector of the ten per cent, war

tax on theatre tickets, and the public which pays

its money, that the theatres are running full

blast in spite of the great war.

SUBWAY

TIME
7:30 P. M.

PLACE A down-town subway train.

CHARACTERS Several young women

Washington Heights way.

get the tickets, Sade?"

h. They say it's an awful good show."

is it, Molly?"

"Let's Go."

"Sure. Ain't we goin'? But where?"

"Let's Go."

"Listen,
"

"That's the name of the show, silly," explains

one of the girls, and there is a general giggling

fit.

"Oh, fine. Herman was.tellin' me about it.

That's the show Black and White is in
"

"My goodness, Molly, that's the name of a

brand of booze you mean Stone and White."

"Xo I don't, either, Stone is in a show called

'Jack Lamp 'Em.'"

"He is? Then who "

"I'll bet it's Rock and White, they was in

vaudeville
'

"Sade got it close enough Stone's the same
'' 'k. ain'l it? ' >h. say, Mrs. Smith was

/about a show "

'

'i nere is a bit of whispering here.

"No? Honest? What didjer say the name
was?"

"
'Mrs. Warren's Concession,' and '

More whispering. They decide to go the next

night.

"I am just dyin' to see 'Lumbago, Limited'

they say there's some of the newest clothes
"

"Huh clothes and me selling robes ten

hours a day. What I want to see is singing and

dancing something cheerful, like the 'Wild
Duck.' I'll bet it's a peach."

"I didn't hear about it, who's playin' in it?"

"Some Russian, I think, by the name of Sa-
mover "

"Sam-over? You're crazy, Molly, that's a

thing the Turks make coffee in."

"Some name like that. Say, don't you just
love Betty Barrymore?"
"Y"U mean Edith Barrymore

"

"Yes I meant Edith. She's got a show at

the Umpire, called Take a Chance'"
"I'd ruther see Hal Jawson he's a scream

blacks up, you know."

"Oh, I've seen him, he is funny. He's got a

new show."

"Oh, what is it?"

"Sinbad."

"Then why don't he get another show? Good
gracious anybody can write a show it only
takes a few hours, I read all about it, they say

Georgie Cohen used to write a whole show on

his cuffs while he was back of the stage wait-

ing for his turn."

"No, 'Sinbad' is the name '

"
'In Bad ?' What a funny name '

"Sin Bad !" The young lady shouts it.

"It's a wonder it ain't been pinched. Is it

like that Miss Whatshername's Depression ?"

"No, it's a sailor show '

"Aw ! You should said so. They say Billie

Burke is going on the stage again."

"What's he been doin'?"
"
'He ?' Why, Molly, you know her she was

in the movies."

"I guess I know Billie Burke is a man, lie

must be because I read all about his marryin'

a girl named Florence something or other
'

"Then we're thinkin' of different people. This

Billie Burke I know has got dimples and is

sure a girl.

"Oh, Stell you'd love to see Foxy Barry-

more, Edith Barrymore's husband, I guess
"

"You mean Leon L. Barrymore
'

"Oh Lionel that's it knew it was some
animal. He's great. Got a show called 'The

Copper,' Kate was saying I ain't seen it. Didjer
read where Julia Elltin is going to quit the stage
and movies, too?"

"I should worry good gracious, I heard her

on a talking machine and if I couldn't sing bet-

ter than she I'll eat the talkin' machine."

"Listen there's a new show, 'Gettin' Together'

just started. I read about it this morning. It's

got a real tank in it."

"Who's the star? Annette Kellerman, I

betcher
"

"I don't know probably, if it is a tank."

"Seen any new shows lately, Stell?"

"Oh, my, yes, a lot of 'em. I saw Nat Drew
in 'Let's Marry' and Cohen and Harris in 'Tailer

Made A Man' and Jane Green in 'I See a Youth'
and"
"Oh, you lucky girl. I'll betcher you didn't

pay'
"No we got passes. Nathan works for a

man who let's 'em put advertising in his store.

What you seen?"

"Oh, not much I saw that D. T. Shan feller

in a show called 'The Ace' or was it 'The
Jack'? Sometimes I don't remember. I see so

many. It's gone on the road, now, I guess.
"I say 'My Time,' but I go to th' movies so

much "

"What's become of Eddy Fo-ee? He was so

funny
"

"Wasn't he arrested for not Hooverizing on
families or somethin?"

"No, silly, some old crusty crank thought some
of his children was too young to go on the

stage."

"I heard a lady telling about a new show. I

looked in the paper for it but couldn't find it.

The name, she said, was 'Julia Sees Her.'
"

"Good titul I'll bet it'll be a funny show."

An acquaintance enters the car. The four

call her name in unison.

"Hello, Ruth"
Ruth goes over to them to glean a little in-

formation.

"Where you girls goin'?"

Sade nudges Molly.

"To hear Farra and Caruso sing."

Ruth stars at them, then grins.

"Oh, I see goin' to listen to some records."

"We are goin' to the Metropolitan Opera
House"
"Uh huh," grins wise Ruth, "and right on past

it to the nearest movie. No, honust, where you

girls goin'?"

"To see Stone, I mean Rock and White
"

"Oh," with a disdainful gesture, ''vaudevi'
1

-.'

"No, not vawdvill, smaTty," explains Sade,

"Rock and Stone I mean White, are in :> whol

show, 'Let's Go.'
"

"I would but I got my ticket."

More giggling, explanations and still more

giggling.

"Where you got a ticket to, return trip on

the subway?"
"Look " She flashes some tickets.

"Uh-Huh, cammerflooge last year's tickets."

No, honust, I'm going to see Mary O'Brien

in a show called 'The Little Schoolmarm.'
"

"Don't you love to read all about the the-

atre people? On the stage I mean what th

do off the stage?"

There is a chorus of assent.

"And they're all married to everybody elso-

and they look so different off the stage, just

like anybody else."

"Sure"
"I heard '

"Ben told me Douglas Fairbanks was
"

"I heard"
"Didjer read about Mr. and Mrs. Sidney De-

pew
"You mean Drew '

"
and Fairbanks won't

'

"I heard "

Guard: "Times Square!"
Sade : "I betcher Fiftieth Street was nearer."

Guard: "Watcher step!"

Molly : "I heard
"

They exit.
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Beth Lydy Harry Benham Billy B. Van

ACT. I. THE MARRIAGE OF THE RAINBOW GIRL

Lenora Novasio Harry Delf

Act II. High life below stairs. The footman

and the parlor maid entertain themselves

Beth Lydy Harry Benham

Act III. The lovers quarrel and the Rain-

bow Gill decides to return to the stage

'THE RAINBOW GIRL" A MUSICAL COMEDY OF MANY HUES



BILLING GRAND OPERA LIKE A CIRCUS

THEY
are billing grand opera like a circus.

It's an outrage ! !"

So wailed the high priests of art when

Cleofonte Campanini slammed the door in the

face of tradition last summer and began a re-

markable advertising campaign for the Chicago

Opera. Not only did he use a larger amount

of newspaper space than had ever been bought
before for a grand opera institution, but he

even committed the heresy of using posters on

billboards and in windows. Artistic posters, too,

and attractive, which made it arch-heresy, for

does not everybody know that to make a sin

attractive is to make it the more insidious and

irresistible?

These striking posters are the work of Fran-

cis Cugat, a young Spanish painter whom Mr.

Campanini discovered in Chicago two years ago.

Cugat came to the general director of the opera

asking for permission to paint poster portraits
of some of the stars. He had studied at the

Academy in Rheims, graduated from the Ecole
des Beaux Arts in Paris, had painted portraits
in the French capital, in South America and in

Cuba before coming to the United States at

the age of twenty-two. His object in limning
the opera singers was merely to introduce him-
self to Chicago, and his request was granted.

Maestro Campanini was captivated by the young

Spaniard's art shown in the first portrait, the

initial subject being Rosa Raisa, and immedi-

ately gave Cugat a commission to paint poster

likenesses of twelve or fifteen other members of

his organization. These works, exhibited in

many Chicago shop windows, attracted suoh com-

plimentary attention that this feature was made

a regular part of the publicity department. Later,

a large number of Cugat's posters were repro-

duced in lithographed one-sheets and half-

sheets, including those of Galli-Curci, Melba,

Muratore, Campanini and others, and were used

extensively on the Chicago Company's prelimi-

nary tour of the Middle West, and in their re-

cent invasions of New York and Boston.

There is a vague idea in the back of many
heads that art and efficiency are incompatible.

Patrons of art who "take their pleasures sadly"

often confuse efficiency with commercialism, and

the aspect of business methods being applied

to the administration of an artistic institution

offends them deeply. The admonition is heard :

"Instead of lavishing money on advertising, ap-

ply it to the artistic effort." But they overlook

the proven fact that dollars spent on publicity

bring double-dollars and triple-dollars back

through the box-office. excess receipts which

may be used to increase the artistic worth of

the organization and take the "De" out of

Deficit. When an institution of this sort be-

comes self-supporting it reaches its healthiest

and most fruitful estate.

The advertising campaign in Chicago was car-

ried out by experts for the vulgar purpose of

merchandising grand opera tickets, and conse-

quently the advertisements were worded and

framed in real department store style, present-

MORATORY

ing grand opera as a necessity, shown in its

most attractive guise with all of the "selling

points" deftly brought out. It was also planned
so that direct results could be absolutely com-

puted, and that it paid for itself several times

over was demonstrated in the advance subscrip-

_tions. The same result was apparent in the

preliminary tour, which was probably the most

successful ever made by such an organization.

1 he same great success of the Chicago offer-

ings in New York and Boston was evidenced

in the attendance average.

There are many musicians and dilettanti who
seem to assume that the artistic forces of such

an enterprise must be contaminated by close re-

lationship with efficiency in the business man-,

agement. To them art is deserving of a capital

"A" only when it is extravagant, improvident
and impractical. These two departments have

complete autonomy under Mr. Campanini, who
believes that excellence in either one is bene-

ficial rather than detrimental to the other.

Those who prate about the lack of dignity

in advertising grand opera like a circus over-

look the fact that Jenny Lind was brought to

America by the greatest of all showmen, P. T.

Barnum, and that Col. Mapleson was not only

a genius as impresario, but also as press agent.

&M
ASSOCIATION CAMPANINI - <=<5N<5R,<U DIRECTOR

A "stand" poster showing the director M. Campanini and the different members of his operatic company
(inset) Francis Cugat, the artist
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Hoot mon ! The Scotchman dearest to American hearts is with us

again at the Metropolitan Opera House where his humor and
t ,

p. rsonality are putting the prop in propagand^jfor the War Relief



SMILE AND THE WORLD SMILES WITH YOU
National theatre created by the United States Government

to inspire the ideals of the men in the training camps

IT
was through the invitation of Major-Gen-

cral Shank, asking the publishers of the

THEATRE MAGAZINE to be present at the

opening performance of the first Liberty The-

atre, built by the Government at Camp Merritt,

X. J., that we first came to realize the wonderful

work that these theatres can and will accom-

plish, by way. of giving our boys in the training

camps, wholesome entertainment.

Uncle Sam is creating a National theatre in

his sixteen army training camps.

All the dreams of a theatre of the people de-

voted to the higher things of the stage have

suddenly come true in an unexpected and amaz-

ing way.
Within a few weeks the United States owned

and conducted sixteen of the biggest theatres in

the country, each with a seating capacity of

3,000.

These cantonment theatres Uncle Sam will run

to ktep up the spirits and inspire the ideals of

the icn in the training camps. In no other

way in the history of the world has such enor-

mous account been taken of the morale of fight-

ing men. According to the lessons learned in

France, the morale of an army is its staunchest

force in winning battles, the difference between

defeat and victory in many great crises.

So Uncle Sam has set about looking after the

morale of his soldier boys with all the resources

of America at his command, and the result has

been the establishment of these great auditori-

ums for the wholesome amusement, good cheer

and recreation of five million men; the "patriotic

circuit" of sixteen weeks, to "swing around the

circle" of cantonment theatres, whose bookings

are to include the selected finest and best and

most National in appeal that the American stage

can give.

TURN
to the Right" is the first play he has"

picked. It will be the first play to start

the cantonment theatres with a big boom, for it

ran 443 performances in New York and 319 per-

formances in Chicago, and is now playing to

crowded houses en tour.

It was not by chance that Uncle Sam picked

a play of this type. Close to the soil and as

simple and homely and American as "The Old

Homestead," with a "buck up and win" motive

back of it, the play is full of laughter and heart-

throbs, Yankee invention, American success, home
and Mother!

The play was offered free of all profits or

royalties by Messrs. Winchell Smith, John L.

Golden and John E. Hazzard. A new and com-

plete organization has been made up especially

by the producers, Messrs. Winchell Smith and

John L. Golden.

And it is not by chance that Uncle Sam has

planned to revive that ancient and honorable in-

stittttion the minstrel show, and has selected

George M. Cohan, the "Yankee-Doodle Boy," to

write a minstrel show, with Sam Harris, and
has delegated Messrs. George Cohan, Irving
Berlin and Sam Harris as the committee in

charge of organizing local talent of the Prim-
Dockstader and Christy quality from the

native American material in camp. Uncle Sam
means to have not only the best play in America

for National appeal, but also the best American

minstrel show on record.

Stars of grand opera, lecturers of National

repute, musicians, artists are to have opportunity

to "do their bit" in the cantonment theatres;

while a regular vaudeville program of the finest

"acts" on the "big time" circuit will be trans-

ferred to the "patriotic circuit" for a sixteen-

week season by Mr.. Albee. And there will be

pictures and photoplays', and star features of

the films, as the programs admit.

AND it is not by chance that American music

is to be given its share in heartening the

boys of the training camps.

General Leonard Wood has carefully organ-

ized the full resources of the American training

camps, musically, and fine, competent orchestras,

the peer of the professional orchestras of the

best New York theatres, will furnish the music

in the sixteen cantonment theatres. Among the

enlisted men are many of the best musicians in

the country. And American composers are at

work on stirring military marching tunes, on

music to help the army on to France and "over

the top."

The cantonment theatres involve a stupendous

undertaking. Eacli theatre is a duplicate of

every other with some slight variations. The
auditorium is of remarkable width, 120 feet,

with a seating capacity of between 2,000 and

3,000 all on one floor. In most of the theatres

the floor is constructed with an ascending pitch

that gives an exceptional line of vision for audi-

ences. Other theatres have balconies to add to

their seating capacity.

A working staff is detailed from the enlisted

men for each theatre. Technical men and stage

hands are chosen, for there are hundreds of men
from all departments of the theatre now in the

training camps.
One professional stage manager will direct the

shows of camp talent, rehearse and put them on.

Five million men of the sixteen army training

camps will have been indexed vocationally, as

to technical, artistic or mechanical usefulness in

the cantonment theatres when the work of or-

ganization is complete.

This card index system will also include all

data as to transportation, etc., with maps of
each locality, railroad schedules, information of

baggage transfers and all advices usually fur-

nished touring companies by the management of
a local theatre in advance of the show.

'T'HE attractions for the sixteen-week circuit
*- will be as follows :

Four comedies, of which "Turn to the Right"
is first.

Four high-type vaudeville shows, which Mr.
Albee is providing.

Eight shows of "home talent," including the

minstrel show written by George Cohan. Two
weeks in each month will be open to contrib-
uted talent.

The order of the camps visited has depended
on the readiness of the new theatres now being
rushed to completion and the transportation
efficiency in covering the distances involved.

Standard prices of from twenty-five to fifty

cents will be charged at all performances, in the

belief that the overwhelming attendance will pay
for. the enormous expenditure involved, the War
Department assuming responsibility for all pos-

sible losses.

Even at these prices many of the men are not

able to attend the shows. A buck private draws

thirty dollars each month. He is in many cases

required by law to send home $15.00 to aid in

supporting any dependents he may have. His

insurance costs seven dollars more. His laun--

dry bills come out of the remaining eight dol-

lars. His carfare, his soap, his candy and to-

bacco all small necessities, put holes in what
is left.

For this reason Smileage books were in-

vented. These are books of coupons, bought

by the public and sent to the men in camp. The

coupons are valued at five cents apiece, and are

exchangeable at the Liberty theatres for ad-

mission and seat tickets. You might nof care

to send a soldier a dollar. You send its prac-
tical equivalent in the Smileage book. At this

time these books are of value only in the large

National Army and National Guard Camps
throughout the country.

As a gift it is most distinctive. It reaches

the hand of friendliness and good fellowship
clear across the continent. It is usable. It

creates pleasure. Every time the soldier ex-

changes Smileage coupons for tickets to the

theatre he renews the bonds of remem-
brancebrance which tie him to the sender

of the book. He goes to the show, in spirit,

with the sender. He laughs with him and
fastens tightly with that laugh the links in

the chain of friendship. For, the Smileage
book brings warmth to his heart through a

chuckle.

UP in Camp Devens I asked a soldier how he
felt towards Smileage.

"Well," he said, "I think it is one of

the practical things to send a man. I have

had four sweaters sent me by friends of

my youth. I have received some weird ex-

hibitions of sockery. I have been sent some

lovely linen collars, which I cannot use. Of
course, sweaters, helmets and mittens are

mighty welcome if they are the right size. I

gave away my surplus. And candy is fine. It

goes in about ten minutes. And smokes are

good and quick to disappear. A Smileage book
is a more lasting gift than a smoke for the

show runs for two hours and you can get into

three or four before a book is used up. It's

handy, practical and useful."

The cantonment theatres are: Camp Custer,

Rattle Creek, Mich., Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass.,

Camp Dix, Wrightstown, N. J., Camp Dodge,
Des. Moines, la., Camp Funston, Fort Riley,

Kan., Camp Gordon, Atlanta, Ga., Camp Grant,

Rockford, 111., Camp Jackson, Columbia, S. C,
Camp Lee, Petersburg, Va., Camp Lewis, Amer-
ican Lake, Wash., Camp Meade, Admiral, Md.,

Camp Pike, Little Rock, Ark., Camp Sherman,
Chillicothe, O., Camp Taylor, Louisville, Ky.,

Camp Travis, Fort Sam Houston, Texas., Camp
Upton, Yaphank, L. L, N. Y.
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EXTERIOR OF THE LIBERTY THEATRE, CAMP JACKSON, COLUMBIA, S. C.

Harris &

Boys with Smileage books line up at the RAYMOND B. FOSDICK
Liberty Theatre, Camp Meade, Annapolis Chairman of the Commission on

Junction, Md.
Training Camp activities

The United Bands of Camp Custer in front

of the Liberty Theatre, at Battle Creek,

Mich.

INTERIOR OF THE LIBERTY THEATRE AT CAMP CUSTER

LIBERTY THEATRES OPEN FROM COAST TO COAST



A REAL SOLDIERS' CHORUS
Atmosphere given patriotic plays by

members of Uncle Sam's National Army

By HELEN TEN BROECK

EVER
since a well-known star in a well-

known play gave winged utterance to a

well-known truth, it has been a dramatic

axiom that "Nobody loves a fat man."

Equally is it a fixed and cardinal principle of

the stage, that

everybody loves a

uniform. Even a

policeman's official

"garbage" as the

late Charles Froh-

m a n humorously

phrased it, holds a

thrill; and good-

ness ! how we do go

crazy when khaki-

clad cohorts charge

across the stage

these days. Even

with the oddly

shaped and attenu-

ated shanks of the

average chorus man
inside them, the

puttees of the ser-

vice tramp to vic-

tory every time, and when a real soldier wear-

ing the real uniform of a real service comes

in sight, how we tingle and quiver with the

vibrant surge of pride in the country that

stands for the high things that uniform repre-

sents.

T HAVE always maintained that the master
*

psychologist among all American managers,
was a tall gentleman from Boston named Henry
W. Savage, and that conviction is not at all

shaken by the fact that Mr. Savage (he is

Colonel Savage, really, but he abhors that

title since it is only one of courtesy, be-

stowed upon him by the sovereign Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts), has let loose the

thunders of applause by placing real members
of Uncle Sam's National Army, upon the stage

nfj* George M. Cohan Theatre as the male
ch r ""not." Moreover these real

sot ^ il marching song, to whose

Harm & tmr0
CAI'T. RUPERT HUGHES

strains thousands of our boys are at this mo-

ment hiking across the battle-scarred plains of

France.

I cannot remember such a first night as that

when Col. Savage's enlisted chorus first marched

upon the stage in this blase old New York.

The word had whispered itself through the audi-

ence that a patriotic thrill was due.

Captain Rupert Hughes, a Plattsburg man,

who is a soldier first and a dramatist last and

always, was responsible for the play from

which the musical piece was taken, and voices

murmured from the wings and the walls and

even from the proscenium arch where George

M. Cohan's star-spangled picture suggested

Old Glory, that he had raised a regiment of

enlisted boys and trained them in the stirring

marching song that everybody is singing, whis-

tling or applauding just now.

AND
when that khaki detail drove across

the stage, the house rose and roared.

Such an up-standing, out-stepping lot of lads

they were, and they wore the uniform .like sea-

soned veterans.

"But why aren't they going 'over the top' in-

stead of singing and doing military stunts on

the stage?" questioned many stay-at-home patri-

ots between the acts.

It was a natural question, in view of the

fact that American actors, yes and American

audiences, too, have been very swift to sneer

at the English players and at the French and

Italian singers in our midst, and to cry

"slacker" at every young man from countries at

war who idled across our stage.

It's a question which Captain Hughes an-

swered in
a^ speech before the curtain, announc-

ing the military status of each of these young

chaps.

"They are waiting the call to training or to

service," said he.

And while the bugles blow, and the drums
sound boots and saddles, let us look over the

list. It isn't a long one; but it is significant

of the spirit in which "Col." Savage has cast

the vocal artillery of "Cap." Hughes' play. In

the chorus are thirty ardent applicants for

places in Uncle Sam's service. Seven flyers

twelve in various branches of naval service, in-

cluding marines and naval air men, and eleven

volunteers for the National Army. Donald Mac-

Donald, the leading man of the New York pre-

miere, has already trooped to the colors and be-

fore this article sees the light of print at least

four other vacancies will occur through the

withdrawal of other soldier laddies to enter

training or active service.

That's what gives the battle-song they sing

such a "real-thing" flavor. There's the thrill

and tinge of truth in it and as the lusty voices

of these fighters ring out the tune that has

crowded older marching songs out of the ranks

of the boys who are facing the German guns

on the front in France or Flanders, you feel

the weariness and the indomitable grit that turns

it into energy in "The Last Long Mile." And
if you have blood in your veins, you feel it leap

and pulse to the rhythm of the song that has

marked time to the tramp, tramp, tramp of thou-

sands of feet as our boys marched the last long

mile on that path that leads to red, red glory

or a grave in the dusk and reek of "no man's

land."

WHEN General Foch took over the com-

mand of the American troops on the sun-

swept battle line "over there" it was this song
which Col. Savage captured from Plattsburg

that roared out to him the promise that the boys,

our homes and our hearts have sent to make
the world safe against the Hun, would stand

behind their promise to serve the cause through
the roar and clash of battle and hold grimly

to the fight even to the "last long mile."

That's what the stained and crumpled
khaki they wear sings to the audiences at

the Cohan Theatre these nights and that is what

makes their song so clarion a battle-cry as it

rings out from those throats that wait choked

with the dust of the march or the reek of battle.

The gayest musical comedy of the year has trans-

ferred the stirring realism of war to the stage.

Wkitt

A SCENE IN "TOOT-TOOT." DEPARTURE OF THE BOYS FOR "OVER THERE"
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SCENE IN "GETTING TOGETHER," A PROPAGANDA WAR PLAY TOURING THE COUNTRY

I,AURA HOPE CREWS AND NORMAN TREVOR IN

-A PAIR OF PETTICOATS" AT THE 44TH STREET ROOF
LOWELL SHERMAN AND ALMA TELL IN

"THE SQUAB FARM" AT THE BIJOU

R E C E N T R I A L T O OFFERINGS



THE SPOTLIGHT

Gilbert & Bacon
CLARA MOORES

CLARA
MOORES, leading woman in "A Cure for Curables," came out

of the West. After stock experience in Seattle she went to Boston

to play the leading role in "Under Cover" and more recently was seen in

"Bunker Bean." She has what Broadway is always seeking beauty

ALMA TELL

\ I.MA TELL, of -The Squab**
1'arir.," is a sister of

Olive Tell The Tell sisters are

of New York but were educated
in Knsland. Metropolitan op-

portunity offered itself in the

form of the innocent among the

non-innocents of the Ilatton

play of motion picture ti
f
e

GREEK EVANS

GREEK
EVANS, who plays Capt.

Jones in "Toot-Toot," comes, not

from Athens, but from Omaha, Neli.

Milwaukee first heard Mm as a pro-

fessional singer. Later the Shuberts

engage'd him for their stock company

II hitc

CYRIL HARCOURT

CYRIL
HARCOURT, the

author-actor of "A Pair of

Petticoats," owes his skill as a

playwright to the two hundred

and fifty parts he has played
in ten years He began his

career as a singer and for three

seasons was leading baritone

of the Gaiety Theatre of London

GEORGE GAUL
/GEORGE GAUL, seen lately in the
^J title role in 'The Book of Job," re-

ceived his training with Otis Skinner and
the Coburn Players. Playgoers will recall

his \Vuzir Mansur in 'Kismet"



MR. HORNBLOW GOES TO THE PL

BIJOU. "THE SQUAB FARM."

Comedy in four acts by Frederic and

Fanny Hatton. Produced on March

13th, with this cast:

Bruce San ford

Jack Logan
Gus (Gloom) Johnso

Harry Fox

Jed Burns

"Pinkie" Florsheim

Eddie James
Duke Kenyon
Randolph Travers

Dixie De Vere

Mary Martin

Cleo de Montigmy
"Pop Tracy"
Babette La Mar
Rea St. John

Peggy Rogers

Gladys Sinclair

Martha Ehrlich

Hortense Hogan
Jane Sanford

Virginia Leslie

Lowell Sherman
Wm. L. Gibson

n Harry Davenport
(Jhas. M. Seay
Bert Angeles

Fred Kaufman
Alfred Dayton

Raymond Bloomer

G. Oliver Smith

Julia Bruns

Vivian Rushmore
Ann Austin

Susanne VVilla

Florence Doyle

Dorothy Klewer

Marie Centlivre

Tallulah Bankhead
Esther Small

Helen Barnes

Jeannette Horton
Alma Tell

WHEN one considers what a

tremendous world movie fan-

dom is, it will be strange indeed

if this comedy does not reap a sub-

stantial harvest. The Hattons have

pictured some of the dramatic and

comic phases that enter into film

life, and theatrically, have turned

out a very amusing and effective

piece of work.

Its serious side need not too care-

fully be inquired into. That the im-

presarios of the pictures are all

beasts is wronging many a good
man. That there are some fierce

abuses to be remedied goes without

saying. Bruce Sanford undoubted-

ly has his true counterpart in real

life. In the Hatton theatre he is a

well-drawn character nor could I

find his moral rehabilitation far-

fetched ; especially as it apparently

didn't last very long. There was

not much subtlety displayed in his

domestic scenes, but the selfishness,

vanity and rapacity of the idols of

the screen were laid bare with un-

flinching realism and rare comic

verve.

A raft of people figure in the pro-

duction. As Sanford, Lowell Sher-

man does a good piece of sustained

and contained acting. . The heroine

as portrayed by Alma Tell, suggests

a young woman with a real sense

of delicacy and decency. It was a

sincere performance. The hard-

plodding, clean members of the com-

munity found nice exponents in

Harry Davenport and Susanne

Willa, while there was sufficient flair

to Julia Brims' rendering of the cat-

like leading woman. Raymond
Bloomer contributed a veritable cre-

ation as the self-centered, good-look-

ing leading man of the films. It is

not too much to say that he was

delicious.

44TH STREET ROOF. "A PAIR

OF PETTICOATS." Comedy in three

acts by Cyril Harcourt. Produced

on March 18th, with this cast :

General Carew George Giddens

Sybil Carew Maud Hanaford

Captain Eric Lowndes, D.S.O ,

Leonard Maude
Dr. Ross Roy Gordon

Captain, The Earl of Crowsborough,

D.S.O. Cyril Harcourt

Commander Sir Rupert Yeld, R.N.R.,

Norman Trevor

Ferrers Byron Russell

Thomas Henry Travers

Mrs. Rockingham Laura Hope Crews

AN amusing trifle, even if not

absolutely effervescent with

charm. In fact, when I recall the

other actor-authors whose plays I

have had to endure of late, I am
inclined in my gratitude to rank Mr.

Harcourt very high.

An irresponsible gossip-mongering
cat brands a young English captain

as a roue. The young Red Cross

nurse who has lately fallen in love

with him swallows the slander and

sends a friend to retrieve the photo-

graph she has given to the captain,

inscribed "with all my love." The

photograph is returned, but in the

process the cat's fiance, who has been

wavering, alarmed at the ravages

of blighted affection, decides to jilt

the trouble-maker. Then the truth

comes out, and the photograph re-

triever marries the cat, his hereto-

fore sworn enemy.

Upon this slender thread of plot

the author has strung a number of

entertaining characters whom he has

supplied with bright patter. George
Giddens is the irascible superan-

nuated General relegated to sticking

on stamps at the War Office, and he

makes the characterization a rich

blend of humor and pathos. Nor-

man Trevor is as ever ingratiating

as the go-between friend. The au-

thor plays the scandal-monger's in-

constant lover and makes of him a

most amusing figure.

The petticoats involved are Laura

Hope Crews and Maud Hanaford.

The former lends much actuality to

the role of the self-appointed re-

former, while Miss Hanaford is ap-

pealing as an over-credulous in-

genue.

FRENCH THEATRE. "T H E

ARMY WITH BANNERS." Comedy in

five acts by Charles Rann Kennedy.
Produced on April 9th, with this

cast:

Mary Bliss

Julia Manners

Job Limp
Timothy Hodge
Tommy Trail

Pomeroy Wragg
Dafty

Miss Matthison

Adrienne Morrison

Wallace Erskine

Edmund Gurney
Ernest Anderson
Walter Kingsford

Henry Herbert

COLERIDGE
is the only noble

man I have ever known," said

Wordsworth, loyal to his partner in

the crime of the Lyrical Ballads.

Coleridge had a very large head,
and infinite capacity for talk.

Whether you would have enjoyed liv-

ing with him in Highgate you may
determine by reading his literary

recollections wherein he puts every-

thing right, including science, morals,
art and Shakespeare.
These book-gleaned memories arose

from listening to an endless vol-

ume of talk on various undramatic

matters at the theatre where the

playgoer, following custom, expects
to see a play. This one was described

on the programme as "A Comedy of

this Very Day." It was cut into five

acts by the author, Charles Rann

Kennedy. And now we come to the

reason why the name of a vanished

poet is dragged into present-day his-

tory. Charles Rann Kennedy is sai<*>

to -bear a personal resemblance to

Coleridge, a large head, open fea-

tures, luminous eyes, extreme fluer

of speech.

A good deal of his

theatre New York has

it accepted one of the two
v

j,.~^_ _.,

him which it did see, "The Servant
in the House." That play contained

the never-failing situation the re-

union of a long-parted father and

daughter. Another situation, the

wife's urging her clerical husband
not to be a fool and keep his job,

was not drama, but the other bit

carried it off as such.

In "The Army with Banners"
there is no saving bit. Its fluent
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speeches dazed a well-meaning and

nicely dressed audience who looked

in vain for an army. Perhaps Cole-

ridge would have liked it. He wrote

a play once himself and got it pro-

duced; it bore the significant title

"Remorse."

LYRIC. "GETTING TOGETHER."

A patriotic play by Major Beith, J.

Hartley Manners and Percival

Knight. Songs by Lieut. Gitz Rice.

Presented on March 18th, with the

following cast :

Orrin Palmer

A Servant

Mrs. Palmer

Edward Wadsworth

Warrant Officer

Lieut. Gitz Rict

Holbrook Blinn

Edwin Taylo

Blanche Bate

\Villiam Rosell

Harrison Brockban

Lieut. Gitz Ric

A Retired Bellhop Harry Blakemor

A Woman Harriet Sterling

British Sergeant Sergt. Cormack

British Soldier Private Charles Francis

A Poilu Gustave Rolland

Sergeant Atkins Percival Knight

Santa Claut Harrison Brockbank

Death Private Charles Francis

Sergeant Jennings John Thome
Britisn Surgeon private Charles Francis

Miss Fletcher Dorothy Knight

THIS
military piece, presented

under the auspices of the Brit-

ish-Canadian Recruiting Mission, and

now playing one-week engagements
in cities all over the United States,

is frankly a bit of war propaganda.

A very effective bit it is, too full

of the sort of appeal that must prove

irresistible to every male who has

in him a spark of manhood.

There is no mincing matters. War
is not presented in rosy colors. While

there is practically no actual fighting,

you get all the gruesome horror of

No Man's Land, and the seriousness

of it all cannot fail to make a deep

impression on even the most selfish

and callous.

Yet the piece is not without humor.

There is plenty of fun and no end

of soul-stirring war songs of which

Lieut. Gitz Rice's "We Stopped
Them at the Marne" is perhaps the

most popular. The recruiting scene

in the first act where real officers of

both branches of the British forces

sing songs to the accompaniment of

a piano, and make speeches to the

crowds of curious bystanders is full

of zip and go.

Blanche Bates, who plays the lead-

ing feminine role, makes an impas-
sioned appeal to the slackers to lend

a hand in halting the Hun. Hoi-
brook Blinn plays with sincerity the

husband who gains his wife's re-

spect by donning the khaki. There
is a superb specimen of a High-
lander who plays the bagpipes, and
a British sergeant whose bravery has

won him the Victoria Cross.

It jars a little to see commis-

sioned officers in uniform singing

songs on the stage in the manner

of the professional performer, but

if their services are actuated only

by patriotism and not for personal

profit, one's respect for these gal-

lant fellows is increased, for there

in the hot glare of the limelight they

are doing their bit quite as well as

if they were on the firing line.

HUDSON. "NANCY LEE." Play

in a prologue and three acts by Eu-

gene Walter and H. Crownin Wil-

son. Produced on April 9th, with

this cast:

Nancy Lee

Mr. Lee

Grace Lee

Mrs. Lee

Douglas Wreford

Andrews

Molly Day
Kittie Graham
Ethel Drayton

Johnny Boland

Anthony Weir

Alice

Mrs. O'Neill

Process Server

Charlotte Walker

Clarence Handyside

Rosalie Mathieu

Pauline Duffield

Ralph Kellard

Charles MacDonald

Jobyna Howland

Charlotte Carter

Judith Voss

A. S. Byron
Lewis Stone

Marie Pettes

Blanche Moulton

David Adler

A PLAY of promises unfulfilled.

The prologue, in which Nancy
berates her father for forcing her

into a loveless marriage with a sup-

posedly rich speculator in order to

save the family position, teems with

portents of tragedy. Eugenics and

alcoholism and the revolt of woman
there rear their Gorgon heads.

The first act is first-rate melo-

drama. Nancy is a parasitical widow.

A youth has stolen for her sake,

and is on the verge of suicide. His

guardian arrives in time to save him

and to tell Nancy the unpleasant

truth about herself.

In the second act the seeds of

comedy sowed by Jobyna Howland
and by A. S. Byron, as her million-

aire fiance, begin to burgeon. Nancy,

aroused, gives her all to save the

infatuated youth.

Obviously the play is over, but

neither of the authors seems to real-

ize it. A dreary, interminable third

act is added. The promised tragedy
ends in utter mush.

Naturally the piece is a nonde-

script. The first half is interesting

in the best Walter manner, but

grievous is the later deterioration.

Suspense is dead at the end of Act
II. And the whole affair in spite

of its tense and ominous beginning

proves but a tale of sound and

fury, signifying nothing.

Charlotte Walker puts feeling into

the role of the widow, but nobody
could make the character a real one.

Miss Howland is amusing as the

ultra-sophisticated and illiterate

lady-parasite. A. S. Byron points

the lines of the drunken wastrel.

The best of the acting, however, is

done by Lewis Stone, as the

guardian.

SHAKESPEARE PLAYHOUSE.
"JULIUS CAESAR." Presented on

March 15th, with this cast:

Brutus

Julius Caesar

Cassius

Marc Antony
Portia

Lucius

First Citizen

Decius

Cinna

Tyrone Power
Howard Kyle

Cyril Keightley

Walter Hampden
Alma Kruger
Ruth Vivian

Charles Webster

Ernest Rowan
Percival Vivian

A HE group of players who have

recently been giving a series of

Shakespearean matinees at the Cort,

deserve well of the community.

Their enterprise is a most praise-

worthy one and in face of the pres-

ent dearth of Shakespeare their ad-

vent is welcome as an oasis in the

desert of the tawdry and common-

place.

Really notable performances of

"Julius Ca;sar" were given. The

curtain background gave sufficient

illusion, even though they did take

an unconsionable time to rearrange

as the shifting scenes necessitated,

but it was in the acting that the

serious import of the venture re-

vealed itself. Imagination, intel-

ligence and capacity of interpreta-

tion were patent throughout.

Tyrone Power's Brutus is a fine-

ly poised impersonation, instinct

with dignity and nobility of intent.

He is one of the few notable read-

ers of heroic verse now left to the

stage. Cyril Keightley, a graduate

of the Bensonian school, was the

Cassius. Highly modern in elocu-

tion and gesture he still indicated

the waspish but high resolved con-

spirator.

Walter Hampden was a spirited

Marc Antony and Howard Kyle's

Cssar very accurate in its rounded

periods. Splendidly alive and earn-

est was Charles Webster as the first

Citizen. Albert Hanson was suf-

ficiently brusque as Casca while

Ernest Rowan was particularly ef-

fective in his rendering of Decius.

Cinna, the poet, was humorously

portrayed by Percival Vivian and

there was gentle pathos in the Lucius

of Ruth Vivian. Alma Kruger was

notably efficient as Portia.

Equally satisfactory in most re-

spects was the production of "Mac-

beth." Walter Hampden was the

murderous thane physically, if not

always intellectually. His voice and

diction and experience in reading
blank verse are valuable assets.
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Howard Kyle was also acceptable

as Macduff, in spite of a tendency

to sing many of the lines. George
Gaul deserves a word of praise, too,

in his abbreviated role of Malcolm.

The acting honors, however, went

to Helen Ware, who made Lady
Macbeth at first a very sinister, later

a very pathetic, and always a con-

vincing figure. Percival Vivian, as

the porter, registered a low comedy
success with the high school stu-

dents, who were numerous in the

audience. In fact, this audience was

prone to laugh even at the wrong
moments.

The stage settings were simplicity

itself. Anomalies resulted, such as

the reading of the "temple-hunting
martlet" speech indoors. And it was

an exceedingly small feast at which

the unspiritual ghost of Banquo
made his disconcerting appearance.

Aside from such matters, however,

and the omission of whole scenes

as well as parts of speeches, the

players treated the bard with due

reverence.

LYRIC. Laurette Taylor in

Shakespeare.

A most naive Shakespearean ven-

ture was that which Miss Laurette

Taylor recently projected in a

series of matinees at the Lyric. Ig-

norant of tradition and so far de-

prived jsl seeing any of the big or

even lesser stars in the roles she

assumed, she determined neverthe-

less to play the parts as she felt

them without the aid of any out-

side help.

The initial feature was a scrappy

condensation of "The Taming of

the Shrew." A picture of radiant

youthful beauty in her red wig and

gorgeous gown, she nevertheless

suggested a child dressed up. The
result potently visualized the Tom-

boy Taylor of Fontaine Fox's Car-

toons.

Her Juliet in the balcony scene

was pretty and as Americans use

the word cute, but of passionate

poetry just a trace. Jose Ruben

read correctly Romeo's line, but it

was a pallid picture of the scion

of the house of Montagne that he

painted.

Two scenes from "The Merchant

of Venice" brought the bill to a

close. O. P. Heggie was a sound

but uninspired Shylock, Lynn Fon-

tanne a capital Nerissa and Leonard

Mudie a picturesque Bassanio.

Everyone is familiar with Miss

Taylor's tricks of speech. Effective

as they are in the Pegs and Jennies

they do not lend themselves to a

nice interpretation of the Shake-

spearean iambic. The result was an

utter destruction of the rhythm and

interpreted hiatuses that success-

fully spoiled the musical illusion.

It is a most worthy ambition to

want to play Shakespeare but if

Miss Taylor is to take up seriously

that phase of her art she owes it

to herself to study diligently under

competent teachers before essaying

such parts again. The traditions

left by Rehan, Modjeska and Mar-

lowe cannot be ignored.

PLYMOUTH. "HEDDA GABLER."

Play in four acts by Henrik Ibsen.

Produced on April 8th, with this

cast :

George Tesman
Hedda Tesman

Judge Brack

Mrs. Elvsted

Juliana Tesman
Eilert Loveberg
Berta

Lionel Atwill

Mme. Xazimova
Charles Bryant

Nila Mac
Lizzie Hudson Collier

George Probert

Charity Finney

HEDDA GABLER, except as a

curious study of exceptional

perversity in character or as the

product of a perverted structure of

society, local and not universal, is

the most repellant character in Ib-

sen's collection of unhappy mortals.

For the edification of the public

she has no value, particularly not to

this public, to which she is absolute-

ly foreign, along with every inci-

dent and every circumstance and

every other character in the play to

which she gives her name, as some-

times in medicine a name is given
to a disease.

Of course, people will go to see

the play. They will want to see

Nazimova in it. Purely as a per-

sonal matter we wish her prosperity

in her performances at the Ply-

mouth Theatre. She plays the part

in her own way, and Hedda is more

repellant than ever.

Mme. Nazimova's performance, no

doubt, is consistent and worked out

in accordance with her own artistic

ideas ; but the other characters in

the play are disproportionately re-

duced. Lionel Atwill, as Tesman,
held his own, awkward and simple,

but with little about him that told

of the scholar and the bookworm.

Still, he was a relief.

There was a very capable company

including Lizzie Hudson Collier, as

the Aunt, Miss Nila Mac, as Mrs. El-

vested, Charles Bryant, as Judge

Brack, and George Probert, as Eilert

Lovberg.
The production in stage setting

and the performance in stage man-

agement, in almost every detail, are

distinctly different from any other

that has been seen in New York.

This alone gives it a touch of novelty.

PUNCH AND JUDY. "APRIL."

Comedy by Hubert Osborne. Pro-

duced on April 8th, with this cast :

Mi

Nancy Bowers

John Bowers

Jack

Nan
Mr. Perry

'"Granny"
Alice Perkins

Michael

Her Husband's Wife

Strange Gentleman
Richard Pemberton
Dick

Lord Archie Douglas

Pauline Lord
Mitchell Harris

Jay Strong
Margalo Gillmore

Burr Caruth

s. Jacques Martin

Julie Herne
Gordon Morris

Francesca Rotoli

Charles Hopkins
Alphonz Ethier

France Bendtsen

Charles Meredith

HPHE playgoer who sits through
- a performance of "April" and
doesn't go home resolved ever after-

ward to shun riches as he would
the smallpox is indeed a hopeless

reprobate.

It appears that Pauline Lord was
very happy as a poor man's wife and
the mother of two loving youngsters,
but, alas, she didn't know it. So she
dreamed she had married the money-
maker instead, and what a dreadful

life the poor girl did lead! She
sat in a stiff, high chair, was very
uncomfortable in a tiara, was scolded

by her profligate son because she

didn't know how to talk to the

servants, and was deserted on Christ-

mas Eve by her husband in favor
of Another Woman.
Obviously it was a very bad

dream. And it was a relief when
Charles Hopkins, as incarnate Mem-
ory, led the lady back to her poor
but happy home.

The acting was for the most part
better than the play. Miss Lord
made the central figure pathetic and

appealing. Mrs. Jacques Martin

again proved that she is the most
winsome of the stage's elderly ladies.

Julie Herne and a quartette of

juveniles also deserve mention.

"April" is another "Yes or No."
Its attraction lies solely in its in-

cident and episode. They are rare-

ly dull. In other words, 'tis a poor,
ill-favored thing; yet "April" serves

to pass away the customers' time

rather pleasantly at that.

HENRY MILLER'S. 'THE
FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH." Comedy in

three acts by Louis Evan Shipman.
Produced on April 1st, with this

cast:

Gerald Place Henry Miller

Langdon Train Frank Kemble Cooper

Jack Forsythe
Kenneth Guile

Harrison Healey
Crockett

Mrs. Forsythe
Mrs. Lupin

Robert Ames
C. Leslie Austen

Frank Sylvester

Lewis Sealey
Lucile Watson
Hilda Spong

Hilda Forsythe Lillian Kemble Cooper
Elizabeth Crichton Olive Tell
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MILLER'S new little

theatre is a charming addition

to our growing collection of pill-

box playhouses. I wish I could say

something pleasant ahout the open-

ing piece, but it affords scant op-

portunity. Mr. Miller chose it, I sup-

pose, because he thought it would

give him a part as a middle-aged

hero in a light comedy. So much

it does, but little more.

A gentleman, aged forty-seven,

desires humanly enough to renew

his youth. His method is to pro-

duce one of those plays that is so

good no manager will touch it. Of

course the play makes a tremendous

hit. Meanwhile, one of the "angel's"

partners Miss Olive Tell, to be ac-

curatefalls in love with him, mis-

understands him, makes up with him

and they clinch.

All the rest of a brief evening is

words, words, words. A few rare

flashes of cleverness and innumer-

able dull imitations of it. The bright

spots are chiefly supplied when the

somewhat satirically drawn the-

atrical manager breezes on. He is

scarcely illiterate enough, however,

for that verisimilitude over which

he puzzles.

Mr. Miller is his old self as the

youth-hunter. Miss Tell is quite

lovely in a preposterously sentimen-

tal role. Frank Sylvester makes

good fun with the manager's part.

The rest of the company especially

Frank Kemble Cooper is much su-

perior to its material.

GREENWICH VILLAGE. "PAN

AND THE YOUNG SHEPHERD." Pas-

toral comedy in two acts by Maurice

Hewlett; version by H. Granville

Barker ;
incidental music by Franke

Harling. Produced on March 18th,

with this cast:

Joseph Macaulay

Sydney Carlyle

Grace Henderson

Everett Glass

Edwin Strawbridge

Harold Meltzer

Margaret Fareleigh

Fan! a Marinoff

Ruth Boyd
Janet Brownell

Hazel Sands

Anita Day
Helen Robbins

Mary Pyne
Frank Conroy

Geron

Neanias

Balkis

Teucer

Mopsus
phorx

,crla

lac

~rotion

Sitys

Geerna

Dryas
Adora

Phoeno

Pan

THIS
is a pastoral idyll of great

beauty written with vigor and

poetical intuition. But as drama it

cannot but prove caviare to the gen-
eral. Its mood is too limited for

universal appreciation. It is not un-

derstood. By that I mean its finer

flights of fancy elude. But it was

a worthy experiment and the pro-

duction scenically suits the eye and

tunes itself to a proper understand-

ing of its charm.

Mr. Harling's brief musical ac-

companiment is admirable in its ap-

propriate delicacy and suggestive il-

lumination. Joseph Macauley is

wholly satisfying as the old Shep-

herd, and Aglae, the dryad, released

by love and sacrifice from the domi-

nation of Pan, finds a happy ex-

ponent in Fania Marinoff whose pan-

tomime is of a high order of revela-

tory expression. Sidney Carlyle is

the young Shepherd and Margaret

Fareleigh the country girl who loves

him. I liked her performance im-

mensely for its unstudied sincerity.

Frank Conroy, I thought, missed

the devilish joy of life that Pan

should express nor did I care for

the very modern mother contributed

by Grace Henderson.

CASINO. "AN AMERICAN ACE."

Melodrama in four acts by Lincoln

J. Carter. Produced on April 2nd,

with this cast :

Mrs. Darrow

Kate Uarrow

George Uarrow

Philip Drake

Colonel Frank Stace

Harry Whitmer

Doctor Mueller

Rose Matern

Mr. Noe
Claudius Noe
Victor Belois

Mariel Dandoy
Monsieur Dandoy

Camilla Crume
Edna I-eslie

Joseph McManus

James L Crane

Robert Fischer

Jarncs Dyrenforth

Claude H. Cooper

Sue MacManamy
Frank Harriman

Marcy Breuer

Richard Barrows

Marion Coakley

Harry Jackson

AN AMERICAN ACE" is a

melodrama of dummies. Dummy
American doughboys march down

Fifth Avenue. Dummy motorcycles

are pushed through the streets of

Belgium. A dummy German soldier

climbs a belfry and gets properly

cracked over his dumkopf for it.

There are a lot of other dummies

connected with the affair on both

sides of the footlights but space

limitations forbid that I should men-

tion them all.

A good melodrama is a joy for-

ever; but "An . American Ace" is

not. The acting is in all respects

adequate to the material. Best of

all the unconscious comedians was

a sergeant who saluted with his

hand under the brim of his hat.

Mr. Woods has announced Henry
Kistemaecker's fine war play, "A

Night at the Front." It ought to

have the right of way over Lincoln

J. Carter's chef-d'oeuvre.

EMPIRE. AMERICAN ACADEMY OF

DRAMATIC ARTS. Fdr the eighth

performance of the students, "The

Newly-Married Couple" 'of Bjorn-

son and "La Spuveraine," by the

Belgian Vanzype were' -presented.

Both pieces deal with the "iolent ef-

forfs of young neurotics to stay

married. Ih the first play the young

husband carefully pronounced "es-

sential" as if it were spelled with a

"u" instead of an "i." For that mat-

ter the father pronounced the "a"

long in "ay," and the wife's friend

insisted lovingly on the "t" in

"often."

Much better work was done in

"La Souveraine," notably by Clare

Eames (a niece of the celebrated

Emma) whose voice barring a

slight nasal quality whose bearing,

manner and ability to express sim-

ple emotions in a life-like way com-

bine with a generally pleasing per-

sonality to mark her as an actress

of unusual promise.

The acting honors were shared

by Ian Keith in a well-sketched and

consistent portrait of the rational-

istic and effeminate husband whose

views were so race-suicidal that

Miss Eames, who was decidedly

Rooseveltian in her notions, couldn't

stand it any longer. Mann E.

Holiner gave a sincere performance

as the young woman's outraged

father. Marian Hinckley rang true

as an old-fashioned wife and mother.

THE OTHER PLAYERS. The

Other Players, who have recently

occupied the Provincetown Theatre,

begin with "a duologue in bisque" >

wherein two figures seated dos-a-dos

palliate the monotony of such an

existence with considerable chatter.

Next comes "Jack's House" an

extremely futurist house, comprising

one room described as a "melo-

poem." Fantastic chords emanate

from the piano while Jack and his

Jill in grotesque pantomime and

Ezra Pound verse indicate that they

are a queer, poverty-stricken and

amiable pair.

Rihani, an agile and engaging fan-

tastic, is Jack. She is also a "static

dancer," as the next scene discloses.

It might better be called merely ses-

sile, for the lady squats on a couch

throughout. Her legs are mostly

motionless, but from the waist up

to Grieg music from the phono-

graphshe indulges in such evening

exercises with torso, arms, shoulders,

fingers and hair as would speedily

reduce even the stoutest of our

prima donne.

I hasten to add that Rihani's

"dancing" is extraordinarily inter-

esting. As "The Slave" she raises

divan-posturing to a fine art.

(Continued on page 316)
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THE ART OF MINSTRELSY
To-day audiences want girls and music back of the old

time show but the black-faced comedian is still a favorite

By AL JOLSON

ONE
of the chief delights of appearing in

"black-face" is that when you go about

your natural haunts you are not pointed

out by chance passersby as "Oh, there goes Al

Jolson!" and another asset is that it is possible

to enter into conversation with a stranger and

discuss one's work without letting the stranger

know that one of the parties of the conversa-

tion is the individual under fire.

Naturally, this does not happen often it has

only happened to me once in my life and with

humble apologies, I quote flie solitary incident

at the beginning of this article, for as it hap-

pened, the man who talked with me gave a

very good summary of modern-day minstrelsy.

leaving a Mid-Western town where

.v^uiii
>" had played the night before,

anri
T

-nig all in a heap in the smoker

..ian, when a chap with a brown suit

and ae. jy came sauntering in. He wanted to

talk it was very evident and he started by

asking for a match. I gave him the match.
'

i. veling?" he asked presently.

ep."

"I'm in underwear."

"Yes?"

"Yes, had a good season, too. Sold the big-

gest order I ever got out of Saginaw yester-

day. Say, you weren't there yesterday,' were

you ?"

"Yes."

"I didn't notice you on the platform I guess
I was looking at the show people. Did you see

the show last night?"
"Yes."

"Great, wasn't it? You know, I've seen that

fellow Jolson a couple of dozen times. It isn't

that I'm so crazy about him, but I do fall for

that 'nigger minstrel."

' sor' if
' "' : -

'

'"'m.

. minstrel shows,

them, yet they never

ies." It may have been

.iim on, but I was guilty.
..ned to enlighten me. "But

jle is that the novelty of the

show is gone. I understand

Jolson used to be a min-
even with his popularity, he

play in big cities without a regular girl
Tc show back of him. No, sir!" he

knee, "Let me tell you that they
could put out a modern minstrel show with
some good-looking girls for the interlocutors,
and a lot of funny fellows in black faces for
the end men, but tliey will never be able to run
an old-fashioned all-man minstrel show and get
away with it in the big towns."
He went on, comparing the various black-

face actors, telling why he liked one and didn't
: another, and I'm thankful that he got off

before one of the company gave the snap away.When he said good-bye, he advised me to see
myself, and I promised that I would and I
also made note of the fact that although he
would probably not set himself up as a critic,
he had given the real reason for the decline
of the negro minstrels which were so very
popular twenty years ago.

Here are some plain facts about the 1918

minstrel.

He must know types of people. He must be

a student of the current news. He must be a

good impromptu speaker. A great many people

ask every minstrel to buy darky jokes which

they feel should prove laughable. They are con-

fusing the modern minstrel with the old-time

worker in black-face. The modern minstrel goes

out before an audience, and just as any other

impromptu entertainer he finds his story. Of

course, there is a routine to be followed, and

often a good story will be kept for weeks, but

learning a set 'of stories intended to last a sea-

son is out of the question. The minstrel has

to get his laugh quickly, and I personally be-

lieve that an audience likes to think to be given

a subtle hint and arrive at the conclusion of a

story without a lengthy explanation.

OF course, exaggeration plays a large part

in the laugh, and it is often ridiculous to

watch the faces of an audience when they real-

ize that they have laughed at some particularly

shallow quip. The people on the stage can al-

ways be made the object of "kidding," and it is

a striking fact that when a black-faced comedian

is joking at the expense of the women of the

company, the audience likes to feel that he is

a white man. Personally, I always take off my
gloves when doing such an act, and I find that

there is a more friendly spirit shown me.

Of course, there are nights when the minstrel

does not feel as mentally brilliant as on other

occasions, and for these nights there must be

a set of good stories that can be brought into

play. And occasionally an audience will be

"cold."

You cannot produce a successful production
intended primarily to amuse, unless there are

girls in the company ! This is true of minstrelsy
and every other type of show.

People like the darky character just as much
as they ever did only they don't want too

much of him !

Till
1

"

minstrel of to-day only suggests the

negro character. Half of the men who
appear in black faces only talk in dialect when
they have some special story to tell. Their

songs are of Dixie, but they use a Broadway
accent. The old-fashioned darky was not a

subtle creature he was simple almost childish

and I defy any man or woman to go out on
the Winter Garden runway and be simple. They
would not last five minutes. We are the most
sophisticated nation on the face of the earth
we are the best educated nation on the face of
the earth and we need entertainment that keeps
apace with our own lives. If some of the men
who were famous thirty years ago for their

negro characterizations were to appear to-day,
they would be absolutely misunderstood, save in

some of the rural districts of the South, where
conditions have not changed so markedly from
Civil War days.

Perhaps, before going further in the topic of

modern-day minstrelsy, it would be just as well

to tell something about the minstrels of the

past and their art. Of course, the word minstrel

goes back to the wandering singers of the middle

ages who were the real historians of their time.

They, however, do not concern us we are think-

ing of several hundred years later.

There is a similarity, however, between the

old-time minstrel and the negro minstrel, inas-

much as both were used to please the lord of

the manor. The plantations of one hundred

years ago were miles apart, and when, at the

end of some day spent in the fields, the master

wanted enjoyment, he sent round to the negro

quarters for the best talent he had for the

slave who could sing, and the slave who could

dance. When he gave a party, it was the

slaves who played the dance music that enter-

tained his guests. Gradually, the entertaining

abilties of the slaves became one of the chief

assets of the master, and as there spread through
the country the fact that the negroes with their

songs and dances were the best entertainers of

the South, white men began to realize that by

imitating these slaves, they could give profitable

entertainments.

The first record of negro minstrels given by
white men is about 1830. The middle man and
the end man were characteristic of the first

minstrel entertainments, and there were, of

course, none of the spectacular dressing and

staging that were known a few years ago, and
still are part of the present-day minstrel shows.

Thomas D. Rice (Jim Crow Rice) was one
of the first white men to gain fame with his

blackened face and hands, and his perfect negro

dialect, while in 1842 "The Four Virginia Min-

strels," a famous organization, was formed. Of
this band, Daniel Emmett, the composer of

"Dixie," was the most prominent entertainer.

The same year, E. P. Christy started his min-

strel organization, and for nearly half a cen-

tury, Christy's minstrels were popular both' in

the United States and in England.

AFTER
these came other organizations, of

which Primrose and Dockstader were per-

haps the best known though there were any

number of famous companies. These organiza-

tions were never contented with an interlocutor

and an end man they needed half a dozen end

men, and a quantity of specialty men. They used

elaborate scenic and lighting effects.

And when this novelty was gone, the nigger

minstrels seemed to disappear from their place

on the American stage. There are some big

organizations playing to-day and making big

money but they do not play the big cities

seldom appearing for more than a two- or three-

night stand.

Unless my memory is wrong, the last minstrel

show played Broadway ten years ago.

My own introduction into- the world of min-

strelsy came about through an odd happening.
I was playing in a Brooklyn vaudeville house

when the manager of a small circuit came be-

hind the scenes and told me that if I would

black up and do negro songs and dialect, he

would give me five weeks of booking. I assured

him that I was quite willing to do anything
that meant work, and continued as a black-face
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vaudevillian, until I was offered a chance to

join Lew Dockstader's Minstrels. With this king

of the burnt cork, I learned all that there was

to know about the black-faced game that i-.

all that was necessary to be a good "nigger min-

strel."

At the end of my second season with Dock-

sudtr, I began to understand why it was that

we d'd not go into big cities and play indefinite

engagtments. I saw that the people were get-

ting tired of minstrels in the old-fashioned sense

of die word. They ^u [ove<j tne negro char-

cte
r~~t!~.ey liked to hear songs of Dixie and

good stories, but they wanted something else.

What was it? It took some little time to an-

swer that question, but when I had about made

up my mind what would constitute modern min-

strelsy, I decided to try it out.

To begin with, I left the minstrel show and

planted myself in a position where the acts

about me would be a variety. I figured that

the greatest asset to the theatre was a beauti-

ful woman of talent for either singing, danc-

ing or'Mkimatic acting. As no minstrel ever

piived ir emotional drama, I looked for the

of singing and dancing ladies and

chose vaudeville first and later the Winter

Garden.

There are a number of points in which the

modern minstrel differs greatly from the men

who made the word famous. Perhaps the most

striking point is that the negro dialect is sel-

dom used, and it is possible to hear a man in

black-face telling a story in Jewish or Italian

dialect. The songs are sure to include South-

ern melodies but the topical note must be

there. The stories are altogether different. Of

course, much of the work done by any enter-

tainer is impromptu. After you have been in

the habit of standing close to the footlights

and making an audience laugh, your mind be-

comes so acute to any change, any difference in

the personality of the audience, that you can

get a new story almost every night. Sometimes

you cannot tell the story on the night you think

of it but it plants itself for future use.

So the modern minstrel must be impromptu.

There are really two interlocutors in the

modern art of minstrelsy one the players sur-

rounding the black-faced comedian, the other

the audience. The day of the interlocutor ask-

ing a question and being answered is gone

the end man does it all, and if there are any

questions, they are made to fit the dialogue, or

else come in the form of silence from the

audience.

It is not as easy to write material for the

modern minstrel as it was in the olden days.

The stories should have a strictly current note

or perhaps must is a better word and the

songs contain a strain of the old plantation

melodies.

The minstrel of 1918 is a vastly different

fellow from his old-time friend. In other days,

the audience liked to think that they were ac-

tually seeing a negro, but the modern audience

likes to know that the fellow who is getting

the laughs is white and in some small towns,

especially through the South, I have felt the

unfriendliness of an audience disappear at once

when I removed my gloves and showed my white

hands. I do not feel that the minstrel of yes-

terday will ever come back to his old place in

the theatrical world. Sophistication demands a

fellow more in keeping with 1918 and as the

people who are sophisticated are also the people
who buy theatre seats, minstrelsy bows to their

wishes.

A TRAGEDY IN ONE ACT
By EDWIN CARTY RANCK

SCENE: A Manager's office somewhere in

Broadway. As the curtain rises, the MAN-
AGER, a large portly man of cherubic visage
is discovered. He is disguised as a High
Brow, but this camouflage is easily perforated

because he smokes a huge black cigar the kind

that every COMMERCIAL MANAGER has

smoked since the Rough Stone Age of human
history. The time is long before Satan abdicated

in favor of Willie Hohenzollern. Near the Man-
ager is a blonde stenographer with a wad of

paper in- her hand and a wad of gum in her

mouth. She is busy clicking and taking notes.

MANAGER (dictating to stenographer) : We
have read your play carefully and find that it

'o\vs entirely too much intelligence. It contains
DUNCH and no PERSIFLAGE, so we are

"v returning it to-day F. O. B. That
Miss Pepsin.

j
Office Boy. You know at once

ne is an office hoy. because he looks in-

finitely more important than the Manager.
He has the face of a iveasel, the head of.

an ivory paper cutter and the manners of a

Prussian gentleman. He is likeu'ise chewing
gum. '

OFFICE HOY : Man outside. Says playwright.
Pointment with you. Looks cheesey.
MANAGER: Tell him I'm too busy to see him

Tell him

PLAYWRIGHT (pushing his way through door) :

1 beg your pardon, but have I the honor of ad-

dressing Mr. Blank, the eminent Manager?
MANAGER (someti'hat mollified) : That's my

name, (removing cigar) What can I do for

you, young fellow?

PLAYWRIGHT (eagerly) : I have a play here

(displaying manuscript) which will, I am sure,
just suit Miss Letty Lighthead.
MANAGER (thoughtfully) : Has it a BIG

PUNCH?
PLAYWRIGHT (diffidently) : Well, you see
MANAGER (impatiently) : Has it plenty of

SEX APPEAL?
PLAYWRIGHT (perplexed) : Well, it

MANAGER (gloomily) : Is anybody ruined in

the play?

PLAYWRIGHT: No, you see

MANAGER: Then there's no bedroom scene in

the play?

PLAYWRIGHT: No.

MANAGER : No young woman takes a bath or

anything like that?

PLAYWRIGHT (now 'greatly perplexed) : Why,
no, not that I know of.

MANAGER (musingly): No bath? Ahem!
Then it's a clean play?

'PLAYWRIGHT (slowly beginning to lose his

mind) : Why why, I don't know just what yon
mean. You see

MANAGER (morosely) : Have you a short

part for a tall man?
PLAYWRIGHT (queerly) : Why why
MANAGER (hopefully) : Or, a small part for

a fat man?
PLAYWRIGHT: Perhaps if you would be so

good as to

MANAGER (complacently) : Or, a fat part for

a small man?
PLAYWRIGHT (biting furtively at the arm of his

cha:r) : No, it is not that sort of a play. It is

MANAGER: Has it plenty of LOVE IN-
TEREST?
PLAYWRIGHT: (yelping suddenly but quickly

suppressing it): I I beg your pardon! Yes,
it has love interest, but

MANAGER : Don't you know that audiences to-

day simply "eat up" love interest?

PLAYWRIGHT: Eat up? I beg your pardon!
MANAGER: Don't you get me?
PLAYWRIGHT (fidgeting): Get you?
MANAGER (irritably): That's what I said!

PLAYWRIGHT (hopefully) : I wanted to get

you to produce my play, if that is what you mean.
MANAGER (chuckling): Good Lord, man!

Where are you from?
PLAYWRIGHT (diffidently) : My home is in

Flatbush, but

MANAGER (facetiously) : That explains it.

Say no more.

PLAYWRIGHT: Would you mind telling me what

my residence has to do with writing a play?

MANAGER: Nothing whatever, as a matter of

fact, but that Brooklyn stuff always gets a teugh.

PLAYWRIGHT (timidly) : Then pardon me
but don't you think it would be a good plan to

substitute less obvious humor something that

has a tendency toward real wit?

MANAGER (impatiently) : Let's get back to

your play.

PLAYWRIGHT (eagerly] : Yes, let's.

MANAGER : Is there a big emotional scene for

a heavy heroine?

PLAYWRIGHT (stupidly) : I forgot to weigh

anyone for the part. But

. MANAGER (suddenly): Has it UPLIFT?
PLAYWRIGHT (savagely, re-gaining possession of

liis mind) : What do you mean by uplift? Huh?
MANAGER: Has it a HAPPY ENDING?
PLAYWRIGHT (with the roar of a bull sighting

a red flag) : No, it hasn't any uplift! It hasn't

any punch!! It hasn't a happy ending!!!

MANAGER: Then, in God's name, what is it?

PLAYWRIGHT (sneering
'

: It is only a PLAY, '.

MANAGER (furiously) : Then why didn't you

say so in the first place?

PLAYWRIGHT (staring at him, mouth agape) :

Eh? What?
MANAGER (shouting) : WHY DIDN'T YOU

SAY SO IN THE FIRST PLACE? I

PLAYWRIGHT (sinking back into his chair help~

lessly): My God! My God!

MANAGER (angrily) : Hey! Get up out of

that! This is not the Astor lounging room.

PLAYWRIGHT (rising slowly to his feet) : You
mean you mean
MANAGER (brutally) : I mean I'm busy.

Good day! (to stenographer) Take this letter,

Miss Pepsin.

PLAYWRIGHT (hopelessly) : But

MANAGER (decisively) : I said GOOD DAY !

PLAYWRIGHT (backing toward door with the

look of a man in a nightmare) : Nothing above
the eyes ! NOTHING ABOVE THE EYES !

CURTAIN.
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HISTORIC NEW YORK THEATRES
No. 3. Niblo's Garden and Wallack's Lyceum

By CHARLES BURNHAM

OF
the many theatres which in times past

stood on lower Broadway none have

added so much to theatrical history as

the house which for many years bore the name

of Niblo's. It stood at the corner of Broadway
and Prince Street, occupying part of one of New
York's most famous hostelries, the Metropolitan.

Early in the history of Broadway amusement

resorts the plot of ground on which Niblo's

stood was a summer garden and became the re-

sort of the fashion of the town. In 1822 it came

into the possession of William Niblo who con-

structed a theatre opened during

the summer months and later

built an all-year-round house.

It finally came into the posses-

sion of A. T. Stewart, who lav-

money on the alteration

prnment of the theatre,

far the most beauti-

-% the city, and until the

erection of Booth's theatre in

Twenty-third Street, in 1869, it

.nsidered the best equipped

in this country.

HPHE entrance to the theatre

-^- was by an imposing lobby

leading from Broadway and run-

ning half way through the

block until the auditorium was

reached. On the right as one

entered was the most palatial

barroom in this country. Its

destinies were presided over at

one time by "Ed" Gilmore, who afterwards be-

came manager of this theatre and others. On
the left of the lobby was the "garden," access to

which was given to those attending the theatre.

On summer nights it was no mean attraction for

the patrons of Niblo's, where between acts soft

drinks were dispensed and frequently the orches-

tra would perform its entr'acte music in the open
-irden.

*rior of the building was extremely
% next to the Academy of Music

largest theatre in the city. It was
''ely decorated. The staircases were wide

'-looking and while not fire-proof, it was
t. -Che safest of all places of amuse-

.ce in its history it was destroyed by
fire, each time being rebuilt with added im-

provements. On the left of the auditorium ad-

joining the stage was the private box of A. T.

Stewart, furnished most elaborately.

Communicating with the box was an ante-
room where Stewart would entertain his guests,
frequently taking advantage of its spaciousness
to dance between acts. It was pointed out to
visitors as one of the sights of the town and
fortunate was the one who went home and told
of having seen Stewart in his box at the theatre.

Among the furnishings of the house were sev-
eral large cut-glass chandeliers, the most beauti-
ful ones adorning the box of the owner. When
the building was torn down Oscar Hammerstein
bought these fixtures and placed them in the
Olympic, now known as the New York.
One of the most notable managers, who at one

time controlled the theatre, was William Wheat-

ley, under whose direction it achieved its greatest

notoriety and who incidentally made a fortune

for himself and others interested with him in

one of his ventures. This was the production of

a spectacle entitled "The Black Crook."

Two prominent theatre men of those days,

Jarrett and Palmer, had brought from Europe

an extensive ballet, which Palmer had dubbed "a

sea of legs," together with a wealth of costume

but no vehicle in which to display them. At the

same period an actor, Charles Barras, had de-

livered to Wheatley the manuscript of a spec-

in 1850, that a new theatre, known as Brougham's

Lyceum, had been built by and named for one

of the most noted and popular men of the day.

A fine actor, a brilliant writer of prose and

poetry, one of the best of playwrights and yet

the most unfortunate of men when it came to

business, during his day, he presided over the

destinies of many of the theatres in this city,

wrote the most successful plays, was an ever

welcome member of any company he chose to

enter, yet, in spite of all this, when at the age

of seventy he died, he was in want. William

Winter once wrote of him,

"Brougham's life has been espe-

cially remarkable for two quali-

ties, its brilliancy and its

goodness."

By a series of unfortunate

circumstances Brougham was
forced to give up his new thea-

tre and on September 8, 1852,

the elder Wallack assumed its

management with Brougham a

member of his company and

young Wallack as stage manager.

T 1

Interior of Niblo's Garden

tacular play which the manager contemplated

putting on the stage. Jarrett and Palmer, hear-

ing of this, offered to furnish their ballet and

costumes for an interest in the play. Arrange-
ments were quickly consummated and on the

evening of September 25, 1866, all of New York's

theatregoers as well as those of surrounding
towns endeavored to crowd into Niblo's, to wit-

ness the first production of a play that created

more talk than any piece of its kind before or

since. "The Black Crook" ran for sixteen con-

secutive months, during which time four hundred
and seventy-four performances were given to

receipts exceeding one million, one hundred
thousand dollars.

In its day Niblo's housed nearly every artist,

dramatic and musical, that ever appeared in this

city, and when, in 1895, it passed out of existence,
it left a record equalled by no other theatre in

the land.

DURING
the late forties, a row of brick

houses occupied the southwest corner of

Broadway and Broome Street, the ground floors

of which were used for stores and the upper
part for dwelling purposes. Here, at this period
dwelt young Lester Wallack, who, but a short
time previous, had made his debut on the New
York stage at the New Broadway Theatre situ-

ated on Broadway between Pearl and Anthony
Streets. A few years later he became stage

manager of a theatre erected on the spot where
formerly he had resided. It was at this location.

HE new tenant made many
improvements, some of

which he called attention to as

follows : "The sofas and the

boxes of the parquet have been

entirely remade (with patent

spring seats), enlarged and

heightened. In the back of the

house, where visitors were fre-

quently compelled to stand, comfortable sofas,

to accommodate ninety persons, have been

placed." There were no folding orchestra

chairs, but long benches, similar to church

pews.

Wallack renamed the house Wallack's

Lyceum, and carried it forward to a position

never before occupied by a theatre in New York
and during the continuance of his management
it remained the leading theatre of the city. Mr,
Wallack gathered together a company which for

completeness and ability had never been

equalled. Laura Keene made her first appear-
ance here as leading lady. Matilda Heron, when
she appeared here as Camille, created a sensa-

tion seldom seen in the theatre. For this pro-
duction young Wallack was cast for Armand
but refused the part which was immediately
given to E. A. Sothern (father of the well-known
actor of to-day, E. H. Sothern). Lester Wal-

lack, seeing what a fine part it was endeavored

unsuccessfully to supersede Mr. Sothern in the

role. Mrs. John Hoey, a most popular leading

woman, here scored her most memorable suc-

cesses.

Wallack and his company remained at this

house until 1861, when he moved to his newer
theatre at 13th Street and Broadway. After his

departure the theatre passed through the hands
of various managers, each change of management
giving the house a new name, as : Broadway
Music Hall, New York Athenaeum, Mary
Prevost's Theatre, Geo. L. Fox's Olympic Thea-

tre, The New Idea, German Onera House, New
York Theatre and finally Broadway Theatre,
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Albert Carroll as Lorenzo, Nancy Vermeil as Jessica Erskine Sanford as Shylock

oi.

My,

"The moon shines bright" Nancy Vermeil and Albert Carroll

This company, headed by Grace Halsey Mills, has just completed a transcon-

tinental tour which included not only some of the almost inaccessible mountain

mining camps of Arizona and New Mexico, but also the military and naval

camps from Camp Devens near Boston to Mare Island, San Francisco
B

BEN GREET PLAYERS- "THE MERCHANT OF VENICE" AT SANTA BARBARA, CAL*
"* O



WEALTH NOT A BAR TO PLAYWRITING
Women prominent in society who have become successful Broadway dramatists

By ADA PATTERSON

* CROSS the silver and damask of a small

/\ round table, amid the soft sounds and

2 \~ shades of the smart Woman's City Club,

an author of wealth defended the wealthy

woman's right to work out her ambition.

Ethel Watts Mum ford she is to the reading

and playgoing world, Mrs. Peter Geddes Grant to

the smiling world, that fraction of the American

commonwealth with a maximum bank account

and a minimum of carking cares. A high brown-

stone house ntar Central Park, a country estate

near Neighbor Howard Gould's castle at Sands

Point, Long Island, a limousine of lining as

flexible as that of a woman's glove, membership

, n t t>-
r-' my Club, membership in two Oriental

Clubs
.1 -espeak her world wanderings, the

j,.

'

^ who have nothing to fear, the

presence _. one used to command, all these

tokens of riches has Ethel Watts Mum ford. Yet

she has jvorked as assiduously as any Green-

v"VSjl ^er whipped by dread of eviction from

her K

. .,y?" I asked the brunette sunning herself

ill the glow of attractive early middle age.

/Why not?" countered the woman who wrote

"Sick-a-Bed," that has set Xew York laughing

at the Gaiety Theatre.

"You are on the witness stand," I reminded.

She called to her aid a fine old Book which

some forget but all revere. She recalled that

it warns us not to hide our light under a bushel.

The book does not qualify its injunction. It

does not specify that one who pays an income

tax of eight per cent on surplus possessions

may secrete her light, nor that those who own

country estates should be exempt from cul-

tivating the talent or special aptitude with which

nature had endowed them. Beginning with this

premise Mrs. Grant or shall we call her Miss

umford ? proceeded :

A RICH woman is entitled to the market

price of her wares. There is no reason

why she should take a cent less for the product

u.' .
' brain than the young woman who must

"
e. I have strenuously fought for

'he Authors' League. I have urged
:iimum price at one cent a

..at is little enough. Yet there are

magazin" *h
=it are growing rich by buying fic-

iio.. to a half a cent a word. That

MM '

nst artistry. The writer forced to

produce ~.y at such a rate cannot do his or

justice. The output is forced. The

qu" suffers. The public is offered a low,

ishing grade of mental food. The pub-

ho offers such low rates is in the same

class with those who put adulterated foodstuffs

or drugs on the market.

..< is another reason why the rich woman
should exact the highest price for her wares

she can get. It is an economic one. The world

needs much money to ameliorate its misery. The
rich woman whose talent earns something need

not batten on it. There are good causes to

which she can give it. For instance there are

a legion of war relief agencies that should be

recipients of all we can give them. And there

are others that are deserving. I want the

Widowed Mothers' Pension law to become a

national institution. The Equal Suffrage move-

ment should be helped until the final goal is

reached. The woman whose talent can be con-

verted into wealth can find more channels for

its usefulness than she has money. The prin-

ciple is sound. A producer of wealth in her

own right, she becomes a distributor of it. She

can convert it into such channels that the world

will be better for her having lived.

SUCH
women are doing precisely that. Alice

Duer Miller, Mrs. Henry Wise Miller, is

a writing philanthropist.
Mrs. Blanche Wag-

staff, who writes verse and poetic drama is in

France spending her money and strength for

the alleviation of human wretchedness. Mrs.

Harry Payne Whitney, who is doing admirable

work in sculpture, is encouraging poor artists.

Mrs. William Astor Chanler's sculpture is

worthy of the admiration it received. She has

immeasurably helped suffering France through

her Lafayette Fund. Mrs. Joseph Blake, for-

merly Mrs. Clarence Mackay, gives the profits

from her writing to good causes. So does Mrs.

Leonard Thomas, the former Blanche Oelrichs,

a gifted poet."

Mrs. Grant is the daughter of David Watts

and the granddaughter of John Watts, both

presidents of the Cotton Exchange. She was

born in New York but bred in the State that

produces brave men and beautiful women, Ken-

tucky. She was educated in Paris. Through

her first husband, George Mumford, she had

contacts with legal and judicial minds, beside

the social contacts that had been hers from her

birth. The young, vivacious Hfe of America,

the suave and elegant life of Europe she knew

with equal intimacy. Motherhood supple-

mented her experiences and enriched her na-

ture. Having fully lived she was ready to

freely write.

But she had always been ready to write. She

cannot recall when she was not scribbling her

impressions of the moving panorama of life.

"Oliver Herford is responsible for my getting

into print," she said. "I knew him well and

used to suggest ideas for his development. 'Write

'em yourself,' he said. I timidly followed his

advice. I wrote a story. He read and improved

it and took it to a magazine. I got sixty dol-

lars for it. I was elated, inflated. My first

play was in one act. I called it 'Scenario.'

Annie Russell did it at a special matinee at the

Empire. My next was a drama of dual per-

sonality. Its title was 'John Wendham's Ex-

periment.'

WHILE
it was being tried by the Hunter

Bradford Players in Hartford, The
Case of Becky,' with the same theme, opened
in New York. Of course John Wendham
yielded to the lady. My third was originally
called 'The Young Idea.' Lydia Lopokova
played the leading role. Reasons for which I

was not wholly to blame caused it to be a brief-

lived play.

"One acquires a liberal education in writing

plays. I was learning that there was some-

thing wrong with mine. Robert Hunter of the

Hunter Bradford Players, spent a winter go-

ing over mine with me. He has a genius for

putting his finger on the weak spot. That

winter was a valuable one to me. I gained

fundamental knowledge and facility. After that

severe course I could work a play into proper

form in six weeks. But 'Sick-a-Bed' represents

a year's hard labor."

"The idea is novel. How did it come to you?"

"In a strangely tragic way. While Mrs.

Wallace Irwin was dying she lived in my house.

We moved out of the large house and lived in

a small bungalow to make way for our friends,

the Irwins. But I often visited the big house.

Even through the veil of sadness that lay upon

the place there were flashes of humor. The

situations in a sick-room are as funny as they

are sad. As I was leaving the house one day

for my bungalow I thought, 'What a situa-

tion ! Make a man who isn't sick go through

this rigmarole!' At first I thought I would make

him go willingly to bed to evade a summons.

Then I realized that it would be far funnier if

he didn't want to pretend to be sick. The play

grew gradually as all plays grow. But Mr.

Edward McGregor was of the greatest possible

help to me. I cannot overestimate the very able

assistance he afforded me."

"You have proven once more that some

women have a keen sense of humor. But what

is the ratio? If there were a hundred average

women in this tea room how many could prove

their possession of the saving grace?"

"All of them," the playwright made prompt

reply. "At the dinner given to Mrs. Norman

de R. Whitehouse to celebrate New York's

suffrage victory one hundred and eighteen

women were present. Everyone was witty."

"Shall we expect more plays from you?" I

asked as we made our way across the thick,

sound-swallowing carpets of the Woman's City

Club to the elevator.

YOU may. I've a barrel of them. And I've

formed the habit of industry. At nine

every morning I am at my desk, shaking my
finger at my subconscious mind and saying,

'Work.' And it does until one."

Her dark face glowed with laughter at her

own last speech. "I love the mutt," she said.

"I learned to like him when I made suffrage

speeches from soap boxes. The person who

sneers at the 'low brow' makes a mistake. The

mutts appreciated every point. The subtlest

irony reached and delighted them."

"How do you differentiate between a mutt

and a millionaire?"

The elevator clanged.

"Some millionaires are mutts," she laughed

merrily.

Strange as it seems there are husbands who

regard the writing talent as an intruder and

resent its place in the household.

One woman playwright met precisely such an

attitude in her family. That a woman should

seriously engage in any pursuit beside the time-

honored one of housekeeping and family rear-

ing, she says, pained her first spouse. Since our

subject wrote as spontaneously and habitually as

a bird sings, her husband's view did not har-

monize with hers.

As she put it, the pen became a sword be-

neath their roof.
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ETHEL WATTS MUMFORD

The author of "Sick-a-Bed" defends the

wealthy woman's right to work out her

own ambition MRS. BLANCHE WAGSTAFF
Who writes verse and poetic drama is in

France spending her money and strength

for the alleviation of human wretchedness

Rochlitz

MRS. LEONARD THOMAS
The former Blanche Oelrichs is a gifted poet,

and gives her well earned profits to good causes
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MRS. CHRISTIAN HEMMICK
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Who persuaded Uncle

Sam to build the Na-

tional Sylvan Theatre,

Washington, D. C.
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BEHIND THE SCENES IN TOKIO
Noted Japanese players to visit America as a result of the world war

By OLIVER M. SAYLER

their

OVER
three years ago someone predicted

that as a result of the war all the artists

and all the actors of all the world would

come to America and bring the leaven of their

imagination just as the Greeks brought to

Europe the font of the Renaissance

flight from the Turk. Many
of the artists and most of

the actors have obliged this

prophet by fulfilling his pre-

diction. And those who

have not already made the

pil?-' age are planning to do

^ ...t. the war.

terhaps the latest famous

group to consider seriously

the project of an Amer-

ican tour are the actors

in he company of the

Impetto Theatre, Tokio.

lap; Uread) known to

travelers in the Orient for

their courageous attempt tn

introduce the Western drama

to their countrymen as well

as for the picturesque excel-

lence of their productions of

their own native drama,

these players are unsatisfied

to wait and he seen by the

cc.npantive few who cross

he Pacific. And so, eager

fj play before an American audience at first

nand, their first topic of conversation when they

meet a traveler from the United States is this

su^'/ect so near their heart.

1 was just a bit timid about going behind the

scenes at the Imperial, for although the theatre

in front of the proscenium is just like our own

I wasn't sure what Oriental rites and ceremonies

I would encounter where the actors could be

their real Japanese selves without anyone look-

ing on. The way led past scenery and tackle

stacked Western fashion and that was reassur-

SONOSUKE SAWAMURA
A Japanese of marked personality who In-

terprets romantic rdles

KOSHIRO MATSUMOTO
Tokio's great favorite in his dressing-room at the Imperial Theatre

ing. But when I came to the dressing-rooms

themselves, there was a difference, although it

was a difference calculated to soothe rather

than to embarrass the visitor. For the Imperial

is an institutional theatre and its actors make
their dres 'ng-rooms their waking homes and so

they have the opportunity and incentive to make
them as comfortable and as expressive of their

own individuality as possible.

My curiosity was keenest to see Koshiro Mat-

sumoto, for I had been carried away by the

splendid virility of his acting, a quality which

will easily make him the favorite of the com-

pany when it comes to America. He was seated

in a chair, Western fashion, before his mirror,

making up for the role of Kosai in the Japanese
social tragedy, "A Paradise on Hearsay, a Hell

at Sight," which closed the program of four

plays with a burst of passion and color. He
spoke no English and so our conversation passed

through the mouth of an interpreter, but no mat-

ter how I tried to vary it he returned to the

single burning topic: "How will the Americans
like me when we go to the United States?"

Around him on the walls and on tiny tables

were gathered the treasures of his career. On
the wall above his table hung a portrait of the

great Danjuro who won the title of Japan's
foremost actor before his death fifteen years

ago. Danjuro had been Koshiro's instructor in

the latter's early years and the pupil had not

forgotten the one to whom he owed his in-

spiration.

All during our conversation, the vivid colors

that combined to make a masterpiece in physiog-

nomy for the face of Kosai were being deftly

applied. The Japanese all know the art of

make-up but none better than Koshiro. His

ability to achieve the brilliant and the chro-

matic in this phase of the actor's craft has its

parallel in all the other phases. More than any

of the other actors on the Japanese stage, he

knows how to minimize the natural monotony
of his native spoken tongue. There is a rise

and fall and a surge to his

speech, a sense of rhythmic

phrasing that casts his work
into immediate relief. In

romantic and character roles,

especially, he resembles no

one so much as Otis Skin-
s*^^_^^i^^^

ner when the latter was

Koshiro's own age, forty-

five.

Baiko Onoe is a much

younger man than Koshiro

but already he surpasses his

comrade among his own

people, for the Japanese

strangely refuse to see

Koshiro's most distinctive

gifts. Baiko has few rivals

to-day in the Japanese the-

atre in the impersonation of

women's roles, a practice

which persists in spite of the

presence of actresses in the

Japanese plays at certain

stated times.

One of the most likeable

of all the actors at the Imperial is little Sono-

suke Sawamura. Sonosuke speaks English, much
better than he will admit, for his shyness and

diffidence prevent him from showing his lingual

skill. When the Imperial comes to America it will

be his fortune to fall heir to great admiration.

BAIKO ONOE
A famous Japanese female impersonator mak-

ing up in his dressing-room
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From a portrait by Davis 5* Sanford

LAURETTE TAYLOR AS PORTIA
The young actress who has built up a large following in

light, sympathetic comedy roles, has just essayed Shake-

spearean drama, the test of all real acting ability.

She has been seen as Katherine, Portia and Juliet



G. B. S. IN HACKNEYED MOMENTS
Showing how the world's most original jester con-

descends at times to employ conventional methods

By NATHANIEL S. SHAPIRO

COBWKBUY
professors of dramatic litera-

ture with tlieir ecstatic reverence of tradi-

tion hurl mouldy cabbages ;tt Bernard

Shaw because his plays ignore the conventional

technique of the drama. 1 enjoy the framework

of his plays; it is refreshing, and tits in well

with the Hibernian's plan to write drama which

will lack our present-day over-emphasis on

"shmentimental," sugary romance, and black,

disgusting passion. Shrivelled-up old maids

and puritanical boarding-school misses fed on

impossible Robert W. Chambers fiction are

shocked by Shaw's ideas of morality. Again I

delightfully. Highbrows lambaste

Ifty Irishman because he resorts at times

to "slap-stick" comedy methods, employed by

nonsensical photoplaywrights, mossy "gags" used

by the comedians of burlesque shows, and hack-

neyed situations resorted to by our modern
dramatists. These hackneyed moments in the

plays of G. B. S. are delicious.

Shaw is fully conscious of the fact that at

times he has used trite situations and dialogue

in his plays. It is ridiculous to think that this

gifted Irishman, who jabbed his pen unmerci-

fully into the English writers of farce and com-

edy because they employed hoary situations and

mirthless lines, would not be aware of his use

of hackneyed material. "The Twentieth Cen-

tury Moliere" often resorted to the old tricks

of the dramatic bag when Shaw, the business

man, overcame Shaw, the artist. He inter-

spersed his comedies with burlesque, farce, and

exaggeration of an old flavor, because he knew
that such material would appeal to the general

public. A good deal of the $200,000 that G.

B. S. has made out of the theatre has come out

of the pockets of the less critical theatregoer.
Since Shaw often wished to sugar-coat the bit-

ter pill of criticism, which he was to hand out

to '-is customers, he used "slap-stick," "gags,"
ei

- iE reference to a pretty, young girl as a
*- chicken" or to a disagreeable old woman

hen" has been done to death in vaude-

'esque and farce. The comparison of
a jr vising with a bird or animal to obtain

-'d material in the Elizabethan

"g- this type of comparison in

"M r "
Profession," when Frank con-

-aged Mrs. Warren, who is far

=j'ph-lte* with a sparrow. The line al-

gets aBg laugh. Frank says, "My dear

UppOM JTOU v,.r. a sparrow

lf<nd pretty a sparrow hopping in

and you saw a steam-roller com-
ffjour direction, would you wait for it?"

^Thve also the comic effect resulting from

^fact
that the use of the word "sparrow" di-

tl our attention to Mrs. Warren's figure
when we are only concerned about her morals.
The amusing playwright thus refreshes the stale

comparison by fitting it into a dialogue which is

sprightly, and into an interesting situation in
which the morals of Mrs. Warren are holding
the centre of the stage. Those who have seen
"Man and Superman" may remember the mo-
ment in which Tanner speaks of himself as
a woman's prey, and of a woman as a spider.

In the "Inca of Perusalem," produced here a

few weeks before the United States entered

the European war, G. B. S. employs a very old

and broad comedy trick effectively. The chief

character in the historical playlet is Kaiser Wil-

helm or the "Inca of Perusalem." Whenever
the Inca is irritated he pulls his large, black,

well-curled and exaggerated mustache up and

down continuously by moving his lips. Shaw
used this device probably to sugar-coat the

truthful criticism about the Kaiser, which would

be annoying to lovers of das Vaterland. The

night I saw the playlet at the Neighborhood

Playhouse there were two Germans seated along-
side of me. Whenever Shaw dug it into the

Kaiser, they appeared to be annoyed. As soon

as the Irish dramatist had the Inca pull his

large mustache, the two Germans chuckled, a'

though they were displeased at what the maid
of the princess was saying about their royal
idol at the very moment.

Shakespeare named one of his

characters Elbow in order to get humor-
ous effects by having the characters in the play

mispronounce it or make puns on it, this method
of comedy was in its second childhood. It was
a sure-fire device that was one of the Hoyt
standbys, and is currently relied upon by such

comedians as Raymond Hitchcock and George
Munroe. Shaw uses it in "Misalliance." One
of the most hilarious situations in this play,
which just completed a successful run in New
York, is when old Tarleton tries to pronounce
the name of Lina Szczepanowska, the Polish

acrobat. She teaches Tarleton how to spell her
name.

Lina. Say fish.

Tarleton. Fish.
Lina. Say church.
Tarleton. Church.
Lina. Say fish church.
Tarleton. But it is not good sense.
Lina (inexorable). Fish church.
Tarleton. Fish church.
Lina. Again.
Tarleton. Fish. No. But (resigning him-

self) fish church.
Lina. Now say Szczepanowska.
Tarleton. Szczepanowska. Got it, by Gad...
Shaw relies on the repeated mispronunciation

of a name for comedy effects in a few of his

plays. Casar again and again calls Ftatateeta,
Cleopatra's chief nurse, Totateeta in "Casar
and Cleopatra." The Irish author cannot re-
frain from having one of his characters call

Redbrook "Kidbrook." The clever Hibernian,
one of the best business men in the theatrical
world to-day, knows that these lines are "laugh-
getters," and that it is expedient to pick up
laughs.

is so antiquated as a "gag" about
the peacefulness of married life? Vaude-

ville and burlesque comedians resort to it as
often as they use "make-up" for th.eir faces.
G. B. S. employs this marriage "gag" a few
times in "Getting Married," which had a suc-
cessful engagement on Broadway last year.
Here are a few specimens of this type of
comedy: "This is not quarreling Lesbia, it is

only English family life.
1 ' "Go and get mar-

ried first; you'll have plenty of arguing after-

wards, miss, believe me." "Lord bless you,
madame. I am that fond of my old Mathilda
that I never tell her anything at all for fear of

hurting her feelings." The lines are all "pill-

sweeteners" and "laugh-getters" in a play filled

with the typical bitter and satirical Shavian
criticism of our present marriage institution.

G. B. S. uses word reiteration for comedy ef-

fects somewhat after the manner of Sam Ber-
nard's "Sufficiency," or Joe Welch's "Dat's

enough." Dramatic plumbers resort to it as

a rule to get laughs and nothing else. This

type of "gag" in the hands of the ingenious
Irishman is employed to get a loud chuckle from
liis audience, and to add a realistic coloring
to the character-drawing of old, jovial, super-
ficial Tarleton in "Misalliance." The "gag" in

this delightful Shavian comedy is not merely
the monotonous and unnecessary reiteration of
one or more words. Tarleton spouts a well-

known author's name to express his own mood.

Undoubtedly many of us have met the super-
ficial, Tarleton type those individuals who are

walking reference libraries. Who has not
talked with the personage who knows what a

writer stands for, but has never read the au-

thor's books?

Hypatia tells her father that death is an un-

pleasant subject. Tarleton says, "Scientifically
it is a delightful subject. You read Weisman."
Mrs. Tarleton insists that the underwear manu-
facturer should not tempt Providence. Tarle-

ton gets angry and shouts in an excited man-
ner, "Providence likes to be tempted. That's
the secret of the successful business man. Read

Browning." When Lord Summerhays utters a

paradox, old Tarleton is pleased. He meditates
a few moments, and then says, "Paradox, para-
dox. Good. Paradoxes are the only truths.

Read Chesterton." Indeed a hackneyed method
of comedy, but exhilarating and human in the

hands of the "Twentieth Century Moliere."

IN
the realm of "slap-stick" Shaw is very

much at home. The wide popularity of

physical humor G. B. G. must have noticed re-

peatedly while he was a dramatic critic of the

Saturday Review. Shavian "slap-stick" mixed
with witty Shavian dialogue and vivacious sa-

tire makes an irresistible theatrical dish. A
dish which is well seasoned; it makes one think

and it makes one laugh.

Shaw has used physical humor effectively in

his historical theatrical efforts. To see Cath-
erine the Great and Cleopatra express their

feelings and thoughts a la Charlie Chaplin is de-

lightful. Colossal Ca?sar and physically won-
derful Cleopatra are seated between the fore-

paws of a sphinx in the desert. The great Julius
tells the Queen that they are both dreaming.
Cleopatra says they are not. She proceeds glee-

fully to demonstrate her contention by pulling a

pin from her hair, jabbing it repeatedly into

Caesar's arm, and crying the while, "It is not a

dream; it is not a dream. See. See."

In the "Great Catherine" the paradoxical
Hibernian has also used his broadest strokes of

"slap-stick."
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Act I. The daughters of the Earth SpiritA young shepherd takes a cold

and dumb sprite to his cottage as

his wife. The god Pan loves her,

too. He creates a terrific storm,
under cover of which the girl runs
back to the woods. The shepherd
follows her, and Pan captures
him. A country girl, in love with
the shepherd, gives Pan her love

in turn for which he frees the

shepherd and his dumb wife. The

shepherd returns with his sprite,
her voice now restored through

love and sacrifice.

FRANK COXROY AS PAN

HIP 1

White

Fania MarinoflF Sydney Carlisle Margaret Fareleigh

"PAN AND THE YOUNG SHEPHERD" AT THE GREENWICH VILLAGE THEATRE



FOR THE BOYS IN SERVICE
By SUZETTE G. STUART

ANKU
kind of theatre ticket is be.ng

issued in New York City this winter,

and issued by the thousands. Yet the

general public knows little or nothing about it,

no theatrical syndicate is backing the show to

which it gives admission, and the user doesn't

pay even a war-tax !

This particular bit of purple cardboard is

really the announcement of a big show and a

"Sabbath Day" show at that printed in imita-

tion of the usual theatre ticket. Its disperser

is no haughty box-office, but

lively squads of Boy Scouts who

are sent out at regular intervals

during each Saturday to spread

their good news to lonely soldiers

and sailors seeking week-end

Jbrsion away from camp drill

id ship isolation.

The dfiis -.r inacliina of this

novelty is the New York War
O Community Service, at 15

Ea: Dth Street, an organiza-

tic. importance and scope of

whose work is as big as its name

i- mouth-filling. Though less than

a year old, it boasts an official

ancestry and pedigree which is

augiistly described in one of its

own leaflets thus : "The New
York War Camp Community Ser-

vice has been organized by repre-

sentatives of the War Department
and Navy Department Commissions

on Training Camp Activities to

promote recreation activities for

soldiers and sailors spending off-

duty time in this city." In its en-

deavor to find out just what are

the real rieeds of enlisted men when in New
York, the W. C. C. S. at the same time made
the discovery that beneath its surface indifference

and hard gaiety New York has a warm heart.

Camp Community Service has proved

'contradiction, and to all ques-
u II out of its official vest-pocket

a notebook of facts such as these : in two months

of this winter over 1,300 soldiers and sailors were

entertained at friendly home dinners of a

Saturday or Sunday, and more than 1,700 were

guests at private dances or Sunday tea or other

social gatherings. These good times were all

made possible through the enterprise of the

W. C. C. S., which acts as a clearing-house

between the willing hospitality of the individual

family and the enlisted man's need of friendli-

ness when he's many a long mile from home.

Hoys in service enjoying a Soldiers' and Sailors'

Vaudeville Show at the Harris Theatre

Still there remain thousands of the "boys" (a

reliable estimate says 22,000 every week-end) who
come in town from nearby camps and the ships
that are in port, for whom there are not enough
invitations to go around. Sunday afternoons

especially the is a blank on the city's calendar

of entertainments. So, like a good godfather,

the New York War Camp Community Service

has been rilling in that blank with what they

call Soldiers' and Sailors' Vaudeville Shows.

The lirst of these was held at the Harris Theatre

the Sunday before Christmas and was followed

by weekly programs of such steadily increasing

popularity that a month later the shows were

transferred to the larger auditorium of the 44th

Street Theatre. And such jolly afternoons as

they are, too ! The "boys" certainly get what

would be their money's worth if they had to

buy admission tickets. No amateur

talent, this; but glittering stars

from Broadway and big-time favor-

ites have made up the bills, giving

generously and heartily of their

time.

"Among those present" (that is,

Lack of the footlights) have ap-

peared such Broadway favorites as

Julia Marlowe, Burr Mclntosh,
Kutli Draper, David Bispham,

Kubelik, L'Estralita, the inimitable

Frank Tinney, Percy Grainger with

the Fort Hamilton band, of which

lie is now a member, besides en-

tertaining clog dancers, equilibrists,

the mind-reading Zanzigs, and

other amusing folk. One afternoon

special numbers were joyfully re-

ceived from Kelly, McNulty and

Cronin, previously heralded on the

various camp bulletin boards as

"former Broadway favorites, now
members of the 304th Field

Artillery, Battery B, Camp Upton."
And a particular favorite is

Laurette Taylor, who with O. P.

Heggie, Catherine Proctor, Violet

Kemble Cooper, and Lionel Gleneston, has

brought tears and laughter with "Peg O' My
Heart" and Happiness."

Any actor-folk who have played before a house

packed with alert young fellows in khaki or blue

uniform have experienced a quickened pulse that

no house of theatre habitues can give.

DO YOU KNOW-=
That John Drew once shaved off his mous-

tache? It was for his production of "Richard

Carvel," a dramatic version of a popular novel,

''he play was a failure, so the moustache soon

reappeared.

That Ethel Barrymore once played a male
role, and wore bobbed hair and pantaloons? It

was in a pathetic little one-act piece called

"Carrots," used as a curtain-raiser.

That Etienne Giradot was a famous female-
impersonator long before Julian Eltinge was
ever heard of? He created, in the United
States, the title role of "Charlie's Aunt," a

farce-comedy that had a phenomenal run.

That Sardou declared most of his plays were
not written by himself but by the spirit of Ber-
nard Palissy using Sardou as a medium?

That John Millington Synge was once a long-
haired Bohemian of the Latin Quarter in Paris?

That Billie Burke has a sister who, a few
years ago, appeared as a skater on Hammer-

stein's roof-garden, on top of the since demol-
ished Victoria Theatre?

That Flora Zabelle. the wife of Raymond
Hitchcock, is an Armenian?

That John Galsworthy studied law at New
College, Oxford, and was later admitted to Lin-
coln's Inn ?

That Lillian Russell's mother was promi-
nently associated with the Woman Suffrage
Party in Chicago fifty years ago?

That Richard Mansfield, at the age of ten,
was sent to school in Germany, but could not
stand it?

That "Oliver Twist" was first played in New
York at the Franklin Theatre in Chatham Street,

January 7, 1839?

That Edwin Arden's real name is Smith?

That Ruth St. Denis and her husband, Ted
Shawn, have a combination residence and danc-
ing-school in Los Angeles, known as "Deni-
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shawn," where many famous movie stars have

taken dancing lessons? Mrs. Shawn has a

brother who is known as Brother St. Denis.

That Clare Rummer, who first wrote a song
called "Dearie," and then plays called "Good

Gracious, Anabelle" and "A Successful Calam-

ity," is a member of the Henry Ward Beecher

family, and is also a cousin of William Gillette?

She has made a great deal of money.

That Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks was a Miss

Sully, daughter of Daniel Sully, once famous
as "The Cotton King"? He later lost his for-

tune, and ran a boarding-house. There is one

person in the world of whom Mrs. Fairbanks

is particularly proud, and that is Master Fair-

banks.

That Modjeska's name complete and un-

abridged was Modrezejewska?

That the last words Sir Henry Irving uttered

on the stage were, "Into Thy hands, O, Lord !

Into Thy hands!" in Tennyson's "Becket"?
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DAISY DE WITT
In the "Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic"

DIANA ALLEN
Another member of the "Midnight Frolic"

Jra L. Hill

..

? j

Dance, little dancing girls! Dance ye more fleet!"'

Sing, little ringing girls! Sing ye more sweetly!

Days are of sorrow let nights be of gladness!

Sing ye and dance ye! Banish all sadness!

Never before, since the old -world's beginning

Had ivc 'Siicli need of laughter and singing.

Player folk! Take us ivhere pain is forgotten!

Sinless thy fairy-land! War unbegotten!

To-morrow zve zi.'ork again. .. .Weep again. .. .Pray we

That in the darkness and turmoil -we keep ye!

Yon are the anchor to hold us from drifting

Keep ye the Dream bright 'neath Death-ashes sifting!

PARMLEE BRACKETT

Hall LOUISE GROODY
Whose grace adds to the charm of "Toot-Toot"

DANCE, LITTLE DANCING GIRLS!



THE NOVELTY SHOW SHOP
Real human interest and believable stage situations quite

overlooked in the crazefor the sensational and the bizarre

By CHARLTON ANDREWS

GOOD
moniing," the theatrical managers

are saying these days when they drop

in at the offices of our busiest play

factories. "What's your latest novelty in dra-

matic technique?"

Whereupon the enterprising manufacturer dis-

plays his samples, bizarre and amazing contor-

tions of what Aristotle and William Archer and

Brander Matthews have treated so reverently,

now served up in such revolutionary perversions

as modern ingenuity can devise.

I'm not quite sure who started it. Possibly it

was the alert Mr. Cohan. At all events, in his

next-to-the-last Review he had some sharp

straight arm jabs for the dramatic technique of

the solemn punditti whose dicta roll forth

thunderously ex cathedra wherever university

presidents are imaginative and optimistic enough

believe that the craft of playmaking can be

t: and is worth teaching at that.

More especially, there was "Seven Keys to

3aldpate." When that amazingly entertaining

was first performed, a wave of horror

pi across the campi of our best colleges. A
wright had dared to keep a secret from his

Jience! And what a blood-curdling secret it

-the whole central melodramatic farce of the

.....ig was not real at all
;

it was only the acted-

out story which the novelist upstairs was bom-

barding out of his Corona!

T FOR one shall never forget the thrill of

*
pleasure which played Jacob's Ladder with

the spines of the hoi folloi and the sickening
sensation whicli simultaneously assailed the

gasters of our intellectual aristocracy when the

curtain went up ^for^th"
last act or the epilogue,

T whatevr-
"

- "Seven Keys," to the

cucKii.), c typewriter in the room

^Jmg, hold-up, civic corruption,

assassination, mysterious disappearance all that
*"

spectators had been beholding so breathlessly

thing after all but the birth throes of one
the Six Best Sellers! Truly, thought

, Mr. Cohan had got away with everything,

.tiding murder.

As I remember, the next severe jolt suffered

by D. T. (which, by the way, does not here stand
for delirium iremens) emanated from the re-

doubtable Mr. Reizenstein. He had deserted the

nrarticc ^f law temporarily, it seems, to cast his

: form of "On Trial." Once again
chairs of playwriting throughout the

-ademic world rocked on their platforms. Once
igain Clayton Hamilton was compelled to re-

'tse his complete works. Mr. Reizenstein had
.. ..iten his play backward!

I am not exactly sure why he did it. Perhaps
he had been taking George Jean Nathan
seriously (I am told that there really are several

persons who do so) and the gentleman from
Indiana (Fort Wayne, to be exact) had impressed
the young attorney with the statement that not

only could the dramas of Augustus Thomas all

b played backward, but they would be greatly
improved in the process. At all events. Mr.
Reizenstein calmly and deliberately set about re-

lating inversely a delectable narrative that might
have been inspired by the edifying adventures
of H. Thaw, Esq.

The result? Sensation! It was not the story,

you know, it was the way it was told. We
were kept jumping from now to last month or

last year or last century and back again. The

stage-hands also did their share of jumping.

"On Trial" instantly set new records for the

standing and running high and broad, to say

nothing of the pole-vault.

AND
then throughout the length and breadth

of our fair (except in the cost of living)

land, from Maine to California, from Niagara

Falls to San Antone, there went up one universal

shout: Mr. Reizenstein had lifted his dramatic

technique from the cinema. (Note that I avoid

"movies." "Cinema" seems to give one's style

such a tone these days.) "On Trial" was just a

series of cut-backs and fade-aways. The legit

had entered the arena and was about to do battle

with its lusty young adversary, the screen.

Mr. Reizenstein denied the allegation and defied

the allegator. I personally heard him do so on

the occasion of the first production of another

play of his called "The Iron Cross." He hoped

no one would accuse him in this second instance

of having purloined his ideas from the films. I

am sure when I recall "The Iron Cross" that

Mr. Reizenstein got his wish. In fact, most of

us had the feeling that first aid from Mr. David

Griffith or even Mack Sennett would have been

very welcome in the case of the 'play named after

the Kaiser's pet extravagance.

However, that is neither hither nor yon. Mr.

Reizenstein could at least join hands with Louis

XV and remark in chorus, "Aprcs moi, le

ctcluge!" Slowly it came, but steadily; and it

hasn't subsided yet. Plays all about us dropped
into the strange habit of beginning at the wrong
end. There was "Innocent," for example, in

which the hero thoughtfully allayed the ire of

the audience in advance by shooting himself first

and spinning his yarn afterward. How many
another piece could be thus improved !

But, resisting the obvious temptation to digress,

I pass on to the year 1917 around which cling

such tender memories in the theatrical world

especially around the last two months of it. In

the autumn of that memorable year, it will be

recalled, ere yet the nipping frosts had stripped

the tender leaves from our carefully cherished

trees, there was delivered yet one more well nigh
fatal thrust at the common enemy. Technique of

the Drama.

TNEVITABLY I allude to "Eyes of Youth," a
A piece in which the fine Italian hand of the

scholarly Dr. Marcin doth appear. In this play we
witnessed the solemn spectacle of three (or was it

four?) separate stories shooting forth from the

parent stem to which we kept returning for

more. It seems there were several suitors for

Miss Marjorie Rambeau's hand a thing by no
means incredible. Naturally she was in a quan-
dary. Not content merely to say, "My mother
told me "to choose this one," she consulted a

large glass marble and therein saw her finish

three times over.

If she didn't marry anybody what a pity!
she would become an old-maid schoolteacher, a

faded antique all within the space of a few short

years. She would soon lose her job, her eye-

sight (or most of it), and her lover. Her sister

would remain as youthful as ever and elope with

that last-named worthy. Her brother would

prove a drone, and oh, well, it was a very poor
idea all the way around.

If she flitted away with the impresario to

France and had her voice irrigated, she would

degenerate into a bediamonded prima donna, the

darling of Paris in general and of several well-

to-do Parisians in particular, a trifle more care-

less than Miss Mary Nash in "The Man Who
Came Back," bursting with temperament and un-

respectability. She would defy all impresarios
in language most shocking, w-ould have to endure

moral lessons and everything.

If she married the rich and elderly suitor, an

even worse fate was in store for her : she would
have to play a whole act taken from one of

Willard Mack's flivvers ! This was more than

Miss Rambeau could bear. She promptly came
out of her trance, married the man she luvveii,

and kept a theatre open for weeks and weeks

when all around her thei <. was quite another

story to tell.

Come we now almost to the very end of that

fateful year. Just nine blocks north as the fly

crows from where Miss Rambeau had shot her

bolt at the Hamiltonian-Matthewsian technique

of the drama where Mr. Guernon had delivered

a knockout blow, and Dr. Marcin had admin-

istered a sleeping potion that gallant young
Lochinvar of the theatre, Broncho B. Ander-

son, assisted by his stalwart partner, Air.

Weber, provided the patient with the coup de

grace in the dread form of that classic gem,

"Yes or No."

INSTEAD
of telling a handful of stories one

at a time, and after each returning for a fresh

start, "Yes or No" as the entire world must by

now be aware tells two stories alternately. And

what stories ! Ah, what, indeed. Beatrice Fair-

fax herself, or even Ella Wheeler Wilcox, would

have been proud to be the author of one of them.

I mean, of course, the one in which the dis-

contented wife elopes with the parlor-snake and

then begs him to "marry her and make her

decent."

Plays which, if told "straight," would be hope-

less may, if told singularly, spell success. So

unlock the old trunk and dig out that oft-re-

jected 'script. All the poor thing needs is a

fresh and freakish technique. You can't think

of any device that hasn't been used? Non-

sense. How about two -stories told simultane-

ously? Modern actors dote on outshouting one

another.

Two stories told backward simultaneously.

One forward and one backward. One backward

and the other advancing to meet it. When they

hit bing !

Combinations of three stories. Act I, Now ;

Act II, Seven Years Ago; Act III, 1952. Or

start in the middle and play it both ways from

the Jack.

Try any of these unless you prefer that most

unusual of novelties, an interesting play, with

real people and credible situations, straightfor-

wardly treated.
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Photo White
(Lieut. Eulin)

Georges Plateau

(Mme. Eulin)

Mrs. Fiske

(Col. Eulin)

Lee Baker

Lieut. Eulin, before the war, is a confirmed pacifist. His mother agrees with him

until her other son is killed by foreign plotters. In an instant her attitude

changes. Her husband, a retired colonel, is a secret service agent, and traces to

his own son, the pacifist, the invention of a terrible explosive which will ensure

victory to the side possessing it. When war threatens Colonel Eulin seizes the in-

vention in the name of France and the pacifist buckles on his sword

SCENE IN "SERVICE" A FRENCH WAR PLAY BY HENRI LAVEDAN
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MISS MARIE CHAMBERS
A DE LUXE EDITION OF

THE PARISIAN AMERICAN
By ANNE ARCHBALD

IF
you had chanced to be in the subway coming from Brooklyn around

eleven on a certain night of the current April, and had seen a charm-

ing person whose radiant blondeness of hair and skin stood out from

the contrasting black of her lynx-trimmed coat and burnt-goose feathered

hat enter the car talking French to her maid, I'm sure you would have

stared, and you might have muttered to yourself as well, "Que diable faites-

vous dans ce galeref" Which, translated in Americanese, would be, "How

in the world does that young and pretty Parisienne happen to be so far away

from home?"

splendid example
of t, *.. those costumes

r-*VA '<* . Chambers likes

mfke' fiends with _au<l

"""'}' <""l often," a

ce dreti )f , utached
rgt and fact satin.

*****' "'*. a true Vic-

, its times
Braided in black

. and til of it lined

Frtnch blue and while

strtped silk. To complete
the atmosphere a Victorian-

looking toque of fine blue

straw panached with iri-

descent green coque feathers

Photos Ira L. Hill

Though you might be misled by the fur, this

is not a winter coat, but a special summer
one for Miss Chambers to wear over her

silk and gingham frocks. It is of a lightness!

Rich black fibre silk zt'ith only a lining of

yellow chiffon which corresponds in shade to

the fitch collar, wrapping in a novel manner
round the neck. The chic black hat with its

burnt goose feather trimming, which though
small, well shades the face, is chosen to en-

hance Miss Chambers' ri-'id blonde coloring

And if you had thought all this you would have
been perfectly right as far as outward appearances

go, but wrong as to basic facts. For your Parisienne

would have been none other than Miss Marie Cham-
bers returning home to New York by a quick route

after playing her role of French vampire in the

Lou-Tellegen "Blind Youth" production, then booked
for its week's engagement in Brooklyn before start-

ing on the road. And Miss Chambers isn't French
at all, or even English, but bona fide for-genera-
tions-back American.-

Then what accounts for the camouflage of na-

tionality? Has the nightly impersonation of a

French vampire anything to do with it? No, it's

not so simple as that. The explanation for the

illusion would 1)6 something like this.

That Miss Chambers, though born in Philadel-

phia, has spent most of her life since a child in

Paris, speaking French like a native. That she has

a figure like the typical Parisienne, round waist and

slender hips. That she has an extraordinary trans-

parency of blonde skin further heightened by a

scarlet mouth and faint brown shadows round her

large blue-grey eyes, a coloring also suggestive of

the French woman ; and golden hair parted in the

middle and waved in a deep Marcel in the best

Parisian manner. Lastly, and most importantly for

our purpose, that from the top of her head to the
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sole of her foot Miss Chambers

is chic, and elegante and dis-

tinguee.

Her clothes she likes to make

friends of, she says. She wants

a frock to be practical as well as

beautiful, the lines severely sim-

ple and straight, so that she

"can wear it long and easily and

often." She is not of those who

order numerous gowns, wear each

one once or twice and cast them

aside for something new. And in

this characteristic she is again of

the French school, the best French

school, that of the elegante

Parisienne. She is not extrava-

gant, this Parisienne, but she

knows values, the best there is

to be had in material in cut, and

in finished workmanship, and she

expects to pay for it according-

ly. Only a few frocks a year, but

those very real and from her

favorite house which she has

tried out and knows can fit her

individuality. All of Miss Cham-

bers' costumes, shown here,

gowns, wraps and hats, were de-

signed for her by Harry Collins.

No wardrobe complete this sea-

son without several cafes, for

day and evening u'earl Miss

Chambers has chosen one, light

and floating as thistledown, for

her summer evening frock of

pink and black Chantilly. It is

of pale grey chiffon over coral

chiffon with flounces of black

Chantilly and a collar made of

a grey ostrich plume ribbed

down its middle with coral

"Une jolie robe rempit* ^Z" *""

jolie femme," as the young
French at'iator of twenty-three

medals exclaimed, when he

caught a glimpse of Miss Cham-

bers climbing the stairs of Mr.

Hill's studio to pose in this

black satin restaurant gown.

He must hare felt quite at home

on seeing the French mode of no

sleeves with a gown somewhat

high in the neck, a favorite

trick of Miss Chambe: tnd

one which she v ch

vampire, in "B' r

a frock of Ant f

We will let you

secrets here that

does not reveal,

that though the Oi':'.'iV ':^
this black Chantilly^ l^e

^"
has a bouffant appearan

'"

J*
flesh-pink silk foundat^ ,V-

"**

on the snuggest and straight -.

of lines underneath. N SeattiJ

tip, that Miss Chambers' perf\ '!

feet are encased in grey J^*V'

slippers and stockings, K

licious combination with

and black and one to which

Miss Chambers is especially

partial, using grey footgear with

every costume where it does not

actually clash

J^



MISS HAZEL DAWN NOT ONLY

LOVES ALL OUT-DOOR SPORTS

BUT ALSO KNOWS THE SMART

CLOTHES THAT SHOULD GO

WITH THKM-

AND THAT INTERESTING HOUSE,

BALCH, PRICE & CO. HAS FUR-

NISHED HER WITH THE MODELS

WHICH SHE CHOSE

But when Miss Dawn gets really down to busi

ness this is the costume she will wear, a skir

of white silk poplin printed in a b"';!:: ^uiurec

desigr ,
a st* ^r'j i!v .' t ui white satin, and t

sitfi'dess sweater knitted in heavy rose silk, tha,

gives an unexpected warmth for the size of it

The efficiency sports hat is of soft white felt witl

a cnishable crown and a facing of panama

For motoring not when she is at the wheel
of her car, of course, but when she relaxes on
the back seat of the tonneau and lets someone
else

1

drive the "Pink Lady" wears this cape-
wrap of gabardine in a khaki tone lined with
black satin and a little service cap of velvet
to match, with a pink and blue embroidered

ornament in fro"nt

You must be patriotic like Miss Dawn, and add
a sleeve-less something to your wardrobe and your
list of other "less" things. This sports suit of

good old jersey cloth in a heavenly yes, literally

shade of turquoise blue has as its only con-

trasting touch a belt lined with sand-colored jersey,
which shows as a tiny piping on either side

Miss Dan'ii not only lores to participate in every kind
of sport herse'If, but to be a spectator at sport gather-
ings. For such occasions this Summer she has chosen
a sport suit like this, of heavy oyster white fibre silk

:i-i//i a deep border of knotted fringe on the sash and
the back of the sailor collar. With this goes a big hat
uf natural colored strait' in a fancy weave, wreathed

-cith a brilliantly gay assortment of field flowers

Photos Ira L. Hill
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PROFFER. THE SEASON^

SPONSORED FASHIONS

AMERICAN AND TRANSATLANTIC

IN

OUTER APPAREL
AND APPURTENANCES FOR.

URBAN AND

WEAR

ns

Dance., Shrek Styeack 9rocta,- Jporfc

Qadabout Brasses andiSuit$.JAotor
6 Sudd (Jackets and Coats. Outdoor

anctfttouses

ofUniLsualCkatm andtyistindion

including a Special Showing of
Otreet, QaiiorecL and,

Sports
nats

Ititra-Smart Iksigns inS
Commus,SLoas now

being accepted
for{Repairing and&emodelinqat> / P 7

/-j)
. J7

389 FULTON STREET

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

Sucii ! .. . ,

is the imprisoned fragrance of m>- . _v ., .

One of Houbigant's creations, and Houbigant
is the master perfumer of thv Id

Other Houbigant Creations are: v. ''ie

Quelques Violettes, Coeur de Jeannetu
These may be obtained in sachets, talcums, ' -

etc., at the smartest shops. Samples of the Per\

can be had at 2;c each by addressing:

HOUBIGANT, Park & Tilford
519 West 4ind Street New York City

k Agent* in the United Stale* and Canada

) makers of Park W Tilford Candle.
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ON "THE AVENUE"

WITH BROADWAY'S

BRIGHTEST STAKS

Observe well Miss Florence Walton's feet which are

clad in round-toed, short-vamped, made-in-Paris pumps
than which Miss Walton szvears she will wear no other

for walking. Incidentally her quilted brown taffeta coat

is a Poiret

Madam Nazimova zvith her

husband Charles Bryant

getting a breath of fresh

air between performances

of their Ibsen spring sea-

son. You see that Madam
Nasimoi'a "holds with"

Paris that no smart ward-

robe this season should be

without its chemise blouse

Mr. and Mrs. Lou Tellegen

pause for a moment on

their way to the Plaza to

register Happiness. And
from the two curly ostrich

plumes peering over either

side of her hat to her

buckled slippers Miss

Farrar's costume registers

Perfection

-r
'

you ml be ferfectly fn regle

Jr.
.,.,. lmclli ,hf ,,atin

.

e .

. Mary Bond's costume gf

'

*, W ,trm, Hal. immaculate white sfat; Mid
glovet-and blue moire bag

Miss Ina Claire and her mother strolling a,ongthe Park side of the Avenue after church. Miss
"ire , frock, we were told, was combined grey

gabardine and black satin, and her hat a itnK
tarn in French blue

Miss Jane Grey's "Eyes of Youth" are looking
out from under one of those new spring turbans
made of straw twisted in and out Oriental fash-
ion, here rare and old blue. The suit is tan

gabardine u'ith a belt sash tying behind
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RIGHT SHOULDER STRAPS' 1

for the

PLUS-4-INCH VEST!

The Vanity Fair Staff Officers

have issued this command.

WITH
Mr. Hoover administrating food and Mr. Garfield equally

absorbed in the fuel problem and everybody being cross-examined,

Vanity Fair simply had to administrate something !

After much puzzling and pencil-biting one of the designers said, "Why
in the world do you suppose some women still prefer the rounded neck
vest ? It requires such a high-cut camisole to cover it !"

It might be because the straps slipped off the shoulders or because

these straps of ribbon always did wear out.

From now on the "ribbon shoulder straps" on the Plus-4-Inch Vest are

not "ribbon" at all, but luxuriously heavy hemstitched bands of Vanity
Fair glove-silk. And they do not, will not.

-
.'

<r

your
shoulder! Why? Because ..jin

the same distance apart in bai

centre of the back and are foreve.

Ask at your favorite shop for this wonder vest it theyx
they'll be glad to send for it. Or, send us two dollars and ybi.

ceive it promptly, postpaid.

Not only in vests, but in union suits, knickers, envelopes, and oth"

articles of dainty undress, Vanity Fair sets the silken pace.

Whether your shoulders are grace-
fully sloping or boyishly square, you
simply can't lose your new Vanity
Fair shoulder straps. They are posi-

ti-uely non-skid !

MAKERS OF VANITY FAIR UNDERSILKS AND SILK GLOVES

SCHUYLKILL SILK MILLS, READING, PA., U. S

JZ&rtt
1COR.SETS

FOR.
THE,
WOMAN

ENAPARKER,
izilAe

LM.HIRSC
SHOE COMPANv

OUR
Spring Showing

embraces every cor-
rect new style in

exclusive and original
models.

"My Captain" designed and
named by Emmy Wehlen.
This exceedingly smart model
is shown in brown calf, gun
metal or patent leather, with
extension turn soles and
Louis XV heels.

A specialized value

Send for Spring

Styli Book
Photo posed expressl-vfor
I..&mrsehShoe Co.

6th AVE.at 39th St.
Formerly 6th Ave. at 34th St.
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EDWIN HAS
SEVEN DAYS' LEAVE

By ANGELINA

E
A frttk-from-P a r i i

idea in Spring neck-

war tlial Angelina
fkost to tend Wttl.

Jt ii called the "Yain-

muk" and it of white

-ask net and valen-

tiennes lact

D W I N has

come back
from the

front. I thought the

receiver would drop
from my grasp when
he called me up Mon-

day morning. The
last person in the

world It was

really too good to be

true ! He has an
Honorable Mention and a wound and a week's vacation here. After
which he is going out to Mineola to train the prospective aviators,

rt f' been having a glorious time toegther, lunch every day, and the
il times, and I'm sadly afraid I've been neglecting my work.

But men it s such a very special occasion. And Thursday I worked hard
enough to make up for the rest of the week. I got up at the crack of
dawn, it must have been eight o'clock at least, and was out and away
by nine.

* * *

Among a thousand other things, I shopped for Molly Peterson, who is

living out West and wanted me to send her "something new and fresh
First I went into a shop on the Avenue and there I chose

. tiething very new, just from Paris. Called the "Yashmak"! You can
*ce it in the sketch. It's of white wash net trimmed with valenciennes
and has a high collar whose folds draw around the neck and tie in a

One of the most useful and
mentions of the season are

harming in-

these little

organdie tuckers that fasten down the back.

McCreery has them in almost every shade

for only 95 cents

big bow in back. To
contrast with it I

chose also two sim-

ple little organdie
vests with buttons

down their fronts,

one in white and one

in French blue. I

thought we could af-

ford two because they
were so nice andcheap,

only $1.65 apiece.

Then I went over to McCreery's where they were offering some very
special sport dresses, special values, special materials, in a model with
sleeveless jacket. The skirts were of baronet satin with sleeveless jack-
ets of the same, or of jersey silk, ditto, or of cotton gabardines with the
skirts striped or plaided in colors and the jackets made of plain matching
material.

* * *

On my way out as I came past the neckwear counter I saw some dear
little organdie tuckers, and as there was still something left over from
Molly's check I picked up two to add to her parcel, a lemon yellow and
a faint pink. Those too, delightfully, you might almost say, unreason-
ably cheap, at ninety-five cents each.

From McCreery's over to Sixth Avenue, to see some crepe de chine
blouses I was told about. And I promptly selected one of them in peach
color and quite as promptly bore it off to wear at the Ritz, where I was
due at one o'clock to lunch with Edwin and take him to the matinee

One touch of Romelink makes the
whole world rest. I consider the
Romelink couch perfect.

ROMELINK

REG.U SPAT OFF.

Resists Water

Everywhere the most luxu-

riously appointed country
houses and summer homes
are being equipped with

ROMELINK
Swinging Couch Hammocks

They are the only hammocks made
with the new Cravenette Finish the

only hammocks adequately protected
from the wet. They are the only
hammocks with the new and patented
low Romelink arm-rest.

You can find a representative assort-

ment upholstered in dainty cre-

tonnes and solid tone materials at the

better department, housefurnishing
and sporting goods stores of your city.

MANHATTAN ROME COMPANY

LLong

Uland City New York

MMi
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Columbia

TF it's snappy, catchy music that you want
* to hear again and some more it's on a
Columbia Record.

That tantalizing tune you whistled for a
week before you got the name it's on a
Columbia Record.

That weird close harmony the boys were
singing at the club last night it's on a
Columbia Record.

'TAHAT jazz dance riot they encc
J- seven times it's on a Columbia
Record. That great quartette from
"What's its name?" by er never
mind it's on a Columbia Record.

Spring song, love song, musical com-
edy, pirate chorus, opera air, or orien-

tal dances if it's music that's alive,
Columbia's got it. If it's music that

you like, the Columbia Grafonola will

make you like it better.

Columbia Grafonolas are priced
at $18 to $250

Period designs up to $2100

O*..

A BIG, jolly friend with , happy,
melodious voice '^"^' r

: the
Columbia Grafonola. A h:^ ome,
cheerful fellow who is always th***

center of the home he lives in. Of
course he's always happiest when ^

sings Columbia Records.

Columbia Graphophone Co., New York

Food will win
the war.

Don 't waste it.

rafonola

\

CBS
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LendHim
AHanc

BUY
LIBERTY
BO&D3

NEW YORK

ne
,le-Bed

lps to

It

r(iur
and attract-

time and
mfortable

u at night.
* than a minute

change.
Shown at

Wanamaker's, New York
and leading dealers everywhere

United Table-Bed Co.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

EDWIN HAS SEVEN DAYS' MAVE

"Thai's the prettiest blouse I've

ever seen you wear,'' be said of it

and me, as we started our hors

d'oeuvres. "Never wear any other

kind."
* * *

"All right," I answered. "It's

lucky for you that there are plenty

The crepe de chine blouse that Angelina

wore to lunch with Edwin at the

Ritz and whose simplicity of line ap-

pealed to his masculine eye, countless

small tucks being its only trimming.

It comes in almost every shade

more where this came from. I'll

vary the colors, they have most of

them. I'll wear peach through May,
and blue in June, and

"

* * *

Here the waiter interrupted.
* * *

I must confess I did rather fancy

myself that day, not only as to the

waist, but as to my whole costume.

It was fashionably and artistically

correct even down to the Richelieu

ribs on my silk stockings. I was

wearing a new blue gabardine tail-

leur with swinging side pleats to the

skirt and a small toque of Amer-
ican beauty straw with lovely little

sprays of wheat in the same color

sticking out all over it. On my
feet were a pair of those new ox-

fords that were designed by the

Hirsch Shoe Shop for Miss Emmy
Wehlen and were christened by her

"My Captain." I told Edwin it was

as a special compliment to him that

I was wearing mine.

We had such a good time at lunch

that the curtain was going up as

we took our seats. Oh, didn't I say

whom we were going to see:
1

Lenore Ulric in "Tiger Rose." It

was my party, as I had been en-

trusted with a very special commis-

sion in connection with the occa-

sion. In my handbag there was a

precious small square of material:

from the Mallinson s|lk looms, which
I was to compare from the front

with the frock Miss Ulric wears in

the play, and which I was to take

around to her dressisg-room after

the performance.
* * *

As to the play it was thrilling, and
Miss Ulric herself enchanting, every

gesture, every accent. Outside of

writing over reams oi paper, the

only possible short thing to say about

her is, "Don't fail to see her." And
as to the frock under discussion

that was of crepe in autumn color-

ings of plum and russet, which Mr.

Belasco had had specially hand-

painted for Miss Ulric by Miss Eda
Hartman. But the square of Mal-

// you are wearing a pair of the

new oxfords you will want a pair of

the Richelieu rib stockings to go with

them. If pumps, a pair of the new
embroidered and open-work ones. And
if evening slippers, a pair with lace

inserts. A<nd all should be Onyx
hosiery

linson material in my possession, an

exact duplicate as far as could be

seen from the front row, had been

done by a machine process, an ap-

plication of the handcraft

Batik method.

"It's wonderful," ex-

claimed Miss Ulric, as we

compared my sample later

in her dressing-room, with

the material of her dress.

"It's if anything more like

the original than the orig-

inal itself."

And at that moment who
should knock on the door

but. the great Mr. Belasco

himself. Wasn't it excit-

ing? And Miss Ulric

showed him the Mallinson

sample and he was just as

enthusiastic and exclama-

tory as she. I couldn't have

had a better endorsement

for my godchild !

whit
that

treme-

of or-

ad-

asy to laun-

st i

asily

mes in

French
blue at $1.65
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Maxon Model Gowns
Suits and Wraps

Are exceedingly charming, attractive in design and exqui-

site in quality; the choicest productions of the leading mo-

distes, specially designed to create individual distinctiveness.

All are original models and no two alike. They are sold for about

half their real value, affording you an opportunity to enjoy dress

distinction at the cost of an ordinary gown.

Street, Afternoon and Evening Wear

Prices $15 to $89
Two Gowns for the Usual Price of One

Calland see them. You are never urged to buy

No Catalogs No Approval Shipments

ESTAB.

1899 1587 BROADWAY AT48VY.NEwYoRKCiTY
(Take ElevatorHirst floor)

or
sheen \

and I

softness I

Shampooing regularly j

with PACKER' s TAR SOAP |

protects the health of |

the scalp and brings out |

the beauty of the hair.
[

PACKER'S TAR SOAP
Cake and Liquid

.lllliiiiiiiiiimiliiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimimmimiiiiiiiiiiiii niminmiiiir miiiiiMiiimiimiimiiiMiiiuimiimiiiiinmiimi,-

Shirley

Such Charm
It is because she is always so dainty and perfectly

groomed. She wears such sweet, sheer, girlish frocks that of course she keeps
her arms and armpits free from hair. No woman has an excuse for being dis-

figured by superfluous hair on her arms, face or neck for it can be eliminated

safely, painlessly, effectively in five minutes with X'BAZIN. This French

depilatory has been used by hospitals, society women and famous actresses for

fifty years. 50 cents and $ 1.00 at all druggists and department stores. If your

druggist hasn't it, we will mail it to you direct upon receipt of price.

HALL & RUCKEL, Inc. 215 Washington Street, New York

THE POPULAR FRENCH DEPILATORY POWDER

THE EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING COMPANY

165 WILLIAM STREET,
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE 3880 BEEKMAN

Many of the photographs reproduced

in the Theatre Magazine come from

the Ira L. Hill's Studio, 580 Fifth

Ave., New York, where duplicates

of any that particularly interest you

may be purchased.

Restore Your

Hair To //c

wjte^j
To restore does not mean to dye.

women will not use hair dyes becaus

know that it deceives no one. Qv

HAIR COLOR RESTORER, how.

is quite different. No one need hesr

to use it because it actually restores the

color, giving the hair its original cc

and youthful lustre.

If your hair is streaked with gray or f;

it can positively be RESTORED ir

use of

HAIR COLOR RESTOR
(Guaranteed)

The change will take place gradually and evenly

and the result will delight you. No co 1

or rub off or to stain the scalp.

Does not interfere wiru

the hair. Easily apf

ing or combing thrc

Sold by good druggis

Guarantee. Price 75c.

Q-ban Hair
50c and $1.00

is an antiseptic, hygienic hair dressing. Should

by children and adults. Removes dandruff, keep:

and promotes its growth. Ensures a healthy sc.

toilet not complete without this delightful dressin'

Your drr

ii

1

POO, Q-BAN L^^
SOAP and Q-BAN ODOR-
LESS DEPILATORY.

HESSIG-ELLIS
DRUG COMPANY
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE
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circleHahn
The Hoar Beautifier

V f\J\U- impart to your hair softness.

We, And fascinating wavine^s. so

thi4 ^ easily arranged in either

elaborate u -inple coiffures.

P-.r^u 1-1 ^ gives hair the gloss and

Vet health.

'

"alp and stimulates the

vill delight you.

MR. HORNBLOW GOES TO THE PLAY
(Continued from page 288)

offriess~and

"once bestow

-pL.ofYoutK

1O cents brings a dainty A
BEAUTY BOX **h a.^rou.

"
. d.r and FWfumVj

PAHI-

-U.S..W Canada
. New York City'

II The Hair Root
'

My method is the only way to prevent
: hair from growing again. Easy,
painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet
free. Write today enclosing 2 stamps.
We teach Beauty Culture.

D. J. MAHLER
27S-A Mahler Park Providence. R. I.

Ethel Wilson
Edward Fielding
William Loraine

FULTON. "ONCE UPON A TIME."

Comedy in four acts by Rachel

Crothcrs. Presented on April 15th,

with this cast :

Bill Thomas Williams

Terry Chauncey Olcott

Annie Elsie Lyding
Lizzie Jse Ralph

Patsy Bonnie Marie
The Boy George Brennan

Mary
Jack
Lenox

THIS new play which brings

Chauncey Olcott back to New
York is a sweet comedy full of

pathos and sentiment. Terry (Mr.

Olcott), an inventor, is about to

leave for New York. An Irishman

brings him a little girl, who turns

out to be the orphan daughter of

his brother. This child soon cap-

tures his heart.

Once upon a time Terry was jilted

by a girl who married a man of

wealth. This happened when Terry
was striving for success. The hus-

band died leaving her penniless, and

she comes again into Terry's life

when she applies for a position as

governess for the young child. And,
of course, as in all fairy stories

and in all Irish plays the child

brings about a reconciliation between
the couple. They marry and live

happily ever after.

The piece gives Mr. Olcott an

opportunity to sing some of the

Irish ditties that he does so well. It

also brought to light a marvel of a

-hild, Bonnie Marie. She was as-

g||u-edly
the hit of the evening.

NEW AMSTERDAM. "THE
RAINBOW GIRL." Musical play in

three acts. Book and lyrics by Ren-
Id Wolf (founded on The New

> 'v Bantock by Jerome K. Jer-

-; music by Louis A. Hirsch.

N^ced April 1st, with this cast:

^Jaisy Meade Laura Hamilton
Frank Scudder William Clifton

- .Buck Evans Billy B. Van
^us Norton Robt. G. Pitkin

. , wton Polly Bowman
..issi-t Ethel Delmar
onathan Dorothy St. Clair
Baldwin Edna Stillwell

Robert Vernon Dudley Harry Benham
tollie Murdock Beth Lydy
"iss Terris Mariam Medie
iiss Gwendolin Marguerite St. Clair

lergyman Frederick Solomon
,vliss Dudley, the elder Jane Burby

- Martin Bennett Sydney Greenstreet
sannah Bennett Claire Grenville

.onoria Bennett Kathleen Lindley
Ernest Bennett Harry Delf
Jane Bennett Lenora Novasio

in a while we get a musicalv'
comedy that has a real plot. This

applies to "The Rainbow Girl." It

should really be styled a comic opera,
such as the French have been giving
us for many years. The lyrics are

bright, clean and witty. The scenery
is Joseph Urban par excellence.
Beth Lydy, who plays the title

role, has a pleasing voice. Billv Van
is very funny and Sydney Green-
street as the butler is a real
comedian whose work illustrates
what good training does for an act-
or. Mention should be made also
of Harry Delf and Lenora Novasio
for their clever dancing.

WINTER GARDEN. "SINBAD."
In two acts and fourteen scenes.

Dialogue and lyrics by Harold At-
teridge; music by Sigmund Romberg
and Al Jolson. Produced Feb. 14.

pOR anyone who has the blues
and providing he has the money

as the price of Winter Garden
seats are not within everybody's
reach I would strongly recom-
mend "Sinbad." Of course, all the
fun making rests on the shoulders
of Al Jolson. A more agreeable
singing comedian is rarely seen in
New York, and that his popularity
grows is not surprising to anybody.
The scenic effects, costumes and

tfirls, are as beautiful as we look
for at the Winter Garden.

SHAKESPEARE PLAYHOUSE.
HAMLET. Tragedy by William

Shakespeare. Presented April 12th.

Walter Hampden's recent interpre-

tation of the unhappy Kronprinz
of Denmark was a most creditable

performance. In voice and appear-

ance, in manner and in mastery of

the art of reading blank verse, he is

excellently equipped for such an

ambitious venture. If any came
to scoff, when he made his

first appearance in this role with

the Shakespeare Playhouse, I am
sure they did not remain to flay.

It is a pity that so good an actor

in so worthy a production should

not be able to command an extended

Broadway run.

Mr. Hampden was ably supported

by Miss Beatrice Terry, as Ophelia,
and Miss Alma Kruger as the

queen. The latter lady, however,
has not taken sufficiently to heart

Hamlet's own admonition that in

"the whirlwind of passion, you must

acquire and beget a temperance."

Screaming and sobbing, however

realistic, may be overdone even by
Danish queens. But Miss Kruger
has marked Shakespearean capabil-

ity.

I wish I could say as much for

Charles A. Stevenson. His Claudius

was surely the mildest-spoken,

gentlest-mannered villain that ever

scuttled a kingship. As for the ghost
of Hamlet's father, draped in his

lace curtains he suggested nothing in

the world quite so much as "Here
Comes the Bride."

Ernest Rowan was an earnest

Horatio. Charles Webster was not

quite up to requirements as Laertes.

Frank Walker, as the Player King,

proved that he can "bombast out a

blank verse" with the best of them.

Percival Vivian made the first grave-

digger exceptionally comic.

ASTOR. "FANCY FREE." Musical

play in three acts. Bgok by Dorothy
Donnelly; lyrics and music by Augus-
tus Barratt. Produced April 11.

TfANCY FREE" is almost unflag-

gingly amusing, What more
have we been educated to expect
from musical comedy? This one

comprises a few tinkling tunes and

many twinkling toes notably those

of the ever-radiant and agile Mari-

lynn Miller. Besides, there is much
laughable nonsense for Clifton Craw-
ford to deliver in his own droll way
and an unusually good-looking
chorus.

Running absolutely true to form,
the piece has neither novelty of plot
nor excellence of voices. The story,
in fact, is that most popular of old

favorites, wherein young folks at a

hotel pretend to be married and pres-

ently real husbands and wives begin
to turn up. The allotment of rooms
in such a case of course cannot

help being exquisitely excruciating.
I am sure I need not add that the

last act is mostly a cabaret per-
formance.
In addition to Miss Miller, who

is the life of the party, and Mr.
Crawford, who ably seconds her,
there is Harry Conor, still as amus-
ing as he was in the era of Hoyt.
Mr. Conor is admirably constructed
these days for Oriental dancing.
Also there is Violet Englefield, who
resuscitates things in general after

her belated arrival in Act III. She
is one of the most promising novices
of the Order of Cold Tea Absorb-
ers.

Most of what approaches singing
is done by Ray Raymond. He man-
ages to get a good deal of applause
for a fox-trot ballad in which he
stresses the ingredients of what he
calls the "Amer-kun Beauty" rose.

Mr. Raymond is at all times a very
personable young man.

THE last touch of
\

feminine loveliness

the smooth, hairfree under-

arm renders more strik-

ingly beautiful the decollete

gown or those sheer modes

with filmy, lacy sleeves.

Evans's

Depilatory
Outfit

"

Used occasionally it keeps

you free from superfluous

hair. There is no way to

remove hair permanently
without injury. Thousands
of modish women consider

Evans's Depilatory an in-

dispensable article de toilette.

7C- for Evans's complete and
UL, cnnvenientoutfit for apply-
ing the depilatory. At your own
drug- or department -store or
send us 75c. with your dealer's
name and address.

George B Evans
1103 Chestnut St Philadelphia

Makers of "ilfut'i
"

HTGIENOL
OKe STERILIZED
POWDER PUFF
TAe Finest Quality Lamb 's Wool

In Individual Envelopes beon'nq Trade Work
showma Lamb's Face in Circle ...

Five Popular Sirei
IO.I52O.2535 5

At All Best Dealers'

"(Voiector of All Wom.nV Beaulu
is the title of

beoutifullij illustrated
booklot which shows howHYCIENOL
Powder Puffs ore made FREEon request
MAURICE LEVY. !5W.38"-Str,t. New York Gtu

Importer oF Famous Cctfme Simon and
Socieic Hyqidniquj Toilet Products

f ra 'nateurs >Monologs,
Recitations. Drills and

Vaudeville Jokes and Sketches; Home
Amusements

; ideas for all kinds of

entertainments. Send for free catalog.

DRAMATIC PUB. CO.

542 S. Dearborn St. CHICAGO
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EGYPTIAN

DEITIES
9feUtmost in Cigarettes

cy-) / r i

leople of culture and
refinement invariable
CT3T) T? ~T~* 7""* 7"> ^V"\ .^ . ex
lJl<kJk: JR^ JJeities

to
any other cwarette.

25*"

!"J?Makers ofthe Highest Grade Turkish
1( ^| '-'

077C/ Egyptian Cigarettes in the World

\ANDERBILT Boi^f
Jtoirth Street EAST oT^nf S^'OTHC.^CU; /r*

w

An Heal Hotel witk an Ideal Location

.N EASY CHA,

A GOOD BOOK
AND A BOTTLE OF

OF COURSE
KING OF TABLE WATERS
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\\ I'll

make

Shit!..

.'. 1 .

Josen't sell

.., >end us your order and

. ,.wU: see that you are

''ct. Address

^ for style Book

11

left**

Nsi.

op

pr.

over all others.

Quickly sterilized
'

like new **a ;irt!h^r .

Made iruall st-

all r ..

"i>--

"M
(as easy to use asjo say) Sr i

||O 1 . v^yii^. M

T; .: -TI^ cr;

~

. J.

normal

stainless,

le lasts a

25 TUdn-

"Mum" it a Tratte I.

"Mum" Mf

Picture

Wear in the

. the

with its handsome new 12-story
fireproof addition. Capacity 500.

the ocean front. Orchestra.

x. Hot
v ater in all baths.

,

- .ous porches and sun parlors.
Auto busses meet all trains.

NEWLIN HAINES COMPANY

.

'

-

white w-
practu .

Nothing h-;

oxford with tin. ti._

the other hand an a;' . ..

nothing short of inc

white kid of some sort.
'

n

DON'T BE IMPATIENT

If your copy of the THEATRE
MAGAZINE fails to reach you
promptly. Uncle Sam's postal
clerks are many of them, new
recruits, filling the places of

"hose who have gone "over

inhere," and the mails are not
as prompt as usual.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiniiiniB

--. ACADEMY
vMATIC ARTS

. Fra>Alm H. Sargent, i -'dent

[T
AC c^indard institution c

r
dramaticIf

^education for thirty -three yearsJ
Detailed catalog from the Secretary

ROOM 17Z, CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Jonnected with Charles Frohman's Emrire Theatre anJ Companies

11 V. itllOlit

I
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.-...,

the

fellows go.
nd Henry "

.

"- ..

el J

THE PLACE TftoWfr

Lincoln

. ..cvy Brunswick
. 'delightful spot

j ^ndtfed for its ex-

ce.i^ ^-M mushroom dinners

and fun 'e. The mushrooms
re groJPf right on its grounds. The

^.Sunder the able management

Joe Herr, who sees that every-

"s satisfied. An excellent dance

is in the main dining-room.

COLUMBIA RECORDS

'.A BAYES, now making Co-
mbia Records exclusively, has

st two records in the May list.

;, her remarkable talents ap-

their best.

-or. sings "Wedding Bells,
- Ring for Me?" in a

>.t once tragic and hu-

Samuel Ash in "My
ving Berlin's hit, gets

'th all there is in it.

iger, the "Musical Vik-

c Pianoforte," displays his

their best in Chopin's
'

in A-Flat Major.
r the glories of

oresents both
cletto - 'd

: . t ,.

. Mery
[ubay

mg
joes,

-

hite Shoes
, r
dominate ror

Snug-fitting shoes cf pliable white kid are 'h-

choice of the ultra smart set:>fiarv^wi*nerr-

"F. B. &C." White Washable v. Kid

"No. 81" is the only leather reco'-

the Style Committee for the sm

Shoes. It is the leather which "Fits on .-.

foot like a glove on the nd

requires no mussy dressing to pr SP^
and unblemished appearance.

Look for either of

"F.B.&C."tags\ ley

correct shoe styl a*H "

Best There '-ath.

Shoes. Hoih high and low, of "F . 1$ .

able Glazed Kid "No. 81" are carried

Write to the Style Committee if you

Fashion Publicity Cc
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COFT water cleanses

much better than hard.

Nothing softens water as

well as Borax. That's

why you shcSuld sprinkle
a little 20 Mule Team
BOKY;. in the water before

you take your bath. But

OJ

MULE T5AM BORAX

is more than a water sof-

tener. It is an antiseptic,
it keeps the pores free

and clean, is an excellent

deodorant, refreshes the

skin and keeps the com-
plexion clear.

Always use this Borax in

baby's bath it is very soothing
to tender skin.

You will find many uses for

20 Mule Team Borax in the
kitchen and laundry. Be sure
to see the picture of the famous
20 Mules on every package.

All Dealers sell

20 MULE TEAM BORAX

>?s.

The

FIRST ANNUAL

Moving

Picture

Supplement

IN TF! n JUNE ISSUE

THEATRE MA

BRIMFULL OF INTERESTING

STOKiE^ ^ND PICTURES OF

THE FILM "STAPxS DESCRIP*

TIONS OF THE EASTERN

AND WESTERN STUDIOS

LARGER THAN EVER

BETTER THAN EVER

Order now from your newsdealer
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PICTURE SECTION
Edited by MIRILO

LILLIAN GISH AND ROBERT HARRON IN A SCENE

FROM D. W. GRIFFITH'S "HEARTS OF THE WORLD"



MIRILO GOES TO THE MOVIE!

44th Street Theatre "Hearts of the World," directed by D. W. Griffith. To quote the programme "Hearts

of the World" is the story of a village, scenario by M. Gaston de Tolignac, translated into English by Captain

Victor Marier and produced under the personal direction of D. W. Griffith. A great title "Hearts of the

World" but hardly a great picture. To my mind, the one salient point lacking is theme. There is nothing

aTTout "Hearts of the World" particularly worth remembering after leaving the theatre, except the remark-

able histrionic ability of the Gish Sisters, Lillian and Dorothy, and the splendid performance of Robert Harron.

True, Mr. Griffith has portrayed village life in France before the war, and during the war, with the fine exact-

itude' that characterizes all of his work, but with it all, not forgetting some remarkable battle scenes, the big

idea. SQ. f.ssential to a big picture isn't there. "Hearts of the World" is a charming love story, but one has come

to .. ,han that from D. \V. Griffith's pasl performances. However, there is plenty of bang and go to

:#*pictun_. and with the added attraction of an exceptionally capable cast, and flawless direction, the picture

; s wdl'^Q^i seeing, providin^ the weaker sex are not squeamish about seeing the truth about the war, depicted

ifully and un.-"'
'

a. To q*uote the programme a^ain, the i'<ill'>wing synopsis gives a fairly accurate de-

:.. lotion of "4 - the World" :

TWO ^iwriJ*-H& int e rs make their homes in France. Marie, the daughter of one painter, and Douglas Hamilton, the old-

est son of the other live next door to each other. A natural event is the love between the two.

The Little Disturber, a strolling singer, falls in lo- jjoth young Douglas also. However, this affair does not develop to

any disastrous conclusion. * -^*

Marie and her lover are in the\JJ|gj^great preparat^ms
for their coming wedding when the Great War begins. Though

an Aic <"ir - citizen he gives his
Ijj BR^* ^ ^rancp

Marie an- .

'

family, left^^, ,

s
ge, refuse to believe the possibility of danger.

The little French company, a * eat army of France, however, are beaten back by the great German offensive.

Then follows the overwln..i:. 3 e :-rench, the bombardment and destruction of the village. The scenes of the evacu-

ation and of the distress and terrof-S.^he villages under the bombardment.

The latter part of the story takes^up the village under the German occupation.

In this village Marie and the Little Disturber manage to drag out an existence at the village inn, now in possession of

the Huns.

The story relates the suffering, privations and agony of the villagers in their captivity, relating also the preparations for

the rescue of the village by the French, the massing of their troops, the intense struggle of the French soldiers to recapture

the village -nd free their loved ones; and the prayers and hopes of the women and children of the village awaiting their

deliverance, :.scend from cellar and crypt in the stricken district.

STRAND ,.HF

SPLENDID SINK-
,

>ML' .vlary u. -

den.

The splendid part of this Goldwyn

production and Mary Garden's sec-

ond attempt to put herself and IIP-

producers on U* film -map ai e the

last twenty-five feet of film spelling

out the word "finis." Of all the

miserable infantile nttern r

entertain an unsuspecting audi-

ence "The Splendid Sinner," with

Mary Garden, takes first prize.

Where, oh '. where and what,

oh \ what has become of Mary's

youth and beauty. And how, ah !

how and why, oh ! whv
the management of the !i_ai

flict such torture vmon t>"

multitude. I dor'
1

dear reader,^
ture. Its incongruu
sibilities would stagger th*

vivid imagination. Meitb-

to tell you what a n

Hamilton Reve'ie

say this, the earn

up in photography _

palling

we'll

in all

of the ap-

nd so

id Sinner"

to drag out

*oks to me like a most meager
exi .en^e.

* * *

PJALTO THEATRE. "H i s

'TESTY, BUNKER BEAN," with Jack
'

*}..

Jesot -asky presents Jack Pick-

ion' His Majesty, Bunker

larry Leon Wilson.

Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers,

and directed by William D. Taylor.
Genuine and wholesome entertain-

ment in the form of an amusing and

cleverly depicted story with a ca-

P'
1

; headwflby Jack Pickford

-e Huff, h.Ti n provided

**(: ir /His Majesty,
.mcr Bean."*; Those who like Jack

^Pickford will
lij^him even better

"'her seeing this' picture, for their

"*^lays a romantic part not at

_pfibecoming to him. There are

naive situations, and good di-

id equally good photography
to make "His Majesty,

.r Bean" charming divertisse-

..eiit.

* * *

ADELPHI THEATRE. "T H E

STRUGGLE EVERLASTING," with Flor-
ence Reed.

'T'

i H
'

i He Struggle Everlasting" is byE.QW 111 !!.., r> ,

The cast in addition to Florence

Reed includes Milton Sills and Ir-

ving Cummings. After all I had

heard about this feature I was more
than anxious to see it. So evidently

were a great many others for the

Adelphi Theatre was thronged for

the opening night of this picture.

Whether they were disappointed or

not, I do not know I can only

speak for myself. I was. "The

Struggle Everlasting" is a nasty

subject fairly well depicted, but lack-

ing congruity in the first part and de-

picting impossible situations toward
the end. "The Struggle Everlasting"
is the story of an ignorant mountain

girl, who after being ruined and

spurned by one man has many other

lovers. Tiring of each in turn the

girl finally looks for spiritual

peace, which she finds in helping
the sinful and downtrodden, even-

tually being shot and killed in the

attempt to save one of the latter.

There it is. Think it over. Would
you like your daughter to see it? I

wouldn't if I had one. Florence

"
'--iHKfcbi

Reed in a blonde wig makes the
most of an unpleasant part. Milton

ving
<
eunf,r/rro6e^-piirys a negative

role. The picture itself has been

lavishly produced, but is pointless

and leaves a bad taste in the mouth.

STRAND. "RICH MAN, POOR

MAN," with Marguerite Clark. "Rich

Man, Poor Man" i=
,
from the story

by Maximilian Posts'*
*" J has been

directed for the sifto^, tjy -J. Searie

Dawley. It will W''

nroernbtfied

that "Rich Man, PC,.-;: Man'' was
dramatized by George Kioanhuist

and not successfully. A' ihat the

screen version i-, not nr,:ch better

than the stage version **<.. Mar-

guerite Clark as tE^gyi .'. :;kcs an

ingenuous ingenue, ;

be remembered that ti.c

was quite differently playc i *
stage version. J. Searie Dau-1:

done nothing remarkably welf in tiij

way of adaptation and direction, but

still and all the picture makes fairly

good diversion. It is simply the

point of view from which you look

at it.
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FIVE FAVORITES
OF THE SCREEN

(Center)

A darling of the screen,

Mary Miles Minter, in

Mutual Productions

A charming photograph
of Lillian Walker, who

has just formed her own

company, "The Lillian

Walker Productions, Inc."

Alice Joyce, than whom
there is

-
trff- Srweeter

'
. i;Taph star

(Left)

Miss Peggy Shanor playing

one of the feature parts in

the new Path Serial, "The

House of Hate"

(Right)

Agnes Ayres from whom much

is expected, and who can be

seen in Vitagraph Productions



CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
Who is now in California with her company
filming "The Claw" and "The Savage Woman"
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COMING, MONDAY AND TUESDAY-SPECIAL FEATURE"

WHILE
the Smiths, down in

Andalusia, Alabama, are

turning out the library
amp and hiding the key under the
door mat, their cousins the Joneses up
n Kennebunkport, Maine, are prob-
ably hiding the key under the door
nat and turning out the library
amp. They are going to the movies.
At one and the same time both

amilies will laugh at "Doug" Fair-
anks playing the musical glasses in

Mr. Fix-It." Neither family will
t the time realize it, yet it is a
act that Douglas Fairbanks' pic-
wMt are showing in fifty or a hun-
red theatres just like theirs all over
he country at the sams time.

mg moment, in which he realized
the fact that after all, about all
he did want to know was "what
made the wheels go round," the
plunge was taken.

"How many copies of a picture
are made in the first place?"
The answer, in spite of the Busy

Man's earnest efforts, was a bit
technical. In kindergarten English,
however, it ran something like this :

There is an
origin^iegative made

: every product^^irom which
duplicate copies are made. The
same principle applies as mak-
ing extra copies of your kodak
pictures. The extra copies are
called positive prints. This is the

ished ; who gets them next and why ;

and who sees to it that they get
where they belong?
The average audience sits con-

tentedly back in its collective or-
chestra chair and never gives a
thought as to how the film got there
and what sort of an organization
was necessary to assure its being
shown that particular night at that
particular theatre. And yet the or-
ganization that does this thing is a

big strong link, and a most impor-
tant one in the motion picture
chain.

"How do the prints travel and
who circulates them?" asked the

Young Person.

pictures alone amount to from three
to five pictures each week.
Thus, came into existence the

branch offices of these "distributors'*
branch offices, technically known a*
the "exchanges." At the exchange
s carried on the work of sending
out, sometimes on a circuit like-
a vaudeville act, sometimes to one
theatre at a time, the finished photo-
play. The exchange also handles
the immense volume of

advertising,
and publicity matter which is neces-
sary for each picture. These in-
clude "mats" and "cuts" or different
sorts of pictures for newspaper re-

production, huge quantities of bit'

posters of different sizes, advertis-

Convention Hall in Kansas City at the time "The Sev
screen in the middle has for sides and the picture was

nized. so that exactly the same action u'ent

Swans" was shoifn to the children of the city Thr
thrown from four projecting machines absolutely svncl.r,
on on each screen at exactly the same time.

ow does "Doug" travel around?
of us have asked ourselves

question after witnessing a par-
arly good photoplay. We won-

lewhen the folks in Andalusia or

^nebunkport
will get to see it

H' whether it is the only one of
W:ind made or not.

Jst the other day a very Badly
llrmed Young Person and quite

jverage
young person in that re-

wandered into the office of

Busy Man in the film busi-
s and asked for an explanation

pew
of these puzzling questions.

ver, the Young Person wished
"explanation reduced to its lowest

Clearest
terms. The Busy Man

d glancing through a sheaf of
r^pondence, pushed back his

I and
instructing his secretary

Hie was "in conference" for ten
es, turned smilingly to the

H? Person.

Ifct what did
'

he asked.

was a bit of a fazer for the
Wr Person, but after a hesitat-

you want to

film you see on the theatre screen.
The negatives are preserved with
greatest care and are never exported
for the reason .that the duty on each
is exorbitant. Incidentally, each

print now has to be most minutely
inspected by the United States Cus-
toms Officials, for any suggestion
of propaganda or codes, before it is

allowed to leave the country.
Of a prominent star's pictures

anywhere from fifty to ninety prints
are usually made for this country.
Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark,
Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart,
Pauline Frederick and a few others

usually have over eighty prints made
of each of their pictures, at first.

Occasionally, additional prints have
to be made later.

So far, so good. The Badly In-

formed Young Person began to un-
derstand some things. But just how
do the positive prints the prints
that are thrown on the screens of
the theatres get to the theatres at

any particular time; and what be-

comes of them when the run is fin-

"Now we are actually getting to
the solution of why 'the -eels g
round' !" replied Mr. Busy to A,nd
he went on to tell in long ana
fully simplified details all about ^.

changes.
Afterwards^

v
iuig Per-

son asked sorr' -p h i .;

what an Exchan t s .1,,,.

ting two and an t ^e to

arrived at the conclu. , a t, afTer
all, the very center of ti it ma-
chine is, perhaps, the bm. v
which connects the maker
pictures and the man who
them to the public.

The makers or "producers" real-

izing that the problem of handling
the immense quantities of films was
too great for them, early in the
game organized great "distributing"
companies, which as the name im-
plies, distribute or send out, the fin-

ished product. Now, no one office
could possibly undertake to handle
all the infinite detail of advertis-

ing, recording, publicizing, repair-
ing and upkeeping all these films
for the Paramount and Artcraft

,
wg ^n.*,,
sor public 1

1

"s 'V
. .iia

.

1
items

|rs, magazines,,

lobby dis-

photo-les, si:

TrapTlg or poster
% '' IK.'; tremendoa

Sjufit
of ad-

yepx itter' fmj?Plie-"sent out
MI a<h.'. KA. \ ^h^itre where the

jicture
will be shown. When the film

^
:if. -nt it travels in round tin

ins, made especially to fit five of
-, the queer, flat

spools, on^which the-

feet 6f inch-

loulra. Usu-
from the-

^ of the

r theatre-
"

when the-
'

the-

-.at is known

V1sual

ally t.

"exchan.

distributi-

and back

run is fii,

film will '

^
d Slni

as a icun-,
"

rest'"- , ing the cir-

cuits -f v?" jville ?cts.

In such a case, Mr. Showman, the
man who runs the theatre, signs a
contract when he agrees to shuw a.

picture that he will forward it

and in good conditi t to the man.
showing it after him. Neglect off
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"
Charm, artistry and personality"

deadlines in any descrip-

t! ... of Pauline Frederick.

Miss Frederick came to the world of

motion pictures with a reputation as one

of the country's foremost and best liked

actresses on the speaking stage, and as

one of its best dressed women.

Th 16 has more than sustained her

reputation is bes' ^evidenced by the con-

stp*-'
1 ro\v :

^ularity a popularity
"i 11

t ""-s. vjse who have
i\ j ) ) f i T~*1

seen ..-. ;

v

'^d, The

Hunojp.
"Madame Jealousy."

umph ''L^ T ca.^

This year Miss Fredef.
'

i

lount pictures.
.

Ktw* r .
i

- -

* ifrrs JESSE I LASKY iVr Pnw CECILS

iilm is one of the worst enemies the

business has to meet. Usually, when

the film is in especially bad condi-

tion, even when on circuit, it is sent

back to the exchange to be repaired,

clipped and rearranged, if necessary.

The "rewinding" and inspection of

films is one of the most important

businesses of the exchange.

In the case of the New York Ex-

change, which is the largest in the

business in proportion to its terri-

tory, it has been necessary to es-

tablish a special laboratory for this

repair work, which is known as re-

fmishing "Laboratory Number Four."

Here work on the old films is going

on continuously. Just at present, on

account of the war, many lilms are

being "edited," deleted and rewound.

A surprisingly great number of

pictures made before the war con-

tain subjects that now have to be

\ omitted.

An immense amount nf detail

i-vuiveepiiij; is han IK-d a: each ex-

change, of which there are about

twenty-six in the Famous Players-

Lasky Company, which make Para-

mount and Artcraft pictures. Kuch

photoplay is recorded separately.

booked in advance and carefully

traced, for the loss of one print

means a loss of many thousands of

dollars in cost of print and play

dates missed. Many times it is im-

possible to catch up a date when

some other picture is played in place

of one that was delayed because

the new pictures coming right along

fill up all the "days" available.

Loss from deterioration is a seri-

ous menace to the "producer" and

"distributor," or, in simpler lan-

guage, to the man who makes and

the man who sends around the pic-

tures. Not only is this condition

due to the war, but as with much

fiction and many legitimate stage

plays, the pictures soon become out

of style, odd, unsuitable or impos-

sible for use. The costumes in a

picture alone may become anti-

quated and make the film unfit for

further use. Thereafter, the heavi-

est profits on a film are made at the

outset of its career "on the road."

"Does each of >u "ch offices,

.,,_ an equal num-

.. ,ifni3~or print.--"-" a^ked the

Uninformed Young Person, after an

interval.

"No, the largest exchanges at first

received more, although after a pic-

ture reaches a certain age, its prints

become pretty evenly distributed.

New York receives usually about

twenty-five or thirty of the eighty

or ninety prints of a popular play-

er's pictures. These are for the large

or of "first run" houses which, of

course, means the theatres that show

the picture when it is new and cor-

respondingly expensive.

"The man showing the picture

the 'exhibitor' draws up his con-

tracts with the exchanges, receives

his advertising material and pic-
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tures from them, and except in the

case of being on a circuit, returns

the film to the 'exchange' for in-

spection and readdressing.

"In brief, then, the Exchange is

the channel between the maker ol

pictures and the "user" or in terms

of commerce, the consumer. The

duties of the exchange are on a

small scale the same as those oi

1 lie S2,nuu,(JOU California Theatre in

San I-'rancisco, opened November 1,

1917. The auditorium is 86 x 100

feet. It is the expert service of the

Famous f'layers-Lasky California Ex-

change, combined until their output of

pictures, u'liich makes such theatres

as tins a profitable investment.

the great company controlling them

They must advertise and publicizf

first. Most exchanges have a sepa

rate advertising and publicity de-

partment on whose shoulders not ;

little of the burden of selling th<

photoplays rests. Next there is tin

sales force of actual salesmen whc

are constantly circulating among th<

theatres of their territory.

"Follows the department whict

looks to the sending around or 'dis

tribution' of the pictures, oftei

'routing' each one as if it were ;

vaudeville show
;
and last, but no

least, the repair department, whid

except in the case of the very largi

exchange at Xew York City, see

to the care and upkeep of the photo

plays it handles.

"The Famous Players-Lasky Cor

poration, which produced Paramoun

and Artcraft Pictures, has twenty

eight exchanges in the United State

from Boston to San Francisco, aw.

from Portland, Oregon to Atlanta!

Georgia. Besides these are twelv^

foreign exchanges of the Famou

Players in Canada, England, Aus

tralia, Brazil, Denmark, France an<

Cuba, all handling Paramount an

Artcraft. pictures. They are araon

the most up-to-date, progressive or

ganizations of the entire industry

each complete in itself, yet each df

pends, and in a way, upon the othi

and especially upon the great hot"

office in New York where the ex

ecutive work is carried on."
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Douglas Fairbanks registering popularity with the

children not a very difficult feat for Doug

Enid Bennett as she appears in her latest Para-

mount picture called "The Greatest Show on Earth
'

June Elvidge reading a script at her Riverside Drive home during her

leisure hours, and Barbara Castleton in a helmet she has just com-

pleted for the Red Cross. Both can be seen in World Pictures
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,. Stfafe .Mm-ruV.- Georg-, .tu

e best known actors and stars

ie English stage, 'a World Pic-
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Cohan and Hfcii_' * * .-*

been put into * ^ .,- sacri ,-lce by a young?>oman
sanay's staff .

, ,,,_ to sare Ife honor

Bcrthclet has almos :

co-V^'JJ ^, threatened "by the

p,ans for interior e.ora ions
sister> formj >he ba_

.
*"1 "'"8S - ScOUt

; Sis of "The Lie," the Artcraft .picture

ing ideal locations
ring Elsje Ferguson which will

*"
:., ;n be released on April 8th. The play.

of

jny player

largely .adjje.

Red Qf
In the ton

aijd Lawrence'
-

,,,

b.

sev

supi

sanay .s.

Sits" Ma" 1

Robert Conness

gaged to play w

connection

3

with his Jones, and after winning marked

the cast success in London was produced in

New York City, where it enjoyed a
.

long run. "The Lie" was stage- n-

der the direction of J. Searle J^aw-

ley, from a scenario- by Charles

Maigne.

he picture, instead

on stock com-

ime policy was

*'*uggles of

Mann,

11,

Margarita Fischer will wear some

beautiful gowns in her new picture,

"A.-Souare Deal," written by Albert

Paysun Terhune, and will throw all

of her vivacity into the role of a

girl from a comfortable, middle-

class home in Brooklyn who mafc-

ried^i .ealthy man and insists upon

^..Jfe
'

<nd spending
- 1

1

her tiro"

the

players fron

sible additions .

from Chicago. It is aimci.

tht evact type of player to si

various roles.

. hkthis'

of-the date.on which the picture

issued.

Olga Petrova returned to New-

York last week after a brief vaca-

tioning period enjoyed ^t? /Pain,'

Beach. The Polish actress /will eoVu-

mence work immediately at the

Petrova studio on the fifth of her

special screen productions. The

forthcoming vehicle in which Mme.

Petrova**is to appear is especially

noted because of the promin^nc; of

the author and the unprecedented

price paid for the screen rights. "Pa-

tience Sparhawk and Her Times" is

the title of the fifth production,

.vhich is a picturization of the cele-

brated novel by the same name.

* * *

In the third Liberty Loan it is

promised that the motion
_ picture in-

dustry will play a far more impor-
'

ca'rtt. part than in previous drives.

Every motion picture theatre in the

country is in line for the third

drive.

Seventeen thousand five hundred

trailers have been prepared. These

trailers run fifty feet, and each film

opens with the new L.ibe. '
-

a " ',iv view .11 I-'

'--"
--'''.Ig a

..ie new

of

whole,

players

the lim-

:k company.

turef strong

prising a r

I -ant* of the wide

to choose fro
jiJfl|

ited numMM^
The play wa .itten >" T

lard and Had, -.-jir
1-'

on Broadway, as also in r

It is believed that it wir

superior screen product'-

being rushed ^. this

expected to re
1

through the
l"

GiV\^. 'pr,,., actions are also _
s

got under way, includi-
v \

thorne of the U. S. >

all probability will t .A. >c tol-,

lowing "Young America," all

several other pis;., of "^
sanay holds the picture ris-lvs. are

being considered as a ibllowing re-

lease.

Lina
'-',,

inner

tar
'

th ,.
. .

Bernhardt

.an announcement of ii. -.mous

Players-Lasky Corporation.

scenes are being taken -

Lee, N. J., stucw -

pleted the pic
f

under the Pararm

'Thais"

...aid Sinner .or Goldwyn,

r*
" r

"",,
auu "'"de a triumphal return to

P|^'u oper^^n Chicago, New York and

1'ioston, Mary Garden will soon go to

France for the Summer.

t. -'Big Push' is now on th

:

''th Great Britain holding her

...i' ,
n:u it is up to everyone in tne

inoVmp picture industry io lend his

r Ho the 'Big
1

Push,' which

^jbril 6, and which will mean

:
i

Tjffiiver
behind 'that wallop

wkich in"-' Liy the K?:?er low."

*
.*

:

oelect Tic'v
-

. ?b ;.' '<*' another

to its constantly- gicv/iiig list of

screen adaptations of stage suc-

cesses, by acquiring the film rights

to "A Pair of Sffk -Stockings." Cyril

Harcourt's . >TeJl*remembered comedy

hit as a -s^asrinj,^^--'-
f jr Con-

stance
Tsit>irfg^pj^L*^*v

\\ a-k -s^^ ;'. ced-

ing rapi-Vft >i-
., ft|

r
^ filming

of the comedy will ; probably 'ol'u.v

tliat of vr'-oot> K'ght, Paul!" on

which Missf'^ahTiadge
is nov eft-

gaged in Hollywood, Cal.

* .. *
"

*

t '
' ^

Scenes in the wild precinc..- o:

Elysian Park, Los Angeles, v.-crc

made for "Old Wives for New."

C: B. De Mille's new A/tcraft

special, 'ast week. This location af-

fords some of the most exn-
'

r-'i ,'., tbr -ntJrp

* ^*^
.-^*- . 3

Norm, ''""ffhadge, the Select star,

ha/ rPtiTrned 'from her flying trip to

Ca. - "a, during which she made

a vi" v 'to her mother and two sis-

.-s, 'all of whom are at present re-

siding in the West. The return was

the signal for resumption of "work

on J^^i,uxe Annie," the screen

^ffi
of Scammon Lock-

\\-i ;^uccessful stage play of the

^senWeason, which, following its

New York run, has been on tour

of the larger cities. At the Tal-

iadge studios in East Forty-eighth

-Pt the filming of the play is

v ->rma Tal-

-ctor. Roland
- of the Tal-

is in charge of this

'1 almadge is apain

O'Brien.

An innovation lias been established

by the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration in the equipment of a "film

hospital," located in New York City,

which will have branches advantage-

ously located through the country.
The sa'-- Masks and The idea of the plan is to provide

Faces," _^nston Forbes- every branch office with perfect
Robertson and a cast including fifty prints for every release, regardless

M..-M and c ..

then, swift vi<*tci., -

the Kaiser. We can do it if we, at

home, do our duty with the same

quality of patriotism that animates

our men in the trenches. The least

duty we can perform and should be

eager arid happy to perform it is

to lend our money, every available

dollar we have and can save, to our

Government in order th.i:

lant soldiers may be
supped <#f^

all they need to "save- A^Hrirt'.*" t^ia
true patriot will fail to b'uy^X'nited

States Liberty bonds.

"WM. G. McAi.",'

This is followed by a close

the Liberty Loan button,

eludes the film.

With this film there will

tributed 100,000 posters, five t<- e

theatre and twenty to each,,'excrf$!jge.
'

_Ac',olph Zukor, chaiwnati of the

H>ftHed by ^ie National

ciation of the Motion- Picture-

to co-operate' w-ith the

Department of the Gov-

aid : .

-"*

this announcement, I per-

sonally wish to urge exhibitors

everywhere to put this material

the best use^. riming the films at

every show, ud'U Merely as a trailer,

but separate arid^. sjgrt
from any

other film, thus JftSr t.J'
.'idded dis-

tinction.

"These films are presented to the

exhibitors and may be kipt *>y those

who receive them. As a result of

concerted action on the part nt ex-

hibitors, the pov.er of the screen

will be used in one gigantic, thrust.

Plays. Fea-
yta:>dard

tures, two Mu^
cartoons and one*Su; omedy.

. Of the Standard. Ptayt, 'The Soul

of Buddha" is i T^pda.Bba Super-

Production, .writteaf
'

-by/J.Miss
Bara

herself an^fti&%& )l# -! a half"

an #t)/ff^^l^
is first

shown as . sacred Sancer sworn to

..orship of Hu4dha. But she

;-. lo.vt wiflx ar'^BHtish office-

sed

' ' .:: . s

-,-. Her

^HJF the gay

en ;i'any

'jrrd role to

!^Jonal acting.

reeS by J. Gor-

in Xf^ Bridf of

t Feature, por-

, LlfttV.
5 u '^ I"' -

' S" ' "

cbtirayed in .
' to make a

IA:IV lor Jierself-iJA-.a gfeat city, who

?. d .fiXHnfstffci* bj* a ciook.

"^miif^car^ "Bud^." features Jant
,

Mil! Katherine LeeyMn a romantic

^drama' in which the two children are

seen as inmates of a poor farm.

Tom Mix has a cojriedy in "West-

ern Blood." The play -s ssid to be

something quite different from what

Mix h?.s. been accustomed co appesr

in .

because^ ij^eattjres
him ind his

cowr -.n'clier TTfift'ds in dress suits.

The- stO'.y vvas written by Tom Mix

hiniseif a..d the acting v.-as Directed

by Lynn Reynolds.
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Fox's sp

.

Harold Lockwood trying to carry Viola Dana away, but

not without serious and pointed objections of Bert Lytell



i tTHE MAN WHO CAME BACK'
VIA THE PICTURE SCREEN

HAVE
you ever fallen "Out of

step"?

Have you paused sudden-

ly in the midst of ~a busy and suc-

cessful career andoflKphed the pro-

cession go by unmur* ^'^'
anc'

wondered why?-
4

Ha>x v<

lect

the vt-r\
,
,v .P

once indebted lof appia*

probation ? .. v
Have you, \hen, suddenly picked up

again, at a time when most men fig-

ure they should be teady & retire

on a nMnpetence picked up li!>

engine on a high-speed c*r

sped up the hill of
progress^

castle of Success, by a new road,
akin t<r"*":e old, however, and once
more fek beneath your feet the solid

pavement where before there hafi

been shifting sands?

If you have hau .

this you will b'

just how and *.... ...

Dowell feels; know !.

must be to *-. ..;W art tn

given him a return check, and to the

man who has aided him in finding
this avenue of hope.
The man is Thomas H. Ince, outa

ducer of Parai-ju. . pictures, wno11

has been responsible for the success
of many a new adventurer in the
Land of Makebelieve and who has
also helped those who had strayed
from the path temporarily I., regain
their foothold and v.'.n new enco-
miums from the public.

To-day, Melbourne MacDowell,
who sprang into film prominence
with almost startling suddenness by
his acting in "The Flame of the

Yukon," produced by Mr. Ince, is

rapidly approaching a topmost posi-
tion in the ladder of scr-- -<iccess

a position he held for n._

in the legitimate drama. ,

~

Game," with Charles Ray; "Wolves

of the Rail," with Wm. S. Hart, and

is also in the cast of Enid Bennett's

new circus film, "The Greatest Show
on Earth."

In every instance he has betrayed

a skill, a finesse, a wonderful, al-

"st unlimited knowledge of screen

,
that has enabled him to make

: minor role stand out strong-

is And in each succeeding picture

is found to have a more impor-
oiit part the time when he will

dominate a production does not seem
far distant.

Yet, this is the man who got out

- - step just
"

' f
"jpuld

be hard

to say. But, pranks of
is

-
because

he belongs v
'

uat fast

**""

ited to every class and kind of act-

or if he is a good actor and is

adaptable to the screen. And Mac-
Dowell is both. By virtue of the

fact that they depend on action

rather than the spoken word picture

plays tend toward the actual drama
rather than the fluffier variety of en-

tertainment. Though, of course, the

comedy has its place on the screen

as on the stage. But the new gen-
eration is seeing the things their

parents saw on the stage by medium
of the cinema. The classics are re-

vived, the great nobles are repro-

duced, melodrama and psychological
drama go hajid in hand so there is

material for everyone.

It is a new line for Melbourne

MacDowell, but he has made good in

his 1: photoplay

fading army of
,gi c actors,

who in their day i,. citadel of

Hrantio ..art against til comers, but

Wo,~ crowded out by the influx

plays, new players and the
iu. of new modes in the spoken

lighter, more intricate

vhere the actor of the

'jemed to have little

Since his first Hint appearance
MacDowell has been seen in aKmim-
ker of Paramount pictures fr/im the
Ice plant, including "The *eyi"
the Righteous," with Enid Bennett
"Flare-up Sal," "Love Letters," "Ty-
rant Fear" and "Love Me," with
Dorothy Da.ton; "P,aying *sS^^^^ *

'

pictures, from their great

with Charles Ray in

"Playing the Game"

it already and soon he will prove
that the old story of the impossi-

bility of teaching an old dog new
tricks is a fallacy and at the same
time show that one is never too old
to learn.

Nor is it the wish to imply by this

that MacDowell is a centenarian, or

anything like it. He is indeed in his

prime, robust, strong, virile, full of
ambition seemingly no less than in

the days when he played with Fanny

Davenport, whom he afterward mar-
ried.

And he likes pictures. He realizes,

too, that in Thomas H. Ince he has
found a man with an inexhaustible

knowledge of their mysteries, a man
who has also had experience in the

legitimate and realizes what the
transition means after years upon
the stage.

* * *

MacDowell was a very young man
when Fanny Davenport, the lamented

tragedy queen, found him in Xew
York playing in the theatres there,
and engaged him as her leading
man. In "La Tosca," "Fedora,"

"Cleopatra" and countless others of

the Sardou plays and the Sardou-

school, he played opposite the

woman he later married, and with
whom he enjoyed seventeen years
of wedded bliss till she was chosen
for a higher role in a different

sphere.

She aided him, built speeches for

him into the plays and gave him the

prominence of a s*a*j an"u ne re-

menibers hfr vvi'tli the tenderest feel-

ings, and almost a reverence.

"How people did love Fanny
Davenport," he said the other day.
"And how, to-day, they Inve her in

memory. Every time I think of

motion pictures I think how won-
derful it would be if her work could

have been recorded on the screen.

But she died before the days of the

silent drama. She had scarcely seen

an automobile but people remember
her and are constantly writing me
for her photograph or some little

souvenir. I know it would make
her happy to be thus remembered
and so I send the photographs by
the hundreds even to-day."

* * *

Mr. MacDowell asserts that Miss

Davenport's death was due to her

desire to avoid growing stout. She
took the nostrums of the doctors

until she was internally injured to

such an extent that when she fell

ill nothing could be done for her.

* * *

There are many who recall also

the splendid work of MacDowell in

the old days of the stage and who
welcome again his splendid presence
in the dramas of the screen.

[332]
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Clara Kimball Young in a scene from Eleanor

Glynn's "The Reason Why," her next release

A- j nelped make the

Star Corporation popular

Gladys Leslie, Vitagraph star a basket-full May Allison, the original , in "".very-

woman," is now a screen star ii



Do Your Bit To Keep the Home Fires Burning

We urge all clubs, universities, colleges, churches, schools, etc. to do

everything possible to promote wholesome theatrical entertainment in this

dark hour, so men and women may be taken out of themselves and

spiritually refreshed. In order to encourage all such efforts, we are about

to create a new department devoted to

AMATEUR THEATRICALS
We shall be pleased to give space to all meritorious

productions
of

this nature. Who were the players? How did they acquit themselves?

How were they received? These questions we are ready to answer.

Send us good photographs and scenes from the plays you present. They

will be reproduced in the same artistic manner that has made the Theatre

Magazine so popular.

There is throughout this great country of ours much latent talent.

Hidden away in every town and village are potential musicians, actors

and singers of both sexes who, if only afforded an opportunity, might one

day win fame on the metropolitan stage.

Do not hesitate to call our attention to any who you consider worthy.

If you are in need of advice regarding any particular play or musical

comedy, write to us. We will give you all the information you require.

We Will put you in touch with reliable firms who can furnish anything

you may require scenery, costumes, wigs m a word, we can supply a

complete production, all except the audience.

Do not hesitate to write. Our services are entirely free and yours

for the asking.

The THEATRE MAGAZINE
Amateur Theatrical Department

The abore announcement published in our last

issue lias already created a large amount of

interest, as the following letters trill prove:

Gentlemen :

I commmend you most heartily upon the addition to your inter-

esting magazine of recognition of amateur theatricals by the in-
troduction of an Amateur Theatrical Department. It should prove
enlightening, helpful, and fulfills I think a long-felt want.

[ have taken your magazine for many years and I revel in the
many improvements which you are making from time to time. I

wish you continued success.

Yours very truly,

BOYD MARTIN, Dramatic Editor,
The Courier-Journal, Louisville, Ky.

Gentlemen :

I read with interest your announcement in the April THEATRE
regarding amateur theatricals.

Assuring you that I will greatly appreciate them and that I am
one of many who will appreciate the THEATRE MAGAZINE'S help-
ful and patriotic offer, I am,

Very truly yours,

DONALD STERLING, Meshoppen, Pa.

Dear Sirs:

Thanks to your magazine, Silliman has been able to present satis-
factory Shakespearean plays.

CHARLES E. SMITH, Silliman Institute,

Dumaguete, P. I.

Gentlemen :

I read with much interest the announcement of the new Amateur
Theatrical Department in the current issue of the THEATRE MAGA-
ZINE and I hasten to make use of your gracious offer of assistance
in the staging of amateur productions.
Trusting you can be of assistance to me and thanking you in ad-

vance of this excellent new department, I am,
Yours very truly,

MRS. VIRGINIA YEAMANS,
Instructor of Dramatic Art,

Peabody High School, Pittsburg, Pa.

Gentlemen :

It was with great interest I read your announcement in the April.
1918 number of THE THEATRE of the forthcoming Amateur The-
atrical Department to be established. We're not an incoherently
stage-struck youth or beauty, but a college graduate with a modicum
of brains, at present acting as a University instructor in English,
with a deep love for the stage, an intense ambition and a capacity
for hard work. Now what can we do about it? You know the
Bible says, "Knock, and it shall be opened unto you." Please,
dear editors, do not make it possible for us to begin to doubt !

Sincerely yours, CHRISTINE HOPKINS,
The Strollers,

State University of Kentucky,

Lexington, Ky.
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Its Body

ELEGANCE
Is ON A PAR WITH THE

EFFICIENCY
of its self-preserving motor

TASTES may differ as to THE sleeve- valve motor

body styles

BUT the superior efficiency

holds every world's record for

length of run

rf the Willy's-Knight type PoWER produced, absence

of motor is established beyond of wear and lack of carbon

a question.
deposit !

ECONOMY of operation THE supreme quietness of

and endurance, absence of

troubles, freedom from ad-

justments and delays ate

advantages enjoyed by

25,000 Willys-Knight
owners.

this sleeve-valve motor would

severely emphasize the slight-

est squeak or noise of ordi-

nary bodies

THEREFORE, besides

the charm of the Willy s-

IT IS the only type of en- Knight's appearance it is

gine that is self-preserving and of a new and better noiseless

improve! with use. body construction.

Willys-Overland Inc., Toledo, Ohio

Willys-Knight and Overland Motor Cars and Light Commercial Cars
Canadian Factory, Well Toronto, Canada

leve-Volve Motor

Four, touring car . $1625
Eight touring car . $3100
/. a. b. Toledo Prices

subject to change
without notice
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Pennsylvania
VACUUM CUP TIRES

cars whose equipment is in

keeping with the high quality and

individuality standards of the cars

themselves, Vacuum Cup Tires are

largely a matter of course.

The skid^preventing action of the

Vacuum Cups gives a definite assur^

ance of riding safety on wet, slippery

pavements.

To this feature add the mileage
service of 6,000 miles for which
Vacuum Cup Tires are guaranteed

per warranty tag and you get the

clearest perception of why Vacuum
Cup Tires are the unchanging choice

of owners of better cars.

Makers of Auto Tube* "Ton Tested*

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY
JEANNETTE, PA.

XMrecf Factory Branches and Service Agencies
Throughout the United States and Canada

] War Srvice Union j

sy.Y



HOSIERY each the best of its kind, home knit for our soldiers and

"Onyx-^Hosiery
for those whose needs demand the essential combination of

Style9 Quality and sound Value
Fascinating new designs in

"
Onyx

"
Silk Hosiery for

Summer are certain to delight you at your favorite shop

Emery&Beers Company, inc. NEWYORK
'

o I e owners of "Onyx" and wholesale distributors
~
V
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E. Slip-over House Dress of panne
crepe, in pink, blue or rose, with dec-
oration of embroidery. A very new
and smart model, especially suitable
for travel use. It may be obtained,
to special order, in black, navy blue
or plum color. $25.50

A. Boudoir Coat of gros de Lon-
dres, in rose, blue, or orchid

; trim-
med with ruffles of the silk, silk-

roses and silk fringe. $19.50

Separate Slip of pink chiffon, com-
bined with lace, ribbon and silk rose-
buds -

$24.00

B. \egHKee of crepe de Chine, in

pink, blue or peach ; trimmed with
lace ruffles and rosebuds. $11.50

C Two-piece Negligee, consisting
of Coat of pink or blue chiffon,
trimmed with cream lace; and slip
of panne crepe, embellished with em-
broidery. Complete, $38.00

D. Two-piece Negligee, consisting
of Coat of chiffon, in orchid, rose
or French blue, combined with
cream lace; and Slip of Georgia
crepe, combined with cream lace,
ribbon and rosebuds. Complete,

$32.00

Boudoir Cap of lace, trimmed with
floral wreath and a bow of pink or
blue ribbon. $290

1. Alimatt & Oln.
MADISO.N AVENUE- FIFTH AVENUE

TY-FOURTH AND THIRTY-FIFTH STREETS, NEW YORK
Mail Order Literature mailed on request;
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AMATEUR THEATRICALS
The amusements of a people are an essential

part of their efficiency.
In war time the horror

of real life presses upon us and against this we

need the spiritual elixir of the theatre and the

revivifying touch of the world offancy.
DR. FRANK CRANE.

THE AMATEUR DEPARTMENT will make its first appearance

September issue of the Theatre Magazine.

And in this department we shall be pleased to give space to all meritorious amateur productions.

Send good photographs and scenes from the plays given by your club, school or church, and if

they are sufficiently interesting, they will be reproduced in the same artistic manner that has

made the Theatre Magazine so popular.

the

SO
many interesting letters have come to us in re-

sponse to recent announcements that we are en-

couraged to believe this new feature will be highly

popular with our readers. In fact we are amazed at

the widespread interest in amateur theatricals, evi-

denced by the letters that have poured in to us from

all over the country.

Churches, schools, clubs and colleges have sent

photographs, press notices, and other material show-

ing what they have accomplished, in some cases, under

handicaps sufficient to discourage the most experi-

enced players and their work is ambitious too. As

one writer tells us : "The ambitions of our club are

limited only to the enthusiasms of youth anything

from the Greeks and Shakespeare, to Shaw and

Dunsany, may appear on our programs !"

When You Produce

An Amateur Play

Write us your needs and we will be glad to put you

in touch with reliable firms who can furnish you with

play manuscripts, scenery, costumes, wigs and any-

thing you may require. In a word, we can supply

a complete production all except the audience.

Interesting Letters from Amateurs

In a recent issue of your fine magazine you invite contributions re-

lating to amateur dramatic work, and I am venturing to presume upon

your generosity. Under separate cover I am sending some photos, press

notices and a program of an amateur production that has caused no

little comment in this vicinity hecause of its excellence I

hope you will pardon my presumption in this matter. Your invitation

was so kindly expressed that I could not resist. Such notice as you
can give our poor efforts will be of great encouragement to us in the

struggle toward the better tilings in dramatic literature and art.

REV. WILLIAM MCDERMOTT,
Evansville, \Vis.

* * *

The members of our college dramatic club have read with much
interest the announcement of the new Amateur Theatrical Depart-

ment to be established in THE THEATRE. In the past the cuts and

special articles published in your magazine have been of real assistance

to us in staging our plays and we are certain that the new depart-

ment will be even more helpful. Our college is a Reserve Officers'

Training School and all female roles in our plays are taken by
cadets. Undel separate cover we are sending you some photographs
and scenes from plays recently staged at the college. Thanking you
for the assistance" THE THEATRE has already afforded us and with

every wish for success in your new department.

I. J. SEMPER. Director,

Dubuque College

Dubuque, Iowa.

Relying on your well-known courtesy and interest. I am presuming
to take advantage of same in the following re-quest: A clever little

group of amateur players are endeavoring to awake small town interest

in the oversea affairs. Several among their number in this place have

gone to war yet realization is slow in dawning upon them that all

of our country is staking tremendously upon the outcome of the

great struggle. These players are looking for a play on the style of

"Lilac Time." Could this be procured for amateur reproduction for

a Red Cross Benefit?
H. L. O'LEARY,
New Bedford, Mass.

Do not hesitate to write. Our services are free and yours for
the asking, but please enclose a three-cent stamp for reply.
Address all communications to the Amateur Theatrical De-
partment, Theatre Magazine, 6 East 39th Street, New York.
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DO you know good acting when you
see it?

Many theatregoers think they are com-

petent to judge a performance. As a

matter of fact, very few are! Even

alleged critics who write for the press

know little of the art

of which they talk with

such pretended author-

ity.

"America," says Walter

Prichard Eaton in the

next issue of the THEA-
TRE MAGAZINE, "is flood-

ed with incompetent

critics, for the news-

papers as a rule, make
no effort to pick men
properly equipped for

the delicate task of crit-

ical analysis and do not

keep them long enough
on the job to acquire

experience."

But there are critics

who know good acting
when they see it. Mr.
Eaton goes into this

more thoroughly in a

caustic article in the

July issue.

JUNE, 1918

YOU,
who sit comfortably at the

playhouse to-day, little know what

our forefathers endured to pay homage
to Thespis.

Do you know how early American thea-

tres were lighted-? That was long before

nPO-DAY the chorus
A of "The Follies" is

considered the beauty

parlor of theatreland.

But beauty is not a

monopoly of to-day. Ask

dad, he knows!

The favorites of his

day can well stand on
their own for good
looks, plus personality.

In the next number,
we're going to show you
the pictures of the

"squabs" of yesterday,

and tell you how they

gained popularity.

They had youth, beauty
and ability. Judge for

yourself which attribute

contributed most to their

success.

IN THIS ISSUE

anything connected with the flag. They
mean Pre-eminent Picker of Winners, for

that's what George is.

He has had four successes on Broad-

way this year, and in the July number,
he's going to tell you how he does it.

We advise all theat-

. rical managers to read

this article. They may
be able to take a tip

from George M. Cohan

author, actor, man-

ager, and film star !
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WHAT is an immoral play?

Is the play that teaches" some vital

sex question to be classed with the play

that is suggestive merely for suggestive-

ness sake?

Read Ada Patterson's analytical dis-

cussion of plays worth while and those

merely put on for sensational effect.

It's in tj?e July issue!

gas was introduced into this country.

Frank Chouteau Brown knows, and he'll

enlighten you if you .read the July issue

"Lighting in the Early Playhouses."

IN
Spain there's a man

greater than the king

and he's not found in

diplomatic circles, either.

He's no other than

Joselito, the greatest

bull-fighter in the world.

Read about his daring

exploits, -his fame and

popularity in the July

issue.

INA
CLAIRE and

Lenore Ulric Belas-

co's little girls. These

two names have blazed

forth successfully in

this theatrical season of

many failures.

Miss Claire, blonde

and winsome, and Miss

Ulric, dark and emo-

tional, tell in the next

issue how David Belasco

made "Polly With a

Past" and "Tiger Rose"

two of the biggest hits

of the year and them-

selves stars of to-

morrow.

R 1FAD about the

summer gowns of

Geraldine Farrar, one of

the best dressed women
on the stage, and see the

exclusive pictures of

them in "Footlight Fash-

ions" in our next issue.

GEORGE
M. COHAN P. P. W.

No the initials do not stand for

YOU'LL
be packing your trunk soon

to go on that much needed vacation.

Then don't forget to carry with you a

copy of the July THEATRE. So as to get

all our zippy summer numbers, why not

subscribe now? $3.50 a year.

COPYRIGHT 1918 BY i HE THEATRE MAGAZINE CO. TRADE MARK REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF. ENTERED AT POST OFFICE, NEW YORK, AS SECOND CLASS VAIL MATTE



Victor Records
-the living evidence

ofan artists greatness

What is it that makes an artist famous ? That wins

the applause of appreciative audiences ? That establishes

an enviable reputation as a great artist in the hearts of

music-lovers ?

The answer is indelibly inscribed on Victor Records.

They are the living evidence of an artist's greatness.

They reproduce the art of the most famous singers and

instrumentalists with unswerving fidelity.

With a Victrola you can enjoy these superb interpreta-

tions at will right in your own home. But only with the

Fictrolaior the world's greatest artists make records for

the Victrola exclusively.

Any Victor dealer will gladly play for

you any music you wish to hear, and

demonstrate the various styles of the Victor

and Victrola $12 to $950. Saenger Voice

Culture Records are invaluable to vocal

students ask to hear them.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J. , U. S. A.

Berliner Gramophone Co.. Montreal, Canadian Distributors

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines
are scientifically coordinated and synchronized in the pro-

cesses of manufacture, and their use one with the other, is

absolutely essential to a perfect reproduction.

New Victor Records demonstrated at

all dealers on the 1st of each month

"Victrola'* is the Registered Trade-mark of the Victor

Talking Machine Company designating the products of
this Company only.

Victor

Supremacy Victrola XVII, $275
Victrola XVII, electric, $332.50

* Mahogany or oak
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During the recent Liberty Loan Drive, James Montgomery Flagg helped boom the
Loan by sketching pictures of the purchasers of large bonds. Miss Helen Rook,
a Broadway favorite, and of the Stage Women's War Relief, was one of the
lucky ones. She is seen wearing the helmet of one of Pershing's boys



LET US RESPECT THE THEATRE
The stage an institution of great appeal to men and women confronted

with unsolvedproblems of their daily lives. Being an interview with

REV. DR. PERCY STICKNEY GRANT

WE
hear a good deal from time to time

about the morals of grease paint.

Having a very definite respect for the

drama, for everything that tends to interpret

beauty in the theatre, I feel that it is not a

question of the morals of actors or audiences

that excites the interest of a clergyman, so much

as it is a question whether the theatre is prop-

erly understood. I mean, have we considered

the place which the theatre holds towards every-

day life.

Since President Wilson has been in office, I

am told that he attends the theatre four times a

week. The newspaper men in Washington, it

is said, usually scent a "big story" when the

President spends most of his evenings at the

theatre. Precedent has shown that when the

resident is working on some important State

matter, he goes to the theatre a great deal to

rest his mind. Apparently he cares very little

for dramas. It has been noticed that his taste

runs chiefly to musical-comedy or vaudeville.

Perhaps it is inferred from these selections in

his amusements that he cannot find proper
mental relaxation in the theatrical situations of a

drama. He absolutely avoids the "problem play."

It seems that when he attends a vaudeville per-

formance, he shares the atmosphere of the

show. Usually one or more of the performers
address a few remarks to the Presidential box
to which the President responds with a broad
smile. If the joke has been unusually good, the

actor is rewarded by very hearty hand-clapping
from the Presidential box.

'
I 'HE influence of the theatre upon the First
* Citizen of this country is the best modern

comment I can think of. It should not sur-

prise those who enjoy Shakespearean drama or

problem plays, to observe the President prefers

musical-comedy and vaudeville. The best pur-
pose the theatre can serve is to inspire happi-
ness, and that is a quality which we largely
manufacture for ourselves according to the

normal habits of our lives. It is my impression
that any moral irritation of which the theatre
has been accused, no doubt properly, is the re-
sult of a defective audience. A musical-comedy
so long as it preserves good taste and especially
inspires our thought to beauty, has a perfectly
legitimate place in the important productions of
the theatre. To the inexperienced young man, to
the gentleman in the bald-headed row, it may
have its deceptions. These are not the faults
of the musical-comedy, however, nor properly
speaking, can it be said to be the fault of the
pretty young women on the stage. Abnormal
people go to the theatre, just as they go to

church, and apply what they see or hear to
their own abnormal perceptions. In the great
majority, audiences are normal. They are not
seeking sensational experiences in the theatre,
any more than they are seeking them in life.'

It so happens, however, that the theatre being
one of the greatest public institutions, it has
often suffered from abuse because of the sort
of people that get mixed up with the normal
crowds.

I was particularly fond of Clyde Fitch, and

remember being especially impressed with the

great number of people his brain addressed

through his play. Clyde Fitch was addressing

fifty thousand people a day. That is a tremen-

dous audience, and a tremendous influence.

Even the distinguished Archbishop of York, who
is visiting us just now, said the other day that

he had addressed ninety thousand people in two

months. The dramatist seemed to have a dis-

tinct advantage over the importance of the

Archbishop.

THE romance of the stage door, at least that

which reaches the newspaper, is not really a

part of the morals of the theatre. It is merely a

by-product, an abnormal fever that seizes the

very young, and perhaps the very old. There

are always the "undesirables" to take care of,

and because they are deprived of normal per-

ceptions of beauty, out of key with the har-

mony of life, they get into trouble in the

glamor of the theatre. It is something tangible

and unique in human nature, this "glamor of

the theatre." It is the awakening of all that is

good or all that is evil in human knowledge.

According to our application of the theatre, to

our perceptions of beauty, we benefit or we are

injured. To attach only a sex significance to

the undraped figure, is to create a moral irri-

tant instead of the mental irritant towards the

enjoyment of our ideals of beauty.

My own acquaintance with the theatre has

been limited because my duties have prevented
me from attending it very often, but acquain-
tance with the "artist nature" compels a sense

of respect due the theatre. Such men as Forbes-

Robertson, Beerbohm Tree, E. H. Sothern are

men who represent great distinction of char-

acter and mind, inspiring figures of far-reaching
influence in the world. In the presence of a

great artist we are in the presence of a man in

high places. Henry James expressed the idea

splendidly when he was asked by a young liter-

ary aspirant how to become a novelist:

"Learn to understand the smallest detail of

your experiences in life," he said.

HPHE artist is involved with extraordinary
-- brain and intuitions to do this. He feels

and translates the smallest impressions of life

to the storehouse of his artistic memory. To
the artist in the theatre all formula of ideas

gather an impulse of ideals, because artists seek

only the motive of beauty in their active minds,
the purpose of inspiration to others. All the

traditions of the theatre lead to the conclusion
that it is a place of far greater importance in

our lives than we, even to-day, fully realize. It

is still emerging with us from an existing state

of irritating morals in human nature, to a clearer

understanding of the relations between men and
women. The theatre seizes the heart, the brain,
or the sex issues with indiscriminate conse-

quences. Nevertheless, it has perhaps done more
to emancipate ideas of the latter issue than is

fully realized. It has taught us that the un-
clothed figure can be as beautiful, as inspiring

as a marble sculpture or an exquisite painting;
it has shown us the relationship of the dance

to music, gives us a better appreciation of

music. This is true, of course, because dancing
was the first human indication of rhythm, the

first impulse to harmony and thought in music.

All the masterpieces of the earlier composers
were some form of dance set to music. The
Bible doesn't mention the theatre, but It does.

speak of dancing very often. The earliest

religious symptoms were expressed in some
sacred form of dancing.

I never realized the full expression which

dancing conveys until I happened one day to

see a performance given by Isadora Duncan at

the Metropolitan Opera House interpreting Bee-

thoven's Seventh Symphony. At first, I was
startled by certain audacity of costume. The

symphony I knew by heart, having studied it in

college, analyzed it closely bar by bar. By
degrees the identity of the dancer was lost in

the extraordinary interpretation of Beethoven's

genius. Her presence was not in the flesh, but

in the spirit of a masterpiece. She made music
with her body, with her movement, with her mind.
It seemed to me as though I had never under-

stood the Seventh Symphony so well, in spite of

the personal study I had given it. Later I saw
her interpretation of the Marseillaise and the

impression was stirring to a degree. It seems

to me that audiences who watch dancers in

musical-comedy or in vaudeville must gather

something of the unwritten enjoyment in it, and
it came to me then. They may not always see

the best dancing, it may not be the art of it

that is talked about among them, but there is in

all dancing an element of joyous, idealic sug-

gestion that inspired.

MUSIC
and dancing are the allied arts that

have been tributed chiefly to the ultra-

modern ambitions self-expression. The theatre

is always that, an effort to urge upon us self-

expression; to enlarge our vision of life. No
one can imagine for a moment that President

Wilson's preference for musical-comedy and
vaudeville reflects upon the value of Shake-

speare, or Ibsen, or melodrama. It only justi-

fies the claim that the theatre is a mental stimu-

lant according to our needs. The mind that is.

keyed up to the highest tension of intellectual

work seeks amusement in some different appli-

cation of thought, turns the force of mind upon
the stimulus of cleverness and beauty.

I do not remember ever going to the theatre

without being stimulated, without being refreshed

to some degree. It is so with a great majority
of theatregoers. Only the hysterical, or the

imbecile, or the vicious fail to enjoy the mental

stimulant of the theatre because it is an institu-

tion of deeper relation to human nature than it

appears to represent. Especially is it important
as intepretation for the inarticulate nature, for

the men and women who are confronted with

the unsolved problems of their daily lives. Few
understand themselves, and the theatre helps

them to do this. Just as in the early awakening
of the human race to express its divine instinct,

there were sacred dances, barbaric torchlight
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BILLIE BURKE AND HENRY MILLER IN THE
REVIVAL OF DUMAS' COMEDY "A MARRIAGE OF

CONVENIENCE" AT HENRY MILLER'S THEATRE



"""fctacles,
which represented the symbolism

*

.eligion, so, the theatre to-day is still strug-

gling with the human race to emancipate it-

* > from defective thought and feeling. It

., discovered that the commercial value of

anv c
n^ art is immeasurable, and the discovery

gradually eliminating the commercial in-

~ pure and simple. It would be magnifi-

it should never intrude itself as it does

Muin-t imes, I believe, as a first consideration in

production.

A fine performance of Hamlet is perhaps of

no greater value to the purposes of beauty in

the theatre than good music or good dancing.

Each in their way are a stimulant towards

self-expression which human nature craves and

aspires to.

The imaginative appeal of the theatre, to a

normal audience, is an education ;
to the de-

fective, the sensual, the abnormal person, it

is what it is never intended to be, a moral

irritation. A modern psychologist recently dis-

covered that shell-shock is a paralysis of

reason. The victim imagines himself blind, or

speechless, or mangled. It is a hysteria feeling.

The theatre has emerged from that phase of

sensationalism. It has begun to discriminate

Jk-tween the abnormal and the normal in self-

expression.

The prodigal son has often learned the folly

of life through some experience in the theatre.

His youth has deceived him, as it often does

when he has been brought up blindly, and he

gets his first vision of beauty on the stage.

But he need not feel that the shame and disas-

ter of that experience is through his own lack

of wisdom, it is the unwisdom of his parents

who have failed to open his eyes soon enough.

'i"he theatre has been regarded as a place of

danger to the young, because it too frankly

inspires the true things of life. That, how-

ever, is not the fault of the theatre, it is the

fault of stupid traditions about sex. Women
are changing their tradition ; the emergencies
of the war are bringing us to a reasonable out-

look. The oriental idea that women were the

property of men declared in the Laws of Moses

alienated our knowledge of women's true rela-

tion to men. The theatre, rebellious, reaction-

ary always, has managed to emancipate our

views by the stimulant of its performances.

With the advent of Christendom, the oriental

idea was defeated, and with it the menace of

paganism.
These are theories that bring the theatre into

close alliance with religion, and all that relig-

ion tries to achieve for the progress of the

human race; therefore, we cannot fail to have

a real respect for it.

The first actor, clothed in his goat-skin at-

tempted to symbolize the tragedy of life. The

modern actor, clothed in the costume of

his part, symbolizes the happiness, the laughter,

the beauty, the music of life.

The emergencies of war have had their reflex

on the theatre also. For instance, the Canadian

Government has been donating money to the

families of soldiers who have been left be-

hind, for amusement, in order that they might

go to the movies. The moving-picture 'has

been recognized as a means of keeping the

family in good spirits, which is regarded as

an asset for the soldier. They want him to

know that his family is cheerful. It has even

been regarded as a healthful necessity, to keep

the family from getting downhearted.

In England, Ben Greet has been giving

Shakespearean performances all over Great

Britain, having presented eleven of Shake-

speare's plays. In talking recently with some

of the men in the important official relation of

the war, I find that they are especially happy
to avoid conversation on war matters, pleased

to be in a social atmosphere, glad to have any-

thing to distract their minds from war. That

is why they enjoy the opera, and interesting

dinner parties.

It is my own impression, because of these

war emergencies, that the theatres made a great

mistake in raising their prices at the beginning
of the war. There should have .been some

attempt at popular prices, not only as a com-

petition with the movies, hut as a sort of war
contribution by the theatres to the mental

cheerfulness of the people distracted by sep-

aration from those they love, by the unusual

war labors put upon them, and by the world

tumult in thought and action.

1 have never iead a war speech or a war
article that was so persuasive to me as Lau-
rctte Taylor in "Out .There."

.My impression? would not be complete in

their relation to the theatre, if I did not refer

to the abuse of tie uses of "The Star Spangled
Manner" in our theatres. I am absolutely in-

censed when some cheap little makeshift of an

orchestra, perhaps a piano and a violin, whine
out our national anthem and several hundred

intelligent people are expetted to stand p,

awe-inspired, during the process.

I was impressed "he other day at Carnegie Hall

when I saw "Medea" and "Iphigenia." Walter
Damrosch's orchestra played "The Star Spangled
Banner" in a way to take the roof off and
make the audience rise to its feet with en-

thusiasm. I happened to sit next to Mr. Dam-
rosch at a dinner a few days after, and told

him of my delight He explained that it was
the standardized version that he and a commit-

tee, at the request of Washington, had worked
out from the five current versions. This ren-

dering had been held up in Washington from
authoritative use by objections sent him from
music publishers of the old version.

Mr. Dainrosch's new version of "The Star

Spangled Baiinc'-" takes the anthem more

largely away from the string instrument and

puts it in the brass, with a tremendous roll of

drums at the end Kvhich is thrilling. Played as

he played it, it is only second in emotional

value to the 'Marseillaise" and something
the country may well be proud of. It would be
a fine thing if :he theatres could be brought
into line in thJM matter and either have no
orchestras at all or adequate music, both for

the entr'acte and for the national anthem. I

am sure that mcst theatre audiences attending

plays that are worth seeing, are intelligent

enough to prefer their own conversation to a

fiddle and some cheap cuffer of the ivories.

By all means, let us respect the theatre. The
President, in demonstrating the value of the

musical-comedy and vaudeville performances in

these tragic times, has given the theatre its

greatest stimulus. , he has demonstrated that it

is a place of normal amusement, instead of a

place of problematic debate.

JECIATION
To Captain Vernon Castle, R.F.C., killed at his post, February 15th, 1918

By ELROY FOOTE

S and lilies on a sunny slope

Hide now the spot where your dear form
is laid, since Easter Day.

Encased in stone, protected from the horrors of
the earth,

And wrapped in the great glory of your flag.

My selfish heart protests against "God's Way."
Dear Heart! I should not grudge to you this

sudden rest,

For you are honored more than any king;
And all the world proclaims you Hero now
While your brave spirit Inspires fighting men
To give their all as you gave everything.

What joy there must have been in that great space
That we call Heaven to see you come
On glorious wings of Duty and great love;

Taking your place among the countless dead
Who hover o'er this sad and blood-stained earth,

Beseeching us to lift our eyes above.

Hill

The late Captain Vernon Castle
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I was your mother only in the law :

But T adored you always, and could feel

Each ray of happiness that lit your mobile face

Reflected in my heart
; as did each creeping

shadow

Leave on me its trace.

How proud I was you chose my family tree

for yours ;

For I could read your heart, and tell

That all your manly traits were gentle-born

And all your faults were those of overtender-

ness to every living thing.

How few could walk the path of fame so well !

This bed of blossoms thru my tear-dimmed eyes.

Spreads out and up to the horizon's rim,

And when- 1 cross it who can tell us how soon

I'll look for you among my beloved dead,

Sure of the outstretched arm and tender smile

You always gave to me your "Mother Dear.'"
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Q Strauss-Peyton

FRITZ LEIBER
Lending Robert B. Mantell ad-

mirable support in a reper-

toire of classic plays on tour

Hartsook
RALPH KELLARD

Who has been leading man in two

Broadway successes this season .

"Eyes of Youth" and "Nancy Lee"

EMM
SAXON KLING

One of the Washington Square Players who
has acted juvenile leads with Margaret

Anglin, Ruth Chatterton and Henry Milltr

Beidler

IRVING BEEBE
Who was a student at Yale when Henry W.
Savage saw him in an amateur performance
and engaged him for "Have a Heart"

FELIX KREMBS
Seen with Jane Cowl recently in the

war play, "Lilac Time" and to appear

shortly on Broadway in a new piece

Beidler
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BOOKING ACTORS FOR OVER THERE
Players at mammoth meeting discuss work of the theatre in France

By MONTROSE J. MOSES

THE
actors of America have been told by

E. H. Sothern and Winthrop Ames, "The

soldier needs you." These two gentlemen

have just returned from the battlefields of

France, and they have brought from General Per-

shing what might be called an Army order.

The Y. M. C A. selected Mr. Sothern and Mr.

Ames as their representatives, to go to the "huts"

near the front, and to see what improvements

could be made for the better comfort of the

boys. They visited the British, Canadian, and

American lines, witnessing and giving perform-

ances. They talked with the American soldiers,

and Mr. Sothern read to them; and they tested

ti.j acoustic properties of the "huts," taking

into account the booming of nearby guns and

the noise of hobnail shoes on the wooden floors.

They were received as brothers by the men

one soldier asked Mr. Ames about his laundry

which was in another town from which Mr.

Ames had just come; another boy asked Mr.

Sothern to look up his family, "somewhere in

America." Here were two visitors just from

home. That is the way Mr. Ames and Mr.

Sv ern were regarded "over there."

They had many experieaces at the front.

"5$i:/ went as far as the third line, wearing

helmets and gas masks; they slipped in and out

of air raids, and saw a duel between French and

German planes. They witnessed a kind of stage-

arigement far different from the theatre. Yet

in tfriSt melee, they recognized the need for the

theatre, and so, now they have returned to

America, they are busy, formulating plans, and

organizing "America's Over There Theatre

League, with George M. Cohan as its president.

THE object of this association will be to send

"shows" and individual players to the front,
as fast as transportation arrangements can be

made, and passports can be signed. For, as

Augustus Thomas said, at a public meeting
which launched the undertaking, "Amusement
has now become a war commodity," and it must
be supplied in quantity.

The actors, who are finally chosen for service

overseas, will have to don the Y. M. C. A.

uniform; they will be soldiers, subject to

orders. Mr. Ames said: "The men will be
dressed the same as commissioned officers, ex-

cept that in place of the insignia of the officer's

rank, they will wear the red triangle of the
Y. M. C. A. The women will wear a long over-
coat." Describing the circumstances under
which the players will tour the "huts," he con-
tinued :

"You will entertain in groups of six, making
the trip in one Ford. Each will do an individual

bit, and all will unite in a sketch. You will
have no trunks. A suit-case must suffice for
costumes. The stage will be a platform or tables

put together in a 'hut.' If you have any scenery,
it will probably be a drop representing the Statue
of Liberty in the Harbor of New York."
To this Mr. Sothern added that when he

read "Hamlet" to the boys, the "hut" looked as
unlike the Castle of Elsinore as could be; so
that he had to rouse the imagination of his audi-
ence to cover the deficiency.

At the Palace Theatre, in New York, there

was recently held a mammoth meeting, to dis-

cuss the work of the theatre in France. Mr.

Cohan presided. Mr. Ames, Mr. Sothern, Mrs.

August Belmont (Eleanor Robson), Augustus

Thomas, Sergeant Empey, and others spoke.

The simple question was asked of the actors,

"Who will go?" There was a general uprising

of the audience. Several transports could have

been filled then and there. Maude Adams tele-

graphed that she would go; so did John Drew,

Otis Skinner, Donald Brian, Grant Mitchell,

Jane Cowl, Frances Starr, William Collier.

Julia Marlowe, and a host of others. It looks

as though to see anything good at the theatres

next year, one will have to visit the third line

trenches.

MR.
SOTHERN gave this sound advice to

those assembled :

"The American soldier is away from home
for the duration of the war. How long

that will be we do not know. We know his

absence will be approaching at least two years,

for after the war has been won, the American sol-

dier will remain abroad for eighteen months.

This is because America will not take Ger-

many's word, even if she signs another scrap

of paper. Those of us who have been accus-

tomed to the theatre, rather than to entertain-

ing must learn a new art. Never in my life

before have I recited. But when I found my-
self 'over there,' I said, I either have to do what
is necessary, or else there is no reason for my
being here. I envy the vaudeville artist. It is

upon the shoulders of the vaudeville people that

the bulk of this entertainment will fall."

Winthrop Ames made an interesting address.

He said, in part, as follows :

"Some genius realized what the absence of any
touch of home in the soldier's life might mean.
The Y. M. C. A. in France is the result. Where-
ever there is a camp, you'll find a Y. M. C. A.
'hut' or house. It isn't decorative. It is made
of matched boards, and it looks just like a

larger barrack, or a shooting gallery at Coney
Island without the paint. It might cost at the

outside $3,000 to put up in America; in France
it costs $15,000, because the lumber has to be

smuggled out of Spain or Switzerland under the

nose of German agents, and when the army
can't spare the men to help put it up,*or there
are no German prisoners available, it sometimes
has to be put up by French women. But it's

there in every camp now, with its red triangle
over the door, and it is the soldier's home and
club and corner grocery store, and church and
it wants to be his theatre.

INHERE is always a canteen (or counter) at
1- one end where they sell, at a little less

than cost, the minor luxuries that Uncle Sam
doesn't supply, such as cigarettes, and hot
chocolate and shaving brushes and Sunshine
Biscuits. Along one side is a row of plain
wooden tables, always crowded, where boys are

writing back to you letters home. You may
have noticed the red triangle on the corner

of the. letter-pap;r. On the other side is an-

other row of tables where they are playing
checkers or cards. There is a little library of

books. And here's where the old magazines
go that you put i stamp on and drop into the

post-box without address. There is probably a

phonograph grinding out 'Mother Machrec.'

And at the end, opposite the canteen, is a

little platform. This is your stage. Sometimes
the 'hut' hasn't even a platform, and they will put
two tables together for a stage.

"In some of the more important camps there

are separata auditoriums except that 'audi-

torium' is altogether too grand a word, for

they are just like the other 'huts' except that

there are no tables or canteen, and they are

filled with close'.y packed benches. Sometimes the

little stage has a drop-curtain, oftener it hasn't.

Once in a while the boys have painted a rudi-

mentary 'back-drop.' It almost always repre-
sents New York Harbor with the Statue of

Liberty. There may be a little gasoline-engine

coughing its life away outside and so you may
have the luxury of electric lights. Sometimes
the light is kerosene lanterns and once in a

while candles. But even when there is light

enough it's hard to see because the place is so

filled with smoke.

"You see what happens to the show that de-

pends on scenery and costume.

I DON'T say that the 'huts' are always so
*

primitive. In a few towns the Y. M. C. A.

has taken over regular theatres equipped with

stock scenery, and here more elaborate plays
can be given. But just now, and for some time

yet, the general conditions in our camps in

France will best be met, and the most useful

work will be done, by little companies of three

to six players, each of whom can do some special
act or recitation or musical turn, and then all

combine, for variety, in a one-act play or sketch.

"The fact that you are coming to play there

will have been chalked up a week ahead on the

bulletin-board outside the 'hut,' and the 'hut" will

be packed with boys to welcome you. They will

be standing outside the windows as far as they
can hear. If you are late they will wait.

"In getting to one 'hut' where Mr. Sothern
was announced to read, our car broke down (you
may expect that' and it may be raining, too

but 'c'est la guerre!') and we were an hour and
a quarter late. The boys had waited all that

time, whistling and singing in chorus to keep
themselves amused, but not a one left his place
because he knew that some one else would
take it if he did.

"You see it's not only entertainment you'll

be bringing them, but entertainment from Home
Home that's 3,000 miles away.
"You may think that if they are so starved

for entertainment as that pretty nearly anything
will be good enough to send them. Well. I

don't look at our responsibility in quite that

way. And there's another and a deeper reason

why we ought to send them our very best.

Over there in France everything about home
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Sarony
E. H. SOTHERX

Who went "over there" as

a Y. M. C. A. worker

X

The Sothern-Ames party at a ruined chateau near the Marne

battlefield. Left to right, E. H. Sothern, Winthrop Ames,
E. E. Lyons, Charles H. Steele and Mrs. Winthrop Ames

Disabled soldiers dressing for an amateur performance at the

Aldwych Theatre, Australian Y. M. C. A. center in London

THEATRICAL CELEBRITIES IN THE WAR ZOTVF,



has come to have a kind of g< Men li:'l". You

know how it i- yourself when you've been away

ior a k>ng time. Every m;'.n from America

seems to them a kind of messenger and repre-

sentatne from 'Cod's Country,' and every Amcr-

can woman represents, not merely a woman, but

Bfs own mother, or wife, or sweetheart."

It must not l>e thought for one instant, Mr.

Ames would leave the impression th?.t our boys

are discontented "over there." That is far from

being true. Bu: many of them are learning that

war is not always a martial affair; it does not

always mean charges and fighting. "Quite as

often it means digging trenches and feeding

mules, and doing all sorts of unsoldierly work

until he really almost forgets he's a soldier at

all!" There are days when the greatest excite-

ment that can befall our boy in khaki is to be

able to play cards, sitting on the edge of his

bunk, while "the bunk a! ove comes down so

low that it catches him just in the back of the

neck." There are other times when he's "all

talked out.'' when there is nothing new to say

to his comrade, and when the mail from home

is two months late! These are the days of

monotony, when the V. M. C. A. brings him

comfort. But these American boys are re-

sourceful; to them life is more often full and

interesting than dull. And. as both Mr. Ames

and Mr. Sothern attest, "they have such good

food that we begged f r invitations to the army

mess." Looking deeper into the morale of the

Expeditionary- Forces, 'the men "over there" are

found to be changed beings. Mr. Ames, in his

address, throws light on this subject:

"Indeed, every one who has seen our men

m France feels that there has come to them a

n^vv dignity. It is difficult to express just what

the change is more difficult to guess the reason.

It may be partly the self-respect that military

discipline brings, it may be and I think this is

a large part of it that they know that the wor'.d

has its eyes on them, and that they stand for

America in a foreign land. But whatever the

cause, some transformation has taken place.

They are no longer boys, but men men who re-

spect the dignity of their service, men that the

American Theatre cannot afford to belittle by

sending to them anything hut its most respectful

best.

"l!ut by best, mind you, I don't mean 'high-

brow.' Men they may be, but when they're at

play they are just great, happy, wholesome, fine

American boys. They haven't lost their sense of

humor. For instance, one division has taken for

its motto: 'See America First.' They don't want

you to lose your sense of humor, when you

come to them. They want cheerfulness and

gaiety, and clean laughter, and good catchy

music, and stirring recitations, and little swift

plays oh, anything that's good of its kind, and

well done, and that is 'Made in America.'

"That's it made in America. You'll never real-

ize how much it will mean to those boys to have

you come 3,000 miles to serve them how much

they need you till you stand before your first

audience and get their welcome. I envy you
that feeling.

"If any one of you who ought to go, but who
isn't wil'ing to take the little trouble, and sacri-

fice the little money, and undergo the little

hardstiio and perhaps the little risk, to help

those boys who are every day undergoing so

much more for you well, I'm not sorry for

the boys. Somebody else will take your place.

But I am mighty sorry for you. You will be

missing a great experience .and losing a greater

Opportunity the opportunity to serve in person
in this war.

"Our Allies, the English and the French, who
have borne the burden so long, will bear it

longer still. They will hold the line1 hold it

indefinitely. But it is up to America to supply

the fresh power needed to turn this tug-of-war

into Victory, and hurl the might of democracy
across that line into Germany.
"We of the theatre can personally help to

speed this Victory, because our men will fight

better if we keep them happy and contented

in their exile, and because in addition to enter-

tainment we can bring the unspoken message
that America is with them and behind them

every day and every hour.

"The service we are asked to do is not a duty

it is a great privilege."

George M. Cohan said:

"The first thing I would like to do is to apol-

ogize for being put at the head of this com-

mittee. As far as I am concerned, I would

much rather do whatever little I can do from

a distance, but Mr. Ames and Mr. Sothern felt

they wanted someone to wave a flag so they

called on me. We will try to work this thing out

in a practical way, but the thing is, whatever we
do do, we don't want to start talking about it

and keep talking about it, but we want to get

some speed and do it right away."
It is the hope of Mr. Sothern and Mr. Ames

that as soon as plans have progressed sufficiently,

a rehearsal hall will be erected in New York,

exactly a replica of the Y. M. C. A. "hut"

abroad. Here the companies will be made ready.

For, the instant they reach the other side, they

must be prepared for service. The actor will

lie disillusioned. Art will not be pampered
"over there"; it will have to make its way
through smoke and noise, and other things

which make war.

Sergeant Empey once described an entertain-

ment w'hich was given by his company so near

the German guns that he said it was a race

between the drummer and a German shell as

to which would hit the drum first. But it is

doubtful whether any American player will re-

turn to America boasting that he has been

any nearer the first line trench than ten or

twelve miles, if that. One must be prepared
to have his "stunt" suddenly cut short by the

going out of lights, as the sirens and bugles

announce the oncoming of the enemies' air-

craft. That is war, and the theatre has be-

come one of the instruments of war.

THE ACTORS ' AND AUTHORS ' THEATRE
Players and authors combine on the

" Commonwealth" plan

HISTORY
repeats itself in the theatre

as well as on the battlefield.

Once more New York is experiment-

ing wrth die "Commonwealth" theatre that

is to say, an organization of players who agree
to "carry on" a theatrical enterprise and pool

the profits if any.

The enterprise is styled the Actors' and
Authors' Theatre. Its organization arose from
the suggestion that much excellent theatrical

material goes to waste, or is lost entirely,

both for lack of opportunity and a medium of

expression. For instance, Xew York is full of

capable actors who never act, because they are

never called upon to act. Technically, they are

"resting." More vulgarly speaking, they are

"out of a job." There are also many plays of
more than ordinary merit that never see the

footlights because the obstinate theatre mana-
ger commercial and other persistently refuses
to see anything in them. The organizers of the

Actors' and Authors' Theatre urge that these
two "idle" elements the unemployed playwright
and the unemployed actor get together and
work jointly for public recognition.

The plan takes the practical form of leasing
a first-class New York theatre, engaging such

players as may lend their co-operation, and

producing merit* rioi^ pl.-.vs ,,f untried drama-

tists. The committee has several such plays

already in its possession. 1 he first bill pre-
sented on May 20th last, comprised "Her Hon-
or, the Mayor," by Arline Van Ness Hines, and a

shorter play, "The Good Men Do" by Rupert
Osbo,rne. Recognized authors also will not be

barred, and several have volunteered to furnish

plays. The actors for their services are to re-

ceive fifty dollars a. week and a share in the

profits.

The organization is already well under way.
It has acquired the Fulton Theatre and re-

cently gave a dinner to which the leading New
York critics and others were invited and at

which the details of the plan were made public.
Edwin Milton Royle, author of "The Squaw
Man," etc., who is president of the organization,
acted as chairman. He said that the Actors' and
Authors' Theatre did not intend to do startling
or freakish things, and the chief innovation was
to give $2 shows for $1. Augustus Thomas
promised his co-operation. He might, he said,

be able to give the theatre a play or two of his

own something perhaps a little finer than he

gave other theatres. John Corbin had no doubt
that much good material was neglected. He
cited as an instance the fact that the New
Theatre had been so shortsighted as to reject

"Kismet," "The Bird of Paradise," and "The
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Passing of the Third Floor Back." Paul Meyer
thought that the $1.00 admission a mistake, as

New Yorkers were educated to believe that

price indicated quality. Others maintained that

the intelligent public judged plays by their

quality alone.

The scheme of a "Commonwealth" theatre is

not new. It was very common a hundred years

ago when the drama in this country was still

in its s'vaddling-clothes. The experiment was
tried for a time at the old Park Theatre in 1805

and the theatrical pioneers, who blazed untrod-

den paths through the virgin Western forests,

also combined on that plan. Nowhere did the

scheme work out with any conspicuous suc-

cess, although it is true that Tobin's comedy,
"The Honeymoon," one of the most popular ,

plays of the early Nineteenth Century, owed its

first introduction to America to the Park

Theatre's "Commonwealth" players.

Among those present at the dinner of the

Actors' and Authors' Theatre were : Augustus

Thomas, Mrs. Hemmick, Hilda Spong, Mrs.

Henry B. Harris, Minnie Dupree, Mme. Yorska.

Louis K. Anspacher, John Corbin, Clayton

Hamilton, Heywood Broun, Edwin Milton

Royle, Paul Meyer, Arthur Hornhlow, Sam

Wallack, Roland B. Hennessey, and others.
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Photos White
George Tesman
(Lionel Atwill)

Mrs. Elvsted
(.Vila Mac)

Act IV.

Hedda
(Nazimova)

Dr. Brack
(Charles Bryant)

Tesman: "Shot herself! Shot herself in the temple! Fancy that!"

NAZIMOVA IN IBSEN'S "HEDDA GABLER" AT THE PLYMOUTH THEATRE RECENTLY

Rev. William Smythe
(Wallace Erskine)

Manson
(Henry Herbert)

Rogers
(Walter Kingsford)

Auntie
(Edith Wynne Matthison)

Act II. The vicar's conscience upbraids him for being responsible for his brother's downfall

SCENE IN CHARLES RANN KENNEDY'S PLAY "THE SERVANT IN THE HOUSE"

NEW YORK SEES TWO NOTEWORTHY REVIVALS



A NON-COMMERCIAL THEATRE
Pittsburgh's unique repertory institution where the players

make their own costumes and paint their own scenery

By THOMAS WOOD STEVENS

TO
combine a college course with the tech-

nical training of a repertory theatre, fu-

sing the student's general education with

the interpretive activities of the stage, seems on

the face of it an excellent plan of schooling for

the dramatic artist.

The difficulty is to find your college, and your

theatre, and to get them together; further, to

get them together on such terms that the result

shall be an art school, since the whole training

must contribute toward making an artist of the

student. The Carnegie Institute of Technology,

in Pittsburgh, has established such a combina-

tion, and has operated it nearly five years. It

is now approaching a position from which to

report on the experiment, which has been in-

spected and sympathetically advised by many

of the most eminent artists of the stage, includ-

ing Mr. Sothern, Miss Marlowe, Maude Adams.

Otis Skinner, Margaret Anglin and Cyril

Maude.
This season, with every man student in khaki,

with R. O. T. C. on his collar and military

science a daily feature of his schedule, and

with every girl putting in her stint for the Red

Cross, it is difficult to foretell the future devel-

opment of the plan. But it is also a good time

to take stock of what has been accomplished

so far.

The major work of every student in the in-

stitute is to take his place in the production of

plays in the theatre. So the productions made,

indicate the scope of his activity, and, in some

degree, the character of his training. In four

years the Department of Dramatic Arts has

produced sixty-four plays. This means much

or h'ttle, according to the character of the

plays and the productions.

THE Department opened with Shakespeare,

and the curtain disclosing "A Midsummer

Night's Dream," on the twenty-third of last

April, brought on the fifth annual Shakespearean

production. The first was "Two Gentlemen of

Verona," in 1914, produced by Donald Robertson;

then there was "Much Ado about Nothing," put

on by Douglas Ross ;
"A Winter's Tale," and

last year a notable production of "Richard II,"

directed by B. Iden Payne, who, by the way, has

been an associate professor at Tech for the past

three years.

Generally speaking, but one Shakespearean

production is made each year, but it is given

numerous performances, and eventually num-
bers among its audiences a good share of the

student-body of the high schools of the Pitts-

burgh district. If this be uplift, make the most
of it. The young people of the district have

few other opportunities to see Shakespeare

enacted, and they welcome this one with delight.

They check up the production, too, for a number
of them begin reading the play as soon as it is

announced, and come prepared to censure if the

text be unduly cut or inaccurately spoken.
A similar step is taken with most of the pro-

ductions from the standard repertory, and young
audiences attend as well the Moliere and Sheri-

dan performances, and the occasional presenta-
tions of Greek tragedies.

Old and accepted plays are a distinct feature

of the theatre, because they furnish excellent

training not easily to be acquired by the young
actor in the theatre-at-large. Modern comedies

and plays of serious import have an equal place.

Several one-act plays are given each year, partly

for their value in starting young students with

short parts, and partly because they keep busy

the members of any particular group which may
be left out of the cast of a long play, and who

might otherwise be kept waiting for parts. In

practice, the Department usually has a half-dozen

plays in rehearsal at any given time. The last,

and by no means the least interesting, group of

titles is that provided by the Dramatic Composi-
tion class new plays written in the school, and,

in most cases, produced by the authors, with

such supervision as may be needed.

THE Dramatic Composition class is an op-

tional and informal one. It meets in the

Round Table Room, and its members bring in

their scenarios and eventually their plays, for

free discussion, literally, around the table. Out

of this open, fluid discussion, plays are chosen

by the head of the Department; the successful

author chooses his cast, and the play is put in

work. The types of play vary widely. Most of

the schemes are workable, for the young men
and women in the class are continually acting,

and are more keenly interested in material which

has business- and stage-effect than in the purely

literary side of the matter.

A bill of new plays, produced in March, in-

cluded a mid-Victorian gossip's comedy ;
a short

realistic drama of the mill district; a New Eng-
land comedy of homely sentiment ;

a romantic

melodrama, rich in poetic imagery, of ancient

Lapland ; and an up-to-the-minute farce, "After

the War." This indicates the general range,

and the bill left out another work which went
on in the following week, a new ballet, built on

English country, sword and morris dance move-

ments, and on pantomime to English folk-dance

tunes, called "Robin o' the Wode."
For all these plays, scenery, costumes and

lighting must be worked out by the students.

Nothing goes further to encourage an artistic

economy in the scenario than the fact that if

you write your play in an inordinate number of

scenes, you have an inordinate number of scenes

to produce. So long as the student group has

the work to do, experiment is likely to be con-

fined to real experiment.

IF
you want to do a thing clumsily, just for

the sake of being different, your stage crew,

(who are your fellow students), will probably

protest, or some member of the faculty will tell

you how it is commonly done. All scenery and

costume is made on the premises, and made by

students, with the assistance of their instructors.

J. Woodman Thompson, the instructor in

scene painting, also conducts a regular class in

scene design and model-making.
The idea of all this is not to make the stu-

dent a Jack-of-all-trades, but rather to make
him familiar with the whole mechanism of the

theatre before he begins to work too intensively

at one phase of it.
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Lower classmen naturally have the brunt of

manual labor; they must handle scenery, and

take some hand in the building of it, and in the

simpler operations of scene painting; and dur-

ing their first year the girls have their share

:of the sewing incidental to many costume pro-
ductions. At the same time with this they

begin drawing, dancing, sight-singing, and the

solid drill, mainly under Professor T. B. Beatty,
in diction, gesture and make-up, which is set

down in the schedule as Elementary Technic.

To those not born with a love for the theatre,

it's a dog's life, not long to be endured; to the

fortunate ones, it's the best fun in the world.

Four years, we have always thought, is too

short a time for the acquirement of technical

skill. Also, there is the possibility that the

student may already be too old. With these

points in mind, Dean E. R. Bossange has re-

cently instituted a Qualifying Course, under

Professor Beatty, in which younger students,

still in High School, but contemplating admis-

sion to the School of Applied Design, may do a

limited amount of preliminary work. This plan
has met with the co-operation of the Pitts-

burgh Board of Education, and bids fair to

prove important in the future.

A STUDENT may, if he shows talent, con-

centrate on acting, writing, or production

after his second year. Probably the most

distinguished production yet made in the theatre

was that of Ben Jonson's "Poetaster," which

William Poel came from London to put on.

During the current season an elaborate "School

for Scandal" has been done under Francis

Powell, and Whitford Kane has rehearsed

"Lonesome-Like" with a student cast. B.

Iden Payne has made ten productions in all,

acting part of the time as a visiting, and part

as a regular, Professor.

There is no box-office in the theatre, yet it

is filled for about sixty performances a season.

The audiences are of various types ; there is

the formally invited one, for a half-dozen or

so of first nigi,': each year, composed of the

trustees and officials of the Institute, the Uni-

versity, and the city, with their families ;
then

there are numerous and different audiences at

the request of various organizations the Build-

ers' Exchange, the Chamber of Commerce,

the College Club, and the like ; the high school

audiences ; the student audiences from the other

Departments of Tech ;
and the various pay

audiences met when plays are given away from

the home theatre. In dealing with all these,

one vital principle is maintained that the play,

not the student, is being presented.

I have dwelt chiefly on the technical work,

but the student is required to dwell almost

equally on his collegiate or academic subjects.

Along the front of the building are five stone

niches ; over each niche a word is inscribed : Paint-

ing, Sculpture, Architecture, Music and Drama.

The words are cut deep into the stone. They

testify to the world that a training school for

artists of the theatre, as for painters, sculptors,

architects and musicians, on equal terms, is

worthy of establishment by a great technical

foundation.



(Left)

The magnificent
auditorium elliptic-

al in shape, show-

ing the beautiful

proscenium cur-

tain, so designed
and arranged that

it forms part of,,

and blends har-

moniously with the-

general decorative-

scheme

(Above)

Scene in the

School's produc-
tion of Shake-

speare's "A Win-

ter's Tale." The

costumes and

scenery were all

made by the stu-

dents

Scene in "The Shadows of Uldane," by Sara

Evelyn Bennett. Produced in March, 1918
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LUCIEN MURATORE SON OF MARSEILLES
The famous French soldier-tenor stirs Americans every-

where with his singing of the universal hymn offreedom

By PITTS SANBORN

NO
artistic manifestation stirred New

Yorkers more deeply this Spring than

Lucien Muratore, son of the ancient city

of Marseilles, singing the battle-song of that city's

revolutionary soldiers, the ''.Marseillaise." Aside

from the accident of birth, not a man is better

fitted to sing the universal hymn of freedom

than that soldier-tenor of Marseilles and France.

He has the voice to rouse the multitude, the big,

rich, virile voice, vibrant with the enthusiastic

French soul behind it. Then he has himself

been a soldier of this world war, patiently

serving for many weary months in the trenches,

actually fighting the enemy hand to hand. A
subtle something out of that experience com-

municates itself to his hearers, especially to all

soldiers that hear him, something you would

await in vain from a singer who has not been

in the thick of battle. Incidentally, this stalwart

son of Marseilles looks the soldier he was.

The part M. Muratore played in the third

Liberty Loan campaign, singing the "Marseillaise"

before excited throngs at the Metropolitan Opera

House, in armories, from the steps of public

buildings, to our gathering national army in the

camps, even in St. Patrick's Cathedral, can

hardly be overestimated. At the thrill of his

voice the tightest purse-strings opened eagerly,

the hardest hearts relented.

THE good work he did in the trenches, hav-

ing obeyed the call of his country as im-

plicitly as the humblest peasant boy, he has thus

carried on here. As a diligent Liberty Loan
booster, as a living exemplar before the people
of what every Frenchman is at heart, whether
he be the tenor-idol of the Paris public or a

coalheaver from Auvergne, Marshal Joffre or

a muleteer of Joffre's own Pyrenees, M. Mura-
tore for us Americans has nobly done his bit.

The story of Lucien Muratore, poilu, does not
differ from that of a million other foilus who
have done their duty. Called to the colors at

the outbreak of the war, he left Paris to join
his regiment on August 2,

1914. His regiment, the

115th Territorials, belonging
to the 41st Division, was
stationed in the Vosges
Mountains, first in the

neighborhood of Belfort,
later at St. Die. During
the twelvemonth he spent
in the trenches he took part

in several battles, and it

may be said for him that

more than once he bagged
his Bnche. When illness

interrupted his active ca-

reer as a soldier, he was
sent to a hospital at Lyons.
Then, on September 17.

1915, he was "refornie No.

2," as the French say. for

final honorable retirement

on account of physical dis-

ability.

As soon as his health

permitted, he resumed his

career as a singer and came to this country,

where, before the war, he had already sung in

concerts and with the Chicago, Philadelphia and

the Boston opera companies, to be a member

of the new Chicago Company under the direction

LUCIEN MURATORE
In his regimental uniform

of Cleofonte Campanini. In Chicago, M.

Mtiratore was speedily hailed as the inheritor

of the Jean de Reszke mantle, a verdict New
York confirmed last winter.

Jean de Reszke made a special place for him-

self here in the nineties as a singing actor of

superb presence, romantic imagination, and

polished vocal art. The Jean de Reszke tradi-

tion M. Muratore has brought back to the Amer-
ican stage. It is as a singing actor, an imper-

sonator, an operatic artist in the full sense of

the word that we think of M. Muratore. He
has a rich and expressive voice and is a singer

of fine schooling and skill, but the singer never

runs away from the impersonator; he is always
subordinated to the spirit of the role. This nice

adjustment of sometimes warring elements in

operatic art M. Muratore achieves as few

French Military Hospital at Lyons, showing M. Mura-
tore (marked X) among the wounded convalescents
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singers ever have because he is an actor as few

singers have ever been. He even had the strict

French training for the dramatic stage and car-

ried off at the Conservatory of Marseilles first

prizes in tragedy, comedy, and diction, as well

as in such musical branches as saxophone, bas-

soon, and solfcge!

To supplement that training he began while

still in his 'teens to act young lovers in the

spoken drama and even reached a theatre as

exalted and exacting as the Paris Odeon. What
other tenor can truthfully boast that he has

sung in opera with Melba and acted in comedy
with Hi-jane? With such a tenor voice in the

balance, opera inevitably absorbed M. Muratore.

and after he had studied singing at the Paris

Conservatory, a triumphant operatic career took

the former actor of young lovers in turn to the

Opera Comique of Paris, the Monnaie of Brus-

sels, the Opera of Paris, and the leading lyric

theatres of the two Americas. But the tenor

never forgot the actor ; indeed, it is possible for

the tenor to be operatically the artist he is be-

cause he has always remained the actor.

THIS superior technique as an actor is a joy

to all seasoned observers of opera, even

more so in what its possessor does not do than

in what he does. The ordinary tenor bent on

expressing emotion flops and rants and rages all

over the scene. M. Muratore can hold an audi-

ence riveted to the wink of an eyelash without

moving from one square yard of that stage.

Like all great actors he has the secret of mak-

ing an audience come to him, so to say, by the

sheer magnetic force of his presence just by

being there.

Hardly less remarkable than this mastery of

histrionic technique is the versatility of M.

Muratore. A man of splendid physique, of

commanding presence, he is clearly fashioned by

nature for roles of heroism and romantic ex-

ploit, hut his art permits him to assume with

success any role short of a decapitated midget.

Seeing him as Romeo.

Faust, Prinzivalle, you might

doubt his ability to present

a Don Jose that would not

wrongly glorify that hum-

bler character into a prince

of high romance. And yet

110 Don Jose we have seen

here has been so complete-

ly the simple soldier, at

first a rather sullen soldier,

with a touch of the peas-

ant's savage shyness and

suspicion he does not want

to be bothered with Carmen

and her like but once

bothered, once caught in

the net, the Vesuvius in the

breast of the simple soldier

breaks loose and the rest is

one flame.

You might think M. Mu-

ratore too big and thunder-

ing a personality to indicate

the weakness, the moral

(Concluded on page 38(51
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From a photograph, copyright, Ira L. Hill

LUCIEN MURATORE AS ROUGET DE LISLE SINGING THE MARSEILLAISE

Thousands of people have been stirred by the admirable rendition

of the French anthem that M. Muratore has given on the steps of

the United States Treasury, the Public Library, Carnegie

Hall, New York and at Spartanburg, for freedom and democracy



IN THE

Wkitt
GEORGES FLATEAU

THIS
virile young French actor, who

made a de6p impression upon Ameri-

can audiences as the son with Mrs. Fiske

in "Service," went to Verdun the day war

was declared in France. He was invalided

home from Verdun. While in the last

stage" of convalescence he came to Amer-

ica. By chance he met the translator of

"Service," who cried, "You are an ideal

Pierre Eulin. You must meet Mrs. Fiske."

M. Plateau is a first prize medalist of the

Paris Conservatoire. France recognizes

him as one of her most versatile actors.

Within ten years he created one hundred

and fifty roles. He has appeared at the

Odeon, Antoine, Vaudeville, Varietes,

Gymnase and Sarah Bernhardt Theatres.

He has supported Antoine, Gemier, Baron,

Tarride and Lucien Guitry

Tim-

White

BILLY VAN
TPHOUGH billed as Billy Van, the prin-

*
cipal comedian of "The Rainbow

Girl," appears in all legal documents as

William Webster Vandergrift. No, not

German, but Dutch. In Pennsylvania is a

small town that was named in honor of

his ancestors from Holland. As many a

stage notable he began his career in a

circus. In summer he is a New Hamp-
shire hotel keeper, and the year round you
may, without rousing his ire, address him
as "Judge," for he is a Justice of the

Peace of Sunapee, New Hampshire

BONNIE MARIE
'T'HE child was the most
^

pleasing figure in "Once

Upon a Time." Critics of

Chauncey Olcott's last vehi-

cle referred to her as "The

Wonder Child." Bonnie

Marie, who by the inexorable

nomenclature of private life

is Marie Katz, is "eight

goin' on nine." In fact,

half gone on nine, for she

celebrated her eighth birth-

day in January. She is a

pupil of the Stage Chil-

dren's School at the Re-

hearsal Club. She is an

accomplished toe dancer.

Her prior appearances were

as one of the Chinese chil-

dren in "Hitchy Koo" and

in "The Happy Ending"

Campbell
THOMAS JAY CARRIGAN

YOUTH,
good looks, and an exceedingly

natural method, brought Thomas Jay

Carrigan into prominence in "The Copper-

head." In that latest Augustus Thomas

play he was the young lawyer, the

promising youth of the village. Earlier

in the season he had as pleasingly played

the leading male character with his sister-

in-law, Edith Taliaferro, in "Mother

Carey's Chickens." Mr. Carrigan is a

pupil of the Belasco school. His first ap-

pearance on the stage was as one of the

roystering young officers in David Belasco's

production of "Sweet Kitty Bellairs." He
had an opportunity of which he made the

most as the young priest, torn between

love and religion, in "The Deadlock,"

with Edith Wynne Matthison. He made a

successful excursion into motion picture

land, as actor and director

Whitt

LIONEL ATWILL

BEING
left a widower in my honeymoon,

by the sudden demise of 'The Inde-

structible Wife,' I consoled myself with

the part of Hjalmar in 'The Wild Duck,'
"

says Lionel Atwill, thus explaining how he

rose from Hatton to Ibsen. This season

has held frequent chances but little inac-

tivity for the brilliant young Englishman.

It was not his first Hatton experience.

He had played Michael Doyle in 'Their

Years of Discretion" in London. Grace

George commandeered him for her reper-

voire season at the Playhouse.
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MR. HORNBLOW GOES TO THE PLAY

EMPIRE. "BELINDA." Comedy in

three acts by A. A. Milne. Produced
on May 6th, with this cast:

Belinda Harrington Ethel Barrymore
Delia Eve Le Galiienne

Harold Baxter E. Lyall Swete
Claude Devenish Kichard Hatteras

John Harrington Cyril Keightley

Betty Clara T. Bracy

Preceded by Barrie's comedy in

one act, "THE NEW WORD," with this

cast :

Mr. Torrance

Mrs. Torrance

Roger

Lucy

E. Lyall Swcte

Winifred Fraser

Philip Tonge
Mary Bahour

BELINDA,"
which is Ethel Barry-

more's latest vehicle, and which

was written by one of the editors of

Punch, is another of those com-

pounds of farce and comedy with-

out either enough situation or

enough true character-drawing to

make it really amusing.
The piece gives Miss Barrymore

an opportunity to be once more the.

mother of a grown-up daughter.
She also falls in love with her own

husband, who must have been read-

ing Ibsen eighteen years ago. In any

event, he slammed the door of his

doll's house and went off to hunt

lions in Africa.

While little daughter is being fin-

ished in Paris, her mother cajoles

the time by submitting to be wooed

by two absurd caricatures a poet

and a statistician. After father and

daughter have returned, the poet
shifts to the girl, and the statistical

party finds consolation in the Ency-

clopedia Britannica.

Such is "Belinda." Obviously it

makes but small demands on Miss

Barrymore, who merely has to be her

own charming everyday self through-
out the three short acts. Eva Le

Galiienne is the daughter, and the

always winsome Cyril Keightley is

the truant husband.

As a curtain-raiser^ Barrie's "The

New Word" is revived. E. ;.L]yall

Swete, who plays the comedy statis-

tician in "Belinda," is the British

father in the lovable sketch. His

acting is exceptional, quite surpass-

ing that of Norman Trevor in the

same role last spring. Philip Tonge
does well, too, as the so>;. .1 part

formerly played by Gareth < Hughes.

HENRY MILLER'S. "A MAR-
RIAGE OF CONVENIENC"E." Comedy in

four acts by Alexanclre Dumas ;

adapted by Sydney Grundy. Revived

on May 1st, with this cast:

Conite de Candale Henry Miller

Comtesse de Candale Billie Burke
Marton Lucile Watson

The General Frank Kemble Cooper
Chevalier de Valclos Lowell Sherman

Jasmin Frederick Lloyd
An Officer Lewis Sealy
A Suisse Lynn Hammond

T DON'T think I'd be far wrong
* if I ventured to assert that the

revival of "A Marriage of Conve-

nience" at Henry Miller's beautiful

new theatre was something in the

nature of a necessitated stop-gap.

Well, let the reason go, the fact

remains it was a happy inspiration

for the comedy, though written by the

elder Dumas in 1841 and revised by

Sydney Grundy, is delighting large

and up-to-date audiences by its

sparkling wit, its happy exposition

of magnificent manners and the real-

ly fascinating method by which a

very old story is retold.

Superlatives are needed -to describe

this production. The single set is a

superb example of the Louis XV
period in its most elegant taste. The
costumes .are marvels of cut and

richness of texture and the acting of

the kind that develops the highly

rarefied atmosphere of artificiality so

needed in the proper presentation of

the modes of the eighteenth century.

Mr. Miller himself is a delightful

figure as the Comte de Candale. Dis-

tinguished in manner, elegant in

speech and bearing, he typifies in

compelling fashion, the man of the

world, who, marrying for conve-

nience, finds thaf he truly loves his

own wife.

Billie Burke was a revelation

as the young bride. Never did she

look so pretty, and never did she

play witli such charming simplicity

and real undercurrent of deep and

abiding feeling.

Frank Kemble Cooper, tried and

sure on all occasions, lent capital dis-

tinction to the uncle of the old

regime; while Lowell Sherman, oc-

casionally too modern, was highly

impressive and diverting as the fig-

ure in the triangle who eventually

worked out the happy solution. Lu-

cile Watson and Frederick Lloyd

completed a beautiful picture.

COMEDY. Washington Square

Players. "THE HOME OF THE FREE,"

comedy by Elmer L. Reizenstein.

"LoNESOME-LiKE," comedy by Har-

old Brighouse. "SALOME," tragedy

by Oscar Wilde. ^Presented on April

22nd, with these players :

Saxon Kling, Elizabeth Patterson,

Florence Enright, R. E. McDonald,
Kate Morgan, Marjorie Vonnegut,
Wliitford Kane, Fenimore Merrill,

John King, John Gibbs, Ian Keith,

Luray Butler, Walter Street, .Emily

Boileau, Laura Howe, Mary Claytes,

Joan MacKayle, Olga Hammerslaugh,
Gertrude Phillips, Rollo Peters, Gareth

Hughes, Eugene Lincoln, Jay Strong,
Harold Winston, James Skinner,

Mine. Yorska, Edward Balzerit, Walter

Hampden, Louis Calvert, Helen Westley

TF Benvenuto Cellini expended his

exquisite skill upon ignoble sub-

jects, the result was none the less a

work of art.

Degeneracy is an ignoble subject

matter, but as treated by Oscar

Wilde in his "Salome," the result is

something very skilfully polished, if

wanting in aesthetic appeal. It's ab-

surd to pooh-pooh this piece, for

even if you don't care for its theme,
it is a finished and poetical study in

pathological decadence worked out

with cumulative power.
As produced by the Washington

Square Players, it presented thorn

in a flattering histrionic light. The

setting was finely attuned to the

play, the costumes brilliantly artis-

tic, the lighting admirable in its

helpful relation to the denouement
of a hideous tragedy.

As guest players, Louis
.
Calvert

and Mme. Yorska were entrusted

with Herod and the title role.

A fine actor is Calvert. Or ac-

count of his physical bulk, there was
but one way to play the bestial

tetrarch with Silenus-like abandon.

It was a vital impersonation he gave,

superb in its sustained vigor, read-

ing the role with an understanding
that revealed the every characteristic

of the cruel, superstitious voluptuary.
If the dance of the seven veils was

hardly convincing, it was a fine pic-

turesque rendering that Mme. Yorska

gave of Salome. Graphically realis-

tic in its gruesome detail was her

handling of the revolting scene with

the decapitated head.

Spiritually fine and noble was Wal-
ter Hampden as John the Baptist,

while Rollo Peters was nobly impres-
sive as the young Syrian.

Helen Westley was the Herodias.
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Miss Wcstley has done much fine

and finished work with the organiza-

tion, I nt by neither temperament nor

method is she fitted for the wicked

consort.

"Home of the Free," which opened

the hill, is a bright bit of satiric

writing by Elmer L. Reizenstein.

Its curtain has a delicious surprise;

while "Lonesome-Like," by Harold

Brighouse, is a touching sketch of

wholesome humanity nicely acted l:y

Kate Morgan and Whitford Kane.

COHAN. "SERVICE." P'.ay in two

acts, by I lenri Lavedan. English ver-

sion by William C. Taylor. Produced

on April 15th, with this cast :

Ciiluncl Eulin Lee Baker

Lieutenant Eulin Georges Flateati

(Kiieral (jirard Roger Lytton

The Minister of War Rikel Kent

Madame Kuiin Mrs. Fiske

* Pauline Alex l'"ior

AS in "The Copperhead," the cen-

tral figure of "Service" is a

government secret agent, who can-

not reveal his business to his sus-

picious wife and son. In fact, it is a

poor, ill-favored war play story, or

movie, nowadays that does not boast

a misunderstood spy. "Service" is

quite the most powerful of the lot.

Colonel Eulin's wife, who has al-

ready lost one son to Mars, and the

Colonel's youngest son, Pierre, a

lieutenant of artillery, are both to

his infinite sorrow pacifists. Pierre

has invented one of the war-ending

explosives (that never turn out to

end anything but life), and he is re-

solved to destroy the invention. His

father, however, gives the explosive
to France and accepts a mission

which means his own death.

A stormy scene between father

and son comes to an end when the

mother threatens suicide. A little

later she learns that her second son
has been assassinated in Morocco by
the enemy, and the family is at last

united in its determination to avenge
its own and the nation's wrongs.

Mrs. Fiske is not convincing as

Madame Eulin. In her appeals to hus-

band and son the real maternal note

is at all times lacking. As usual, her

speech was inarticulate; much of the

time I could not tell whether she was

reading her lines in the original

French of Lavedan, or in William C.

Taylor's excellent translation. Lee
Baker and Georges Plateau, as the

father and son, proved highly

capable.

"Service" is preceded by Dunsany's
piece a faire peur aux enfants, "A
Night at an Inn." The chief trouble

with this "thriller," is that the audi-

ence titters at the wrong times.

GREENWICH VILLAGE. One-

act plays. Produced on April 18th,

with these players:

Fran's Conroy, Clare Eames, Harold

Meltzer, Joseph Dailey, Helen Robbins,

Francis McDonald, Everett Glass,

Ruth Boyd, Joseph Macaulay, Margaret

Fareleigh, John Ahearn

FOR
its newest programme, the

Greenwich Village Theatre has

provided a small portion of,_
drima

'diluted with much chatter. There is

a Joan of Arc piece by Harold

Brighouse, in which it takes a Brit-

ish an* a French soldier an inter-

minable time to explain to the Maid

why France and England should

now be allies. The sketch is puerile

in the extreme. The setting is pic-

turesque.

Then comes
"
"He" (why the apos-

trophe?). It is by Eugene O'Neill,

who learned how to write plays

from Profe.ssor Baker at Harvard.

The captain of a whaler has kept

his ship, crew and wife, two years

in the icefields, and he refuses still

to start home until his ship is filled

with whale-oil. Eventually, after

much repeated argument, the wife

loses her mind, and it is a mercy

that the audience doesn't follow suit.

The third, last and best playlet is

Schnitzler's "The Big Scene," a con-

ventional satire on the artistic tem-

perament. An actor, who has been

all men except himself, is forgiven

by his patient Griselda of a wife for

betraying her with a young girl. But

when he lies histrionically to the

girl's lover, the wife revolts and

threatens to leave home. A few mo-

ments later the actor, made up for

lla.mlet, by another bit of mumming
regains the wifely devotion. Bos-

worth's "Sea Wolf" in vaudeville is

far bigger.

The best of the acting was done

by Clare Fames, a recent dramatic

school graduate, as the tragedian's

wife. Mr. Conroy played the actor

as if he were giving a third-rate

imitation of Arnold Daly. The rest

of the histrionism is generally ama-

teurish.

48TH STREET. "THE MAN WHO
STAYED AT HOME," Play in three

acts, by Lechmore Worrall and J. E.

Harold Terry. Presented on April

3rd, with this cast:

Jolin i reston, M. P. John L. Shine

Miss Myrtle Florence Edney
Fraulein Schroeder Louise Muldener
Percival Pennicuick Philip Leigh

Dalpbore Kidlington Nancy Winston

Molly Preston Charlotte Ives

Fritz John Burkell

Miriam Lee Katharine Kaelred

Christopher Brent Albert Brown
Mrs. Sanderson Amelia Bingham
Carl Sanderson A. H. Van Buren

Corporal Atkins J. Casler West

WITH colloquial embellishments

of a highly local patriotic

color, "The White Feather" after an

interval of .a couple of years, has

returned to us under its original

English title, "The Man Who Stayed

at Home,",and now holds the boards

at the 48th Street.

It is polite parlor melodrama and

to those who are not .pver-particular

as to stage subtleties, either of char-

acter or action, this ingenuous piece

by Messrs. Worrall and Terry will

have its appeal. That certain Ameri-

cans like it, is evidenced by the fact

that it recently ran for nineteen

weeks in- Pittsburgh and thirty-two

in Boston.

In the present production, there is

no effort made to soften its incon-

gruities. It is acted with unre'-'

strained vigor by a cast that includes

Amelia Bingham, Philip Leigh, Lou-

ise Muldener, Charlotte Ives, and

Katharine Kaelred. Albert Brown is

extravagantly happy as the protag-

onist he plays it as a silly ass ; and

John L. Shine acts the fatuous M. P.

with all the explosive comicalities

attaching to mid-Victorian farce. A.

H. Van Buren is dignifiedly sincere

as an arch-villain, and there is char-

acter and force supplied by John
Burkell as a fellow-conspirator.

COHAN. "TiiE Kiss BURGLAR."

Musical romance in two acts.

Book and lyrics by Glen MacDon-

ough, music by Raymond Hubbell.

Produced on May 9 with this cast :

Aline, Grand Duchess of Orly,
Fay Ba :nter

Mr. E Chatterton-Pym Cyril Chadwick
Mrs. E. Chatterton-Pym Grace Field

Miss Harte Janet Velie

Bert DuYivier. Armand Kalisz

Tommy Dodd Harry Clarke
Oswald Gayly -Denman Maley
Colonel Trotovitch E. Payton Gilil>s

Mr. Toby Richard Dore
Miss Tinkle Evelyn Cavanaugh

THE only excuse that I can see

for "The Kiss Burglar" is

Fay Bainter. Whenever that petite

and fascinating young person is ab-

sent from the stage which is, alas,

far too much of the time the piece

drags insufferably and is quite sub-

merged in its own mediocrity.

There is a scrappy plot com-

pounded of hackneyed ingredients,

wherein a fleeing American in Trieste

dashes into the bedroom of a

grand duchess, is mistaken for a

burglar, takes a kiss instead of dia-

monds, and of course makes an

indelible impression. Later he re-

turns to the United States and

opens a divorce, alimony, and breach

of promise parlor.

So much for the romance. The

"comedy" is supplied by a counter-
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Dcnman Maley Fay Bainter I larry Clarke Cyril C'haclwick Fay Bainter K. Payton

The burglar is an American, who, while in Trieste, got into a gambling quarrel and found refuge in the boudoir of a Grand

Duchess. There, instead of the jewels she offered him, he took only a kiss and left. But the memory of the moment lingers

in the lives of both, and is renewed in our American midst, where the Duchess has found refuge from the war. What one

Harry Clarke Denman Maley Fay Bainter

sees on the stage is mainly an amusing travesty of the incident. For the purposes of society publicity a press agent stages
what is in effect a travesty of the kiss-burgling. Denman Maley enters the Duchess's boudoir as a pretended thief. The

Duchess on her part, is thrilled at what she takes for a repetition of the romance in Trieste

SCENES IN "THE KISS BURGLAR" A NEW MUSICAL ROMANCE



part incident. A stupid fellow is

persuaded to repeat the burglarious

exploit in order that the duchess's

American hosts may get their names

in the papers. The only really

amusing scene is that in which the

ivory-domed individual, having been

carefully coached for the encoun-

ter, is entertained by the duchess,

who reclines in black lace pajamas
amid the luxuriance of a couch

which "lacks a running-board."

This scene is so animated by the

delightful Miss Bainter that it is

a blessed relief after the inanity

which precedes it. Later, of course,

she meets the (original burglar

(who for some reason or other is

usually referred to as a highway-

man). And when she has been

duly convinced that he is not really

a thief I presume she makes him

the grand duke. Not all the audi-

ence remained to find out.

Armand Kalisz is the romantic

person who is accused of burglary.

Denman Maley, who plays the boob

second-story man is funny only

now and then.

No one else in the cast wins

any considerable amount of undy-

ing fame. The music is reasonably

catchy at times and generally

noisy enough to satisfy even the

most exacting of our up-to-date

jazzers.

As for the chorus well, I sup-

pose that by this time all the good-

looking girls have become conduc-

torettes.

COMEDY. Washington Square

Players. "Ci-OSE THE BOOK" by

ptisan Glaspell. "THE ROPE" by

Eugene O'Neill. Produced on May
13.

For a supplementary season at

the Comedy the Washington Square

Players compiled a new bill con-

sisting of four one-act plays. Two
had done service before in conjunc-
tion with the presentation of "Sa-

lome." Two were new to the Long-
acre district, though they were

originally tried out by the Province-

town Players at their tiny work-

shop in Macdougal Street. One
was distinctly worth transplanting;
the other, far-fetched and futile,

added nothing to the reputation of

its author, Susan Glaspell. "Close

the Book" was a sad falling off

from either "Trifles" or "Suppressed
Desires." It was intended as a cyn-
ical review on the narrowness of

life in a small university town and
a satiric glimpse at the youthful en-

thusiasts who find their only out-

let in a breach of the conventions.

The skit started off well and the

character of Jhansi, the young wom-

an who believed herself gypsy-born

and longed for the "great broad way
and a fare of berries and nuts,"

only to find that her father ran a

milk route was a well-drawn char-

acter, but long before its close the

story faded into nothing but talk.

It was acted for its full value by

Florence Enright, Elizabeth Patter-

son and Helen Westley.

Eugene O'Neill, author of "The

Rope," is a young playwright to be

reckoned with. His copy reads as

well as it acts and that is saying

much. There is real literary worth

to Mr. O'Neill's output. Vigorous

and virile, at times truly brutal, it

is instinct with a fine observation

of life and character while the

language rings finely true to both

personality and situation. A crazy,

miserly, bitter septuagenarian, a

plodding daughter and her dissat-

isfied husband, their half-witted

child, a girl, and the old man's

son by a second marriage, a waster,

work out a story of cruelty, greed
and disappointment that is gripping
in its force of character delineation

and the implied horror and grue-
someness of the subject matter.

Whitford Kane is the old man and

a most impressive rendering he gives

of the crack-brained miser. The
idiot is acted in a weirdly comic

vein by Kate Morgan. Effingham
Pinto brings the joy of youth to

the boy Luke and Josephine A.

Meyer is characteristically effective

as the wife.

The remainder of the bill con-

sists of "Lonesome-Like." Harold

Brighouse's admirable study of a bit

of Lancashire life, and the Elmer
L. Reizenstein snappy skit, "The

Home of the Free."

PLYMOUTH.
Drama in three

Ibsen. Produced

this cast :

Torvald Helmer
Nora
Doctor Rank
Mrs. Linden
Nils Krogstad
Anna
F-Ilen

A Porter

"A DOLL'S HOUSE."

acts by Henrik

on April 29th with

Lionel Atwill

Mine. Nazimova

George Probert

Katharine Emmet
Roland Young
Amy Veness

Charity Firiney

A. O. Huhn

TF dear, bewhiskered old Ibsen
* were alive to-day, how amused he
would be in reading over the reams
and reams of .stuff that have been

written about his plays and the pro-
found and mystic interpretations his

manifold commentators have read

into them. Time has vindicated the

old war-horse in many ways. From
downright abuse to superior con-

descension the approach was grad-
ual: but like all true reformers he
suffered as much from too en-

thusiastic admirers as from the

avowed reactionaries.

One fact is manifest, it was he

and he alone who worked the mar-

vellous change in dramatic con-

struction, the change that made the

playwrights of Great Britain and

America recognize that there was
more vital interest in human psy-

chology than in applied theatrics.

And here in the year of grace,

1918, a theatre manager conducts a

season of ten weeks and with profit

too offering none but excerpts
from the Ibsen repertoire. "A
Doll's House," with Nazimova,
wound up Arthur Hopkins' first year
as manager of the Plymouth. The
audiences have been as universally

large as they have been cordially re-

sponsive, They were properly so.

For superior excellence the per-

formances have been of the highest
artistic kind. Of his entire theatre

no play has such a popular following
as "A Doll's House" and though
^Ibsen wrote it tjiirty-seven years ago
it is still a model for up-to-date

playwrights. Its appeal is universal,

its delineation of character masterly.

Nora is such a wonderful character

too that few actresses allow its his-

trionic opportunities to escape them.

Familiarity has therefore fed its

popularity.

As interpreted by Nazimova, the

child-wife at her hands is an in-

terpretation of marvellous technical

brilliancy, unerring in its devotion

to the most trivial detail, wonder-

fully illuminative in the variety of

its speech and tingling with the

spirit of the child-treated woman,
who,' through her husband's over-

whelming masculine selfishness finally

"finds herself." Lionel Atwill as

Torvald makes the part finely

human and reasonable. His gallery

of Ibsen portraits have l.een a

revelation. The sufferings of the

consumptive Rank were portrayed
with unflinching realism by George
Probert, while Katharine Emmet
was gentle and moving as Mrs.

Linden. Roland Young was the

Kroostad. I thought his perform-
an| e was monotonous.

BRAMHALL. Henderson Players.

"The Return to Mutton," by James
N. Rosenberg, is an entertaining bit

of loose-jointed comedy. The dia-

logue is unusual as a result of more
or less an! alliteration's artful aid.

It is the dear old triangle. Hubby
is mutton, and the lover is charac-

terized as mush. The wife goes to

Venice with her absurd young art-

ist, and presently gets sicker of mufh
than she formerly was of mutton.
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(Left)

Mine. Yorska, Helen Westley, Louis Calvert

and Gareth Hughes in Oscar Wilde's trag-

edy "Salome" (Washington Square Players)

. (Right)

The- mutiny on hoard ship in "'He,"

Eugene O'Neill's sea play at the

Greenwich Village Theatre. Joseph
Macaulav as the capt lin (center),

Margaret Fareleigh as his wife, and

Harold Meltzer, Everett Glass, John

Ahearn, Francis McDonald ami

Nicholas Schannen as the crew

Photos White

Whittord Kane and Marjorie Vonnegnt
in HaroM Brighouse's comedy "Lone-
some Like" (Washington Square Players)

Ruth Boyd as Jeanne d'Arc, Helen Robbins as

the flower girl, Frank Conroy as the British

Tommy and Harold Meltzer as the poilu in "The

Maid of Fr:mce" at the Greenwich Village Theatre

Clare Eames and Frank Conroy in "the

big scene" in Schnitzler's play of that

name at the Greenwich Village Theatre

PLAYS T H A T ARE DIFFERENT AT INSURGENT THEATRES



NEW YORK HAILS A NEW HAMLET
Walter Hampden's portrayal of the most difficult of all Shake-

spearean roles the best since Edwin Booth, with one exception

By CLAYTON HAMILTON

DURING
the months of March and April,

in New York, Walter Hampden prepared

and played the three gigantic parts of

Marc Antony, Macbeth and Hamlet, the lyric

part of Oberon, the long part of the young

Elihu in "The Book of Job," and the leading

part of the Prophet Jokanaan in Oscar Wilde's

"Salome." Most of these performances were

shown at special matinees; but the actor's

achievement was none the less remarkable on this

account, because each characterization was com-

posed as carefully and thoroughly as if it had

been intended for a hundred repetitions. Ob-

servant critics who found time to follow the

swift procession of these six creations are now

agreed that Walter Hampden is the ablest Amer-

ican actor of the younger generation in the par-

ticular domain of the poetic drama. This artist

has waited over-Jong for recognition of his

merit, because of reasons that are easy to ex-

plain.

When Walter Hampden first appeared on the

American s'age ten years ago, after an appren-

ticeship of seven years in England, it was com-

monly assumed that he was an English actor.

As a matter of fact, he was born in Brooklyn,

N. Y. His full name is Walter Hampden Dough-

erty; and he is a son of the well-known lawyer,

J. Hampden Dougherty, and a brother of Paul

Dougherty, the celebrated landscape painter. Mr.

Hampden graduated from the Polytechnic Pre-

paratory School in Brooklyn, and subsequently

took his degree as Bachelor of Arts in the

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute in 1900.

HPHE next year he lived in Paris and be-
* gan to prepare himself for his profession

as an actor. He studied reading with Georges
Berr (of the Comedie Franchise) ; he studied

acting with Sylvain (the oldest ranking mem-
ber of the Conservatoire) ; he studied singing
with the leading teacher of the Paris Opera; and
he studied fencing with the skilfullest profes-
sionals of France. A year later, he moved to

England ; and, accepting the advice of his

friend, Sir Sidney Lee, he enrolled himself as a

pupil of Frank R. Benson (now Sir Frank),
whose traveling provincial company offered then

(and offers now) the best training-school for

actors in the English-speaking world. During
his five years of apprenticeship as a Bensonian,
Mr. Hampden (at a salary of a pound or two
per week) was permitted to play more than

seventy parts in Shakespeare and was made
familiar with the "business" of more than half
of Shakespeare's plays. Sir Frank Benson is

hardly a good actor; but he is an excellent di-

rector, and he has a knack for launching a

Shakespearean production with an esprit de

corps that is instructive and inspiring to his ap-
prentices.

While still a member of the Benson company,
Mr. Hampden had played half a dozen or a
dozen parts in "Hamlet," from Marcellus up to

Laertes; but his first opportunity to attempt the

leading character was thrust upon him suddenly
in London, precisely thirteen years ago.
Otho Stuart (himself an old Bensonian) had
undertaken to present at the Adelphi Theatre

a production of "Hamlet" in which the lead-

ing role was destined to be played by H.

B. Irving (the son of Sir Henry Irving), and

Mr. Hampden had been engaged to enact the

part of Laertes. Shortly before the first night,

Mr. Irving was stricken with acute laryngitis

and lost his voice; and Otho Stuart, to

evade the closing of his theatre, promoted Mr.

Hampden to the part of Hamlet.

Mr. Hampden was, at that time, only twenty-

five years old. He wrote to tell me that his

performance was merely tentative and left much

to be desired; but, shortly afterward I heard

from William Archer that Walter Hamp-
den's Hamlet was the finest that had been re-

vealed since the advent of Forbes-Robertson.

AFTER
seven years of training on the Eng-

lish stage, Walter Hampden returned to

his native country and immediately registered

a big impression by his rendition of the title-

part in Ibsen's "The Master Builder," and his

beautiful creation of the Christ-like and supernal

leading character in Charles Rann Kennedy's
"The Servant in the House." But, after these

initial triumphs, his unusual abilities were al-

lowed to lapse into an innocuous desuetude.

Walter Hampden is, essentially, a poetic actor.

He is endowed with an heroic body, an im-

pressive face, a gorgeous voice, and that spiritual

attribute which can most quickly be described

as a noble soul. These great gifts have been

wasted, for several years, in the service of the

ordinary sort of drama that is current on

Broadway. Mr. Hampden is one of those actors

who look better in costumes than they look

in clothes, and who sound better in verse or

formal prose than they sound in conversation.

In a slangy part, in farce or melodrama, this

actor may easily be equalled or else excelled by

many other artisans ; but great poetic characters

like Manson, in "The Servant in the House,"
are not written more than once in a decade.

Reviewing the six big parts that Mr. Hamp-
den acted in New York in March and April, it

may be said decisively that he showed himself

to the very best advantage in the character of

Hamlet.

I_T E played this part at the Cort Theatre on

the afternoon of Friday, April 12th,

and the morning of Saturday, April 13th, un-

der the auspices of the Shakespeare Play-
house. In reviewing this performance, so care-

ful and conservative a critic as J. Ranken
Towse said, in the decorous columns of the

Evening Post, that Mr. Hampden's Hamlet was
the finest that had been disclosed in this coun-

try since the death of Edwin Booth, with the

single possible exception of Sir Johnstone
Forbes-Robertson's. By this dictum, Mr. Towse
rated tacitly this new creation more highly than

the admirable effort of E. H. Sothern; and with

this verdict the present writer who holds in

very high regard the memory of Mr. Sothern's

Hamlet is willing to concur.

For, indeed, Walter Hampden seems now to

have been singled out by destiny as the logical

Hamlet of the newer generation. Both Sothern

and Forbes-Robertson have retired permanently
from the stage ; and no successor to this noble

part has been left, in either England or

America, except this rising actor who though

only thirty-eight years old has been studying
and practicing this greatest of all characters for

nearly fifteen years.

Mr. Hampden's Antony is the most dramatic

and most spirited that can be recalled from the

experience of the present writer; his Macbeth
is competent and satisfactory, but not superla-
tive

; but this Hamlet far transcends the cus-

tomary traffic of our current stage and is worthy
of emphatic celebration. Much money might be

made by an enterprising manager whose com-

mercial instinct should move him to equip Mr.

Hampden with a first-class production of "The

Tragedy of Hamlet" and to send this produc-
tion on a tour of the "week-stands" in this

country.

The theatre, in any age, can never get along
without an adequate rendition of this most ap-

pealing of all plays, and Mr. Hampden's per-

formance is emphatically more than adequate.

The present writer has seen every offering of

"Hamlet" that has been shown upon the Eng-

lish-speaking stage since the death of Edwin
Booth

; and, after twenty years of careful the-

atregoing, the author of this article no longer
hesitates to agree with William Archer and J.

Ranken Towse that Walter Hampden is the

greatest living Hamlet.

MR.
HAMPDEN reads the early scenes in

a spirit of reserve that is almost danger-

ously quiet; but the sudden flaunting fire

shown in later passages reveals the premeditated

meaning of the composition.

He does not try to score, like Mr. Soth-

ern, by hitting many times the bull's-eye

of a target held aloft by the accommodating
Muse of melodrama. Instead, he is contented

to emphasize the reticent gentility of a veritable

prince who was regarded as "the glass of fash-

ion and the mould of form." Mr. Hampden
is happiest in those moments which unite mag-
nificence with modesty, such moments, for ex-

ample, as those which have been registered in

the speech to the players and the dialogue of

the recorders.

These cited passages, however, were written

in prose (albeit the greatest prose in English),

and Mr. Hampden's finest gift is his ability for

rendering, with perfect justness to the ear, the

foot-fall of concordant syllables in verse. His

reading of the part of Hamlet is utterly impec-

cable, except for a false emphasis upon the sec-

ond syllable of "canonized" in the great speech

which opens with the line, "Angels and ministers

of grace defend us!"

Considered from all reasonable points of

view, Walter Hampden's Hamlet must be re-

garded as a genuine "event" in theatrical annals

of to-day, and must be laid away in

lavender as something to be thought of many

years from now, when the yet unfathomed

future will be required to compare notes with

the recent past.
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From a portrait by Maurice Goldberg

WALTER H A M F D E N AS HAMLET
Is this distinguished young American actor, whose impressive Manson in

"The Servant in the House" first attracted the attention of intelligent

theatregoers, the coming tragedian who will revive the best traditions of

our stage? One of our most conservative critics declares his Hamlet the

best since Edwin Booth with the single exception of Forbes-Robertson



POPULARITY AND THE PRESS AGENT
Showing how any stage person can be famous who is able to afford it

By MILDRED CRAM

POPULARITY!

What is it? Why is it? I

ci'iitVss 1 hold my head in wonder, as I

suppose they wondered in the days of Alex-

ander the Great. Why, in other words, was he

great? The press, my dear

In my early theatre-going days I was both

humble and credulous. I sat at the feet of the

great, and worshipped. But in recent years I

have learned to take my celebrities with a large

pinch of salt because I have been warned of the

busy, busy little bees, who buzz, and buzzing,

make publicity. I have discovered that any one

can be famous who is able to afford fame. I

once paid four dollars to look at an actress

whose name was on every lip and whose only

talent seemed to be a magnificent back 1 have

listened to great singers who could not sing and

great lecturers who had nothing to say. I have

sat in crowded theatres while unsuccessful plays

succeeded brilliantly. I have seen stupidity tri-

umph ; I have seen ugliness supreme. I have wit-

nessed the frenzied enthusiasm of thousands of

people for a shadow that skipped across a can-

vas screen.... And since I know that the same

audiences can and do appreciate the fine and

the beautiful, I have tried to put the blame

where it belongs. Some one has been hypnotiz-

ing the T. B. M. And since we speak in sym-
bols I point my finger at the P. A.

A P. A. is a man who can make himself be-

lieve any earthly thing and can then turn

about and make the public believe it, too. He is

the arch-romancer, the super-fablist of the mod-
ern world. He deals in superlatives, adjectives
and frenzies. He lies with joy, with gusto, al-

most -with inspiration. He is the wizard who
scatters the dust of illusion in our eyes and
then gives us a pair of rose-colored glasses. He
is the minstrel who sings of impossible loveli-

ness and incredible chivalry. He sees nothing as

it is, for which, perhaps, we should bless him.
And when he strikes his lute in the Herald,
the Times, tlie Tribune or the Sun of a morn-
ing we believe everything he says because there
is no way to prove that lie lies

In ancient Egypt the P. A. had real scope for
his genius. He raved in terms of pyramids and
obelisks; he carved his press notices on the walls
of shadowy tombs built to hold the aromatic
dust of dead kings, queens and courtesans. If

words failed him, he drew pictures. Alas! the
'. A. of to-day who would convince us that

Mary Pickford's curls are real, cannot carve the

glorious tidings across the faqade of the Metro-
politan Museum ! Which only goes to prove that

civilization is irksome.

In ancient Greece, in Troy, Carthage and
Sicily, the P. A. was an oral liar. He sat in

sunny market-places with his back against a wall
and talked and talked and talked. He had the

gift of sonorous verse, phrases that rolled from
his tongue like the ceaseless waves of the sea.

He established Ulysses as the Douglas Fairbanks
of his day. And he sang of a certain Helen-
tall, languorous and coifed with flame, the de-
lectable vampire of antiquity. What would hap-
pen to-day, I wonder, if sonic inspired P. A.
should stand with his back against the Times

building, singing, tenderly, of Theda Bara?

In mediaeval times popular heroes and hero-

ines were advertised by poets and minstrels.

Dante was the greatest P. A. of them all he

celebrated Beatrice who was undoubtedly a. dull

and pretty girl ; he advertised hell ; he made him-

self famous by bitterly doubting the very people

who admired him a method which has been

copied more recently by Arnold Daly. So

great a- man as Michael Angelo immortalized Vit-

toria Colonna in delicious sonnets. Lorenzo the

Magnificent had himself exploited as a prince

of the arts free publicity in the Fifteenth Cen-

tury !

BASARI
was a talented P. A. and so was

old Cellini, who knew the value of a bad

reputation.

You can, follow them down the ages clever

stimulators of popularity, the necromancers of

fame. 'They manipulate public opinion, they

point the way for mob enthusiasms. Sometimes

they are convinced as Boswell was of the in-

estimable glory of their hero. Sometimes they

love, as Abelard and Heloise and the Brownings
did. Often they are furious and implacable like

Cosiina Wagner. Again they are as crafty as

Whistler, who exploited himself in an impish,

perverse, devilishly clever way. Or they are as

urbane as George Moore who celebrated his

Irish friends in satire that both convulsed and

enraged them

There have been great P. A.'s possessed of

great enthusiasms. Their mantle has fallen upon
the shoulders of various harassed, busy, buzzing,

acutely imaginative young men whose business it

is to see that the world is supplied with heroes
and heroines.

I have always believed, perhaps romantically,
that genius never goes undiscovered. I have

enough faith in that great composite intelligence,
the public, to doubt those stories of Raphaels
who die in garrets, of Swinburnes who lan-

guish in silence, of Bernhardts who never reach
the stage. Genius is like a blade of grass it

can turn aside stones. Imperishable and eager,
it will always push its way into the light.

But since the ways of fame are devious and

obscure, I have to admit that the P. A. helps to

turn back the cloying sod. He is a glib im-

presario.

EJ ERE, you!" he shouts. "A new artist! A
* -*

dazzling, wonderful, incomparable, peerless
artist! Take a look!"

If he says it often enough, you believe 'him.

Sometimes he is right and sometimes he is wrong.
You must pick the chaff from the wheat. He is

responsible to-day for those theatrical populari-
ties "America's Sweetheart," "Old Doc Cheer-

ful," "Our Bill," "Charlie," Maude Adams, Fred

Stone, David Warfield, Mrs. Vernon Castle, Ger-
aldine Farrar, David Belasco and George M.
Cohan clever people,' all of them, who have be-

come symbols, national idols, concrete Amer-
icanisms.

Mary Pickford is the embodiment of the

heart-throb; she is a living novel by Eleanor
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Hallowcll Abbott a composite woman in whom
every man glimpses his own sweetheart, as she

was, as she is or as he would like her to be.

Men are not over-fond of the sloe-eyed tempt-
ress. They like tenderness, blonde curls, little

feet and frills. And so Mary became America's

Sweetheart, thanks to a P. A. who must have

been the reincarnation of Petrarch. And when
she made her Liberty Loan speech in New York,
thousands of fatuous, grinning, doting Americans

jammed Wall Street from curb to curb and
cheered themselves hoarse.

If scientists and statesmen advertised them-
selves properly they could achieve a soul-satisfy-

ing fame. Babies would be called after them,

dogs would answer to their name, their photo-

graphs would be sold, framed in silver, at all

department stores. Even college professors and
bankers could rank, emotionally and pictorially,

with Lou-Tellegen, if they employed a lute-smit-

ing P. A. to stir up the public heart.

Publicity is desirable. The world is so busy
and there are so many clever people do-

ing clever things. A woman wrapped in cloth

of gold, strapped to clanking brass sandals and

leading a dinosaur along Fifth Avenue would

probably impede traffic for a day or so. After

that no one would bother to glance at her !

WE are living in an age of war, of violent

and brief emotions. Nothing less than a

miracle can stir us; it must be a spectacular

miracle at that ! And so the P. A. beats the big

drum, he shouts and bullies, he dazzles with elec-

tric signs and newspaper headlines day and

night he never leaves us alone. He plasters the

face of the earth with blazing posters, he writes

the magazines, he invents new and wonderful

fairy-stories. Wherever we are, there also is

the P. A. He moulds our taste, directs our

enthusiasm, thinks for us, sees for us and hears

for us. He is really the inventor of a new
American folk-lore. He has invoked some de-

lectable characters, people who art a- real and

as dear to us as Davy Crockett, Little Red Rid-

ing Hood and Alice. It is even possible that he

has placed some of them among the immortals

"Charlie" is our mountebank, our Punch, our

dear, absurd American clown. "Old Doc Cheer-

ful" is the spirit of youth, .the incarnation of

Lyendecker's posters. Jack London's heroes and

every boy's ideal of himself. "Our Bill" is Amer-
ican sentiment, the "red blood" man with the

melting heart, the horny-handed saint, the re-

formed villain. Fred Stone is our national in-

souciance he represents the devil-may-care

spirit that can rope a steer, sing a song, and

lick the world single-handed. Maude Adams is

the winsome one, the mother spirit. David War-

field is he for whom we shed tears in the shad-

ows of the theatre he is our secret tenderness.

Geraidine Farrar is success, brittle, brilliant and

American. Mrs. Castle is the stylish young

giraffe who knows the secret of the chic and

subtly flatters us. David Belasco is our legendary
wizard the artist who never bothers us by fail-

ing. George Cohan is rag-time, the one-step,

America's tough little brother the prancing

spirit of the flag
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A WOMAN WITH MILLIONS AND
Mrs. Christian Hemmick, one of the most

earnest workers for a National Theatre

By ADA PATTERSON

[FE AIM

A WOMAN' with millions and a life aim is

a rare bird in the human aviary.

Millions do not make for life aims, nor,

usually, life aims for millions. Mrs. Christian

Hemmick has united them in bonds of indis-

soluble wedlock.

"I shall work for :\ National Theatre, and- all

movements contributory to it, until it becomes an

American institution," she said with a purposeful

widening of glowing blue eyes, and a voice of

soft determination. We were sitting in tlie

great, high-walled studio of the apartment she

occupies at the Hotel des Artistes when she

comes to New York every year for a few

months of study of theatrical conditions. An

energetic, ageless woman is Mrs. Hemmick, with

a childlike zest for the topic of the moment.

She wore a stylish dark blue silk robe

that glowed richly against the background of

gold and red tapestries and the paler stuffs that

were thrown in masses across the easels on which

her paintings rested. She paints pictures be-

sides writing plays. Carlotta Patti said she had

one of the greatest voices in America until by

too vigorous use of "it she "broke" it when she

was thirteen.

"We must have a National Theatre in Amer-

ica," repeated Mrs. Hemmick. "We will have

it because we should. Sooner or later, all good

things come to the world and to the individual.

We should not be disheartened by delays. Not
even by the devasting delay of this awful war."

MRS.
HEMMICK smiled with confidence.

It was a smile that bespeaks and begets

confidence. She belongs to the smiling world,

that world to which the spur and the whip are

unknown. Yet she chooses to live rather in the

world of effort. Because she has talent and

"xcess energy she has written plays, seven of

them. And paints pictures. She has done a

score of them. Two of the best are of her

daughters, Mme. Dreyfus Barney and Miss

Natalie Barney, both of whom are living in

Paris. There is a Circe of golden mane and

cruel eyes, the head of one of her victims held

tightly beneath her clutching arm. A lambent-

eyed Italian woman and her bambino look gently

at one out of a glory of sunshine colored stuffs.

Having done so much, Mrs. Hemmick inspires

the belief that she will do much more. She is

capable of farther goals.

They know her in Washington better than in

New York. There they call her the woman who
persuaded Uncle Sam to try a National Theatre.

The experiment was made last Summer. It was
a successful one. On the grounds where stands

the Washington monument a stage was erected.

The seats were crowded by six thousand per-

soijs who .came to see her pageant, "The Tri-

umph of the Drama." This out-of-door pro-
duction was one of the national capital's most
successful social and dramatic events. It was
an object lesson in drama under national direc-

tion, for the sward-carpeted playhouse was a

Government park, a long step toward the con-

summation of that dream which Mrs. Hemmick
confidently expects will he a "dream come true !"

"It should be housed in a building that will be

in itself a lesson in beauty. It takes form in my
mind as such a building as New York's Public

Library," she said. "I think it should be built'

in Washington, the center of national life. But

wherever it is built it should be not merely an

American theatre but a world theatre. I would

have it cosmopolitan in character. America is

sure to become the art center of the world after

the war. Therefore, the theatre should not be

restricted to American plays. "The best to be

found in all the world," should be its motto.

THINK
of what such a theatre would

offer in the inspiration that great artists

would radiate through it. Consider Julia Mar-

lowe. Her active stage career is voluntarily

ended. But, as with her gifted husband, E. H.

Sothern, her interest in the theatre remains

glowingly alive. As Sarah Bernhardt and all the

other French artists aid the drama through the

Comedie Franchise, Mr. and Mrs. Sothern could

help it by means of the National Theatre of

America. They could, and doubtless would, act

occasionally on its boards. They could, and

would give lectures. They could and would

watch performances and give criticisms.

"Of course, there would be a school of dja-

matic art in connection with the National Thea-

tre. Under its roof, too, would be a department
of scenic art. There might be a wardrobe de-

partment. Some of the stuffs used could be

richly dyed on the premises."

"Is your vision of this world theatre one in

which there will be pictures and sculptures?"

"No. Oh, no," returned Mrs. Hemmick with

decision. "There should be nothing to distract

the a'tention. The walls should be bare. The
students within those walls should have the

company only of each other and of their imag-
ination working upon the characters in great

plays which they are to portray."

The new born Actors' and Authors' Theatre,
a flexible organization for the production of plays

upon a co-operative basis in New York, has Mrs.

Hemmick as one of its directors.

F AiM filled with enthusiasm about this con-
* certed movement of actors and authors,"
she said. "I believe it will demonstrate what
can be done through whole-hearted co-operation
of the two great indispensable factors of the

theatre. It should be of great value to the

players, because it would enable them to play

engagements between their seasons. Since the

bill will be changed every two weeks it will

supply what every conscientious player knows to

be his or her greatest need, the opportunity to

play a variety of parts. It will give the impetus
of a share in ownership and profits. Every com-
mercial institution that has injected this element

into its operations testifies to the doubling of

energies and exaltation of hopes of the workers.
It will be the first theatre in America in which
the actors, as a body, have a share. The ad-

vantages for actors are greater than for au-

thors. But authors will have the benefit of trial

performances of their plays and a vote in the

direction of them if they are stockholders.

Managers will benefit by it for they can see tried-

out plays in which they are interested but in

which they are unable or unwilling to invest

much money. Audiences will see a wide variety
of plays, well produced, at half what they have

hitherto paid for the privilege."

Mrs. Hemmick, because of her fortune, has
done what no other playwright of serious intent

has ever done, written dramas for sheer love of

the stage. Her playwriting has always been

philanthropic. The profits accruing from the

dance drama, "L'Ecole en Crinoline," which she

wrote for Anna Pavlowa and which was enacted

at the Belasco Theatre in Washington ; from

"Woman," a suffrage play produced in Wash-
igton and Brooklyn ; and from its sisters, "The
Love of Echo" and "The Man in the Moon," she

poured at once into charitable channels. "The
Triumph of the Drama," which occupied the

stage of the Sylvan Theatre, was tendered free

to the huge audience that swarmed, spectacle-

hungry, across the green slope of the Wash-
ington Monument grounds.
She founded, and in part maintains, the

Neighborhood Settlement in the southwestern

part of Washington. Within the five houses
which she gave to the settlement, unique uplift

work is being done. There is, for example, a

model home of three rooms, in which the on-

looker was originally shown how a family of

four could live on nine dollars a week.

SINCE
the war began the amount has been

forced up to twelve a week, she said, while

the sunbeams reflected back bewilderingly from

eight diamond rings, a brilliant band across her

hand.

Her Washington home is an original house

made after her own designs. Pairs on their

bridal tour and timid wives of Congressmen in

their first term at Washington stand before

Studio House in awed and admiring groups.

It is logical that a pioneer of the theatre

should have a daughter whose life aim is the

establishment of a National Theatre in her own
land. Mrs. Hemmick's cradle, in a sense, was
Pike's Opera House, in Cincinnati. S. H. Pike

and his wife traveled much in Europe after

their marriage. For eight years they dwelt with-

in the shadow of the art galleries and playhouses
of Europe. Particularly were they enamored of

La Scala. "There is no theatre in the West,"
said the Ohio financier. "I think when I go back

I shall build in Cincinnati, an opera house upon
the plan of La Scala."

It was built. Contemporaneous with its com-

pletion was the birth of their daughter Alice.

Edwin Booth and Lawrence Barrett played in

Pike's Opera House and came to the Pike home.

Memories of them and of Carlotta Patti are her

earliest ones. She wanted -to become another

Patti but strained her voice in the childish at-

tempt. Dolls were offered her but she rejected

them. She made of a large, deep-silled window
in her nursery a stage. Pins were her actors.

She moved the pins about the stage, inventing

attributes for them and reading their speeches.

An early marriage forestalled what was d*-

[364]
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Reception room, with old Spanish Mooresque brocade on walls, in ancient

prayer pattern. The entire house was designed by the playwright herself

The dining room, showing the ancient Dutch portrait owned by Mrs. Hemmick's great

grandfather. The needlework on the walls came from a French convent

STUDIO HOUSE THE PALATIAL HOME OF MRS. CHRISTIAN HEMMICK



signed l>y nature to be a stage career. Albert

Clifford Barney, the Ohio multimillionaire, knew

little of the stage and disliked what he knew.

His wife wrote plays but locked them in secret

drawers of her desk. It was after she became

a widow, less than a decade ago, that she drew

them from their hiding places and they were

revealed by light of sun on the lawns at Bar

Harbor and by footlights in Washington. To

their depiction came Anna Pavlowa, as I have

said, and Izetta Jewell, wife, now widow of a

Congressman, and former leading woman for

James K. Hackett, Lily Langtry and Ethel

Barrymore, aided in a final tableau.

In the cast of "The Man in the ^foon"
was a

young man, tall and handsome.

"Who is that good looking ^oung chap ?"

asked the multimillionaire playwright.

"Christian Hemmick. He is the son of Ron-

ald Hemmick, American consul at Geneva. He

is as fond of the theatre as you are, Mrs. Bar-

ney. Do allow us to present him."

Friendship followed quickly upon the intro-

duction. On their marriage seven years ago she

yielded to his wish that she place her own for-

tune in a trust for her daughters, from which

she derived but a life annuity.

"With our fortunes even none can say that

ours was a mercenary match," he said.

One in their liking for and assiduous study

of the theatre, Mr. and Mrs. Hemmick have

temporarily divided their interests. Mrs. Hem-
mick is writing plays and assisting in the devel-

opment of the Actors' and Authors' Theatre, for

her pleasure. Mr. Hemmick is directing the

fortunes of the play. "Her Country."

WHY THE DEADHEAD?
Setting forth some of the abuses of ye ancient and

honorable practice of seeing a show for nothing

By CORNELIA S. PENFIELD

TWO
seats here for Mr. Smith?"

"End of line, please!"

It is two minutes before the curtain-

rises. The theatre treasurer and his assistant

are endeavoring to dispose of an impatient line

of theatregoers. The insistent voice of the man

who has elbowed aside the head of the line

booms out again importantly:

"Nonsense; they are all ready, I'm sure.

Where's your publicity man? I'm Smith of

Smith & Bros."

The pacifist treasurer hesitates, while the

honest playgoer at the head of the line frowns.

Less time to pacify than to argue, reasons the

treasurer as he finds an envelope bearing the

name Smith, verifies the enclosed tickets, and

passes the stubs over.

"Forty cents, war tax, Mr. Smith ! Yes, ma-

dam, I can give you two center, tenth row."

"But," begins Smith belligerently. "But forty

cents tax
'

The treasurer quietly ignores the protest.

Smith sputtering finds a ten-dollar bill which

has to be changed. Meanwhile the legitimate

purchasers of tickets are crowded to one side of

the window. They purchase tickets over Smith's

shoulder, past his elbow, and under his hand.

At last, however, Smith collects his change,

recounts it, and turns to his friend with a dis-

satisfied smile as they pass in to their seats.

The treasurer watches Smith's departure with

a quietly whispered sarcasm. His assistant, am-

l)idextrously finding tickets, making change.

and answering telephones, adds a comment :

"'Yep, his daughter is stenographer over at the

Fenimore offices, or used to be."

Smith enjoys the performance rather as an

opportunity to impress his out-of-town friend

-with his own importance than from any real

interest in the production. He smiles broadly

at the end of the first act :

"Say, Bill, that's the worst show this season,

an' I've seen 'em all. Sure, Floss, you know,
is assistant to old Fenimore, and we always can

get seats first nights and everything! But, say,

ain't Flitzie Mop fierce? She's getting awful

old. I hear she's getting a divorce from her

second husband. He's leading man with Bertha

Brandon, and they say, at least / hear now
this is straight from H. G., himself

"

And so the friend is impressed, and so the

couple in front who paid hard cash for their

seats are annoyed, and so the theatre loses a

possible four dollars.

According to a recently issued fiat of several

daring managers, Smith and his kind may ex-

pect to be discouraged in every way from this

winter forth. The illegitimate deadhead is ac-

countable for dissatisfaction frequently ex-

pressed by playgoers. The man who pays two

good dollars (in this season of thrift) for a

ticket is out for his money's worth ;
he was in-

terested rn the play, therefore he bought a

ticket. He does not enjoy having his evening

spoiled by the knowing comments of Smith and

his kindi who may be sitting next to him.

Moreover, the theatre stands to lose in any

case. If Smith is not interested in the actual

play, he makes a poor patron, because he will

be far more disposed to knock the theatre there-

after. If, on the other hand, Smith is a poten-

tial customer, and otherwise would pay cash for

his tickets, he represents an acute financial loss.

There are always exceptions, however, to any

stringent rule, but Smith is the type of man

whom few theatres welcome. He is tolerated

out of some strange system of courtesy that

includes all theatrical employees, and has ex-

tended unto the third and fourth generation.

Three-quarters of the incoming calls on the tele-

phone of a publicity man or house manager are

as follows :

"Hello : G. H. Plympton's office on the wire.

Is this Mr. Westcott?"

"Yes." The publicity man knows what is com-

ing, but can't dodge.

"Mr. Westcott, will you fix us up with a

couple of seats for to-night?"

If Mr. Westcott is ultra-bold he counters with:

"Didn't Mr. Plympton get his seats the first

night?"
"I'm not sure, Mr. Westcott. This is his sec-

retary speaking. You might leave these seats in

my name at the box-office. Thank you so much.

Jackson is the name. Good-bye."
And the helpless Westcott scrawls down the

request, with a mental oath to call up Plympton
some day and let him know about this inferna'.

grafting; but of course he never does, and Miss

Jackson winsomely continues to provide free en-

tertainment for her sisters, her cousins, her

aunts, and those of her best young man.

To Westcott may be offered the consolation of

religion and of history.

Lest he himself have no time to delve into the

archives, I have done so to comfort him.

The earliest recorded predecessors of Smith,

Jackson, et al., were the Laudicena of the Roman
theatres. They were given passes, little ivory

death's-heads, and were thus the original dead-

heads. They, however, earned their way in a

measure. The thoughtful management provided
the theatre with sounding vessels of brass, and

fhen gave either the chorus or the actor speaking
the last line of the play a cue-line which was
addressed to the audience at large, but was in

fact a signal to the Laudicena to begin the ap-

plause. Smith lacks not brazenness, and i?

especially adept at entr'acte knocking, but alas,

how sadly unlike is his technique from that of

the Romans !

The happiest parallel to Smith and his kind
is drawn during the heyday of popular

pleasure-seeking in England. After the spacious
Elizabeth and the narrow Oliver came the reign
of the Merry Monarch, and apparently some of

the few matters that Charles II ever took up in

a really serious way were connected with the

problem of the thrifty theatregoer who did his

best to outwit the ticket-taker.

It was at the time a custom for any of the

gentry to enter a playhouse in search of a friend

in the audience. The gentleman in question

pledged himself to the doorkeeper not to remain
after the end of the act then being played. The
word of a gentleman in those days was not evi-

dently wholly trustworthy, for so many com-

plaints were made to the King that the privilege

was being abused that in December, 1663,

Charles issued a royal warrant, proclaiming the

unlawfulness of roisterers who habitually forced

their way into the theatres of London.
In February, 1665, another edict, less pacific,

set forth, "Whereas, complaint hath been made
unto us by our servants, the Actors in the Royall
Theatre that divers persons refuse to pay at the

first door of the said theatre, thereby obliging
the doorkeeper to send after, solicit, and impor-
tune them for their entrance money : for the

prevention, therefore, of these disorders, and that

such as are employed by the said Actors may
have no opportunity of deceiving them, our will

and pleasure is, That all persons coming to the

said Theatre, shall at the first Door, pay their

entrance money (to be restored again to them in

case they return the same way before the end

of the act)."

This impressive edict accomplished two un-

looked-for ends : shrewd souls managed by sur-

rendering and reclaiming their entrance fee four

or five days in succession during different acts

to see the entire play in installments
; others, by

attending theatres with the two-door system,

contrived to give one doorkeeper an urgent ex-

cuse for admission, and then went out the other

door, and collected the entrance fee which they
had not paid!

Eventually a system of tickets and of

pass-out checks was adopted, but not until

long after the prideful entry in Pepys' Diary
under date of January 7, 1667-68, that Samuel

the Critical "went into the pit to gaze up and

down, and there did by this means for nothing,

see an act in 'The Scole of Compliments' at the

Duke of York's House, and 'Henry the Fourth'

at the King's House, but not liking either of the

plays, I took my coach again and home."
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NEW VS. OLD DRAMA
A defense of the well-made play against the Bolshe-

viki drama that has glutted our playhouses recently

By EDWIN CARTY RANCK

A NUMBER of absurd attacks have been

launched recently against the so-called

"well-made play." Most of them may be

directly traced to the little theatre movement

which, in its frantic efforts to break away from

the conventions and give the drama a "new

twist" has camouflaged the public into believing

that any play which has a beginning, a middle

and an end is a "well-made play" and should be

thrown into the discard as reactionary drama.

Wouldn't you rather see a well-made play

than an ill-made play? Wouldn't you rather see

"Tiger Rose," for instance, than "Nju," that

Bolsheviki drama that was produced last season

at the Bandbox Theatre by Messrs. Urban and

Ordynski? This conspicuous example of the

revolutionary drama was a hectic nightmare. As

the play progressed, the audience figured out

that it was a satire on playwriting, like "Plots

and Playwrights." But heavens, no! This was

real Russian tragedy dank, dark and disagree-

able. After seeing it we felt pretty much like

the oysters when the Carpenter asked them if

they felt like returning home. "Nju" was an ef-

fective illustration of what not to do in the the-

atre. It bore as much resemblance to real drama

as vers libre bears to real poetry.

The persistent practice of the apostles of the

New Movement in the Theatre in throwing dust

in the public eye has confused the average play-

goer. He cannot see the forest for the trees.

His position recalls those famous lines from

Omar Khayyam :

"Myself when young did eagerly frequent

Doctor and sage and heard great argument

About it and about, but evermore

Came out by the same door wherein I went."

IT
has giown to be almost a truism that the

well-made play is an old-fashioned product,

just as many writers, particularly Amy Lowell,

argue that the free form cf "imagist" poetry is

superior to the rhyme form employed by Shelley

and Keats. But an American like Edward Ar-

lington Robinson, whom Miss Lowell cites with

beneficent approval is a stickler for the rhyme
form and his poetry is immeasurably superior

to the work of those disciples of free verse who
are mentioned in Miss Lowell's recent critical

volume.

There is, after all, only one standard by which

one can judge a creative worker, be he an actor,

poet, dramatist, novelist, painter, sculptor or

short-story writer. That is by achievement. Did

he or she succeed in doing what they started

out to do? A theme appeals to a playwright as

a great subject for a play and he starts out to

make a definite bid to his public. The theme

may he humorous or it may be tragic; or it may
be one of those "tragi-cometlies" that Bernard
Shaw speaks of in his introduction to "Damaged
Goods." But if the writer does not succeed in

conveying to his public the certain definite im-

pression that he had in his mind, he has failed,

be the play never so successful. But if he does

succeed in his fixed intention his play is like-

wise a success even if the box-office returns arc-

practically nil. His actual achievement is the

only thing that really counts.

What originally started all this talk about the

well-made play was the artificial work of such

playwrights as Scribe, Sardou and the younger

Dumas. Their plays were well-made. That is

to say, they planned them out carefully and

knew the minimum amount of dramaturgy nec-

essary in concocting the maximum amount of

drama. They were, so to speak, Hoovers of

the Theatre.

Scribe and Sardou were schooled in picking up

all the loose strands and weaving them into a

compact whole. If one of their characters found

a pin on the stage he picked it up, not to bring

good luck, but to motivate something that was

to follow. You knew that the pin was going

to play a tremendous part in the development

of the plot. There was a reason for everything.

A CHARACTER couldn't sneeze without ac-

counting for it to the playwright. Motiva-

tion was the middle name of Sardou and Scribe.

You could count upon the curtain for the first

act descending at a point where your interest

would be so whetted that you were keen to see

the second act. And if it was a three-act play

you knew that the second act would contain a

"big scene" that would give the hero or heroine

a chance to throw an emotional fit. Bernstein's

"The Thief" is a sample of this sort of drama.

From turning their critical guns upon Sardou,

Scribe and others of their ilk, the apostles of

the New Drama began to barrage the work of

Arthur Wing Pinero and Henry Arthur Jones.

They referred to these dramatists as "mossback

playwrights" who sacrificed everything in their

plays for the sake of the "big scene." This

part of their attack was well founded, but they

overlooked one significant point: Whereas the

characters created by Scribe and Sardou were

merely papier mache puppets who obeyed the

will of their creators and not their own in-

stincts ; and, whereas the plots of the plays in

which they moved were the outgrowth of situa-

tion rather than of characterization, the plays

of Pinero and Jones contained flesh-and-blood

beings the sort of men and women that you
are apt to meet most everywhere in real life.

This gave to their plays a distinction that was

utterly lacking in the earlier well-made plays and

justified their existence, not only upon the stage,

but in the library.

LAST
season a play was produced in New

York called "The Intruder" by Cyril Har-

court. This play was rightfully designated by
the various critics as a sample of the well-made

drama, because the author employed all the shop-

worn tricks of the trade. Long before the end

of the first act the ending was perfectly obvious

to any intelligent student of the drama. All the

audience had to do was to pick up the various

hints dropped by the dramatist, just as the pur-
suers in the old fairy books traced the abducted

princess by means of bits of her handkerchief

that she left sticking on bramblejbushes along
the wayside.

But because Harcourt's happened to be a par-

ticularly flagrant example of the well-made play

is no justification for promiscuous attacks upon

all well-made plays. Long before William Archer

wrote his voluminous book on playmaking, Aris-

totle .had given the would-be dramatist the fun-

damental law a law that has merely been elabo-

rated by Mr. Hennequin, Mr. Archer and scores

of others. And when he said that a play should

have a beginning, a middle and an end he was

uttering a truism that every careful artist tries

to live up to. So that if one listened to the

vaporings of theatrical tyros we would have

hodge-podge plays like Granville Barker's dram-

atization of "The Wrong Box" and theatrical

nightmares like "Good Morning, Rosamond," one

of the latest "ill-made plays" to be perpetrated on

Broadway.
No one would be safe from the theatrical at-

tacks of the long-haired men and the short-

haired women in Greenwich Village who write

art with a capital and Action with a little "a."

Ibsen himself would fall under the ban of the

"anything-if-new" school, for all of his best

plays are well-made. Has all literature any bet-

ter sample of the well-made play than "A Doll's

House" or "Ghosts" or "Hedda Gabler"2

They are compactly built, every speech propel!

the play forward and everything is accounted for

by the time the final curtain falls.

WOULDN'T
you rather see Bernstein's

"L'Elevation," a recent example of the

well-made play than Arthur Hopkins' production

of "The Happy Ending"? Don't you think "The

Gay Lord Quex" is easier to sit through

than Florence Lincoln's "Barbara"? And

wouldn't you rather see Sarah Bernhardt in

such a practically well-made play as "Camille"

Phan Henry Miller in "Anthony in Wonder-

land"?

Let us be frank with ourselves and admit that

it is the well-made play that survives.

If we consider the vast output of poorly con-

structed pieces presented to the public each sea-

son, and how the majority of them find their way

quickly to the storehouse, it is only too appar-

ent that their failure must be attributed to care-

less, hasty workmanship.

These pieces bear all the earmarks of popu-

larity, they may succeed in raising a temporary

laugh, but they do not possess enough backbone

to insure them a lasting place in the repertoire

of our drama. It isn't sufficient for the play-

wright to have a clever idea or a novel situa-

tion. The fundamental principle of playwriting

is that he must possess that technique without

which the best plays must fail.

It is rather significant that all the plays that

are succeeding in this, the worst season New

York has ever known, are, according to Her-

micme standards, well-made plays. Study the

list for yourself: "A Tailor-Made Man," "Busi-

ness Before Pleasure," "The. Country Cousin,"

"Polly with a Past," "Tiger Rose" and "The

Gipsy Trail." Which reminds us of a timely

moral :

"
"Tis hard to venture where our betters fail,

Or lend fresh interest to a twice-told tale;

And yet, perchance, 'twere better to prefer

A hackneyed plot than choose a new and err."
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OSCAR WILDE A REMINISCENCE
The fallen poet's last pathetic ambition and

hope of a possible rehabilitation in 'America

By BERNARD THORNTON

IN
the last year of Oscar Wilde's life I was

treasurer of tli'e Grand Opera House of

New York. In that capacity I was sent to

Europe to conclude some theatrical contracts.

The name Grand Opera House meant a great

deal more in Paris than it did in New York.

To most people I was not the humble traveling

clerk of a second-class New York theatre, but

the incarnation of metropolitan opera. In fact.

many people mistook me for the direct repre-

sentative of the Metropolitan Opera Company,

a;ul treated me as snc 1

-.

I recall a most amusing coincidence which hap-

pened in this connection. On leaving London,

where I had graciously 'been tendered the entree

of all the theatres, the idea presented itself to

experiment with Paris. Accordingly I sent a

brief request to Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, enc'os-

ing my card, which read "Treasurer Grand Opera

House, X. Y.", to see her production of :

"L'Aiglon" for any performance that was con-

venientbusiness permitting. I had hardly posted

the letter when a special uniformed messenger

presented himself. He brought a heavily em-

bossed official-looking envelope on which was

engraved the words "Theatre Sarah Bernhardt,"

enclosing, with Mme. Bernhardt's compliments,

a stage box for the subsequent Sunday night.

Sunday night in Paris is the swagger social

event of the theatrical week which needless to

say added to my bewilderment. I could arrive

at no satisfactory conclusion as to why I had

been accorded such distinction.

THE
eventful evening arrived. During the

entr'acte, in casually looking over the audi-

ence, much to my amazement, I saw David Be-

lasco and Charles Frohman hanging over the

front row in the balcony. It seemed so incongru-
ous for two of America's most successful man-

agers to be occupying such modest seats while

I a poor, humble box-office treasurer, was seated

in state in a private proscenium box.

Just as I rubbed my eyes to reassure myself
that I was awake, the curtain rose on the third

act. My attention was divided between the

superb acting of Mme. Bernhardt and my sub-

conscious brain trying to deduct an explanation
of all the honor bestowed upon me. The cur-

tain fell and as the house lights went up a

very distinguished gentleman, who spoke Eng-
lish fluently, came to the box and introduced
himself as Mme. Bernhardt's secretary. He im-

plored me to visit her dressing-room. I went.

The confusion that followed was perhaps the

most embarrassing moment of my life. It ap-
pears that Bernhardt was coming to America the

following year under the management of Maurice
Grau, at that time the impresario of the Metro-
politan Opera House. The secretary had con-
fused the Metropolitan Opera House with the
Grand Opera House and with the customary
Parisian diplomacy, had sent me the box.
Mme. Bernhardt took the situation good-

naturedly, giving me a cordial handclasp on de-

parting and a cheery "An reroir."

At the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt I was in-

troduced to Mme. Mickau'.eff, a wealthy
Frenchwoman of Russian ancestry and a lib-

eral patron of the fine arts. At numerous re-

ceptions at Mme. Mickauleff's house I became

acquainted with the most noted personages in

Paris of that day. Mme. Mickauleff said that I

must meet the famous Oscar Wilde. She men-

tioned the name as one might speak of a mar-

tyr.

i was not over-enthusiastic about the sug-

gestion, but curiosity won over everything. I

made my time suit the convenience of Mr.

Wilde, and we met at Mme. Mickauleff's not .

under the bright glare of the gaslight which

was still the vogue in Paris, nor in a tropic

atmosphere of palms and bare shoulders. In-

stead, he came quite early in the morning, and

the servant showed no unusual interest in the

caller as he announced his solitary entry.

My heart almost stood still as this once cele-

brated personage crossed Mme. Mickauleff's

Collection Patrick F. Madigan

OSCAR WILDE

threshold. I could not believe that this was the
man about whom the whole world had been

talking. He was bent with a weight not of

years. He had an old man's obesity. His cheeks
were flabby and sagging, his eyes were dull.

His manner of speech was like a blow to me,
for his words came very slowly, and his sen-
tences were timorous. He seemed grateful for
the least consideration.

wto
T MET Wilde several times after that occa-A sion and the thing that touched me most
was his manner of deep respect. He was al-

most servile to me, who in former years would,
likely enough, not even have gotten a nod. He
was waiting, as I could see very well, for me
to advance some hope of an American redemp-
tion.

Finally he spoke of America. It was after-

noon, and he addressed Mme. Mickauleff and
myself. The roseate rays of the sunset took

away very much of the age and ruin in his

face.

"They tell me that in Western America," he

said, "a man is a man to-day, and yesterdays
don't count that a desperado can make a repu-
tation for piety on his current performances.
What a country to live in ! Your Western
America must be like the Greece of the days
before the Parthenon, or Italy before the Con-
sulate !"

"Why don't you go to America?" I asked

him this question later, when, casually, we spoke
of travel. The query alarmed him, and furi-

ously embarrassed him. "I perhaps I shall go
to America as soon as I've settled some busi-

ness matters in Paris, but not before iii-t

fore!"

Poor chap, he assuredly had no business to

attend to, for he was living on charity even

then. As soon as he had said this, he left the

room, and I didn't see him again that evening.
But as Mme. Mickauleff told me, it was very

evident that America constantly obsessed him.

It was his promised land, a refugee from the

world of humiliation and shame which he felt

surrounded him. Yet, as was plainly to be

seen, his courage was gone and his spirit broken.

Even had one paid his passage and furnished

him with plenty of money, I doubt if he would
have had the courage to go.

I last saw him one wonderful afternoon when
he walked with Mme. Mickauleff and myself,

through Pere la Chaise Cemetery. He used

a stick, not for style but for support, and I

could not but notice, in the bright sunlight, his

shabby, spotted clothes. No longer was he the

"Lily of Piccadilly," but a wretched, broken-

down outcast. Still there were flashes and bril-

liant sallies, that afternoon, of the old Oscar

Wilde.

HE drew us before the humble grave of Marie
du Plessis, the friend of Alexander Dumas,

and original of Marguerite Gautier, the lady of

the Camellias. He told of her life, of Dumas'
careless affection for her, and of her great love

for Dumas, and of her death from tuberculosis

unlike Camille though, in that she held Dumas'

regard and protection to the end.

My own final picture of Wilde is not a pleas-

ant one, but no doubt it was a characteristic

one of the poet in the last days of his life. He
sought oblivion in the glass. He had no money
in his pockets, but at the drinking suggestion
of any stranger he would run eagerly and swal-

low greedily a great glass of absinthe. He for-

got me, he forgot everyone in his glass. Ab-
sinthe was his one remaining emotion, and for

absinthe he would have hobnobbed with a porter.

Pride, ambition, self-respectall these had dis-

appeared. Oscar Wilde at this time eked out

his existence, I am informed, on money put in

his way by an actress.

On returning to America, about two months
later I was not surprised to read of his

death. He had been in a coma some time be-

fore and while the landlord, physicians and
numerous creditors were wrangling about fees

and bills, his eyes slowly opened. Turning
to those present he said: "Gentlemen, it seems
I'm dying beyond my means."

Those were the last words of Oscar Wilde.
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RAOUL LAPARRA
A potent musician, who takes rank

among the foremost of contemporaneous

composers. His music reveals the spirit

and body, if not soul, of Spain. His re-

citals possess unusual novelty and charm

Mcurice Goldberg BEATRICE TERRY
Ellen Terry's niece proved that she can stand on her own merit

by her portrayal of Ophelia at the Shakespeare Playhouse recently

HELEN STANLEY
Who sings Mr. Laparra's songs in cos-

tume, in their joint recitals, with

sympathetic understanding and appeal

TOSCHA SEIDEL

Another young Rus-

sian violinist ami

pupil of the famous

Auer, whose New
York debut was

an artistic triumph

Marguerite Sylva, after several successful sea-

sons in Europe, is now back in this country
where she is gaining new operatic laurels with

the Chicago Opera Company. Babies Daphne
and Marguerite prove that her marriage to

C'aptain P. L. Smith is another of her successes I'L'tor Gcorg

POPULAR DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL PERSONALITIES
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WHEN BERNHARDT WAS BARNUM
An exciting episode in the life of the great French

actress when she took the law in her own hands

By CHARLTON ANDREWS

ONCE
in an idle moment I entered the

editorial sanctum of a newspaper pub-
lished in the Far Northwest and found

"ye scribe," as the boss was fond of denomi-

nating himself, idly investigating a musty and

yellowed bound volume. It was Volume I of

the periodical from which his little daily

had descended a periodical published every

Thursday under the title of The Northern

Pacific Times. The date was 1879.

An odd place, you might naturally remark,
in which to find gossip of the theatre. And yet

half-way down the right-hand column, headed

"Harvested News and Notes," I read, "Sarah

Bernhardt has finally signed a contract to come
to America next year with Jarrett, the London

manager." .*-'/

And that was not all. The third Tfditorial 6f

this first issue of a frontier newspaper printed

in a village of a score or more of houses or

shacks was also devoted to the divine Sarah.

"Miss Bernhardt says," observed the satirical

rogue of an editor, "she should like to enter

the cities of America as formerly did the vic-

torious consuls into Rome: 'on a car drawn by

senators, with poets singing her praises and the

wisest begging for one of her slippers to mount
and wear as a pin.' We nominate the .fiery sen-

ators Conk-Link and Sprague. They would look

well driven tandem, before the charming Sarah
and her cherubic 'accidens'."

The references to the senators and the last

word of the extract were clarified by a fur-

ther investigation of "Harvested News and
Notes." "Ye editor" was dabbling in scandal.

He seemed bent on giving Madame (or "Miss")
Bernhardt, to say nothing of Senator Conkling,
some highly undignified, if not undesirable pub-
licity.

T CONTINUED turning over the pages. Week
* after week this outraged, self-appointed
guardian of public morals made the French
actress his target for the blobs of slimy, oozy,
oleaginous North Dakota mud flung at her from
this border hamlet 'way back in the solemn
seventies.

At first blush (and the word seems specially
apt in this connection) one might feel a pitying
contempt for the scribbler of those innuendoes
of 1879. Yet he was probably not to blame. He
lived in a time when strange and to us highly
repugnant methods of advertising prevailed
among theatrical press agents. If scandal prom-
ised to attract the largest number of ticket-buy-
ers when the divine one at length reached these
shores, why, let scandal do its worst. The pub-

: might not care to pay high prices for a

glimpse of a foreign artist as such; but if the
foreign artist were made out to be a sort of
female Byron-then the police reserves would
probably have to be called out to quell the riot
at the box-office. Accordingly, "Miss Sarah"
Bernhardt got some very unenviable publicity
in those early days.

Things of this sort, I fancy, always sooner or
later run to extremes. The climax in the Bern-
hardt affair appears to have been supplied by a
woman who died seven or eight years ago in

Paris. Her name was Marie Colombier, and

she was the author of one of the most atrocious

diatribes ever levelled at a human being. Its

title was "Sarah Barnum," and of course every-

body knew who was meant

Portraying the life of her heroine from child-

hood on, the Colombier with diabolical cunning,

distorted the facts of the great tragedienne's

career into a series of horrifying episodes. The

artist, her relatives, her friends all who came

in contact with her were flayed with ridicule

and scorn. Everything was misinterpreted and

the misinterpretation was always the vilest con-

ceivable. The pages swarmed with gilded roues,

bilked pawnbrokers, reprobate nobility, grafting

critics, egomaniacal players, and spendthrift

wantons. , Of course, there was a sufficient in-

termingling of absolutely blameless truth to

lend the whole" nauseating mess a certain specious

verisimilitude.

EARLY
in January, 1884, a copy of this 300-

page book arrived in New York. At one
o'clock in the afternoon fifty or more hack trans-

lators set to work upon it, and within thirty-

hours, we are told, the English version of

"Sarah Barnum" was on sale. It had taken but

twelve of the thirty hours to do the work of

translation.

Just what Colombier's motive was in perpe-

trating her hideous libel is still a mystery. She
had accompanied Madame Bernhardt on the lat-

ter's first American tour in 1883 the tour which
The Northern Pacific Times was already assidu-

ously forecasting in 1879. The Colombier book

appeared in Paris in 1883.

Of course, Madame Sarah reacted to the gentle
stimulus. She was in process of purchasing in

the name of her son, Maurice, the Theatre

Porte-Saint-Martin. There, on December 20th.

1883, she produced Jean Richepin's "Nana
Sahib," a seven-act play in verse. On the night
before the premiere the actress, accompanied by
Maurice and Richepin, paid a visit to the apart-
ment of Colombier, broke in, wrecked the in-

terior decorations, and horsewhipped the au-

thor of "Sarah Barnum."
The next day tout Paris was happy. The

whole city was the actress's audience, and it

was on its feet and cheering. She had set the

law a good example. Appreciating this fact,

the law set to work. Marie Colombier was
convicted of "outraging public morals." She
drew a fine and a sentence to three months' im-

prisonment. Later the term was reduced to two
weeks.

OTHER playwrights envied Richepin, who
had greatly enjoyed the wrecking of the

Colombier apartment. Octave Mirbeau sprang
into the arena and sent a challenge to the au-
thor of the preface to "Sarah Barnum." Said
author was Paul Bonnetain. Among other

things stretching over twelve pages he had
written :

"I have read the 'Memoirs of Sarah Barnum'
at a single sitting, and with a growing pleas-

ure in each page. You have the spirit f a

demon, and your style is ravishing. Your char-

acters interest me to the end ; for, actress above

everything, you put them so well on the scene

that one can see them and hear them speak

Your Sarah is ten Sarahs that we have known
and known too well."

The duel was fought. It resulted as do the

majority of such terrible affairs. I think one

of the combatants I am not sure whether it

was Mirbeau or Bonnetain was severely

scratched on the wrist.

Naturally the translation had a tremendous

sale in America. How it got through the mails

is a mystery. If anybody in this country had

failed to make Madame Bernhardt a regular

topic o'~ daily conversation therefore, the omis-

sion was instantly corrected by the Colombier

publication. And if the author had really ex-

pected to do the actress harm, the disappoint-

ment must have been overwhelming when it

really produced the opposite effect, creating

sympathy for her everywhere.

When Marie Colombier died in spite of the

fact that she was thd author of other works,

including a novel entitled, "The Prettiest Woman
in Paris" she died as the woman who had

once been horsewhipped by Sarah Bernhardt and

who had been fined a thousand francs and im-

prisoned during a fortnight for "outraging pub-

lic morals."

At the very time of her death the woman she

had sought to ruin was preparing for another

"farewell trip" to an America still eager to wel-

come her with open arms and purses.

And now as I write the wonderful old lady

is in the second year of still another farewell

tour, and everybody is hoping it is only the be-

ginning of an unlimited series.

SURELY
there is more than one message of

optimism in thi> musty bit of gossip. Marie

Colombier's career points one obvious moral as

to the exact value of verification as a weapon
of revenge. The colorful career of the glorious

artist, who has so long been, and who still re-

mains the superwoman of the stage, preaches

sermons innumerable about genius and resolu-

tion and indomitable courage. And theie is at

least a third suggestion embodied in the con-

trast between press agent methods of yesterday

and of to-day.

We are prone to fret over the trivial chit-

chat about players which publicity men are for-

ever foisting upon us as "news of the theatre."

\Ye groan at the jewel robberies and box-office

safe-blowings and insinuations that the Mid-

night Flipflop Girls don't recognize subway tick-

ets when they see them. We have almost come

to believe nothing that we read about the doings

of player folk.

But, after all, we ought to be thankful that

we are not living in an age when intimations of

immorality serve the press agent as his prin-

cipal means of luring a hen-minded public to

see an acting genius of the first rank. And the

theatrical space-grabber nowadays has at least

better things to do than the instigation of per-

sonal libel.
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BETH LYDY
This little Western singer, who

has made one of the hits of the

season as "The Rainbow Girl," has

reached the top quickly. She was

seen in New York last season as

the prima donna of "Her Soldier

Boy." Before that she under-

studied some of the principal roles

in "Alone at Last." She was born

on an Indian Reservation in South

Dakota, where her father was the

Government agent, and spent her

childhood with the little Sioux boys
imd giris for her only playmates

The prima donna of "Flo-Flo" is a native of

Chicago and has had theatrical experience on

both sides of the Atlantic. Her first stage ap-

pearance was at the Alhambra Theatre in Lon-

don, and after three seasons there she played
at the Olympia Theatre, Paris. This country
has seen her in "To-night's the Night" and in

"Nobody Home." Her success as "Flo-Flo"

brought her a five-year contract from John
Cort and she will continue in this musical piece

next season

Marceau

ENTERTAINING BROADWAY TWO FOOTLIGHT FAVORITES



THE THEATRE BY YOUR LEAVE
Organizing the audience for the exit or

how to get out in case of happy ending

> By LISLE BELL

THEKK
may Iv a very good reason why-

theatre programs should provide such

definite instructiojus on how to escape? "in

case of fire," and yet remain silent on how to get

out in case of happy ending or any other of the

>uhtle- devices by which you are told that you may

go home now.

Xii doubt it would be difficult to avoid a cer-

tain bluntness if the program were to state that

the author is tired, and['Hi* actors are tired, and

the ushers are getting sleepy, in view of all

which you might as well call it an evening. But

one can't help feeling that it's a bit one-sided, all

this meticulous care to speed your departure in

case of lire, and not a word about your exodus

for equally impelling motives.

You remember how the notice runs : "This

theatre, under normal conditions, with every

seat occupied, can be emptied in three minutes,

etc." The delicate implication of that phrase,

"with every seat occupied," is a work of art in

itself. It adroitly gives you the impression that

"this theatre," at least, is always crowded. And

please note that the "three minute" estimate is

made without reference to the current play.

Some plays ought to be able to empty a theatre

in much less time than that.

Now it happens that a fire and I have never

chanced to be at a theatre together. One can

never tell what one would do in an emergency,

but personally, I don't believe I would think of

leaving a theatre in case of fire. It would be

such a splendid opportunity to see the actors

reallv act.

NO'l
only that, but I have always wondered

what an asbestos curtain does when it does

its duty, as provided by law. I have seen it go
up with the national anthem so often that the

sight has lost all its thrill.' 'How does the cur-

tain act, in case of fire? Does it drop with the

slow, portentous dignity with which it rises, or

docs it descend like a sheet of hail?

One wonders, too, whether the actors are ever

put through tire drills, those delightful little

interruptions which we used to enjoy so much
when we were in school. And do 'they "choose
their exit," as the audience is admonished to do?
Does the star have a private exit for her ex-
clusive use, not alone in case of fire, but also in

case of firing? And in case an actor lost his

head, and got -

caught under the descending
asbestos curtain, as the comedian in musical
shows delights in doing, I should be keen to

observe, whether anyone laughed. (Someone
always does, at the musical show.)
These are vital questions, but the answers re-

main in the realm of speculation, pending con-

flagration. Enough has been said, however, to

indicate why I should hesitate a long time be-
fore leaving a theatre in case of fire. I should

probably become so absorbed in the scene, with
its dramatic elements in such marked contrast
with the evening's previous entertainment, that
I should forget which exit I had chosen. It

would be awkward to have to bother people,
asking them which exit they thought I ought to
take.

The more I think about it, the more I become
convinced that the program ought to give some
instruction on leaving the theatre under ordinary

circumstances, under which head I naturally in-

clude plays. It seems reasonable to assurrje that,

for every person who wants to leave during a

fire, there a.re a million who want to leave during

a play, and several million more who want to

leave at the end of a play. Surely something

should be said to help them out, in every sense

of the word.

OF course, if I were concerning myself with

the less complex forms of amusement, the

answer would be comparatively easy. In vaude-

ville, for example, the system is thorough, and

deljghtful in its simplicity. It does not call for

first aid from the printed program. The audi-

ence diyides itself, almost as if by prearrange-

ment, into those who will leave when the acro-

batic act starts, and those who will leave when

the films start. This clears the house with the

minimum of confusion. Xaturally, the align-

ment of the withdrawing forces varies somewhat,
the percentage of masculine retirement in the

first group depending upon the percentage of

feminine performers among the acrobats, for in-

stance. But, making allowance for such minor

adjustments, the results are surprisingly smooth.

Then in burlesque if one may compromise
fair white paper by considering that field for a

moment the solution is equally simple. The
final line-up of comedians and chorus is the signal

for a mad scramble for air. in which -air is in-

variably worsted. So alert is your average bur-

lesque audience that it never makes a mistake.

Efforts to cover up this final foregathering of

the faithful, and thus keep the men in their

seats until the curtain, have proved fruitless.

Not even the device of bringing . the chorus on

in a new set of gowns, exemplifying all the

cloth-conserving rules, will throw the spectators
off their guard. The final blare of the orchestra

always'- finds even the stragglers well on their

way to the nearest bar.

Turning to 'the theatre proper, using the

adjective in both senses I find a curious lack

of unanimity toward the problem of leaving a

theatre. The audiences seem incapable of work-

ing- out 'any -principles of guidance. With the

exception of a certain number of men, who have

kept in training all evening by taking advantage
of every intermission, there is no concerted

movement at all.

YOU
are doubtless familiar with a few of tin-

types,' whose very existence serves to em-

phasize the absence of any fixed standards.

There is the man who fishes his hat out from
under the seat at the beginning of the last act,

and gets his legs braced for a flying start.

Suddenly, right in the midst of things, you see

him dart up the aisle, body bent forward, crouch-

ing like some animal. He is generally out the

door at the very first inkling of impending
denouement. At the other extreme is the woman
who has to do so many things to herself that

she has to do half of them in semi-darkness.

She frequently doesn't dislodge herself until at-

tendants force the decision on her by appearing
with the dust-covers for the seats.

Between these two, lie all the variations. Some

persons "key" their departure by the lines of the

play, some by their timepieces, and some by the

fidgeting of their escorts. None of these methods
is to be depreciated, of course, but the regrettable
feature of the whole thing is that this lack of a

single standard of mobility, so to speak, dissi-

pates one's energies,, besides annoying the ushers,
who respond to a number of false alarms under
the impression that all is over.

The thing will never be done right until the

audience acts as a unit. That much is certain.

And it seems to be pretty generally agreed that

the author's ideas as to when everybody should

go home are to be ignored altogether. It is, in

fact, considered extremely old-fashioned to time

your departure by what is going on on the stage.

It indicates that you haven't a train to catch, or

an after-theatre party to join, or that you are

really interested in the play, and of course, no
one cares to expose himself to that presumption.
The problem is, what method shall be used ?

One plan which, I believe, has never been given
a fair trial, would be to flash'. the lights on in the

auditorium for an instant, some little time before

/he end of the piece. This idea, you will observe,

is identical with that in vogue in public libraries

to warn readers that it is time to wake up ami

go home. It would have the merit of being not

too obtrusive, and might disturb the actors less

than a gong would.

A TIMEKEEPER' with a stop-watch, sta-

tioned. in the lobby for several consecutive

evenings, would -be able to arrive at a fairly ac-

curate average by checking up on the outgoing

crowds. His findings could then be posted, and

the audience requested to govern itself accord-

ingly.

Probably the simple'.! way of all, however,

would be merely to place a note in the program,

beneath that one about choosing your exit in

case of fire, advising the audience that the bi^t

reaction may be secured from this phi/ by rurry-

ing away when the hero says : "Then you knew

it was my cousin all along?" or when the testy

old uncle remarks, "I think you children won't

need me any more," or whatever the line happens

to be for that particular play.

If managers will only do that, theatregoers will

he kept on the <// lirv right up to the "key"

line. Thus suspense will be assured until the

final exodus, if not until the final curtain, and

everyone will go home satisfied. Program music-

is accepted without question; why not program
drama?

When one turns from the problem of leaving

the theatre to the problem of entering the theatre,

the situation as the .war dispatches say re-

mains unchanged.

The managers appear to have a sliding scale

of starts. In the newspapers, the curtains rise

at 8:00, 8:10, 8:1.5, 8:20, 8:30 or 8:45. In

reality, the curtains rise at 8':07, 8:1314, 8::Wj,

8:31, 8:42J/2 and 9:03. These figures are for

the evening. For matinees, subtract the differ-

ence, and multiply by 3.1416.

The theatre may as well borrow for its own

use the invitation with which one church in

the lower Fifth Avenue section of New York

heralds its noon-day services : "Come when

you can. Leave when vou must."
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Photos Charles Frohman, Inc.
E. Lyall Swete Richard Hatteras Ethel Barrymore

Act I. Belinda, a grass widow for eighteen years, having a

flirtation with her two admirers a poet and a statistician

Eva Le Callicnne Cyril Keightley Ethel Barrymore E. Lyall Swete Richard Hatteras

Act III. Belinda's husband, who has never seen his child, Delia,

is made to believe that she is the supposed widow's niece

ETHEL BARRYMORE IX "BELINDA," A NEW COMEDY AT THE EMPIRE
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MISS CATHERINE CALVERT,

.SPANISH BY WAY OF

IRELAND AND FRANCE
By ANNE ARCHBALD

SPANISH,

by way of Ireland and France? Quest -ce-quc c'cst

Wit tdaf Spanish by way of Ireland and France? A French

mother and an Irish father, harbleu! C'cst tout a fait simply

n'est-ce-pas? .

Then one can be a Spanish type without actually having Spanish

blood in the veins? But yes. It is the same as with the ingenue.

You may be born the type, or achieve it, or have it thrust upon you.

You may be native born and represent the type of your nationality,

or again, vice versly, you may not. The important thing is to come

young and early or even better late than never to an artistic

realization of your assets and potentialities, to the finding out of that

particular niche in which you belong. It is imperative if you are to

get the maximum of effectiveness out of your personal appearance.

Ifj a pity you can't see how clererly crimson is combined with navy blue in this
tummer suit of Miss Cali-ert's. The side panels of the skirt lapping slightly over
the accordion pleated front and back are lined with it, there is crimson charmeuse
with soutaching of black braid across the waist line of the sash, as well as on the

times, crimson in the fringe. The blouse is of crimson crepe, to which a ring
and bracelet of rubies play chorus

Could any hat be a more filing frame for a Spanish beauty than this made

entirely of black georgette, te^i its close-fitting crown and row of black

TT/rcf balls around the brim' is contrasted vith an evening frock of

ririd Spanish green, and the proper finishing toi<> 'en by a pair of ear-

rings of gold and small pearls, antiques found in an vld New Orleans shop

Miss Calvert, star of the Frank Keeney Pictures, who is appearing

in a picturization of "The Romance of the Und-erworld," a play by

her late husband, Paul Armstrong, realized hers early, and registers

it beautifully for you ,
here in the first two pictures on this page as

far as lines and surf -ices go ; though you cannot know that her skin

is a pale Spanish olive, that her brilliant, darting eyes under her

high-arched brows are dark brown, as is her hair. And that she

has the "bee-stung" underlip of poetic fame, beneath a row of

white, white teeth.

Note Miss Calvert's hair particularly ! The coiffure is her own

origination,, worked out, with the aid of the little "Infanta" of

Vel-isir.ie/ you remember the picture? as model; and is one of the

iiriking and individual" things about her appearance. It looks

as if fe'ijrerfi B6.b4:

4

ed i.i '.!' but one of the photographs, doesn't it?

And
scr'a^'^i^iil^i

nn'.st angles in real life. Though it isn't really

couldn't bV i'-"> ;1S '' *'i*s Calvert has need of its length and

entirety for the different screen parts she must play. The hair is

drawn straight back from the forehead, fluffed and bunched artfully

to resemble a bob at the sides, deeply marcelled across the head to

hold it 'in place, and then wound in a soft, unobtrusive, flat knot

low down at the back of the neck.

"The way you do \>->ur h;<ir is one of the very most important

things about your whole .irj.--'arance," Miss Calvert said. "It can

make or mar you. I should co
- :enirate on that first if I were

trying to realize my type, work over it until IJiad it just the way I

wanted, and then build up to and around tha^^
Miss Calvert joins the throng of actresses who demand simplicity

of lines and surfaces, space and air, so to speak, in their clothes.

But then I' have yet to find the actress who doesn't mention that

as the first and basic essential of artistic dressing, the second being

the suitability of color masses and combinations to the wearer. And
the two together forming all the law and the prophets. Easy enough

to state in theory, but involving technical knowledge of a thousand

and one things in its practice.
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An evening <j

Spanish green Wlfffr*! i\iil

be a favorite with Miss

Cak'ert this summer, trim-

med with bands of dulled

gold tissue put ot. the

bodice in such a . as to

make it look as if there

were a little jacket. The

flesh colored silk net lining

comes above the green to

form a top part, over

which there falls a floating

panel of the green, from
the gold band to the bot-

tom of the skirt, a novel

treatment fvr backs which

we recommend to your
imitation

"I have been wearing this

type of frock for years,".

Miss Calvert says, "and 1

have a sash on everything
I can." "This" is of

foulard in a wonderful
shade of French blue,

figured in blocks of white

and made over the palest

of flesh-colored silk, the

sash being lined with

white. The edges of the

lo ng flowing sleeves a re

picoted and turned back

over the white
_
to form a

deep cu if. The little hat

is of black satin with a

French blue feather

Miss Calvert carries her love of simple long lines and masses

of color even into her "mufti." The Japanese kimono is of

the most brilliant flame-colored silk, a flame with orange in

its composition embroidered in gold birds, bordered with a

band of gold tissue, and worn over a gold tissue slip. And
that no detail should be out of harmony gold slippers and

stockings go with it



FEATURING UTILITY AND AESTHETICS
By

ANGELINA

At Altman's Angelina saw this enchanting

sand-colored bathing suit in wool jersey,

a one-piece combination with a skirt in

four large wares or scallops, in the center

of each of which was embroidered a

worsted rose in peacock blue. Pipings of

peacock blue silk ran round the edges and

there mas a sash of the same with

U'orsted fringe

JUNE
is the month for

buying bathing suits and

lingerie, isn't it? Me, I

am already outfitted as to

both. Quite confidentially I

have to confess that I was

entirely surprised when I

came to shop for the bathing

suits. I
..
had no idea the

things they've been doing with

them this year, since I'd been

too. busy to get down to Palm

Beach and see what was be-

ing worn. But even so it

wasn't at all like me to let

anything concerning the modes

pass me by. I don't know

how I came to be so sleepy

about it.

"Velvet?" I almost gasped

at the clerk at Altman's, as

she brought out, as the first

model to show me, a bathing

suit of black chiffon velvet.

"Velvet bathing suits" !

"Oh, yes," responded the

clerk rather amused by my
astonishment. "We tried them

out in a small way last year

and found the women liked

them So well that we just

naturally had to have them

for this year. The velvet is

treated, of course, so that wa-

ter doesn't harm it, and the

firm body of it, its soft-

ll'c arc adopting the Continental mode and

every smart bathing suit must have its

corresponding beach wrap, the two together

making what Edwin calls a "water costume."

This of emerald green and tan hopsacking,
bottom green, top tan, shelters a black chiffon

velvet bathing suit piped around the button-

holes, the neck and belt with old blue

ness and lightness makes

it an excellent material for the suits.

The velvet bathing suit impressed me favorably after being de-

monstrated. I asked them to have it put aside as a very likely possibility.

It certainly was an attractive model, cut simple and straight, up and down,
like a child's frock, piped around the buttonholes in old blue and the

belt lined with the same shade. ... I suppose we felt just the same

about using satin for bathing suit material when it was first offered us,

though I can't really remember.

We had just got as far as the first exhibit, the clerk and I, when
Miss Marion Davies, the radiant picture that she always is, came sail-

ing through the department.

"Bathing suit for you?" she cried out, catching sight of me.

"Looks like as if," I answered.

"Why don't you see my bathing suit first, be-

fore you get yours?" she said eagerly. "It's of

that new satin, 'waterette,' very lustrous and pli-

able and specially constructed for bathing suits.

Mine has such a smart cut, too, with a 'short fly-

away skirt showing bloomers of the 'waterette' un-

derneath. I made a tremendous hit in it at Palm
Beach, if I do say it myself."

"I'm absolutely sure of it," I said. "Not only
because it's you, but because I heard rumors t'>

that effect. And I should love to see the 'water-

ette' satin. But I'm too busy to have a bathing
suit made for me. I must get one here and now,
ready to wear. Do sit down a minute and help
choose, won't you? I'm sure you haven't seen
the new bathing wraps."*****
So we passed in review suits of wool jersey and

suits of fibre silk jersey a beauty in deep crim-
son with a narrow line of black doing duty as a
border and suits of black satin. One suit had
its top part of dark blue wool jersev, the jersev
coming well below the hips, to which was added

again like a child's frock a pleated frill of
waterproof ecru foulard spotted in dark blue, the
same foulard being around the neck. With it

went a cape of blue jersey with a soft collar and
long tying ends of the foulard.

To carry unth one's "water costume" there
should be one of these bathing beach carry-alls,
to hold powder and handkerchief and a snack

of something. It comes in black or red saline

outside with rubber lining for $1 50

As far as the bathing capes

go, you'd be hard put to it

to tell the difference between

them and a cape to wear mo-

toring, or over sport clothes,

or even on the Avenue. Some
of them would be a little too

bright-colored for town, that's

the only difference, outside of

the actual rubber ones, which

belong entirely to the bathing

beach. When I told Edwin
at lunch the other day about

my morning's shopping, he

said :

"It all sounds perfectly

good to me. Only they

should change the name.

Those aren't bathing suits

you're talking about. They're
water costumes."

Well, my water costume in

the end was the black velvet

suit piped in old blue, a new
kind of rubber cap with its

silk handkerchief made all

in one with it in blue to

match my eyes and a beach

cape of emerald green and

tan hopsacking with the dar-

lingest and most ingenious

kind of welt or slight bulge
in its upper tan section for

one's shoulders to snuggle

into, a bulge made, I pre-

sume, with a damp cloth and

a hot iron, but that took a

master craftsman to know how to manipulate. I'm sure I shall find

occasions for wearing that cape besides the bathing beach.******
If I was caught napping about the bathing suits I wasn't at all about

the dcssous. I'm right up on that because the clever Van Raalte peo-

ple called me up and invited me specially to come down to see their

Niagara Maid Underwear. You thought the Van Raalte people were

the ones who made the lovely veilings? So they are and do and so we
trust they will continue to "till the stars grow cold." But they have

taken over in addition, during the past year, the Niagara Maid Under-

wear, applying the same artistic treatment to that as they do to their

veilings, turning out the lovliest and most practical models.

It's all made of what we know as Italian silk, the

Van Raalte Niagara Maid Underwear ! That

doesn't mean that the silk comes from, or neces-

sarily originated in Italy, but only that it's a par-

ticular weave or make. There are shirts and

knickers and camisoles and envelope chemises and

plain chemises of it. And the very latest thing!

A "step-in" chemise. I prophesy that it will su-

persede the envelope, which it is like, except that

the flap piece is sewn fast and will not unbutton,

and the skirt part is fuller and hangs from a

deep yoke. There was a parti-colored model in

pink and blue, the blue bottom part hemstitched

onto a pink middle in scallops, and the pink in

turn onto a blue yoke, that was too adorable. It

looked just like something dolly and pert that

Frances White or Ann Pennington might wear

in the Follies. Look it up when you go into the

shops. It will repay you.

Besides the step-in chemise the practicality of

the little sets of knickers and short chemises to

go with them appealed to me immensely. A very

dainty and original set had as its only trimming

three rows of baby ribbon washable pale blue,

pale yellow, and pale lavender running around the

bottom of the knickers and around the top of the

chemise. This type of finish was effective through

its sheer simplicity and would have the added ad-

vantage of washing and ironing beautifully.
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THE
FINE ART OF DRESS

AS INTERPRETED

BY OUR OWN STYLISTS

FOR SUMMERTIME WEAR

presenting the neiu&st themes
and treatment in, Afternoon aad

Evening Qowns andlVraps,- Crocks

Oor Casino and Country Ctub;
Outfits and c^cce^sorie^ for the
inks, thefts, theJadd(e and

the

(rauthenticated replicas of
arisian motifs, asiuettas smart-

ly individuarvstutes ofour oun
conception.

I

Sl/MMER R/R5

On this department, our teader-

srtip, being acfcnoiuledged, needs

neltner comment nor compliment

FULTON & SMITH STS.

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

jfour Hair Can

Youthful Again

DON'T
give up the pleasures and oppor-

tunities of youth because advancing years
have turned your hair gray and faded, or streaked
it with gray. You can easily bring back all its

youthful dark color and lustre, safely and surely,

by proper treatment with

HAIR COLOR RESTORER
(Guaranteed)

Q-BAN restores the original color of the hair

gradually, uniformly and naturally. And brings
back, too, its youthful softness, lustre and beauty
because Q-BAN invigorates scalp and hair and
keeps them healthy. Positively eradicates
dandruff.

O-BAN is not a dye. It will not stain the scalp,
rub or wash off, or prevent shampooing and
waving. Easily applied. Never makes the
hair unsightly. To the woman whose hair is

gray, streaked with gray or faded, O-BAN HAIR
COLOR RESTORER is a toilet necessity.
Sold by all reliable druggists on Money-Back
Guarantee. Price 75c.

Q-Ban Hair Tonic
50c and $1.00

An antiseptic, hygienic, hair

dressing as necessary to the

proper care of the hair as a

dentifrice to the teeth. Should
be used daily by children and
adults. Removes dandruff,

keeps the hair soft and pro-
motes its growth. Ensures a

healthy scalp. Your druggist
alsohas Q-BAN LIQUID SHAMPOO, Q-BAN TOILET
SOAP and Q-BAN ODORLESS DEPILATORY.

HESSIG-ELLIS DRUG COMPANY
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE
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Street EAST atfSurk Ca/ffenue,J

An Ideal Hotel with an Ideal Location

FEATURING UTILITY AND AESTHETICS

French women, I know, have nev-

er taken kindly to the envelope

chemise, and have never given up

their allegiance to the little old

original straight "chimmy.'' A fa-

vorite model with them just now

is a straight chemise laid in fine

pleats down its whole length hang-

ing from a small yoke, and the

Van Raalte Company have one like

this among their Niagara Maids, and

I am going to have one for myself.

It's an excellent chemise for eve-

ning, or for "special." A little too

de luxe for ordinary everyday wear,

as in order not to disarrange the

dear little pleats it will have to

make trips to the cleaners.

Mother and I spent such an in-

teresting hour the otner afternoon

buying a new phonograph, a phon-

ograph housed in one of the pe-

riod cahinets. We've been fresh-

ening and touching up the living-

room of the Long Island house for

the summer and Mother thinks

and 1 agree with her perfectly

that the old style cabinet we have

looks really a most unattractive

and obtrusive object in it. We
were puzzling over where it should

stand to show least, one day last

week when Mother and I ran down

to the country to see how the

work of summerizing had come on,

when I decided to lay down the

law.

"This living-room," I said, "is

so perfect as it is" it's all blue and

white chintz, and Hawthorn bowls

and one or two vivid yellow porce-

lain vases for the flowers, with

William and Mary furniture "it

would be the greatest pity to spoil

it by even a single detail. Do let's

chuck the old cabinet and have one

of those period cabinets that IVe

been hearing about and then it

won't make any difference where

we put it. We can't do without

the dear old thing what's a sum-

mer home without a phonograph, I

ask you? and that will solve the

problem."
So when we came up to town

Mother and I went at once to the

Columbia Graphophone House on

Fifth Avenue and just going in

there is such good fun in itself.

It's been copied after an old Eng-

lish house, clone in dark O";k wood-

work and crimson velvet hangings,

and one enters at once off the

street into a square reception room.

A big sofa is stretched in front

of a stone fireplace and that room is

kept entirely for meeting people.

Off this there runs a gallery with

rooms on one side and the period

cabinets stand in these and along

the gallery as if they were part of

the furnishing of the place.

I hate to use the poor, harassed,

pestered-to-death word, but camou-

flage is the only one that fits the

case. You would never know un-

less you were told that you weren't

seeing chests of Gothic, or Queen
Anne lowboys if they called them

that in Queen Anne's time or

Chinese lacquer cabinets. There

_are twenty-three models in all, cov-

ering every furniture period, and

they have been worked out by

specialists in period furniture, so

that each is absolutely authentic and
will fit in with whatever furniture

you have in your house. If you
have no definite period you are then

quite fr.ee to choose the cabinet that

seems the most attractive to you.
And they are so perfect you might
well make it a life's ambition to

furnish the rest of the room, or

even the house, around that, as in

the old story of living up to the

fire-screen.

* *' *

Some of the cabinets have stor-

age space for the records, and some,
smaller in size, for just the tone.

And all the cabinets contain a very
fine instrument, especially made for

them.
* * *

Mother and I hesitated a bit be-

tween a simple Queen Anne cabinet

with brass drop handles we thought
that it would fit in with the living-

room furniture at a pinch and it

was less expensive and a William
and Mary that really did belong.
But we finally decided that the small

amount more oughtn't to matter in

comparison with having a thing en-

tirely right. So the William and

Mary it is ! It ha; oak panelling
with a walnut top, storage space
for the records on one-half and the

tone on the other. In the tone

space there is a little electric lamp
for seeing where to set the needle

and a non-set self-stopper. I can

see where we are going to have

very nitrry week-ends this summer.
The period cabinet was just the

needed addition to the living-room.
* * *

And right after we'd ordered the

cabinet we had a little demonstra-

tion of our good judgment. We
went to one of those come-and-go-

as-you-please Studio Nights' Enter-

tainments that people have been

having .this year in h'eu of more
formal entertaining, r.nd though the

hosts of the occasion had furnished

the big room of their handsome

duplex apartment so artistically with

old Gothic furniture brought from

thj other side, they still had a

mahogany cabinet of the older type

for their phonograph, making one

corner of the room entirely out of

the picture. "If now," said Mother

and I to each other aftr. . they had

only had that big Fiftc-eiiin Century

Gothic cabinet that we saw the day

we bought ours, whose wood seemed

in certain lights as if it were bronze,

how quite right the room would

have looked."

If you have been acquiring a

collection of records stretching over

many years y6u will want an over-

flow receptacle for them, and the

Columbia Company have provided

for that too, with either what looks

like a small table, its top opening

up, or a pseudo desk, its lid opening

down and these are made in the same

periods as the cabinets.
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SNAPLESS, BUTTONLESS THE
SILKEN JOY of the WAR WORKER

T 7A NlTY FA IR simply had to do something
' about those maids yes, and matrons too who
would a-purling go! They just wouldn't stay at

home and sew on snaps and buttons.

They don't have to now, though the Vanity
Fair Step-in Envelope is positively the last whisper
in designing. You step in (you judged that by the

name) and better still, you stay in !

There's not a snap or button anywhere to open
or come off the envelope is opened on each side

from the dainty hemstitched hem to the hip-line
and allows a comfortable fullness.

With other fabrics patriotically taboo, and laundry

prices prohibitive, we have no choice but silk, and

Vanity Fair is the well-woven, carefully re-inforced

glove silk that you just can't wear out!

Ask for Vanity Fair in silk vests, unions, Petti-

bockers, and knickers, too. If you have difficulty

in getting the Vanity Fair Step-in Envelope, send

us $4.00 and you will receive it postpaid, The shops
that carry smart apparel sell Vanity Fair Undersilks.

^ )Clir UKPERSILK
Makers of Vanity Fair Undersilks and Silk Gloves

SCHUYLKILL SILK MILLS, Reading, Pa., U S. A

L NEW "WAY OF
HAT. MUSIC HATH

A Sonora Phonograph cabinet in the design of the

Jacobean period with a polycrome -finish, that

represents utility and aesthetics in a high degree,

and that would make a handsome addition to any

room. It has "supreme tone arms," so that all

types of disc records may be played on it, is

forty-six inches long, twenty-four deep, and stands

forty inches high in its stocking feet

A period cabinet of the Columbia Graphophone
Company in Italian Gothic, the actual copy of an
old model. It is handworked in old oak, finished

in polycrome, with old hinges and old lock. All

of these period cabinets have a specially fine in-

strument made for them, little electric lamps for

seeing where to set the needle, and non-set

self stoppers
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Fashion and Modesty

Demand It of You

The sheer georgette and

organdie frocks, decreed by

Dame Fashion for summer,

demand that the woman of

refinement remove the Hair

from her arm and armpits,

quite as much as do the sleeve-

less evening gowns. This hair

can be eliminated in 5 minutes

safely, effectively and painlessly

byX-BAZlN. It leaves the

skin soft and smooth of

natural color its repeated ap-

plication tends to diminish the

growth and vitality of the hair.

50 cents and $1.00 at all druggists

and department stoies. li your

druggist hasn't it, we will mail to

you direct upon receipt ol price.

HALL & RUCKEL, Inc.

215 Wulunfton St. N York

THE POPULAR
FRENCH DEPILATORY POWDER

X-BAZIN

"Mum"
(as easy to use as to say)

deodorizes from

bath to bath

Mum" applied right after this

morning's bath prevents the em-

barrassing odors of perspiration

all day. Doesn't smother one

odor with another, nor check

perspiration.

2Sc at drug- and department-stores.

"Jfitm'
'

it n Trade Mark registered in U. S. Patent Office.

"Mum" Mfg Co 1106 Cheiumt Street Philadclphu

DON'T BE IMPATIENT

If your copy of the THEATRE
MAGAZINE fails to reach you
promptly. Uncle Sam's postal

clerks are many of them, new
recruits, filling the places of

those who have gone "over

there," and the mails are not

as prompt as usual.

THE EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING COMPANY

165 WILLIAM STREET,
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE 3880 BEEKMAN

#ox
To preserve and enhance her -beauty is the

necessary concern of every actress, if she has

gained expert knowledge from the stage about

clothes, even so has she about the care of her

skin, her hair, her figure, about make-up, and

all the kindred arts that go to the camouflage

of feminine lure. Each actress has learned

from her own experience something of special

value, which we are going to impart to you

every month through this column, together

with information about all the new and ao
credited toilet preparations now on the market.

MADAME UNA CAVALIERI is the first to talk

to you. Who more fitting ? Her beauty is supreme
and unassailed, its reputation an international matter.

Added to that she has had a shop on Fifth Avenue
this several years ago run in conjunction with her

brother for the sale of beauty preparations, and has

written a series of articles on beauty for one of the news-

papers.

And how really lovely Madame Cavalieri is! From
her head to her heels ! Hair, eyebrows, long-lashed dark

eyes, teeth, wrists and hands marvelous wrists and
hands everything ! A pure Roman type ! One needs

constant italics and exclamation points in writing about

her. You think of what Svengali said of Trilby's "beauti-

ful bones"
;
and of a remark made of another type of

beautiful woman, "There's nothing wrong with her any-
where !" You have only to see Madame Cavalieri on
the screen to know what is meant.

What might be called Madame Cavalieri's beauty
credo for the skin, built up gradually, bit by bit, runs

somewhat as follows :

"T BELIEVE in cold cream for the face, but not
-* much of it. An indiscriminate use weakens

too

the

tissues and makes them flabby, as does too much massage.
Personally I have found that vaseline is excellent for my
skin, but that is a matter for the individual woman to find

out for herself.

"I believe in cold water sometimes, and hot water
sometimes, and lukewarm water sometimes, and some-
times in soap. The complexion too should have variety
and change to spice its life.

"I believe that the pores of the skin to keep well
and healthy and insure for themselves a fine and beauti-
ful existence should be allowed many breathing spells.

Therefore, a powder should be used that does not adhere
too thickly and closely to the skin, keeping out all air
and sun.

"I believe in being very careful about choosing this

powder, in seeing that it is made by reliable chemists who
will not use white lead in its composition, which is so
bad for the skin.

(Concluded on page 384)

Remove superfluous
hair harmlessly

Only a few minutes to re-

move superfluous hair from

underarms, face or arms.

Evans's Depilatory is harm-

less; keeps skin hair-free for

a long time. Nothing per-

manently removes hair with-

out harm.

Evans's Depilatory

Outfit
75c. at your druggists
or department store or

send direct with price to

George B Evans

1103 Chestnut St Philadelphia

Petrole Matin
For Falling Hair

A TONIC made in France of

prepared petroleum oil, which
is considered by medical authorities

the ideal food for thin, lifeless hair.

Petrole Hahn delicately perfumes the

hair, and without making it oily renders it

lustrous, brilliant and wavy.
This Hair Beautifier

applied regularly keeps the scalp clean
and stimulates growth.
Sold by smart shops $1 .00 and $1.50 sizes.

Descriptive booklet free. A generous sam-
ple sen; fur 25c. (to defray shipping cost).

Add* PARK & TILFORT
-We Agents

529 W, 42nd St., New York
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Elusive as

nymphs of the

woodland; soft as

the spray of fairy foun-

tains ; fragrant as petals

"newly washed in dew."

Quelques Fleurs Talcum

the world's most exquisite

powder. A creation of

Houbigant , M aster

Perfumer of Paris.

His Prestige
for Itself. , .-

miiiiHiifiiiiuifniiiiiiiii

'

'

.

; .
'

. .

'

He employs

only the purest
talcums of Italy,

so prepared as to pro-
tect and beaulify the

most delicate complexions.
Other Houbigant creations are

Quelques Violettes, Ideal,Cceur
de Jeannette, Evette. The smart'

esi shops sell his perfumes, sa-

chets, talcums. Booklet free. Per-

fume samples 25c. each. Address

P4RK & TILFORD, '.',.

jj 129 VI. 42ndSt.,N.Y.

Hiiijumiiiuiiuuiiiiimi

Town Topics
Contains much that should appeal to

the readers of THE THEATRE.
Its Dramatic criticisms are authori-

tative.

Its Musical Critic is one of the mosl

competent and accomplished in this

Metropolis.

Its Banter is bright, very INTIME
and full of personal interest to the

Profession.

Its Social News and Gossip should be

read by every Actor and Actress and

everyone else who cares to know what

Society is doing.

Its Short Story every week is famed

for cleverness and a unique character

found in no other publication, and is

alone worth the price of the paper.

Subscribe for it, and the address will

be changed as often as you desire.

$6.00 per year.

Sold on every reputable newsland, 1 5c.

>HE Sonora Period

Models are magnifi-

cent reproductions of

classic designs.

But in workman-

ship and tone these

prove conclusively Sonera's claim to be

"The Highest Class Talking

Machine in the World.'

At the Panama'Pacific Exposition Sonora won

highest honors for tone quality.

Sonora plays all makes of disc records perfectly

without extra attachments.

Write for information and artistic printed matter.

Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street

NEW YORK CITY
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BEAUTY
'""fluh the Summer

and
s
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.is are

do their

bea ..

getting
dreaded v .\.

Your next step is to be pre-

pared. Let Mme. Helene

Rubinstein make you proof

against all destructive e\e-

ments. Let her make your
skin safe against that which

might injure you. Let her put

you in such fine complexion
trim that you can laugh and

make a pretty smile.

Is Your Skin Oily ?

To refine coarse skin texture,

to overcome blackheads and
reduce or abolish distended

pores, Valaze Blackhead
and Open Pore Paste, is

Mme. Fkubinstein's contribu-

tion to the list of scientifically

composed Beauty Requisites.

It is employed in place of soap
for face washing with water.

Price $1 and $2 a box

Subject to Freckles ?

In summer, and winter some-
times too, the sun is woman's

greatest enemy. In this

respect Mme. Rubinstein rec-

ommends Special Valaze
Skinfood in conjunction with

Valaze Sun and Windproof
Balm. Valaze Special
Skinfood (Price $1.25, $2.25
and $6.00) is applied before

retiring for the night where
Sun and Windproof Balm

(Price $1.50, $3.00 and $5.00)
neutralizes the chemical ac-

tion of the sun's rays. Ele-

gant foundation for powder.

Wrinkles Coming ?

Mme. Rubinstein after years
of weary research startled

the world with Eau Verte,
which smooths out the finer

wrinklesofadry.sap-depleted
skin: and its sister-preparation,

Eau-qui-pique, for greasy
line-marked skin. The use
of these rare French beauty-
waters throws the skin into a

vigorous glow, the activating
effect of which reveals the
secret of the beautifying and
anti-wrinkle results yielded
by them. Both priced at S3.
$5.50 and $10.00 a bottle.

A COPT of Mme. Rubinstein' > booklet,
"Beaity in the Makint," will be tent
o receipt of 3c lUmp to cover pottage.
The t*oner you will tend for it, the
akker you'll learn somelbinc lo your

advantage.

MME.HELEN4 RUBINSTEIN

PARIS
S35 Rut Sl.Honon?

LONDON.W.
24 Crafw,, SUM

III! Boardwalk, Atlantic Cily, \. J.

Chiraio

ll. I.I. IWLm.n, SO \.jrlh Mlralni Artnn*

THE VANITY BOX
(Continued from fage 382)

"I believe very strongly in the proper shade of powder.

Not the dead white powder the American women use.

That is not good. Rarely has any woman a skin that

needs white powder. Use flesh, if you are very blonde,

blended powder for a medium complexion, cream for a

white skin, and brunette for a decided brunette.

"Lastly, I believe in rouge, if needed. I use it.

Though I make my own, of powdered carmine and talc,

and also in a touch of red salve for the lips."

.;: * *

As June ushers in the summer sun, two vital prob-

lems ifor the complexion present themselves. In the

one case a problem for the country and the seashore,

and in the other a problem more particularly concerned

with town and where a woman dashes back and

forth from one to t'other, what with war work and

week-ends, she must be prepared to tackle both.

First problem, how can one keep the complexion

from being tanned or sunburned ? Second problem, how

can one keep the face from looking shiny and greasy?

Madame Helena Rubinstein, Ladies, has supplied you
\\-k!i solutions Yes, in two instances, literally for

your problems.

First, with a protection against sunburn. We thought
it very clever a few years ago not only to acquire, but

even to force a coat of tan, and we had the superstition

that burning by the fierce rays of the sun was excellent

for the complexion. We rather had the notion that it

would burn out all impurities.

But the scientific specialists who deal with the care of

the skin have taught us better. We now know that the

summer sun, allowed to act directly against the skin is

bad for it. It dries up the tissues, coarsens the surface,

and produces fine wrinkles.

Therefore, before going out into the heat the com-

plexion should be given a fine film of the Rubinstein

Baume Verte, a wonderful protective foundation for

the skin, and especially intended for those that are very

dry and sensitive. It is a liquid, not a cream, and so

many women like to use it better.

If you prefer a cream, however, there is a special one

for the same purpose, called Sunproof and Windproof
Cream. That should be used, like the Baume Verte, be-

fore going out into the sun, with a dusting of powder
over it.

For the problem of summer shinyness Madame Rubin-

stein has just received something quite new and special

from Paris : a Beauty Cream, intended for greasy skins.

At the same time that it removes the objectionable h'^1-

lights and general polish it whitens the ski" "

A liquid looking like old sherr , <uaze Extrait,

another tonic against the weather, it is a great soothing

lotion, takes away the fine wrinkles that come around
the eyes from sun and water, and makes excellent com-

presses for eyes tired and wind-blown from motoring.

For summer evening make-up Madame Rubinstein

recommends her Snow Lotion, which does not give the

hard look that most liquid powders do, but has a very
soft and natural appearance.

She has special powders for different types of skins,
for the dry, and harping again on my theme for the

greasy.

From Madame Rubinstein's laboratory, there are:

Summer rouges in cream, instead of the older-

fashioned powder cakes, that blend softly into the skin

and leave no outline to show where they have been ap-

plied, as so many of the crude rouges do. These come
in charming little flat boxes convenient for one's hand-

bag, or for traveling, and in several different and

extraordinary natural shades.

Also a lip salve that is really remarkable, quite the

best we know for naturalness and for staying qualities,
that most vital property and cardinal virtue in a lip

salve.
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NAIAD
Dress

Shields

for

Dainty Women

The dress shield is in higher favor
than ever before. For a short

period fashion tried to discriminate

against its use, but soon discovered
her mistake. Today it is only a

question of which shield.

Women in general and dress-
makers in particular, should un-
derstand the distinct advantage of

using Naiad Shields in all costumes
for all seasons and all occasions.
It is the shield with the troubles
left out!

Naiad shields are a guaranty, not

only of comfort, dainty cleanliness,
protection for the most vulnerable

spot in every gown or blouse, but

Naiad Shields are rubberless,
which means they are odorless,
absolutely free from all disagree-
able taint or suggestion of rubber.

This is a feature which gives Naiad
Shields unquestioned preference
over all others.

Quickly sterilized in boiling vfater,
like new each time they are washed.
Made in all styles and sizes to meet
all needs. At all good stfcyes or

sample pair by mail for ?8 cents.

C. E. CONOVER CO.
101 Franklin St. New York

HYGIENOL
C7/Te STER/L/ZED
POWDER PUFF
The Finest Qua/i'ty Lamb s Wool

In Individual Envelopes boarmq Trod. Marie

showing Lamb's Face in Circle *.

Fiv Popular Sizes
IO I52O Z5'.35
At All Best Dealers'

~rVo(ec*or of AM Women's' Beauty'
is the titlo of beautifully illustrated

booklet wh.ch snows how HYGIENOL
Powder Puffs are made FREEon request
MAURICE LEVY. l5W.38'"'Str.et . New York Ctu.

Importer of Famous Cromo Simon and
Socifftff HifyUmmtm Toilet Products

Kill The Hair Root
My method is the only way to prevent
the hair from growing again. Easy,

painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet

free. Write today enclosing 2 stamps.
We teach Beauty Culture.

D. J. MAHLER
276-A Mahler Park Providence. R. L

Many of the photographs reproduced

in the Theatre Magazine come from

the Ira L. Hill's Studio, 580 Fifth

Ave., New York, where duplicates

of any that particularly interest you

may be purchased.
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tfie Utmost in Ciarett

People ofculture and
refinement invariably
TREFEFL "Deities

to any other cigarette.c/ c/

25*

Makers of the Highest Grade Turkish

and EqypJHJn Cigarettes in the World
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Shampooing regularly [

with PACKER'S TAR SOAP
{

protects the health of |

the scalp and brings out |

the beauty of the hair,
j

PACKER'S TAR SOAP
j

Cake and Liquid
I

*
|
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Geraldine Farrar's Summer Frocks

In the July Theatre Magazine

A NNE ARCHBALD will tell you of the exquisite frocks and

/v summer things that Miss Farrar showed her during a re'

|^.ent
interesting interview with the versatile star of the Opera and

the Screen Illustrated with charming pictures of Miss Farrar. i
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ISM]

ODD COMPANY

GOOD DINNER

GOOD SPEECHES

AND

OF COURSE
KING OF TABLE WATERS
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COFT water cleanses

much better than hard.

Nothing softens water as

well as Borax. That's

why you should sprinkle
a little 20 Mule Team
Borax in the water before

you take your bath. But

j

MULE TEAM BORAX

is more than a water sof-

tener. It is an antiseptic,
it keeps the pores free

and clean, is an excellent

deodorant, refreshes the

skin and keeps the com-
plexion clear.

Always use this Borax in

baby's bath it is very soothing
to tender skin.

You will find many uses for
2Q Mule Team Borax in the
kitchen and laundry. Be sure
to see the picture of the famous
20 Mules on every package.

All Dealers sell

20 MULE TEAM BORAX

%%>&&
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LUCIEN MURATORE SON OF MARSEILLES
(Continued from page 352)

shabbiness, of Manon's pathetic vic-

tim, the Chevalier des Gricux. But

just that he gives you, with tender-

ness, with charm. Intelligence ami

technical skill provide him with the

means to comprehend and present

characters that primarily one might

not take to be roles for him. He
has not yet had the chance to ap-

pear here as Othello in Verdi's op-

era, as John of Leyden in "The

Prophet," or as Renaud in "Armide,"

but his success in those parts one

foresees as a matter of course. M.

Muratore, however, is as eager to

appear as the simple-minded Jug-

gler Jean in "Le Jongleur de Notre

Dame" and the peasant lad, Nemo-

rino, whose carouse with the quack
doctor's love potion is an hilarious

feature of "L'Elisir d'Anmrc.''

From which one infers the range
of the art- commanded by the sol-

dier-tenor who here in America is

giving his voice to the same cause

that formerly he fought for hand-to-

hand in the trenches.

Shirking military duties has not,

by the way, been a fashion with

French musicians. Though few of

them have actually participated in

the fighting, most of them have been

in one branch of the service or an-

other. Notable besides M. Muratore

among those we know here who

have really fought are Pierre Mon-

teux, the admirable conductor of

the Metropolitan Opera House, who

spent the first twenty-two months

of 'the war. in the trenches, and

Maurice Renaud, the great baritone,

who, though beyond the military age,

enlisted early in the war. Leon

Rothiery the Metropolitan bass, was
also with his regiment for several

weeks at the beginning of the con-

flict, until rheumatism rendered him

unfit 'for further military service.

France can rightfully be proud of

the vast majority of her sons, among
them the patriotic and devoted mu-

sicians, Muratore, Monteux, Renaud
and the rest, who have rendered ser-

vice to their countrv.

COLUMBIA RECORDS

BAYES, Al Jolson, Van
and Schenck, and the Farber

Sisters are among the bright partic-
ular stars of the variety stage, who
twinkle in the June group of Colum-
bia records.

Van and Schenck by the way,
make their Columbia debut this

month with a most melodious hit

''In the Land O'Yamo Yamo."
Mr. Jolson and the Farber Sisters

give some of the song successes of
the newest Winter Garden hits, in-

cluding
" 'N Everything." For lov-

ers of more classical music, this list

offers the well-known Stracciari in

the great baritone solo from "Travi-

ata"; the Stradella" and "Martha
Overture," by the Philharmonic Or-
chestra under the direction of Joseph
Stransky; a Tschaikowsky selection

by the Boston String Quartette and
a magnificent "March of the Opera"
from Borodin's "Prince Igor."
There are several very prominent

timely war song hits including a rat-

tling good camp song from Fort

X'agara which is no less than the

famous old "K-K-Katy."
Included in the list is another of

the just famous Thornton Burgess
Bedtime Story records which every
mother in the land has learned to

look for with joy unadulterated.

''Only think, Mr. Grogan, that

great piani-pounder has practised
so har-rd at the pianny for the lasht

six months that he has paraloysed
two fingers."

"Begorrah, that's nothing, Mrs.
Doolan. Me daughter, Mary Ann,
has practised so hard for the lasht

six months that she's paraloysed two
]>ia tin ies." Musical America.

VICTOR RECORDS
T> 1CH, indeed, is the present

month in musical offerings !

Geraldine Farrar, in her presenta-
tion of the beloved "Meditation,"
rises to the heights. of artistry.
The music of the "Meditation"

which accompanies the voice of Far-
rar throughout, a celestially pas-
sionate song of violins mounting
above harp notes of gold and the
clear chanting of brass, is worked
up to a climax of the greatest power
and beauty.
War, aside from its horrors, is

ever the great awakener of tender
emotions and such emotions find

ready relief in song. It is

a song of this character that

John McCormack is making im-
'

mensely popular by his presentation
of it in his drive from Coast to

Coast while raising a $100,000 Red
Cross fund.

"God Be With Our Boys To-
iiiglit," on a new Victrola Record, is

a song whose words we all can echo.

Reinald Werrenrath also enters the

month's patriotic lists with the ren-

dition of two songs, both on one
Victor Record. One is "Lafayette

(We Hear You Calling)."
The other presentation is Free-

dom For AH Forever" which also

expresses aspirations we all hold

dear.

"Three Wonderful Letters from
Home" is effectively sung by Charles

Hart, on a new Victor Record.

The sporting editor of a Western

paper was sent out to report a wed-

ding. Next morning the musical

people of the place were astonished

to learn that Mendel & Sons' Wed-
ding March was played at the cere-

tnony.

1 iiHimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF DRAMATIC ARTS

Franklin H. Sargent, President

TThe standard institution ofdramaticY
{[education for thirty 'three yearsJ

Detailed catalog from the Secretary

ROOM 172, CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Connected with Charles Frohman's Empire Theatre and Companies
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(ofekinq the ShellOff<Dad

it

D
three

,OESN'T look as if he needed

it, does he ? But he did need
minutes ago before the

youngsters got him in tow. Sat there

in his armchair with cigar and paper
and guessed he just didn't want to see

any pictures.

But that's all changed now. Dad has

found out that a Paramount or Artcrajt
feature is mighty well worth the effort

of getting there, with its foremost stars,

superb directing and clean treatment.

Dad's was a bad case, too.

Stubborn !

But, arrived at the theatre, he was quick
to see the tremendous difference between
what /ie remembered of motion pictures it's

quite a while since he went and the

Paramount and Artcraft photo-
plays of today.

"Somefoay seems to have got the

right idea," he admitted cheerfully
half way through the performance,
and the family soon let him know
'which somebody that was, and how
Paramount and Arteiaft had come
mighty near taking all the guess-work
out of motion pictures.

Go to it, children of America and wives

young and staying young! Take the shells

off all the Dads!

The wiser they are the more they will enjoy
the foremost stars,

the superb directing,

the clean motion pictures

of Paramount! of Artcraft!

,
j/-

how to be sure ofseeing Paramount
TO J\/70W anj Jlrtcraft Motion

'

Pictures

One By seeing these trade-

marks or names in the

advertisements of your
local theatres.

fli'O By seeing these

trade-marks or names on

the front of the theatre

or in the lobby.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pr,s. JESSE LLASKY V,c, P CECIL B DE MULE Bimfirtotml

T-IZW YOHJO J

FOREMOST STARS. SUPERBLY DIRECTED, IN CLEAN MOTION PICTURES
"<T '-* '

.

[388]

By seeing these

trade - m:irks or names

flashed on the screen

inside the theatre.
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How Much Rope Does It Take?

wHEN will the public, without any volition, other than

its inherent sense of decency, protest against the pro-
ducer whose product is introduced to them by means of indecent,

suggestive titles ?

The most flagrant violator of these uncalled-for titles, has been

in the past, and is at present, a well known Film Corporation
i whose past performances come under such titles as "Where Are

My Children?" "The Price of a Good Time," "Scandal," and
last but not least, he offers us "The Doctor and the Woman,"
taken from Mary Roberts Rinehart' s novel, ''K", published by
an old and well known publishing house. What decent excuse

has he to offer for changing the title of a mystery story such as

"K" to that of "The Doctor and the Woman"?

I am going to answer for him. No thought to the uplift of one
of the five greatest industries in the world no thought except
that a title such as this will draw at the box-office.

When will authors, particularly such as Mary Roberts Rinehart,

protest against the change of a title, and when will publishers

such as published the above Rinehart novel, insist that the

author's title, particularly when suited to pictures, be unchanged?

And further when will both of these refuse to sell motion picture
material to producers whose ideas run to such dirty propaganda?

And still further, when will exhibitors realize that clean, whole-

some pictures with no lure to their titles will make more money
for them than pictures produced with suggestive titles ?

Just as this publication is about to go to press, comes the news

that Lois Weber has completed a so-called feature entitled "For
Husbands -Only." I can only repeat: How Much Rope Does

It Take ?-

MIRILO.

a
a
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MARION DAVIES
IN

"Cecilia Of The Pink Roses"

One of the most beautiful and

gifted young women of the

American Stage in a screen

version of a story already pop-

ular in book form.

A human drama filled with

tense dramatic moments, pa-

thetic incidents and stirring love

scenes that will quicken the

pulse of any audience.

Staged under the personal su-

pervision of

JULIUS STEGER,

one of the greatest motion pic-

ture directors, with infinite at-

tention to scenic effects, to cast

and to costumes and detail.

Released Early in June by the

MARION DAVIES FILM CO.,
311 LONGACRE BLDG.

'NEW YORK CITY

INC.
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[ZING THE FIFTH INDUSTRY
BY

ONE WHO HAS WATCHED IT GROW

FOR
the cinema to have be-

come the fifth industry in

this country, it goes without

saying that extraordinary business

ability, wide vision and especially

much of that prized American qual-

ity, "common sense," must have been

used by someone to make the wheels

run smoothly, each fitting, as it does,

into the next like a cog-wheel of

some gigantic machine.

Several years ago a terrific condi-

tion of chaos reigned in the industry.

Producers vied with each other in

the number of pictures they could

"turn out" in a week or a month.

Quality was thrown to the winds

for the sake of quantity and the hap-

hazard, unstable condition of affairs

resulting from rivalry and petty

quarrels between producers and dis-

tributors made it a wonder that as

many even decent pictures ever were

shown as were.

Many attempts were made to or-

ganize the business in those days,

but they were all unsuccessful, ow-

ing generally, to the jealousy and

petty bickering of small producing

companies. The many different pro-

ducing companies the manufactur-

ers, in other words, necessitated

many different distributors and the

extra expense of running so many
separate organizations was terrific.

THE forming of the great Fa-

mous Players-Lasky organiza-
tion came as near to solving this

great muddle as anything could, due,

chiefly, to the great insight of its

president, Adolph Zukor. Mr. Zu-

kor had been president of the Fa-

mous Players producing organization,

which had become so powerful
that it had gained control of many
of the exchanges distributing Para-

mount pictures. When, about six

months ago, several other com-

panies, namely, the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Film Company, the Mor-
osco and Bosworth Companies and

Artcraft Pictures Corporation, to-

gether with Paramount Pictures

Corporation, joined to form the

Famous Players-Lasky Company,
the biggest step in the direction of

real organization, in the history of

the industry, was accomplished.

Then, and then only, were the

men who made the pictures work-

ing in direct contact with the men
who sold them, the men who ad-

vertised them, the men who sent

them out, and the men who finally

showed them to the great public. A
huge central office was established

in New York from which direct lines

of communication with the different

branches could be maintained and a

hitherto undreamed of co-operation

secured. Twenty-eight branch of-

fices were established in the United

States, which would get into direct

contact with the many exhibitors,

the final consumers of the product.

Other exchanges have been and are

constantly being opened all over the

world, from Canada to Japan.

So far the details of this great

organization have seemed compara-

tively simple yet, taking the differ-

ent departments in the order in

which a picture would be handled,

one finds that below the surface

simplicity of their agreement, there

is a complexity, a perfection of de-

tail that is absolutely astonishing.

An outsider visiting the bustling of-

fices, either at New York where are

stationed the executive offices, the

publicity and advertising offices, the

sales department, the purchasing and

accounting departments, together

with a part of the scenario staff,

would see only smoothly running
business offices, resembling any

great office handling a specific out-

put.

The scenario department would

probably come first in the order of

the manufacture of the pictures for

it is there that the scenario, which

you or I or Cousin Jim sent, comes

first. A large corps of readers is

kept busy reading and carefully

synopsizing these scenarios which

come in many forms, from two-

hundred word stories, sometimes

containing the germ of a real idea,

to bulky manuscripts that have been

technically perfected while contain-

ing absolutely no available material.

Other readers work on the maga-

zines, current novels or anything,

book or story that may have been

suggested as available material for

a picture.
* * *

AFTER
the scenario department

has adapted the story, pre-

paring a perfect technical manu-

script for the use of the director,

beside numerous synopses of dif-

ferent lengths, the scenario goes

to the producing end of the busi-

ness and copies are given to the

director, the star who has been

chosen, and the cast, and special

instructions to the carpenters,

wardrobe woman, scene painters,

property man, art director, location

man, and others, in order that when

the time comes for "shooting" the

actual scenes, everything may be

ready.

Costumes must be prepared, or, at

least, ordered, in advance; sets built,

locations found and made ready and

parts rehearsed. That last sounds a

bit "fishy" I'll admit, but several of

the most famous of our players have

said they learned their lines quite

as carefully as if they were to say

them on a stage, indeed, that it is

necessary for them to be more

familiar with the play, for the dif-

ferent scenes are necessarily not

filmed in the order of their happen-

ing, and it takes a mighty good

imagination to carry a story wherein

you die before you are married or

elope with somebody before you've

been introduced.

Most of the details of making a

picture have become familiar item.--

so we will pass rapidly to the next

phase of the film, which is the great

laboratory, a factory in itself, where

the film is developed, titled, "cut,"

"assembled," and prints made. You

may imagine this a light task until

you remember how scrappily the

scenes have been taken. A system
used by most directors, of holding a

number in front of every scene after

it is taken, corresponding with its

number in the original scenario,

helps to simplify this.

Here, in the laboratory, the first

or "positive" film is made and later

the prints, or negatives can be turned

out, as many as are desired. At

the Famous Players-Lasky studio at

Fort Lee, New Jersey, there is a

laboratory as large as the studio

itself where a large number of

workers gather for the purpose of

perfecting the finished product. A
few of the stars, notably Mary

Pickford, insist on going, person-

ally, to the laboratories for the as-

sembling of their pictures, carefully

inspecting every foot of celluloid

that is used.
* * *

BESIDE
the Fort Lee studios

and laboratory, and the two

New York studios, the Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation has a

tremendous studio at Hollywood,

California. Here, too, is a large

part of the scenario department;

including such famous writers as

William C. De Mille, Jeanie Mac-

Pherson, John Emerson and An-

ita Loos, the famous director-author

combination, who have turned out

some of the most successful of

Douglas Fairbanks' pictures ; Beulah

Marie Dix, Margaret Turnbull,

Marion Fairfax, Julia Crawford

Ivers, Paul West, and others, who
do the same scenario work as is

done in the East by Charles Maigne,

Charles Whittaker, Eve Unsell, and

others.

Perhaps the most complex part

of the great organization is to be

found- at the central offices of the

company on Fifth AVenue, New
York. Here are the various execu-

tives and their departments, such as

the Sales Manager, with his big

sales force, extending with many
ramifications to the exchanges ;

the

Purchasing Department, which buys

the supplies for the entire organiza-

tion, studios, branch offices and all.

from an inkstand for the Portland

office, to a complete set of filing

cabinets for San Francisco.

Then comes the legal department,

which handles the drawing up of

contracts, the importance of which

is invaluable. An accounting de-

partment pays the bills and audits

those of the exchanges, a service

department co-ordinates with the

tremendous advertising and publicity

department to aid the exhibitor in

-idvertising the pictures, forming the

link between the producer and the

public fro.n tlie time when a pi

ture is started to its final release, by
the use of newspaper stories, adver-

tisements, magazine and trade

paper publicity; the administrative

bureau, which establishes another

link directly between the exhibitor

and producer.

This takes no account of the

many sub-departments necessary for

the running of a great office, such

as the stenographic, filing, mailing,

printing, shipping, or office mana-

gers' department. A force of two
or three hundred employees Is

maintained at the New York office

alone of the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation.
* * *

NEXT
in line come the ex-

changes, or branch offices

which perform the function of

bringing the producer close to

the exhibitor, and through him,

the public, as we have shown.

The exchange offices also handle a

certain amount of advertising and

publicity matter, all of which is

supplied them from the home office.

They distribute the. billposters, one,

two, three, or six sheets, as they are

technically called, and they also

supply the press books, exhibitors'

aids and accessories sent from and

designed at the home office.

The exchanges cover each a cer-

tain amount of territory, according

to the population and number of

theatres, and it is their share of the

work, their part in the organization,

to see that the films arrive on time

and in good condition at the thea-

tres. Besides, the "routing" of the

pictures, distributing the advertising,

and publicity, and recording the

sales, etc., the exchanges have a

large share in the upkeep of films-

which necessitates a surprisingly

large amount of work.

The exhibitor, or retail tradesman,

as he has been called, is the final

link of the great chain. He it isr

who, according to his ability as a

showman, gives each picture the set-

ting, the music, and the surrounding

bill that is needed to make it reach

the fickle favor of the public. Music

cues are always supplied with the

film. These are arranged by mas-

ters of their craft, who, seeing the

picture far in advance of its re-

lease date, make out a list of appro-

priate music to be played during

the different scenes, providing a

carefully timed set of "music cues"

for the theatre orchestras.

Although the moving-picture is

the youngest big business of them

all, it keeps more people busy in its

offices, studios and laboratories

than the whole automobile industry.

Considering the cinema's infancy, it

has reached an advanced stage of

development, but, like the wise child

it is, realizes that order, system,

foresight, service, and particularly

organisation are the foundations of

its success, past, present and future.
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PROGRESS IN EDUCATIONAL PICTURES

YEARLY
the motion picture

achieves new conquests of

the spheres of imagination

and of knowledge formerly reserved

to books. A great movement is

gaining rapid headway: that of

popularizing travels, science, knowl-

edge of all sorts, yes, beliefs and

opinions, by means of the screen.

It is unquestionably the forerunner

of the real cinema age in school edu-

cation when film "text-books" shall

replace printing-press ones, and the

present laborious grind of ten or

twelve years at school and college

can be shortened to a quarter of that

Cime. Admittedly, the real cinema age

is some way off. The passive opposi-

tion of the Book Trust must be

broken down. Big capital must be

interested. Above all, the school-

men must sense the cinema as the

"big knowledge-vehicle of the twen-

tieth century. In the meantime, the

product of the so-called "education-

Uruce; "Mexico of To-day," by

George D. Wright ; the "Living Book

of Nature," wonders of the animal

world, photographed by Professor

Raymond Ditmars; such thousand-

footers are eagerly welcomed by

city audiences, and even the rube

picture-goer is beginning to demand

them also.

* * *

Recently the corporation above

referred to has extended its activi-

ties to multiple-reelers allowing of

greater elaboration than the usual

fifteen-minute picture. There is no

objection to a story, indeed, facts

are always more effective if wound

around a core of story which acts

as a magnet to the popular attention.

And so we have the spectacle of the

Educational Films Corporation start-

ing the production of a big five-

reel feature on "The Romance of

Coal," provided with a central love

story, a symbolic exposition of the

coal era, and panoplied with the

thousand and one facts the con-

the popular magazine bears to the

trade publication. The makers of

"The Romance of Coal" have no

private axes to grind, and they are

concerned with the subject only in

its relations to the big public.

What are those relations? Very

important and vital ones, it will be

evident upon reflection. (1) De-

pendence on coal to keep the trans-

atlantic ferry open and the ships,

men, munitions, and supplies mov-

ing to France. (2) Coal for home
militarist activity. (3) Coal for the

Navy. (4) Coal for the ultimate

domestic consumer, meaning YOU
who half froze last winter and are

threatened with a worse shortage

next.

The film will show the bounty of

Nature and the niggardliness of

Man in failing to provide trans-

portation. It will put the blame for

sleep to do the work of civilization,

lends itself to a treatment of epical

grandeur like the wheat theme in a

Frank Norris novel, or the struggle

of the races in Dixon and Griffith's

"The Birth of a Nation."

Nor are the homelier and human
interest sides of the subject neg-
lected. Through the authorization

of the State Councils of Defense of

West Virginia, the whole Mountain
State the second richest coal area

in the world has been made a play-

ground for the Educational's com-

pany of actors headed by Director

Frederick A. Thomson. The life in

the mining camps, the conditions

and customs of the workers, the

quaint bucolic and subterranean

types all are to be mirrored faith-

fully. The miner at last will be at the

forefront of his own movie. Thou-
sands of him will be pictured in

mass scenes, and much popular

ignorance and inappreciation of his

WHERE NATURE'S BLACK DIAMONDS ARE LOCATED

als" is so attractive and so successful

in its double aim of entertaining and

informing, that millions of American

picture-goers have become its firm

friends.

As an illustration and not merely
as a boost, the readers of THEATRE
MAGAZINE may be interested to

know that practically all the first-

run houses of New York City show
the pictures of the Educational Films

Corporation of America. Pictur-
ized world travels, by E. M. New-
man; trampings through Glacier
National Park, the Puget Sound
country and Alaska, by Robert C.

junction of which has meant dis-

tressful times to the users of fuel.

Motion-picture work of this kind
should be carefully distinguished
from "industrials." The latter are

meant primarily to exhibit the rise,

growth, and processes of an indus-

try. Such a picture is a book of the

trade, so to speak, in film form. It

lacks general interest except for

occasional flashes, and its uses are

obviously commercial and technical.

* * *

The Educational' feature bears the
same relation to the industrial as

the shortage where it belongs : the

inability of the railroads to place

sufficient cars at the mine mouths
and to keep the loaded cars moving.
It will show King Coal as a fettered

giant straining to break loose and

annihilate the Hun; as a mighty
force the waste by-products of

which could easily fertilize every
acre of arable land in the United

States ; as the creator not only of

heat, light, and power, but also of

dyes, medicines, preservatives, anti-

septics, and the myriad other prod-
ucts of carbon. The subject of the

transmuted solar energy buried in

the ground for eons and eons of

time, then waked from its long

status as a modern economic factor

will be dispelled.

The War Age demands use as

well as ornament even in the

theatre and its attendant art, the

cinema. Herein is the Educational's

opportunity. It must entertain, or

it cannot pay its way and live; but

its specific sort of entertainment is

based on facts and not on vagrant

fancy. Some of the wisest men in

the entertainment picture field be-

lieve that the educational is the

coming art- form; even if they are

mistaken, its relative importance is

increasing largely.
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As Peggy Hyland looks in "Peg of

the Pirates," a William Fox production

Florence Yidor, a leading woman at the Lasky Studios,

whose good work is attracting considerable attention

A trying position for Jewel Carmen,

popular William Fox star

Alma Francis proves conclusively that a chorus girl may
graduate into a picture sprite at the Lasky Studios
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The Right to Use the

Name of Frohman

Mr. Daniel Frohman in a letter sent to the

Press and Trade Journals, has stated that

neither he nor Charles Frohman was ever

connected with The Frohman Amuse-

ment Corporation and that the name of

Frohman was and is still being used with-

out authority. We desire the trade and

public should know, as we believe they

do, that these gentlemen never were con-

nected with this corporation and there-

fore are not entitled to credit for any of

its success.

The statement however that the name
was and is being used without authority

has no foundation of fact, and Mr. Daniel

Frohman must know it, as evidenced by
the following excerpt from a contract

made by and between Gustave Frohman
the oldest brother of Charles and Daniel

and William L. Sherrill viz

"This agreement made this tenth day of June 1914

by and between Gustave Frohman, party of the first

part, and William L. Sherrill, party of the second part
witnesseth party of the second part agrees that he
will organize a corporation under the laws of Dela^

ware which shall be named The Frohman Amuse-
ment Corporation.

"The party of the first part hereby authorizes the

use of the name of Frohman in the corporate title of
The Frohman Amusement Corporation, and agrees
to act as president of said corporation for a period of
at least ten years. IF HE IS SO ELECTED BY
THE DIRECTORS.

"The party of the first part agrees that he will not

actively be identified with any other company pro-
ducing motion picture films during a period of ten

years from the date thereof."

Signed in duplicate on this 1 Oth day
of June, 1914, City of New York

SIGNED Gustave Frohman, Party of the First part
William L. Sherrill, Party of the Second part

On January 13th, 1916, we purchased the stock holdings of Custave
Frohman. The success which we had attained in building up the
name of The Frohman Amusement Corporaiion with the trade justi-
fies our directors in not changing the corporate title.

NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS
viz

OUR LAST GREAT DE LUXE PRODUCTION

"MY OWN UNITED STATES"
THE FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

WILLIAM L. SHERRILL, President

A MOVEMENT TO HONOR THE
FIRST MOTION PICTURE PIONEER

MAURICE
TOURNEUR, the

director who has just

launched his own producing

corporation, has started a move-

ment to honor the man whose ex-

periments led to the first motion pic-

tures. "In May, 1872, Eadweard

Muybridge began his experiments in

instantaneous photography," says Mr.

Tourneur, "and yet, exactly forty-

six years later, we have done

nothing to honor this pioneer who

made the photoplay possible. In

the interim Muybridge's experiments

have developed into the fifth indus-

try of America.

"The popular idea credits Thomas
Edison with being the creator of the

motion picture. While Edison con-

tributed a vital part to the develop-

ment of the film, animated photog-

raphy really dates back to Muy-
bridge.

"Out in California, in 1872, this

man began his experiments, which

were later carried on at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. That uni-

versity provided him with grants

amounting to over $40,000, the first

instance of a scientific investigation,

financed by a college, which devel-

oped a business of practical and

commercial importance.

"Muybridge did not have the

photodrama in mind when he started

experimenting. He wanted to study
animal movement for the use of art

and science. In fact, his first ex-

periments are said to have been

backed by a California governor
who wanted pictures of his race-

horses in action.

"Muybridge built a shed which
was painted black and was 120 feet

long. Opposite the shed he con-

structed a camera house with twen-

ty-four cameras, each having a lens,

three inches in diameter. In front
of these cameras a horse galloped.
The black shed was the background.
The cameras, operated first by-

strings which were broken by the

horse's progress, caught successive

exposures. Later a motor operated
the cameras. Thus a series of suc-

cessive movement pictures was ob~
tained. Later the work was taken

up by M. Marey, of Paris, who util-

ized a sensitized film and was able

to use a single camera.

"But Muybridge not only took
the first photographs of moving
subjects, but he also projected them
on a screen, leading directly to the

exhibibtion of motion pictures. He
lectured and presented these pic-

tures beginning in 1880, and at the

Chicago Exposition of 1893, in a

specially constructed building^
showed motion pictures of birds fly-

ing, athletes wrestling, etc.

"Here was the real beginning of

the motion picture, later given spleru

did contributions by Edison, East-

man, and others, here and abroad."

continued Mr. Tourneur. "It is

singular that all the elements of

motion pictures developed wholly
in the Allied countries in the

United States, France, Italy, and, in

a measure, in England. Germany
has contributed nothing, unless per-

haps a certain development of the

lens."

THE MUTUAL FILM CORPORA-
TION ELECTS A NEW PRESIDENT

John R. Freuler resigned as presi-

dent of ^he Mutual Film Corpora-
tion of ^Delaware and James M.

Sheldon, of New York, was elected

his successor, at a meeting of the

board of directors held at the .con-

cern's offices at 220 South State

Street, Chicago.

Warren Gorrell and Walter Mc-

Lellan, of the Federal Reserve Bank,

Chicago, were elected to the board of

directors. Samuel S. Hutchinson,
of Chicago, resigned from the board.

The officers of the corporation
now include:' G. W. Hall and John
F. Cuneo, vice-presidents; Paul H.

Davis, treasurer ; I. C. Elston, Jr.,

assistant treasurer ;
Edward Stod-

dard, secretary ; and H. G. Davis,

assistant secretary.

The Mutual Film Corporation is

among the oldest and largest of the

motion picture concerns. It includes

a system of thirty-six film ex-

changes covering the United States

and Canada. The Mutual is now dis-

tributing pictures starring Charles

Chaplin, Edna Goodrich, the Charles

Frohman stars, William Russell>

Mary Miles Minter, and Margarita

Fisher. The roster of stars which

have been in its service through the

period of its history includes a ma-

jority of the celebrities of the screen.

Its gross output has ranged as high

as one million feet of motion pic-

tures a week.

James M. Sheldon, the new presi-

dent of the Mutual, is known in

the motion picture business through

his connection with the Syndicate
Film Corporation, as president of

the Randolph Film Corporation and

more recently as head of the Em-

pire All Star Corporation. Prior

to his motion picture connections^

Mr. Sheldon was a lawyer.

"Business as usual," was Mr.

Sheldon's terse statement on taking

his new office.
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Carl E. Carleton, President of the Crest Pictures Corporation, and a scene from

his picture production of David Graham Phillips, "The Grain of Dust"

\

Misllkin

The feature player of "Heart of the Sunset" is Anna Q.

Nilsson. This Hex Beach drama is released by Goldwyn

Famous Players-Lasky Company have augmented their

list of stars by the addition of Ethel Clayton



UNWINDING THE REEL

Harry I. Garson, personal mana-

ger for Clara Kimball Young, re-

ports rapid progress with his com-

panies on the Coast. Miss Young,

who is busily engaged on her latest

picture, "The Claw," by Cynthia

Stockey, will complete that Select

film soon. Mr. Carson's independ-

ent production, "The Hushed Hour,"

in which Blanche Sweet is featured,

will be completed about the same

time as "The Claw."

It is unofficially stated that "The

Hushed Hour" will be offered on

open market by Mr. Garson.

The latest member of the cast of

"The Hushed Hour" to be engager)

jf little Bennie Carpenter, who ap-

pears in D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of

the World." Little Bennie is said t<-

be one of the cleverest children yet

1 on the screen.

J. A. Berst, who until recently

headed the Pathe organization, was

elected president of United Picture

Theatres of America at a meeting

of the directors held on April 27.

Lee A. Ochs retains his place on the

directorate, serving hereafter in the

office of vice-president, and several

further important additions to the

directoral body will shortly be an-

nounced, it is expected.

Mr. Berst in his letter of accept-

ance said: "I accept the presidency

of United Picture Theatres of Amer-

ica, Inc., because I am thoroughly

convinced that the co-operative sys-

tem proposed by you will remedy

existing evils and still do justice as

between the producer and the ex-

hibitor. During a career of more

than twenty years in the industry,

my policy has been 'Fairness to the

exhibitor!' But even with the grati-

fying support of thousands of ex-

hibitors during my two terms as

president of the General Film and

my vice-presidency and general

management of Pathe, the realization

has gradually come to me that the

competitive method of handling

films is unscientific, wasteful and in-

jurious to the interests of all con-

cerned."
* * *

One of the most important of re-

cent transfers in the film industry
is the purchase by the Lincoln and

Parker Film Company, of Worces-

ter, Mass., of the Edison studio at

2526 Decatur Avenue, New York, its

equipment and the equipment of the

Edison Positive Film Plant at

Orange, N. J., from Thomas A.

Edison, Inc. By the terms of the

deal the purchaser also conies into

possession of over a million feet of

Edison negatives, released prior to

the Edison-Kleine arrangement.
The Lincoln and Parker Film

Company also acquired the right to

reproduce Edison feature subjects

and Edison Conquest Pictures on

their narrow-width and non-standard

film, but all other rights in such

subjects are retained for a period of

years, by the Edison Company and

the George Kleine system, through

which they will be available as be-

fore. All rights in the James Mont-

Diana Allen, a former Ziegfeld

Follies girl, and later seen in "Miss

1917" at the Century Theatre in New
York, is featured in a series of one-

reel comedies to be released weekly

by General Film Company. The pic-

tures are being made by the Diamond
Film Company at its New Orleans

studio. Miss Allen's principal sup-

Scene from D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of the World"

gomery Flagg series, "Girls You

Know," are so retained.

Included in the Lincoln and Par-

ker deal are the educational and

scientific subjects upon which Mr.

Edison was working a few years

ago. It is announced that Mr.

Edison will act in the capacity of a

consulting editor to the new com-

pany, and that his son, Charles Edi-

son, is to become a member of its

board of directors.

The Edison Company promises a-

further announcement shortly, as to

its future activities in the motion

picture field, but it is known that a

number of new productions, includ-

ing "The Wall Invisible," with Shir-

ley Mason, and several stories by
O. Henry, Richard Harding Davis,

Ralph Henry Barbour, and other

authors of prominence, are being
made ready for early release.

* * *

"Cecilia of the Pink Roses," the

first production undertaken by the

Marion Davies Film Company to

exploit their star, is well under way
at the Biograph studios and is now
definitely promised for release early
in June. The book, by Katharine
Haviland Taylor, which was one of

the big sellers of the year, is said

to have been given deft treatment

in adapting it to the purpose of the

screen.

port will be Lou Marks, formerly of

Keystone and Commonwealth com-
edies.

Betty Compson, heroine of many
Christie Comedies, has been engaged
for the leading role opposite George
Larkin in "The Wolf Faced Man,"
by W. A. S. Douglas and Lucien

Hubbard, which Diando Film Cor-

poration is producing in Los An-

geles for Pathe, it was announced
last week.

"Smiling Bill Parsons," whose

Capitol comedies are released through
the Goldwyn Distributing Company,
is busy at his Hollywood studios on

the sequel to "Tarzan of the Apes."
It is now in the making, in addition

to two comedy productions under

Mr. Parsons' own supervision.

Nine sets adorn the studio stages

for the Tarzan picture. Most of

these were constructed under direc-

tion of Eugene Ainsworth, a noted

English teacher, formerly at Ox-
ford. A huge tank, holding forty

alligators and numerous other jun-

gle details, have been constructed,

and when these sets have all ac-

complished their productional pur-

poses, the company, including Elmo

Lincoln, Enid Markey, Thomas Jef-

ferson, Colin Kenny, George French,

Clyde Benson, Phil Dunham, Bess.

Mereditli (scenario editor), Wil-

fred Lucas (director), and Cleo.

Madison will leave for New Iberia,

Louisiana, where the original Tar-

zan jungle scenes were made, and
where many of those forthcoming
will be staged.

It will require months more to.

complete this production. Isidor

Bernstein is in charge of the tech-

nical work.

In the Capitol comedies, Bill Par-

sons has surrounded himself with a.

cast including Molly Malone, for-

merly a Universal star; Sampson,.

Jay Belasco, George French, and
seven other well-known players.

Four of these comedies have beea

completed and prints forwarded to.

the Goldwyn exchanges.

Charlie Chaplin says he shall never

marry but that's what they all say.

Anita Stewart will appear in a.

Pinero drama, "Mind the Paint-

Girl," the motion picture rights of
which were purchased by Vitagraph.

Shirley Mason is now a Lasky

star, having been signed to appear
in John Emerson and Anita Loos,

productions for Paramount release.

Fred Stone and Ethel Clayton
have commenced work at the Para-

mount West Coast studios, and
Vivian Martin has been engaged to.

continue in Paramount pictures.

It is rumored that Mae Marsh it.

to marry Louis Armes, a sporting

writer of the Tribune.

World Pictures have determined;

to seek out new talent for their

productions and for this purpose
have set aside one afternoon a week

to try out applkants and making
final selections.

The applicants are tried out by the-

various directors to test their quick-

ness of perception, their success in

depicting emotions and grasp the-

essentials of a scene. Then they

are given a test. In other words,
the directors put them through their

paces before the camera, so as to-

determine whether or not they

register well.

Recently at one of these try-outs,

thirty-five young ladies were given-.

a trial. Of the thirty-five, six devel-

oped enough ability to warrant

screen test, and of the six, two were-

hired for work in new pictures.
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FIVE MEN WHO HAVE MADE FILM HISTORY

Adolph Zukor (lower left) and

Jesse L. Lasky (upper left)

controlling geniuses of the Fa-

mous Players-Lasky Company,
the foremost and brightest

luminaries of the film industry

William Fox (upper right) and.

Winfield Sheehan (lower right)'

controlling heads of the William

Fox Corporation, second in im-

portance in the film industry,

and who have played the

game without fear or favor

William Sherrill (center)

President of the Froh-

man Amusement Cor-

poration, and the big-

gest single figure of

importance among inde-

pendent producers of

motion pictures



THE FIVE KINGS OF JOY AND SORROW

(Upper left) Cecil B. DeMille,

presiding genius and Director-

General of the Famous

Players-Lasky Company

(Lower left) Hugh Ford, the

big man in the East for the

Famous Players-Lasky Com-

pany

(Upper right) David W. Grif-

fith, whose next Artcraft pic-

ture bears the tentative title,

"Women of the War"

(Lower right) Thomas H.

Ince, supervising director of

William S. Hart's pictures and

whose own stars include

Charles Ray, Enid Bennett

and Dorothy Dalton

Hartsook

(Center) Mack Sennett,
the famous Paramount

director of comedy



;L CONDON INTERVIEWS WEST COAST FAVORITES

Bessie Barriscale was eloquent in

an elaborate hair-dress and the pink

things that go with an evening gown.
Up until the moment of mention of

"popularity of screen stars," Miss

Barriscale had been simply her usual

friendly self. And Miss Barriscale

is really overwhelmingly friendly.

So much so, in fact, that everyone

Hickman one got a brief sketch of

the things Miss Barriscale has done.

One remembers, first of all, per-

haps, that Miss Barriscale was the

original Luana in "The Bird of

Paradise."

"It was written for her," informed

Mr. Hickman, making himself com-

fortable in the one vacant arm-chair.

Bessie Barriscale seen in an informal moment

with her director-husband, Howard Hickman

who knows her speaks of this fas-

cinating quality about her.

So Miss Barriscale was friendly,

then popularity was brought into the

conversation and Miss Barriscale

gave out her views, with gestures,

as follows:

"There are always certain locali-

ties, or cities, in which certain stars

are more popular than in others.

The respective screen player attracts

respective popularity differently.

One may create a sensation at the

theatres in one city and not in the

others.

"Take my case, for instance, I do

not go as well in Los Angeles as I

do in San Francisco. And Los An-

geles has been my home city for the

past three years. So it is simply a

matter of a difference in what the

film public wants and the film public

has a variety of wants.

"But popularity has to be catered

to from so many different angles,"

came in a smothered voice from

Miss Barriscale as her maid slipped

over her head the black sequence

gown M :

ss Barriscale was to wear

in a scene. The gown on, Miss Bar-

riscale continued, branching out on a

new subject:

"I think it is well for a player to

go East at least once a year in order

to find out what the people away
from home think of one. I intend

to do this. In fact, I intend to make
a couple of pictures in New York

very soon.

At this moment the call-boy sum-

moned Miss Barriscale, and throw-

ing a cape over the heavy sequence

gown which she assured her maid
and visitor, weighed a ton, she said

good-bye to her pretty pink dress-

ing suite and its occupants and,

promising to semi Howard Hickman,
Vier husband-director, in, departed
for the set. And from Howard

"Miss Barriscale and I stayed at the

Tully Ranch up near San Francisco,

while Richard Walton Tully wrote

The Bird of Paradise' for Miss Bar-

riscale. She came to the Lasky
Studio later to do 'Rose of the

Rancho' and never did go back

to the stage. From the Lasky Com-

pany she went to the Ince organiza-
tion and came to Paralta at its in-

ception, a little more than a year ago.

"Her first picture was 'Madam
Who.' She has completed six, is in

the middle of the seventh now and

there is one more to do after this."

It was then that one remembered
that Mr. Hickman had just been ap-

pointed director for Miss Barriscale

and that he was to direct her two

final pictures on her Paralta contract.

One knew that Mr. Hickman was

a featured player in his own right

and had a part in the success of Miss

Barriscale's features. Surely he

should make her a splendid director.

Outside a bell rang. Charles

Gunn, Miss Barriscale's leading man,

Raymond B. West, her recent di-

rector, and a number of others of

the Paralta folk trouped by the

dressing room door. The Pekingese,

until then asleep on the divan, came

to life and went to the door to join

the passers-by. Obviously it was the

noon-hour and Mr. Hickman led the

way to the short-order restaurant on
the lot where short-orders are not
served between noon and two o'clock

when, if ever, it would seem, short-

orders should be the fashion.
* * *

One discovered Mae Murray in a

pink silk kimono and with a towel

covering her blonde locks in order
to keep them free from cold cream.
She had just come in from location

and her maid was hovering about

ready to assist in helping her into

her street clothes.

She spoke of the days four years

ago when she had her own dance-

palace atop a New York roof. Not
to go to Murray's at that time was
not to do what everybody was doing.
But Miss Murray bestowed upon the

remembrance but a smile and a few
words of acknowledgement that such

a time had been.

"It has been such a time since I

danced," she explained in a voice

that matches the "bee-stung lip" and
which is soft and musical (the voice,

not the lip).

"It seems I have always done pic-

tures," Miss Murray further en-

lightened as the maid took away the

final traces of grease paint and re-

moved the towel from the Murray
locks.

"Perhaps you remember when I

came out here to make pictures with

the Lasky Company. That en-

gagement continued for almost two

years when I did 'Sweet Kitty Bel-

lairs,' 'To Have and to Hold,' 'The

Dream Girl" and 'The Plow Girl.'

Then I went to New York and did

'The Big Sister' and 'The Primrose

Ring' at the Famous Players Studio.

I thought it would be great fun to

have my own company, so arranged
with the Universal for a Mae Murray
release and fulfilling my contract

with them is what is taking every
minute of my time. 'Princess Vir-

tue' and 'Face Value' are two of

my most recent pictures and the one
I am doing now has a lot of water

stuff in it which has taken me to

Catalina several times."

It had not taken the maid long to

transform the kimono girl into a de-

mure little lady of a grey street cape
and a large plain grey hat. And as

she tripped out from the dressing-
room to the studio exit, she radiated

a sweetness of manner as she went
that is quite typical of Mae Murray.

William Duncan had been on the

screen six years, but his popularityV
and salary jumped to their big and

present proportions with his giving
the Vitagraph Company a thirty-reel

Western Serial directed by himself
and starred in by himself.

He is big and good-looking with a

big smile and a big wave in his hair

which the writing film-public never
fails to mention in the thirty or more
letters received by Mr. Duncan daily.

But Mr. Duncan is not a bit inter-

ested in his own smile or the wave
in his own hair. He will tell you,

upon close questioning, that he was
born in Scotland, came to America
when he was eight, gaining a reputa-
tion among the boys from eight

years old up until the present time,
for being a man of strong muscle
and a determination behind the mus-
cle which makes any demonstration

of this possession a triumphant one

Miss Mae Murray and her director,

Robert Leonard, racing at Universal City

William Duncan

for him. You can decide for your-
self as to the physical fitness of Mr.
Duncan when you know that he was
an instructor in McFadden's Phys-
ical Culture School. Then he estab-

lished his own school for instruction

in the ways of physical culture. His

stage career is confined to a vaude-

ville appearance with Sandow, the

wrestler. In the latter's act, Mr.
Duncan was brought frrti as an ex-

ample of perfect mrnliood. After

playing leads in Forcpaugh Stock,

he formed his own company, writ-

ing, producing and starring in "The
Fifth Generation" ami "The Sport-

ing Editor."

Back in the six-year-ago days
when the Selig Company exploited

the sombrero and the cattle-pony plus

the wearer of one and the rider of the

other, Mr. Duncan was a Selig star

and director. Then he went over to

the Vitagraph Company as a fea-

tured player. "God's Country and the

Woman," "The Last Man," "Money
Magic" -and "Aladdin from Broad-

way" were pictures which brought

money to the Vitagraph Company
but did not entirely satisfy Mr. Dun-
can's personal ambitions.

(Continued on page 403)



Part of carpenter force of the Lasky Studio lined up on new stage 250 x 75 120 men

This large stage was used as the men's dressing room when more than

2,000 people were required to participate in the great Jerusalem street

scenes embodied in the Theda Bara super-production of "Salome"

Another view of one corner of the great city of Jerusalem embodied in the

super-production "Salome," built on the William Fox lot at Hollywood, Cal.
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The same group of men completing the erection of this tremendous studio

Here we have the Lasky Studio in Hollywood, California, where

the Western productions of Paramount and Artcraft are made

1. Property room. 13b.

2. Outgoing property room. 14.

3. Star dressing room building. 15.

4. Wardrobe building. 16.

5. Engaging department. 17.

8. Executive offices. 18.

7. Cecil B. deMille's office. 18a.

8. Directors' offices.

9. Scenario department. 1 9.

10. Mary Pickford's dressing room. 20.

1 1. Incoming property room.
12. Stage No. 1. 21.

13. Wilfred Buckland's office over 22.

dressing room used by Geraldine 23.

Farrar. 24.

13a. Title department, and printing

plant, and electrical department. 25.

Projection room No. 2. 26.

Extra dressing room.

Scene docks. 27.

Principal dressing rooms.

Stage No. 2. 28.

Stage No. 3.

Company dressing rooms, entire

length of stage. 29.

Stage No. 4. 30.

Scene docks, entire length of 31.

Stage No. 4. 32.

Sail boat in tank. 33.

Dark stage. 34.

Small glass stage. 35.

Extra dressing rooms and hos- 36.

pital.

Stock room. 37.

Purchasing department. Press

photographer's rooms.

Old paint frame now upholstering

and wall papering department.

Laboratory. Frame building under

number now removed and ad-

dition to laboratory erected.

Paint frame.

Fitting room.

Carpenter shops.

Planing mills.

Property construction department.
Plaster shops and blacksmith shop.

Garages.

Douglas Fairbanks' offices and

dressing rooms.

Fxterior sets built for productions.



BESSIE BARRISCALE

With Paralta since its inception
a little over a year ago

Mabel Condon Interviews West Coast Favorites
(Continued from page 399)

"And what," wired A. E. Smith,

Yitagraph president, "is your per-

sonal ambition?"

"To make Western stuff," was Mr.

Duncan's wired reply, and Mr. Smith

came back with "Gratify it."

So Mr. Duncan got out his West-

ern clothes from the bottom of a

six-year-old trunk and produced
and starred in the money-making

serial, "The Fighting Trail." He
followed this with the features,

"Dead Shot Baker" and "The Ten-,

derfoot."

Thence came offers to Mr. Dun-
can from various producing com-

panies in both East and West. Mr.

Duncan was too busy producing his

second Vitagraph serial, "Vengeance
and the Woman," to pay any atten-

tion to them. He used the backs of

the telegrams as something to write

notes on. Then the offers became

persistent.

"These people want me," said Mr.

Duncan to Studio Manager, W. S.

Smith. "They can't have you," re-

turned the latter. So Mr. Duncan
named his terms and stayed. The
terms were large. But so was also

the appreciation of the Vitagraph

Company and the terms were ac-

cepted.

And now Mr. Duncan is busy on
his third Western serial.

"It will have more drama in it

than the others," commented Mr.
Duncan as he cleaned his gun.
"Lots of stunts in it, though, but

there is more to it than just that. I

like something with real drama to

it and that is what this serial is go-

ing to have." He inspected the gun.
It satisfied him and within a few
minutes he was using it in one of

his stunt scenes.

Louise Huff

A big limousine passed every other
:ar on Hollywood Boulevard. When
it reached its destination, its dainty

occupant stepped out and one had,
as a visitor, Louise Huff. Little

ends of blonde curls peeped from
under the straw hat covered by a

veil through which peered big vio-

let eyes.

And if you have ever heard Miss
Huff's dulcet or should one call it

liquid decidedly Southern voice,
one's imagination can fit it to the

following:

"It is such a lovely day and one
does enjoy the odor of orange blos-

soms that come to one right now

from the orange groves all around !

And you wrote and asked me, you

know, about some of my recent pic-

tures and reminded me of my first

days on the screen when I wore

curls and was a 'child-wonder lead'

at the Lubin Studio in Philadelphia."

Miss Huff laughed delightedly at

the memory of those far-away days.

And one wished that Miss Huff

would laugh again. She continued:

"That was my start in pictures

those Lubin days. And I didn't real-

ly begin to get magazine covers and

other testimonials of favor until I

had left Philadelphia and worked
with the Metro, Fox and Famous

Players Companies.
"I worked at the Famous Players

Studio in New York a year, then

came to the Coast for this firm and

have been here now almost two years.

About the best known pictures I

worked in were "Seventeen," "Great

Expectations," "Patience," "Freck-

les," "Tom Sawyer," "The Ghost

House" and "Jack and Jill," and

really there isn't another thing to

tell about me.

"I do nothing exciting. Right now
I am going to Santa Monica for a

swim and after that I am going to

ride horseback on the beach and then

have a quiet drive back to Holly-
wood. I DO enjoy that ride in from

the beach. One can almost make

forty miles if one keeps a watchful

eye on the road for the motor-

police."

And this Lasky star with her vio-

let eyes full of the joy of living,

stepped into her big black limousine

and at once began her vigilant look-

out for the motor-police.

"You go to Laurel Canyon, cross

a bridge and at the first house to

Edna Earle

the left you will find Miss Edna
Earle." These were the directions

implicitly and one did and one

didn't ! Meaning that one found the

house and one didn't find Miss Earle.

"She gone down road, maybe," a

Celestial in a work-apron informs

you. He further opines that you will

wait, maybe. You do. In a little

while, down the canyon road comes
a girl in a bungalow apron and car-

rying in her arms an animal from
all portions of which legs seem to

protrude. But you count the legs.

There are four and they belong to a

Russian wolf-hound. At the heels

of the girl trots a Boston bull pup.
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MAE MURRAY
now fulfilling her contract with the
Universal for a Mae Murray release

The girl comes up the walk from the

rose-covered arbor-gate. She an-

swers, "Yes, I am Miss Earle," and

you sit down on the lawn under a

loquat tree and the dogs scamper
madly about you. Miss Earle in-

forms you that they had run away,
the dogs, that she had to walk a mile

to bring them back from the neigh-
bor's further up the canyon. She

brought them from New York, these

dogs, and they have given her so

much trouble that she wishes she
hadn't almost.

One tells Miss Earle that some
way one feels there is a mysterious

something about her. She laughs
and answers that it is simply that

she is using a new name Edna
Earle. That under another name
she had been co-starred by the

Metro Company, had made a number
of Famous Players pictures and then

after being off the screen for a year,

having a good time traveling about,
she had come back under the name
Edna Earle.

"Under this name I did several

pictures in New York the past win-

ter, one with Pathe and the other
with the Famous Players. Because
I am really ambitious to do some-

thing I came out to the Coast March
1st, because all the production inter-

ests seem to be centering here.

There are two very good prospects
that will be open to me in pictures
here in California about latter June.
I had these in mind when I came
out here. But the Universal Blue-
bird Company, directed by Ida May
Park, was the first engagement to

offer, so I accepted it gladly. I have
done other Bluebird pictures since

then. And although I came out to

stay only until September, I believe
I will be here considerably longer
than that."

One learned that Miss Earle was
born in Kansas City, educated at the
National Park Academy in Wash-
ington, attended a finishing school in

Paris and one on Fifth Avenue, New
York; and that she had secured a

three-year contract with Henry W.
Savage upon leaving school and that
she was starred in one Broadway

production and had leading-woman
honors in several others.

A white streak passed through
Caheunga Pass and through Holly-
wood. The natives of this Princi-

pality were not sure just what it was,
but the studio-folk who do not

number themselves among the na-

tives of said Hollywood recognized
the streak instantly as the white

speeder belonging to William Rus-
sell.

It was when the streak was forced

to stop at a traffic officer's signal in

Los Angeles that the driver of the
car called out and, recognizing you,
beckoned an invitation and the white
streak had another occupant.

"Just in from Santa Barbara left

there at 2:30 must see my tailor,

then go to the club and but you
don't know what day this is !"

You figured that particular moment
to be 5 o'clock of April 12th. You
said so.

"Right, yet wrong," Mr. Russell

answered as the traffic cop suddenly
decided that traffic should go the

other way, held up his hand, and Mr.
Russell applied his brakes with so de-

cided an effect that three people

jumped from in front of his car,

wearing the expression usually worn
by people who do those things. And
the traffic cop did an unusual thing
he smiled.

"It's April 12th and my birthday,"
went on Mr. Russell obeying the sig-
nal to go forward. The tailor's

reached, he parked his car in front
of "Do not park here" sign. In the

process of fitting a coat, flaunting

basting threads and one sleeve, he
discovered a policeman tagging his

car. With a simple "Excuse me," he
was out the door, across the street

and held forth for ten minutes as to

why the policeman should not tag his

car. He returned triumphant, the fit-

ting was finished and the car with
its two occupants proceeded to the

Club. One can talk there, in a little

reception room to the right of the en-

trance. And Mr. Russell likes to

talk. He says so. "I would like to

go back on the stage sometime, be-

cause I like to hear myself talk" is

WILLIAM RUSSELL
plans the making of twelve
features of a variety of types

who
LOUISE HUFF

has achieved
F ,; success in "Seventeen,"
Freckles," "Tom Sawyer" and "Jack and Jill"
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a very well-known statement of his.

"Having my own company, how-

ever, gives me more of an oppor-

tunity to do this, and already I've

begun my third picture. It is a book

by \Vyndham Martyn entitled, "All

the World to Nothing."

"I am trying to make the Wm.
Russell Productions, Inc., stand for

the variety of pictures that the ex-

hibitors like to buy and the film-

public likes to see. If I can believe

the sentiment of letters I receive

from the exhibitors who buy these

Mutual-released features, I can be-

lieve I am having some success. My
plans comprise the making of twelve

features of a variety of types. Per-

sonally, I prefer to do Western pic-

tures, and will have several of them

among my twelve releases.

"Since it is my birthday, it may

be appropriate for me to say that I

have been in pictures for six years,

starting with the Biograph, graduat-

ing into featured roles with Than-

houser, Famous Players, the Amer-

ican Company and now I have a

company of my own. Members of

my family have all been profession-

als and my activities were forecast

for me when, at the age of eight, I

made my stage debut in 'Chimmie

Fadden.'
"

The door man appeared. "Your

car has stood out here longer than

the law allows," he informed, and

Mr. Russell, taking the box of cigars

with which he always equips him-

self on his infrequent visits to the

Club, went forth to remove the white

trayals. Perhaps it is because he is

really fond of Indians and knows

all about them. He owns a ranch,

does Mr. Salisbury, on which he em-

ploys only Indian help. It is situ-

ated one hundred miles from Los

Angeles in the San Jinto mountain

country and where, one mile from

his ranch, lives the Saboba tribe, and

within another short distance are

the Temecula and Cuhilla Indians.

"I love to go to the market place

on Saturday night," said Mr. Salis-

bury. "It is there I see all my Indian

friends. There is one who comes to

the market who is named 'Ramona.'

And there is a little three-year-old

boy whom the Indians have naaieJ

for me. I love the Indians. I have

made a study of them and some-

time I am going to retire to that

ranch of mine and enjoy a further

acquaintance with them."

Mr. Salisbury began his screen

work in the leading role opposite

Marguerite Clark in "The Goose

Girl." But his characterization of

"Allesandro" is that with which we

most closely connect him. He is one

of the best sellers on the Universal

program and is particularly suited

to the big out-of-door roles which

make his feature pictures distinctive.

"The Heart of the Desert" is one of

his most recent pictures and then

there is an Alaskan one which suits

his style of work exactly. In "The

Eyes of the World" he played Con-

rad le Grange, a part decidedly dif-

ferent from any other in which the

screen public has seen him.

Monroe Salisbury

streak from the proximity of a fire

plug.

"I leave for Santa Barbara at five

in the morning, because I am due

to drive through a tulip bed at eleven

on an estate in Montesito. Not for

pleasure, but for the screen." And

the white streak melted into the dis-

tance.

* * *

He was in Alaskan attire in a

cool spot on a sunny stage and was

enjoying a ten-minute intermission

during the making of a Bluebird

feature.

One always remembers Monroe

Salisbury, however, as the Indian

"Allesandro" of "Ramona." And

that is the role he, himself, has

most liked of all his screen por-

Margarita Fisher

His stage record includes leading-

man honors with Mrs. Fiske and

roles with Richard Mansfield and the

Klaw-Erlanger Company.

Margarita Fisher is a name that

for the past six years has been

representative of beauty as well

as real screen talent. She is

back at the American Film Com-

pany, where her five-reel features

are made for release on the Mutual

program. And it was this studio, if

you remember, in which Miss Fisher

made the pictures of a few years

ago and to which her presence gave

the name of "Beauty Films." Then

Miss Fisher went down to San Diego

and was active in the making

of features. When President S. S

Hutchinson wanted a star for hi

Santa Barbara studio and the requi

DOROTHY PHILLIPS

Universal star, featured in Dorothy Phillips productions

WILLIAM DUNCAN

directing himself in Vitagraph western serials. He is a

nember of the Motion Picture Directors Assoc,at,on
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MARGARITA FISHER
back at the American Film Co. where her five-reel-

are made for release on the Mutual program
featuri

EDNA EARLE
Out at the Coast with the Universal Bluebird Company

MONROE
SALISBURY

one of the best

sellers on the

Universal program

Bill Russell holds himself up

sites of this star were to be beauty
and selling power, he immediately
negotiated with Miss Fisher.

So she is now at Santa Barbara

making pictures under the direction

of Lloyd Ingraham. She has re-

quested the Scenario Department to

spare her nothing in the way of cos-

tume-changes, as she is a strong be-

liever in the fact that feminin;
screen patrons wish to see the screen

stars wear beautiful clothes in their

pictures.

Miss Fisher makes a shopping trip

to Los Angeles at the end of each

picture and seldom buys less than
ten gowns for each of her produc-
tions. In "Beauty to Let" she had

twenty-one changes of costume.

Outside of studio hours, Miss
Fisher employs her time in a variety
of interesting ways. Her first big

thought right now is in the interest

of the Red Cross and she is to be
thanked by many of the boys in

camp, both in America and France,
for their receipt of a number of
little luxuries. It really is with the

thought of these boys in mind that

Miss Fisher is confining herself to

the production of comedy-dramas
entirely. She feels that if there is a

little smile to be had by these boys
in the comedy-dramas she is making,
that she is serving a worthy pur-
pose.

An Arabian horse was a recent

purchase by Miss Fisher and she
rides him daily into the mountains
of Santa Barbara.

Delightful to meet, both as to per-

sonality and appearance, Miss Fisher
succeeds in being one of our .real

screen successes.

It was an off-morning for Dorothy
Phillips. She had worked half the

night before; so, with her director-

husband, Allen Holubar, was having
a late breakfast at their pretty bunga-
low on Caheunga Pass. The Pass is

the direct route to Universal City
and the Holubars live but a five-

minute ride therefrom.
"I am tired of 'Discipline,'

"
sighed

Miss Phillips, as the maid removed
what remained of the grapefruit.
One wondered just what Miss Phil-

lips meant. So Miss Phillips ex-
plained.

"'Discipline' is what they call the
picture I am doing now. The whole
title is 'Discipline and Genevra.' I

am Genevra and I am very much
disciplined. So much so, in fact,
while I am on the set, that no one,'
even my husband, dares to use a

directorial voice to me when away
from the character of Genevra." Mr,
Holubar assented to this with a nod,
though really Mr. Holubar does -not

impress a person as being one who
would seek to discipline so under-
standing a person as Miss Phillips.

"I think I am the most brow-
beaten woman on the screen," went
on Miss Phillips, between sips of
coffee and bites of buttered toast.
"In my last picture I was 'The Mort-
gaged Wife.' But it seems that if

one would do dramatic work they
must submit to being a harangued
person, at least through part of the

story. I know I have always been !"

One thought over this for a mo-
ment, calling to mind "The Soul for

Sale," "Bondage," "Pay Me," "The
Girl Who Dared" this by James
Oliver Curwood and which allows
Miss Phillips to be a French-Cana-
dian girl and then one remembered
"Hell Morgan's Girl," a picture
which brought a great deal of money
into Universal headquarters.
And one decided that Miss Phillips

was right about her being a brow-
beaten woman, in pictures only.
But the result, at least, must be

satisfying as Miss Phillips, undoubt-
edly, is one of the most dramatic of
our screen stars. When asked, she
said that she had been on the stage

[406]

Dorothy Phillips with her husband
and director, Allan J. Holubar

in "Everywoman," "Mary Jane's Pa,"
and many other productions; was a
featured player with Essaney for two
seasons and then came to the Uni-
versal. One recalls that her work
in her every picture scores 100%
with exhibitors and film-patrons and
what more than this could an actress,
even an emotional, dramatic one'
desire !
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